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Abstract 

Despite watershed damage, pollution and the construction of various kinds of barrîer, rivers 

continue to carry figurative freight in the late twentieth cenhiry. This dissertation reads a number 

of contemporq texts (personai essays, fiction and poetry) that focus on rivers and insist upon 

contextual. literary and ethical processes of river reflection. 

The Introduction sites such writing in cycles of recirculation involving author, watershed 

and comrnunity. Chapter One takes up these issues. looking at essays by Lance Kinseth. Scott 

Russell Sanders, Joan Didion, Edward Abbey (Down The River, 1982) and Kathleen Dean Moore 

(Rivenoalking: Reflections on Moving Water, 1995). examining questions of memory. ecological 

change and the limits of language and observation. in order to demonstrate some links between 

subject and meandering forrn. Chapter Two records how, by troping the river as a site of revision 

and healing. Bas> Lopez, David James Duncan and Richard Flanagan localise versions of 

philosopher Hans Jonas's "imperative of responsibility ." In put ,  Duncan's The River Why 

( 1982) and Flanagan's Death of a River Guide ( 1993) braid persona1 or regiond neoîolonial 

memory to cal1 Lopez's River Notes ( 1979) to account. 

Chapten Three and Four then read the psychic, political and ecologicai reach of the 'fallen 

river' through Ivan Iilich's cornmentary on water. Analysis of further fiction by Duncan and 

Flanagan provides a context for a considerûtion of Thomas King's Green Grass, Rimning W m r  

( 1993) and a discussion of literary representations of the effect of large dams on indigenous 

communities and the natural environment. By extension. Cornac McCarthy's Suttree (1979) and 

London psychogeographer Iain Sinclair's Downrîver ( 199 1)  track two distinct wban riverscapes 

(by the Tennessee and Thames), figuring them. in Sinclair's words, as "ribbons of memory" in an 

age of amnesiac capital accumulation. 

Chapter Five marks wayr in which globalisation, loss, memory, forrn and line transpire 

through poetry by Tim Bowling and Daphne Marlatt (Steveston, 1974/1984) at the Fraser River; it 

then re-reads Richard Hugo as a riverscape poet. Finally, a discussion of long poems by lim 
Harrison, Don McKay, Gary Snyder and Liz Zetlin leads to a conclusion that emphasises 

exchange and possibility. 

The practice of reading written texts inherently invokes a challenge to 'read a river' more 

attentively. At the cultural (and thus ecological) watershed, memory constitutes a process of 

contemporary river reflection, which is distinguished by its sense of provisionality, loss and 

fragile continuity. 
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Introduction 

Watersheds of Memory 

Rivers compel attention and invite stories. For aeons they have focused human cultures, drawing 

creatures to them as a source of life and anchoring biotic communities to their banks. 

Contemporary rivers continue to attract attention and speak to a range of overlapping concems 

about 'nature,' self, language, consumerism and modemity . Indeed, with a growing global 

(human) population, cross-border water confiict. ecosystem collapse and pollution. 1 argue that 

rivers are more important than ever as a 'resource' and as a symbol or microcosm of the 

interdependencies thrt form and sustain life. This thesis reads recent literature that focuses on the 

contemporary river. It argues for the continued impact of the cultural meanings rivers c a ry  in the 

western world. As Wyman Herendeen observes "the continuity of the river motif is one of the 

major sources of our modem response to landscape and of the myths and cultural rxpectations that 

we bnng to it" (Myth 25). Rivers continue to act as currents of story and memory; they carry a 

figurative freight that enriches culture like silt. 

I trace a range of 'river-writing' from various genres (namely selected personal essays, 

fiction and poetry) and various countries from the last thiny years. I select river writing because 

my real interest is the process of "river reflection" (Huser). The project attends to work that is 

conscious of its own sense of perception, writing that examines ways of looking at and connecting 

with place, even as the key emblem of that place-the river- continues to attract, disport and 

dispel figurative torrents. 

The writers 1 read are involved in a process of 'river reflection' that begins introspectively 

in memory and flows to encompass the politics of the contemporary river. The texts honour and 

demonstrate a relation (a "recircuIation" [Joyce 11) between the writer and the river: the motile 

elements of human perception encounter a fluid river and a process of response and reflection 

begins. The reader extends that movement between place and self by responding to the text and to 

personal memory. 

We humans are as dependent on our ways of knowing the world as we are on water for 

survival. Much of the work 1 read here observes that these ways of knowing are ecologically 

darnaging. The threat of species extinction, the anger against the idea or reality of a d m  or 

destructive humm encroachment and the displacement of resident cornrnunities of people, fish, 

forests or birds are some of the issues gathered at the water's (and the line's) edge. Hurnans are 
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pn.rt of a wider ecology. That ecology is fragile. "Ten fish species disappeared in North America 

during the last decade alone." while forty-one percent of ail rzcognised fish species live in "the one 

percent of the earth's surface that is freshwater" (Abramovitz 60-61). Roughly one quÿrter of one 

percent ("one teaspoon of a 5-litre container") of the world's water is available for human use, and 

that is increasingly polluted, inaccessible and unequally shared (de Villiers 3 l).' In a sense these 

river writers respond to Donald Worster's cal1 to "think like a river" (Rivers of Empire 33 1 ; The 

Wedth of Natitre 123-34). As one (river-responsive) reader's response, my dissertation tracks 

this diverse revisionary process, as it is embodied in some recent writing. 

The works foreground a river (or rivers). I attend to the rhetorical rneans by which the 

authors constmct and use that curent through story and narrative. At, on, or in the river the 

writers are drawn to the waters and their histories. Textually. culturally and visually. nvers are 

elusive and inspiring. Water's fluvial qualities demand and elude written description. For 

Wendel1 Berry the river "fascinates.. . . its mysteries must always be tampered with" ("The Rise." 

Recollected Essay 10). The river mns on. leaving the writcr to work within (and challenge) the 

limits of form. text and narrative. The river means different things to each person. culture and 

place. There is no one river. no single response. But by grouping a series of responses together. 

I begin to gather concems and visions to carry to a river. 

The authors use different genres to accommodate the range of concems borne by river 

reflection. Those concerns stress the limits of written EngIish language on the page. an ambivalent 

engagement with the fixity of print before the Row of the river. 1 analyse the process of river- 

reflection and the metaphors it yields. 

There is no let up in demand: "The day may corne, a few genentions hence, when ail of the water of ail the rivers 
will be withdmwn at least once dunng their course to the sea" (Hunt and Gmels 88). 
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Some hydrology and its metaphors of memory 

Water exists . . . in a closed systern called the hydrosphere, and conternplating the 
hydrosphere and the hydrologic cycle is almost enough to make a sceptic believe in 
the omni-existent Gaia. The system is so intricate, so complex, so interdependent. 
so all-pervading, and so astonishingly stable that it seems purpose-built for 
regulating life. (29) 

Marq de Villiers, Water. 

[Tlhe perspective of the walker is as radically different from that of the boatman as 
it is frorn that of the stander on the bank. Walking. you have not merely entered the 
water; you have entered the course of the Stream. You are experiencing not the 
strearn done nor the land alone, but the contending of the two by which each has 
been shaped. You are encountering by touch as well as by sight the water of the 
river and the obstacles it makes its way through or over or under o r  around. You 
have put your body into it like a gauge to rneasure the variations of its depth and the 
changes of its flow .... Our joumey has become one of its processes. (252,257) 

Wendel1 Berry. "The Un foreseen Wildemess." 

Luna B. Leopold describes the ways water vapour from leaves. earth. lakes. reservoirs and ocean 

is pulied skyward by the sun and gravity. Condensing, the water vapours becorne rain, 

which feeds the rivers and lakes. Rivers cany water to the ocean. Evaporation 
from land ruid ocean puts water back in the atmosphere, and this exchange goes on 
continually: Water goes from earth to atmosphere to earth .... This universal tnith 
was forçotten in the Dark Ages. The ancients may have had some appreciation of 
it, for acccrding to the Bible, 'Al1 the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is never 
full; unto the place from whence the rivers corne. they retum to flow again 
[Ecclesinstrs 1 : 71' (4,6). 

Flow. cycles and metaphysics have long combined in European theology as Yi-Fu Tuan observes. 

Today, that cyclic pattern functions in rnetaphoric ways through the literature 1 r e d  ahead. Its 

recirculating processes are subsumed into other religious understandings, into a renewed 

understanding of time, or employed at formal and figurative levels to stress a kind of continuity 

represented by the river. With its transpiration towards the heavens (up to " 15 kilometres above 

the ground) and its terrestrial movement towards the ocean (to a depth of five kilometres below 

the sea level [de Villiers 29]), the water of the river becornes an emblem of change and activity. Its 

fluvial surface suggests mobility and openness, for the river basin will gather al1 run-oft rivers are 

cumulative phenomena. To speak metaphorically, the hydrologic cycle is a living example of the 

way ideas. language. images and figuration transpire through culture. Leopold observes that 

strems: 

have as tributaries srnall creeks and finally join a river of equal or larger size. Large 
rivers are forrned by the joining of ones of intemediate size. 



The pattern of this joining is much like the branching of trees. Surprisingly, 
however, this successive merging is highly organized and is one of the many 
aspects of dynarnic equilibrium within the river system (63). 

This dynamic organisation is expressed by the ways bodies of water interact in the same "drainage 

network" (63). Leopold traces engineer Robert Horton's work on this topic. A small stream will 

branch into a creek that in mm branches into a uibutary; these flow into a larger river. Each 

component handles as much as it cm, then alters and CO-ordinates to mn-off into a larger portion 

of its network.' The "segments" of a watershed's water range from a tiny strearn to a large river. 

Each segment has prior components that it depends upon: "It means that when a sketch of a strearn 

net is drawn, 4 or 5 tributaxies should be drawn to any segment [creek. stream or river] of a given 

order." The river needs the creek, the creek the stream. the stream the run-off and min. Al1 "open 

systems" maintain a "quasi-equilibrium .... they tend towards a certain efficiency." The 

"consistency of such geornetnc relations as [the] number, length and order" of the different creeks, 

stream, tributaries and rivers in the same watershed is testament to equilibrium and functionality: 

"river networks are fractal" (Bak 8 1). A branch is unlikely to hinction without sustaining either 

itself or the river i t  feeds: 

The ratio of the number and lengths of branches of vanous orders is approximütely 
comparable in trees and in river systems. This pattern tends to minimize total 
length and closely approximate the rnost probable network that would result frorn 
entireiy random joining. Thus branching patterns of trees, rivers, blood vessels in 
animal tissue. and other natural networks arc: not only similar. but are designed for 
efficiency and stability. (Leopold 67) 

As ecologists point out, everything is interconnected. Rivers have their own series of intricate 

relations with atmosphere, ground conditions and forest cover. A river does not stand alone; it is 

an expression of dependencies and relations between elements. 

The tributaries CF a river added together do not constitute the whole of a river basin 
drainage network, just as the artenes and veins in the fingers and thumb do not 
constitute the entire systern of blood vessels in the hand. There is a land area that 
drains directly into the main river and that is not included in the drainage of any of 
the individual tributaries. (Leopold 156) 

1 use the term 'watenhed' in the American sense of a drainage area or basin. "an area From which water drains to a 
singIe point; in a natural basin, the area contributing flow to a given place or a given point on a stream" (Leopoid 
166). The British usage of the term refus to n topographie line (ridge or shelf) where the water flows into a different 
drainage basin. 

My use of the term "riparian" refers to the river bank; 1 use "riverine" to denote a more direct immersion in 
current, a current which is fluvial, motile and meandering at any given time. 

Similar principles apply to the reach of the dissertation chapters, which have numerous pauses and breaks dong 
their extent, aIlowing the reader to alight at various points. The chapters are divided into subsections that attend to 
various works; these in tum are subdivided into sections. Where a 'bullet' or point is used, 1 create attention to the 
space on the page and the shift in focus (a gap in the net) that declares a more pointed transition. 



The river is part of the basin that it in nim continues to shape. Recirculation across self, river and 

watershed marks much of the work 1 read in this thesis. This process continues to drench the 

contemporary imagination. An ethic of care and equilibrium between river and human is needed in 

the late twentieth century if the twenty-first is to feature living rivers. The writers in this thesis 

seek this elusive equilibrium. There are no certainties it is recoverable, no uncontested perspective 

for them (or me) to adopt. 

Per Bak, in his scientific theoretical work, likens the accretive existence of a river to the 

process of remembrance. Rivers have memory; the process of remembrance replicates the 

formation of a river: 'The memory is encoded as a network of riverbeds waiting to be filled up 

under the relevant extemal stimulus" (182). Rivers respond to a past that forms them. The writers 

1 read here do the same. The process of river reflection confronts the past that shapes the fluid 

present. These writers formally engage with river and story. Memory and rivers guide them into 

the future. 

My thesis argues that the process of river-reflection (as demonstrated in the books I read here) 

begins in personal memory and moves to a textually-declarative politics. without ever breaking the 

connection with the creative human world of (satunted) introspection. The persona1 voice h a  

validity. The rnovement between the personal net of recollection and the public act of declaration 

and protest ngainst ecological and cultural losses implies a belief in the power of story and 

resistance to certain forms of human 'progress.' Persona1 memory extends outwards through text 

to the wider watcrshed and the human communities that dwell there. The act of sharing 

(exchanging) that inner world transgresses any supposed public-private divide while maintaining 

the intimacy of authorial disclosure and reader reception. Memory becomes a touchstone in the 

changing present. 

This movement From memory to politics, which 1 liken to the ripples a stone makes in a 

still pool, is articulated in the process of writing and reader-reception. Rivers mediate the process 

of retlection and expression. They enable utterance and mirror the ways and means of textual 

remembrance and becoming. "Al1 rivers become memory" (Fields 166). The current draws river- 

watchers into their past and then moves the wnters to reflect on every tributary the river supports, 

including the human tnbutary. Location bespeaks locatedness; (t)here, mernories gather and pool 

as stories begin. 

The works in this thesis affirm connections across story, memory, river and politics. Taking on 

the fish's voice, Lee Maracle discusses the "agreements" made by the creatures of the watershed 

and the river itself, an ecology fomed through story, alliance and communication: "We uphold 



those agreements. We seek freedom within the Iirnits established by those agreements" (162). 

This notion of responsibility and communication across elernents, species and cultures is one 

Barry Lopez has borrowed: "'Tirne has nothing to do with this. This is not a story. When you 

feel the river shuddering against your legs, you are feeling the presence of al1 these agreements"' 

(River Notes 12 1). The river's healthy function depends on a huge range of ecological interactions 

and in tum supports such connections. Maracle and Lopez suggest that our awareness of these 

connections will determine Our response to the river: ecology and story are bound together in the 

river-work 1 consider. This emphasis on 'authentic' holism (the number of river-focused books is 

blossoming) may be one of the clearest white responses to the resurgence of indigenous activism 

and writing in the late twentieth-century. Many of the essayists, for example, seek a connection 

with place they know colonialism has disrnantled for many indigenous peoples. So guilt and 

longing cohabit in the white writers' work. and Lopez, like Maracle (for example) encourages the 

use of the river as a mediating and changing site for healing across species and culture; the river is 

the medium al1 share. True, the past is not always attractive; scars abound in the watershed. for 

"[tjhe violence done to the people is ais0 done to the land (Young 185). But the propensity to 

leam and atone accretes: there are some things to celebrate. 1 observe the attitude to past and 

present memory through the medium of text and the element of water. The texts combine both of 

these physical and psychic qualities through the work of reckoning and revision. 

Time and again the writers cal1 for an updated version of what (in 1979) the philosopher 

Hans Jonas temed "an irnperative of responsibility," a way of acting and being in the present that 

takes the needs of future communities into account. 1 read through this networked consciousness 

of time and place, and most of the work is (Iike Jonas's call) from the late twentieth century. The 

authors shape an ecology of river. story and memory, a riverine ethics of a r e .  Barry Lopez 

observes '"[wjhen you pick up something in the woods. it is not only connected to everything else 

by virtue of its being a set piece in an ecosystem, but it's connected io everything else by virtue of 

the fact you have an imagination"' (Trimble 13). Because such relations depend on the past as 

much as th2 present, the contemporary river-writer uses memory as a resource. Such usage is 

evident in the process of explication that substantiates the personal essay, fictional characier 

development, and iesonant imagery within the long poem. 



My own response to this reflexive, process-based work of river-reflection began on a river in the 

summer of 1990. In late 1989 1 was invited to paddle New Zedand's Whanganui River on the 

annual Tira Hoe Waka (or joumey by canoe). For two weeks a group of Maori people of the 

Whanganui River paddle from the head to the rnouth of this longest navigable river in the country. 

Those Atihaunui A Paparangi sub-tribes have lived with the River for many centuries, shaping 

sophisticated fishing technologies and a series of rich oral traditions woven into each place on the 

River. As 1 paddled the rapids and reaches named after ancestors of my canoe-mates, 1 

encountered another conceptual world, one that sees d l  time as a continuum that can be travelled in 

several directions at once. The people drew me into their river-loving world. Their love prompted 

a process of revision. Dawn and dusk were full of invocation and chanted prayer. Places we 

stopped at were illurninated by Song and by accounts of past deeds. the battles between mountains 

or the work of river-gardians or tonitvho. creatures with great green eyes that are iridescent in the 

night. 

These stories collide with the politics and ecology of the contemporary river. Two 

immigrant concepts of 'river' (colonial and Maori), run aiongside each other, "contrapuntally," in 

Said's sense of the word (66). The Maori river of myth and memory is wounded by a dam. which 

divens rnost of the Whanganui's headwaters. Maori of the River have conducted New Zealand's 

oldest water rights case. (There is a bitter irony in the River's name tnnslating as, amongst other 

things, "the River of long-waiting.") Successive govemrnents failed to recognise tribal ownership 

or priority over the water and bed of the River. While we travelled the River, courts in the capital 

city were in the midst of hearings over Maon rights to the headwaters. (My father Martin 

represented the tribal groups in the courts, and 1 helped to collate evidence in 1989.) The court 

evidence was grounded in Maon cosmology, in oral narrative and tradition, and in continued 

fishing prr *.ces. Al1 these elements flowed together, but it is the geographically and culturalIy 

specific use of Atihaunui tribal memory that sustains and foms the source of the present Maori 

relation with the River. The Waitangi Tribunal, the nation's land and Treaty settlement office. 

released a major research report in June 1999: it affirms tribal ownenhip of the River. 

The annual canoe trip is a physical assertion of Maori bonds with the River, the Awa, 

during a period of intense legai negotiation and argument over the future of the Whanganui and 

thus of a spiritual base for Atihaunui. 1 lived through (and was transformed by) a journey where 

story, memory, politics, spirituality and ecology coalesced. David Young, writing of the 

Whanganui River and the longstanding Maori harvest of tuna (eels), makes a vitd observation: 

"Story is part of the sinew that binds people back to the landscape. In this case the river is 

narrative, the flow is tuna; the harvest is understanding" (180). Rives have their own unique 

catches. Here on the Fraser River that catch is salrnon and the politics of fishing have rarely been 

more intense. Resources are contested by story. world view and market forces: rivers are under 

critical strain (as Abramovitz, Goldsmith and Hildyard, de Villiers. Outwater, Palmer, Postel, 

White, Worster and others attest). 



The Tira Hoe Waka is a profound example of private memory as public activism. Such 

assertions are apparent in most twentieth-century 'post-'colonial nations. in a sense the nascent 

interest in river-rights/writes mirrors or responds (sometimes subconsciously) to the cd1 for 

indigenous self-determination, historical revision and power-sharing voiced by tribal peoples in 

global forums over the twentieth century. Implicit in my selection (most of the texts are from the 

late 1960s on: the majority are from the 1990s), is a fascination with the cultural polyvocalities of 

recent decades as tribal groups, women, and those who speak for rivers rise in an acclamation of 

life and rights. In many ways the texts 1 consider are a response to, or part of, that confluence of 

voices. 

So the groundwork for my focus on place and memory is powerful and insistent to this 

day. My Tira Hoe Waka experience has taught me that the ways one knows or understands a river 

are culturally constructed. Hence any Findings in this dissertation are provisional within its own 

limited scope and cultural background. My assertions are open. for a river never tmly ends iit the 

sea. There may never be a last word on rivers. because they continue to change. Hard and fixed 

conclusions are unlikely: 1 do not like dams. After a second Whanganui River trip made with 

Atihaunui. one person told me to find out where I carne from. This thesis is part of that process of' 

discovery, part of a persona1 cult~wd genealogy. It has also been one way of stûying with the 

River. I want to find out how some other white products of colonialism like myself see the rivers 

they live with. What concems are being aired in the writing? Do they twin with my experience of 

rivers in the late twentieth century'? And do they suggest any alternatives for the settlers who may 

or may not be haunted by other ways of seeing a natural world that is dwindling before their (and 

our) eyes? I engage with textual memory and the foms. meanings and consequences of different 

relations with rivers, particularly the drive towards a productivity that limits the natural ba i s  for 

storied or biological diversity in the future (Livingston 53). 

As a result of rny experiences. this thesis is a wary investigation into other textual worlds. After 

one Maori. rivered world, 1 want to avoid rnaking absolute pronouncements about indigenous or 

significantly 'other' cultures than my own, though 1 suppose pronouncements will be made, 

because my experience points to the power of cross-cuiturd communication. But this is not a 

work of anthropology that looks at another culture, nor is it a work of cultural geography, 

ecology, hydrology or biology. It does not trace the full extent of river-focused work from even 

one locale or discipline. Rather, the thesis attends (arnongst other things) to some of the 

metaphon parts of Western culture bring to the river today, in an effort to make sense of my own 

concems and memories. 1 redise 1 am embedded in the same limitations of language Lance 

Kinseth confronts in River Etemal and that 1 am ignorant in other (to me) ways of river-knowing 

as practised by the Peigan Nation of Alberta, or the European angling arcana examined in the novel 



ntr River Wh?. Interpretation or readerly engagement brings me up against the limits of my own 

knowledge and heightens my curiosity. After seeing the depth of the Maori understanding of the 

Whanganui River, 1 am wary of ever saying 1 know enough to make a pronouncement, pick up a 

pen, or know a river. But reading and looking about me at the web of Ioss and potential that 

marks the present, 1 believe something must be said. What follows are my provisional, fallible 

and individual opinions, likely to undergo seasonal change in the flow of tirne. Monographs on 

river writing have been confined to specific authors. earlier times or eschew some very recent 

work. After a trip on a darnrned river, I wanted to confront the metaphors shoring up behind 

reservoirs, and document how some writers respond to the environmental crises of the present, so 

1 rnight be better prepared to respond myself. I trace memory as a force of resistance. The role of 

culturally-specific mernories on the river marks and defines my own attitudes and concems. 

This thesis is not a history of river activism, ecology, travel writing, hydro-electricity or 

environmental ethics.' Nor does it purpon to analyse every important river book of the last thirty 

' Those works have been written. and as interested ar 1 am in these areas (an intercst Irirgely sparked by the reading 
done for this thesis), the scope of this particular project dors not permit extensive engagement in thesc fields. In th<: 
tïeld of environmental history, one could consult, for exampic, The Righw of Nature: A H i m y  of Environnrental 
Ethics (by Roderick Nuh, a keen river runner [Huser, "Flowing" 47]), Donald Worster's Rivers of Empire: Warer, 
AMity and the Americun West and The Wtdth of Nature: Environmental History and the Ecolugical irrtugirtutiort; 
Anna Bramwell's controversial history of ecology or work on thc ways pritriarchy inscribes itself onto the vie% of 
the nritural world: "lnsofar as landscapes reflect power relationships, it is c leu that patriarchal hegemonies have 
çrerited spaces and places which deny or dcvalue women. For rnany women and increasingly, it  appears, the 
environmcnt. such dominance has been damaging. But expressions of power do not go unchallengeci. Women have 
found wriys to manipulate restrictive landscapes for their own purpses and we have exrimplcs of how they have rictcd 
to create conditions more amenable to their interests and values. Because women and men d n w  meaning from 
landscapes. and use [hem in expressing their sense of persona1 identity, Iandscapes crin also empower people to 
creritivity and action. to develop culturcil alternatives that mighr contribute [O the making of a sustainable and more 
socially equitable environment" (Monk 136, my italics). Monk's qualifier in this Iast sentence haunts the cssays 1 
read herc: nothing is certain, least of dl the capacity to effect change. But the attempt is given further meaning and 
form through the essay. 

Rcgarding river herilth, 1 have been both informed and worried by Sandra Postel's Last Oasis, Tim Palmer's 
Lifefines: The Case Far River Conservation, Patrick McCulIy's Silrnced Rivers: The Ecology and Politics of Lurge 
Dunrs, Hildyard and Goldsmith's Ttie Sociul and Environnrental EIJcrcts of Lurge Danu, Richard White's The 
Organic Machine: The Reniaking of the Culunrbia River, Marc Reisner's Cadiflac Desen: The Americun West utid 
its Disuppearing Water and Blaine Harden's A River No More (on the Columbia River). 1 have consulted Wuter, a 
Printer as a basic work on hydrology (it is written by Luna Leopold and 1 think it is no small thing Aldo's son 
chose to work in this field) and Yi-Fu Tuan on the hydrologie cycle. For more on water generafly see Ivan Illich H?O 
and The Waters of Forgrrfulriess, who, dong with Herendeen, informs Simon Schama's Landscape clnd Memory. 
Schamri, David Hill (on J.M.W. Turner) and Barbara Ziegler (Riverlink, a project based on the Fraser River with 
senior University of British Columbia Fine Arts students) and Rayrnondc April's exhibit Les Fleuves 
invisibles/invisible Rivers (Morris and Helen Belkin GalIery, Vancouver U.B.C. Nov. 1998-Jan 1999) and Phyillis 
Greenwood (Fraser River Suites, Douglas College, B.C., September 1999) have written or worked on interfaces 
between rut and rivers. 

Sandra Postel (Last Ousis), Marq de Villiers (Water) and Alice Outwater ( Watec A Narural History) have written 
recent and very readable accounts of the politics and history of water. For a striking history of water and heroics, 
see Charles Spnwson's Haunts of the Bfack Masseur The Swimmer us Hero. The readability and range of the work 
is testament to an abiding fascination with water, particuliuiy as it becomes more scarce, contarninated and contested. 

For British Columbia, work such as First Fish, First People (eds. Roche and McHutchison) and that by Mark 
Hume, Teny Glavin, Hamm Foster, Cole Harris, Diane Newell, Don Gayton, W. H. New, Lawie Ricou and others 
have given me a strong sense of the parallels and divergences between British Columbia and my place of birth, New 
Zeaiand. 

My reading of river-work is also irnpiicitly informed by exposure to writing in cultural and feminist geography, 
(eg. Rose. PiIe and Thrift, Carter, Duncan, Cosgrove and Stock); in environmental ethics (Snyder, Livingston, 
Evernden, Schama, Palmer, Singer, Worster), as well as the works discussed in the note below. Though I do not 



years or three centuries." Each river or river book 1 discuss offers a series of discoveries which in 

tum reminds me of the rivers 1 have never wntten or read about, let alone seen. As you read this 

always refer to these works, 1 list them here ris an indication of the kinds of baggage and limitation 1 carry as 1 
follow the books ahead. 

This thesis is limited to some textual representations of rivers (and only some (fairly small) rivers at that: the 
Nile. Ganges, Rhine and Arnazon deserve and have received their own treatrnents elsewhere). Entire books could be 
written about river representation in film (Death on the Nile; The Africm Queen; Fitzcarrulùu, Agrrirre: Wrath of' 
Cod; A River Rrtns Through ft; Deliverance; The River Wild; Apocalypse Now; Chinatorvn; Dead Mun, etcetera, 
etcetera.) Greg Keeler has argued that the river journey film transposes elements of quest and revelation and that they 
have performed a "progression from less structures, less self-conscious romance to highly structured, more self- 
conscious use of motif, literary and cinematic allusion, and ritual" (52). 

' Sonie of the most contemporary critical literary work on nven has ernerged from the U.S.A. Mark Browning 
has published Haiinted By Waters: Fly Fishing iri North Americari Lirerature (1998), which Roderick Haig-Brown 
aficionados should consult. a monograph on Haig-Brown being overdue. Glenn Longfellow's 1993 M.A. "Henry 
David Thoreau, John Graves, Anne Zwinger. Bany Lopez, Edward Abbey rind the American River Nmtive,"  makes 
important links between somc recent river writing and the tradition of elegy. John E. Maxwell's 1995 Doctoral 
dissertation "Alewives, Indians, Sternwheelers and a Drop of Water: An Ecological Map of American Riverbooks" 
(UC trvine) is an impressive contribution to the eco-literary understanding of the U.S.A., water-rights and 
environmental history. Reading work by Henry Thoreau, John Wesley Powell, Mark Twain and Mary Austin, he 
accounts "for the ways in which rivers are used, manipulated. controlIed, owned and diimagcd as thcy rire integrated 
into hurnanity's drive to consume materials and acquire energy" (2). Significantly, Maxwell secs his work of 
scholarship as an act of "resistance" against incessant consumption of rivers and rcsources (2). His grriccful 
intcrweavins of history, ecology and story is e x e m p l q .  My own work ranges across more rivers, and is more 
intent on process than a regional locale, though equally concerned with how the writers 1 consider resist incessant 
consumption. The recent volume edited by Rriguet and Bouvert (Soundirig the Depths: Wuter in Norrh .4merican 
Literantre) hris an Arnerican theme and wide (though barely Canadian) nnge. Verne Huser, key river runner and 
author, has edited the anthology River Reflectioris (Connecticut: East Woods P. 1984). Huser's article "River 
Classics: The Litcrature of Flowing Writer" poses a key question: "Where do 1 stop" (4517 The prinoply of written 
work alone on rivers recalls a phrase from Umberto Eco: "our list of titles is still far t'rom complcte; rind thiit, 
therefore, to paraphrase a joke by Macedonio Fernandcz, the number of things which are not in the bibliographies is 
so high that it would be impossible to tind room for one more missing item" (Searcli 2). My selcction pivots 
around recent texts that probiernatise and extend the human relation with rivers, memory rind story in the late 
twentieth century in an effort to understand the feelings that some in the (ex-)colonial world bnngs to rivers, and the 
viscerd responsc to dams, pollution. progress and wilderness. The concept of self and nation becornes part of that 
response. Rivers rcmain rcflective sites. 

In From Lcrntlscape ro Literature: The River and the Myth uf Geography (1986) Wyman H .  Herendcen studies 
the range of river-focused literature from Greek rind Roman Antiquity through to the English writers of the 
seventeenth-century. His work is important and his conclusions have many resonances with recent river work. 
Fierendeen argues for a major change in the ways seventeenth-century poets symbolised rivers. He describes the shift 
thus: "the river of the physicd world is supplanted by the metaphoric analogue of the inner bcing .... Incretisingly, 
the mythic dimension of the river-its image of concord and hmony-is that of the sou1 and psyche of the 
individual as he exists outside of society i n a  geography whose values are spiritual rather than ~oiitical" (Myh 328. 
32 1). Rivers lose their symbolic range as the lifeblood of a nation and speak for or represent a more introspective 
authorial current. For a t h e  the river wrts a national icon of nationhood; in the giant dam era of the 1930s it 
became one again for the U.S.A., and in the 1950s for the Soviet Union and Australia, then India. China has 
championed the Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze while battling criticism from engineers, former funders and 
NGO's whiie floods pour from the skies. Asia and South America have wom the mark of much development 'riid' 
in the form of displaced people, concrete mpruts  and an unsustainabie growth (Roy, McCully, Hildyard). Asia is 
the most recent Iocus of the combination of nation and concrete 'progress.' 

Herendeen argues that "[slociety, on its rivers, was forced into self-awareness, compelled into a state of self- 
consciousness from which grew its own characteristic river image" (Myth 24). His point holds tme for the work 1 
consider: it has a self-consciousness that depends on and is sustained by mernory, but the threat of ecological 
collapse has made that reflexivity a problematic act. In the essay form the author's insecurities over personai agency 
confront corporate power, just as the naturalist, conservationist or indigenous group confronts the resource-stripping 
trans-national Company in the courts. But the political impact of the work may increase in the introspective 
passages because the writer, unlike the dam-builder, is intent on the past and its lost river. So the act of 
rerncrnbrance becomes, for some, political. In many of the writers 1 consider, self-consciousness leads the text into 
memory then out into the ecological (and thus political) b a i s  of that memory, and back again to the self. The 



thesis, 1 am asking you to look to your own local river and its stones. Doing so cultivates a 

political stance (as many Californians-but especially author Marc Reisner-could tell you), 

because there are few elements as necessary as water? People will go to war over oil; some (for 

example Sandra Postel) suggest that cross-border river disputes will escalate into war in the 

twenty-first century. We die swiftly without water. Freshwater quaiity and access is under threat 

from the damaging ways we humans live our lives (Abrarnovitz). In 1999 (after devastating 

floods the previous year). water gave millions of people more grief, as the worst floods for years 

ravaged Southern China, Bangladesh, Korea. the Philippines, Hungary, India and Vietnam, 

scouring watersheds of crops and other forms of life. 

I am embedded in the resource-hungry world that is doing so much damage to rivers. 1 am part of 

that world: most of my life has been dependent on hydro-electricity, as has the production of this 

thesis! The waters have been rendered as the carrier of use-value and kilowatt-hours to feed the 

production of papers. theses and policies inside buildings heated by h ydro-electrici ty . Gary 

Snyder notes these buildings are often made from "cast-in-place concrete . . . a transformation of 

water-washed gravels, a riverbed stood on end" ('The Forest in the Libnry" 206). Flowing 

through Stone, we descend through stairwells of vertical riverbed, the largely tluid-based members 

of a cleansing populace that may lament the intervention of our passion for order on the 

remembered torrents of the past. 

The invasive technologies of damming or polluting a river are portrayed in the writing as 

assaults upon a fragile and supposedly ovemn ideology of hamony and care as much as a 

physical riverscape. At the river (a meeting place between cultures and a site for stories-and thus 

rnemories-from those cultures) the dominant society seeks a kind of hydrotherapy that will 

redeem the sins of a colonial past and the "technological colonialism" of the present (Cohen). This 

work is also an examination of doubt in the face of such forces. because many of those who write 

of and oppose this colonialism redise the pace of development is torrentid. 

confessionai act of remembrance (exemplified in, for examplc, the personal essays of Moore or Sanders, or 
Flanagrin's novels and Bowling's delta-details) counters the future-oriented drive for progress and profit that diverts or 
dams rivers in favour of money, not memory. As Rangitihi Tahuparae said, standing by the Whanganui on that first 
Tira Hoe Waka, things went wrong for white men when the doIIar beearne an atua or god. 

As Marq de Villiers put it in 1999, "(wlater is so necessuy, so central to dl life, that it isn't surprising it took on 
a signifieance beyond the intrinsic. In a world where gods inhabited everything, gods most certainly inhabited water. 
And it is always interesting, 1 thought, how pofitics and religion intersected when it came to water" (7 1). 

(When 1 first came to Canada to study, 1 thought the term 'hydro' referred to water charges, not the general 
damestic-utilities bill each house receives in British Columbia.) 

1 1  



The structure of the thesis 

The dissertation is formed into three sections. Though this grouping is based on genre (the 

personal essay, Fiction and poetry respectively), 1 also discuss common concerns across genres. 

This thesis maps a partial typology of human responses to rivers through certain texts. These 

creative responses-transcendent, elegiac, reminiscent, nostdgic and angry-vie and meld with 

each other at the water's edge. 1 have selected the texts because they demonstrate (formally, 

thematically and in ternis of content) my argument that rivers invite and sustain attention as the 

West enters the twenty-first century. Ecological conditions provoke a sense of elegy and highlight 

diminishing opportunities for ecological recovery. Concurrent with this closing window of 

opportunity is a realisation that notions such as Nature, holism and redemption are also contested 

in this pos t-colonial, post-industrial age. 

As the previous pages suggest, these writers respond to ecological crisis because loss of 

ecological diversity affects story, culture and rnemory. The cross-genre concems stem from a 

process of bearing witness that each writer undertakes. They witness (as 1 have) the ways cultural 

and ecological diversity have corne under threat. There is much cause for concem. Elegy 

therefore vies with hope, but these texts (particularly those from the 1990s). argue that hope is 

provisional and compromised. Humans need rivers, but rivers have gained nothing from us. 

In A Week On The Concord and Merrirnack Rivers, Henry David Thoreau argued that the 

person "who h e m  the rippling of nvers in these degenerate days will not utterly despair." (334). 

In this thesis the writers do not ntterly despair, but they do despair. Loss constructs their sense of 

the remnant power of wilderness; even in the pristine watershed the fact remains that rivers are 

under threat. This threat is allied with a kind of communal amnesia evident in what poet Richard 

Hugo (see chapter five) calls "the loss of knowns" (Triggering 70). How are writers responding 

to loss? What might endure and what, in the storied and diverse watershed, is worth caring for? 1 

want to know because 1 have seen how damaged rivers affect the wider watershed and its 

dependents, and 1 believe the river is a place where people can leam to conduct a dialogue across 

cultures and species. I negotiate the tex& ahead in search of ways such dialogue has been 

demonstrated at diverse sites. Each text details a concomitmt process of negotiation in its own 

scripted watershed. One of my roles in this thesis is the surnmary and analysis of these negotiable 



positions that are open to dialogue. 1 offer a brief summary of the thesis structure before detailing 

each chapter in morc depth. 

Chapter one focuses on a range of essayists that bear witness. 1 open with them to stress 

the process of perceptual inquiry that continues in the fiction and poetry. 

Chapten two. three and four attend to fiction. The work allows explication of the process 

of inquiry, observation and development across a character's ecological and psychological 

formation. Chapter two scrutinises the notion of the 'pure' transcendent river in three works of 

fiction. I argue that escapism is not a useful option in the present. The fictional confrontation with 

fallenness (in the form of dams. pollution and cultural arnnesia) compels a moral and politicised 

response detailed in chapters three and four. Rivers endure. but once ecological collapse sets in. 

human networks fail. 

Despite (and often because of) this. optimism and defiance remain in much of the work 1 

read. This is as true of the poetry (chapter five) as it is of the fiction and essays. The poets I read 

watch this process of decay, gleaniny fleeting solace from remnants. The long poems I read test 

dialects in "the language of River" that continues to speak through deprecation (Zetlin "Said the 

river-two"). Optimism springs from attention and the appreciation of response. but none of the 

writers are sure the "language of River" will be understood in the next century. Kinseth tries to 

grasp a river in his work, to refigure the process of salvation through textual salvage. To represent 

the river in language is a key irnperative in the long poems I read. The textual invitation to 

response is one means of passing on such fluvial attention. But the writers test text and attempt to 

embody it, to transfomi line into element, word into tlow. This flow is not continuous; there are 

discontinuities in terms of typography and the embodiment of silence, gap and indeterminate 

estuaries beyond language (reaches the essayists hint at too). The epilogue then tests response on 

site. iooking (via text) for unknown answers beside ungraspable rivers. 

Taken together, the fexts demonstrate various ways of rivering as an experience and 

reading as an experience. My stance as a reader varies from critical analysis to full immersion in 

and acceptance of a text. Fixed positions work against the ethic of care these writers promote. an 

ethic that requires adaptability in the face of flux. a process of remembrance and response that 

embodies the fluvial present. Reading can engender this, but there are no certainties reading will 

provide a simple solution to the complex problems transpinng in the watershed. Doubt is .:~erefore 

a key component in the work, an ethic of doubt and guardianship; responding to what remains 

invoives facing the responsibilities of responsiveness. Throughout, my interest tums to the 

process of river writing: how is that elusive current wriiten in to text? This thesis as a whole is an 

extended, open definition of what that reflective process rnight be. 

Describing her long (river-based) poem Steveston (see chapter five), Daphne Marlatt notes 

how the poem "moves around & keeps returning to the central interface of human iives with the 

river" ("Long As In Time" 3 17). This thesis attends to the range and lirnits of this cyclic interface 

in the late twentieth-century, observing the continuities in the process of remembrance, protest and 



explication across (and through) genre boundaries. On a micro level, each chapter traces a process 

of personal recollection and concurrent explication, as it is realised in text and disperses amongst a 

wider watershed community of readers, (hi)stones, public memones and ideas. Each of the 

writers has their own way of utterance, but each responds to a world that speaks (in myriad, 

fluvial and cyclical ways) to them. Together the authors make my wider point: rivers are currents 

of story and rnemory. still capable of carrying our figuration, and that figuration is still offered. 

As a reader. 1 am involved with the process of river-reflection. River reflection is both the 

process and product of articulation, born of contemplation and engagement with mental and 

physical streams. Each writer records a movement from self to world. These ripples reach the 

cornmunity through the text. Inscribed river retlection is part of an almost hydrologie cycle of 

ideas and opinion called story and history. The authors 1 read contribute their own versions of 

Joyce's "commodious vicus of recirculation" (1). As a reader 1 complete a process of (concentnc) 

apprehension that in (re)tum, sends me back to rivers with new perspectives. 

I am interested in how the process of river reflection and river writing is articulated across 

genre. The various genres extend, look to and echo each other as 1 proceed through the thesis. 

Memory appears as a fount in each. and each piece develops a memory of its own because al1 of 

the writers make telling use of imagery. The writers ensure that formal distinctions (or traditions) 

work for them. Each genre places different demünds on the reader. Irnagery and memory largely 

constitute the written river. The form that river then takes substantiates the river for the reader. 

That process of substantiation draws the reader into (and embodies) the work; "nearly d l  river 

books become. inevitably, books about memoryy* (Fields 166). 1 focus on the functions and forms 

of river-inspired reflection and recollection in reading the essays, novels and poetry. 

Chapter One attends to the ways nvers and remembrance work through the personal essay. 

The personal essay uses form to meander between public and private confessional modes. 

dismissing the notion of a clear distinction between public and private, or personal and political 

registers.' The essays 1 read have a regional U.S. focus, but retain global resonance because 

rivers speak in many tongues. The essayistic mode of recollection enables shifts in register. The 

essay form allows anecdote, allegory and poetic imagery to enter the skein of fact gathering and 

information-sharing . 

Many of the essays centre in the Western and Southwestern United States. where the 

ghosts of salmon and the bulk of dams work hard on the writer's mind. Loss and developrnent are 

escalating, while an ongoing First Nations presence compels reflection on meanings of home and 

history. What compels me üs a reader is the way the wnters have tumed to the persona1 essay as a 

means of integrating the process of remembrance and metaphor into their discussion of the 

' Once again feminisc theory has challenged the notion of a public-private 'divide.' bel1 hook. T. Trinh-Minh-Ha. 
Donna Haraway, Paula Gunn Allen, Geraldine Pratt, LesIie Marmon Silko, Pauicia Grace, Lee Maracle, Gillian 
Rose: these are some of the writers who have taught me about the ways the private informs public expression, and 
they do so more effectively than 1 cm summarise in a footnote. 



riverine. 1 am taken by the ways the writer moves between self and extemal ecology in a 

movernent rnediated by the observed current of water and memory. 

The chapter opens with a discussion of Lance Kinseth's River EternnZ( 1984) that attempts 

to trope the river ont0 the page. His approach tends to elide the river as a source of story and 

history in favour of the water as a source for metaphor. Conversely, the web of thought and 

ecology is a central focus for Edward Abbey, Kathleen Dean Moore. Kim Stafford, Scott Russell 

Sanders and others; this attentiveness is founded on a connection with (and remembrance of) a 

site. The personal becomes political through the river's mediation of memory. The remernbered 

river is fragile. For Abbey and Sanders that recalled river has been altered by a dam ihat h m s  

both rnemory and ecology . 
Attention to place and consciousness marks the personal essayists. The writers I consider 

take their cue from the great Michel de Montaigne: they meander physically and mentally on their 

rivered wanderings. The term meander is riverine in etymology and it has corne to represent a 

river cmci a way of thinking (Atkins 6). The essayists honour ecology, history. story and 

community. The digressive fonn of the essay is well suited to this "sirnultitude" of attentiveness 

(Ricou). 

The process of joumey and the form of mrmory dominate the lives of the fictional 

protagonists I consider in chapters two. three and four. Memory is a resource for change ar.d a 

rneans of forming resonant fictional worlds. as motifs or images are repeated dong the unfolding 

reach of narrative and river. As with the essayists, the fiction writers fwour meandering potential 

in their river-focused narratives. The novel offers a range of movement and possibility in the 

development of a protagonist's memory and character. as well as the chance to enter and embellish 

an imagined current of story. Variation in content or stance does not detract tiom the collective 

appreciation of continuity and remembrance and the metaphoric freight a river bears. The authors 

(such as David James Duncan or Thomas King) explore tributary digression or flashback to round 

out their interconnected fictional world. Iain Sinclair's work Doivnriver may reach an apex of self- 

refiexivity, but even he acknowledges (like the essayist Kinseth) that the river outdoes the 

language, slipping past textual embellishment. 

These are books with a personal and political agenda. They confront ecological issues (the 

effects of dams or pollutiori, the encroachment of technologies ont0 'nature' and indigenous 

proups, the endurance of Romanticisrn in our relation with the non-human. for example) in direct 

ways. The novel fonn dlows the writer to grapple with and explore the ways a river takes hold OC 

the psyche. 

The fiction section consists of three interdependent chapters. Chapter two places texts that 

feature the pristine river as a site of transcendence and ecological awareness. Much of the work in 

this thesis responds to a growing awareness of the need to preserve biodivenity for future 

generations and to champion the river as a place where species and stories gather, as much as 



water does. So the pristine or pure river is troped as a place of (personal and national) healing and 

learning. 

Chapters three and four gather fictions of the 'fallen river.' a waterway aitered by 

damming, pollution or other hurnan incursions or lapses. These works critique the human- 

primacy that places present needs before the needs of ewsystems and the unborn; they also 

showcase the effects of this human primacy. They. and the 'pure' river stories urge foresight and 

atavistic reconnection with rivers.' A pure river is alvtays under threat while progress remains the 

sole human agenda. The implication is that people will learn frorn the dmage. 

But fifteen y e m  after Hans Jonas called for an "imperative of responsibility" that tried to 

cast Our present actions in the light of those unborn (to preserve the biosphere for those who will 

depend upon it). John Livingston makes an urgent case for voiding paradigms of utopian-driven 

desire. With conceptual and technical skills the likes of which have never before emerged on 

Earth. and with unequalled powers of abstraction. "the problem animal [the "rogue primate" 

human] is able not only to consume or obliterate elements of non-human Nature at virtually iis 

sligbtest whim , but also to rationalize that activity in comfonably self-reassuring terms" ( 183). 

Sincr Jonas cdled for an imperative of human responsibility there are increasing levels of 

reassurance from corponte sectors: economic success is the new pariacea for any politicd and 

ecologicai ills (a mixture often pushed by the Internationai Monetary Fund and World Bank), whilr 

rcosystem depietion skyrockets. As technology has blossomed people are told the electronic age 

will transform Our thinking: it may do so (for those who can afford access). but electronic 

commerce. for example, is locked into concepts of progress, distanced from local ecology and 

control. ''The Western future-orientation," Livingston notes (as Jonas had), "is virtually total" 

( 183). 

Recent hype over on-line commerce is buoyed up by the prospect of more money being 

sprnt, more resources being used. with less effort. "The human mission to dominate becornes 

more than a mere historicist or detenninist expression of our achievements; it becomes the evolved 

nature of things, the way the world is and was meant to be. It becomes an unassailable and 

incontrovertible 'reality"' (Livingston, 183). This "zero-order imperative" undergirds "'the 

ideology of the necessary primacy of the human entelprise"' (Livingston 186, 140). This primacy 

concerns Jonas and Livingston, and it also concems the novelists I read, particularly since 

personal agency is compromised by the forces of desire and capital. 

Dystopias need a utopia (or at les t  a pristine site) as a point of cornparison and definition. 

Iain Sinclair in Downriver and Cormac McCarthy in Suttree find a grim power in the fallen river. 

The depths continue to speak to these authors; collapse and failure become a point from which to 

depart into further story retrieval, or world-making. The corrupied river is not necessarily railed 

"orne of the writers (notably Duncan) can be tempted by the pastoral or wild ideai. Much progress is intent on 
securing such privileges for those who can afford it. A river cabin is a luxury pad, not the drop-out site of choice. 
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against, it is ilred. Fallenness is a living state in some cases. The ambivalence in DownBver and 

Siittree brings us close to the anomie of contemporary urban life, its amnesias and absences, but it 

does not discount the river as an enduring force. use work by Ivan Illich to trace the mythic 

qualities of the river in the West, including the Greek Mother of the Titans, Mnemosyne, whose 

associations with rivered memory and reverence have. Illich believes, been diluted. His 

discussion of water, memory and culture is important. It weaves text, memory and water in useful 

ways. 

Though a river is fallen in an ecological sense, it can still hinction on a mythic leveL9 

McCarthy and Sinclair lise the fallenness to make a point. For McCarthy, "The builders of cities 

continue to miss the point as they continue the doomed tlight from nature and death" (Bell 1 10). 

Sinclair adds that this is a flight from the storied past. Such a movement has dways offered rich 

material. 

Several of the writers 1 consider use fiction to redise treasured dam-busting visions. Over 

36 000 large dams have been built since 1905: there are plenty of dams to condemn in the mind. 

Fictional revenge is one response to pain. That pain and doubt endure while the dam does. But 

the rivers will take longer to erode the concrete elsewhere. Such structures can limit the range of a 

personal and communai life and memory. 

Reflection and absence are substantive forces in the poetry that pools in chapter tïve of the 

thesis. Silence and space are constitutive forces on the page. Often. in poetry, the concrete 

development of pace depends upon the gaps in the page. The use of the gap is a feature of many 

of the books I consider: the wnters are fine stylists of silence. Expert fisher and writer Ken 

Hulme said ''1 think sometimes things have more impcrct the more you let people become part of it, 

but if you lay out everything neat and proper (as, by and large, television tends to do), people 

becorne passive. and also become exclusive; whereas if you make lots of gaps, as in a net [you 

create a space] for them to faIl into or br taken over by, in a sense." These gaps are crucial in the 

essay. offering refiective pools. In poetry their very shape on the page or line can affect how we 

read; Don McKay puts it well: 'The pause is full of stones waiting to be told (143). In my work 

with long river poems (like McKay's) 1 am attentive to the undenows of line break and shifting 

caesura. These deserve their own attention. The gaps and pauses swell in the line's reach and fall; 

the breath is tugged downriver and the mind must follow into new deltas, using the fluvial 

meander of the reading process. 

River writing emphasises interconnections through ecology, memory and community. 

These qualities coalesce in a way of seeing. Perception becomes a personal and political act. The 

private is embedded in the watershed; like the river, perception shapes the way a site is (re)formed 

and used. The poew focuses on cornmunities under threat: capital globaiisation homogenises 

The Whanganui Tira Hoe Waka bears this out, though when stories' sources are wounded, there is no substitute 
For river restoration. The Tird Hoe Waka is largely about what the River was and could become again. 
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culture and place; ecological collapse assails cultural networks. The poets' attention to the 

interleaving processes of decay and continuity is manifest at the level of line and content. 

The river poetry makes subtle demands on readerly consciousness through form. irnagery 

and proprioception. Form is used to pull the reader into the current of the long poem in paiticular. 

Poems by Daphne Marlatt and Don McKay, for example, use line Iength and break, and stanzaic 

variation to draw the reader into the reach of the poern/river. Working on the level of breath, 

typography and content, the poets in this section confront riparian and conceptual ecologies, 

forcing the language to accommodate the spontaneity of water. 1 am interested in the ways authors 

use recurrent images and reflexivity to develop a memory within the poem. The echoes are 

transferred to the reader through the poet's attention to proprioceptive tradition and the process of 

reading. In some of the poems, the human-river nexus (Marlatt's "central interface"). is 

unpacked in a way even the most trenchant essayist cannot emulate: the poetry scrutinises the 

linguistic buis of our understanding. 

The acute engagement with loss made by the writers in this thesis means h i th  is never easy. 

Czeslaw Milosz observes "[olur civilization poisoned river waters. and their con tamination 

acquires a powerful emotional meaning. As the course of a river is a symbol of tirne. we are 

inclined to think of a poisoned time. And yet the sources continue to gush and we believe time wili 

be purified one day" ("Rivers"). Rivers continue to represent vitality; their meaning extends 

beyond the physical watershed to tap other terrains: 'mie polluter is condemned not only for 

physicd pollution, but also, implicitly, for a moral pollution that is revealed by the physical 

pollution. Hence the highly charged emotional tone of much environmental debate: for more is at 
stake than the chemical composition of a river" (Evernden 7). (1 refer to Ivan Illich's discussion of 

the emotional and cultural resonance of this poisoned time in the introduction to chapter three.) 

Progressivist economics (and its bedfellow watershed ecosystem damage) works against the 

diversity and integrity of ecology and story. Any cursory glance at the effects of various 

imperialisrns on biota and language over the last two centuries gives assent to this. Variations in 
culturai and biologicai diveaity are vanishing at (what 1 feel is) a sickening rate (Livingston 53; 

Bringhurst 10). The land or community is swept away by highways (Cornac McCarthy's novel 

Suttree) or new waves of building and cash (Iain Sinclair's Downriver, Richard Flanagan's The 



Soiind of One Hand Clapping, and Thomas King's Green Grass, Ritnning Water). Death lurks in 

manifest forms for those that remain. But no rnatter how 'fallen' a river may be it is used. It 

remains, in McCarthy's stygian, florid definition, "grating dong like bonedust, afreight with the 

past, dreams dispersed in the water someway, nothing ever lost" (McCarthy 4). As a magnet for 

comrnunities and thus stories. the river is championed as "a nbbon of memory" by al1 the writers I 

consider (Sinclair, Liglits 178). In an era of nearly 40 000 large (15 metres or higher) dams, a 

river's life on the page may be al1 severai generations will ever know of the river that was. 

No reprieve from progress is absolutely guaranteed (particularly, Jonas adds, while the 

threat of nuclear mageddon persists). Hope in cleansing may spring etemd, but for a long time 

we have pinned those hopes on a utopian-drive that is destroying the basis of heaith and life. 

Gazing at the water "time and the rivers continue" but so, Moore. Tim Bowling or McCarthy might 

add. does denth (Raymond 269). People await purification. the redemption encoded into most 

religious traditions. Many of the writers doubt redemption through progress: nostalgia and 

sadness may filter in as substitutes. but the reliance on persond memory and community in the 

face of transnational capitalism is still valued and still persona1 enough to be fragile and hllible. It 

is a stance that might open to possibility more than ideology: " It may be that if a concern for 

Nature is ever to enter and become integrated within a political ideology, we should not expect it to 

happen within either of the old-line lefvright streams. It will need to be something new altogether" 

(Livingston 187). A "dynamic equilibrium" is needed; rivers can teach us that. (Huser, River 

RrfZections 20 1 ). 

The writers I consider rnay cycle from political statements to (sometimes despairing, oftrn 

musing) introspection. Yet that articulation is not silenced: it ripples outwards and readers 

acknowledge it. There is a fragile faith in the power of creative communication-creative 

transpiration-across time and elementai spaces. Even in different valleys. rivers can anchor the 

reader. The waters mediate the joumey towards textual articulation. Such utterance (perhaps a 

consequence of a sense of powerlessness-the population growth is incessant, inequities in water 

distribution endemic) begins in doubt and proceeds through manifold contingencies.1° The river 

writing in this thesis moves between river, self and world. The writing documents that cyclical 

movement (Joyce's "commodious vicus of recirculation" again [ l])  on site, at the river and in the 

mind. Reflection is a response and a process in its own right. The river work ahead weaves 

reflection and absence into the text, reinforcing the impact of words uttered and words, worlds and 

waters held back. 

'O it is increasingiy obvious that whatever benign and noble philosophy is adopted, the pressures of population on 
the watershed are extreme: "AH the esisiest ciquifers have been tapped, al1 the easiest rivers dammed. The popuiation 
is stiIl increasingly at alarming rates. The ecological costs of using al1 the water in any one system have become 
only too apparent, Water demand tripled between 1950 and 1990, and is expected to double again in thirty-five 
years" (de Villiers 32). 



A proprioceptive inclination is evident in essayists like Abbey or Kinseth, or the novels 

Downriver and Denth of A River Guide. The writing process re-tums to interrogate its own 

process of comprehending the world. The human-nature relationship is embedded and variable; 

borders and definitions change fom. as water does. This transpiration across time, memory and 

site intrigues me. In those fluid transitions the imaged, poetic trends of the present emerge as 

"antidotes to despair" that are always haunted by despair (Abbey, Down the River 3). Only a 

stringent curiosity and memory will take the writers p s t  inertia and out ont0 the page, exchanging 

images with a wider network of others' mernories, mernories that contest in a dynamic quasi- 

equilibrium we might cal1 meaning, story or community. 



Chapter One 

Memory, Transcendence and the Riverine Essayist 

A cheeky reader can concoct an irreverent caricature of the personal 'nature' essayist. The recipe 

might go something like this: 

Find one eamest male (preferably w hite-shel led) 

Mix in: 

a combination of spiritual epiphany and persond confession; 
a full (memorised) range of nora and fauna (including the sex life of blackflies or 
any small creaiure); 
a superhuman Ievel of fitness; 
a penchant for solitude well beyond the nom: 
the ability to make a decent wild-leaved salad; 
a potted history of the region complete with re-told "Indian" tales. 

Stir well; add: 

a meditation on the crimes we humans (particularly imperialist ones) have 
committed as a species. 

(There should be a brief, trenchant critique of dam or road engineering in there 
too.) 

This virtuous hardy soul appears to be an updated neo-Romantic, a semi-imperial pioneer sporting 

a salad of Other religions (Zen Buddhism, Taoism, ersatz Native American mysticism and New 

Age beliefs. as well as a dash of Chaos theory). This combination replaces the "muscular 

Christianity" so admired by the pioneer trappen and river runners of North America who lived out 

the American dream of individual manliness (Phillips 597). The post-colonial figure listed above 

tempers imperialist righteousness with a Gore-Tex'd penance. 

The esaayist's departure from or adherence to such patterns is one rneasure of how 1 might 

begin to respond to their work. The writers 1 read are conscious of how their personae (their very 

memories), mediate and create the reader's response. They use their own memories as ways to 

hook the reader into their nexus of perception and concem. My focus here is on the ways the 

essay negotiates fixed positions and stereotypes, reinventing itself to challenge the divisions and 

structures that have worked their way into the response to ecologies of river and word, which are 

routes into the psyche of the millennial 'West.' 



Introduction 

In its consciousness, ours is an upland society, the mins of 
watersheds, and what ttiat involves and means is little considered, 
And so the land is heavily taxed to subsidize an 'affluence' that 
consists, in reality, of heaith and goods stolen from the unborn. 
(340) 

Wendell Berry, 'The Making of A Marginal F m . "  
Rrcollectrd Essoys. 1 965- 1980 

There's 3 hole in the river 
where memory lies 

Neil Finn, "Hole in the River." Crorvdrd Horise. 

Kathleen Dean Moore, the author of Rivenvczlking: Reflections on Moving CVnter ( 1995), suggests 

the river infoms the very motivation of the essayist: 

1 have corne to believe dl essays walk in rivers. Essays ask the philosophicül 
question that flows through time-How shall 1 live my life'? The answers drift 
iogether through countless converging streams, where they move softly below the 
reflective surface of the naturd world and rnix in the deep and quiet places of the 
mind. This is where an essayist must walk, stimng up the mud. (xii) 

For Moore and many others. the essay-and the process of 'river reflectiod-replicates the 

process of thought. The association between process. reflection and writing in Moore's 

Riwnvatking, for example, emphasises the space between modes of writing and the traditional 

digressive qualities of the personal essay. River reflection mimics the watched current while 

talking back to the author and reader. The oscillation (indeed "recirculation") between self, 

community and watershed is at the hem of the process of river refiection and essaying. The 

essayists copy and open to linked inner and outer currents. tracking process and the river: "There 

are no everlasting hills. There is only everlasting process" (Berry, Rccollected 257). 

Their disclosures foster a shared sense of inquiry into the river "as a voice that can continue 

to speak to you in your everyday" (Kinseth 5). A wild river is troped as a teacher and a healing 

place. This shifts the pnmacy of humanism into a form of watershed-dependent functioning: "the 

role of the teacher is allocated to the wildemess countersite in politicai discourse" (Chaloupka and 

Cawley 1 1). The river is a countersite to their everyday lives, the focus of their excursions and a 

source of insight. Literary discourse is political: the texts 1 read speak to and revision the 

primacies of the human-river nexus. 

Accordingly, this section of my thesis analyses essays with a staunchly riverine focus. 

Which is read first, the river or the essay? The writers in this section confront the limits of 

language as they try to represent 'nature' in a way that is true to the river and their own Stream of 

consciousness. The essays demonstrate and examine the movement across self, river and 

comrnunity, testing the limits of their linguistic and political acts of representation. 



This chapter focuses on a lirnited time-frarne 'and geographic range, tracing a body of work 

concerned with the nuances of belonging, settlement and dislocation. Colonising processes 

resettle (and re-ascribe story, names and poiitics on to) a place. These writee are trying on some 

level to corne to ternis with the names, rivers and ecosystems that have been lost through the 

ongoing process of human domination of the watershed. They want a home on the river, rather 

than the range, but the impulse to settle is still strong. The essays exhibit an understanding of a 

meandering (rivenne) consciousness: time is fluid, histones. stories and memories are valid as 

they t o m  the prospect ahead seen frorn midstream. Open to the "cross-connections" between 

insight and riverscape, the essays (docurnenting river reflection) are fluid, provisionai yet 

purposeful (Adorno 22). 

There is a movement between 'inner' and 'outer' here. Osciilating between self and river, 

city and wilderness, speech and silence, or layered histones and analysis. the essayists demarcate 

and transgress the publiclprivate 'divide' through the act of remembrance and writing. Thesr acts 

are personal crnd political. The essayists' focus on the ecology of niemory and their own inner 

currents of feeling is as distinctive and intluential as the rivers they attend to. Memory binds 

disparate registers and feelings through the "meandering" narrative (Atkins 6). Given this rivenne 

definition, it is no wonder the essay proceeds "rnethodic;illy unrnethodicaily" while remaining 

attentive to the temporal and narrative shifts of the writer's consciousness (Adomo 13).' Such a 

joumey tests the limits of representation and remembrance. The essays featured trope the river as a 

reflective and political site.' 

In River Eternnl(1989) Lance Kinseth asks "How to grasp hold of a river" (J?)'? Kinsrth. 

and the essûyisfs I read in this chapter (see footnote') iittempt to "grasp" nvers through language. 

Kinseth poses a problem. There is no one answer. no single river. But the essays share key 

qualitirs: as with Berry, there is a concern for the ways watersheds are "taxed" and left as "ruins," 

an interest in remnant ecologies and a focus on personal and communal memory that completes and 

reinforces a series of vital connections involving self, (hi)story and river. 

The contemporary river essayist faces a series of problems created by watershed damage. 

How does the non-fiction writer replicate a connection with a beloved river that might bestir the 

reader to look to his or her own local watenvays? How can the essayist entertain and intom to 

' Adorno's phrase echoes Walter Pater's description of the essay's "'unmethodical method"' (Lopate, "Inuoduction" 
xxxvi). 

' Peter Mancall (p~aphrasing Palmer, 1986) notes the effecis of a conservation ethos on the litenture: "B y the late 
twentieth century ..., American writers .... shifted the direction of protest. Though they continued to evoke nature and 
its splendors, they did so while describing the human and environmental costs of unrestrained development, often 
with the explicit goal of stimulating a demlind for changes in federd poticy" (8-9). 

The other essayists are Loren Eiseley ("The Fiow of the River," 1957). Kim Stafford ("River and Road," 1987). 
Scott Russell Sanders ("After the Fiood and "The Force of Moving Water," 1993). Edward Abbey (Down Tne 
River, 1982)- Joan Didion ("At the Dam," circa. 1970, "Holy Water," 1977) and Kathleen Dean Moore 
(Rivenualking: Refïecrions on Moving Water, 1995). 
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encourage a degree of pleasure and concern in the reader? The combination of personal and 

political agendas functions in the practice of a process of inquiry and remembrance. This 

recollection often begins in personal anecdote, rnoving to communal history and the process of 

ecological change at the river. These essayists do wish, however gently, to provoke a response on 

several levels; they use severd registers to do so. Through the careful braiding of these focal 

modes in their narratives a cornplex, meaning-laden watershed emerges in print. These meanings 

endure, despite (or perhaps because of) dams and vanishing 'Nature.' 

Stafford. Eiseley, Moore, Abbey and Sanders are expert at handling association and 

analogy. Some of the finest moments in their essays are those between essay sections, the spaces 

where focus and register change; such gaps in the page are &in to deep, evocative pools that 

follow the textual rapids: "the gaps invite the reader to make a translation" (Carter, Living 4). The 

shifts in register that form the braided river of the essay are mediated through memory and the 

authorial persona. 

This sampling of recent essays from the U.S.A. confronts a legacy of dams and the 

dwindling remnants of wild watersheds; as a result their responses are elegiac. political and 

intimate. "The struggle for honesty is central to the ethos of the persona1 essay" (Lopate xxv). 

Integrity and virtue are important in the work of the nature essayist. A cornpanionable persona 

encourages the reader's sense of trust. The open persona honours "the Anglo-American tradition 

of the persona1 essay" luid details the fluid transitions of (riverine) consciousness and register 

(Atkins 16). The work can be angry or elegiac (when confronting rivers lost to dams or touched 

by destructive development), yet the essays suggest positive ways of honouring and 

(re)connecting with rivers. Memory informs the responses of the present and future; it politicises 

space by deferring to an active nostalgia. This can prompt a restoration of habitat and emotion. or 

honour a place that has altered in the mind and on the land. 

Some of the essay wnters are in search of an alternative to a literary pastoral that keeps the 

wild as another resource, a kind of damp. dirty and oh-so-interesting scopic mall. In this place, 

rewards are paid out in epiphany and insight. Stafford challenges this trope, as do others, 

particularly Abbey, Didion and Sanders. This unease with the foms of the past intensifies a sense 

of limited agency and yet those limits are negated by the awareness of the interconnections on 

which humans depend. Glen Love identifies the dangers of stereotype: "Literary pastoral 

traditionally posits a natural world, a green world, to which sophisticated urbanites withdraw in 

search of the lessons of simplicity which only nature can teach. There, amid sylvan groves and 

meadows and rural characters - idealised images of country existence -the sophisticates attain a 

cntical vision of the good, simple life, a vision which will presumably sustain them as they retum 

at the end to the great world on the horizon" (Love 23 1). Many of the wnters in this thesis adopt 

an ecological stance that situates the human in a wider network of species and processes, while 

reaiising the "great [urban, human] worid" is now a troubled and darnaging one. 



The essay is an ideal form for attending to the varied contrapuntai influences of river 

representation. "Ahead of us a leaf falls from high up in a gentle long fall. In the water its 

reflection rises perfectly to meet it" (Berry, Recollected 229). Many would wish their writing to 

match the movement of the leaf as its ripples extend to touch the reader. These intimate essays of 

disclosure and recollection inform and refiect consciousness. Scott Russell Sanders suggests 

''[wle al1 ride the river, we are al1 bom from a sack of water. and some of us never quit hankering 

for that original wetness" ('The Force of Moving Water" 60). Each essayist demonstrates the 

elusive nature of rivers and the diversity of the human response to moving water. The response to 

rivers takes on its most self-reflective guise in this non-fiction. 

Structure within the flow 

My analysis of the essays is grouped into three sections. In the fint section I focus on Kinseth 

(and Eiseley and Stafford). Modes of insight and revelation gather in three writers' work. Lance 

Kinseth plunges into his elaborate riparian vision of the River Eternal, a notion of the river that 

becomes a metaphor for the workings of the universe and the mind. He creates a network of 

likenesses between metaphors (dealing with home, process and ecology as synecdoche) through 

figurative ernbellishment. Kinseth praciises a mode of hyper-metaphoric exaltation. grounding a 

comparative rhetoric in the workings of perception. One unnarned river is the touchstone for dl 

his visions. Loren Eiseley achieves similarly transcendent insight: it is shared more effectively 

through different rhetoricd techniques in his essay 'The Flow of the River." Kim Stafford 

extends Eiseley's rneasured vision to question the very notion of the transcendent river in this age 

of streaming vehicles. Al1 three writers still affirm the river's power to compel and carry stories. 

These three views of 'the river' as source of inspiration prove there is no one river, no single way 

of seeing. These three writers confront the temptation to use the river as a route to transcendence. 

Kinseth steps in, Eiseley's reservations are washed away and Stafford finds little recourse to 

wonder in his suffering local river. 

The second section of this chapter observes the 'fdlrn river' and three kinds of response to 

loss which contextualise a kind of ecologicd and moral suffering. The river-writers pit word and 

image against what Blaine Harden calls "the inexorable sadness of concrete" (239). Out of that 

poetry something remains of the drowned watercourse. The section traces some of Edward 

Abbey's river pieces, two of Scott Russell Sanders' river essays and two essays by Joan Didion. 

Sanders knows what has been Iost in the past, whereas Kinseth focuses on his experiential 

present. Sanders shifts his namtive (from personal mernory, to evocative environmental history 

and back, to reflection) in a fluid oscillation or recirculation of ideas, a quality of mental range 



inherent in what Stephen Trimble tems 'The Digressive Voice" (13). I then follow Edward 

Abbey as he veers and floats Doivn the River, by turns lively, laconic and fulsome, letting his 

mind and language flow (but not overflow in Kinseth's manner). Abbey and Sanders are paired as 

ihey lament dams that have transformed beloved riven, and thus dtered memory and recollection. 

Didion, however, extends this anger, articulating ("At the Dam") a kind of haunted awe that 

suggest the scope of hurnan aspiration and its flip side, human greed. These three writers concur 

over the psychic darnage a dam cm cause. They trace the violation of naturd process as a kind of 

deep wronging of the "everlasting" qualities of creation. The result (a dam, a reservoir, a diverted 

river) is a "humiliating" substitute (McPhee 193). 

Section two, then, records three responses to dams or the ourright human control of water 

and its transformation into the "stuff' of utility alone. Ivan Illich suggests this is a substance 

leached of any mythic or spiritual capacity. Abbey and Sanders feel dams violate the forrns of 

interdependence a river sustains. The negative effects of the dam on an ecologicai-and thus 

personal, social and politicai-level are troped as products of a domineering mindset. These 

writers oppose human primacy. The male authors argue the ecological is also persond and 

political, tncing a kind of patrimhy of river control. just as many women have charteci patriarchiil 

forces on the social and ecological landscape. Lydia Wevers suggested to me that both sexes have 

been working to oppose dominant groups and that men often relived a scouting fantasy with a 

subversive and politicised agenda. 

An interlude then attends to essays of paddling and spirit, placing the process of joumey in 

the context of quest and transcendence. 

In section three of this chapter, 1 observe how Kathleen Dean Moore shapes and articulates 

the interplay between personal reflection and immersion in place and mernory, through description. 

natural history and the basis of feeling that mns through her book. As she notes. her work began 

near a series of rivers that infuses her sense of identity, belonging and family: 

The essays in this collection are river essays because 1 began to write each one 
alongside a Stream or floaiing down a river.. . Drifting on rivers, you know where 
you will start and you know where you will end up, but on each day's float. the 
river determines the rate of flow, falling fast through riffies, pooling up behind 
ledges, and sometimes, in the eddies at the head of sloughs, curling back upstream 
in drifts marked by slowly revolving flecks of foam. So. drifting on rivers, 1 have 
had time to reflect-to listen and to watch, to speculate, to be grateful, to be 
astonished. (xii) 

Listening, watching, speculating, being astonished, and reflecting: these are essayistic modes of 

response. It is important at the outset to acknowledge the range of and variety of hurnan responses 

to rivers even amongst this group of white, pro-river U. S. writers. Graham Good argues that the 

insights of the essay "are non-transferable .... they do not offer a theory or a method which can be 

applied to other objects" (24). But when the object in question is a river or watershed the concems 

of one essayist c m  be measured in another part of the world because deforestation or poor water 



quality is cornmonplace. These essays offer new ways of seeing the watersheds we inhabit and 

depend upon. In bearing witness the essayists take our vision and extend it on their banks. They 

express an dmost Taoist insistence on patience, an appreciation of wholeness and the work of 

water and feeling. hoping to change minds with the subtle wash of image and turn of phrase. As 

Georg LukLs suggested in 19 10, the essay strives "to achieve equilibrium in a welter of disparate 

things" (6). The essayists' confessional stance suggests a persuasive argument must appeal to the 

heart as well as the head. Personal disclosure is one part of the essayists' passion, a means by 

which they share their sense of connection. This use of essayistic persona is an Anglo-American 

literary tradition. The text also seeks to achieve equilibnum in its variegated focus on ecology, self 

and history. A kind of textual ecology foms in the work I reûd. Steeped in the tradition of the 

essay, the work promises to present the fullest response to watersheds where facts. feelings and 

mernories coalesce. 

There are thousands of essays that may never be written or published which record human 

interaction with rivers. Many essays are budding-alongside new dams-in the rivers of India, 

South and Central America, Afnca and China. There has been a certain amount of lip service and 

reform regarding ecology and a shift in consciousness vis-&vis large dam projects in Nonh 

America. but the damage has Iûrgely been done. So regret is an essayistic topic, pinned between 

memory and the present. The mentaliiy that sees strong economic growth as a panacea for al1 

problems now encourages dam building in 'developing' nations (Roy; McCully; Goldsmith and 

Hildyard; de Villiers; Postel etcetera). The West is trying to safeguard or restrict the developmental 

models it has bequeathed to the world. But the cycle of dammed rivers. and displaced people 

continues. The West mitigates damage; the rest of the world begins it anew: why not have ample 

power when the populace is booming? But there are ways to create power that might take local 

needs into account, offer full cost-benefit analyses and limit the extent of profiteering in the 

contracting process (one often dominated by Western firms). 

The writers 1 consider draw on persona1 memories to resist the threats to collective 

understanding posed by giant dams. Giant dams drown memory, so memory looks to a pre-dam. 

pre-lapsarian time. At the river. rnemory is a recourse of first and last resort, as Sanders knows. 

Nevenheless. people are busy transforming their rivers in exchange for electricity to drive the 

present and ensuring consumption continues. The displaced bear witness to dams that biock off 

their past, their livelihood, and their memories. 



The riparian essay: a subgenre? Some issues and nuances of definition. 

Characteristically. 'the essay' honours and represents the fluility of consciousness. "the 

mind's natural flow instead of the systematized outline of ideas" (Hoagland, "What 1 Think" 25). 

Suited to recording river-experience, the essay form "produces the artistic or literary effect or 

illusion of witnessing thinking in progress, in process" (Atkins 6) .  It is the ideal site for thoughts 

on the process of river reflection. Enamoured of the irnmediacy of encounter, the essays share 

sorne qualities of proprioceptive style with the long river-based poems such as Steveston: they are 

engaged with authonal and rivered motion. they travel. and they record expenential learning 

throligh encounter, immersion and movement. The essays 1 consider explore both riverine and 

mental processes. This inscription of process - of movement. reflection. inconclusiveness - 
represents an encounter with what Berry calls the "everlasting." The writers revel in the flow of 

consciousness and insight the essay records and depends upon. 

Chris Anderson identifies one problem with the term 'literary nonfiction': i t  refers to a set 

of negatives. rather than the nature of the genre in question ("Literary Nonfiction" 3). However. 

there are nurnerous essayistic qualities shiued by the writers 1 consider in this chapter which 

contribute to a holistic mode of response and representation: the personal voice ruid process of 

confessional remembnnce. the use of cumulative imagery for effect and the celebration of curious 

inquiry. 

The essay is marked by its persona1 voice and subject matter. Montaigne heads "a direct 

line [from whom] descend dl essayists who remain essentially autobiographers. al1 explorers of 

the self. who seek clues to that self directly in their own lives and the trivial details of their daily 

routines" (Fiedler 2). Anderson's gloss on this comment relates to Joan Didion. who "fulfils the 

tradition of Montaigne: she is tentative and exploratory: she sees her personal experience as an 

index to Iarger issues and social problems. But she also extends the form" (Anderson, Sole 143). 

Al1 of the writers take personal expenence as a benchmark for their work: their river refiection 

frames and motivates the essay.' 

The essayist proceeds "methodically unmethodicaily" (Adomo 13). Theodor Adomo has 

commented on the nature of the essay. The way an essay will talk within itsell, braiding an object 

and a metaphor, is central to the form. The essay's "transitions repudiate conclusive deductions in 

hvour of cross-connections between elements, something for which discursive logic has no place" 

(22), though Adorno then suggests essays do not "draw conclusions from coherent individual 

' Anderson suggests a link between the "rhetoric of process .... grounded in the moment of the writing " chat Didion 
engages in, and the romantic lyric (as defined by Robert Langbaum), which emphasizes "a specified place and time, 
an individualized speaker, a dmatized process of thought" (139, 141). This rhetoric of process is evident in 
Abbey's essays, as weli as Moore's. Berry's and Kinseth's. It is rhetoric suited to the description of immediacy of 
event and insight, and captures the flow and variation of the river journey; it also shares a love of live and 
memorialised process wirh the long poems 1 read in chapter five. 
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observations" (22). But the meandering focus of the river essay has its own logic and individual 

observation at its heart. Its fix on process anchors it to the flux of consciousness and the 

immediacy and ecology of apprehen~ion.~ Layering image upon image forms a figurative series of 

connections that suggests the observed riparian ecology and patterns of authonal reflection. Thus 

the combination of registers seeks to mirror, through aesthetic means, the phenomenological 

experience of river reflection. 

The interaction between elements and metaphor in the river essays builds up a resonant 

(discursive) logic of image which is cumulative in its impact: "the essay approaches the logic of 

music, that stringent yet aconceptuai art of transition" (Adomo 22). This is one reason why (in the 

final part of this chapter), I single out Moore's use of the river as "motif." The gaps take on form. 

the unspoken has resonance. 

"'How do we know where we are?' .... We mark the landscape by a multitude of rneans" 

(Ryden x i ) .  These essays are another kind of marking, an attempt to write of water, a struggle 

with representation. The essayists respond to the limits of language (limits which delineate 

Adorno's gap between latent forces and opaque occlusion: there is a force embedded in framed 

silence) in different ways. Kinseth tries to FiI I  the gaps with metaphor, whereas Stafford, Moore 

and Sanders, for example, leave the silences or the image alone to speak to us. This work offers a 

way into the recurrent motif of the river in al1 of the essays, a juxtaposition of elements and 

concems: "the essay presses for the reciprocal interaction of its concepts in the process of 

intellectual experience" (Adomo 13). Adomo speaks of a kind of mental ecology here, one that the 

writers are conversant and cornfortable with as it allows them to layer and extend their descriptions 

of the river, using associative imagery to compound understanding and detail. 

Attending to the process which composes and constructs the personal essay requires mental 

"elasticity" to navigate "the tension between the presentation and the matter presented" (Adomo 

5 Adorno's commentq is relevant here; hc suggests the essay works with its own tools to dismantle itself and riny 
pretence of objectivity. In doing so it celebrates subjectivity and apprehension as organising principles, 3 mode 
appropriate to the open Anglo-Americrin essay, especially the river writers who attend to the impact of gap and 
silence: 

The essay .... is concerned with what is blind in its objects. It wants to use concepts to pry open 
the aspect of its objects that cannot be accommodated by concepts, the aspect that reveals, through 
the contradictions in which concepts become entangled, that the net of their objectivity is a merely 
subjective mangement. It wants to pularize the opaque element and release the latent forces in it. 
(23 

Here he describes the manoeuvre Stafford and Moore and others (such as the poet Daphne Marlatt) use so weli. They 
release the latent and opaque, rinchoring them in the net of subjectivities that constitute the enrivered response to 
water, that external element that sustains us intemally on physical and menta1 IeveIs. 

Adorno's complex essay on the essay was a rejoinder to Georg Lukdcs' "On the Nature and Fonn of the Essay" 
(19 10). Lukacs ernphasized the essay's drive "to achieve equilibrium in a welter of disparate things" (6). Lukacs 
notes the essayist's dependence on personal experience and confession; feeling is the buis for much of the writing: 
"[tlhe essay has to create from within itself d l  the preconditions for the effectiveness and validity of its vision" and 
that vision is one the river-essayists I discuss expound and reiterate persondly. Whether Adorno dispelled this point 
is unciear in this context. He seems rather to have re-stated it as a forrn of negation. These writers challenge 
themselves by opening their inner worlds to the reacîer. 
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22). Composition also requires a degree of patience and acceptance. as Paul Carter ruefully 

explains: "Even as 1 wrote them 1 knew the words did not express what I felt: 1 wrote them in 

absence of any more satisfactory mode of expression" (Living 87). Some of the frustration with 

language stems frorn the element the wnters confront: they leave traces of their presence in words. 

but sometimes feel as if they write on water, as efforts at conceptualising their feelings swirl away 

on formation. That movement, and the interaction between vanishing and revelation, is also 

recorded. "A dialectical spirit of inquiry and exploration marks the essay" (Adorno 6). This 

notion is central to the riverine cunosity that marks each of these writers. The essayists use the 

dedarative stance of their writing to reveal and confront their own (personal andor linguistic) 

limitations. Tracking riven hones the capacity for poise and surrender. Each writer adopts 

different strategies to maintain this balance between confession and observation. reflection and 

description. 

Maybe the question is not so rnuch how to "grasp" a river as to unleash the meanings it cames. 

But one of my central arguments in this thesis. one backed by forma1 variation in the recent river 

essay (and Wyman Herendeen's work on river-writing in the European Classical and Renaissance 

eras) is that rivers offer. absorb and unleash many combinations of meaning for the writer. 

Herendeen aiigns the "symbolic network" of rivers in antiquity and the Renaissance with 

the punuit of knowledge: "the river in a unique way traverses the realm of geography, or our 

reaction to landscape. and language. the metaphoric constructs by which we expand our domain 

into the realm of the unknown .... enmeshed in the language of rivers is the language of thought" 

("Rhetoric" 108-9). His point remains true for the river essayists I read. For the Classical and 

Renaissance authors who followed this motif "the river was part of the pursuit of knowledge and 

first causes. In some cases it was the object of that knowledge. in others it was symbolic of the 

quest. In whichever form the tradition rnanifested itself, for its authon the river was at the very 

center of a basic humanistic instinct-to know truly man's place in the order of things. and to 

articulate it" (Herendeen, "Rhetoric" 109). Moore's point-"al1 essays walk in rivers"-allies the 

desire to l e m  with the desire to communicate. She and Herendeen know the recirculativz process 

of inquiry and exploration neither begins nor ends on the page, but requires the "central interface" 

of human interaction to extend the words beyond self and text. Ancient traditions of inquiry are 

employed to address modem environmental concerns while attending to the flux of consciousness 

and memory within the river-watcher. The river remains as teacher, mirror and vessel. It rernains 

so in the tiction and poetry I tum to in later chapters; wildemess is a site of pure understanding, of 

a learning unsullied by the gnostic ideals of human progress that are fading to cope with 

epistemological and ecological crises of modemity. 



Generic? tributaries 

The term "essay" is almost too broad for my purposes. Rather. 1 am attending to a tributary of the 

"nature writing" schooi. Thomas J. Lyon's "Taxonomy of Nature Writing" has been called "some 
of the wisest cornrnentary yet wntten on the tradition" (Scheese, Nature 144)."yon organises 

American nature writing into a loose series of types; his schema depends on interactions between 

subgenres. His categorization of nature writing in the United States is distinctive but flexiblr 

because the "types" of nature writing "intergrade. and with great frequency" (Lyon 3). Lyon 

isolates four groups of essays: 

the naturd history essay ("the main burden of the writing is to convey pointed 
instruction in the facts of nature"); 

the ramble ("a classic Amencan fom", in which "the naniral history and the 
author's presence are more or less balanced"); 

"analytical and comprehensive works on man and nature"; 

and "essriys of experience", where "the author's first-hand contact with nature is 
the frame for the writing" and their consciousness is to the fore (5). 

1 focus on the "essay of [riverine] experience" in this chapter. Here we joumey with the 

writers to. down (or sometirnes in!) the rivers that compel them. Lyon makes three distinctions 

within such an essay of persona1 experience: 

"the essay of solitude or escape from the city"; 
the "travel and adventure" essay; 
and the "farm essay," which emphasizes "stewardship and work" (6). 

The river-essays 1 read fa11 largely under the first grouping, one which Lyon says is aiso "a classic 

American form" but is "more cntical" than the rmble (6). The cntical eye is prevdent today: it 

keeps pace with the aftenhocks of economic change and fosters a combination of anger and 

lament. These are essays of retreat, refiection or solitude. They adopt an ambivalent (or cornplicit) 

Don Scheese concurs with Lyon's emphasis on formal diversity: "Combining the place-consciousness of 
pastoralism and the scientific curiosity of naturd history, the religious quest of spiritual autobiography and the 
peregrinations of travel writing, the lyricism of nature entfiusiasts and the polemical tone of cultural criticism, 
nature writing is more vital than ever as we enter the twenty-first century" (38). This is possibly becziuse 'nature' 
itself is more threatened. Ecosystem collapse is endemic, species are vanishing (Livingston 53) and unpolluted 
freshwater is scarce and inaccessible to millions of people and animais (Abrmovitz). 
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relationship with the city. The wnters weave adventure and introspection in ways that speak to the 

variety of authonal voices, and the 'bvemacular" of each river (Herendeen, "Rhetonc" 109).7 

Ambivalence manifests through concems over watershed pollution and dams. As the West 

enters the new millennium the rush is on-at some levels-to preserve biodiversity beyond the 

page. Similarities emerge between textual preservation and the 'salvage ethnography' at the mm of 

1 s t  century. River reflection draws out cunosity and concern. It is cunosity that compels Lance 

Kinseth. 

Kinseth and the river of exultation 

The rhetoric of rivers becomes involuted: is it the river itself or the river's language 
that contains the key to the commentator's thoughts'? 

Wyman H. Herendeen. "The Rhetonc of Riven" ( 1 16) 

[Tlhe landscape that 1 see is more the one to which 1 aspire than the landscape thar 
exists 

Lance Kinseth, River Eternal( 103) 

[Tlhere is in [nature] no private will, no rebel leaf or limb, but the whole is 
oppressed by one superincumbent trndency, obeys that redundancy or excess of 
life which in conscious beings we call rcstasy. 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, "The Method of Nature" (57) 

Even the 'live' written essay of river exploration is a retrospective act, flrshed out and realised 

through the process of rernembering. Language calls upon our powers of recollection and the river 

tests that power to descnbe and fix experience on the page; its motility defies (or reworks) syntax, 

calling words to its own tongue of life-bearing liquidity. This section is concerned with rhree 

accounts of the confluence of rivers. memory and the idea of transcendence, and the variable (and 

variably effective) rhetoric employed to convey a textual version of process. 

Lance Kinseth's book River Eternal ( 1989), a collection of four linked river-essays,' is an 

example of the rhetoric of riparian transcendentalism. The river is used as a source for rnetaphoric 

association with a trampersonal consciousness and cosmic order. The exaltation he feels beside 

his local river is distinctive and optirnistic. because his focus is on the remnant of wild river that 

' Wymnn Herendeen observes that each river h a  been given puticular local associations by the people of its region. 
The s m e  is m e  of each of the essayists I consider; their local place endures stressors that are globally active. 

Because the pieces are linked and numbered, one could view them as componenu of an extended single essay: 
"literary genres (and movements) intermingle constmtly" (Fishelov 20). 1 prefer to call Kinseth's work an essay for 
formal reasons, inchding the meandering and process-based nature of his ides and the attention to his own 
consciousness and thought. 



remains, rather than the darnmed river that is lost. Kinseth makes a network of connections 

through metaphor. using the nver as a motive force for transcendent consciousness. His book is 

the most ecstatic 1 consider in this chapter. and this thesis. While this stance has implications in 

tems of the human response to nature, it is dso revealing in terms of rhetoric and the tendency for 

rivers to prompt-and absorb-al1 metaphors offered. It is an account that seems to dispense with 

deep rernembrance while employing it in its scripted reproduction of imrnediate and transfomative 

sensation. 

Kinseth maps out his pattern of perception through extended metaphor. Such a usage of 

rivered metaphor is generdly "polymorphous." k ing digressive and associative at once (Wurst 

and Raguet-Bouvart 1 5). His definitions are networks that depend on metaphoric association: his 

blood vessels are like a delta. walking is a passage through currents of air. These associations 

build swiftly to a connective peak that spirals in wider and wider juxtapositions and parallels 

propelling him into a rhetoric of riverine "astroecology" (4). He is simultaneously at the river, and 

everywhere else. This is the most rhetorically transcendent work in the chapter; it is also the most 

self-obsessed: few devote as much attention to iheir own process of seeing. Transcendentalisrn 

often depends on the conduit of the ecstatic seer as proof of the revelation of divinity or a 

paranormal force.' The terms exaltation and ecstasy have religious connotations. Kinseth's book 

is a neo-Romantic. neo-transcendentalist text. It groups elements of Taoism and systems theory, 

Green Christianity and eco-philosophy, moving through concentric associative metaphor to 

suggest a vaguely iiniculated (but unnamed) power evident in the web of ecology. 1 feel his 

:tance sometimes exults his way of seeing rather than what is seen. But a prrceptual apparatus 

may be of more 'use' than a localised history. The problem is, such a teleology does not depan 

from a progress-oriented ethic, a drive towards betterment and mastery which is now 

problematised. 

Kinseth' s metaphors of natural change and spiritual becoming spring from the 'e temal' 

(unnamed) nver seventy miles north of the city where he lives.1° The force of his riparian 

Y Emerson spoke of a dernocratic quality of apprehension. one that Kinseth follows in his widcspread juxtaposition 
and usc of associative metaphor: "The ecstritical state seerns to direct a regard to the whoIe and not to the parts; to 
the cause and not to the ends; to the tendency, not to the act.. .. every star in heriven is discontented an.; insatiable .... 
Every man who cornes into the world the [stars] seek to fascinate and possess, to pass into his mind, for they desire 
to republish themselves in a more delicate world than that they occupy" ("The Method of Nature" 61). He goes on 
to speak of the dangers of proposing a purpose on nature, of being beguiled by Nature's "cup of enchantrnents," (62) 
ris the natural objects seek to reappear in the "primq" worid of intellect (53). "Piety" heips the writer "command" 
nature. "And because al1 knowledge is assimilation to the object of knowledge, as the power or genius of nature is 
ecstatic, so must its science or the description of it be .... because ecstasy is the law and cause of nature, therefore 
you cannot interpret it in too high and deep a sense" (62). 

'O Although he never names his river site, he offers grid CO-ordinates: "S. 112.. N-IM., Sec. 22, TMN, R,28W, 
42.2N-94.07W" (Kinseth 6). This unnaming occludes the specifics of 'bis' river (he will still have solitude) while 
stressing its embeddedness in the Earth, mther than in name, locale or story. The unnarning sets a pattern, for his 
analysis forgoes the specifics of site and local history in favour of connections with other places and States through 
metaphor. 
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revelation means the book reads as one constant freshet of epiphany. Though his family are 

acknowledged first, they virtually disappear in the solitary rarnbles and wondering that follows. 

This is a book about his relations with a series of non-human communities and with the 

metaphorics of nature, the nature of metaphor. 

Kinseth's 97 pages of text (frarned by a prologue and epilogue) are divided into four 

chapters: "Horning," "Streaming," "Passage" and "Going inside." The titles describe the 

metaphorhl and perceptual processes that constitute the action of the book. and are determined by 

Kinseth's riparian metaphors rather than seasonal changes. Seasocal change and nütural history 

receive scant attention. The book foregrounds the consciousness of the author. River Eternal is a 

book on the self as tributary of "the vena cava of the etemal, the river" ( 1 1). Kinseth sees no 

separation or end to rivers; their flowing is the movement of life: "Wherever I find myself there are 

rivers" (12). His tendency to interpellate self and river is present in many of the essays 1 consider; 

it is the cornponent of the process of "recirculation" that constitutes and enables river reflection. 

Self and river are simultaneous starting points for a process of reflection the essay encapsulates 

and represents. These essays have a sense of their own patterns of seeing and use nmative and 

form to replicate that volute meandering. Just as consciousness retums to and springs from place. 

so the writers return to the waters, as Kinseth bears out: 

When 1 wnte to you about the river, I am writing to you about the long part of 
ourselves .... The story of a river, and of al1 landscapes becomes in a very renl way 
the autobiography of each of us .... Like back and forth sensing. there is ülways 
something beginning when something appears to have ended. Water rings go out 
from a Stone in the river. (3-4) 

This quality of "back and forth sensing" (Joyce's "recirculation" in another guise) appears in the 

form of the river and the blend of introspection and observation essayed by Kinseth, Moore arid 

others. In River Etemal the personal essay is a fom of autobiography (as it is in Moore and 

Sanders). Formally. the essay allies itself with an elemental force (the river) that extends the self. 

The story of the river is the story of the writer's relation with it and its history. The essayists 1 

read tend to use the form as a means of conscious exploration. The apprehension of textual image. 

a "back and forth sensing" among self, world and memory, is recirculative. Reader. language and 

memory enfold wi thin the writing. These essays turn to the past as they look to the future. while 

remaining grounded in the watershed of the present. The river becomes atemporal and still touches 

al1 temporal States. Essayistic meandering binds with (self-) consciousness: "the essayists have 

presented thought in the shape of story, the story of their own transformation as they wrote, our 

own as we read (Hesse 188). Much of Kinseth's attention relates to his consciousness rather 

than any natural history. Transformation is central to his work. 

His book opens with "An Invitation," and we plunge into the giddy style of Kinseth's 

prose: 



1 offer you a story about yourself. It wears the appearance of a praise of River, of 
Earth, of Star. In your stolen moments grasp the tail of this praise and be lifted out 
of the strong current of your everyday. Fiy inside the solitude of still pools and the 
calrning staccato of rapids.. . . 

I am going to fly so deep inside the dance of a river that your everyday may be 
changed forever. becorning perhaps more subtly colored or perhaps more 
noticeably lost in a flood of sensations .... Discover your life inside these waters. 
Here is a way to live an enchanted life in the midst of the everyday. where every 
moment can open on Always. (1) 

Kinseth sees the book as an opportunity to "recover" a more attuned hmony  with rivers, and to 

situate ourselves in an endless network of associations and possibilities, so we view "the nctiviiy 

of appearances" rather than the static surface of things ( 1.2). "My joumey homeward is ü 

revisioning of perception" (33). 

Already there is a degree of breathless possibility in Kinseth's prose which can appear 

puzzling: "[ilf you could stüy with the activity of just one event forever. it would fly in an 

unbroken inseparable current back inside everything everywhere, including yourself. In a very 

real way, a bird and even yourself, expresses a star" (2). The prose departs from a linear style of 

argument and description: it is organic. "being is a spiral"(88). It operates as a Mandelbrot fractal 

does. "with the number [and fom] of large events extending smoothly from the much larger 

number of [similarly pattemed] small events" (Bak 18). Kinseth observes an immediate biological 

process and uses that movement as a springboard to a celestial or conceptual process that shares 

similar configurations or patterns. "As above, so below" is a maxim he follows as he crafts an 

alchemy of perception that hinges on the network of ecology: "1 am attempting to walk on the thin 

ridge between the transitory world that i see everyday and the etemal world that 1 feel" (JO). 

Metaphor is the strategy he uses to negotiate and articulate this ridge. Kinseth cultivates figures of 

speech and synecdoche because it is the sense of "constancy in new clothing" that he wants to 

impart. This constancy and power depends upon connection. between the river as part of the 

world around it (and vice-versa), and the connection between metaphor. place and consciousness. 

"By a river's continual change. by its dependable flow fonvard, 1 am steadied" (3). Without 

metaphor his descriptions would Iose context, as they are largely based on association and 

juxtaposition. Though he values "the overlooked, discarded local places" the local vanishes into 

the metaphorical(4). 

Rivers are troped as a site for revelation and redemption; they are places where traditional 

boundarîes are seen to rnelt. For Kinseth they embody the numinous. Rivers offer the clearest 

way of going "inside" a landscape: "[b]y a river's fluidity, you cm be lifted out of gravity into the 

midst of a wild. splitting, and fusing terrain. And the thoughts that rise out of your contemplation 

and the river's pur1 can be like sheet lightning-whole, electribing, purifying" (3). His is a local 

quest with mysticai undertones that accrue through repeated visits. Familiarity breeds epiphany (a 

senes of spiritual insights and States of mind) and the growth of introspection and Kinseth's 

absorption in seeing. 



Severd of the writers argue that a movement towards interiority is the antidote to centuries 

of resource wastage and what Bani Cohen calls "technological colonialism." Kinseth offers a 

paean to profiigacy. One passage demonstrates his problematic tendency to move from faith in 

personai metaphor to statement of fact. Such a shift is troubling when it creates perceptual 

absences which could be filled with stones, or details that are overlooked in the rush to trope: 

Inside a river's fonvard-reaching, 1 am swept into a view that is both deeply rooted 
and endlessly refreshing. A river is a long view-a penetrating line diat swims 
back to its living origin and sweeps ahead into its future, remaining in touch with it 
ail. Tnere is a rivrring of sorts in everything. in the belly of a vailey-in the 
physical river, of course-and in the microecology of the veining of every leaf and 
across the back of rny hands and inside of my lookinp eyes, in the atmosphere and 
in the ocean-yes, in the rniddle of al1 that water-and in the astroecology of 
galaxies. 

In every local landscape, and especially in everyone's rernembered river, I have 
corne to believe that we can stumble upon our pilgrim ship and its glory road. d l  
wrapped into one. Here is the elixir for which we have been willing ro search 
worlds to discover. (4) 

The Prologue hammers home the commitment to the local: "the essence of travel involves bringing 

the world inside our identity. We begin to revision the local place as no longer simply a proiogue 

or background to our journey but the joumey itself' (s)." Place is spiritualised through rhetoric. 

not historical or local detail. He relives Walden and reinforces a cult of male solitude with a river 

that will accommodate any fantasy. 

1 suggest this fantasy is a masculinist position. particularly Kinseth's, that tends to 

homogenise the diversity of place through abundant metaphor. The cartographie grip has been 

replaced by spirdiing (and thus perhaps more acquisitive and relentless) figuration. Richard 

Phillips has theorised masculinity in travelling and imperialistic contexts. He suggests a network 

of positions regarding the male river-watcher: "the metaphorical femininity of the Iandscape 

presents an other against which the hero cm define his masculine self. This is a figurative 

expression of the more general mapping of masculinity (including masculine culture, society) in 
relation to constructions of femininity (landscape, nature).. .. [Annette] Kolodny argues that the 

feminised earth may be constnicted as lover, motlier, and/or other feminine archetypes" (60 1). A 

remarkable number of these male writers trope the river as feminine. Bachelard allies the river 

with the fernale. as does the neo-Freudian William Niederland. Kinseth's work is important 

because it demonstntes quite clearly how the writer can atternpt to replicate the river's torrents in a 

rush of metaphor. 

'' This "revisioning" is affirmed by Sanders; for Tim Pdmer nvers "must be rt focal point of local culture" 
(tqelines 223). Paul Carter has questioned the reification of the fixed: "despite the normality of displacement, we 
find the migrant vilified .... Living in a new country is not an eccentricity: it is the contemporary condition" (Living 
7,s). Why has nomadism becorne a burden for the present when it is the oldest form of human existence? The 
"indigenous" peoples are not cast in Stone and mounted on the shore, frozen. Their m v e l  and adjustment to seasonal 
change is a product of experience in the locd place. What ties Sanders and Carter together is their cornmitment to 
"tread Iightiy" on the new place they now inhabit (Carter 8). 
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The first chapter, "Homing" affirrns the process of settling through inner joumeys. Travel is 

scorned even while it remains his fist impulse. Kinseth regards himself as "an anchorite seeking 

to be steadied inside the permanence that this landscape always affords me" (10). What he is 

trying to do is to relish the love he holds for his homeplace as a basis for inspiration around the 

world. The "permanence" is a product of the interconnectedness and flux of al1 things: once 

change is accepted as the foundation, fiuid solidity becomes a possibility." Kinseth melds 

concepts of New A p  positivism, Buddhism and Gaia theory by locating himself in "a continual 

coming to and leaving of fom" which defines his metaphor of "rivering," of motion and life: "1 am 

a stream overlaying a stream, and under rivers of sky that are shimmers lost in a cosmic stream" 

( 12). In his river, Kinseth's metaphoric range is extended towards al1 rivers; the "perceptuÿl 

drink" taken from the river intoxicates him. The paragraph that follows uses more and more 

rnetaphoric association to try to "grasp" the river, but the water simply runs through the fist of 

language: 'The river is a tea aiive and vital," "vital like a protoplasrn," "a Van Gogh plasma .... 
rlementai and yet a masterwork .... a fine art, a Cezanne form within form or a Rothko color field" 

(15- 16). The "bowl" of the riverbed is a "terrine." the Iayers of elements informing Kinseth's 

tlgurative brew ( 16). Even at this early stage the river demands associative torrents. Assessing 

the eftïcacy of these figurations is instructive. 

"Homing" is stmctured around "the full season of one day" by the river. The observations 

of the diumal sequence become a metonymy for the seasons of a year or a life. Kinseth follows 

the interplay of metonymy and synecdoche as a way of measuring nuances of observation: "[tlhe 

loca! mirron the cosmic" (3 1). His description depends upon figurative language and a torrent of 

metaphor; these encodings ("rivering" is just one of them) can overwhelm the reader, as Kinseth's 

vision outpaces the limits of his language. His response? Add more metaphor and extend the 

analogies, until the bank is breached. Few of the other essayists cornplain about the limits of 

representation; they have less need to represent their epiphanies as constants. Rather, they use 

shifts in tone to register their peak experiences. But Kinseth is al1 peak! He leaps into the 

language, testing it and composing a range of conceptual dliances between the particular and the 

general, the local and the cosmic. In this regard he distils an essayistic tradition. This is despite the 

fact that for much of the tirne River Etemal attempts to function with the resonant figurative echoes 

of the prose poem. Lyricism and figuration f o m  m irnperative of revelation: every image must tel1 

and refer outside itself at once. His use of the transcendent mode demands this and ensures the 

" It is a way of seeing that Wendel1 Berry has also written of, in a less fulsome (but equally revealing) rnanner: 
"What is to be known about [a place] is without limit, and it is endleçsly chmging. Knowing is therefore like 
breathing: it crin happen, it stays red, only on the condition chat it continues to happen. As soon ris it is recognized 
that a river-or for that matter, a home-is not a place but a process, not a fact but an event, there ought to come an 
immense relief: one can step into the same river twice, one can go home again" ("Unforeseen" 248). 
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mode (nther than the physicai basis for it. the river) tends to break through the limits of reading, to 

saturate the reader in image. What other options does the writer have? One rnight be silence and 

the use of gaps. as Moore and others demonstrate. 

Kinseth argues that our means for apprehending nature are lirniting: "A landscape is a 

tapestry, yes but one too fluid to be picked up by the ends to be examined .... How to grasp hoid 

of a river?" (42).13 He observes "the infinity of smallness" by staying "with the object ... its 
activity" is part of a network of events: "a nver is full of smail worlds" (2 1). The river is at odds 

with the Raming convention of landscape. because it is constantly moving. So Kinseth picks up 

the range of his prose: 

Below al1 this air. below the forest. the river lies so central, catching the last light of 
the day and the first star on its surface. Like the most consciously intended city. 
the river has chosen a route nght through the center of everything. And yet a river 
is everywhere. The nver cannot be said to stop at a bankside. for bankside drips 
river that is Mling off the hills, and it is also inside the sky reaching up over the 
river. (26) 

Kinseth's undercurrent here is the hydrologic cycle. Yi-Fu Tuan has discussed its impact on 

seventeenth-century theology.'" Implicit in  this passage is the transpiration of water; that eiemental 

shift evokes the passage of nesh into dust and spirit. The latter permeates al1 things and endures 

the ravages of time. Kinseth's faith transfers from the benedictions of a God to the perpetual 

rnovement at every level that composes the world and universe. The river offers evidence of 

continuity in an age when religious cenainties have either faded or taken on a stridency intempente 

with Kinseth's non-specific (yet fulsome) centripetal-to-cenirifugal apprehensions. God has been 

replaced by streaming atoms and blood and tea. but the transcendent impulse shines clearly 

through this transposed object of veneration. The signs differ. but the motivation to connect with a 

transpersonal force remains strong. 

River Etrrnal (the promise of etemity does have religious associations) revels in the overlap 

between inner and outer worlds. and the transpiration between river and metaphor. It is the 

clearest example of the transcendent qualities of a pure river, demonstrating the heights to which a 

river can send the writrr. Leading hydrologist Luna B. Leopold says "this exchange goes on 

'' Late in the book cornes ri conclusion-an admission-that defers to the Ianguage of the river as Sanders does: 
"My voice is as tluid and as useiess and ris precious 3s water. It is the voice of one who has no explanation for 
anything .... Yes, like you I believe there is an answer. But this answer cannot fit the shripe of a word. When I 
have tried to cut up the earth or shape it whole into 3 word, the best that I have done is to cause a rain of ides. My 
best perception is only a veil with dim figures in the distance. Perhaps they are nothing reaily. only ghosts of an 
idea" ( 106-7) 

'.' Yi-Fu Tuan, The Hydrologic Cycle and the Wisdom of God. Kinseth's is a religious text and its pantheism has 
both ancient and modem sources. He Links pagan practice from ancient and contemporary times and uses the 
Transcendentalists as a lynchpin between this range. It suives to reach higher and higher levels, braiding 
consciousness and connection with a universal power. Where God may have been the divine force in the ps t ,  
Kinseth transfers his divine longings to the river. As readers we can make any further Ieaps we like. 
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continuaIly: Water goes from elirth to atmosphere to earth" (4). His description of the hydrologic 

cycle also descnbes Kinseth's associative perceptions of self, river and astroecology. 

In keeping with the venerable associations of the hydrologic cycle, and my emphasis on a 

recirculating process of river reflection, a cyclical motif mns through Kinseth's work. His "quest" 

is a search for origins ("1 am denved from fish bone and a ganglion nerve chamber that specialized 

into a brain" 1801) but it is also a search for connections: "self is a river" (83). To this end (or 

rather, this "circle of continuation and permanence" [82]) Kinseth regards activity as ongoing and 

interrelated: "Ali events fiy forward, but their complete essence also involves a process of returns. 

of come-arounds .... 1 sweep out in my physical respiration and in my perception, and my water 

body stream is a spinning water planet woven to its star stream. The physicai river is before my 

hands, but 1 am deep inside the river etemal, and it is real, not [he wams us] imaginary" (82). 

Homing, streaming, passage: these processes coalesce to form the notion of "rivering" ("this sense 

of direction-this passage-taking"), "which is always present and yet always tluid and moving 

forward (73, 8 1). The directional certainty gives him focus; it combines with his connective 

tropes to fom a rhetoric of holisrn and create his sense of belonging. Kinseth circulates between 

self and perception rather than self and community or story. 

Cycles of return and connection keep spiralling Kinseth towards transcendence. He 

extends metaphors that trope water as continuity and change, purification and renewal as 

epitomised by the hydrologic cycle: 

Like back and forth sensing there is always something beginning where something 
appears to have ended. Water rings go out from a stone in the river. Windblown 
seed lift their withering rootstock. The sea is lifted to become a cloud, and a cloud 
dissolves to rain or snow. Where is the beginning of one thing and the end of 
another? Each event is not a new thing as much as it is a rebirth. 1 pick up a stone 
and 1 pick up the past. 1 toss it into the river and 1 toss it into the future. (79) 

Once again, Kinseth makes the transition between two worlds through metaphor, troping the 

essayist's characteristic "movement from the individual to the universal" (Lopate XI). Kinseth 

performs this movement more than any other essayist 1 read here. It is a fundamental component 

of his reliance on metaphor, for in the associative movement between likenesses he is drawn to 

larger cognate symbols and patterns. For most of his first chapter those patterns have been 

realised through visual means. His riverscape has run over the frame that surrounds landscape, 

but he has yet to transcend language as he might like to.ls He now desires escape from namtive 

and perceptual lirnits. 

l5 'Landscape' is increasingly theorised as a "discursive ternin" (Daniels and Cosgrove 59). "Landscape is a fom 
of knowledge and a form of comrnent;ur" (Wevers, "A Story of Land" 9). In Iandscape convention the preservation 
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Kinseth redises his dependence on sight as he faces dusk. With the seen world 

diminished. he is relieved of the burden of figuration. As a writer taken by the proliferation of 

likeness and difference in the waiershed, Kinseth finds a measure of solace in stopping to rest his 

eyes and listen. Wallace Stegner's essay "The Sound of Mountain Water" sees the appeal of the 

aura1 in a writing field so taken by the visual scene and landscape.I6 For Kinseth the sound of the 

river offers another chance for a variation in his book-length epiphany: "Suddenly I go from sitting 

by a river and watching it to being inside the sound, and 1 c m  feel, not just imagine, a streaming 

that is weaving inside me" (26). The man does not stop; the river's motion compels commentas, 

and the gaps between insights shrink until there is no respite from description and metaphor. 

Spacr, water and timr are redolenl with liksnessrs of themselves. He is aitrmpting to drown the 

notion of formal boundary. The urge to survey and describe quietens, although his distrust of 

imagination does not. Kinseth stills as night fails and events become b'judgeless" (27). Under the 

cover of darkness and sound there is a chance for escape from text. But it is slim: c m  Kinseth 

abdicate the certainty of the line? 

Netted by the language 

After Kinseth's extended metaphor of the river as a place for revelation, his second chapter. 

"Streaming," explores the story of the home in motion. "the stream that is in touch with all" (38). 

This universal force has to become a textuai stream; he is compelled to convert this current into 

writing. 

of memory and the control of territory and people becorne a strategic, scopic act: "Lrindscripe is a social and cultural 
product, a way of seeing projected onto the land and having its own techniques and compositional fom;  a restrictive 
way of seeing that diminishes alternative modes of cxperiencing our relations with nature" (Cosgrove, Social 
Forniution 269). Diluted, static and pre-emptive, it is, as theorists such as Denis Cosgrove argue, ri container for 
"the visual rcpresentation of a bourgeois, ncionalist conception of the world" and achieving, through linear 
perspective, "the control and domination over space as an absolute objective entity, its transformation into the 
property of individual or state.. . . One of the consistent purposes of Iandscape painting has been to present an image 
of order and proportioned control, to suppress the evidence of tension and contlict between social groups and within 
human relations in the environment. ("Prospect" 49, 46, 58) B.C. writer Don Gayton stresses the fixity of the 
convention; in doing so he highlights the ways these river writers confront movement and change and let that 
process occur: "Like the prima1 landscape and the remernbered landscape, the perceived landscape is not supposed to 
change" (62). Scott Russeli Sanders provides us with one of the finest recent definitions: "What wc cd1 Iandscape is 
a stretch of earth overlaid with memory, expectation and thoughr. Land is everything that is actually there, 
independent of us; landscape is what we allow in the doors of perception" (Hunting for Hope 7). Sanders echoes my 
sense of the ways riverscape accrues and depends on memory and feeling. 

I b  Stegner writes of Henry's Fork on the Snake River. "By such a river it is impossible to believe that one will 
ever be tired or old. Every sense applauds it. Taste it, feel its chi11 on the teeth: it is purity absolute. Watch its 
racing current, its steady renewd of force: it is transient and eternal" (42). Here are the contradictory and bound 
qualities of (wild-)rivemess that fascinate so many writers, and that evocative adjective (eternal) that has hooked 
Kinseth. 
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Kinseth uses the metaphor of writing and language (as well as ~ e a v i n ~ ' ~ )  to create a 

picture of the river. The river "is a signpost with so many messages as to be indecipherable. And 

yet the arabesque of its scripts, its fluidity, draws me with compelling force" (27). Kinseth tèels 

able to "read and decipher a grammared, punctuated nverscape. The text works as "a cal1 to make 

visible" (36). Intent on revelation. he explores a tributary of the river: 

1 stop and balance on the creek'ç round. moist cobble. There are diamonds 
scattered sparingly on the clear-as-glas shaliows. I am trying to decipher its script 
of sand riffles and its punctuation of small stones and the random comma trails of 
fingemail clams. The sand reads like an automatic painting, too consistent to be 
disarray, and yet arnbiguous enough to be patterned chaos ... . Looking like 
romnnticism, this view is the unabnshed wonder of reality. (36-7) 

This "view" of the river as a kind of textual collage is highly stylised and 1 would argue it is 

~omantic." Romanticism is Kinseth's lens: it composes and filters the way he understands the 

world as a numinous teaching site that "speaks" to him. The ungraspable river motivates his desire 

for connection. The Romantics felt "art is created only by the upsurge of grand passions (even if 

the object of this passion is merely the language)" (Eco. "Aesthetic" 97). Kinseth's rhetorical 

upsurge or torrent looks like romanticism (the site speaks. the individud is ennobled and inspired 

by that site, and the less pleasant aspects of the modem world vanish beneath the wonder of 

Nature as observed by the solitary rambler). Efforts at rendition also inspire and captivate; his 

"series of connotative chains" takes on its own furious, streaming momentum. (Eco, "Aesthetic" 

92) Kinseth's vision is not the dreamlike maiden of Shelley's Alastor or Keats's Belle Dame; 

rather, the apparition appears as the diffuse symbol-fom known here as "river etemal." This site, 

rendered in lush prose, takes on an aura of significance. Kinseth's vision is attuned to the vitality 

of things in the everyday: what 1 may regard as Romantic is the nom for him. This everyday is 

enriched with association and an innuendo of numinosity. The transcendent trajectory of his 

" "My prairie rivervallcy is a tïuid tnpestry of current that gathen and transforms energy. Each appexance is a 
strand-a current-in a birthing and aging tapestry .... Each strand threads in and through, up and down, touching 
the countless other strands that thread and Stream across it, al1 moving fonvard, weaving the appearance of ri valley" 
(41). Each landscape is composed of different events and activities that warp and weave together and creiite ri whole. 
Theodor Adorno's idea of the essay as a woven product is relevant here: "Not less but more than a definitional 
procedure, the essay presses for reciprocd interaction of its concepts in the process of intellectual experience. In 
such experience concepts do not fom a continuum of operations. Thought does not progress in a single direction; 
instead, the mc ments are interwoven as in a carpet. The fruitfuhess of the thoughts depends on the density of the 
texture" (Adorno 13). 

" His passage works well with Paul Carter's discussion of the picturesque. Carter describes the picturesque as "a 
form of eloquence.. . a spatial figure of speech ... It exhibited a spatial grarnmar. Picturesque country was country 
that spoke for itse1f" (Carter, Roud 246). Land is, therefore, the materid basis for the refashioned punctuation by 
'Capability' Brown reported ("not without irony," Carter adds) by Hrinnah More: 

'He illustrates everything he says about gardening with some literary or grammaticai ilallusion. He 
toId me he compared his art to literaq composition. "Now there." he said, pointing his finger, "I 
make a comma, and there,' pointing to another spot, "where another turn is proper, I make a 
colon; at another point where an interruprion is desirable to break the view, a parenthesis; now a 
full stop, and then I begin another subject.' (246-7) 
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project forms through his insistence on an embellished (astro)ecology. If the reader questions his 

stance we are quieted with a protestation like the one above: this is real. Wonder always rescues 

him from doubt. Kinseth attracts a postcolonial and Romantic "sense of connection," feeling that 

he and a flower or a leaf are part of "one diverse river of genetic gossip," and then articulates his 

own fairly prescriprive view of that river (38). 

This gossiping river braids its way through his chapter of observation and receptivity. 

Metaphors of writing continue, but the verbed water is still elusive: an approaching stom is termed 

"the structure of a verbing," while "the rapids of the river reveal anecdotes about the stom. They 

are like a word for storms, and in this valley an epilogue" (44). After the storrn passes Kinseth 

walks into the stiilness, "hear[ing] a language beyond words, n music and a mother tongue that 1 

cannot decipher, even though 1, too, may be speaking it" (48). 

1 am at the mouth of the rivulet where 1 began my quest for the essence of 
streaming. The rivulet speaks as it empties into the river. The sand bottom seems 
to perk up and wrinkle at the gossip that this rivulet is sharing. It is gibberish to me 
and yet it is an entrancing foreign tongue. I have decided to remain by this obvious 
parting mouth, and to mark down the meter and the repetitions, looking for that 
first small word that will lead to another. This language of al1 waters seems as 
arnbiguous as the shady edges of the two middle letters of any word. It has the rich 
look of Right like arabesque. Suddenly the first srnall word rises rapidly like a 
body flying out of the river. (49) 

The next paragraph begins, naturdly, with a widemouth bass breaking the surface of the water: 

"Sorne body has cracked its head on this river's roof' (48). The fish's leap is an ancient sign that 

speaks to Kinseth (just as it speaks to David James Duncan in his short fiction "Nonhwest 

Passage.") His "quest" continues, a journey which sees the river as a source for al1 knowledge. al1 

things. The wildemess is teacher. Kinseth's entire metaphor of the river as a spraking force and 

constant source of inspiration harks back to Cicero, Seneca and others, as Herendeen notes: 

"Speech, knowledge, tnith, man's ability to control the world he has been given through language 

and wisdom, are ideas confluent in their treatment of the river, so that in the response to this aspect 

of nature is contained a simultaneous awareness of thefimen oraiionis andfltrmen verboritm" 
("Rhetoric" 108) . 1 9  

Kinseth retreats to the river to find a source of unbroken continuity (the Utopian fantasy, 

evident in Romanticism and appropriative New Age "white shamanism"), a continuity which is, 

ironicaily, broken and displaced by a dam some miles away from his beloved valley. His 

preservation of the wholeness-in-flux that we cal1 "river" is thus a stubbom and insistent antidote 

l9 Herendeen footnotes his sentence as follows: 'The phrases are from Cicero: Acodemica, II, 119, and De Notura 
Deonrni, II, 1,  and are used to compare the golden Stream of eloquence with empty language and frilse rhetoric. This 
use of words originalty pertaining to rivers to describe aspects of rhetoric, such as "fons," "fluo," "confiuo," and 
"flumen," is cornmonplace in Latin literature" (108-9, n2). 
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to a fragmentation of seeing.'O Self and language determine the breadth of his conceptual 

metaphors of "strearning" and "homing." These metaphon have their own limitations, ones that 

become increasingly apparent as the book unfolds. It may be that Kinseth's ovefflow of figurative 

language ends up obscurhg the river itself. His point is that the singular nver is everywhere. and 

'his' river is dl rivers. The essential river is his local one because it rnirrors al1 others. A pattern 

is spotted, then mapped ont0 the world and universe in a form of Mandelbrot-inspired 

colonisation. But as Kinseth proceeds. his doubts grow: the essentid river may not ever appear in 

text, firstly because his senses are not equipped to see it, secondly because the text cannot 

represent it, no matter how many metaphors are deployed. The longing to write the "river in itself' 

is stymied by the limits of language (Sanders 89). The longing to accurately write the Pure. Tme 

and Real nver is allied with the atavistic longing for Edenic language: orality appeals in an age of 

hxed text. To truly write the river. Kinseth implies, he must transcend language. Hence the great 

apperil of sound for hirn as dusk Falls. For Kinseth. finding words for the river itself is like 

speaking words that apparently cannot exist. Pondering the early Edenic tongue, Umberto Eco 

wrote "there is no linguistic mechanism for uttering /. . . 1 . and therefore this sensation is not 

susceptible of focmal insertion into their [Adam and Eve's] referential system" (Eco, "Aesthetic" 

94). Perhaps, as dusk falls. Kinseth confronts a similar problem. Furthemore. the river is 

different for every viewer. Each person will see different patterns and forms. 

The river is always changing, expanding to swallow every cluster of rneaphor offered. 

Adorno's "cross-connections" have becorne connotative, self-replicating floods, overîlows of 

figuration that tunnel, condense and transpire into more words. more likenesses, and a damp fever 

of rhetorical hyperventilation. The clarity of the water mocks insight, draws perception out and 

runs away with it: language unravels behind until the only certainty is a fluid. gamlous and 

uncontained continuity. Vision runs away with itself: 

My eyes find fresh new possibilities in this highway, in this fish house, in this 
refuse dump, in this body with long green hair, in this plow, in this liquid foot, and 
in this condensed rain. Each tea drop of this nver is capable of bursting open and 
pouring forth a thousand new images. (20-1) 

Are we, after this river joumey and vision, simply back in the cave, gloating at the 

shadows of the water table? 'The essayist is" after di, "fascinated with perception" (Lopate xxxiv- 

v). However, much of Kinseth's rhetoric produces "a rain of ideas" (or a drenching in figuration) 

that can obscure the place and its stories, politics and probiems (107). He wants to drench the 

'O Victor Burgin characterises visual brokenness as endemic in the media-saturated present: "[t] he image as object 
of contemplation has been blasted into so mmy metaphoric representatives: 'bites' and 'clips"' (Burgin 192). 
Kinseth wishes to extend the reach of these representatives, and unite them in a braided streaming of words and 
perception: "nature, tike everything else we talk about, is fust and foremost an artifact of language" (Chaioupka and 
Cawley 5). 
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reader in baroque stylistic tendencies to convey his own sense of excitement and the universdity of 

his IocaI river." 

A river's response to vensimilitude is likely to be more chattering, npid-born(e) laughter. 

The ultimately inexplicable nature of 'nature' is, for many, one of its inspirations. Wendel1 Berry. 

for example, is not fazed by the ways language remains incomplete: "For the wildemess, which is 

to say the universe, we have no words. We deal with its Stones, its trees, its water. We ask 

ourselves which will be the best way to go. Our words are for the way we have been" 

(Recollected, 257-8). 1s it possible that this river, the "remnant freestream," "squeeze[d] into a 

thin line" of text. is then erased by Kinseth's increasingly anxious stniggle to "grasp" it with 

Iünguage (5  1.53, JZ)? This doubt builds as his book proceeds. 

Kinseth adopts a natural historian's mode of specificity for a meditation on the life of 

clams: t'or o time the style grounds and slow itself a little. At no other point does he engage with 

his own mecdotal mernories in the same way as his dam side clam-gathering. But the specifics 

float away: two paragraphs later he is back in a freewheel of metaphor. Despite the appeal to 

universality-'this story is every story; make your own now in your local place'-the lack of 

specificity does not always illuminate the unique world of his local flora. fish or riverbed. He 

would rather illuminate his visions of the world. But his energy can derail his best intentions. 

Epiphany is a component of much personally based nature writing, but epiphany alone lacks 

differentiation; there is no plateau of awareness from which to depart. A mountain requires the 

riverbed from which to rise; the river would not exist without the sloping land to guide the streûm. 

Without variation, the high alpine plateau stretches for miles, lit only by the faint glimmer of 

ungraspable mirage. 

Attempting a hands-off approach that universalises rather than specifies, Kinseth attempts 

to make his river al1 rivers. Kinseth has not relayed the river's natural history in great detail, nor its 

human history. Unlike Edward Hoagland's Dead Diamond River, Janet Lembke's North Carolina 

Neuse, Kim Stafford's Siuslaw, Moore's Oregon rivers or Sanders' Ohio. Kinseth's nameless 

river is not given any human history outside his own presence there." A coal town puffs 

'' He is an anomaly, a champion of thc local and a committed anti-rcgionalist, because he is democntic with his 
aesthetic: he wants the world to sçe as he does, to becorne enrivered in life and Ianguage. This democratic impulse 
hzis old roots in American literature, ris Alessandro PortelIi observes. Kinseth's rhetorical saturation aims to create ri 
kind of figurative abundance: when everything is covered in his way of seeing, the lens will be transparent. But thrit 
supposed transparency has dangerous connotations: 'The pnce of an opacity that calls itself tmnsparency is the 
invisibility of the other: the American continent can be transparent CO 'manifest destiny' because its actual 
inhabitants are declared non-existent" (PorteIli 34). The unpeopled, unstoried nature of Kinseth's river valley is 
troubling. He is too busy uoping the river to deal with human stories. 

Chaloupka and Cawley discuss the way such absence marginalises indigenous peoples. Paul Carter makes Iucid 
insight into the menrion of indigenous peoples which problernatises utterance: the "longing the Europeans project 
on to the Aborigines, making h e m  the human other with whom aIone a dialogue might be opened that does not 
suppress the 'noise' of the country, its reluctance to be represented. But tfiat didogue was never opened, the 
Aborigines were siIenced, assimilated to a figure of speech instead, a figure that marked their absence from the 
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upstream and his city rom seventy miles below, but still his is a nver-portrait without declared 

human or wildlife (hi)stories. Ultimately we learn more abaut Kinseth's consciousness than the 

valley itself. This is no bad thing; but other possible worlds have been closed for the reader, other 

voices erased in his 'year zero' rush of metaphor. "Surprisingly," he adrnits. "it remains much 

more difficult to imagine how my everyday, which is largely outside this valley, c m  be a river. At 

one moment culture seems to be too far ahead, and at another too ignorant and too inconsistent and 

too self-absorbed to match the wisdom of the nvervalley" (84). The waters that restore him to his 

world and himself are curiously (perhaps deliberately) indistinct, as if the impression of a river will 

help us blend his waters with our own, continuing the contract between reader and author towards 

understanding. His community there is non-human. that "tapestry" of vaguely defined activity, 

plant and creature. a ripaian "symbolic network (to quote Herendeen) that is more pronounced. 

detailed and disembodied than any other 1 consider (Kinseth 42. Herendeen 108). This site needs 

explication. he has admitted as much. But attempts to describe seem only to contain. When 

phenomenology is the basis for his project, it seems feasible to regard the work as a self-referential 

unit. a recirculative fractal. But the fractal still has it strict (nay rigid) memory of its own. It 

germination determines its completion. 

Given that Bany Lopez is acknowledged for his eariy support, it is not surprising that 

Kinseth notes the power of the river as a source for stories. Watching the debris of cities float by 

(and there is a vast amount of it, for example. guns. dead animals. litter, a postcard. a dock. a 

rÿzor and a telephone pole) he surmises that stories may be "the easiest way inside this landscape. 

By going to the obscure and the tiny, 1 am again shown that in the srnail vastness is revealed.. . . a 

vast planet is a star's anecdote" (86). But anecdotes are thin on the ground: where have the 

people, holders of memory and anecdote, gone? Do rivers need stories? Do we hurnans need 

them to? We seem to. 1 have known nvers through their stories and histories. as well as their 

ecologies. Humans are a part of that ecology, after d l .  This is why 1 ask where has Kinseth's 

past and his own river gone to? Perhaps they have ail become our own. As readers. we let 

Kinseth's river wash over our way of seeing. Wili we look to Our rivers with new eyes? When 

you walk through the air, do you feel the rddying currents? 

By attributing the concept of process to events in the river valley Kinseth ensures the metaphor of 

"streaming" undergirds both his narrative mediod and his conceptual and perceptual apparatus. 

His use of rnixed rnetaphor points to the constructed nature of representation. Kinseth relishes the 

social and rhetorical construction of nature; unlike Neil Evemden, for exarnple (who argues our 

constmct of nature has forced damage upon the world, and rnight declare the River Etemai a no- 

Ianguage" (Living 88). In a sense Kinseth tropes the river as Carter says Aborigines have been ciphered, silencing 
the watcr with his metaphors. 
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man's land, so it (or humans) can work its way free of metaphor). Kinseth thinks the wild 

pockets need explication. not for their own sake, but for ours. He wants us to see like him, 

replicating and recoding the river. This scopic accumulation is problematic. It tends to colonise a 

site with one conceptual sweep to function as "the practical reconquest of the sense cf place" 

(Jameson 5 1 ). 

Frederic Jarneson defines something of this metaphoric mapping of the river. Mental 

mapping involves "the p:acticai reconquest of a sense of place and construction or reconstruction 

of an articulated ensemble which can be retained in memory and which the individual subject cm  

map and remap dong the moments of mobile, alternative trajectories" (Jameson 5 1). Jarneson's 

cornments are relevant because they descnbe the ponability of Kinseth's metaphors: "1 stuff my 

house in my shoes. And no matter how far this shanty house wanders, this journey is always 

homeward.. . . You must realize now that you can find this place within your place" ( 106-7, 1 14). 

Kinseth's appreciation of the local is conceptual homing; it is not an exercise that depends on a 

wild riverbank (though his begins there). His means of iepresenting this feeling state is 

conceptual: his language attempts (and eludes) the virtual and still allows for general interaction. It 

is a river-based way of seeing and thinking, but the mapping he does is more generalised. He 

refuses to name; he tries to leave control to the river: the river-centred text might take its cues from 

the water alone. But Kinseth later redises that his cues are embedded in language and can 

disalienate wild space. lameson's quotation in fact begins thus: "Disalienation in the traditional 

city, then, involves the practical reconquest of a sense of place" (Jameson 5 1 ). The process of 

disalienation crosses urban and 'wild' space through metaphor and memory. As Kinseth enters 

the second chapter of his work. he begins to see its lirnits. 1 want to quickly trace the way his 

doubts evolve through the rest of his work; his system of perception cornes under swift scrutiny as 

means and ends collide. The river rnight provide a way beyond the impasse between linguistic 

tools and perceptud ambition. 

Kinseth's second essay, "Streaming," affirms the search for belonging begun in "Horning." He 

begins to rase the desire for control, "to joumey and behold rather than search for a way out" (63). 

Part of Kinseth's strategy of control is his desire to describe everything, to practise a rhetoricai 

"exhaustiveness" that Gillian Rose sees as totalizing and restrictive in geographic knowledges 

(Rose 10 1). Kinseth invens Rose's stereotype of the masculinist geognpher desperately 

accumulating knowledge: he is acquisitive of feeling and experience, but it is the impulse to 

"grasp" through language that troubles him. He knows the lirnits, and the river keeps over- 

flowing past them as he attempts to utter what poet Liz Zetlin terms the language of River. "a 

tongue you're just learning to speak" ("Said the River-two"). Kinseth's language operates like a 

net of metaphor laid over every process in his (no one else seems to appear in this magicai 
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fiefdom) river valley. Expansiveness becomes a force of inverse containment: his view dominates, 

and this wonies him. 

Only in conclusion does Kinseth relent, assessing his limited expression as a problem of 

equipment (rather like blarning the tennis racquet). The equipment failure is acute because the river 

keeps on rolling beyond his capacity to trope it. River Eternnl is important as a river text because it 

paradoxically spends half its time demonstrating there is no such thing as an effective river text. 

Description can become an obsession, hence Kinseth's relief at twilight, where he is not compelled 

to relay everything he sees: darkness takes away his words and coaxes listening. His eyes "are not 

organs designed to show me the earth" and are declared faulty (103). Vision, language, and ego: 

ail are unworthy for the purpose of representation. So, in listening Kinserh begins the movement 

towards another kind of immersion (in sound), More his immersion in the water itself. Evidence 

of continuity and change infoms Kinseth's third chapter, "Passage." The way to "grasp" may 

involve letting go, thereby submerging desire. 

By accepting the potential of change Kinseth appears to accept his limits. He begins to face 

his "grandest feu.. . that 1 understand next to nothing. 1 have found the waters. but 1 am inside a 

turbulence where al1 events, no matter how rock-firm, are chaotic waters-percolating, eroding, 

tonuous" (62). This important transition marks a "passage" from a need for certainty and control 

(dams) to acceptance of the wild (a freestreaming river), a movement towards an elusive 

"watershed way of acting" and the tantalising process of leaming to "think [and write!] like a river" 

(Kinseth 60; Worster, Rivers, 33 1). 

Kinseth's immersion in the opening paragraph of chnpter four, "Going Inside", suggests 

the limits of metaphor have been acknowledged. But he must race to that real river, because he is 

ninning out of pages. So pure connection is his aim: a senes of "shoncuts" (a rivulet, the veins of 

a hand or lean to the river etemd are iike metonymic signs that lead to th(: chaos of the rivered 

universe (9 1). For him the Earth is a small fragment atloat on galactic currents that spin and whirl 

within the galaxy, a river full of dying suns and supernovas. The physical nver is therefore seen 

as "a cosmos's energy being expressed," but not as a place of others' rnyths, or pioneer histories 

(97). This is about personal experience and subjective phenomenology. It is a route towards 

human enlightenment, rather than anything that exists in its own right. Kinseth appears to use the 

river (or it uses him; who, after all, has been grasped here?) as a liquid highway to nirvana. "A 

river is as many things as there are perceptions," but it does not depend upon those perceptions 

(99). That said, we depend upon those perceptions to sec the nver, and are often bound by 

language in our explanations of it. 

Transcendence 
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Kinseth's use of the river as a site for transcendence foreshndows (in a concentratcd tom) the use 

other essayists (and writers like David James Duncan in The River Wh?) make of rivsrs. Personal 

salvation may spring from riparian contemplation, offering a sense of connection with the natural 

world, and an understanding of the tme scale of human ego there. But the development of bonds 

with other people. so central to The River Why or Moore's essays, is subsumed in River Etenid. 

There are different conceptual and non-human communities he prefers to attend to. 'This [river] 

channel expresses the art of tea and waves, perhaps appreciated most by the clam's blind shining" 

(99)." Whcre. aftrr al1 this metaphor. has the river gone'? Kinseth's point is that the river always 

rnoves and gestures beyond itself: even in its own becoming its flow is heading towards other 

meanings. As the book evolves Kinseth sees his meanings have helped the river remnin free: it is 

not easily grasped. Yet there is no one way of interacting that is 'right.' This very diversity is a 

marker of the cultural freight nvers still ben. 

The "back and fonh sensing" Kinseth uses feeds a cycle of "recirculation" between self and 

perception (79). The reason 1 open with Kinseth is because his circular pattern between text and 

world is rxplicit and suggestive, and this process of recirculation is central to my thesis. Self and 

river transpire through metaphor, itself a transpiring process. Kinseth's approach tends to clidr 

the beginnings of story because it also elides a range of memory. The river seems to have 

vanished under its own waves of representation. In a sense the final chapter "Going Inside" 

acknowledges the need to restore the eddied reader to the river itself, rather than a metuphoric 

current. But this shift (if, in text, such a move is ever possible) does not occur until the epilogue. 

That section reveals a man intent on literd immersion. 

Kinseth makes his ultimate immersion in "The Voice in the Willow Quarter." The Epilogue 

is a time for contemplation and reckoning, conclusion and confession. Here. he admits his 

concems over his perceptual limits-"My voice is as fluid and as useless and as precious as 

waterV-and his exultation now rests upon the fact there is always more than we cm see, yet the 

limited tools we have are indispensable (106). His connections and Buid interplays with the river 

are "a tale that c m  never be hilly told or Sung, and, as ancient as it is, this tale is just beginningT* 

In this solitary impulse he is simply echoing Thoreau's guidelines laid down in "Waiking." 
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(1 12). The river will keep on telling its purling story after we die. Kinseth shifts from a desire for 

exhaustive description to an acceptance of the limits of language and human knowledge. He stops 

grasping, and offers the river to us. 

Thus his conclusion shifts narrative point of view: the entire book is offered as a metaphor 

that has stemmed from and obscured the reader's inner voice (which, he suggests, is a landscape 

in its own right). "Who is this old fox to whom you have been Iistening?" "Nothing is really that 

different," he adds ( 1 13). When we isolate an object, a thing, we deny its interdependence within 

a pattem of events. Thus Kinseth can see his own face in the land ("just different whorls in one 

diverse river of nature" [lûû]); he suggests the earth dances in our mirrored reflection. "Each 

'thing' is really nothing, because it is really no one thing, and more han its appearances, and 

ultimately perhaps everything" ( 1  13). His shift to second-person narration for the book's 1 s t  

pages attempts to bind us to his unnamed river. In his tapestry we are al1 one with the river and its 

ovefflowing, continuous life: "You are beginning to trust that you can be anything when your 

thinking is untied. Your lips part like gills and you drink in a particle of wind before it runs under 

a cloud, and you awaken" ( 115). 

According to Graham Good, "[tlhe heart of the essay as a fom is th[e] moment of 

characterization. of recognition. of figuration. where the self finds a pattem in the world and the 

world finds a pattem in the self.. . . Self and object are confîgured in mutually illuminating ways" 

(22). The process of placement is central to the river essayists' work; placing the self in flux 

enriches the process of river reflection. Kinseth's writing is dense with his making; the reader can 

return to continue a process of unravelling and connection prompted by his highly wrought prose 

style. But ultirnately he rejects that baroque attempt at description in favour of tuming to the river 

and honouring the fact it can never be "told" into conclusion; the river etemai is just that and it runs 

on after breath ceases. Perception is always "eroding" and certainties become "chaotic waters" 

(62). 

Kinseth's river is not so much a contained physical entity as a source for metaphor: 

nameless, nearly unstoried, it becomes a receptive space for his own figurative language. And the 

river exists outside that ianguage. no matter how hard Kinseth grasps. 

Figuration is the basis for River Eternal, a transitive medium that forms a recirculation 

between reader, author and image. Astroecology becomes the shared referent. As a consequence 1 

read or perceive much of this eternal river from a distancing vantage point, an eyrie built on 

baroque rhetoric. It is a difficult river to get close to: as readers we are not coddled into familiariiy, 

we must seek Our own way of local seeing. Kinseth speaks of "the experience of inseparability 

from the landscape," but reading River Etemal becarne, for me, an object lesson in Our 

inseparability from language within oür view of the landscape (9 1). "1 have become a current," he 
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States (93). And so the metaphors flow on. But the river flows too: for Kinseth, the troping 

watcher, the language and the Stream are interdependent. 

Kinseth asserts his "revisioning of place" depends upon depth of self more than depth of 

locale (96). The prose is embedded in the notion of the sublime, but his insistence on metaphor 

and the river at once foregrounds and silences human agency. River Eternal is a perfect example 

of the way rivers will cal1 fonh more and more descriptive language and still evade description. As 

I tum to the other essayists, 1 want to bear Kinseth's desire to grasp the etemal river in mind. 

Though the other writers use local stones and histories a great deal more than he does, they also 

crave some kind of etenial river, a current that seems certain to go on and is somehow free of the 

scars of modern Me. They want the haven Kinseth hüs found, but find the worid breaches (riither 

than extends) their metaphoric lens. 

The limit and reach of transcendence: Stafford and Eiseley 

Kim Stafford's 1987 essay "River and Road" is important in the schema 1 consider, which ranges 

from the pristine rapture of Kinseth to the angry elegics of Abbey and Sanders. Stafford 

repudiates the prospect of epiphany as an escape from the consequences of Our actions. Loren 

Eiseley's "The Flow of the River" finds a middle ground between anti-escapism and the possibility 

of river-inspired surprise. 

Kinseth's use of metaphor is allied with consciousness. The writing depends on 

connection and synecdoche to establish and build his argument. For Kinseth, metaphor is the glue 

that holds community and awareness together. He constructs his world through language: 

metonyrny and metaphor establish connection. These tropes overfiow, embellishing their own 

existence, spawning anew in an effort at hyperrealism. They draw him into (and they dernand) a 

pattern of comprehension through explication. His vision of the river flows "back and forth" 

between description and association: "1 am coming to see the city and the [riparian] willowscape as 

one rich and immense spiraling story" (79, 1 1 1). Conversely Eiseley and Stafford give us a 

strong sense of that story without flooding us in a thousand possible rivers. 

Kinseth's definition of a dynamic "rivering" gives the viewer a sense of immersion in an 

endless current. Change is ongoing and involving: "1 breathe and a new channel briefly opens in 

the world.. . . This strearning within a river and within myself never ceases.. . spreading out like 

water ripples in an invisible yet resonating deep chard" (30-1). Kinseth is able to walk through 

rivers constantly; he imagines his everyday life m a joumey through currents of air; in a different 

kind of river, "this home continues to swim inside me" (3 1). 

How different tiiis ease of association is from the stniggle Kim Stafford has in "River and 

Road." For him these two routes (one liquid, the other solid; one prima1 and evocative, the other 

fixed and arnnesiac) are allied in shape and form, but metaphor cannot transport hirn to a sense of 
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holisric association. Transcendence fails to block off the encroaching nish of modemity. Kinseth 

makes the leap into figuration with ease. Juxtaposition is his mode of explication and inquiry. But 

Stafford is left in the noise of the century's end, trying to imagine the 1-5 freeway near his home as 

the correlative of the chatter of rnpids: "1 thought I could school rny ears to that memory of water's 

grace. ... But rny heart was weak .... the whisper I heard was not water" (Stafford 156). This is 

not a cornplaint about language or the instruments of insight; here the problem resides in the very 

structures of our functioning. The world is a broken place. His heart cannot bear to see this. The 

human assault on land and river is relentless. How can rnemory and story survive? In the gaps 

and striving of his essaying Stafford gives some possible, fragile answers. Yet his meditation on 

the remnants of river and rnemory, or hope and haven. are never cenain. Joy is not an emorion 

that offers Kim Stafford any succour: transcendence has palled as a route for understanding. Other 

ways of being have crowded that path and the highway is ever present both visually and aurally. 

"Rivers are roads that move." said Pascal, but now the roads are paved and packed with noisy 

traffic (Niederland 19). There is no escape from the compromise of living as we do; even in the 

silence he is haunted by what the industridised world has becorne. As Thoreau knew. the train's 

whistle and roar carries through the still night. 

"River and Road  is a meticulous and accessible account of early colonial experience on the 

Siuslaw River. It pays homage to rnemory and story but laments the fact that so much of the 

modem world rushes too fast to stop and attend to the past, a history beside the highway above. 

The essay recalls the Siuslaw River as a highway in its own right and the tales of the pioneering 

white settlers. Later in the essay, Stafford shifts to the present. He uses a technique Sanders, 

Moore, Eiseley and other essayists in general have perfected in their negotiations of reflection and 

memory: Stafford forms a layered mixture of registen and perspectives. weaving past and present 

together on personal and communal Ievels. His process of recirculation begins in anecdote 

(whether communal or subjective) and extends into the watershed of story and history. as much as 

ecology. These three sites of complexity (anecdote, watershed and history) might offer their own 

metaphors, but (unlike Kinseth) the writer's metaphor does not predominate. Stafford is uneasy at 

the contemporary river, but he is not uneasy in his use of language. It is not so much that his 

seeing is faulty, as it is tbat the modem world offen so few opportunities to locate the (ecological 

or historical) past in the movement and pace of 'place' today. Self and river are blocked from 

Kinseth's "back and forth sensing" by the new river called Interstate; recirculation has been 

stopped and replicated in eerie mechanistic ways. 

Stafford's description of this shift and mimicry is wonh citing at length because it reads a 

kind of rivering into the freeway traffk that Kinseth would appreciate. But Stafford's metaphor 

does not help him sleep at night as trucks rurnble by. There is no easy answer to the mental 

crowding Stdford feels. (Kinseth's river etemal seems a little further from an interstate six-lane 

highway.) Much of the essay hinctions as an elegy to the sound of mountain water, because it is 

so hard to hear it above the trucks on the road. The contemporary Siuslaw River has less power to 



compel and focus a community; it has been overtdcen. Stafford's faith in imagination also 

functions on a different plane. Stafford writes with his feet on the ground, grimly aware of the 

impacts that humans have on the land of today and tomorrow. The river is the basis for a change 

that continues in an (ironically) different fom. No matter how many figurative cornparisons are 

made, the new river is not a purifying site; astroecology is a long way off and the tone cannot 

celebrate what is here because the present disregards the forces that have shaped it. those streams 

of water and memory: 

The road is a frozen river that never thaws. 

When I stand on the overpass bridge and look down, I c m  see how water designed 
the freeway road. Six lanes follow a canyon water carved, a canyon aimed east. 
then north toward the Willamette River. On rarnps join the road then thicken it, like 
generous tributaries in spate. There is a tidal ebb in the cornmuter rush at dawn 
downstream toward the city, then noon slack. and then flood tide dusk. when the lit 
eyes of the silversides fight their way back up-canyon, sniffing for the exact srna11 
pool where they shall spawn. ( 156) 

The river lives on. but this snarling river "never thaws." Trapped as perpetual black ice. 

Stafford's static river-road bears a feral. almost sinister copy of fish migration. Water, shaper of 

canyons, not mere highways, has been forgotten as an elernental force. His doubt gnaws like the 

thrum of engines in the distance. This rnetalled diumal migration holds no viscerd pleasure. 

Jump-staning, the "silversides" leave rainbow traces on the sheer-black surface. The signs of the 

authentic natural expenence are present evrrywhere, but only as diluted copies, weakened forms 

that have lost the power to be tmly 'Natural.' Mechanicd reproduction has lost its prima1 

significance. If Kinseth desires a language full of replicant energy to do justice to his local site, 

then Stafford wishes that his homeplace could honour the energies of story, river and history 

alreiidy present in the reg ion. 

Stafford's conclusion fiows exquisitely from one new "river" to the Siuslaw that still 

continues. He sleeps "on an island in the river ...." close to the river at last. For an instant the 

'authentic' river experience occurs: 

Watersound woke me. Dark. I was ready to lie there season by season, to die 
from my life, or to live as the river lives, to climb with salmon and fall away from 
that final loving work like rain, to tumble headlong, to flicker away silver with 
light, powered by moon and Sun. ( 157-8) 

Stafford's essay affirrns the continuation of rivers, and of stones that appear very different but still 

adhere to basic principles: the quality of rnemory, the sanctity of greater rhythms, and Our human 

insignificance before (and integration with) those forces. He wri tes of the loss of fish in the river, 

the old stones of huge Chinook. Fish and timber fuelled the pioneer days. Now both have 

dwindled, and cars ply the air, streaming through the rain. The association with metaphor links 

Kinseth and Stafford, but the latter's work is laced with gaps and loss. Kinseth fills those places 

with words, settles the land and river through language, while Stafford is wary about attnbuting 



too much to any fonn of settlement. He lets his doubts surface in the textual gaps between 

recollection and reflection. Memory and story become sources in a process of cornparison that 

leaves one with a sense of former abundance and present unease; this process of comparative 

reflection marks many of the essays that follow in this chapter. For Stafford the Siuslaw cannot 

offer any constancy of epiphany. Allowing this sadness to shape his work doubles its impact. 

The longing for nature is primd; his expenence of the natural world is not. But in his elegiac 

connection he makes his still striving river corne dive for the reader, leaving us with an image of 

sound and silence, the echoes of absence that ring in our own ears. 

Loren Eiseley touches on mystery and transcendence in his essny 'The Flow of The River." 

Placing that 1957 essay dongside the metaphoric flights of River Eternczl reveals the compelling 

spiritual force of rivers. Eiseley is important because he speaks to the limits Kinseth creates 

through epiphany alone and crafts another way of representing perceptual power, even in the 

modem world of highways. 

Eiseley begins his essay with a careful nod towards the numinous: "If there is magic on 

this planet. it is contained in water" (15). One striking feature of his essay is its balance between 

the transcendent and factual. He understands bbcommon water" can hold Our myths and. more 

importantly , rnable the world's function ing: "[ilts substance reaches r verywhere; it touc hrs the 

past and prepares for the future; it moves under the poles and wanders thinly in the heights of air" 

( 16). He recounts a field trip to the Platte ~iver.'" 

Eiseley's experience of floming in the Platte River is a literary precursor to Kinseth's sense 

of rivering. Eiseley has an "extension of shape by osmosis" that sends him into another body of 

water (16). "You have probably never experienced the meandering roots of a whole watershed or 

felt your outstretched fingers touching, by some clairvoyant extension, the brooks of snow-line 

glaciers at the same time you were flowing toward the Gulf over the eroded debris of wom down 

rnountains" (Eiseley 16). Eiseley feels this "extension" as he allows himself to float while facing 

old fears nascent since a childhood water accident. Eiseley confronts the archetype of release and 

purification; rivers everywhere are still used as sacred cleansing sites. The challenge these writers 

face-bnnging self to river and river into text-demands a multi-faceted approach that appraises 

the reach of ecology and the relevance of personal memory. The writen assay the territory 

between generalities and specifics through memory and metaphor. 

'' On some levels this trip involves a reconstitution of self, ri quiet, fundamental reorientation. The key is that 
Eiseley articulates these changes within an ernotional and geologicd, riverine and scientitlc context. Its openness 
çontrasts with the clotted silences Eck Bass records in his story "Platte River" where (as in Raymond Carver's "So 
Much Water, So CIose to Home") angling is a way into a kind of compromise and distance that does h m ,  ris if the 
space of the watershed has suddenly ken called upon to represent the emotional upheavals that remain unspoken. 
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Immersion, that act of surrender to the current and an unexpected sense of the process of 

renewal and purification are key experiences for Eiseley and Kinseth. Both authors are taken by 

the moment of release when their feet leave the riverbed. In this instant they hear "the beating of 

the euth's dark millennial heart" (Eiseley 2 1). 1 quote Eiseley at iength here because his prose 

outshines any summary treatment, and provides insight into the way that he blends the precision of 

the palaeontologist and poet. The passage must rank as a classic description of a river float-trip. 

His joumey begins with some trepidation; a non-swimmer, alone in the plateau. he redises "[a] 

man in trouble would cry out in vain" (18). But he lies back, "in the tloating position that left my 

face to the sky, and shoved off' (19): 

The sky wheeled over me. 
As for men, those myriad little detached ponds with their own swimming 

corpuscular life, what were they but a way diat water hüs of y i n g  about beyond 
the reach of rivers? I too was a microcosm of pouring nvulets and tloating 
driftwood gnawed by the mysterious animalcules of my own creation. 1 wlis three- 
fourths water, rising and subsiding according to the hollow knocking in my veins: 
a minute pulse like the etemal pulse that lifts the Himalayas and which, in the 
following systole, will carry them away. (19-20) 

The single-line paragraph is a key marker in al1 the river-prose 1 read. It tlags a passage of 

transition, leaping us into a larger context here before slipping us into the humbling (dependant) 

corporeiility of the body. Eiseley has such a w m  and unpretentious way of phrasing challenging 

arguments. His ofthand question loads insight with disarming regard, tossing delusions of 

grandeur and progress into the galactic whirlpool. The "microcosm" contains the rivers: blood 

vessels are deltas here, but less insistently so than River Eternul. Yet that eternal river reappears as 

the image invrrts: the human heart contains the movement of rivers, and the pulse of plate tectonics 

looks back to the tloating life in that water. 

Minutes and aeons later he is a changed and reaffirmed man. Water is not the "sniff' of 

utility alone that Ivan Illich sees flooding the rninds of the world instead of holy water. His insight 

places humans in context with the pianet's functioning in a way that differs from Kinseth's 

ûttempts to draw in the cosmos. Transcendence, for Eiseley, is not an opportunity to extend the 

ego; rather, it is a vantage point from which to see it in a wider con t ed5  

Every spring in the wet meadows and ditches I hear a little shilling chorus which 
sounds for ail the world like an endlessly reiterated 'We're here, we're here, we're 
here.' And so they are, as frogs, of course. Confident little fellows. 1 suspect that 
to some greater ear than ours, man's optimistic pronouncements about his role and 
destiny may make a sirnilar little ringing sound that travels a small way out into the 

This is the reason why he details his later discovery of a catfish frozen in the iced-up Platte. The fish survives 
and Eiseley installs a tank at home, only to find the fish had, one day, leapt out. "A million ancestral years had 
gone into that jump," he notes as he laments a severance ffom "the Iost archaic glory that cornes from the water 
brotherhood. We were both projections out of that timeless ferment and locked as well in some greater unity that 
lay incalculably beyond us.. .. having been part of the flow of the river 1 feel no envy [of a creature more beautifuI 
than humans]" (24,25). 
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night. It is only its nearness that is offensive. From the heights of a mountain. or a 
marsh at evening. it blends, not too badly, with d l  the other sleepy voices that, in 
croaks or chimps, are saying the same thing. (25) 

On a silent wintry plateau where he recalls his float trip, a snowflake speaks of a principle of 

"organization" that enables al1 life. The snowflake, water, "is an apparition from that mystenous 

shadow world beyond nature. that final world which contains-if anything contains-the 

explanation of men and catfish and green leaves" (27). His eye for the universal retums again and 

again to the smallest things. then recircuiates back into an anchored universe. Particulars, carefully 

drawn. become sites for wider insight. The Earth has its own memory. Eiseley reads this 

geologic record and continues a process of transmission. aware diat the medium of language he 

uses has its purpose and limit. but that it also has its potential. Paul Shepard puts it this way: 

"Nature is events. not stuff. The wildemess is like a great river of events, diverted by men into 

this or that imgation ditch. Any number of pattems of ditches are possible-as long as the river 

tlows" (303). Because he seeks the events and the process. he accepts there are many pattems: his 

open specificity is one way of contributing to them without losing sight of the functional basis of 

his knowing. 

Eiseley's prose revels in epiphany, and h a  a universal range like Kinseth's; one main 

difference between them is that Eiseley imparts more natural history. His epiphany springs from a 

more explicit (nczmed) bais in description, detail and reflection. They are more placed, and 1 think 

stronger for this. drawing me into an external (and glimpsed iiitemal) world: "science" is a 

"convenient rational phrase" for the enduring mysteries he lights upon. mysteries he never forgets 

(27). But the numinous blends with the rational through his process of attentive observation and 

recolIection (22). 

Eiseley discusses the way water weaves tirne and memory (the book "has grown out of the 

seasonal jottings of a man preoccupied with time" [12- 131). The flow of the river is a metonym 

for al1 creation and evolution. As part of that flow. Eiseley regards us as no better or worse than 

any other creature. Paying attention to the land or river can help us discover the humm place in the 

world. rather than in our inherited sense of that place in the world. With practice we can "find in 

al1 [creatures' calls] a grave pleasure without admitting to any a place of preërninence in his 

thoughts. It is when al1 these voices cease and the waters are still, when almg the frozen river 

nothing cries, screarns or howls, that the enormous mindlessness of space settles down upon the 

soul" (25). 



"The inexorable sadness of concrete:" essays on the fallen river. 

The twentieth century has spawned more than 36 000 dams over fifteen metres in height (at lest  

18 000 are in China). None of these dams existed one hundred years ago. People need electricity , 

and dams have done and dehuman  (generaiiy commercial)-good, but their effect on 

riverscapes and cultural networks is profound and often destructive (de Villiers 146: McCully 4). 

Spokane writer Gloria Bird and her ancestors have seen the fdlen river and witnessed the 

ecological catastrophes that attend the large dam. It has taken a few decades for the extent of 

ecological darnage to sink in. Now, even the World Bank tûkes a more cautious stance (de Villiers 

142). But the damage has been done: 

There are no illusions to be had 
in the aftennaih of flooding dams, 
like love. My vision of that silver leaping 
and flesh so red it appeared raw 
and bleeding was the consequence 
of bad medicine threatening 
every living thing on the planet, 
manifesting itself today in mental 
images of man-made concrete 
blocks, cold and infertile. ("Illusions1') 

But Bird closes this poem by saying "the story is far / from being over" (56). Though many of the 

essayists I read are haunted by the series of losses that their United States is built on. they affirm 

the fact that the story is ongoing and changing. 

In more recent work, whot Eiseley terrned the "enormous" presence of nature has become 

the silence of extinct species and stiiled rivers. In a sense, Joan Didion imagines this quiet and 

aweful stillness on a global level as she concludes her essay "At the Dam." Her imagined world is 

a spectre, but the ghosts of rivers and of salmon weigh heavily on those who knew the rivers 

before the dam mived. Sanders, Abbey and Didion are witnesses to the fallout of the 'fallen' 

river. ' 
Edward Abbey and Scott Russell Sanders consider large dams a violation of the ecological 

interdependence and fùnctionality that a river symbolises and sustains. The negative effects of the 

dam on an ecological-and thus personal, social and political-level are emphasised as emblematic 

of al1 that is wrong with the human urge to control the environment. Dams represent a 

As I note in chapter three, 'fallen river' tex6 criticise the cultural mythology of progress, the "utopian drive" and 
the "quest to control the future" (Jonas 21; Bowers 169). Most of the essayists therefore step back and use 
wilderness as a place of reueat; the ided river kcomes a site purged of resource-minded values. The pages ahead 
trace what happens when some essayists meet a dam, which represents those values par e-rcellence. 
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domineering mindset these particular writers reject. Abbey and Sanders argue the ecological is 

personal and political, tracing a kind of patnarchy as it is deployed on the land. (Just as mmy 

feminist writers such as Dale Spender, Donna Haraway, Gillian Rose, Annette Kolodny and 

Carolyn Merchant chart patriarchal forces on social, ecological and linguistic terrain.) The 

personal is political and the watershed is both. The river. a locus of memory and desire. becomes 

political; anything people depend upon or can control is claimed. Dams are troped as an overt and 

soulless form of claiming. A dam blocks a fluvial temporality the wriiers ally with memory. 

Abbey, Sanders and Didion grapple with ways to recover memory or a future beyond the 

"inexorable sadness of concrete" (Harden 239). They extend elegy through uavel to lost rivers. 

seeking to re-tap faith in some enduring force. But that faith is compromised by a sense of what 

has vanished. The (post) colonial ethos of revisionary virtue cannot bring back extinct species. 

Nor can it extend a sense of personal agency in the face of corporate and bureaucratie tûctics: 

"Preach as we may in Our own backyards, cottagers do not often sway a çociety's fiscal theology" 

(Doig 141). 

Sanders and drowned rnemory 

In the essays I consider, political responses usually have a basis in feeling: the river is still troped 

as a symbol of ecological transcendent wholeness: 

The river's movement is an outward show of the current that bears everything 
dong. Wearing a groove in the earth, it reveals a grain in the universe. Quick or 
sluggish, al1 creation is a flow-rivers. mountains. trees. babies and parents. 
butterflies and parrots, rocks, clouds, sun, Milky Way-each part driven at its own 
pace within a single current. When 1 look in the mirror each moming the face 1 see 
is farniliar from the day before, yet subtly changed, shifted downstream, as the 
river sliding within its banks alters moment by moment. (89-90) 

This quotation evokes the vision and tone of Lance Kinseth, but the words (actually Scott 

Sanders') hint at the allure each river offers the essayist. The river adapts itself and accepts 

Sanders' range of associations. Unlike Kinseth, Sanders cannot find a pristine segment of his 

neighbouring Ohio River. Sanders' river experience is not constantly transcendent; any revelatory 

moments are rare glimpses, akin to Eiseley's departure from the world of boundaries and 

restriction. But they are more tempered by an awareness of loss. Sanders tries to find an essential 

river just as Kinseth does, to search for a pure river, and "dig down through d l  our inherited 

images of the Ohiu-as real estate, as highway, as plumbing, as scenery-to the 'river-in-itself . 
The Ohio can still speak to us of the holy, the nonhuman, as it spoke to the [Native American] 

Mound Builders a rnillennium ago" (89). Kinseth seeks his river through layers of metaphor; 

Sanders does not use metaphor as an end in itself; his careful vision is deployed in a search for 

meaning, and figuration does not blind him to the redities of the damage around him, damage 

humans have done. As an archaeologist of regionai memory he traces human interaction with the 



river over time through story and history. But the irony remains: the 'river-in-itself compels 

description, a pre-human qudity is imagined, but is therefore seen through human eyes. The 

pristine river is just out of reach. Somewhere, in the watershed of memory, there could be a pure 

river, untouched by the ravages of the last two centuries. 'If only' is a refrain in the background.' 

Sander's essay traces the lost river, dogged by the chance it may never be recovered. But his 

essaying is more intent on ways to move beyond lament and figuration and grapple with the reality 

of the here-and-now. Epiphany is al1 very well. but the fallen river, which forms one part of this 

difficult and amazing world. is one constant he must live with. He does not necessarily have 

recourse to a pocket of wilderness and if he did its very limited range would provide more cause 

for concem. For Sanders, holism means responsibility before it means epiphany. 

A large dam or the human destruction of the river provokes a response that is almost as 

visceral as the feelings for the wild river that is lost; elegy or rage needs a comparative anchor. As 

John McPhee notes below. the dam violates natural processes in a fundamental way. His 

comrnentary is still apt for Abbey, Sanders and Didion. Their positions do not entirely match 

McPhee's caricature. but they attend to the ways we have humiliateci natural processes. This 

humiliation is whût Stafford faced at the concrete river. and there is no easy way to subsume a 

sense of wrong. 

In the view of conservationists. there is something special about dams. 
something-as conservation problems go-that is disproponionately and 
metaphysically sinister. The outermost circle of the Devil's world seems to be a 
moat filled mainly with DDT. Next to it is ü moat of buming gasoline. Within thüt 
is a ring of pinheads each covered with a million people-and so on past phalanxed 
bulldozers and bicuspid chainsaws into the absolute epicentre of Hel1 on eanh. 
where stands a dam. The implications of the dam exceed its tme level in the scale 
of environmental catastrophes. Conservationists who can hold themselves in 
reasonable check before new oil spills and fresh megalopolises mysteriously go 
insane at even the thought of a dam. The conservation movement is a mysticai and 
religious force. and possibly the reaction to dams is so violent because rivers are 
the ultimate metaphors of existence, and dams destroy rivers. Humiliating nature, a 
dam is evil-piaced and solid. ( 193) 

Sanders' history of hurnan presence on the Ohio is a record of lost bio-diversity, a joumey through 

absence that leads the reader to a contemporary landscape of rernnant. Edward Hoagland's 

"Waiking the Dead Diamond River" is "an elegy to pleasures now past" (3 18): Sanders joins the 

(now global) tradition of the natural history elegy with his account of personal and local loss in 

two river valleys. The personal effects of altering the river damage his sense of home and 

David Rogers writes of the modernist writer's association with depth and symmetry, narcissisrn and ci "'flow' of a 
comprehensive surface," organised through "the desire to control or master (the world's] apparently tiagmented 
surface" nther than open CO its ungraspable flux (76). The later essayists I read are enraged at a dam's stultifiinp 
modemism, and they also mort to the use of textual gaps, doubt and confession in a means of letting fragmentation 
speak in their post modem essays. 
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therefore memory; the past local Rom and fauna he records are denied to many creatures (including 

humans) through extinction and exploitation. 

1 think it significant that Sanders opens his book Stq ing  Put: Making A Horne in A 

Restless World (1993) with "After the Flood," an account of his childhood home now drowned by 

a reservoir. It is a description of a personal loss; Sanders hopes this loss will resonate with 

thousands in North America, and millions elsewhere in the world (the U.S. essayists. as ardent 

regionalists, do not necessarily leave their country). This is a post-diluvian world of moral as well 

as empirical resonance. The essay sets the tone for some of his river-work; key phrasing of 

retrospective angst ("No hint.. . survived," "once." "in place of," "but," "now." and "however" 

[8. 9, 7,J, 101) characterises the river writer's elegy, positioning the reader in the present, 

watching as the concrete shores up the streaming waters. "Retuming to one's native ground, 

always tncky, becomes downright treacherous when the ground is at the bottom of a lake" (5). 
The return Sanders makes to the river valley of his childhood is an aggrieved one, "up the stream 

of recollection" as it records the "obliteration" of an inner and outer world (4). 

The essay is grounded in rnemory. It derives its emotional resonance by comparing two 

Iandscapes, an internai mernorialised one and the drowned world of the present: a reservoir is a 

place "where loss rnakes a home" (Boyers). Sanders tells us the West Branch of the Mahoning 

River in Charlestown, Northeastem Ohio, is "a prima1 landscape, imprinted on iny senses, a place 

by which I measure every other place" (4). The family home was a place of ambivalent ernotions 

("Living Under the Influence"). The movement between past and present (fundamental to the 

elegy) sets up a recurrent motif of recollection and lament that runs through the work of Sanders, 

Abbey, Stafford and Moore, for example. 

Sanders iaps social and persona1 rnemory for the stories and histones that shape the 

present. Throughout his collection he examines the ways and mems used to create or to alter a 

Iandscape for the purposes of destruction or dwelling. His project seeks to limit damage through 

"staying put" in one place, knowing one patch and leaming to care for it (10 1). "Locai knowledge 

is the grounding for global knowledge"(l14). Through rnemory we can l e m  to respect variation 

and remember errors and failures in application. Memory and association determine his response 

to the reservoir. 

The essay introduction sketches a rich, diverse river valley full of crops, birds, fossils and 

maple trees. This site is seen as an enclave, but the next paragraph qualifies this idyll: "It is also, 

now, a drowned landscape." This drowning and the displacement that followed "were public acts, 

the son of acts we have k e n  repeating from coast to coast as we devour the continent" (4). The 

largely useless dam was proposed by those who lived elsewhere: "If there had been mansions and 

factories in the way, the politicians would have doomed a different valley" (5). One third of 

Charlestown had already been "sliced away" for the building of an anenal: "On current maps of 

the township that upper third is blank white, and most of the remaining two-thirds, flooded by the 

resewoir, is vacant blue. Merely by looking at the map, one can tell that here is a sacrificial zone" 



(5 ) .  The word sacrifice is not used lightly, and its many associations are suggestive of Sanders' 

feelings. Loss enables memory; the river we encounter here is a remembered one. It is fragile. 

The next phase of his essay demonstntes this fragility. It attends to the varieties of present 

and recalled loss encountered on this trip: his courtship of a girl who lived above the rising dam 

site ("The girl and 1 broke up, but the concrete held" [6] ) ;  the eviction of valley neighbours by the 

rising water and the overgrown area of young forest that has displaced the family home. The 

pastoral site is clairned by concrete on one side and retuming forest on the 0 t h ~ .  Sanders laments 

this: the trees destroy evidence of ownership and work. now replaced by the "West Branch 

Reservation." "Not a house, not a barn, not a plowed field" (9). Sanders wants the signs of 
hurnan occupation engravrd in his memory confirmed, not regrown foresr. Certain kinds of 

pastoral endeavour are permitted. Small-scale farming that is intimate with the land is acceptable: 

an American rural idyll provided a secure scene Sanders could cling to in times of family struggle. 

But those verdant fields dotted with homesteads and barns are rare sights today. 

After the changes in the old neighbourhood, the signt of the reservoir is an even greater 

shock; his memory races ahead of the car. only to be brought up sharply by the dam. The empty 

grey lake has swallowed his remembered world. The repetition of negatives reinforces this: 

"Waters of separation, waters of oblivion, waters of death" ( i 1). Sanders' essay documents one 

effect dams (and reservoirs) cm have on memory; rven if the nver conquers the dam in ten 

thousand years, a person's sense of identity has been drowned: 

My worst imaginings had failed to prepare me for this. 1 stood there dazed. 1 
could not take it in, so much had been taken away. For a long spell 1 leaned against 
the guardrail and dredged up everything 1 could remember of what lay beneath the 
reservoir. But memory was at last defeated by the blank gray water. No effort of 
rnind could restore the nver or drain the valley. 1 surrendered to what my eyes 
were telling me. Only then was I tmly exiled. ( 1  1 )  

The moment of encounter defies much of the reconstructive writing and remernbering that has gone 

before. It questions his ability to make any kind of recovery. Sanders knows he moums his 

drowned childhood, but his real concem is with "how casually, how relentlessly we sever the 

bonds between person and place" ( 1 1- 12). Destroying memory, the dam destroyed more than a 

physical environment; it has damaged the inner life of a community and sent that community 

packing: "1 am suspicious of the logic that would forestall occasional floods by creating a 

permanent one" (1 l).' Childhood landscapes have been covered; the cornmitment to his ridult 

home strengthens. This essay conceptualises the elements of loss, remembrance, and anger that 

may infom the river-essayists' response to dams. Because a dam is such a final structure, the 

sense of loss, impotence and outrage is enormous; add McPhee's sense that the dam humiliates 

nature, and the recipe for an enduring animosity is bom. But the rnovement from animosity to 

Long Soult. the long poem by Don McKay achieves an allied (though differently formed) focus on the banality 
and righteousness of the displacer. 
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action is never certain. In confronting and sharing their doubts, the essayists I read allow a sense 

of fallibiliiy to permeate their actions: they are not superhuman. 

At the end of his first essay (after the flood), Sanders is left, looking at the debis and 

remnants he calls home, resolved to "go on" (despite the dam) and re-tum towards the new home 

and community he knows (Hugo. "Making Certain It Goes On" 446). In tuming from the river 

valley of his youth. Sanders sets up the trajectory of his book, forward into the life he has built for 

himself, the issues that concem him in the present, and the neighbouring Ohio River he wants to 

safeguard for the future. Memory informs this direction: that dam is not easily forgotten and very 

little is taken for granted. 

In his other river-focused essay. 'The Force of Moving Water." Sanders redises his desire 

to get closer to the river he lives by as an adult, to l e m  its stories and trace the evolution of 

communities by the Ohio, looking for trends and guidelines that can help his children love the river 

and enrich the community . 
This second essay begins with a rather 'Kinsethian' (or transcendent) metaphor. Sanders 

places life processes in a rivered context, with the river as a symbol of a grander scheme of 

energy. So the binh of his daughter is one part of a current which curies us all: "We a11 ride the 

river, we are al1 born from a sack of water, and some of us never quit hankering for that original 

wetness .... 1 crave the Company of water, any water. abovc al1 the meander and surge of rivers .... 
there is a part of me that runs night and day with the Ohio" (59-60. 6 1). (Of course we are mostly 

water in physical composition and we spent the first nine or so months of our lives as aquatic 

beings.) Sanders calls for a watershed consciousness where confluence and the patterns of land 

that distribute water inform actions taken in the watershed. Rivers denote the shape of the land and 

define "where we lire more profoundly than any state line or city limit" (62). 

Metaphoncal play continues. Sanders' next figurative passage recalls Kinseth and Eiseley. 

It is a refreshingly honest account of the difficulty of rivered transcendence at the end of the 

millennium. The river non-epiphany is the twentieth-century nom. It is decent of Sanders to 

acknowledge this. His declared fallibility is one example of the openness so characteristic of the 

personal literary 'nature-essay.' It is honest: we industrialised humans are a filthy lot, and we just 

make more and more mess as time goes by: 

Swimrning in the Ohio, 1 try to feel al1 the remotest creeks of that vast [drainage] 
basin trickling through me. I like to imagine 1 can srnell in the river the pines from 
the mountains. the oaks and hickories of the foothills, the blackbemes and 
wildflowers of the ~ottorniands. What I'm likelier to smell is diesei oil, Cotton 
poison, coal sluny, or sewage, because twenty-five million people live in the 
basin, and the watercourses are lined with towns, factories, mills, slag heaps. 
power plants, and refineries. Like the rest of our pla.net, the Ohio is caught in a 
mg-of-war between natural influences and human ones. (63) 

The issue here is not so much the surrender of ego and semi-spiritual union with the continent, but 

the safeguarding of gastrointestinal boundaries so Giardia microbes are avoided and continence 



maintained. It is refreshing to read an essayist who, like novelists McCarthy and Sinclair. 

acknowledges the general and industrial pollution (both visual and chernical) that characterises 

rnost contemporas, urban riverscapes. if only because it will strengthen reader-identification. The 

waterway will reveal ail we throw into it. from rose petais to effluent. Its roiling or eddying 

sudaces will mirror the nature of our relationship with the river and the world. Sanders 

interrogates this relationship over the long view of human history in the Ohio River region, tracing 

an ongoing fail from grace in the late eighteenth century. 

The Ohio riverscape is "pastoral and industrial, wild and tme .  We exist as a people in that 

tension, loving wildness and fearing it, longing for contact with untrammelled nature and at the 

same tirne longing for control" (64). The "!inkenng" the river has  endured is a product of rhis 

tension (65). Sanders recreates the pre-lapsarian Ohio for the reader in his next section. setting up 

in greater deiail the interplay between wildness and control, represented largely as the gradua1 

spread of colonizing corruption over a land of bounty. Fear before the wildemess is unlikely now 

as few places will be so isolated as to threaten survival: and the tornado is innately feared across 

ti me. 

Bounty and abundance are the themes of the euly history of the river. Sanders paints an 

enchanting picture of the early fauna and the crudely-labelled "Mound Builders" who flounshed 

for about 2500 years unti l  1500 A. C. E. He quotes numerous nineteenth-century white iiccounts 

of both the river and the varied Native American tribes who lived in the watershed (which is 

roughly the size of France). The records describe a place teeming with flocks of pheasant, turkey 

and heron, panthers, bears, huge grapevines. bison, buffalo, passenger pigeons, many trees and 

over one hundred species of freshwater fish. "Migrating squirrels crossed the water in such great 

numbers they fomed thick grey rafts. blocking traffic" (74.76-7). Emly European explorers 

trapped beaver to warm the rich in Europe; for many the river and watershed were "a pathway to 

somewhere more profitable" (72).' Sanders' account of the river weaves events into the place. 

emphasising how central rivers have been to North Arnerican settlement. Comments by 

nineteenth-century Ohio resident and painter John James Audubon evoke the bounty of the area 

and the trust in endless resources that it encouraged in the whites that settled there. 

Audubon believed that only the destruction of the forests would extinguish the pigeon 

population: the birds would survive being killed and piled in haystack-sized mounds. as was the 

contemporq practice. Instead, the birds were devastated by capture (and the forests fell 

eventually). The Edenic description is followed by a sony record of mistreatment and squandered 

plenty. "1 cannot," Sanden adds, "agree that such bief profit justifies so much desolation. Since 

the earliest days the Ohio has been used as a dump" (82). This leads to a discussion of the 

' See Outwater for the consequences of the coId European cade,  local European overtrapping and the demand for 
American beaver pelts. Early ûappers and their river-running set the beginnings of npacious resource-extraction, but 
are often seen now as hardy types who did not move with the insistent appetites of settlement and had to lem to 
negotiate and collabomte with indigenous poples. 
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Amencan relationship with place, one "founded on use and possession. The wild vailey was a 

'desert' awaiting Our activity, a silence awaiting Our noise, a botched attempt at Eden that we 

would perfect" (85) .5  This entailed "improving" the river and tuming it into "a grand canal for 

barges" (84). A reservoir is a site of absence, control and possession. 

Sanders' account is popular history, unlike his more personal reservoir piece (but even that 

personai site resonates with others like it). The early commercial and leisurely views of the river 

remind the reader of the contemporary tension between river conservation and exploitation, a 

tension that remains in the relation between use and possession, which he critiques. 1 wonder if 

there has ever been a human community that did not use a river and regard it as theirs in some 

way."ut the responsibility that goes with dependency (if not ownership) is weakened by Our 

disconnection from the watershed and the rthos that rnight keep that place healthy for future 

generations of humans, fish, birds and trees.' Sanders' main point of contention is with what the 

' See Leo Marx, The Machirze in the Garden, and Marc Reisner's classic Cudilkuc Desen (For instance) for their 
discussion of the impulses of the confrontation with and transformation of the wilderness mi desert, 

" Both Abbey and Srindcrs paint very favourablc (possibly romantic) pictures of pre-European civilizritions. Abbey 
h a  been criticised for doing so (Carter's praise of nomadism msy stand here); Srinders qualifies his stance somewhrit. 
He mentions the erirly Native Americans who huntcd some species to neür-extinction. Likc several nature esslzyists. 
Srtnders implicitly vriloriscs indigenous cultures for their environrncntrtl ethics but does not rcally suggest wnys of 
involving thosc marginalised communities in river management. Thcir past is held up ris exemplq ;  their prcsent 
retrerits bcyond the page. The essayists are often troublcd by this issue of marginrilisrition; thcre art: no eslsy 
rinswers. The rivcrbank is ri traditional dwcliing or hmesting site across the world: this is one rerison why 
indigenous tribes were evicted from their riparian settlemcnts. Whcre riverbanks arc not used for crops, they tend to 
be taken for scenic purposes (feeding the eyes) or commercial. industrial and maritime purposes. It is frir casier to 
locate the displaced on new rnargins in the modem landscapc: the downtown core or the hinterland. 

Writing of rivers, Donald Worster hopes the stories and beliefs of the past can inform the present: ris 1 notcd he 
believes we must redise the future will "require our leaniing to think like a river, Our trying to become ri rivcr- 
adaptive people. In the past. groups ris diverse ris the Papago Indians and the Chinese Taoists seem to have met that 
requirernent succe~sfully~ and there is much we can l e m  frorn them." (Worster, Rivers 33 1). 

Yes there is much we crin leam from indigcnous groups or older values. But in the face of walls of concrcte and 
rising demand for elecvicity and consumption globaily. such old ways seem Far from entering the directives of utiIity 
management, no matter how many liaison ofticers such companies appoint. The difference today is chat tribal 
groups will be slickly informed that they are about to be ripped off, their land fiooded or ceil phone towers erected 
nearby. The capitalist modts operuridi may have altered, but the outcomes across the Irist few decades in terrns of 
health, education, justice and housing have not improved as they could. In any case, that learning needs to begin 
now, and still the right people are not listening. What to do wheri the dam is in place and our television and 
computer screcns g i m  into the night'? The essayists 1 consider suggest we turn to the stories we know, and re- 
vision our perception, before running at an indigenous person with a microphone dnwn and ready. 

To think like ri river means dapting to the IocaI river and the cultunlly inherited river. As the texts 
demonstrate, these two nvers are often at variance because post-coloniality attends to the overlap of histories and can 
becorne fixated on one or another point of contact, A 'before' and 'after' often frames the chronology of one culture, 
rather than se ver^! ;King, "Godzilla"). A river brings such ciispririties into account because it is, to poach Thomas 
King's tem, "interfusional" ("GodziIla" I I ) .  A river cuts through tirne. The ecology of the river rneasures the 
disparity between what we inherit and enact and what is bequeathed to the future. Many of the writers use the river 
as an oracte, a source of honesty in the millennial flux of revisionist claims and traditionalkt counter-clairns and 
resistance to change. But reification is one inherited modei that has done little real good. 

In this regard there is a difference between ownership and responsibility , but thrre will be times when need 
overtrrkes certain safeguards. Much of Britain was deforested 3000 years ago during a mini-ice age, and many 
indigenous cultures have hunted species to extinction: but they did so a great deal more slowly than has occurred in 
the Iast two centuries-Iet done two decdes-and their prrictices had a different conceptuai base. 
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contemporary industnalised person demands as a right, extra needs which "tax" the future. Listing 

the many ways the river has been abused, Sanders calls for restraint; we should look within and to 

our regions for the sense of belonging that satisfies. Hans Jonas speaks of the imperative of 

responsibility; this attention is one measure of the foresight and care each of these writers 

acknowledges. 

Sanders traces the history of human response to the Ohio River. interrogating what hûs 

brought him and his children to the nverbank in the present. He wishes to instill a love for the 

river in his children. After analyzing the historicai record, he shifts attention to his longing for "the 

primal river," a perceptual state rather than a contemporary fact; a metaphor rather than a reality. 

So we retum to the Kinsethian vision that inforrns his opening, a way of seeing the Ohio that 

functions best "at dawn or dusk. when twilight erases our handiwork" (89). Sanders provides a 

neat summary of Kinseth's vision, proving the wide appeal of rnoving water, and its tendrncy to 

gather metaphor in its path: "al1 creation is a flow" (89). His essay ends as he tells stories about 

the river to his children as they sprawl on its banks in the city: 

1 rattled on because 1 wanted my children to grow up canying the Ohio in their 
minds .... Then after a while 1 realized that. like the tourists and speculators, I was 
not speaking of the river but of us two-legged wonders. So 1 shut up. As the 
darkness thickened, traffic thinned on the bridge. Boats put in for shore. The 
fountains stopped sputtering and the waders went home. Eventually there came a 
moment where the only sound was the shudder of the great muscular dragon body 
dithering in its bed. And that was the truest speech about the river. (92) 

The primai river is metaphorical. The very term "primal" is a metaphorical one, ranking experience 

in a hierarchy of interpretation. It is an Arcadian and perhaps imagined site. a hidden ideal. Yet 

almost every river offers tantalising glimpses of such an ided; people c m  imagine their own fluvial 

apex. The river Sanders carries and Kinseth revels in is divined. uncovered once layers of 

industry, habit and inattention are sluiced away. Both authors hint at an essential river, a river 

seen withoiït culture that still refen back to human perception and presrnce in its authorial 

representation, its very coded, filtered existence on the page. Much of the struggle with culture is 

a stmggle with language. Kinseth is beset by the notion his language will not suffice to reveal the 

essence, though Sanders womes less about the nuances of representation, because the picture lie 

paints is not quite as dependent on metqhor. 1 wonder, though, if the desire to see an essential 

river is fundmentally different from the desire to build a new colony and create a new space that 

shmgs off the burden of the past? In Sanders' case, this desire is a redemptive act rather han a 

process of domination and divestment. 

For d l  his powerful doubt (which speaks to contemporary anxieties), Kinseth concludes 

his river writing by mnning the immortality of his seeing, his "is a view that c m  live forever" 

(105). Sanders, interestingly, moves towards Kinseth's notion of listening attentiveness, perhaps 

by repudiating human language altogether. His essay concludes where Kinseth's begins; maybe it 

is the stronger for it. But in silencing himseff, he still depends on metaphor to give voice to the 



"muscular" water. We cannot, it seems, leave water alone, but must continue to dapple it with 

thought and reflection, for it prompts heartfelt offenngs. After a time, somewhere in the blank 

space at the end of his essay, 1 imagine Sanders and his children perfecting the art of unrnediated 

listening, making new stories in the unpunctuated present." 

No lentils on board! Abbey down the river 

While Sanders, Stafford and Eiseley balance refiection and research, Kinseth develops a perceptual 

(and metaphoric) expansiveness few river writers sustain. Edward Abbey's aversion to purple 

prose creates interesting weirs and occlusions in his essays. His style makes for a fascinating 

contrast with the figurative torrents of River Eternal and the measured attention to history and 

feeling practised by Eiseley, Stafford and Sanders. 

Down the River, Abbey's 1979 collection of essays (on topics largely pro-wild and anti- 

nuclear) departs from Sanders and Kinseth in style and tone. Cantankerous and cynical where 

Kinseth is reverent, Abbey swaggers or deflects attention from himself through controversial 

opinion, whereas Sanders might, in a similar situation. probably reveal his deeper feelings and 

plan not to offend but to reach the reader in other ways and at other l e ~ e l s . ~  Abbey, however. 

Iüvishes care on his shock tactics, rather than a consistently gentle process of persuasion. Abbey 

is the Bacchus of the essay and the river raft, heading down the river while stirring passion and 

opinion just as a motor chums water. Generalised invective (gentle on vegetarians, tough on 

Pentagon employees) accompanies his musings. The bluster keeps us away from the deeper 

emotional currents he is riding; his rnodesty is a deflective cover as he angrily points his finger 

elsewhere. 

Robert Houston argues Abbey's style celebrates contradiction: quirks are " thrown in for 

the sake of inconsistency (we' re on to you, Abbey)" ( 158). Abbey's grouchy style is calculated to 

stir. He can wax lyrical, but after doing sol he rolls that wax into an augmented spitball and 

launches it at someone. He keeps our eyes fixed on the rapids and shifts in his narrative; once 

again, shifts in register recount shifts in response for reader and writer. Houston discusses 

Abbey's gruff sel f-deprecation: 

"is later writing proves this to be so. It is a privilege to joumey with him and his children. In Hunring for Hope 
(1998) Sanders recounts a whitexater rafting trip he and his fmily share, a wild ride that brings them together 
through experience. This river is too wild to foster reflection ("[tlhe point of our bucking ride, 1 realised, was not to 
see the canyon but to survive it" [13]), but the description of the ride is interfeaved with reminiscence. Expenence 
and response foster reminders of previous connection. At the essay's end, Sanders brings river and progeny together 
by honouring process: "1 lay quietly, following the twin currents of the river and my son's breath. Here were two 
reasons for rejoicing, two sources of hope" (1 7). 

' 1 base Sanders' disinclination towards offence on comments in his essay "Living Under the Influence." The reader 
is obliged to accept the truth of the personal essay; its confessional tone is characteristic, as is its invitation to trust. 
In other work fie has detailed how his own concerns about ecology have fostered a premature and complex despair in 
his teenage son. How do we tell stories of the river to the next genemtion? Kathleen Dean Moore also asks this. 



What counts is that you're a watcher and a participant. You go down into the 
woods and meet the bears. Philosophy naked always embarrasses you a little. 
though you can sit in the temple and argue with the best of them. But you can 
seldom allow yourself a flight of thought that you don? undercut soon after with 
Abbey wit or the admission of uncertainty, a 'yes. but.' (That's al1 right: Mark 
Twain would approve. Punctunng pomposity is an old American vimie threatened 
with extinction.) (164) 

Abbey's essays are warts-and-al1 accounts of his journeys and his opinions; the warts are 

characteristic. The "Preliminary Notes" to Down The River spell out the purpose of his work: 

"none of the essays in this book requires elucidation, other than to say. as in rverything 1 write. 

they are meant to serve as antidotes to despair. Despair leads to boredom. electronic games, 

computer hacking, poetry. and other bad habits" (3). The characteristic Abbey auto-deflation is up 

and running: on page one he descnbes the cernent-mixing box he failed to float in with his brother 

("That was very long ago" [2]) and his sense of fun ensures he does not take himseif too seriously: 

"'It's hard for me to stay serious for more than half a page at a time"' (Trimble 27). Despite his 

genuine inclination towards "happier thernes." he does tackle serious issues such as nuclear 

armaments and "the damnation of another river" (6). In this he extends and guides what Stephen 

Trimble sees as a "refrain of moral concem" in the natunl history writer (28). One of Abbey's 

great achievements is the maintenance of humour and irreverence in the face of pain. His 

"antidotes to despair" cm prevent amnesia or inertia. He reminds us of a river's past, its 

unredised stories and scale, and thus the future we lose when the dam gates heave shut. Wild 

rivers afford pace to his Stream of consciousness. allowing him forma1 flexibility. He wants rivers 

running free. 

Abbey's book is a classic of anti-dam literature. I examine three of Abbey's essays, 

"Floating," "Down the River with Henry Thoreau" and "Running the San Juan." Two of these 

works are concemed with external threats (in the forrn of planned or existing dams), while "Down 

the River" is a joumalled joumey that engages with streams of text and water; it remains the 

archetype of river-brised textual criticism, because half the time Abbey's desk is a rnoving river 

raft! A movement from a wild space to the city is performed through his insistent critique of urban 

profligacy. The recirculation of opinion sites city as Other to the fragile and splendid river 

canyons. Each essay highlights another aspect of his feeling for wild riven. His essays, fruits of 

the river conservation movement which expanded in the 1970s in the U. S. A., continue to prompt 

action, whether in the form of literary criticism or EarthFirst!'~ confrontational activism (Palmer 

Endangered Rivers). Many of the texts discussed in this thesis spring from or speak to an 

awareness river protection movernents have encouraged. 

Abbey is an exemplary champion of the politicised riverscape. There is a link between 

refiection and politics in Abbey's work. When a wild river prompts reverie, it is only a matter of 

time before Abbey's thoughts shift to the ways that river or watershed is threatened by human 
technologies and desires. Kinseth uses a wider referent as a vital and cosmic counterpart to his 
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patch of wild river, but Abbey's referent is a wider human impulse troped as malign, and 

destructive of the wild. The urban 'beyond' he tropes recognises no epiphany beyond instant 

gratification. Contemporary pressures render the sublime and picturesque a fragile constmct 

marketed to eco-tourists with cash to spare.I0 Whatever the product, the wild backdrop is now 

prime currency in the advertising world. Abbey would be even more sickened than he was. The 

wild river is a remnant gesturing to an urban 'here' (beneath the billboard) through the 'otherness' 

and desirability of its status. As a consequence, Abbey's focus shifts frorn Kinseth's enraptured 

micro-view to rail against the wider world, then shifts to retreat to the peace of the river on which 

he is iloating. When wildemess is home, as it is for Abbey, the City is the threatening Other. The 

master of the gritty jeremiad iüs Murray identifies him) knows where to fire his rhetorical 

cross bow . 
The essay "Floating" confronts bleak issues with determination and anger. tt is a response 

to another darnming project. and his tragic sense of complicity: rivers are being "darnned" almost 

before his eyes. His complicity stems frorn his belief that "[elvery river 1 touch tums to 

heartbreak" and is damrned; how then c m  he or anyone know the riven he loves (23 l ) ?  Perhaps 

the most important factor is his love for the rivers: infectious and respectful. his fondness is at the 

heart of rnuch of his frustration. The anger he feels at the demise of the Rio Dolores indicates his 

passion and powers his contemporary jeremiad. The essay demonstrates the strategy of "restraint" 

Sam Hamill admires, "a gentle nose-thumbing at international stupidity .... the rvtr-wri. action 

through non-action" ( 180). This 'non-action' is in fact published, distributed and read. The 

printed stories rnake ripples through a community of readers; they inf'orm and challenge us. Abbey 

makes the movement from reflection to political outrage appear natural. Anger is one response we 

should not lose - he argues that a iot can be accomplished through outrage. But his emotional 

currents are variegated, so we will pay them careful attention. 

"Floating" is full of rhetorical sweeps and reversais. Just before the language boils over in 

a surfeit of imagery, Abbey changes tack, enters a cutbank and hauls his prose around. 1 quote 

such a passage at lcngth for its examples of this tendency, and its humour. It begins (like Kinseth) 

with effusive description but does not follow him down a route of embellished figurative rhapsody 

and sensuous synecdoche; rather, his lyricism is tempered by his ironic sense of limitation. Abbey 

spends time crafting his roguish and unpolished manner. This strategy reinforces the impact of his 

mixed registen; thry work off each other as rocks and water do: 

Each precious moment entails every other. Each sacred place suggests the 
imanent presence of ail places. Each man. each woman, exemplifies dl humans. 
The bright faces of my companions, here, now, on this Rio Dolores, this River of 
Sorrows, somewhere in the melodmatic Imdscape of southwest Colorado, break 
my heart-for in their faces, eyes, vivid bodies in action, 1 see the hope and joy 

'O The essays were composrd before the wild outdoon becme as sexy. expensive and as gadget-focused as it is 
today; we might mark this fiom the mid-Eighties invention of the rnountain bike, the triathlon, cholesterol- 
monitoring, the growth of synthetic fibres for outdoor gem* increasingIy Frenzied cities and the sports tiutity vehicle. 
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and tngedy of humanity everywhere. Just as the hermit thrush, singing its 
threnody back in the piney gloom of the forest, speaks for the lost 'and voiceless 
every w here. 

What am 1 trying to say? The same as before-everything. Nothing more than 
that. Everything implied by water, motion, rivers, boats. By the flowing . . . 

What the hell. Here we go again, down one more condemned river. Our 
foolish rubber rafts nose into the channel and bob on the current. (230-3 1) 

Abbey's stream of awareness, humour and irony is too fulsome, restless and downright 

treacherous for constant exaltation." Too much of that, and he would be bored, bumped out of 

the raft, or both. The essays are rafter essays; Abbey is not walking on riverbanks. nor quietly 

musing beside creeks. He is (he appears as) a rough and ready guy who does not let hirnself g t  

seduced by too much beauty, for many of the beautiful places he loves have been conupted, 

tlooded and deadened: 

. . . Every river I touch turns to heartbreak ... . Glen Canyon was destroyed 
nothing is more vulnerable than the beautiful. 

Why yes. the Dolores. too, is scheduled for damnation.. . . Tme. only 
dam. But dammit. it's only a little river. 

Forget it. Write it off. Fix your mind on the feel of the oars in 
hands ....( 23 1 ) 

and 

little 

your 

Abbey literally wntes off the anger he Feels (and the raft he is steeing) as the trip begins. 

He shifts from lamenting dams io admiring dames: a female river guide cornes in f a -  extra attention 

which, if lewd. is also self-consciously provocative. So we start this tloat trip with Our narrator. a 

man ready (it seems) to record al1 of his thoughts. noble or othenvise, because. like Everest. they 

are simply there. The ride and the writing are therefore presented as a genuine (reveal ing, open) 

Stream of consciousness and association. Digressive praxis gives Abbey the freedom to meander 

at will, loosening up the form of the essay and his own apparently uncensored. fresh off the raft 

journal jottings. Of course, even the 'live' accounts are retrospective acts of composition. Abbey 

selects detail for his epistolary form, as we seem to peer over his shoulder to read his notebook. 

Where he steps into past tense to engage memory it carries an element of regret: this is the river as 

it was, and will never be again before his eyes: "even Paradise c m  be damned, flooded. ovemn. 

generally mucked up by fools in pursuit of paper profits and plastic happiness" (233). 

Abbey favours the real-time account in this (and other) river records. There is an 

immediacy of verb tense and action: the narrative sweeps us dong. The current is composed of 

Abbey's own opinion and of descriptions of the steady, doomed flow of the river. "Floating" 

intercuts river adventure with Abbey's associative flow. The first stretch sees Abbey pondering 

'' That said, it is interesting to note his desire to say "everything" and try and "grasp" the river's implications 
through florid language does exist, and even if he discounts it, we crin understand his desire to transmit the richness 
of his rafting experience. It is also important CO note he gives up the purple-prose approach very quickly (after 
mocking i t  by inclusion), and goes with his own witty (carcfully managed) fi ow. In many ways his desire to shock 
is more pointed and defined than Kinseth's imposition of his unadomed redity. 
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(in his usual npid. hyper-meandering manner) God's love of Nature (not to mention God's very 

existence), the fate of "concupiscent scnveners" and the drowning of Walt Blackadar, the "world's 

greatest kayaker" (233). This Iast item proves appropriate: the passengers, who are looking out 

for us (because we do, after d l ,  want the man to survive and wnte this essay), punctuate his 

theological musing ('"Watch it!' 'Who'?' 'The wai1!"'[232]). God may not have appeared just 

then, but Abbey suggests God's love (and elbow) helped them out. Hence the first rule of river 

running he irnparts: "Thou must know what thou art doing" (233). Senous topics have been 

introduced in an almost offhand manner. 

His ihoughts on "Paradise" have their bais in the prospect of lunch. Kinseth seems to live 

on exhilaration and Sanders on deliberation, but Abbey is a river rat who loves his food (and 

drink). His imagery is grounded. But because he loves rivers too, the thoughts of bliss, oranges 

and salami quickly shift to the "damnation" the river must endure. He oscillates between reverie 

and revenge-fantasy (and if his fiction has spawned eco-terrorism. it is proof of how potent 

imagining can be); his essays delineate how far one individual can be transfotmed by wildemess 

experience and then defend that remnant space. Abbey is concemed with "the real world of earth. 

rivers, life" rather than supporting dams and space programmes (234). Personal risk md the real 

world of river-loss corne together in Abbey's recollection of Mark Dubois, who put his life on the 

line for the Stanislaus River. However. "[ojne river gains a reprieve, another goes under." Abbey 

reprints a news report of the last clearances of farmers and Cherokee legal resistance to the Tellico 

 am." U. S. resistance to the might of the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of 

Reclamation is strong enough in official econornic circles to question the cconornic viability of 

giant dam projects (which. as McCuIly and even the ex-chief of the Bureau note, generally lose 

money on a grand scale [Abramovitz]). But the late 1970s saw a number of new dam projects find 

approvül; couple this 'progress' with the Reaganite boost in defence spending through the 1980s 

and one can understand Abbey's concems and the sheer need for his oppositional views. He is a 

belligerent advocate for the unbom and unspeaking, urging we attend to the rivers and children 

who will continue after we die. 

Abbey would be justified in going on to recount court and resistance ordeals in greater 

detail, to spend the rest of the trip fulminating. But he does not; he describes what still remains 

" See Peter Matthiessen's Indian Cuuntw for a discussion of the Tellico Dam and its effects on the tribal groups in 
the area. The Stanislaus River was d m m e d  anyway; Dubois went on to form the influential and eagle-eyed 
International Rivers Network, which is busy challenging d m  projects in Turkey (which will affect the geo-politics 
of the Middle East and drown sorne of the oldest town sites in human history); the Narmada Valley in Endia (which 
is continuing despite international outrage, fasting during July 1999, and the earlier withdmwd of funds by the 
World Bank); China's Three Gorges D m  (international backing swiftly fell away due to massive safety and viability 
concerns); Laos, Thailand and Vietnam, and elsewhere. The lands of (sometimes formerly) colonised and oppressed 
peopies are ideal places for dam sites and nuclear reactors: out of the way places like North Wales, parts of Scotland. 
numerous reservation in the U.S., the areas of Khazakstan and Turkestan, the norihern Thai border full of 'rebel' 
Karen uibes people, the millions of tribal people, Ddits and subsistence f m e r s  and their families displaced in India 
(Roy), and the use of Tibet as a nuc1ea.r reactorlwaste site, to name a few. The calculated form of such annexation is 
imperialist and Iong-standing. 



and he continues to admire the river valley and its fauna, the things which inspire him in the first 

place. As he watches a redtail hawk, his passengers %urg[e] caution. A glance at the river. I miss 

the next rock. Can't hit them ail. And bounce safely off the one beyond" (235). So Abbey's 

f o m  of special associative, blended river rage and delight continues: as a musing helmsman the 

main danger is to his own boat and its occupants. His distrust of politicians and "ESTers" remains 

(the latter being "jet-set androids," maybe stuck on Eastern Standard Time. who move West yet 

"will not Iift a finger to hrlp defend it" [236]). Irksorne problems linger. 

Abbey said "forget it" early in the essay, but he cannot. He knows it is possible he will be 

the last to write of the wild Rio Dolores. Paddling on, he faces the beauty and recalls the loss, 

memory and sadness marking his joumey: 

We leave the forest, descending mile after mile, through a winding slickrock 
canyon toward tableland country. It is like Glen Canyon once again. in miniature, 
submerged but not forgotten Glen Canyon. The old grief will not go away. Like 
the Ioss of a wife, brother, sister, the ache in the hem dulls with time but never 
dissolves entirely." (236) 

Abbey's sense of community is allied with people urid place; the loss of either dimension reduces 

his rntire world. He elaborates on this sense of community by asking "Where is home?.. .. For 

many, for more and more of us. the out-of-doors is Our true ancestral rstate." Abbey wants 

balance, a "compromise" figured in small cities and farms "set in the midst of a great unbounded 

sea of primitive forest, unbroken mountûins, virgin desert" (237). But even in imagined (low 

population?) utopias, Abbey does not let the rhetorical reins go: he pulls hirnself back from his 

flight of fancy with typical humour and pragmatism. His humour (and acerbic style) is one of the 

qualities that few other "nature writers" have been able (or wish?) to emulate. "Another düy . 
another dolor. The dampness of the river has soaked into my brain. giving it the consistency of 

tapioca. My crackpot dreams fade with the dawn. Too many questions. not enough answers" 

(237). He carries on down the river while there is still a chance (even if his raft is "lurnpen- 

bourgeois"!), affirming his cornmitment to the "family" his CO-rafters have become. To this end. 

he allows hirnself a small rave in favour of loving one another. for with love "we take the sting 

from death. Loving our mysterious blue planet, we resolve riddles and dissolve enigmas in 

contingent bliss" (238). By writing of rivers the essayist finds a forrn of focus that continues: the 

essay's oscillating contingent nature mirrors the delights of the waterway. Love is one recourse 

but even Abbey sees it as functioning as a fragile enclave; it will not necessarily stop dams. His 

companions and his readers do not run the Bureau of Reclamation. (Now there's a thought.) 

Abbey continues down river until parting near Paradox. Colorado. Hcre, at journey's end. 

he feels assured of the power of stories and memory: "[tlhere will always be a Grand Canyon. 

There will always be a Rio Dolores, dam or no dam" (239). The river near Pmdox goes ocross 
the valley; this gives Abbey hop. His bliss, contingent here upon imagination and upon dams. 

evokes Kinseth. The consciousness of the river runner flows onwards, out to the ocean of salt 

and stars that buoys us up. The infinitesimal Fresence of humans in the reach of time and our 



eventual depamire as a species gives Abbey the basis for a grim faith; the shell we leave will 

regenerate: 

Not even a plateau could stop the river. Their dams will go down like dominoes. 
And another river be reborn. 

There will always be one more river, not to cross but to follow. The joumey 
goes on forever, and we are fellow voyagers on our little living ship of Stone and 
soi1 and water and vapor. this delicate planet circling round the Sun which 
humankind cal1 Earth. (239) 

And so a Kinseihian touch concludes the final essay in Down The River. Such a fiourish points to 

the book's spiritual and philosophical undercurrents. carefully monitored to ensure the right note 

of gmffness predominates (the jeremiad requires invective). But this gmffness holds a long-range 

faith in the workings of nature over aeons. Abbey reaches a point where even his insouciance 

quietens and he opens to the scale of presence around him: the river soothes. His faith in the 

weakness of dams (it won? collapse ovemight but it wil1 collapse eventually) highlights the 

relationship between wilderness as expansive teacher. and foolish human intervention. His faith in 

the river's eventual continuity brooks human control. Some things will endure; in half-a-million 

years that 'something' is likely to include the river. 

A combination of reverence and belligerence informs Abbey's assessrnent of Henry David 

Thoreau, that best known of nineteenth-century (part-time) pencil manufacturers (27). Daiiy 

entnes form the structural bais  for the essay. This forma1 device harks back to Thoreau's journal. 

and preserves a sense of immediacy; once again Abbey prefers to meander. letting the river and his 

thoughts on Thoreau's Wnlden take over. Rather than focus entirely on his response to Walden, 

which will not (despite its flowing style) serve my riverine purpose here, 1 will look at his briefer 

comments on the Green River. 

Not long after Jonathan Raban chugged his way into the first of many giant locks on the 

Mississippi, boating through the last months of Carter's presidency (a trip recorded in his 

wonderful 198 1 account Old Glory: An Amrricnn Voyage), Edward Abbey set out on a float trip 

down Utah's Green ~iver ."  Abbey and party begin on the day of the presidential election. The 

election result is the last thing on their minds. They are resolved "to treasure the bliss of our 

l3 Incidentally, Raban's book (which I do not have space to consider, as rnuch as 1 would like to) deflates the 
concept of the epiphûnic jouneying quest: the conclusion at the Pacific does not offer a blinding insight, nor daes 
the trip as a whole ease the problems rhat he set out with. Raban's description of the process of composition is 
relevant for my purposes: "You have to remember that the books 1 write are highIy shaped versions of real 
experience. They're not the log of the trip, they're not the literal record. 1 don't c q  a tape recorder; 1 use my 
mernory rather than a notebook when I'rn wrïting. What 1 like to do is try to distil the whole experience in memory 
and then write out of the memory rather than trying to write ri piece of literal reportage about the journey" (Wfiters 
and Company 1 1 5). 
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ignorance for as long as we can" (Abbey 14).14 This is a joumey that focuses on higher things: 

rivers. the sex life of Henry David Thoreau, and Abbey's scom of vegetaianism, for example. In 
other words. ineverence is at a premium. These topics provoke reflection and essayistic 

"meandering" in "Down the River with Henry Thoreau." 

Raban wanted to know the people of the nver as much as the Mississippi; he retells their 

modified stories. Abbey's trip has a different rhythm. Rafting, not motor boating, he is pleased to 

escape from what he views as a society in decline, to remain isolated from the election (that will 

usher in the right-wing Reagan government). Raban seeks the unfamiliar and sometimes garish 

pulse of middle Amenca. Abbey would as soon cause a myocardiai infarction, as too many rivers 

have been "damned" without reason for his liking (143). 

One of Abbey's early comments points back to Kinseth's exuberant metaphors and 

problems with representation: "The power of Thoreau's assertion lies not in its meaning but in its 
exhilarating suggestiveness.. . . the words imply more than words can make explicit" ( 18). The 

journey Abbey takes with Thoreau ("Thoreau's mind has been haunting mine for most of my life." 

he says [13]) becomrs an interrogation of Abbey's own faith. and gives site to his sense of outrage 

at the way the planet has been treated. 

As I noted. this outrage has rhetoricd precedents. John A. Murray observes that "Down 

the River With Henry Thoreau" is akin to the Puritan jeremid in three ways: firstly, the pattern of 

scnptunl reference (here, Murray argues, the canonical Walden is the text); secondly, Abbey's 

denunciation of society's decline (for example, the "expand-or-expire agro-industrial empire-a 

crackpor machine," 17); and thirdly a prophetic vision, seen above in the hope granite and water 

will eventually overcome concrete and in comments that "revenge is on the way" (34). "When the 

cities lie at the monster's feet" Abbey will retreat into the wildemess with his offspring and key 

friends (47, Murray 30 1 ). The essay, largely an exegesis of Thoreau's work (with cornments on 

his character, his "fastidious puntanism" and his lack of a sex life [20]), retums to the present by 

way of the Iiterary past, as Abbey finds those insights useful. 

Thoreau's comrnents become relevant in the context of Abbey's ten-day river trip. His 

nver trip is haunted by the world just above and beyond the Green River canyon. Abbey cannot let 

'" This proves wise. As Tim Palmer reports, "Federal ngericies attemptcd to reform water policies under President 
Carter. The Reagan administration continued some of the reforms but dropped river protection programs. Whiie 
budgets for other domestic agencies were cut to the bone, ri 25 percent increase was handed out to the Bureau of 
Reclamation-the Iargest dam builder in the West" (Palmer Endangered Rivrrs, 3-4). That said, Reagan's insistencc 
on State funding for hydropower projects scatcd back some of the earlier pians. Palmer believes it was actually 
Nixon who did the most sterling work for wild rivers. In 1982, Reagan's stance wris c i e x  Verne Huser wrote down 
his concerns and vision: "As a nation, we have been building a balance for more tfian two centuries: through a civil 
war, two world wars, and numerous economic disasters. Even as a river constantly seeks dynamic equiiibrium, so 
the nation may respond to the current circumstances and continue to protect selected rivers and continue to select 
rivers to protect. The present problems may be merely another npid to negotiate, an eddy in the gravity-induced 
flow toward completion of the [National Wild and Scenic Rivers] System, a rock-garden that high water wiIl obviate 
as the Systern retums to heaith. The Nationai Wild and Scenic Rivers System gives us pride in Our history and 
cuIturd heritage, offers us recreational plcrisure, and provides us with the diversity that heIps us find balance in our 
lives" (River Reflections 20 1 ). 



go of that world which h a  a grip on us dl, but he uses his excursions to gain distance from the 

city . As countersite and counter-discourse to the city , "wildemess is posited ris an 'other place' for 

use against a normal. everyday space from which one wishes to stand apart. to criticize" 

(Chaloupka and Cawley 10). The journeys in his book are excursions out into the field. trips 

away from concentrated human error, into a threatened otherness that becomes the centre: no river 

is pure for him. The movement between past (textual) and present (anecdotal) levels of memory is 

mirmred by the tension between the river that is and the compted river it might becorne. Where a 

fallen river haunts, a pure river c m  simply evoke another pattern of "heartbreak" that eventually 

humiliates the continuities that Abbey shouid be ab!e to enter into. His ideal river is one that can 

run wild into the future because of the way it has been seen in the pu t  and present. In his 

imagination one dammed river damns the rest. Abbey, shadowed by the terrible prospect of 

concrete and the human desire for control, cannot always rest easy in the silence. for it may soon 

be broken. Some of his lyrical passages occur in the moments when he focuses on the river before 

hirn, rather than the world he has left behind. But even the silence creates the right conditions for 

revoit: Abbey's jeremiad needs distance in order to hnction. Tranquility brings out his most 

fuisorne views because these remnants are reminders of what has been lost. 

Abbey (like Sanders) attacks the attitudes that built the giant dams. The Thoreau essay is a 

retlection on a writer of a somewhat similar persuasion (Thoreau's Concord and Merrimack river 

trips had one eye on what was vanishing), and a way of seeing the world, rather than a detailed 

account of the history and ecology of the Green River. Much of the essay (taken up with Abbey's 

analysis of Walden), uses the river as a backdrop to the conversation with Thoreau and a narrative 

base to (and for) reflection. Reading and river bnid in Abbey's raft. Abbey's engagement with 

nvers often affects his meandering narrative. but "Down the River" records a mental engagement 

with a text, a floating exepsis. It is not punctuated by the constant interruption of rapids and 

navigation errors or daydreams: long chunks of the text attend to Thoreau and leave the Green 

River unmentioned. 

So the long essay on Thoreau is dorninated by Abbey's response to Walden, which is 

affected by the Green River he is rafting. Abbey's timely, river-based retum to the work of 

Thoreau engages with his own sense of outrage at environmental collapse. "Both authors are 

passionately concemed with swing a society that has lost sight of its original values" (Murray 

303). For Murray, Abbey ranks as one of the "new Puritans" who flee the fallrn city; they are 

doomed to remain haunted by the damned rivers they reach, the "Paradise" of the 

remembered-now lost-wild river (Murray 305; Abbey 23 1). He shifts between nostalgia and 

anger, always with an eye out for the latest incarnation of barbarians. (Nowadays they would take 

the form of a shining phaianx of Sports Utility Vehicles, invviably advertised with the Souihwest 

he loved so much as a backdrop. Abbey rnight turn in his grave at the sight of the things, but then 

again he might just buy one to cart the canoes.) In any case, the jeremiad practitioner sets up and 

requires an intensive oscillation between self, river and failen city. 



Beset by mernories of plenitude (Glen Canyon) and then loss (represented by "the bland, 

soft, clear, stagnant reservoir of Lake Powell. Better known as Lake Foul.. ." [Abbey 1351). 

Abbey tempers his flights of metaphor because so much has been taken; there is no possibility for 

unalloyed delight." There is, rather, an element of elegy (Hoagland's "pleasures' past"): 

For a civilization to annihilate the wildness of such a river so casually. he reasoned, 
was tantamount to destroying a part of the Southwest's very soul, its identity as a 
place of humankind's ediest origins. Any civilization that could act so 
senselessly. he concluded, was no civilization at dl; the only response was self- 
defence, narnely, dismantling the instruments terrorizing nature through sabotage 
- whether allegorical, metaphorical, rhetorical, or real sabotage. (Bishop Jr., 124) 

Abbey will shock and protest and after a time he will dispense with sadness. Regret is not his 

home. His irreverence and zest for rhetoricai sabotage demands he snubs corporations. the BuRec 

and the Army Corps of Engineers. "We never give it [Lake Foul] a thoughtt* (135) . "Forget it" 

(23 1). 

Abbey's prose veers and cddies wildly rather than sustaining the earnest rush of Kinseth. 

or Sanders' steady focused current. '"1 write in a deliberately outrageous or provocative rnanner 

because 1 like to startle people. I hope to wake up people. 1 have no desire to simply soothe or 

please"' (Trimble 27). Abbey loves nvers; that feeling runs constant in his work. He mriy detest 

the dams and ail ihey stand for. but he places grrat faith in the eventual endurance of the rivers. 

The water and granite will reclaim the valley and destroy the concrete. Abbey does that dam 

"remodelling" through his imagination, through a transfomative vision that refuses to ascribe too 

much spirituality to the surroundings or the self. Waking before dawn. he sees Satum. Jupiter and 

Mars rising from the cusp of the moon in convergence. He notes transcendentalists would see 

those stars as "symbolic of a greater spiritual reality beyond. And within" (19). But Abbey 

believes they signify "nothing but thernselves . . . And that is more than we cm make head or tail 

of" (20). The literal (rather than the figurative) becomes the basis for his reflection and rhetoric. 

Even the literal is full of mystery and Abbey is content to let the mystery speak for iüelf. 

Abbey's Thoreau essay becomes an oppominity for invective, rather than a description of 

gorgeous scenery. Scenery is always under threat (by tourism if nothing else), and Abbey is not 

content with picturesque accounts of wild remnants.16 Abbey holds a contradictory position: he 

relishes and delights in the wild and places faith in its endurance beyond the blink of human 

'' Gaylord Staveley refers to Glen Canyon as "my splendid lost love" (135). There "[bleauty never had a chance. 
Perhrips it wiIl some day. In the meantirne, the prevailing twentieth-century values said: Glen Canyon is lrseless 
until we fil1 it with water, no matter how much beauty we cover." Trips on the Green River offer him glimpses of 
the Glen's majesty, but they do not square up to the mernories of the past. But the someday when the Canyon 
might recover (through the draining of Lake Powell) is moving closer through the work of Dr. Richard Ingebresten 
and the Glen Canyon Institute (see Berger citation). 

l6 I imagine he would challenge Kinseth for not spending more tirne attending to the damage done on his river 
etemal, and then would congratulate him for loving that place, despite the damage that ha been done. 
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presence on the planet, but this faith is sorely tested (and angrily shored up) by human meddling: 

" o u  technology continues to lag behind genuine human needs" (134). That technology fails to 

encourage any responsibility; it weakens the imperative to care for hiture generations and prevent 

loss so central to Hans Jonas's work. He bears out Scott Slovic's key assertion: "Abbeyys true 

project, his essentid consciousness-raising effort. hinges on the confiation of pure aesthetics with 

volatile moral issues" ( 1  1). The confiation creates al1 kinds of whirlpools in content. 

Despite being the essay that critics tend to look to, "Down the River with Henry Thoreau" 

is less important for my purpose of tracing human responses to the river than "Floating" or 

"Running the San ~uan."'~ These last two essays display Abbey's frustration while he scrambles 

for (hadequate) words to describe the retlection prompted by both wild and "damned"  river^.^" 
Descriptions of wild rivers tend to extol harmony, thrill and contentment: those of dammed rivers 

evoke loss, and prompt funher moral introspection for many (but not d l ) .  The conclusion to 

"Running the San Juan" (at a reservoir) imparts a grim finality that Abbey still taps for humour. 

Abbey's role in the six-day San Juan trip is as the party 's "'wildemess philosopher. "' "1 am not 

expected to do anything but look wise, keep quiet, and stay out of the way" (125). As the boats 

set off, Abbey begins his observations on the San Juan. a river that is part of the wider world. 

affected by human interference. and bound into the lives of those in the watershed. The following 

" One exemplar of the postmodern river is the Columbia. which Richard White rems a "vinual river" whiçh has 
had billions of dollars poured into i t  to try to create a semblance of ecosystem h m o n y ,  an impossiblç task given 
the dams that bestride it ( 106). But another type of postmodern river is the reconstructed "meandering strerim" or 
unstraightçncd t-ivcr. This "re-rneandered" stream is a river thrit is re-engincered rifter channelizrition in ordcr to 
restore its riverine environment, its scenic beauty, rind the virtue of the populace; ris Kenncth OIwig notes. "therc is 
now an rilrnost worldwide cal1 to restore riverine nature" (407). (See Phillips rind the work of photogrripher Peter 
Goin in Hirniunuture (Austin: U Texas Press, 1996) with regard to the re-meandering of the Kissimmee River in 
Florida, and de Viilirrs (195-2 12) on the efforts to re-engineer the Rhine and Danube rivers. The 1999 war between 
Serbian and NATO forces destroyed rnany bridges on the Danube, blocking shipping and affecting a swath of 
businesses dong its reach and markets elsewhere.) Worster identifies one motive for this cal1 with regard to the 
Western U.S.A.: "[a] sense of irreparable Ioss began to settle about the water empire by the late twentieth-century, a 
rernembnnce of things past" (Worster, Rivers 324). However, the restoration trend needs to acknowledge the 
interdependence of wildemess and the everyday: 

The naturd ideals we hope to restore in the 'headwaters' of our national parks must be given form 
in the planning and protection of our daiIy environments farther 'downstrem.' The two cannot tic 
separated, as anyone who has witnessed the polluted airsueam of LA smog in the Grand Canyon 
knows. The damming of Hetch Hetchy and the impiukment of Yosemite reflect two sides of the 
character of San Francisco's interaction with its 'watershed."' (Rivers 408) 

" Though "Notes From A Cold River," a fine account of the way a team is fonned on a Tatshenshini River journey 
features glowing descriptions of very fine meals, it lacks the stylistic relish and enjoyrnent of the Southwest river 
trips; Abbey's prose is sketchy, less descriptive, and it seems far more humed. The Company is sometimes less 
convivial (for exarnple. he takes a dim view of a Pentagon employee who used to write for Star Trek). A key factor 
is locale: he misses his home, even amongst the fine riverscapes of the Yukon. Perhaps there's not enough to rail 
against. Love may not Save the world on this trip. 
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excerpt displays Abbey's blend of factual detail and opinion. Once again any senousness quickly 

evaporates beneath Abbey's gruff disavowals. The river heads for the Pacific 

... which it 
will never reach. Like many rivers these days the San Juan is bound for practicai 
ends, condemned by industriai agriculture to expire in a thousand irrigation ditches. 
transmogrified from living river into iceberg lettuce. square tomatoes, celery, 
onions, Swiss chard. and radishes. Not an entirely unwonhy end, 1 suppose, 
since we Americans do like to eat and God only knows there are so rnany of us, 
but-it makes me sad. If 1 think about it. Like fish. chicken, cows, pigs and 
lambs, the rivers too are penned and domesticated and diverted through manifold 
ingenious ways-some of which will not bear witnessing or thinking about-into 
the bottomless gut of the ever-expanding economy. There must be. somewhere. 
good reason For our collective gluctony, but if there is a Judgment Day and a God 
of justice we humans are going to have much to answer for. If 1 were a good 
Christian 1 would dread that day. 

Don't think about it. Nobody else does. Except animal liberationists. And 
vegetarians-those murderers of zucchini ! those bean sprout killers! ( 127) 

Abbey's rhetorical shifts enable balance and moral endurance. He moves on from grief and anger, 

and then has more space for commentary. as he samples the United States' terrible brers. jibes at 

vegetarians and enjoys the food, stories and Company he loves. If he were to lament dams 

constantly, his humour (one of his sharpest weapons) would vanish. dong with miich of his 

impact. 

Intent on shock tactics, Abbey believes in the possibility of change and has the prophet's 

certainry of judgment md select survival, divine or othenvise: "there's many a fork in the road 

from here to damnation" (235). His zeal is tempered by a declared nonchalance regarding spiritual 

matters. Abbey constantly scales back received pronouncements of transcendent (or even 

geologic) presence: "Deep time is too shallow for me .... What matters is the strange. mysterious, 

overwhelming truth that we are here norv, in this magnificent place. and never will know why. Or 

why not" (130). Our very existence is puzzle enough for Abbey, and he likes to keep that puzzle 

earthy, rather than turning to any theological answers. Kinseth uses metaphor to define or 

articulate his sense of mystery; Abbey prefers to react with silence-or a change in topic. 

Somew here between Ab bey's rapid tacks across sentence or paragraph he hints ai deeper grief. 

Of course humour, outrage and insouciance are valid and viscenl emotionai expressions too. for 

they sustain. 1 can almost glimpse him in the notched ambit of a paragraph break. He has the 

sharp eyes of the coyote and he is gnnning very, very widely. 

'' Abbey's occasional embarrasment at purpIe prose prevenrs him from extended metaphorical raves. Of course 
this does not mean he is easy to e m b m s  as a person. (It took a mooning at the River Rats convention to get his 
bIood right up, and even that is recounted with glee. The Eüver Rats essay is useful for its take on bureaucracy in 
rivers, and his anger at the cerm 'resource.') 
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Perhaps he keeps smiling because he knows the San Juan will keep running, outliving the 

fragile traces of past human settlement." The essay continues, with side trips that trace this past 

(Anasazi, Mormon and mining settlements), campsite descriptions. and shared father-daughter 

rapid-mnning. The excursions are poignant and intriguing. There is also a paragraph of surefire 

boating tips ("When in doubt, straighten out.. . . Read the river like a book. And if still in 

doubt-? Jump out. Stay home. Read a book" [133]). Abbey's lyncal moments are rare. and 

perhaps more striking for that reason. They are rare because epiphany is rare: it depends upon a 

plateau for its definitive peak, and (in this case) one of those moments of stillness that drifting 

offers: 

Downstream. In the rnoming sunlight the silt-loaded San Juan looks like red-eye 
gravy. In the shade it takes on a bluish. metallic sheen. In the aftemoon, squinting 
towards the Sun, fioating into the wind. my eyes two feet above the surface of the 
water. I see the river as a desen Congo with golden scales. 

The wind dies away. In the glassy, smooth pooled water above Govemment 
Rapids, looking down at my hand in the Stream and at three willow leaves floating 
nearby, al1 of them, relative to my boat. quite motionless, my impression is one of 
perfect stillness. An absolute and perfect stasis. And ihen 1 raise my eyes and see 
the humed shore of the river. the willow and tarnarisk and boulders nishing past. 
(139) 

The jocular simile in the first sentence establishes a gritty and easygoing Boy's Adventure style: 

there is no sentimentalising here (üt least landscape is not sentimentalised, but the laddish mode of 

interpreting it is). The use of imagery ensures "rnuscular Christianiiy" reappears in a dilute guise 

of offiand pionerring ruggedness. The prose swiftly enters a romantic "golden" phase, panning 

to the focused sheen of the description of "perfect stillness" (a quiet textual pool). Abbey's 

urgency stills too-until his gaze lifts and we redise, almost dong with Abbey, that the craft is in 

constant motion. Even so, he has created a varied fiow in one passage. easing us into the rhythm 

of his journey and his thinking. 

The river essayists rnay experience shifts in their sense of tirne: the rhythm of a river (in its 

upper reaches as Abbey experiences the San Juan) responds to seasonal cycles rather than daily 

tides. There is a hypnotic quality to the current, whether observed from shore or craft. Kinseth's 

sense of time is expanded by his suetch of wild river whereas Sanden' is collapsed into a flooding 

of memory "leaving nothing of the past" (Palmer, Endangered Rivers 2). Abbey's moment is 

presented, but is then left as given, rather than comrnented on, troped or deployed as a 

" Wendel1 Berry suggesu as much when he discusses rivers in general (and the Kentucky in particulu. with one 
eye, Iike Eiseley. on the stretcli of geoIogica1 time): "Men rnay dam it and say that they have made a lake, but it 
will still be a river. It will keep its nature and bide its tirne, like a caged wild animal alen for the sliphtest opening. 
In time it will have its way; the dam like the ancient cliffs will be carried away piecemeal in the currents" (Berry, 
"Unforeseen" Recollected 246). 
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transcendental signifier." Abbey simply shifts attention to his fellow boaters. The light touch 

allows the reader to do the work. if desired, and avoids foisting an overblown epiphany ont0 the 

re ade r. 

The essay has delighted. The San Juan provided a perfect river trip. "The magic of a boat. 

The splendor of a flowing river" (140). But the end brings us hard against the (Foreshadowed) 

reservoir, at the takeout point. The essay cornes to a sharp conclusion, a sudden retraction of the 

ease and delight in the previous pages (though it is a rare page where Abbey is still not having 

fun). The world has crashed into this place; it is a different vailey since Abbry's last visit; "the 

Lake Powell Bathtub Ring" is evident. There is no discemible curent and a fisherman has some 

bad news, deiivered in the iaconic local idiom: 

'He110 there,' 
'Howdy.' 
'How's the fishing?' 
'Not half bad.' 
' Where' s the crossing ? '  
'You're there.' 
'Yeah? Where's the road?' 
'About ten feet below you.' 
'Well, 1'11 be damned. Two years ago it al1 looked different.' 
'Well.' he says. 'two years ago there was still a river here.' 
'Weil, 1'11 be damned.' 
'Yeah.' he says. 'it sure is.' 

Enough said. 

"Water is important to people who do not have it, and the same is true of 
control." Didion, dams and psychic haunting. 

Outrage is one response to the consequences of the large dam, but h a n  Didion's "At the Dam" 

reveals an uncornmon dash of sensuaiity and irony. The essay is barely three pages long, but in 

that space she evokes the "affecting" physical and emotional power of the Hoover Dam (19). The 

structural and formal brevity of the essay holds the nmative energy of the short story and a 

compact, squat tone that oozes snubbed concrete abutments and the sheer sides of turbines. "At 

the Dam" is a meditation on the longevity of concrete rather than its eventud demise. Hoover's 

" "None of the essays in this book requires elucidation" [3] he iold us (one reason for the fairly smaIl arnount of 
critical commentary, perhaps?). My attention on river reflection stresses a cyclic mode of interpretauon mediated by 
memory. This focus is especially relevant with regard to his essays "A Cotorado River Journey" (1977)' "The 
Damnation of a Canyon" and "Gather at the River" (both 1984)- and "River SoIitaire" (published 1988). If 
anything, Abbey's attentive Iyricism is at its peak in these pieces. Down The River is a precursor to the maturation 
of his qualities of lyrical remembrance and eIegiac poise in these riverine essays; lack of space means 1 cannot attend 
to hem here. 1 recommend hem to the reader who wants to see Abbey at the height cf his powers of river 
reflection. They appear in The Serpena of Paradise: A Reader. Ed. John Macrae. New York: Henry Holt, 1995. 
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power as "an idea in the world's mind" supports a series of linked and overlapping images (199). 

Didion does not fantasise collapse: she mythologises presence. 

The work opens with a sequence of almost intimate admissions. as Didion recounts her 

dam daydreams just as one might recall a lover: "Since the afternoon in 1967 when I first saw 

Hoover Dam, iis image has never been entirely absent from my inner eye .... suddenly the dam will 

materialize .... abruptly those power transmission towers will appear before me. ... Sometimes 1 

am confronted by the intakes .... Quite often I heu the turbines" (198). An element of complicity 

and dependence lingers beneath the prose, not because she adores the dam (though she, as a 

Southern Californian, needs it) but because it dwarfs her, outlining her own mortality and the 

insignificance of emotion against that sheer structure. Throughout the essay Hoover Dam is 

described without precise reference to its cubic weight or size. One of the few statistics given is 

the number of men killed dunng construction: 96. Didion's accretion of images, tems and 

association creates a sense of the dam's effect rather than a list of specifications. The essay 

quickly composes itself around a hazy sense of inquiry and solution, a kind of brittle teleology and 

an almost metaphysical intellectual fathoming: "1 used to wonder what it was about the dam that 

made me think of it ai times and in places where 1 once thought of the Mindanao Trench, or of the 

stars wheeling in their courses, or of the words A s  it ,vas in the beginning, is norv orid rver sliall 

be. world tvitholit end, crmrn. Dams, after all, are a commonplact: we have al1 seen one" ( 198-9). 

The essay is constructed around a sequence of journeys and mernories that traces why the 

dam is so affecting for Didion: it is "a monument to faith misplaced"; the former construction town 

of Boulder City "is perfectly frozen in time" and the energy project has "transparent sexual 

overtones" ( 199). Each paragraph in the essay taps a different aspect of the dam: we begin in her 

web of mental recollection and proceed to the environs and history of the dam. Then we enter the 

structure of the dam ;is Didion recounts her visit to the site with a Bureau of Reclamation official. 

Her experience of the whimng turbines ("'Touch it,' the Reclarnation said"-ewen the man has a 

mechanistic name) is not erotic but gnmly intimate nonetheless. The intensity of the experience 

banishes figurative referents, as if metaphor itself is cmshed through the turbine: "for a long time 1 

just stood there with my hands on the turbine. It was a peculiar moment, but so explicit as to 

suggest nothing beyond itself' (200). However there remains "something beyond al1 that. 

something beyond energy. beyond history, something 1 could not fit in my mind (200). Tracing 

personai memory and inclination for clues about the dam's power, her memory fails to offer 

solutions (or clues). Her inquiry takes in the semblance of a quest, full of journey and mental 

striving. 

Just when 1 presume her response to the dam, or the darn itself, cannot yield to the 

figurative, nor gesture beyond its own stark grey bulk, Didion redises the image that has been 

haunting her through this essay and the three years of its gestation. The effect the darn causes is 

cornposed of its own lack of gesturing power: it suggests and seems to need nothing beyond itself 

for its continuation; yet it continues to function, to gesture in its own way. Like wildness, oddly 



enough, the dam does not need humans; indeed, the BuRec guide suggests it will outlast us d l .  

This stubbom endurance moves Didion to her resolution, her bleak epiphany. She sees the dam in 

its dumb functioning, whimng and whirring through aeons of space and time. Her insight is as 

redolent of loss as Abbey's and Sanders' in some curious and familiar ways that invert the rhetonc 

of environmental spoliation and confront the inexorable fact of human mortality and folly. This 

sense of loss accretes: the dam's enduring presence violates ("humiliates" [McPhee 1931) the 

ongoing cycles of nature: nothing beyond humankind can really use the dam.2' ("At the Dam" is 

placed at the end of the "Sojoums" section in me White Album, as if to conclude al1 joumeys with 

the image of the whimng turbines.) Didion's open response shares something of the aweful scope 

of the project. and the reach of human desire. In her final paragraph the locus shifts to the heavens 

above, extending in range while maintaining a sense of wrong. 

The moment occurs as she walks across "a marble star map" at the dam. which fixes the 

heavens, "the reclamation man" said at "the date the dam was dedicated" (290- 1). Where Sanders 

and Abbey lament the death of rivers they imagine can run forever. Didion finds no cornfort in her 

(post-apocalyptic?) vision: a world without people, a world bled upon by the light of stars and a 

silent celestial ernptiness: 

The star map was, he had said, for when we were a11 gone and the dam was left. I 
had not thought much of it when he said it, but I thought of it then, with the wind 
whining and the sun dropping behind a mesa with the finality of a sunset in space. 
Of course that was the image I had seen always. seen it without quite realizing what 
1 saw, a dynamo finally free of man. splendid at last in its absolute isolation, 
transmitting power and releasing water to a world where no one is. (201) 

In "Holy Water" ( 19771, Didion confronts a complex web of dependencies and controls while 

play ing in the Opentions Control Center for the California S tate Water Project. The Project keeps 

"roughly a trillion gallons of water behind Oroville Dam" and elsewhere and CO-ordinates water 

"deliveries" across the state, pulling water from reservoirs for a two-day journey to irrigation 

canals and cities (60, 61). The essay describes the locks, dams, pipelines and reservoirs that keep 

California functioning. These, she argues, are not a cause for lamentation. The barrage of 

engineering and intervention tums water into a reduced utilitarian "stuff' (in Illich's phrase) but its 

scarcity prompts feelings beyond the utilitarian, or at least a kind of utilitarian esteem: "Some of us 

who live in arid parts of the world think about water with a reverence others rnight find excessive" 

(59). 
Didion's work on this "plumbing on a grand scale" (and her self-declared "obsessive 

interest" in the water, and waterworks) investigates engineering and the psyche in such a way as to 

" "The denial of death implied in religious beliefs so comrnon to ail mankind finds powerful support from the 
observation of nature itseIf: Sun, stars, seasons, seas, and rivers" (Niederland 42). 
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defy Illich's binary between rnyth and manipulation, holiness and tap fittings (59).13 This essay 

sheds light on the Hoover piece by detailing Didion's hydrologie desire. "It is easy to forget that 

the only natural force over which we have any control out here is water, and that only recently" 

(64). At the Centre, elements of engineering and control are ironicaily descnbed in the lanpage of 

play; this plumbing is like the Meccano set of the gods: 

From this [control] room in Sacramento the whole system takes on the aspect of a 
perfect three billion dollar hydraulic toy, and in cenain ways it is. 'LET'S START 
DRAINING QUAIL AT 1200' was the 10:s 1 A.M. entry on the electronically 
recorded communications log the day I visit the Operations Control Center. 'Quail' 
is a reservoir in Los Angeles County with a gross capacity of 1,636,O 18.000 
gallons. 'OK' was the response recorded in the log. I knew rtt that moment thm I 
had missed the only vocation for which I had any instinctive affinity: 1 wanted to 
drain Quai1 myself. (62) 

Didion enjoys her visit to the centre. (As a teenager her raft was sucked through a dam intüke 

chute with her on board: this event that made her "deliriously happy" [60]? It is no wonder, thrn. 

that she is affected by her visit to the Center.) The mechanistic response to nurnbers is faithful; 

here at last the fluid has attained a deteminate quality. The scale of the engineering system she 

con fronts tends to occlude its primary ecological bais  (even though the basis in tum detemines 

decisions). Mediated by the shorthand of engineering, the move from "river" to ""hydraulic toy" 

is easy and it offers a suggestive power that appeals to the need for "control" that borders this 

essay just as a box contains water. 

After a fine meditation on swimming pools ("a pool is, for many of us in the West, a 

symbol not of affluence but of order, of control over the uncontrollable," 64) and the difficulty of 

living in and climes (''1 know as well as the next person the considerable transcendent value in a 

river running wild and undamrned, a river running free over granite. but 1 have aiso lived beneath 

such a river when it was running in flood. and gone without showers when i t  was running dry," 

64-5) Didion retums to the Project Control Center: "If 1 had wanted to drain Quail at 105 1 that 

moming, I had wanted, by early aftemoon, to do a great deal more" (65-6). Here the prose has 

the eager restraint that marks a proper and sober enthusiasm. She then leaps into her description 

with the breathless cielight of a child heading to the pre-schoolers' paddling pool. The repetition of 

" As I note in chapter three. in his 1985 work H z 0  and the Waters of Forgerfulness: RefTections on the Hisrorici~ 
of 'Srrrff, Iilich argues that the modem city was and is "built around bathroorns and garages, accommodating the 
circulation of tap water and of traffic" (66). The modem city uses water, it does not revere it, he argues. But 
Didion's essay, from its titie on, questions this view by ascribing an aura of significance to the water from a tap, or 
the cool blue rectangle of a swimrning pool, 

'' See Cynthia Griffith Wolf. "Play Ras II Lnyr: Didion and the Diver Heroine." Conremporory Literurure 24 
(1983): 480-95, for a discussion of the earth-diver mythos in protagonist Maria Lang's descent into the Hoover 
Dam's innards, Lang "makes the only sort of 'heroic dive' avdabie in the aridity that signifies the wilderness of 
modern Amenca" (49 1 ). 



the phrase "1 wanted" is marked by the range of machines and masses she could have power over. 

The impression is one of the boys with their toys: 

I wanted to open and close the Clifton Coun Forebay intake gate. 1 wanted to 
produce sorne power down at the San Luis Dam. 1 wanted to pick a pool at random 
from the Aqueduct and pull it down and then refill it, watching for the hydraulic 
jump. 1 wanted to put some water over the hi11 and 1 wanted to shut down al1 flow 
from the Aqueduct into the Bureau of Reclarnation's Cross Valley Canai, just to see 
how long it would take somebody over at Reclarnation to cd1 up and cornplain. 
(66)  

Didion uses anaphora effectively here. The Greek meaning of the word (carrying up, or back) 

suggests the water-carrier or reservoir as weil as the reuaction or containment of disorder, a 

process that balances the measured release of nourishment and fertility over a vast area, as well as 

creating a sense of disport and mischief. The girl has control of the toy and her conclusion 

suggests she will be generous with its gifts. The essay ends with an unrequited desire to share this 

abundance. to create plenty and give without lirnit. to nourish the groves of olivcs and oranges. 

"flooding the daylong valleys like the Nile. I want it still" (66). 

This stance is at odds with "the Reclarnation's" mechanical, nigh-clinical certainty. Didion 

reciairns power and water, not to hoard it but to give it al1 back. Her work on water and power fits 

perfectly in the context of The White Album's reflection on the shifting relations between gender 

and power in the 1960s and 1970s. She compounds events and rnovernents of great impact into 

the Iÿnguage of vulnerable declaration. 

Didion's movement from introspection to political revisioning appears superficially minor. 

She is not making overt political staternents, or trying to shock. But then one redises how 

insistently her visions of desire and need have functioned. The desert sports great walls of 

concrete in the vdleys, huge volumes of water are transported as if to a place of famine, one 

parched to the core. The life-giving liquid then arrives at the pdm-lined golf course which has 

formed a green scab at the edge of a desert. Even in moments of wonder and acknowledgrnent 

Didion manages to suggest the whole (now absolutely necessary) absurdities of these times. 

Control, water, desire: Didion's essays are remarkable inversions of 'greener' (more 

strident) anti-dam essays. They are urbane, they appreciate what technology can give us. but also 

accept the iunds of losses it bequeaths; they still despair deeply (with [ess hope than Kinseth) at the 

work of humankind, and they open to the pull of control and need. She makes no mention of the 

former watershed ecosystem (it may have vanished in symbolic scale beneath the dam's bulk) and 

its perilous state around her country and the world and she does not write in die traditional nature 

essay tradition. Her essay describes technologies that mirnic and cloak larger recirculating natunl 

processes. Concrete has entered the ecosystem; turbines are the new dusk sounds. The network 

of alliances and enclaves people fonn with each other and their surroundings ground her needs and 

her values in the human cornmunity, but Didion is never blind to the consequences of Our failures 

and mistakes. That awareness extends beyond the essay in that suggestive and powefil space 



beyond the words: somehow her emotional openness suggests the unconscious fears and needs 

that drive so much human endeavour. Nothing needs to be spelled out because everything is so 

beautifully implied and implicated; she excels in the evocative. With words and with silence she 

States very clearly the impulses that build dams and communities. Desire and control pour the 

concrete for the dam: like Abbey, Stafford and Sanders, she is stunned by the lengths to which 

those impulses take us and the monuments they leave. 

Paddling and purification: The canoe excursion as spiritual practice 

Driftinp, there cornes an intirnate sense of how the water has sought 
its way through the country. and one feels how simple and steadfast 
is its obedience to the laws of gravity, filling and flowing on. 

Wendell Berry, "The Unforeseen Wildemess" (25 1-2) 

Throughout the first part of this chapter the essential river has lurked like a distant treasure. 

Somewhere, Sanders hopes, is a kind of river experience that redeems and purifies while offrring 

an instructive respite frorn the appetites of living in the city. Before I proceed to Moore's 

collection of essays, I want to create an interlude that takes the reader back to the healing power of 

the joumey. Despite the grave state of much of the planet, plenty of wnters manage to End 

redemptive and transfomative release in the wild river. Such a curent stil! has powerful 

mythoiogical and spirinial connotations. Two essays recast the hearty "muscular Christianity" of 

the keen Victorian explorer into a more modem idiorn (Phillips 597). But the suggestion remains: 

the river or waters can heal; Kinseth's river etemal lives on. Tapping into that, the paddler can 

find another world of encounter and symbol. 

Wendell Berry's "The Rise" ( 1969) and "Exhaustion and Fulfilment: The Ascetic in a 

Canoe" by a youthful Pierre Elliott Trudeau (1944) provide two ways into the river of spirit. a 

river that is less likely to be as prescriptive today." These essays are based on personal 

experience, and they have a varied temporal range: Berry wntes of paddling with his wife on the 

" There is a note appended to Trudeau's essay: "This essay. which was originally pubiished in French in the 
November 1944 issue of E C  (Jeunesse étudiante catholique), appears here for the first time in translation" (3). 
Trudeau's "expedition" is dcin to the ironic seriousness Thoreau uses to define the "walk" wticn he demands ai1 ties 
be severed before setting out (48 1). 

The virtues of canoeing and the idea of quest are well covered by Jamie Benidickson's history of canoeing in 
Canada From the late nineteenth-century on, Idleness, Water and a Canoe: Reflections on Pudding for Pleasure, and 
William James' article 'The Quest Pattern and the Canoe Trip." Benidickson cornrnents that in the youth canoe 
camps of the latter part of this century "quite deliberate efforts were sometimes made to promote a metamorphosis of 
the participants,. .. a vigorous exposure to the wilderness was promoted as an antidote to a rearticuiated sense of 
mord decay" (64). Abbey is one essayist who derides this moral decay; writers "have a moral obligation to be the 
conscience of their society" (Trimble 28). The contemporary naturd history essay offers a newer version of this 
sense of decline. A backslide occurs on ecological and moral levels because a failure of stewardship abdicates 
responsibility for the future. The "refrain of moral concem" Trimble identifies has a long provenance (28). 
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Kentucky River, swollen and turbulent, in December flood and Trudeau ranges across his memory 

to evoke vast Canadian waterways and thousand-mile canoe joumeys. 

Part of Abbey's vicarious enjoyment as a 'river rat' cornes from being on the river. floating, 

paddling and facing the current. Al1 of the essays in this chapter are very much excursionary 

pieces; they combine elements of adventure and writing, sharing exploration and experience. Most 

of them remain anchored in the appreciation of process. the process of joumeying. thinking and 

observing, and the shifting, growing sense of connection between self and world, mind and water. 

Brny defines this: 

Once the boat has fùlly entered the consciousness it becomes an intimate extension 
of the self; one feels as competently arnphibious as a duck. And once we felt 
accustomed and secure in the boat, the day and the river began to corne clear to 
US .... 

What the canoeist gets. instead of an impression of the river's speed, is an 
impression of its power. Or, more exactiy, the vol~tminousness of its power .... 
The sophistications of our age do not mitigate this impression. To some degree it 
remains unimaginable, as is suggested by the memory's recurrent failure to hold on 
to it. It can never be remembered as wild as it is, and so each new experience of it 
bears some of the shock of surprise. (7) 

"The Rise" documents this awe, and the sense of otherworldliness that takes over on a river 

through shifts in perspective. When Jonathan Raban retumed to the raging Mississippi during 

1994 his contact with the river was largely riparian; he was observing the river from the banks, 

rven if that river was swollen beyond recognition and the shore he srood on was a rooftop 

("Mississippi"). But his wonderful essay is not a canoeing adventure: it is a piece of reportage. 

full of the hurnan response that Raban captures so well. Berry's swollen river is a creek in 

comparison to the Mississippi in flood. Yet when Berry's canoe is swept around, another network 

of senses leaps into action and he enters a different world. When that riverine flow is charged by 

flood it transforms "the division between water and land.. . . It makes a new geography, aitering 

the boundary of worlds" (4). Berry's focus rnay be different from Raban's, but both men are 

fascinated by this alteration. the new geography and its rapacious, alluring power. Desire and 

control interact in unusuai ways the wnters barely begin to hint at. Throughout this chapter rivers 
have provoked reflection upon the capacity of language or human need to overfiow or fail to reach 

certain limits. The river's contained but purposeful movement cm provoke linked thoughts of 

control and release. Many variables lie between the limits of perception. 

Berry understands the interaction between canoeist and river. Paddling, he notes how the 

river slips across mental boundaries: "when our minds wandered the river took over and tumed us 

according to inclinations of its own. It bore us like a consciousness, acutely wakeful, filling 

perfectly the lapses in our owo" (5). There is always some kind of interplay going on. This 

"recirculation" or exchange of (sensory) information and memory appeals to Berry, Moore and 



Abbey and informs their direct, flowing accounts. Ecological cycles are larger than normalised 

human perception; glimpsing that wildness beyond immediate human control on the river's current 

stnkes Berry: the river "is apt to stand for and represent to us al1 in nature and the universe that is 

not subject. That is its horror" (8). In their own ways Raban and Berry gloat and tremble at this 

horror because the river "fascinates .... Its mystery rnust always be tarnpered with" (Berry 10). 

Berry continues by discussing the virtue of the river's sound at the banks, and "that silence in the 

rniddle, as though the quiet of the deep flowing rises into the air. Once it is recognized. listened 

to. that silence has the force of a voice" ( 1  I ) .  This is a key assertion: the power of silence is a 

means of communication in rnuch of the river writing 1 consider. Hulrne's "gaps in the net" and 

Mariart's "cycie" are refigured here in the essay; for Berry that cycle is at once suggestive and 

beyond human utterance. Berry's associative and reflective essay captures the meander of thought 

on a stylistic level, as do so many of these authors. "The Rise" flows dong for a tirne, then slips 

into a section of reflection, sliding between natural history and observation to reflection on ecology 

and eco-philosophy; one paragraph devotes itself to "the most characteristic product of Our 

scientific age . . . junk." the next to the cal1 of the pileated woodpecker. Then we return to the 

current where Berry's trip concludes. affiming the great distance between a river in spate and at 

rest. between the river and the shore: "With the uproar of the wciter still in our ears. we had as we 

entered the house the sense of having been utterly outside the lives we live as usual" (16). 'The 

Rise" speaks to the possibilities of transcendence that hover in each of the essayists 1 consider. No 

matter how fallen a river. the site is turned to as a site of reflection. Plunging outside re-turns 

Berry within. 

In 1999 James Raffan published Bark, Skin, Ceclnr: E.rploriny thlie Canor in Canridic~ico, 

Experirnce. He argues that the canoe has been instrumental in Canada's history. and that the 

metaphor of the canoe quest has great relevance in cross-cultural conternporary Canada. 

Canoeing is a joumey on which one must ask. "Who are my partners?" "Where are 
we going?" and "What is Our burden?" A canoe ties its paddlers to the water and to 
landscape, but it also ties them to each other in significant ways. To move 
fonvard, a stroke in the bow requires complementary action in the stem, and vice- 
versa, sort of Newton's third law of motion. Dekanahwideh-style. A canoe invites 
its occupants to ponder what's ahead, what's behind. what's beside us, what's 
above, what's below-a canoe invites awareness, a canoe nurtures situated 
knowing. And the only way to learn these teachings is to paddle. An annual First 
Ministers canoe trip. What a concept! (34) 

1 suspect former Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau would give his assent to such a venture: 

Raffan argues that ''canoeing was central to not only his image of himself but also to the image he 

projected publically" ( l83).. 
Trudeau's essay is al1 about the distances one tnvels spiritually and psychologicalIy 

through journeying by canoe for days, weeks, or months on end, a joumey characterised by "the 

resoive to reach the saturation point. Ideally, the trip should end only when the members are 
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making no further progress within themselves" (3). This essay differs from the other canoe-loving 

pieces by being explicitly quasi-religious; this is a meditation on extended canoeing as a quest: 

What sets a canoeing expedition apart is that it purifies you more rapidly and 
inescapably than any other. Travel a thousand miles by train and you are a brute: 
pedai five hundred on a bicycle and you remain basically a bourgeois; paddle a 
hundred in a canoe and you are already a child of nature. (3) 

There are a number of assumptions being made here: that it is possible to become "a child of 

nature." that travel is formed into strata of virtue (how else do ecotourism operaton make their 

living?) and that canoeing offers salvation and pure primitivism at a concentraied level." The 

"expedition" (not trip, or excursion. or outing) musr cleanse on severai levels. "To remove al1 the 

useless material baggage from a man's heriiage is, at the same tirne. to free his mind from petty 

preoccupations, calculations and rnemories" (4). The body and mind are challenged to the limit. 

For Trudeau. religion "became simple" and a "new monlity" ensued: praycr became "a friendly 

chiding of the divinity" (4). He retumed "not so much a man who reasons more, but a more 

reasonable man" (4) The mind engages in "sustain[ing] the body in the struggle against a powerful 

universe" (4). Such an expedition encourages self-reliance and interdependence as people are 

thrown ont0 their own resources and each other's help. The essay is not a description of a 

joumey; it summarises what we might now cal1 the Green Christian philosophy of canoeing. the 

goals and qualities of the archetypal quest, and the association of wilderness with the transcendent. 

He concludes by summarising a kind of eco-spirituality sourced in the journey and the new 

demands it rnakes on the individual: 

1 do not want you to think the mind is subjected to a healthy discipline merely by 
wonying about simplistic problems. 1 only wish to remind you of that principle of 
Iogic which States ihat vdid conclusions do not genenlly spnng from fdse 
premises. Now. in a canoe, where those premises are based on nature in its 
original state (rather than on books, ideas and habits of uncertain value). the mind 
conforms to that higher wisdom which we cd1 naniral philosophy; later. that 
healthy methodology and acquired humility will be useful in confronting mysticai 
spiritual questions. 

1 know a man whose school could never teach him patriotism, but who acquired 
that virtue when he felt in his bones the vastness of his land, and the greatness of 
those who founded it. (5) 

The land becomes a great teacher. The wild refers beyond itself. And supposedly it purifies and 

sustains. 

In the next section 1 discuss how Kathleen Dean Moore's essays follow this cyclic pattern 

of reflection and anecdote, inquiry and digression 1 have called river reflection. She also shares 

the things she has learnt at the river, or from the river. This time, though, there is a key difference: 

" Trudeau needs to be awme that a hundred miles of canoe paddling ai the turn of the century will require very 
"lumpen bourgeois" resources (to quote Abbey [237]): ecotourism and outdoor adventure is expensive! 
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the next generation appears in the work as a key focus of love and connection. The rivers of the 

future will be in their lives. She considew it vital that her children know how to open to. read and 

connect with the rivers of their mernories. 

Family on the river: Riverwalking and the essay of transition 

With Rivenvalking: Reflections on Movittg \Vater ( 1995). Kathleen Dean Moore joins a growing 

number of wornen who wnte on rivers, notably Janet Lembke, those in First Fish, First Peopfes 

(edited by Roche and McHutchison), and the women who coliaborate with editor Holly Morris in 

the anthologies Uncornmon Waters: Wonien Write About Fly-Fishing ( 199 1 ) and A DijJferent 

Angle: Fly-Fishing Stories By Women ( 1996). Publishers are acknowledging that women have 

had the longest association with rivers in many cultures: Barb Cranmer's film k m v e s a  iva:  

Strength of' The River ( 1995). depicts the ongoing Coast Salish traditions of salmon preparation 

dong the Fraser River. For thousands of years the rich fillets of salmon Hesh have twiried in the 

wind. cut and placed by women for storage. Dame Juiia Bemers of Norwich wrote the first 

treatise on "fysshyng with an angle" in about 1421 (it was first printed in 1496 and is very 

thorough). Al1 those chaps with rods or pens in hand have held the best spots on the bank for 

rather a long time. 

Moore's essays confirm and extend the place of women at the river as anglers. workers. 

walkers, extreme kayakers. rafters and wnters. Rivenvalking remains true to the multiple roles 

~Moore combines in her life (as daughter, philosophy professor, student of biology, wife. mother 

and wnter), and the essayistic tradition of valuing curiosity. "The essay not merely allows for but 

actually celebrates-indeed is characterized by-surprise, interruption, meandering and slow 

discovering" (Atkins 6). After ail, "the verb meander, [is] derived (also a river term) from the 

Maeander River" (Niederland 19). Atkins' description defines aspects of the process of reflection: 

Moore believes "al1 essays walk in rivers" (xii). Rivenvalking focuses on rivers and rnemory 

more than any other collection I consider precisely because the essays honour Moore's roles: she is 

an aficionado of the braided river and practitioner of the braided essay. Contrapuntal strands of 

memory run through the book; undergirding the fact of her father's dying and her own experience 

of parenting, work and love are the rivers she takes her reflection to. She meets rnemory ai the 

river. Rivers are the reflective bases from which she considers her wider world; they retum her to 

that world after sheltering her, and they offer the space for new ways of thinking. 

The Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication data does not classify Rivenvalking: 

Reflections on Moving Water as essays or philosophy, but Moore acknowledges they tackle 



philosophical questions through "the mysteries of the essay" (xiii). Moore delights in meandering, 

inquiry and "poking around" (27). In fact. she attributes the qualities of rnoving water-fluidity, 

reflection, immersion and solace, to name a few-to the essay form in pneral: 

I have come to believe al1 essays walk in rivers. Essays ask the philosophical 
question that flows through time-How shall 1 live my life? The answers drift 
together through countless converging streams, where they move softly below the 
reflective surface of the natural world and rnix in the deep and quiet places of the 
mind. This is where the essayist must waik, stirring up the mud. (xii) 

Moore concludes her Preface with this provocative metaphor that engages writer and rerider in a 

shared alliance of thought. doubt and curiosity. Bestirred, we are prepared for the range of issues 

the collection addresses. Moore evokes the vxiety of essayist form and natural wonder in a way 

that returns Paul Shepard's phrase to mind: humans can intervene in the land using "any number of 

patterns ... as long as the river flows" (Shepard 303). Like Kinseth, Sanders, and Abbey, Moore 

has found ample room for her mind to move in through rivers and the rivered essay. She invites 

the reader to join her in the series of outstanding essays linked by moving water. family, death and 

life, and the shifts and runnels of consciousness. From the philosophicd to the ecologicûl. from 

confessional modes to descriptions of the rough skin newts' counship, these descriptions are 

phrased as excursions from everyday life that open to the current and the peaceful riverbank. They 

also look beyond the river to the mental and physical network of the family and community. The 

world of human relationships is given as much respect as that of the wider ecology; we are ail part 

of the watershed. 

The reader's preparation for the joumey begins in the Preface. which describes another 

way of seeing self and world through current. The allure of rivers alters and informs perception; 

we too are drawn, "half observing, half immersed," into her joumeying (xi). Despite being grnced 

with a range of river vessels. Moore is inclined to riverwalk, as she did when Young. Her farnily 

owns a lovely raft. drift boat, canoe and a kayak, but: 

Al1 the same. boats are designed to separate a person from a river and now, when 1 
have a choice, 1 would rather travel down the river on foot. walking trails that run 
the length of the river or, best of all, wading through the river itself. When 1 wdk  
in a quiet river, 1 move through a reflection of the landscape. The mudbank, the 
willow thicket, the mare's-tail clouds lie flat around me, upside-down. The river 
bisects me at the waist-half observing, half immersed in the gently rocking image 
of the land. When 1 press forward against the current, the landscape folds and 
compresses. Next to my body, it breaks into patches of color that ride past me on a 
spreading wave. To my back, the willows re-fom, bend as if in a high wind. then 
settle and reach out to the reflection of their roots. ( x i )  

This elegant movement from inward immersion, out to observation and back to introspection is a 
motif that runs throughout the collection: this recirculating process of refiection determines the 

shape of her narratives. This essayistic movement from the specific to the general reinforces the 

traditions of the personal essay. Shifts in focus occur within each essay; they continue across the 



essays: Moore recalls her movement towards independence, love and the raising and farewelling of 

her children, at the same time as she records her father's dying. Her range of reflection extends 

the nature essay, combining the best of that sub-genre and the personal essay. As her children 

prepare to leave home, and she thinks of her father half a continent away, she asks a question that 

dmws farnily in10 nanire writing (rather than renouncing hem as Thoreau does in "Walking"): 

"Scientists know so much about homing in animals .... But who has studies the essential issue: 

What will draw our own children back home" (7)? Moore wishes to bind her children to the rivers 

she loves, in a network of Oregon valleys she regards as home. At the same time that mythical 

'Western' notion of home with its rugged sense of connection to the surrounding land continues to 

haunt her. The elusive nature of ideals rnay not be easy to live with, but such limitations are grist 

to the essayist's mill. Moore suggests doubt may fuel these excursions into river reflection: 

We are immigrants to the West-emigrants from Cleveland. But we have lived in 
Oregon for twenty years now, and you would think that would count for 
something. We brag about the West as if we had created it, we plant trees and chop 
them down with an axe, we seek out every iso!ated river valley and learn the calls 
of the birds. But a sense of connection eludes us. and, like other immigrants, we 
live for those small, transcendent moments that may exist only in the imagination, 
when we will belong completely and perfectly to a way of life embedded in this 
land. (88) 

Rivenvalking the waters that run across Oregon rnay be the way Moore finds that sense of 

connection, if, indeed. it exists.l7 Oregon rivers fiow over her shoes, as if by immersioii in the 

substance that flows through the earth, she will be anchored to a sense of connection that is 

constant and inviolate. She seeks the streaming that takes Kinseth into the world of the universe. 

the galaxies in the local, and here she faces that flux of life that mitigates and encourages the desire 

for connection. 

~ o o r e  rnaps home through the waterccurses that drew settlers to the West and rnsure its 

continuation. Journeys away from the source become headwaten for others. Moore's downriver 

joumeying is informed by the past that carries her into the future, and shapes her children. The 

overriding presence in Rivrnvalking is the sense of fragile, remembered continuities riverscapes 

' Ultimately Moore redises that the connection she seeks is compromised by (and perhaps constructed by our feu 
ot') the mortality of life; waters flow over the earth as our lives do; every molecule of that water is different and every 
one is needed. The pace and anomie of modem life has made a kind of ersatz indigenality mther fashionable; this 
wistfulness is a neo-colonial feature and a means of semi-atonement for the rotten treatment dealt out to indigenous 
peoples, and an attempt to become like them without living in a rcgion for a millennium or tive or ten. It laments 
the pssing of a pre-colonial Iife and, in recent decades, the passing of traces of a pre-industrial life: we cannot be 
Indian, we cannot be hillbillies and we cannot be without complicity. The rush on 'lifestyfe blocks' of real estate 
where the rich uy out mode1 agriculture without dependence is one example of this, as is the urban demand for 
small-scde regional organic produce made by some of those successful lifestyiers, or those who have been there 
langer. In both cases the living is likely to be far better than any pre-industrial state: plumbing and washing 
machines and machinery have eased many a burden. 

As noted, Paul Carter queries the disdain of nomadism. seeing culture and language as travelIing ways of 
knowing. Moore's desire for roots is driiwn out by waters that depend on bedrock and yet remain mobile; such fluid 
elementd reflection may only offer the hard-won, gradua1 sense of connection that Moore in fact demonstrates. 
Delicacy is the n o m  in most ecosystems after dl. 
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evoke, and the ways such continuity ennches Moore and her family. There are some constants of 

connection she looks to as things change; her river joumeys help her cherish them, for even those 

constants will be washed away. 

In the opening essay "The Willamette" Moore traces the human homing instinct through her 

cxtended family. She wants ro instill a powerful love of place in her daughter Erin's life "until the 

river ran in her veins and she could not help but corne home again" (3). Moore invokes the river 

trip as an aid to homing, it spell powered by the Iure of rivers and family. Moore achieves much of 

her aim by imagining it  and then acting: she has led her daughter to the waters time and again. 

Moore considers home as much a shelter from feu  as a base camp for expeditions. The essay 

interleaves memories of Moore's own departure from her childhood home (and her parents' 

emigration from England to Cleveland) with accounts of the Willarnette camp just prior to Erin's 

departure. This essay introduces Moore's carehl use of recollection as a source for insight into 

the present. The quality of transition and adjustment gives the work tluidity and scope. It also 

places her work in that cycle of creative renewal we depend on as readen. The process of reading 

completes the recirculation of reflection. 

If home is given meaning by our "own decisions and memones," then Moore gives 

meaning to nvers, inhabiting them in body and mind (9). A home is as strong as the meanings, 

memories and decisions it bears. Part of a river's appeal for Moore (and al1 the essayists) is its 

ancient capacity to absorb and cany al1 metaphors and suppositions about its own qualities. Here 

again, rivers are refiective and receptive sites. The element gives range to her figurative 

representation of rivers as reflective teaching sites. 

A self-styled "pioneer," Moore's sensitive concept of home must be fomed through cycles 

of retum, engagement and renewal, so layers of story and memory coalesce in place. When she 

says "[nlothing is essentially anything" she reinforces the importance of stories to offer the silence 

that marked her youth (9). When homes are irnagined and storied into meaning they are delicate, 

open to departure as much as arrival. Departure is the fearsome counterpoint that drives the 

Willarnette camping trip and slips its way to the river side where Moore ponders Erin's absence, 

crying then on the round rocks until "the hot breath of the river rose steaming and sweet around 

my face" (8). The tears suggest bonds of connection rather than its absence. So Moore concludes 

the essay by thinking on the ways meaning accrues slowly: she recalls the river water pumped 

through sprinkler-hoses by the airport, how on arriving home after travel the water still carries the 

scent of river-willows and "flood[s] me with relief. This is what I want for my daughter" (10). 



With her memories webbed amongst family and Oregon's waterways, 1 doubt Erin will have any 

trouble finding her way back home. 

Moore's style is accessible and exceptionally open: she shares a great deal of herself in the 

course of painful depamires and deep renewal. This cornbination of an affable tone and strong 

feeling is characteristic of the personal essay. The work of tangentid meandenng is also likely to 

hook any topic: biology, language or philosophy. In 'The John Day River" a rafting rnishap on 

sorne tough rapids offers her opportunity to reflect on grace, spurred on by her entertaining 

summary of John Stuart Mill, "a philosopher specializing in happiness" ( 1  2). Moore-herself a 

Professor of philosophy specialising in ethics-continues her summary: 

He said that the main constitlients of hnppiness oppenr to be two, trnnqrrillity and 
excitement. With rnrich tranqrtillity, many f i d  t h t  they c m  be content with v e y  
lirtle pleasrire. With much excitement, manv can reconcile themsrlves to n 
corisiderable qrrrintiîy of pain. If so. a good river rnust be happiness distilled and 
running between high banks, because on a river, tranquillity and excitement 
altemate every half-mile, every tight, cliff-bound curve. every quiet pool where 
white flowers float on the reflection of the sky. 1 think it's a pity that Mill. a 
nineteenth-century philosopher in London, never found a way to run a desen river. 
( 12) 

Here is the varying basis of her reflection, the river as formal base and narrative prompt. Moore 

then altemates and brings us back to the local site and pesonal and communal memory, recounting 

the horrors endured by John Day in the early 1800's. talks with her ailing father, and drives to the 

put-in at the brown. flood-swollen river. With the float trip smoothing out after the first day of 

rapids. the tranquiliity levels should nse. But her husband Frank tips the boat while solo-paddling 

the worst rapids. He survives. but Moore's doubts are not entirely dispelled. "because 1 go 

through life slightly unnerved by Ralph Waldo Emerson. 1 half believe him when he says that 

Every swert has ifs sour; every evil i fs  good. For everything you gain. yon luse something. 

Nature hates n monopoly This makes sense to me" ( 14). Thus Moore concludes the essay by 

thinking about the balance of pain and pleasure in her life, in the world: "is my father's pain paying 

for this trip" ( 17)? This closing question is an easy way to stay guilty, but she gets on with the 

joumey: "Ahead of us are three sun-drenched riverdays and a d m ,  curving river" ( 17). And in 

that juxtaposition of the gloomy and exultant, the rapid and the d m ,  we see how Moore has fused 

river and form, the currents of thought and water. 

"Andogies, once drawn, are powerful, rnagical, impossible to control" (60). Moore's use 

of analogy forms the bais for a brief and sviking piece of essayistic river reflection, "The 

Metolius." By associating dams with the emotional silences in her early personal life, Moore 

invokes a kind of "double vision" that is consistent with the fiuid interplay of introspection and 



exploration in her essays? This alliance of images is evident in Moore's dual tracking between 

inner and outer worlds. Through anaiogy "The Metolius" sites an externd symbolic object (a dam) 
in the inner terrain of memory. Moore uses the power of analogy (which derives its effectiveness 

from the alliance of images) to speak of familial blocks from her pst ,  of unresolved, burgeoning 

silences. Anecdote. retlection and recollection are grounded in her practice of river reflection and 

writing. 

Moore's braiding of analogy, association and insight begins with an czrzecdote (her account 

of nising a baby possum orphaned by her caig) ,  moves to reflection on attachment and analogy 

itself (her considered response to a t-shirt emblazoned with a picture of the earth and the phrase 

"Love your Mother") and then to recollection of her own mother, who was slowly dying from 

bronchiectasis through Moore's teenage years. This painful event was not really confronted by the 

hrnily, who decided "sorrow was too dangerous to indulge ... after a while it just got easier to tell 

the [funny] stones and never say what needed to be said" (61). The penultimate section offers 

Moore's present thoughts on motherhood, the planet and "the temble questions of redemption and 

regret" (62). Only in the fifth and final section of this seven-page essay is mention made of a 
river. The description of the Metolius is doubly powerful because of the images and stories Moore 

gathers beforehand. 

These farnily stories focus on issues of caretaking, memory and guardianship. They 

connect with Stafford and Sanders in making community a key feature of their writing. 'The 

Metolius" does not foreground "the river" and let that suffice; like the other essayists she offers 

meaning to that force and finally acknowledges the limits of any meaning she c m  give. This 

ûcknowledgment does not disempower her own work; it sirnply eues her out of the narrative 

picture. She lets the rivers do the rest, re-presenting the non-human world: rivers that run 
regardless of (and far better without) human presence; rivers, however, that would not exist in my 

consciousness were it not for Moore's words, rivers 1 can learn from and give meaning to, 

because Moore does not atternpt a full description of every nuance of her encounter. 

Fluid association. eddies of thought and a flowing narrative: these particularly essayistic 

qualities mark "The Metolius" but also display the rhetoncally open appearance of rigorous 

thought. When we do reach the concluding section of 'The Metolius" we witness a sequence of 

associations on loss, motherhood and responsibility. We have faced several kinds of dying, 

endings on a personal and global level that demarcate the variable borders between personal 

concem and personal influence. Guilt may hover in the gap between what we can do and what we 

a Gerard Steen defines the term: "[dlouble vision is the activation by metaphor of two ideas at the s m e  time, 
which nomaily would not be associated with each other; their CO-ordinate activation leads to an interaction of 
images which may produce a double vision" (Steen 42). 

" A practice that appears rather suspect to me, a New Zealander burdened with the knowledge that there are 90 
million possums in N.Z., and that the said marsupids consume 2 1 000 tonnes of native vegetation per night 
(Depiutment of Conservation figures). 
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wish to do. Between these two zones of aspiration and effect flow memory, regret and the need 

for redemption. 

Now 1 look back in grief at events beyond my power to repair. When 1 think of the 
Earth. when 1 think of my mother, desperately damaged and then wronged again by 
silence, it is the power of mothers to forgive that holds my attention. and the 
temble questions of redemption and regret (62). 

Guilt seeps into the scene. its atmosphere of betrayal and compiicity coalescing at the personal and 

environmental levels. The meditation which follows is very much associated with these "temble 

questions." Moore sees the "profaned" Earth as incapable of healing itself or us, and so we 

continue Our fretful damage: "We mm Our faces away, wilfuily separating ounelves from the 

earth. never acknowledging that there may be no chance for healing, refusing to remember what 

we have done and what we failed to do. Then, who can forgive us" (63)'? The desire for 

connection in henelf and her family is a response to these very valid and urgent concems. 

To read of Moore and her frai1 father. now years after her ïmther had died. as they step 

across the icy moonlit path to the river is to expect a reckoning of sorts. What questions of regret 

and redemption will be asked? Will anything? To know the Metolius is damrned adds to the 

atmosphere of strain and silence. Every minute 50,000 gallons of icy water roars through a 

twelve-mile, five hundred foot deep canyon and "plows into the gray water. slows to a stop. 

clouds at the edges. and drowns in the warm and silt-choked reservoir" (64). This is a moment of 

confrontation with the enduring ps t ,  a plea for redemption that is impossible because death, like a 

dam, appears final. Herendeen and I concur that old and new rivers cary  al1 the figurative freight 

we give them. But Moore concludes her essay with minimal explanation: there are no easy 

answers. Faiher and daughter are alive and breathing, which at this moment means a great deal. 

Yet they rernain silent. facing al1 those blocked stories as the power of analogy seeps into the 

present, unresoiving their nascent past. Seated by the nverbank in the still winter night, they gaze 

into dark waters: 

Barely visible in the shadow of the hill, boulders spread apart and the river rushed 
out. full and frothing, dive with oxygen, pouring downhill as if it could flow 
forever. 1 helped my father brace himself against a tree and slowiy scrape the snow 
off a bench. We sat side by side, looking into the darkness, pulling cold, pine- 
drenched air deep into our lungs, saying nothing. (64). 

Their lungs work. Moore's mother's did not; her husband smoked. Redemption may be as 

unlikely as the dam's collapse. and as desired as the free flow of water and feeling. Moore's 

sequence of presentation never forces andogy or meaning; rather, these qualities emerge as a 

consequence of narrative; read done, the river section would have less weight, but read in 

sequence the imagery builds impact. Once again the river absorbs and reflects al1 offered 

rneanings. Memory, breath and rnondity corne together at the river which should be a source of 

vitality, but has k e n  silenced. 



In sevenl of her essays Moore begins with her personal expetiences, moves to the family, 

and extends from that grassroots level to wider, connected issues. She does not lose sight of the 

power of persona1 experience, and does not hold back from sharing her delight of the wild rivers 

and ecosystems around her. Moore is an open essayist rather than a didactic, bullying one; she 

leads by example, and is constantly assessing her doubts and strengths with humiiity. The 

contemporary personal essay exacts powerful demands on the author; revelation and openness are 

expected: Moore meets these expectations with courage and skill. 

Moore's essays track a middle course between objective distance and subjective meditation. 

The connections between ideas, rivers and mernories are ail important; thus Adorno's oscillating 

and "reciprocd interaction" and "cross-connections" throughout various elernents of the essay are 

central to Moore's work (Adorno 13, 22). Personal staternents npple outwards into ecological and 

political contexts; registers and modes of speech interact and highlight each other. The tension and 

interplay between these modes of expression creates a "quasi-equilibrium" across tributaries of 

observation, retlection, memory and feeling (Bak 8 1 ). Moore balances persona1 re tlection and 

recollection by attending to the process of apprehending the river. The work begins in memory but 

ripples out to politics, community and ecology, these routes wending their way back to her self. 

Such shifts in tone, subject, and focus are marked by the braiding and delineation of registers. 

The effect is an interaction between different modes of seeing and consciousness. The exchange 

suggests rivers are dynamic psychological sites: 

1 want to be able to see cleariy in both senses of the word. To see clearly in the 
modem sense: to stop a moment. stock still, and to see through the moment to the 
landscape as it is, unobstructed, undirnmed, each edge sharp, each surface brightly 
colored. each detail defined. sepante, certain, fixed in time and place. These are 
visions to cherish, like gemstones. But also. every once in a while, to see a 
landscape with ancient clarity: to see a river fluttering, glearning with light that 
moves through time and space, filtered through my own mind, connected to rny life 
and to what came before and to what will corne next, infused with meaning, living, 
luminous, dangerous, lighted from within. ( 146) 

This style is cumulative. It builds over and over on the desire for clarity and the curiosity that 

feeds that desire. stacking adjectives to present the reader with a similvly interdependent goal: 

sighting a particuiar object "but also" understanding a distinctive networked process. Moore shifts 

deftly between the imagined and the reai, the remembered and unknown. Waiking that river of 

doubt and possibility (Kinseth called it a ridge), intensifies the (un)knowing central to learning and 

the corporeal state of a "luminous, dangerous" way of living. A river joumey will present 

opportunities for risk and nesting, introspection and action. Moore assays with al1 facets of her 

being to articulate these linked modes. The bound juxtaposition of register demonstrated above 

enables this fIuid writing and memory-work. 

The movement between observation and reflection marks Moore as an essayist comrnitted 

to both "meandering" ("the value of poking around" Moore 271) and insight (Atkins 6). Her 

essays tend to look back up river to the p s t  that informs her present, because "a person is partly 
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her memones," and memories are needed for navigation (3 1). The desire for nuanced vision 

becomes a statement of intent, a riverine percephial credo." Moore is open to a range of river 

memories; she understands memory as a force that stalls or tracks, offenng respite in some cases, 

regret and pain in others. The essays in the collection span the course of her fadier's terminal 

cancer: positive memories become a refuge at difficult times. Waiking in the river, action is fused 

with meditation: life pits itself against a living force that takes gives and away by degrees. 

Moore understands the ways rivers work d o n  different levels of the psyche. and the eanli. 

We are bound and liberated by perception and by change: "solidity is only a function of tirne. A 

river revealed in a flash of lightning is as thick and quivering as gelatin. And yet, measured 

against a rnillennium, a mountain melts down the sides of the valley and pours into the sra" (39). 

We retum to the long view of time and process as Berry, Kinseth, Abbey, Stafford and Sandeo 

and Eiseley have done, placing the work of a river and of humans in active and humbling 

juxtaposition. Humans face an ongoing force that appears to represent al1 kinds of continuity. 

Purpose and focus ensure textual transitions are fluid and tellin;. Gaps speak of their own 

resonance here. Moore uses rivers as counterpoints; they enable shifts brtween boundaries of 

many kinds: 

From professional lives that fragment Our studies into discrete objects and focus 
Our attention on answerable questions only, we [Moore and her biologist husband] 
corne together on nvers where biology and philosophy, body and mind, experience 
and idea, flow side by side until they cannot be distinguished in a landscape that is 
whole and beautiful and ambiguous. This book is about what 1 have seen and 
heard in that land. (xi-xii) 

Moore uses juxtaposition (metaphor, analogy and synecdoche) to create an ecology of image. She 
knits the bounds of figurative language to suggest States of consciousness. Moore. Sanders and 

Stafford fuse doubt and persona1 declaration into a revision of the world; when certainties dissolve 

they have the insight to meander-and recirculate-in the space that dissolution offers. 

Rivers erode and gather up lives in what Bany Lopez's River Notes (or any work in this 

thesis) records as a constant interaction between place and event, linked by a course of water. 

Lopez, Moore and others suggest there is so much we do no? know. Our seeing is fallible and 

there is possibility in this limitation. Moore tropes a Iimit as something that gestures beyond her 

and itself, towards infinity and epiphany; borders are by-ways and openings, nther than blocks to 

understanding. But her gestures do not remain in the astroecological realm; they allow the spaces 

between narrative transitions to accumulate rneaning. Critic and perceptual analyst Brian Stock's 

comments and citations are valid. They hint at the fallible nature of seeing that Moore celebrates as 

an opportunity to extend the self and see the world's detail and complexity anew. Stock also 

" Adorno believed "scientific scholarship fails to deliver what it promises the mind: to illuminate its works from 
the inside" (8-9). Though recent popular scientific writing rather negates this view, it is worth noting that fun and 
astonishrnent enrich the scientific details Moore offers the reader. 



points out ihat certainties are rare. and that the clarity we seek is Iikely to be as much a constmct as 

any other taxonomy. It may be a minimalist schema but is a schema nonetheless: 

Some three generations after the reorientation of physics away from Newtonian 
axioms, few figures in the field of science maintain that nature can be studied and 
understood as it 'really is'. 'This may have been my philosophy,' Einstein 
remarked to Werner Heisenberger, 'but it is nonsense al1 the same. It is never 
possible to introduce only observable quantities into a theory. It is the theory that 
decides what can be observed.' As the notion of ocular objectivity has retreated 
from the sciences. so it has been modified in other disciplines that depend on the 
visual sense. (Stock 3 1 5)3' 

Theories of observation are scrutinised in Rbrnvalking. Moore's own theory of rivers as 

refiective gathering places and tactile mentors has been shaped by the rivers themselves as much as 

what she does to them. Her experience with rivers is a two-way process; she is open to them and 

this stance affects her prose. Increasingly, her river experiences infom her professional life as a 
philosopher. These changes are recounted in "The Smohalla River (on a cloudy day)." The essay 

[,&es us to Moore's riffle-rounded campsite; somewhat harried by the muttering waters, she builds 

a breakwall to create a clear patch of river, a window to bedrock. This quest for clarity recails her 

training in philosophy. where ideas were the object of study, notions increasingly "fractured from 

the lives of real people" ( 1 4 ) .  In an important passage she explains how nvers challenge this 

blinkered approach; they en force inquiry : 

Water is an agent of distortion and change, forcing a person to see things in new 
ways. Exh  turn of the river opens out a new landscape, something no one has 
ever seen before and will never see again. The landscape reveals itself in glimpses. 
The river hides itself in motion. It holds layers of rneaning, and so it adds rnystery 
to the landscape, a sense of complexity and risk. a sense that important facts are 
hidden from view. ( 145) 

A sketch of ideas of memory and the unconscious could, 1 think, fit with this description of 

mystery, risk and undisclosed revelation. Moore's sense of reality depends on Our provisional and 

conditioned modes of seeing and remernbering. 

Her reflection on the costs and need for control and certainty leads her to a credo for the 

book, and thus for her life.3' The conclusion discusses the old Latin meaning of bclarity'-b'clear 

sounding ... lustrous, splendid, radiating light" (145). She follows this with an exceptionai 

" Stock quotes from Heisenberger (9- 10). 

This control is championed, in her example, by Descartes, who, Moore points out. noted "'1 will consider myselî 
as having no hands, no eyes, no flesh, no blood, nor any senses,' and no one will ever 'be able to mislead me in 
anything"' (144). This arrogance is also compounded by a rather lustful rippreciation of the "infinity of devices" that 
have since been constituied into the western desire for things (Discoiirse 35). On the river that control is Iegitimritcd 
ruid structureci through dams. 
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staternent of enrivered intent that is as alluring as it is accessible.33 Moore's river-, mind-, and 

hem-inspired intention-"lighted from within"-is evident in the book she has written. 

A riveacape, like insight or understanding, "reveals itself in glimpses" ( 146). It demands 

attention, starnina, and quick eyes. One can be captivated by the broad sweep of the waters or (as 

Moore is in "Klickitat Creek") the remarkable mating behaviour of rough-skin newts. The 

rnovement frorn the particular to the general links her with Kinseth, but her flights of fancy do not 

wander entirely into the realm of metaphor. The cosrnic or supra-human is tempered in Moore's 

essays; thtrre are too many things going on nght here at the river to get distracted by trinscendence 

for too long. Yet Moore uses andogy and metaphor to move towards undentanding; the goal is 

that elusive balance between lurninosity and certainty. Too much of either and the reader is bored, 

and the river's potential explored in only one way. The emphasis on the visionary evokes 

something of Dillard's essays3" in their attention to the human place in the wider order and their 

use of metaphor, but their use of detail gives Moore a focus Kinseth eschews. Moore is willing to 

laugh at herself, and share moments of humour. Her family laughs at her and provides a basis for 

the sense of community she irnparts: 

Standing in the rain, we taik about aspens and mastodons and the speed of light, 
about how a trout can hold against the currents of a river in Flood. Trout find 
eddies behind rocks where the current cûreen around and heads back upstream. So 
it's the defiected power of the river that holds the fish in still water while al1 the 
flood rushes past. 1 suggest that those trout might be a Lesson in Life. but the kids 
laugh, spilling rainwater from pools on their hoods. (42) 

For Moore, rivers are about families. expeditions are about being together on the water, rather than 

ecstatic but so very solitary Kinsethian epiphanies or Trudeau's ascetic visions. And though 

Abbey mentions his düughter and her growing love of river rafting, he does not share many 

thoughts about fatherhood; the nature rssayist always has too much to attend to. Sanders and 

Moore reject this idea and corne closest to integrating family into their work as surely as they 

inhabit their lives. Familial connections and departures braid through the rivers Moore tnvels; her 

excursions to rivers and her returns to her city home are affirmations of continuity and change in 

family dynamics. These are not solitary rarnbles but intimate accounts of shared emotional 

journeying. Her family reappears because for Moore and others wildemess is dl about family and 

home-rnaking: "From your pack you can pull what you need to make a safe little hearth and home 

for you and the people you love. Domesticity is the central pleasure of the wildemess 

This non-exclusive possibility is important; the struggle to see is something Kinseth has worked through but 
failed to share (he tells rather than shows) in as useful or gradua1 a way. 

Dillard's essay "Aces and Eights" records a river as reflective site, tracing the feelings of ri woman briefly reunited 
with a young girl in a streamside cabin. The girl may be her daughter, but she rnay also be her own memories of 
herself, a kind of reconnective meeting. 
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experience.. . . [and] is everywhere you look in nature writing and wilderness journais, regardless 

of gender" (45).35 

Moore traces transition and continuity throirgh process. a dynamic very suited to the essay 

form. This dynarnic-which is a river's too-weaves through her relationship with (and visits to) 

her ailing father. "The Jet Stream" turns a dreaded plane joumey into a raft-trip: Moore depends 

on metaphor to conquer her fear of flight and her confrontation with her father's imminent death. 

She visualises this time as a trip on a "pool-drop" river full of dangerous descents through 

waterfalls. rather than the easy glide of what is termed the "continuous" river (9 1-92). Journeying 

through the book, the reader watches Moore as she rides out various situations. Her father's death 

(and her elderly neighbour Lillian's departure) at once cements her independence as ;in adult and 

reminds her of the precariousness of that state. Moore's essays affirm the constancy of change 

and her immersion in the present and the past. 

After her father's death, Moore consolidates her affinity with nvers, transition and 

continuity in 'The Salish River." This Northwest salrnon river is a source of insight and solace in 

her time of grief. It is a beautiful meditation on dying and renewal. linked by image and content to 

the joumey of the salrnon, long an emblem of living continuity in cultures across time: 

1 have come to the river looking not so much for solace. as for corroboration, For 
evidence that 1 have made the best decisions, the safest bets. I'm not sure what the 
evidence will be. although 1 have the feeling it wonTt be conclusive. Answers come 
from rivers only reluctantly. You have to build understanding out of small 
moments, you have to cut the pieces out of a day and fit thern together in a new 
way-like puzzle pieces, or premises. ( 126) 

Her impeccable attention to "small moments" ensures both memory and the present serve ris 

sources for understanding. This essay weaves time and event becoming and beholding transition. 

For the dweller of the Pacific Rim, salmon runs can represent the essence of change. "The times 

'' Moore's refiections on community begin with farnily and the homes they share by Oregon's rivers. "Puget 
Sound" traces concerns about her daughter's independence. "The Deschutes River" mesures her son's growth 
through the sojourns he rnakes while fly-fishing, a meditation that fits in with David James Duncan's metaphysics 
of angiing and personal growth discussed in The River Why and the next chapter. Moore's fascination with 
transition leads her to comrnunity, and the dynamics of change and continuity chat form it. Moore flows between 
memory and the present, describing the homeplaces of youth and riduIthood, and the rivers that join [hem both. 

Change often derives its force from a sequence and source of continuity. Thus Moore is compelled (in "The 
Clackamas River") to write of the departure of her neighbour Lilliitn, who had lived in her home for 58 y e m  and is 
suddenly shifted to a rest home. Rivers enter this essay via the spirit of continuity that hix marked the Kathy- 
Lillian relationship. This sequence of repetition ("the way I always do" [133]; "each morning" 11341; "what would 
always happen next" [I35]; "by now" [136]) underscores the busyness of Moore's famiiy as they take off on another 
rafting trip watched by Lillian (who used to canoe the Clackamas) "witness to her own past disappearing" ( 136). 
Lillian's departure raises troubling questions for Moore, who miuvels at the starnina of older folk who "continue to 
live while layers of their lives are peeled away" (137). This is a river-essay in the sense that Moore tropes rivers as 
a source of life and youth, a site of togethemess mther than loss (how different this is from Suttree or Downriver) 
and so finds her daughter's departure for overseas doubly difficult; thus the first essay folds back ont0 the final 
section in the book, which contemplates a future where Moore rnay have to face Ioneliness or depcuture as her father 
does. 
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of a river are measured by the salmon. and the stages in the salmon's life are measured by its 

colour" ( 1 29).36 

Moore's description of the salmon's thirty-mile run up the Sdish and the fishes' change 

from clear silver to (in Tim Bowling's phrase) "dying scarlet" followed by its "sooty, spent" 

spawning evokes association with stmggle, continuation and death ( 129). Within two pages her 

description is complete; Moore stops there. rather than explicate it dry into a "Lesson in Life" (42). 

She respects the reader's ability to appreciate sequence and continuity, to let us piece things 

together. So the next passage describes a rainfall, the drops hammering concentric circles ont0 the 

grey face of the water. The pattern of events is clear (it has clarity), and is more stnking for that. 

Process and focus combine at this moment of textuaiised apprehension. The reader knows the 

context and the skilled writers seem to let the river provide insight (or rather, they are skilled 

enough to make it appear this way). Moore faces inconclusion and depamire as she watches the 

streaming water of life, the tuming between life and death at the gravelled redds or spawning sites. 

The rainfall, the salmon. the sadness: everything cornes together by the river. Selected by 

Moore's father for his funeral. the Old Testament version of Ecclesiastes 3 informs this essay: "Tu 

rveryrhirig rkre  is ci srcrson und a tirne for men,  prrrpose under Iieaven: a time [O rveep and a time 

ro l~ridgli. u timr to moim and u time ro dance" ( 126). This is the cadence of struggle and release; it 

is the rhythm Moore carries to the water, and it is confirmed by that cyclical. evocative world. 

Recirculation is all. We are graced with the chance to joumey and the rivers to noutish that 

passage. In our human-battered world both rivers and joumeys are fragile, too easily damaged by 

a rapacious utilitarianism that takes everything for granted. She concludes her stay and "start[s] 

the long walk up the river" ( 130). 

"And so we beat on. boats against the current. borne back ceaselessly into the pst"  

(Fitzgerald 1 82). 

3b Two exemplary river and salmon-focused texts are Firsr Fish, Firsr People: Salmon Tules of rhe North Pacific 
Rim (VancouverISeattle: OBC PresdOne Reel, 1998), a stunning compilation of first-hand stories and reflections by 
indigenous people on the importance of salmon to their cultural life) and Mark Hume's River of the Angry Moon: 
Semons on rhe Bella Coola (Vancouver: Greystone, 1998), which miuks ecological diversity with the careful 
observations of a fly fisher. The moments of river reflection and introspective mord digression are rare and al1 the 
more powerful for king so in this book: they stand out clearly. For Hume, river reflection is a means of imparting 
the bond he feels with the Bella Coola. Tim Bowling and Daphne Marlatt, the poets 1 discuss in Chapter five, are 
keen watchers of the B.C. salmon coast. 
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Taking the waters: in search of the river-essay 

Rivenvalking ends as it began, with Moore beside the waters that have captivated her since 

childhood. Her book is significant because it blends the observations of the naturalist with the 

confessional honesty of many personnl essayists; add to this the fact that her family are integrai to 

the riverscape and Rivenvalking moves the personal and environmental essay into tirnely new 

areas. But is the form that results a new one? Does the "river-essay" begin with Moore? 

Well, yes and no. One approach to this question involves extracting definitions of the 

essay in order to locate Moore within a loose category, 'the essay.' As 1 mention at the start of this 

chapter. works by Sanders, Kinseth. Abbey and Moore and others mentioned here conforrn to 

various definitions of the essay. Moore in particular presents an eloquent and open self-portrait to 

the reader; al1 of her doubts are expressed in the most forthright of terms. She is thus allied with 

Montaigne who wrote "Could my mind find a firm focting, 1 should not be making essays but 

coming to conclusions; it is. however. always in its apprenticeship and on trial" (235). Such 

doubts do not weaken Moore's approach; the work becomes, in Georg Lukics' words, "a struggle 

for truth" (Lukics 15). The demands of this struggle lead Moore (and many Anglo-American 

essayists) to speak personally (Atkins 15). The 'personal essay' can encornpass any meanderings. 

given that it bases its content on them. 

Lukics argued that "a certain [critical] frivolity of thought and expression..,. has shown 

. . . that salvation is necessary and is therefore becoming possible and real. The essayist must now 

become conscious of his own self, must find hirnself and build something of his own out of his 

self' ( 15). Lukacs' juxtaposition of self-consciousness (perhaps a mode of confession) and 

salvation is fasciniiting; it evokes Foucault's analysis of confession and power in an iige where 

nature-essayists find little absolution in the face of lost ecosystems and darnmed rivers. Some 

might argue that the greater the need for salvation (or restoration) the less iikely it is to occur: the 

more 'fallen' the river the more elusive the prospect of redemption. The response to a dam is often 

an outpouring of personal feeling that does nothing to sway the implacable "hurniliating" (McPhee) 

wall of concrete, a symbol of (for Didion, male) power, or of damnation and silence. Judgement 

will be passed upon d l .  Until then, Abbey believes we al1 await perdition. For the guilty at the 

riverbank, dams alter the dynamics of personal redemption: absolution and salvation are blocked, 

diverted, or drowned. 

Each author engages with a different quality of memory, whether personal or more 

collective: Sanders reports the words of others, Kinseth tries to transcribe the language of the 

river. Kinseth's riverview (he mns words like 'river' and 'valley' together and his seeing is a 

rivered method, not given to hyphenation or gap) is a composite of his textual re-figuration of 

place; Eiseley employs an archi-tectonic temporality and Sanders and Stafford bind regiond human 

and natural histones. Didion dissects the ways human desire controls water for the cities, finding 



in that impulse a very archaic, powerful and almost doomed kind of giving. Moore is positioned 

somewhere between al1 these points; her collection is large enough to encourage her to range 

across them dl. Each essayist's variation in source memory (personal, ecologicd, historical, 

transcendent or geologic) produces a different kind of river, and each approach stresses the limited 

hurnan engagement within longer reaches of time, stretches embodied in the roi1 of the river, a 

movement far older than that of hominids in the world's watersheds. The essayists consistently 

place this time in the context of what has gone before and what will follow for all. Glimpsed in the 

stream of consciousness. language and chronology, the river essay(ist) looks to the past for 

guidance into an uncertain future, hoping to remain "lighted from within" in a dark tirne. 

A second approach to the question of genre detïnition would be to adopt Moore's own maxim: "al1 

essays walk in rivers" (xii). The open, meandering and braided qualities of the essai and its 

derivatives are informed by an older "watershed way of acting." that helps one "think like a river" 

(Kinseih 60: Worster, Rivers 33 1). To accept this slightly sly approach would raise t-ivers to the 

inspirational status Sanders, Abbey, Kinseth and Moore take as a given: the essay is a simple 

product of the human dependence and reflection on rivers. Their meanderings spread al1 places 

with people, and gather(ed) cities about them worldwide. Spend long enough with the river. these 

essayists suggest, and it will sweep your thoughts away. More than that, they will begin to shape 

and inforrn those thoughts until. like Sanders, you cany a river within you." Whatever 

categories one gives to river-writing, we can be sure of only one thing: the river is certain to breach 

the banks and rnove on out into our lives, drawing us home to the nearby places of cold water, the 

place of first homes, and first, ongoing stories. 

Dams taint those against hem: there is nothing that can be rever(s)ed." Yet by writing of 

their sadness. anger or limitation, these essayists resist silence and spur attentiveness in other 

watersheds. They emphasise that no river is necessarily safe from human desire: there are no 

guarantees. In an age of diverse faiths, Abbey and Berry place some of theirs in the continuity of 

rivers across aeons. For Moore, Sanders and Didion who watch stilled rivers silently in the 

present, insight is not an irnmediate cornfort; one response to doubt is the documentation of that 

looking; the record of a lost force of interaction has its own kind of complex truth. The recourse to 

memory and words breaks the silence, forcing the writer back to introspection. But that cyclic 

movement asserts the larger truth that readers can bear witness to their river-watching. Words 

37 Writing here in the Pacific (which 1 am tempted to regard as a gigia salt river gone grinningly wild and now 
framed by late-miving skeins of land) is a temptstion that Thoreau considers in "Wdiiking." He regards "the Lethe of 
the Pacific" as a possible antidote to memones of the "Old World and its institutions" (488). "Ocean originaIly 
memt the dl-encircling river supposed to encompass the earth" (Niederland, 17)). Amnesia and renewal are central 
concerns at the water's edge, that place of transpiration and dissolution. 

Though this hm been the response, many are working towuds an increased number of d m  decommissioning 
projects in North Amerka, in Gien Canyon (see Berger) or Idaho's Snake River. This is only a fraction of the totaI 
number worldwide however. 



ripple outwards in a community of readers whose gaze is being honed through the stories of 

despair, confrontation and Ruid resistance. These stones continue in the fiction ahead. Moreover. 

the process of observation, learning and hurnility so chenshed by the essayist is extended in :he 

fiction I read in chapter two, work thai sites a narrative teleology of growth and responsibility in 

the very nuanced response to the 'pure' river. 



Fig. 1 Stein River, lnterior British Columbia. 

T:.? only unlogged tributary watershed of the Fraser River that is over 5 000 hectares in size, 
the Stein River Valley was protrcted frorn clear-cut logging in the 1980s. It is one of the 
'pure' rivers I have visited and serves as a visual entry into the issues of ecology, politics and 
s pîritualîty considered in the next chap ter. 

Photograph by Jan Kelly. 



Chapter Two 

Rivers and the 'Irnperative of Responsibility': Lopez, Flanagan and Duncan 

This chapter attends to fiction with a homing impulse similar to that found in the essays. but the 

search for memory, meiuiing and healing is al1 the more primai. The rivers that are central to Barry 

Lopez's River Notes: The Dance of Herons ( 1979)' David James Duncan's The River \Vhy ( 1983) 

and Richard Flanagan's Drath of A River Guide ( 1993) are largely 'pure' and pristine. They are 

exemplary sites for learning. Memory enables this process of development that is tied to a river's 

flow and the meaning it offers-or is given. The currents rehise to conform to al1 inherited models 

of 'Nature.' Movement, memory and change reject cultural fixity. Recircuistion honours 

empowering cultural methods. These writers seek a "quasi-equilibrium" through river reflection 

(Leopold. Woter 66). 

The protagonists in these texts have a choice to make between progress and retreat, 

between human dominance and surrender to larger ecological forces and between city and idyll. 

They could revert to the sylvm glade ("in virtually al1 putorais, the simple life is not the 

protagonist's birthright but a desired altemative to complexity" [Marx 561)' but the experience 

reinforces the fact that engagement with wildemess is not a binary. There is no 'eithedor' in the 

wildemess; such a site is a "countenite" rather than a place without other determinate referents 

(Chaloupka and Cawley 1 1). Wildemess is used to counter a range of other sites and colonial 

drives: for example materialism, excess resource-extraction and racism. As Jane M. Jacobs 

observes, "the politics of difference operates through and in place. This is not to propose an 

uncritical concept of place-based essentialism, but rather to invest it with a strategic sensibility" 

(104). In these three novels, cultural baggage is unpacked and apparently discarded into the 

current. The 'pure' river becomes a construct: in the mind, no site is untouched by human 

intervention. The river tends to attract notions of sublimity and then work to reinvent or criticise it. 

In Flanagan and Duncan, the river's fluidities, and the character's openness to the truths of 

colonialism combine to form "a space which is neither exclusively of the margins nor of the centre, 

where such binary oppositions no longer exist with any security" (Jacobs 1 13). Lopez construct 

his Notes to centre the river in Our thinking; this in itself is a radical movement away from notions 

of use-value, kilowatt hours and solely human development and complexity . 
Yet a longing for spiritual growth lingers. The developmental impulse of these books is 

progressive. Each text delineates an anti-material spirituality: less without means more within. 

Protagonists experience the accumulation of perceptual capital. As Emerson suggested in 
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"Nature," coming to understand one's place in the ecological watenhed clarifies one's place in the 

theological and metaphysical world. But now, aeroplanes wheel above us, as well as the hawk or 

stars. The wild river is a counterpoint to such forms. a site of authentic healing, where the sins of 

imperialism can (perhaps) be purged. 

The books map the absorption of enlightenment, a teleology mediated by the human ideal 

of the 'pure' (redemptive, pre-colonial) riverscape. This riverscape is pre-colonial in the inherited 

European sense of Arcadian; it is also nostalgic, and post-colonial in its longing for "the 'authentic' 

Aboriginal site" (Jacobs 104). The pure river teaches the white man; knowledge is gleaned from 

shards of indigenous presence. However, such an easy retreat from the city is problematised 

(especially in Flanagan and Duncan). The late twentieth century tends to prevent escape from püst 

and present. A recourse to Native stereotype or Utopian dream palls before encroaching urban 

sprawl and contested cultural claims to space and memory. As a consequence, the fiction I read in 

this thesis ailows protagonists to hone an updated pattern of communion with nature that is 

compromised and constructed by the presence of the urban world. The books end up facing 

personal and cultural memory as one means of coming to tems with it. Such flexibility is one way 

of' trying to share "the river in itself' at the end of a century where sharing has not been equitable. 

A neo-Thoreauvian "walking" (or angling or paddling) might attempt to divine the river's speech. 

to leam from the watershed as a means of speaking for the river and revisioning the sapient world. 

Through their writing, Lopez. Flanagan and Duncan secure a position in Our moral discourse for 

the rivers we depend on. as well as another unspeaking element, the unbom future generations of 

human and "more-than-human" life that will seek water in the years ahead (Abram). To look to 

those unborn. and to the world we hold in trust. with an eye to its continuance, constitutes part of 

what philosopher Hans Jonas tems "an irnperative of responsibility." This longstanding 

(increasingly rearticulated) ethic informs these writen. It has also informed legal judgments on 

resource use that carry increasing weight in this age of cross-cultural encounter in the courts. 

In a 1972 dissenting opinion for the United States' Supreme Court, Justice William O. 

Douglas accorded rights to non-human forms of life by arguing against mining proposais for the 

Sierra's Mineral King Valley. As Rodenck Nash notes, Douglas saw that the onus was on 

humans-as the most articulate species-to "'speük for the entire ecological community"' (Nash 
13 1). Nash makes a statement of great import for this thesis: "People, in effect, would be the 

moral voice of the river" (13 1). This is the stance Flwagan, Lopez and Duncan take as they 

champion wild rivers; these protective representations speak for rivers. They trope rivers as 

healing sites; human darnage to rivers is dysfunctional. Anything less than the pristine wild river 

free of visible pollution and darnning modification becornes a fallen river, perhaps because the 

examples of human intervention Flanagan and Duncan list are so extreme: a dead creek in Portland, 



or dams that destroy huge tracts of land and fisheries, shattering the ecosystem of people and 

animals, water and trees. 

A fallen river therefore reflects on the moral vigilance of those living in its watershed. 

foetid outfall acts as a kind of jauge of eco-moral awareness, just as an unpolluted nver is 

similarly constructed to signify a site of virtue. 

The 

Ascribing morality to rivers is a romantic gesture in some respects, a position that conflicts 

with the human control and dominance central to the classical stance. This binary is strong in 

Flanagan and Duncan in particular. Throughout their work they depict the worst results of cIassical 

control over the environment. The sites they valorise are refuges, last oases of wildemess that 

transform iheir chÿrticters' understanding of human centrility in the worid. Coming to John 

Rennie Short's definition of the romantic and classical vision is like encountering the dualism 

inherent in the hyphenated longing of the post-colonial. The desire for the idyilic must pass 

through the rupture of the colonial encounter (Beatson). A scar lingers; it haunts the essays, the 

poetry and the fiction 1 read: 

For the rornantics, the wildemess is to be revered, a sacred space to be contrasted 
with the profanity of human contact. Where the classicists see progress in the 
defeat and control of the wildemess, the rornantics see regression from a golden 
age. The romantic vision has strengthened because wildemess, as its size lessens. 
has becorne a symbol of lost innocence, a source of nostalgia for a golden age and a 
mctaphor for the fa11 from grace. ( 10) 

For Flanagan, Duncan and Lopez, the grace of nvers can measure just how far we have neglected 

an imperative of responsibility. if the river's aura' of rarity and threat is breached through dams, 

pollution or species extinction, this loss implicates human morality. "Silencing" a river through 

dams is a retraction in the bbevolution" of environmental ethics (McCully; Nash 132). These are 

ethics of a r e ;  the notion of animal rights h a  "extensive Angio-American roots, to name one 

branch," and river rights now append that tradition (Nash 137). As cultural difference becomes 

lauded-and fragile-indigenous approaches to certain bioregions are discussed more widely. 

Remnants, cultural or riverine, are held up as examples of an ideal, Arcadian-and often 

unrecoverable-world. But those remnants continue to appeal. because "place is a process, a site 

of change. And so is the literary page" (New, Land 205). In the texts ahead, page, place and 

river attempt to adjust to the competing trends of river-reification, -protection, -management and 

river-diversion that have worked their way through the late twentieth century. Speaking for the 

river, the authon corne to see how much they depend on hem: "belief infired answers is likely 

'misplnced" (New 2 14). The confrontation with shifting eco-moral values is apparent in river- 

writing. Whether the notion of progress and revision can help rivers blighted by progress is a 

moot point; it is one these authon have to face. 

Walter Benjamin's sense of the auncally powerhl 'original' artwork figures here: the Wild river becomes 
automatically Scenic, as the 1968 U.S. Act would have it. 



Every object, culturai or natural, is caught within a web of symbols-these 
symbols themselves are altered, sornetimes ravaged. in the course of time. 
Furthermore, no symbol exists in a pure state; we bring to any symbolic system 
the 'irnpurities' of our own understandings and misunderstandings, as well as the 
desires of Our most utopian hopes and cataclysmic feus. (9) 

Allen S. Weiss, Mirrors o j ' l n f i i ~ :  The French Garden 
and Seventeenth Centiiry Meraphysics 

In his 1979 work The Imperative of lesponsibility, Hans Jonas calls for a new ethic. He argues 

that humanity now has unprecedented power to reconfigure life through bioengineering and to 

destroy the entire biosphere through over-exploitation or nuclear weaponry. These technologies 

are a product of the relentless "built-in utopianism" of Western civilisation. which sees human 

progress as a necessary good, without considering the consequences of that progress on future 

generations (2 1). The focus on short-term gain (rarely looking beyond a political term. let alone 

the next two decades) ensures those without votes are dispossessed of the resources we squander 

in the present: "The nonexistent has no lobby, and the unborn are powerless" (Jonas 22). 

Furthemore, most people are required to uphold progress to survive. An individual's wonh is 

increasingly measured in terms of his or her contribution to the cult(ure) of productivity. 

The drive towards utopia and improvement is wrought upon the land and the lives of those 

that dwell there. Progress in the material world is rapid; Jonas is concemed Our ethics have not 

kept pace. What the nuclear and biotechnical age demands, he argues, is a "humility." a way of 

being "borne of the excess of Our power to act over Our power to foresee and our power to 

evaluate and to judge" (22). Jonas requires a balance between progress and memory, a kind of 

culturai and moral recirculation between present and future that takes the burden of current 

extraction into reckoning a hiture-based account. The authors cited use their stories to cultivate 

foresight, evaluation and careful judgement in their characters and readers. Barry Lopez. David 

James Duncan and Richard Flanagan are intent on tracing the effects of progress on people and 

watersheds. These three writers attend to apparently pristine rivers, remnants or areas as yet 

overfooked (and thus paradoxically esteemed) by a booming population running on "built-in 

utopianism." The authors reject utopia as one way to avoid the snowbailing of gnostic 

progressivism. But in doing so they trope the utopian wild river as an answer. Solutions breed 
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their own decay. Still. the authors seek space for wisdom to thrive.l As Hans Jonas notes. the 

urge to retreat and contemplate is unusud: 

Living now constantly in the shadow of unwanted. built-in, automatic utopianism, 
we are constantly confronted with issues whose positive choice requires supreme 
wisdom - an impossible situation for man in general, because he does not possess 
that wisdom, and in particular for contemporary man, because he denies the very 
existence of its object, namely objective value and truth. We need wisdom most 
when we believe in it least. (2 1) 

Lopez. Flanagan and Duncan offer the passion of stories. the consolation of memory and love. and 

the solace and challenge of the nonhuman in the form of rivers as a wisdom for this "time of grave 

omens" (Armstrong 1 W).' 

River Notes: Learning from the watershed 

Barry Lopez's collection of stories River Notes ( 1979) records the awakening of perception and 

humility through the observation of a watershed, its cornmunities and its wild river. Like Flanagan 

and Duncan, Bany Lopez uses the familiahies of language to record extraordinary perceptual 

States, urging his characters and readers to "think like a river" (Worster, "Thinking" 13 l)." 

Lopez's careful. considerate narrators understand the interconnectedness of the world and the links 

between people, animals. story and place. River Notes is a contribution towards a water ethic: it is 

steeped in a rationality beyond economics; it instmcts in the restoration of the power of water as an 

element and image, a symbol and source, rather than a capital investment. "To stick your hands in 
the river is to feel the cords that bind the earth together in one piece" (River Notes 138). Lopez 

marks those cords out: braids of water and word gesture to a reality of connection that is already 

present. It simply needs to be undentood (hence the work of perception). These interconnections 

Another alternative is direct-because unavoidnble-contact with the progressive ideal. As 1 note in the fourth 
chapter, Surtree and Downriver confront the materidist ided directly. To reject or escape from the city is to respond 
to and be shaped by it. 

Rivers are sites of resistance identifed in the headlong rush for homogenised prog.,ss. The i i r  iiy of a belatcd 
Western revisionism is that i t  does littfe to dispel the need or hunger for resources in the 'developing' nations that 
become geared by Western forces to 'develop' so. 

' Donald Worster coined the phrase; the "thinking" has a moral component which henlds a "'water ethic"' (134). 
This ethic looks beyond "ri purely economic attitude towards water," where "the cornmodity H20 [is] bulked here ris 

capital to invest some driy" (125). Such thinking leads to action that damagcs "the wild riparian edges that express a 
rationality that is different from economics, one we have not yet M y  understood" (125). "Water, after alI, covers 
most of this planet's surface. Even more than land. water is the essence and the context of Iife, the sphere of our 
being and that of other creatures. It has a value that extends beyond the economic use we make of it on our farms. 
Presexving that value of water through a new Arnerican agriculture is an extension of ethics as well as of wisdom" 
(134). 
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demonstrate a precise and fragile balance, one Worster and Jonas honour. Lopez's imperative is 

towards a dual responsiveness and responsibility to the environment we depend on and inhabit. 

Lopez's ecological priorities are mapped ont0 the text in the form of speaking cranes, 

gossiping trees and grieving or dying rivers. These blended focal points uni@ the watershed and 

sugpest a longing for communication. 

1 open my discussion of the collection by siting the Ionging in the search for a pure (first?) 

holistic language. It might be the language of rivers.' But in post-colonial sites holistic utterance 

is also the exotic language of the indigene. In River Notes, it appears these two emblems are 

conflated. Natives and rivers are the wise forces in these notes. Margery Fee observes that "[tlhe 

sense of loss, of elegiac nosralgia consistently associated with Native people, cornes from the 

urban individual's loss of community, nature. and a personal sense of the numinous" (15). River 

Notes seeks to rearticulate that sense of connection. 

In the collection's second story, "The Search for the Heron," we lire introduced to an 

rlegant bird that exemplifies the poise sought by the narrator. The "you" in the story is the heron. 

and the narntor begins to address the bird. desiring its knowledge and union with the river: this 

story also tums on issues of 'authentic,' autochthonous knowing 60th human and "more-than- 

human" (in David Abram's phrase) worlds (the inner and outer mindscapes that Lopez explores in 

his essay "Landscape and Narrative"). The stories are often driven by a desire to attain the 

awareness of a creature wedded to the world through instinct and experience, untouched by the 

mediation of the written word, and drenched in mysteriousness. The river becomes a place of 

communication and interaction through this desire for wisdorn: it is the taunting, alluring locus of 

Lopez's "eco-fables" and a test of how far he has returned to the primitive (Paul 36 1 ). Sherman 

Paul suggests "[tlhe recovery of the primitive is central for Lopez because it involves the being-in- 

the-world to which he aspires, the worlding that puts an end to world dienation" (376). The 

primitivist urge for a utopia is easy to pay lip-service to but, despite Lopez's powerful argument in 

his essay "Landscape and Narrative," very hard to put into practice on the level of everyday life or 

everyday policy. M a t  government has moved anywhere near Lopez's model? Will therr ever be 

enough clecir-visioned politicians in one place? Is spiritually infomed legislation possible or 

desirable? Numinous referents are often hijacked in the debating arena, a progress-obsessed place 

at the best of times. Lopez redises that people often fonn their credos in solitude: he retums to 

story and words to prompt certain visionary inclinations but never proves (in this book at least, 

and he has wntten far better ones) that the inclinations might function in a fragrnented human 

community. 

This longing for the animist, the essence in things, is evident in the desire to see fully. 

Desire motivates many characiers in River Notes. Adam's power to name essence in Eden, the 

"1 just wanted to be in the current. 1 wanted to feel it against my legs, feeI it against my arms when 1 swept hem 
back and forth in the coid water. 1 wanted the undulation of it to enter my flesh. I wanted to tike the physical 
sensation and translate it" (Lopez, "Fire" 50). 
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fluid holism of oral indigenous traditions: these are some of the typical sites of perceptual desire in 

a world now paved by human signs and stresses. Philosopher David Abram wntes (in The Spell 

of the Sens~ioris: Perception und Language in a More Thun Hiunan World [1996]) of these sites of 

longing with no inconsiderable desire himself. Such works always contain an element of loss; 

they become burdened by the supposed paucity of the written word, beguiled by the rernnants of 

supposedly less-fallen cultures. Abram argues that the developrnent of forma1 phonetic writing 

systems fixes and limits perceptual boundaries to the human realm. (How does the animism of 

Tibetan tradition and scripture fit in here?) Compare his descriptions of spoken. and then written. 

perceptions: 

By regularly shedding the sensory constraints induced by a common language. 
periodically dissolving the perceptual boundary in order to directly encounter. 
converse, and bargain with various nonhuman intelligences-with otter, or owi. or 
eland-and then rejoining the common discourse, the shaman keeps the human 
discourse from rigidifying, and keeps the perceptual membrane Ruid and porous, 
ensuring the greatest possible attunement between the human community and the 
animate earth, between the familiar and the fathornless. (256) 

The shamanistic transition respects a kinship and alliance between human and "more-than-human," 

a group defined by their abundance and potential. (Lopez tropes rnystery and paranormal 

perception as natural; many of his nvered characten are vaneties of the idealised contemporary 

shaman.) Next Abram discusses the modem system of language. a "self-referential system closed 

off from the world that once engendered it" and limited in its dependence on that world: 

.. . it is only when a culture shifts its participation to these printed letten that the 
Stones fall silent. Only as Our senses transfer their animating magic to the wntten 
word do the trees become mute, the other animais dumb. ( 13 1)  

Today, the speaking self looks out at a purely "exterior" nature from a purely 
"interior" zone, presumably located somewhere inside the physical body or brain. 
Within alphabetic civilization, virtually e v e q  hlcman psyche construes itself as just 
such an individual "interior," a private "minci" or "consciousness" unrelated to the 
other "minds" that surround it, or to the environing earth. For there is no longer 
any cornmon medium, no reciprocity, no respiratiori between the inside and the 
ou-tside. There is no longer-any -flow between the self-reflexive domain of 
alphabetized awareness and31 thai exceeds. or subtends, this determinate realm. 
(257) 

Lopez positions himself between the two forms of discourse or interrelation Abrarns desctibes, 

somewhere between the vision he extols in "Landscape and Narrative" and the grim tniths of 

contemporary Native life. Mernory and story mediate the recirculation between inner and outer 

worlds. 

1 do not disagree with al1 of Abram' argument, but the tendency to reify the indigene is 

popular and problematic. 1 wonder if this treatment is useful, or whether it acts solely as a form of 

lament. Signs of the real, the authentic, are dwindling from the heterogeneous world; any vestige 

that c m  be held up as we accelerate into the future rerninds us of the pace of change we are 



beholden to. The fragile world becomes both a locus and a product of desire. Wildemess is 

covered with river grave1 that paves encircling roads, while the waters-those old old 

highways-clog nearby. A sense of loss drives a momentum that cm  dispel di~ersi ty.~ Hans 

Jonas suggests "utopia" is now "the cause of a splinter elite of radical idealists which, ironically, 

finds inside their society as a whole the least response among the intended objects of their mission. 

Their naturd tactical allies are nowadays altogether elsewhere-among the 'wretched of the earth* 

in other parts of the world ( 18 1). 

Even as Jonas wrote this, Lopez was informing a movement that would look towards the 

wisdom of the indigenous peoples of the earth for guidance in sustainable living. There has been a 

slight shift: the elite are sometimes listening io the disenfranchised. But rejecting Abrarns' 

argument as a possible case of reification does it a disservice: we need to understand how our 

perceptual tools shape us. Arguing a white male should not enter such indigenous knowledge 

might depend on how that knowledge is disseminated and used. Abrarns has learnt with respect 

amongst Balinese people, and he engages with texts about indigenous peoples that are in the public 

domain (even if his work on Aboriginal Australians is erroneously based on Bruce Chatwin's 

Songlines. a work of problematic status in Australia today-see Michaels). To demand only 

indigenous people engage in the study or support of their culture, though entirely justified after 

centuries of anthropological snooping and culttiral damage, cm  elide the affinities and 

commonalities between cultures, as well as the power-and respansibilities-of inter-cultural 

work. Whites have a lot to leam. Respect is crucial: groups should have the power to define and 

shape their own realities, but they can leam from others. This is the premise of much of the work 

1 read here. 

Nevertheless, Peter Wild notes the problematics of Lopez's early use of indigenous myth; 

it is not, 1 suspect, a stance Lopez would adopt with such trcznsparrncy in the present. The white 

male c m  barely justify engagement (as Alan Hughes observes) because stereotypes simply morph 

into another form:' 

Other people have always felt free to impose upon the indigenous peoples of the 
Amencas more or Iess whatever took their fancy at the time. Five centuries ago. 
greed for gold was enough to justify unbridled savagery by European adventurers 
who used the t e m  'Indian' to descnbe the 2,000 distinct peoples and cultures they 
encountered. Today, the 800 peoples that remain find themselves portrayed as the 
guardians of ecological wisdom, the last rernaining reason to believe it survives at 
al1 in the human mind. (Hughes 32) 

Nostaigia attaches itself to the art of angling and river-watching. The gaze is often wistfully upstrearn, into the 
past, in serirch of a pure site away from the city. Within the discussion of orality and the power of language, I like 
to bear a phrase of Itaio Calvino's in mind; it suggests the urgency and drive of communication across cultures and 
reminds us of the very small part humans play in the scheme of al1 time: "Words are ri frai1 emergency bridge flung 
over an abyss between the visible and the invisible" (Gilfedder). 

' Thomas King, who 1 discuss in chapter four, is a leading exponent of the art of stereotype-spotting and - 
puncturing. 
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The occasional implication in River Notes is of a western society that fails to numire an ecological 

vision as a whoie, as if the masses are spiritually and ecologically bankrupt, and that exceptional 

people must mm to a fragile indigenous knowledge as a source of ready wisdom. This is an easy 

and troubling recourse. Laurence Bue11 argues "[plost-European pastoral's enlistment in the 

services of these various projects of cultural seif-definition confirms its ideoiogical muitivalence 

but intensifies the question of what new world pastoral has to do with actual environrnents. It 

seems to have more to do with reinvention of the non-European world as a mirror-opposite of 

certain European noms" (68). This mirror opposite is often used as a springboard for ersatz 

mysticism (Fee 16). 

Perer Wild ternis River Notes "insistently visionq," bent on a rhetonc of mythicai 

revelation which appropriates Native American materials ( 19). Many of these Notes have the 

combination of serni-Buddhism, Native Amencan mythology and upstanding Christian certainty 

that a white writer would find hard to get away with in the 1990s. Wild is right: this stance has not 

aged well. but it is a means of representing extraordinary skills of observation that Lopez has 

sharpened in his own right. Lopez wants to acknowledge the ways he has learnt from the 

indigenous peoples of his homeland. This kind of acknowledgment has shifted in recent years: 

"The Ecstasy of the Wideema" (in Field Notes) points to his awareness of the politics of 

anthropology and appropriation. In River Notes 'The Falls," "Hanner's S tory" and "Drought" 

filter Native American responses to animals as a means of drawing attention to conternporary 

notions of ecology as much as limning the stot-ies witb a hint of what Wild calls "pseudo-mystery" 

(22). There is a scholarly and social neglect of the real values of indigenous oral literatures and 

philosophies (Bringhurst). Wild has a point. Conversely, he admires Lopez's later work where 

the journalistic, scientific and poetic registers are more balanced: after ail. is a "will to euphoria" 

any less dangerous than a will to utopia (Wild 2 1 )? 

Wild d i s  Lopez "the spiritual voyeur of nature" and he feels River Notes is unsuccessful 

as a book, marred by "pat" stories and "unrefined rornanticism," "a will to euphoria based on M e  

more than wish-fulfilment" which draws on "facile" back-to-nature cliches ( 19.2 1). Lopez has 
"struck a popular cord [sic] by appealing to those disappointed with the techno-industrial present" 

(20). Wild's harsh-and often warranted-comments do not attend to Lopez's use of symbol or 

image as part of the rnaxim of interdependence he pushes. Rather than disrnissing Lopez (or to be 

fair. River Notes; Wild has only praise for the more mature work) for a lack of "realism" (which 

smacks of normalisation), Wild could attend to the river and the interaction between inner and 

outer worlds. That said, Wild's comments have a perverse apped: he enjoys jabbing at Lopez's 

purpler prose, and the comments on use of Native Amencan tradition encapsulate a diluted form of 

the (ab)use the stories undenvent in the 1970s. And Wild is already hinting at the shon shrift 

"roseate rornanticism" and "self-indulgence disguised as nature writing" gets from him in general 

(Wild, "Symposium" 95,96). Lopez now works towards a more functional philosophy of 

deci ared engagement, rather than supposedl y transparent cross-cultural immersion. In doing so, 



he acknowledges just how long it has been since Europeans spoke to trees, and how settlers might 

begin to (re)leam the language of balance. 

Comparing the fiorid enthusiasms of River Notes with the measured reflexivity in Field 

Notes reveals the extent of cultural and narrative awareness that has emerged over the past two 

decades. Things are problematised in al1 arenas.' Novels by Laguna author Leslie Marmon Silko 

from a similar penod, Ceremoïzy (1977) and Alnianac oj'the Deod ( 1992), graphically represent 

the destruction of cornfortable fictional responses to land and cultural issues: Ceremony is a novel 

full of the hope and promise spiritual union with the land can offer; Almanac is a searing document 

packed with the dark consequences of abandoning respect. Spintual redemptioo is not possible: 

spiritual vengeance, howevrr, is an apocalyptic inzvitability. The occasional idrülism of the 1970s 

has been wounded by the continued damage to unique cultural and ecological systerns. The 

rhetoric of hope (my own included) mns up against the bleak realities of the market and the 

population boom. The unceasing drive towards progress continues: "intoxication has taken 

place.. . . the technological drive takes care of itself' (Jonas 203). Lopez and Silko respond to this 

drive with stories of stark difference, Silko unlerishing a range of horrors from private chambers. 

Lopez snatching glimmers of insight from the hounded fields of tirne. 

The confrontation with the fallen is one focus in Lopez's current research: the beautiful is 

no longer enough. His work moves away from reverential admiration of beauty. whether natural 

or human, to face the worst we c m  do and to track the earth's capacity for bearing harm. In 
questioning his own focus on the relatively unspoiled, and embarking on joumeys to places where 

great brutality and loss have occurred, he dernonstrates a recognition of the relatedness of history. 

memory and place, and still maintains the belief place can teach us something important. His 

recent research attends to awareness of misdeed rather than the positive aesthetics of beauty; he 

acknowledges the way humans have leached horrors into the earth, events that still spedc to those 

who dwell there decades or centuries later (Hay). 

That Desen Notes and River Notes are now published as one volume reflects the more 

limited appeal of that earlier work: it lacks the visionary overload of New Ageism on one hand, 

and is written by a white on the other-culturally safe-one; nevertheless it hns been reissued. 

Field Notes uses double-spaced enlarged text to reach the page-length of the combined volume. 

which suggests that pubiishers are prepared to capitalise on a readerly market for connection. 

' ''Problematised" for who though? Perhaps they have simply been clarified? When does criticism and revelation 
become a 'problem?' When it troubles white positions? If thrit is the case then imperiaiism and the destructive 
power of rnernory and story might be one of the world's biggest ongoing 'problerns.' which each of the writers I 
read confronts in some implicit or overt way. Most of the writers are like me: they would not exist were it not for 
the imperialist agenda of the British Empire. 
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In Abrams and Lopez (and in the books in this chapter by Ranagan and Duncan) 1 think we 

observe an important intersection between desire and loss, the printed and the spoken word, or the 

human and "more than-human" world (for they are one). What do we see at this intersection? 

What mediates, defines and sepantes'? 1 argue we see the river. The river is the symbol that holds 

or represents the desire and gt-ief in much of this fiction: rivers carry the burden and the hope of 

any transition. connection or border. Rivers, in their very form, offer gateways to the pre-lingual 

(Duncan and Fianagan make a point of descnbing how the river silences the tongues and minds of 

their protagonists) and provide metaphoric range to what is said. felt. or remembered in print. 

Pouring out of the ps t ,  shaping the future before-as-after it moves, the river gladly accepts 

everything we care to say or write about it, and continues on. And when it does not continue, we 

have elegy and we still have desire: lament and fantasy take over. and the river bides its time. 

Meanwhile, the colony is left with that burden of history and the bifurcated temtory it brings forth. 

River Notes' Contents page suggests a consistent focus on the natural world throughout the 

stories. The river unifies the often discrete locales, narrators and events the stories realize. Each 

of Lopez's Notes (those of Desen, River and Field) opens with an "lntroduction." These short 

pieces lock ont0 the mind of the wandering speaker, tracing "a series of strippings" (Desert Notes 

8); the "anxiety" or "desperation" of an unforgiving landscape and the wonder of finding water 

(Field Notes 4, 10); and the constant careful attention to details: "the sound of fish dreaming, 

twilight in a still pool downstream of rocks in r mountain river" (River Notes 65). In Field Notes 

(1994), the narrator arrives at the banks of a river honing a sense of completion and safe harbour: 

he has crossed the desen and survived. Yet the opening of River Notes operates as a conclusion in 

its own right, landing the narrator at the ocean's shore, which is also the ultimate destination in the 

Fkld Notes introduction, but it still challenges us to begin another journey. Each Introduction, 

indeed each book, is rnarked by a keen sense of inquiry and doubt in the face of wildemess, an 

understanding bom(e) of encounters with human limits in uncompromising lands. The stories in 

River Notes analyse the processes of joumey and habitation, moving between departure and home- 

making via observation. As Sherman Paul states "joumey, for him, is pilgrimage" (349-50). Like 

River Eiemal, this book has a spirituai bais that borrows from Native American mythology to 

recreate a storied ecology. Though the river could conceivably nin throughout the entire book, 

different aspects feature in every story. Each narrator reads and reveals another aspect of the 

current. But the current is consistent, a tracery and touchstone the stories retum to as reflective 

loci. It is a measure of the symbolic capacity of the river that it serves as both anchoring point and 

evocative prompt. Spontaneity and groundedness (key essayistic tonal manoeuvres), find a place 

in Lopez's attention to perceptuai states, growth and change. 



Sherman Paul nghtly describes River Notes as a source of "spiritual counsel" replete with 

"explicit instruction" (362). This instructive bent is one result of the narrators' desire for 

knowledge. Their search for scientific data and measurernents as one means of union ('The 

Rapids" and "The Bend"), for wisdom (the two stories mentioned, and "Upriver" or "The Search 

for the Heron"), as well as fragile solace or fulfilment ("Dawn," 'The Salmon") demands a 

teleology of inquiry and insight within each story. Characters want "to know," "wrestle 

meaning," "to examine." seek "other revelations," "go on listening," and declare "1 noted," "1 
know.. . . I do not know" or "1 have trained" (73, 88. 99,99. 1 15, 130. 132. 133). The pattern of 

inquiry shapes the relay of information. Lopez continues to place his characters in positions of 

innocence, awakening or speaking in hindsight (a kind of foresight in his universe), thereby 

leading the reader through a simulated process of education and "counsel," leading us "away frorn 

a concern with the pleasures. the pains, and the fates of the self toward a concern for the 

mysterious web of being in which we are al1 delicately suspended (Lopez, "Symposium" 90). 

"Introduction" is therefore intent on learning and joumey; it invites the reader to share in 

these change-dependent processes. (The shift to the second-person in the story's final section 

builds this sense of invitation. and reinforces its influence on Kinseth's River Etenial: the language 

here is Full of wonder and lush mysticism). Lopez's stories are not full of topographie maps; ihose 

who people them desire a clarity of vision: "[tlhe spiritual counsel of River Notes and Descrt Notes 

belongs to the religious manuals of other times" (Paul 362). The narrators go to great lengths to 

numire this need for counsel. "Introduction" features a person who (as in Desen Notes ) is 

"waiting" (in this case on the coast) and, after "years" of doing so, has reached a fatigued 

nonchalance, ever recidy to return upriver "and begin again" (63.64. 66). 

The narrator regards the river's run to the ocean as "the weeping of the earth for what is 

lost" (66). This elegiac tone continues, as Lopez attends to the "sadness of birds" and the limits of 

human understanding (65). Though doubt is a feature of the story, it seems both confirmed and 

assuaged by recourse to the patterns of the natural world. The narrator has great starnina, but the 

piece speaks of exhaustion and "self-delusion" (64). Yet the speaker's actions within the story are 

focused and intent: he rnoves "like a man who could dance hard and fast," he traces the sand until 

he can rernember each wind- and sea-formed ripple, only to re-learn them after the night tides do 

their work; and he stands still as many birds alight on his arms as if he were a patient Christ or 

Buddha, at the perimeter of Our own sojoums, "somewhere ahead or beyond, like a Right of 

crows" (66, 67). 

What rny qualifiers suggest is an ambivalence at the heart of the story and the collection, a 

homage to abundance or complexity that simuItaneously accrues elegy: the web of life is dwindling 

before the narraior's eyes. The perceptual focus is embodied and embedded in the wider body of 

the watershed. There is an ecologicai empathy functioning at every level of River Notes. This 

draws the nmator to the river and turns the reader to the myriad forces that function to enable and 

weaken that site. A distinction is made between human and non-human processes. The stones 



place the work of the non-human component of any watershed, stressing the actual ecological 

functioning of the river. These quests (for they are mystical) seek to determine Our place in the 

scheme of things, while rearticulating that scheme, that web, to the grounded realities of the exth. 

His reason for staying at this coastal point where river becornes sea, and sea, river is 

apparent in a description of that indeterminate (yet rewarding) inter~tice:~ 

1 will tell you something. It is to the thought of the river's banks that 1 most 
frequently return, their wordless emergence at a headwaters, the control they urge 
on the direction of the nver, mile after mile, and their disappearance here on the 
beach as the river enters the ocean. It occurs to me that at the very end the river is 
suddenly abandoned. that just before it's finished the edges disappear completely, 
that in this moment a whole life is revealed. (67) 

Though this assertion is quickly qualified ("[ilt is possible I am ~ r o n g " ' ~ ) ,  the insight remains 

potent: the dissolution of the ego, the "stripping" of certainties and boundaries is a constant theme 

in the introductions to the various Notes. The quotation introduces an elernent of life-rnapping 

onto the riverine force that runs through the book. A subtle, unforced association between human 

and place suggests the span of a nver and the patterns of a life are bound. The enlightenment he 

achieves is seductive for the seeker. How many can decipher the language of cottonwoods or 

allow the birds to land on their arms'? Why, then, is this character dissatisfied? The desire for 

knowledge is deep here, surpassed only by the thirst for wisdorn. This "Introduction" maps the 

consequences of the thirst for knowledge and understanding that marks the collection. In several 

stories there is an absolute hunger for union, understanding and harmony. 

The word "know" appears in each of the first three paragraphs of 'The Search for the Heron." 

The protagonist, a person open to inter-species communion, addresses the heron in the second- 

person (if person is the terni): the story records the attempts of one person to understand the mind 

of the bird, to relinquish the barrier between self and world and begin a dialogue. "1 follow you. 

You have caught me with your reticence.. . . If you do not speak 1 will have to consider making 

you up" (70). The heron is shy of this human that c m  hear the speech of trees, who questions in 

the cadence of an ersatz shaman, abandoning the article to suggest mystery: "1 wonder where you 

have fought wûmor. Where!" (70).' ' As the nmator adds, "1 did not start out on this to please 

The river mouth is a place of reciprocity and exchange, ri phenomenologicai ecotone (the Fecund meeting place 
between ecosystems), as New Zealand poer Dinah Hawken suggests in her collection Water, Lcmes, Stones, itself a 
homage to the mutable reassurances and mortal reminden of life (as well as being 3 homage ro the work of Phyllis 
Webb). Hawken writes: "'Whatever is happening is happening / at the estuary" ("The Settlement"). 

'O "Notes, in the title, belongs to the humility that cornes of uncertainty and incornpIeteness-to a book that 
questions itself," rerninds Sherman Paul (355). The reader cm ûace Lopez's increasing self-questioning within the 
Notes trilogy. 



you. And in spite of my impatience 1 am respectfui" (7 1). But the narrator is also interrogative 

and nosy, snooping arnongst the gossip of trees, tracking the drearns of the heron. The language 

counters the brevity of the second-person pronoun with the phrasing of hearsay and tendemess. 

Lopez keeps the focus on the non-human, while reminding the reader of the abiding senes of 

connections, and the links between rivers and sadness, a link stressed in the first, second and 

penultimate stories. Lopez ascribes grief to the waters: "in the river's notes he has heard Gaia 

weeping" (Paul 358). By blending the inner emotional world with the physical realities of 

wildness, Lopez mediates between intellectually discrete worlds, invoking Gaia on a semantic and 

unconscious level, giving tears back to the earth, and edging Our sensibilities in the same 

directionhome to the world: 

One dream alone reveals your grief. The trees said you dreamed most oftrn of the 
wind. You dreamed that you lived somewhere wirh the wind, with the wind 
rippling your feathers; and that children were bom of this, that they are the 
movement of water in al1 the rivers. You wade, it is suggested. among your 
children, staring hard, pecking in that lightning way your life from the water that is 
your child; and sleeping in trees that do not hold you sacred. (7 1) 

Lopez's use of an extra-sensory narrator makes for an unusual sense of the watershed; the reader 

is already piivy to a remarkable degree of openness between species and place. The story swings 

between (remarkable) insights into the animal mind and the obsession of the niurator to know 

more: ''1 have sought only you. Enough. I wish to know you. and you will not speak (73). The 

lush language of dreaming is littered with adjectives nnd emotional description that highlights the 

neediness of the narrator's need (desire) to know: respect, shaken, impatience, wisdorn, tired. 

anxious, imploring, angered. unnerved, cnppled. compassion, forgiveness-al1 these words 

appear in the story which records an emotional and spiritual challenge motivated by desire for 

union and understanding. The speaker tûkes parts of the heron's nest and food, trying to divine 

something of its life: then a dream amves, where the compassion of the heron is described, 

attributing the human emotions to the bird as a way of empathising with nonhuman entities and 

elements. Lopez has said "[wle are trying to understand orirselves here" ("Interview" 91.'' The 

narrator then "knew how much had to be given away, how little could ever be asked" (74)." The 

" Sec Bi11 Reid, "The Anthropologist and the Article." for ri disquisition on the way rnysticism is faked by 
dropping "the" and imitating the stereotype of Wise Lticonic Shamtin facing Crow or Weasel. 

" He continued to tell Jim Aton that 'The mswers don't always serve as well as the questions, and unresolved 
mystery serves us very weil. As long as you approach animals with regard, with respect, with a sense that there is a 
mystery there that you need to confront, then you needn't be concemed with anthropomorphism. It's ri concept you 
c m  dispense with" (9). 

l3 Musing: maybe this is how 1 Lhink about the Whanganui River 1 paddled with Maori of  the area, how much it 
demands, how Iittle I can offer or represent it; how it would oveflow the bound of this particular project: and it is 
fine to let it do so, to let it ntn on and know there are certain places for certain things. The place for the river, they 
say, is the river itself. 
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dream has prompted "forgiveness" and a sense of propriety in the narrator, who copies the heron 

and enters the river: 

1 leap into the jade color of the winter river. 1 fight the current to reach the rocks. 
climb up on them and listen for the sound of your voice. 1 stand dripping, 
shivering in rny white nakedness, in the thin dawn light. Waiting. Silent. You 
begin to appear at a downnver bend. (75) 

It is hard to tell whether this act is the culmination of a quest or an aberration; it would likely be 

classified as quest in some circles, for it leads the speaker to a figurative and literal balance, a sense 

of the CO-operation his desires demand. Like many of the stories in River Notes. the alliance of 

human desire and wild indifference prompts the beginnings of responsibility in the seeker.'' As 

Romand Coles observes, "[wlhatever reverence we ourselves deserve emerges from Our capacity 

to dwell dialogically at the ecotone [those biologically diverse meeting places between ecosystems] 

between self and world" (245). Different kinds of knowledge coalesce around the river's banks. 

making varied demands on characters. according to what they do and do not wish to understand. 

The river is a meeting site where memory and event are reconstituted and restored to narrative: the 

history of the river becomes the history of story. Lopez is the mediator between ecotones within 

the naturd world and the epistemological world. Metaphor and symbol become forces for the 

transmission of the (un)familiar in nature. "He makes the nonidentical seductive" (Coles 240). 

Lopez makes herons. stones, light and the gossip of cottonwoods seductive; he mnkes rivcrs 

seductive. He makes the natural world approachable (and, as Wild suggests, less dangerous or 

uncornfortable than it usually is [21]); thus his Notes present beautifui rivers free of dams. 

industrial effluent and raw sewage. The attractive (seductive) aesihetics of his rivenne world 

ensure a dialogue beiween self and world is initially made desirable. then necessary and. 

ultimately, indispen~able.'~ 

A sense of tonal seamiessness ripples among the stories in River Notes (a pattern Lopez 

largely abandons in the more varied Field Notes). "The Bend" repeats the first-person narrative 

that dominates the book. Once again Lopez concerns himself with the ways in which we know and 

see the river. As in the other stories, notions of borders and division dissolve in the waters. The 

process of persona1 change is fluid, but Lopez measures increments and clues in the protagonist's 

developrnent. He lives beside a bend in the river that was the object of obsession, and now is a 

site of balanced perspective; the story recounts this inner journey within an outer landscape.16 He 

" See, for example, "The FaiIs" which recounts a reporter's search for facts behind a death on the river; "Hanner's 
Story" which cautions against the stereotyping of a neighbour and the denia1 of wisdom, and "Drought," in which 
we understand the Iengths nature demands we go in order to know ourselves and apperise the world that holds us. 

lS Though Lopez's current project suggests a very different trajectory, and even the collection Field Notes includes 
a story ("The Open Lot") in which the city is a site of wonder. But even when the beauty has gone, the need for 
communion remains vital and offers mcaning. 



rnight concur with a 191 L British Columbia Magazine article that felt "[nlo mystery is quite like the 

mystery of a river bend, as no curve is quite so beautiful" (Eaton 805). His sense of what is 

"appropriate" is adjusted by what he leams to see in the watershed: notions of "trespass" alter as 

understanding shifts (88, 87). 

A particularly human conscience develops in the course of the story. The man (why is it 

easy to pick him as one, though no indication is given?) has moved from "the worst son of 

ignorance, the grossest inquiries" to a high level of ecological awareness: though he is modest. 

few would venture his daim to notice a bird breathe in the distance. Here (as in "Introduction") 

the process of observation involves ego-dissolution: "For myself, each day more of me slips 

awliy. Absorbed in seeing how the water cornes through the bend, just so, 1 am myself, siiding 

off' (88). 

Thinking like a river, the character fulfils the desire hatched dunng a pet-iod of deep 

depression: "1 began to think (as on a staircase descending to an unexamined basement) about the 

tum in the river. If 1 could understand this smoothly done change of direction I couid imitnte it. 1 

reiisoned, just as a man puts what he reads in a story to use. substituting one point for ünother as 

he needs" (88). This "just as" speaks volumes about the gentle guidance Lopez lends to his work 

and about the things we can leam from the mechanics of nvers, that ''quasi-equilibrium" that the 

protagonist seeks (Leopold 66). The character imagines one kind of river-reading: "the rate of 

flow of the water, the erosion of the outer bank, the siope of the adjacent mountains, the changins 

Ib  Sec chapters thrce and four for more on hith in the enduring, though hllen, river. "1 think of two 
lsndscripes-one outsidc the self, the other within .... one lerirns ri landscape finally not by knowing the nrime or 
identity of everything in tt, but by perceiving rhc retritionships in it .... The interior Imdsccipc responds to the 
chriracter and subtlety of an exterior Iandscape; the shape of an individual mind is affectcd by land as it is by genes" 
(Lopez "Landscapc and Narrative" 64.65). "The Bcnd-and the Noies trilogy ris a whole-is ri fictionri1 rcndition of 
these stritements. Erich story sketches a series of reIations and connections. 1 will digress to a farniliar Irindscnpe 
(for me), namely New Zealand. to sketch this bifurcation. 

The New Zealand example speaks to the relevance of Lopcz's inter-cultural aspirations in other (post) colonial 
sites. In 1975 New Zealand novelist Witi Ihimaera observed "[tlhere are two cultural maps of my country, the 
Maori and the Pakeha [white]. The Pakeha map is dominant, its contours so firmIy established that ail New 
Zealanders, including Maori, are shaped by it. The Maori map h a  eroded and, dthough its ernotional landscape is 
still to a11 intents and purposes intact, it has bcen unable to shape a11 New Zedanders, including Prikeha" (Ihirnriera 
2 15). Lopez wrints the whites to open to this influence, to appreciate how other cultures have worked out and 
expressed the relations between the species. I think this opening has certainly happencd to some extent in New 
Zealand in the latter twcntieth century, zven in governmental sectors. But the templtite on the land and culture 
rernains ri white one. Once the grid of map and road is laid down it is hard to reverse. The flux of rivers speriks to 
the possibilities of change and the ongoing dependencies we owe the watershed in any crise. 

"The first assurnption of the European is that land should be developed; the first assumption of the Maori is that 
Irind and its nsources should be conserved (Phillips vi). Europeans (Prtkcha) in New Zealand now tlnd themselves 
in an indeterminate, transitory space between these two generaiisritions, between brownlrish and eco-activism. Geoff 
Park points out the stark facts: "The urge of our Iives is to leave some mark on the world. But what is scary 
here-if you have some idea of what it was like a century ago-is the flash of tirne it has taken to reduce this 
ecosystem's massed, natural capital to this worn, meagre residue" (23). Working with symbol and image is 
perhaps less darnaging work, especially as many of the writers I consider in these pages have their sense of time 
opened to such a trans-human, trans-temporal riverine scde of continuity. "Two cosmologies-'two landscripes' [ris 

Ihimaera put itl-coexist in New Zealand. One senses that nature and people are sepmte, the other that they are 
inseparable. Caught between [hem, the business called conservation has to find ways to keep alive both the 
primordial scent of the land before peopIe and the ancient wisdom that people conserve nature best by using it. It 
must find itself in the common ground between the archaic life of a New Zeriland forest and the comparative milli- 
second of human intimiicy with it" (Park 323). 
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radius of curvature as the river turned West. It could be revealed neatly, affirmed with graphic 

authority. 1 became obsessed with its calculation" (89). Obsession breeds odd conviction: "I 

became convinced that in this wealth of detail a fixed reason for the river's graceful turn would be 

inevitably revealed" (89). 

Tearns of scientists and engineen are hired, measurements done; data amasses in piles by 

the bed and remains there, "they reduced the bend in the river to an elegant series of rquations," 

but the man is still stagnant, almost in somatic recognition that the knowledge and grace he seeks 

cannot be gleaned through science alone (89). Lopez introduces unusual events that become 

moments of revelation and transition: the noies appear to harbour a group of birds; they grow 

moss, "to harden. to resemble the gray boulders in the river. Yrars passer (90). The man lies 

still. until one morning he manages to move, to speak to the bears ("1 told them 1 needed to be near 

the river") and is cmied to the water to be one with its elernental heaiing power. its association 

with renewal and nourishment: "1 listened for the sound of water on the outer bar. 1 observed the 

hunt of the caddis fly. I am now taking the mesure of the bend in these experiences" (90). The 

language settles slightly as he nears the water, and remains grounded and confident in tone. By 

taking mesure through participation and observation and ranking the action of the non-human on a 

par with science and ego. he cornes to a fuller sense of the relations inherent in the watershed. 

At the conclusion the narrdtor talks of his loss of self, and his dwindling desire to emulate 

the river; he has moved into a balance with the environment that is matched by the connection of 

his "interior" landscape. Indeed, at the story's end, Lopez fuses the two worlds. Individual health 

no longer consumes him: "1 am more interested in this: from above, to a hawk, the bend must 

appear only natural and I for the moment insepanbly a part, like salmon or a flower. I cannot say 

well enough how thjs single perception has disrnantled my ioneliness" (90). A Gaia-inspired 

epiphany grounds the nmator in the watershed and redeems hirn from the taint of otherness we 

impose upon our selves when we 'Other' nature. 

The story bears out Bachelard's assertion that 

we attribute to water virtues that are antithetic to the sick person. Man projects his 
desire to be cured [onto healing water] and drearns of a compassionate substance. 
["Prescientific studies"] inscribe a psychology of the patient and the doctor in 
water's substance .... The union of the sensory and the sensual upholds a mord 
value. The contemplation and expenence of water lead us, by many routes, to an 
ideal. ( Water and Drearns 146) 

Lopez seeks an integration or union of two landscapes, inner and outer, sensory and 

sensual, and white and native. Each of the river notes works towards some kind of an ideal or 

insight: a clarity of vision and a deeper tmth ("The Bend," 'The Falls," ''The Shallows"), a surer 

connection with people and place via "the arduous journey back to love that is at the heart of dl 

eco-fables" (Paul 36 1). The aesthetics of Lopez's river (wild, beautifil, abundant in flora and 

fauna) make it easier to love such a place. The stones emphasise the monlity of the ecological 

ideal. The individual avoids "trespass" and opens to the observable world, rather than solely 
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attending to "equations." This interaction between interior and exterior landscapes is seen as 

therapeutic (Lopez. "Landscape and Narrative"): "With [Lopez], it may be said. the discipline of 

rcology heals the psyche and the healed psyche serves the unhealed world" (Paul 361). 

The river (as troped by Lopez) will cany any desire, but it never allows the seeker to evade the 

consequence of wisdom or ignorance. As a reflective site, the current prompts mediation between 

past rnemory and present action; characters must measure up to the watershed's reckoning. The 

river is a constant backdrop to these adjustments, its own seasonal variations echoing the need for 

adaptation and interdependence. Yet the river will not be CO-opted; Lopez schools us in 

"humility," a phrase central to Coles' and Jonas' arguments. (Coles 339; Jonas 2 1). Humility is a 

key component of the ethics of these three writers. They suggest such an ecologically and morally 

linked humility grows when humans "recognize we are beings that receive more than we c m  return 

in this encounter [with the earth]" (Jonas 2 1). We may never be able to retum what Earth gifts us. 

but the longing to do so is seen as positive. This longing also stirs doubt and inquiry. "Lopez's 

narrative art is a practice of humilitas" (Paul 38 1). These comments find an earlier source in Aldo 

Leopold: "Ability to see the cultural value of wilderness boils down, in the 1 s t  analysis. to a 

question of intellectual humility .... al! history consists of successive excursions from a single 

staning point, to which man returns again and again to organize yet another search for a durable 

scale of values" (279). 
The authors 1 examine in this thesis go to the river to conduct this search. For Lopez and 

others the river is the point of departure and retum: it defines the Iimits of personal journeying (and 

they can be supra-human) and the links to home and memory. Rivers push at the borders of 

vision, of knowing; they can beckon and repel. Thus the protagonist who seeks a heron fînds 

release from his obsession (on one Ievei) by acknowledging the limits and grace of the wild. A 

sense of borders can in fact be useful: a lirnit can act as a marker for how fx we can change or 

engage with a place before it is threatened. A Iine cm record how far we have gone beyond such a 

Iimit. Jonas argues it is our "metaphysical responsibility" (now that we c m  min the planet) to 

accept the consequences of Our actions, as well as the motivations and sources of our guiding 

stories and beliefs (Jonas 136). 

Lopez's "The Log Jam" is one of the clearest exarnples in this thesis of the interdependence 

of river, story and community: it represents human action, and reveals the enduring consequences 

of that action on the rivers we live by. The story shows how the river can become a teacher and 

repository of rnemory, how a simple natural occurrence does not simply end, nor is as it seems. 
"The Log Jam" describes six discrete episodes from the penod 1946 to 1974; each episode 

somehow leaves traces that snag on a stump downriver, a token or sign of events (which are life- 

changing for each protagonist). The river takes note@) even if the humans do not. The logging 



town may change over tirne and the characters of each scene never meet, but Lopez stresses the 

unifying force of the river through time and memory: for him, the river remembers; only humans 

forget. The piles of alders (signs from the beaver dam), the stick used to rescue a drowning child: 

these are physical markers of an ecological comrnunity in which humans are just a part. The river 

records the life of the community in an ecological shorthand Lopez's nmator reads: the log jarn 

grows in size and takes on an ecology of its own. Each of the jam's components tells a story, 

from the huge bloodied fir stump which causes the jam (submerged by the son of a man killed 

trying to fell the tree), to the scattered petais offered to the river as a token of release and hope, by 

a lonely fernale character. Sherman Paul describes this woman as a kind of "grieved anima" who 

echoes the sadness rivers accrue (360). The river bears ail these meanings and feelings, and there 

is a trust in its ability to hold them perpetuaily, and re-use them "as well as could be expected in 

that country," a wry conclusion that suggests an ongoing determination-from humans and 

herons-in the face of grief and loss (86). 

Lopez's eco-moral impulse infoms his understanding of place, conipassion and idealism. 

In "Hanner's Story" the old man speaks of the wisdom he leamt from a "Quotaka" m m  about 

fishing in the river-how respect must be paid: the river exists because of ancient contracts of CO- 

operation laid down between the water, the animals and the sahon. Hanner tells the narrator of 

the "deep agreement" made: "'they were able to reach an understanding about their obligations to 

each other and everyone went his way. This remains unchanged. Time has nothing to do with 

this. This is not a story. When you feel the river shuddering against your legs, you are feeling the 

presence of dl these agreements"' (12 1). "'You cm feel the anger in water behind a dam"' he 

continues (in the only mention Lopez makes of dams); a dam is seen as a violation of these 

"agreements." The story suggests an ecological and moral awareness of the "obligations and 

rnutual counesies" of fishing, and of living. Lopez uses myth and legend to alter the reader's 

perspective; his xceptance of the immanent life and wisdom of the non-human brings the views of 

Worster and Leopold (or Duncan and Flanagan) into relief. The lives of human characters play out 

in a wider natural drama where the dreams of herons become the desires of a man. 

Humility, desire and heding are integral in the collection's final story, "Drought." It 

documents the getting of wisdom, as do nie River Why and Denth ofA River Guide. The three 

authon ascribe an immanent power to the landscape: its animals and rivers can move the mind into 

new worlds and inspire recollection and reflection. Fittingly, this final story concems the growth 

of hunility, a process evident in &ach of the three books under consideration in this chapter. 

Compared with its framing partner, the final story is measured in tone; its insistence on knowledge 

is not as strident as 'The Search for the Heron." "Drought" has more farniliar human markers in it: 

reporters lured by the dry weather, the "terminally evil" reai estate agents who seek to buy up the 

houses of the struggling farmers, and a record of human response the narrator refers to. The 
language is that of measured retrospect, convincing in its methodical record of the rigours of 

waterlessness. Once again the river is given a figurative attribution which enables compassionate 



reader-response; metaphor loads a range of emotional associations on the river to prompt empathy 

for the dwindling waterway: "The river like some great whale lies dying in the forest" ( 133). The 

narrator has listened to the river: the noise of stones resisting water, animal and insect life "are only 

commentary on the river's endless reading of the surface of the earth over which it flows" (133). 

The river notes its home, reading the earth. 

The story begins by assuming an unintelligibility between narrator and river, a limit on 

what is known. Its steady prose belies the fact that the narrator enters into deeper 'non-realistic' 

dialogue with the herons and the river during this tirne of "once" and %ad been," which 

characterises the shrinking river's life: "The wailing of the river over its last stones was difficult to 

bear. yet i t  was this thüt drew me back each day, 3s one visits rhose dying hopelessiy in a hospital 

room" ( 134). The narrator enters a state akin to the vision-questers: fasting, isolated and intent 

upon a "gesture" of affinity and prayer, "an expression of camaradene, stretching my fingrs 

gently into the darkness toward the inchoate source of the river's strangulation" ( 134-5). The river 

is "dying" and depression and compassion combine to make the man "exhort the river." The 

creatures begin to die too. giving up "their agreement" of enmity in favour of shared survival at a 

shared pool ( 135). Like protagonist Gus of The River Why, the narrator goes to rescue a fish that 

is trapped in a dying watenvay that is anthropomorphised into a corpse. A pool h a  "becorne a 

pit"; the feelings of "hope" and "futi lity ," "wisdom" and foolishness" experienced durin; this act 

map the ambivalent limbo and helplessness of those who wait (136). "What death we saw" (135). 

"Drought" features the only damaged river in the book. The river is dying through lack of min, 

rather than because of human dams or pollution, but Lopez traces the effect its death has on 

anirnals (more so than on humans), as a way of stressing the importance of the river: snakes. 

birds, trees and crops suffer, "the color gone out of the eyes of any creature you met. for whom. 

out of respect, you would step off the path to allow to pass" ( 135). This is the only occasion in 

the story where Lopez uses the direct second-penon address, once again calling on a sympathy in 

the reader to concentrate Our awiueness of the "web" we are part of. 

Interconnection and kinship with the non-human is characteristic of the Notes trilogy. 

"Drought" concludes by affirming this link in a semi-mystical manner. The man has retreated from 

the Company of other people (River Notes shies away from the human family to an unnerving 

degree; such dehumanising is quite different from the later Field Notes where people, as well as 

herons, share the dialogue); the animals descend to the trickle of river that remains. The animals 

are plentiful: "Raccoon and Porcupine," "Lynx," "Blue Heron and Goshawk" are some of the 

animals that gather; they thank him for saving the fish. The heron speaks to the man, bringing the 

desire of the book (and certain phrases in the story : "the sound rain makes" and the fa11 of fir 

needles, then later, min) full circle: the search for the heron is complete. The heron tells the human 

'"We were the first people here. We gave away al1 the ways of living. Now no one remembers 

how to live anymore, so the river is drying up .... everything, every gesture, is sacred" (137). The 

human characters in River Notes are intent cn re-learning how to live, to see and to know. 



The min retums. So does the (disapproving) mention of people: they "said it was a 

biessing. They offered explanations enough .... It was no different from any other birth but for a 

lack of joy. and for that. stranger than anything you cm imagine, inhuman and presumptuous" 

( 137-8). These are the people who refuse to think like a river, who fail to acknowledge the 

interactions and agreements thar have been laid down or vioiated, whether they be ecological or 

spintual balances. But our narrator offers "forgiveness" and in the end returns the book, the 

stories. to the river. It continues onwards, justifying and demanding a careful faith which must 

tread lightly through the noise and silence of the hurnan world: 'The river has corne back to fit 

between its banks. To stick your hands into the river is to feel the cords that bind the earth 

togrther in ont: piece. The sound of it at a distance is like wild horses in a canyon. going sure- 

footed away from the smell of a cougar corne to them faintly on the wind ( 138). The continuity 

and heding power of the river leads us on to the work of Richard Flanagan and David James 

Duncan, who place their protagonists in the waters of change and story. 

They do so with an eye on the ecology their characters are a part of. The books impart a 

sense of that "web" of life that extends to the diversity of love and remembrance as much as the 

biodiversity of the watershed. The writers' focus on the emotional watersheds that characterise us 

is appropriate and ailuring. Our bodies. composed of over 70% water, are fed by tributaries of 

vein and artery that form deltas across Resh. which dies if the heart or brain is dammed. In the 

next section we meet a protagonist whose spiritual growth is indexed to his growing awareness of 

the ecology of his local river valley and his place in it. 

The River Why:  Spirit Fishing and transpersonal ecology 

Men, women and children-al1 of whom togther hope to follow the timeless path 
of love and wisdom, in affectionate Company with the sky, winds, clouds. trees. 
waters, animals and grasses-this is the tribe. ( 1 16) 

Gary Snyder, Earth Hoiise Hold 

David James Duncan proposes a new tribe in his 1983 novel The River Wh. Its human 

component finds collective energy through personal transformation and the recognition of a 

spirituality inspired by the natural world. Gus, the protagonist in The River Wh?, retums 

(renewed and transfomed) after his river quest to the embrace of his family, but he must be 

challenged to appreciate what he already has. The river mediates this joumey." As in River 
Notes we recirculate back to the river as a source of inspiration, punty, clarity and instruction. On 

'' GUS'S journey is a quest, applying elements of the Fisher King's joumey to wholeness through "the help of the 
Grail-seeker" who apperirs in manifest forms as the teachers and mentors Gus lems from through the novel (Leach 
1: 392; Jobes 1: 575). 
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the Tamanawis River the imperative of responsibility becomes an irnperative towards 

responsiveness. While it remains wild, the river operates as a counterpoint to al1 the damage 

humans can inflict upon the land. Its pure state compels introspection, demanding (and, as iMi1osz 

suggests in "Rivers," offering) a cleansing of the soul. 

Duncan's novel focuses on a young fishing-crazed Oregonian Augustine (Gus) Orviston. a 

joumeyman in the ways of the heart, mind and spirit who takes a decidedly riverine route to 

enlightenrnent." 

Gus caughr his first ten-pound steelhead trout at four with a wom;  his first fly-fishing ten- 

pounder came at six years of age ( (1 7). He has good reason to be tïshing-crued. Both his parents 
("Ma" cind "H20") are avid fishrrs.'' This obsession is offset by Gus's younger brother Bill 

Bob, an introvert Blake Burleson suggests is Gus's "shadow .... Bill Bob introduces Gus to the 

inner world, to the life of the spirit" (Burleson 45). Duncan names Bill Bob as the wise and steady 

"owl" to Ma's brash "coyote" (239). Bill Bob helps Gus to see things properly, unfettered by 

habits or an overly rational view of life. The best example of the kind of hidebound habit Gus can 

create is his "Ideal Schedule" (75). 

Bored by high school (because it does not involve fishing), Gus slips through the system, 

quiet as "riverwater" ( 1 1 ). He graduates, and leaves home for an isolated cabin by the 

"Tamanawis" (a protective pseudonym) River. He settles into a "marathon" fishing life, only to 

tïnd it  resembles 

. . . not a dream corne true, but a drudgery of double shifts on a creekside asembl y 
line. 

'' It is nlso a fun and blissfully digrrssive trxt, perhaps in honour of Imnk Walton's The Cornpleur Ariglrr. 
Walton's multiply instructive, moral, humorous and meandering text is a tlne inspiration. At the conclusion of its 
Prut the First, the two Anglers Venator and Piscator continue their digressive [or ris 1 print i t  h m .  digrrffive, ris thc 
pinter does not recognise the old typefrzcc] and ironic banter, Venator Iaunching into a long resolution that connects 
spiritusility and ringling as Duncan does: 
"Vert. '. .. ris a pious Man ridvifed his Friend: Thut IO beget Mortification, hefhould freqtrent Churches, cind view 
Monuments and Charnel-Houses, and then arid there consider, how mariy dead Bones Time hm piled irp a t  the Gates 
of Death; fo when i would beget Content, and increafe Confidence in the Power, and Wisdom, and Providence of 
Almighty God, I wiIl walk the Meadows byfome gliding s t rcm,  and there contemplate the Lillies, that take no 
Care, and thofé very-many other various, little living Creatrtres, that rire not only created , but k d  (Man knows not 
how) by the Goodnefi of the God of Nature; and therefore, m s t  in him. This is rny Purpose; andfo - Let e v e p  
thing rhat hath Breath priafe the Lord!: And let the Bleflng of S t. Peter's Mafter be with mine!' 

Pif. 'And upon al1 ihat are Lovers of Vinue, and d a e  trust in his Providence, and be quiet, and go an ariglirig. "' 
The Part conchdes with the apt religious aphotism: "Study ro be yiriet, Thess. iv. il" (215-6). The River W l ~ y  can 
be seen as an extension of the aims and ambitions of thcse two polarised anglers; it veers into digression and 
instruction on moral, piscatorial and ecological levels and draws on a range of religious traditions For chapter 
headings ruid guidance. 

19 His English father, Henning Hale-Orviston, follows the fly-fishing, tweed-suited purist school of angling while 
Ma, Carolina Carper, enjoys worm-baiting, plunking for chub salmon, and a son of slacker Southern USA style of 
fishing which greatly offends HZ0 (especially as Ma catches more fish). The parents' "invincible stubbornness" 
leads to many parental piscatorid arguments between "the effete angler and the raucous cowgid" (38, L 1). 
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After two weeks of 'ideal' six-hour nights and sixteen-hour days 1 got an 
incurable case of insomnia. It hardly mattered: sleeping 1 dreamt of fishing and 
waking 1 fished until there was one, undivided, sleeplike state. There was fishing. 
There was nothing else (75-6). 

By the time his family visits his new home Gus is reduced to a rod-addled. monosyllabic creature 

used to "maniacd barging from hole to hole and creek to creek" rather than communication (78). 

The effects of "hallucinatory water" (78) Wear off enough for Gus to notice his young brother Bill 

Bob ("a juggler, balancing everything he did" [192]). 

Bill Bob edges Gus towards balance by taking him on a slow walk (on dry land) above the 

cabin. Gus opens his eyes "for the first time ... ail summer .... for the first time since leaving 

home 1 felt son of happy." Bill Bob notices the very shape of the Tamanawis: as it canes through 

the valley it spells rvhy in looping script. Gus says "I'd no idea what he was talking about" (79). 

The novel recounts his growth in understanding. It is a growth Gus's mind forestalls. He follows 

the Schedule because not fishing remains "terrifying" to one who uses the river as a cmtch rather 

than pathway (82). Soon he is "bamboozled" again. anti-social and thoroughly obsessed. catchin; 

1 0  trout a day and releasing about 98. mentally blocking out anything unrelated to fishing. 

Duncan's portrayal (and Gus's recounting of events) questions the limited relationship Gus has 

with the river. The current is simply something to be rrred, a resource rather than a source of 

inspiration. Illich's "stuff" rather than an elemental substance. The passage of awareness in 
Lopez, Flanagan and Duncan follows Illich's transition. from the H z 0  of utilitarian usage to an 

evocative fount of wisdom, reversing the fallen state of polluted thought. (Doing so by a pristine. 

pure river might help this process.) 

Gus's nadir occurs when his pet fish Alfred dies. He cannot fathom the reasons for his 

feelings of grief, he who has slaughtered many a fish. But later, drowning his sorrows, a boozy 

journal entry says it dl: "except jesus, i mean maybe he was just a fish, but he Alfred, he wns my 

friend" (89).'* The next chapter begins with a passage from the Komn: "Allah, Who payeth the 

disbeliever his due ... is swift at reckoning. There covereth him a wave, above which is a wave, 

above which is a cloud. Layer upon layer of darkness. When he holdeth out his hand he scarce 

can see it" (90). For al1 his technique, Gus remains a disbeliever seeking tmth with the wrong 

means; his sou1 has not been engaged. Gus is destined for greater things than the proud perfection 

of his angling alone. Once he begins to see the riverscape Fully, he taps into the interior world; 

inner and outer are brought into concord. 

Gus's transformation does, as Burleson notes, follow Jung's process of individuation, 

from the solidification and sloughing of the persona, the acknowledgment (prompted by crisis) of 

'O The joumal entry is only one of a number of indented passages in the novei which record stories from other times 
or cultures; these passages act like tributaries that inform the main narrative. Duncan's nmt ive  slips across the 
stories like a saimon in the water. Like Flanagan he is beholden to the exuberant range of the tde, the bnided 
daring of the yarn, the suggestive power of quotation. Both writers give credence to the etymological root of the 
word 'text,' the Latin verb texere, 'to weave.' 
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a Shadow, then reconnection with an inner anima or animus, and the recognition of the 

transpersonal. The book also maps a wider process than individuation: Duncan is carehil to wed 

Gus's growth with a spiritual ecology, an awareness of al1 the communities of the watershed. the 

web of life that Lopez urges upon his readers. Several important scenes mark this growth; with 

each step in his joumey Gus sres and understands more and more of the worids around him 

spiritually because he sees them ecologically. The imperative towards responsibility in mapped out 

on an intensely symbolic landscape: the river provides the territory for Gus's enlightenment. The 

way is already there. While Gus learns to "think like a river" (Worster) he also l e m s  to believe 

with the "humility" of a disciple, and plunge into quest (Jonas 2 1).  

Oniy a few hours after his dmnken journal entry, his obsession is so greüt that Gus is back 

on the river (in his aluminium canoe "Sardine"). He is seeking the first of the season's cutthroat 

trout, but he does so in a "one-pointer blinkered manner, catching the fish "whose neck 1 broke 

off as if  twisting off a beer cap" (9 1). This, rather than the journal entry, is Gus's low point. The 

fish is almost a commodity alone, the act of fishing mechanical, ruthlessly efficient and joyless. 

Then fog rolls in, looking orninous. In this grey-out. Gus hooks the body of a drowned 

fisherman. Shocked and freezing Gus tows him to the local jetty where he is rescued by the 

philosophising Titus Gerrard. Titus, eloquent of speech and feeling, wise to the spiritual and 

symbolic" nuances of rivers, is one of the guides who watch Gus journey towards the holistic 

river. 

Hauling up the corpse from the river forces Gus into a mentai confrontation with death. After 

riding out a raging fever, corpse-haunted Gus sits by the river to "petrifyp* in a stasis of despair and 

uselessness: "1 didn't know anything about anything. Everything in my head came from fishing 

magazines, fishing manuals. fishing novels," works, he decides, of littie philosophical merit ( 108. 

109). Gus's father would baulk; Gus compounds this self-doubt by rejecting his vocation as the 

practice of eccentric killers of life: "we compounded our crimes by gloating over them; and we 

committed them so mindlessly.. . " (109). All of his perceived foundations are disintegrating as the 

fog wraps and chills the stilled fisher: Gus is entenng a kind of death (Venator's "mortification"): 

"My angling craft h d  smashed on the reefs of incomprehension. 1 was marooned.. .. a hollow 

meaningless noihing" ( 112). For the first time he fishes his heart and head with equal desperation. 

The river does not offer help to Gus in his stubbom emptiness, but he eventually finds 

solace in the memory of his brother's rich inner world, a place with its own version of Heaven or 

Eden called the Garden World. Years before, Bill Bob told Gus that this place is populated by Our 

"Garden Angel" or "twin" who appears in the Garden as we die and grows younger rather than 

'' Witness, for example, the dmzling excerpt frorn his monograph Whar Is Water?, which is a pool of great facts 
and opinions Duncan could not fit anywhere else. another of the digressions and ride-trips which îdd to the storied 
web of the Tamrinawis (80-2). 
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older, returning to a tiny cell which appears in the womb of a woman on earth ( 1 18). Bill Bob's 

vision astounds Gus. Alone in his fogged-in cabin the youngster's envisioned world replaces the 

image of the drowned fisherman who, Gus imagines, is joyful in the Garden World. The fogged 

river plays a part in shrouding Gus from his obsession. Now the Tarnanawis mns through a 

world that he begins to appreciate for the first time. The river becomes an extemal and symbolic 

base for his spiritual growth. 

In Book Three (the appropriately named "Characters in Nature") Gus enters a new phase: 

he wakes with some distance from his fishing obsession: "1 scarcely recognized myself: the 

fanatical fisherman in me had died" and the fog has lifted (130). Gus climbs above the valley 

again: "looking south and finally seeing something of the place where I lived aroused al1 the joy I 
could contain" (13 1). The chapter is called 'mie River Writes" and it documents the explosion of 

an ecologica1 consciousness in Gus: his visual awakening is the beginning of a very personal 

movernent towards responsibility (and ultimately love). The river is a catalyst in his flourishing 

responsiveness to natural and emotiond landscapes. 

The first revelation occurs as he "reads" the river's carved passage: "Billions of ever- 

changing, ever the sarne gallons of gurgling Sun- and moon-washed ink, spelling forever, in plain 

English, why" ( 13 I)." The word makes Gus "nervous;" he tums away from the question only to 

confront an even more serious one: 

My newly opened eyes fell upon a smooth almost head-shaped mountain. Within 
the past year it had been clear-cut on  the right. clear-cut on the left, scraprd. 
bulldozed, burned and 2,4,5-T-ed to rock and poison soil-but a single-filed swath 
of mangled. uncut Ers had k e n  left to straggle in over the surnrnit in a line .... It 
was hugely pathetic. An entire morintain - not just scalped and maimed but made 
ridiculous. robbed of al1 mountain dignity by the absurd surviving swath. ( 1  32) 

Gus sneers at the rhetoric of clear-cutting and the "'seed trees"' that are meant to replace the 

"primordial groves that have been killed. As if an ancient, mysterious, beautiful virgin is no more 

desirable than choked rows of 'easily harvested' clones. As if devastation. mass murder and 

forced mutation are a kind of farming!" Within this seemingly unselfconscious sexualising of 

landscape, he appeals for "some shred of gratitude or reverence" from loggers. This anger differs 

from the dispassionate irony of his first recollections of the logged areas across from his cabin, the 

"strange nomenclature and stranger treatment of primordial trees" dealt out by Weyerhauser (72).'.' 

'3 Revelation is the right term; Gus, as Burleson suggests, "emerges ris the pagan 'Christian' in a New Age 
Pilgnm's Progress" (4 1). Augustine is a venerable and consecrated name. God mriy not reside in the City, but in 
the River. 

Though even this description is managed in such a way as to foreground the beauty of the river and the sitocking 
desecration of the logging, shifting from idyll to barren land in sequence. In July 1999 Weyerhauser planned to buy 
out B.C.'s Iarge Iogging Company Macmillan Bloedel; no doubt some British Columbians are worried the forest 
clearcutting will continue apace, following New Zealiind's Fletcher ChalIenge B.C. operations. In October 1999 
Weyerhauser was granted approvai for the purchase; they have refused to abide by the belated Macmillan reduction in 
clearcutting. 
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Something of this distance cornes from the kind of modesty and self-awareness Gus acquires 

through the novel: while raging at the loggers he tums to look at the koan-like Tamanawis River 

that poses the open question, why? Why this loss, why this destruction, why my obsession? The 

river prompts reflection and more cultural baggage fioats up for inspection. The subsequent 

feelings of shame about his practice of fishing develop into a string of associations that are 

instrumental in forming Gus's personal imperative of responsibility. It is an imprrative inspired by 

his own mernory, locale and (non-human and human) community. 

Making amends: Towards (piscatorial) responsibility 

Gus's first reaction to his deeds is a stasis of guilt: four days earlier. he was swiftly and 

irreverently killing tïsh. Now his reaction is quite different; he recdls 

maiming and murdering trout like enemies in wartime, ticking them off in my Log 
by the thousand, robbing them of dl dignity at death by stuffing them. still 
thrashing, into my creel, or tallying them like downed bowling pins before flinging 
them back into the water ... stunned by the too-rare air ... And never a thought 
about the suffering they endured for my amusement. Christ, 1 was nothing but an 
aquatic logger ... 1 had clear-cut many a pond. ( 132) 

He bows his head. but no rivergod dishes out punishment. Gus settles for his own shame instead. 

The desire to "make amends" runs him through a range of positions on the consumption of fish: a 

restored angling pond would only lead to more fish-pain, and his father's attitude (more fïshing 

equals more money for fishing experts) fails to appreciate the interests of the fish. Gus reduces the 

problem to (what he perceives as) a simple syllogism: "Dead fish are food. Live fish aren't. 

People have to eat, so fish have to die" (133). Peter Singer and Andrée Collard would interjrct 

before the comma here, but Gus falls back on a system those radical animals-rights authors 

critique: Christianity. The loaves and fishes are. he muses, evidence of the acceptability of 

sacrifice; the thanks offered to God and fish make the killing "a sacrament" and thus separates the 

practice from his father's, who gives thanks in the wrong direction (the bank), and for the wrong 

reasons. Gus is not killing for money; the argument in favour of necessity exonerates some of his 

guilt (he is no vegetarian).'" 

3 In favouring sacrifice as a means of survival Gus adopts an indigenous stance that recognises death as a part of 
life. By further rejecting corporate greed, he allies himself with hunting communities the world over, reçognising 
indigenous survival methods (and these are real needs: mnny First Nations depend on fish as ri viable source of 
protein). Michael Marker's recent anti-environmentlilist article protests the Green desire to prevent Makah whaIe 
hunts as rnisplaced: corporations are the ones damaging these matures that have been troped as "Yodris of the Deep" 
rrither than a food source. The environmentdists, Marker argues, reject Makah tradition and reinforce a "seculsir 
fundamentalism" that dismisses Makah "for not playing the eco-guru Tonto roie" (F7). Marker believes First 
Nations shoutd be able to define their own reality. In the same newspaper, Marcus Youssef caIls for the tme eco- 
tourist "Authentic Experience." "I'd like to propose that the Makah nation revise its traditional whaling practices to 
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Gus's next thoughts evoke a series of principles that will guide his action: they have 

affinity with Jonas' cal1 for bumility and restraint. The principles are allied with FIanagan's 

slightly derisive view of cities as zones of pure consumption, and River Notes' implication that 

naturai beauty and isolation are prerequisites for full understanding of the world." Duncan uses 

Gus as a mode1 of self-sufficiency and care, for his consideration deepens as he continues to 

acknowledge the diversity and potential of the natural world. Gus asks an important question (one 

Jonas suggests the utopian ideal fails to acknowledge): "what," he ponders, 

was the difference between need and greed? How rnany fish could a man [sic] kill 
without his killing becoming wanton? Which fish could he rightfully kill. and 
when? And what was the extent of each man's sacrifice on the day he stopped 
killing? For a lifelong commercial fisherman it meant the end of a way of life, the 
separation of men from boats and rivers and seas. And even in 'sport' fishing. 
when a no-kill law leads a weekend plunker to stop fishing, it cuts one of the 1 s t  
little links with the natural world and its wonders. It seemed justifiable to censure 

inçlude prey that is more abundant and more deserving than the grey whale: the cco-tourist. Think about it. It's a 
relative pound of tlesh for the scores of the Makah First Nation ancestors, first gawked at. then slaughtcred by our 
brebcars. the Europcan settlers ..... You sce, I think we ought to be thankful that the Makah and whatever other 
Nations are intercsted in reclaiming the whale hunt as piut of their savagely tndicated cultural identity. 1 think thrit, 
given our shared history, we ought to be down on our knces, thankful that they're not hunting us." 

As almost emblematic of the divisions Marker believes exists betwcen conservcitionist and First Nation 
positions (this not a uniform state: not al1 ecologists are "fundmentalist"), Jim Darling points out that care should 
be taken by Mrikrih to ensure Makrifi do not kill any of the small summer rcsident population of about 200 gray 
whales (rather than the roughly 25 000 animals which migrrite south in exly January). This proposa1 honours 
whales and ceremonies. Mrikah propose to catch 22 to 33 whales over five yeus. 

The vexed issue of management and policy bctwcen indigenous and reccnt settlcr consentrition groups dogs most 
contemporary riverscripes. I think it significant that the first major account of First Pcoples' salmon ways in their 
own stories and words wris published in 1998. Firsr Fish. First People (eds. Roche and McHutchison) records the 
indigenous perspective of salrnon. Both the people and the fish have been pooriy served by the legisltition and 
engineering of this ccntury alone. This compilation makes public the feelings of sevcral writers who in a sense 
represent their communities. It has been a long timc coming. 1 think the continued open dialogue between groups 
is vitaI. In Vancouver there rire significant alliances between the West Coast Wilderness Cornmittee and First 
Nations over protection of the Stoltrnann wildemess area; in New Zealand the world's second National Park wris 

created by Maori Chief Te Heuheu to prevent development occuning on the sacred periks there. New Zealand's 
Department of Conservation has made great leaps in its liaison and consultation with Maori, despite ci pathetic 
Governmcnt budget. Speaking of Austrnlia, MichaeI Mansell states "there are possibilities. But it is not up to 
Aboriginal people, for our case is stated clewly. We own this country. Crin conservationists ricknowledge that'? Do 
they ricknowledgc that the Iand and environment which they defend so eagerly, belongs not to them but to 
Aboriginals" (Pybus and Flanagan 105). Ranagan skirts the issue by ascribing some Aboriginal blood to his 
protagonist Aljaz; Gus is Ieft happy in his cabin amongst abrindoned village sites. The contributors to Firsr Fish 
arc allicd in their crill for self-determination. They are sick of any colonisers telling [hem what to do with land they 
heid in trust for centuries. 1 have no answers here, but I am reminded of Jan Penrose's comment that negotiation can 
be "a willingness in the encompassing nation to negotiate (and thereby limit) the transfer of power" (43). That said, 
most significant Iand deals have been negotiated ones, and the willingness to negotiate is a lot better than many 
tribal groups have experienced with dominant authorities and dams, as 1 point out in Chapter Four. The middle 
ground may retum to issues of species survival as different human groups collaborate to work to prevent the 
extinction of elements of the far older "more-than-human" world. 

" This is relevant if full understanding is related to ecological appreciation (which it is, in the pure-rivered texts. 
Even the writers at the failen river pay meticulous attention to tiotsam and ordure); one ccin argue that the city dulls 
too many senses, ris Scott Russell Sanders notes: "Any child is a reminder that the rivers of our senses once ran 
clear. As we grow older, the rivers may be dammed, diked, silted up, or diverted, but so tong as we live they still 
run .... we can clean up these rivers that flow into us. And if we restore our senses, thye in turn will replenish us" 
(Htinting 44). Duncan's novel traces this type of ecologically and spiritually Iinked clemsing. 
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greed, but it didn't seem to be greed that was censured when fishermen were 
condemned for keeping a few honest, hard-won victims. ( 1 33) 

Collard and Singer have departed in disgust. 1 surmise. This is not an animal liberationist passage. 

Gus will have to wait before he understands the extent to which his mountain-top musing remains 

top-heavy, rationalising the human dominance of the natural world, dbeit in a communal, 

considerate way. Perhaps this eco- humanism is al1 the more seduc tive (and dangerous?) because 

of its appeal to the human need for connection with the natural world and exoneration for its 

depletion. The "little links with the natural world" become guiding spiritual experiences; it is not 

until later that he understands how far those little links can take one's spirit. or how gently 

prejudiced his mind is. Yet on the mountain he attains a Fuller sense of the complexities of any 

single act. Gus is intent on creating a rnorality of fishing. So he continues to ponder, bringing the 

realm of attitude and consequence into that of necessity, labour and craft. It is a cornprehensive 

condemnation: 

No, it wasn't simply the death of fish that bothered me. The thing I found 
offensive, the thing 1 hated about Mohican-mountain-makers, $11-netters. 
poac hers, whalehun ters, stri p-miners, herbicide spewers, dam-erec ton. nuclear- 
reactor-builders or anyone who lusted after flesh. meat. mineral, tree, pelt and 
dollar-including, first and foremost. myself-was the smug ingratitude. the 
attitude that assumed the world and its creatures owed us everything we could 
catch. shoot, tear out, alter, plunder, devour ... and we owed the world nothing in 
return. ( 134) 

Gus's critique-the long alrnost ranting litany of resource-(ab)users, the trenchant self-criticism 

and anger- is his initial reaction to the question of amendment, atonement and reparation. But for 

a tirne Gus has no answer to the pace of devastation and the urgency of global need, human and 

non-human. He caiinot stop the consequences of Descartes' admiration for "an infinity of devices" 

(35). 
Jonas observes that "the spell of utopia" dims clear vision: expanding technology creates 

wounds that demand more technology ( 1  84). We urgently need an "outlook of global 

responsibility and not of grandiose global hope" (Jonas 19 1). As Duncan argues, this hope 

quickiy degenerates into complacency or smugness: an unredistic sense of abundance simply 

fosters over-exploitation. By then, Jonas wams, "intoxication has taken place ... the technological 

drive takes care of itself' (203). The "built-in" utopian drive is like a self-nourishing virus, or 

accelerating rolling snowball; it thnves on its own m~menturn.'~ Jonas is emphatic on this point: 

"it is vitally necessary to unhook the demands of justice, charity and reason from the bait of 

utopia" (201). This relates to Gus's response to living and destroying to live. In developing an 
ethics of sacrifice and thanksgiving Gus lays the foundations for an ongoing process of respect 

David Suzuki observes rhat environmental caution has been supplanted in the media by the hope-filled rhetoric 
of economic reform, as if the answer to human woes is to be found in the hedth of the market economy. Such a 
position fails to take the very basis of the economy into account-the planet-even as it diunages it further. 
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and hurnility (as Jonas and Lopez urge). He refuses to equate increased consumption with 

bettement. 

Gus's associative meanderings copy the river's curious passage as thoughts eddy into 

story-pools. Searching for appropriate ways of dealing with issues of justice, responsibility and 

gratitude, Gus returns to memory and a story of loss and dignity that quickly puts his situation in a 

new, more demanding light. Once again, a river unfolds further answers. It is the Columbia, just 

before the dam at Celilo Falls biocked water and lifeways from the ares.'? The person who most 

embodied the qualities of reverence, skill and understanding for six-year-old Gus and Ma was her 

friend Thomas Bigeater, a Warm Springs Indian. Given that Duncan composed the novel in the 

early 1980s, it is not surprising to see the indigene loaded with the role of sage and guardian of the 

river." There are few of such insight who have associations with the river: even now the people 

who can know a river with the foundation of centuries of tnnsferred ancestral affiliation are likely 

to be feted if (from the white point of view) exotically indigenous, rather than a native Londoner, 

for e~arnple. '~ The combination of wistful wisdom still detemines many constructions of the 

indigene. 

Duncan does his best to upset the stereotypes by ensuring Gus admits to them ("I'd 

expected a loin clothed spearman. so for a time 1 was bored by this fat. dark man in white people's 

clothing" [134]). As Gus sees Thomas fish with an ancestral club and handmade net, looping the 

chinook on a leather thong, he too is caught by his masterful fishing. Thomas is the first person 

Gus has seen praying for the spirit of the fish he kills and giving thanks. Over seventy, Thomas 

remains nimble and swift, balancing on a thin platform near the massive thundenng falls. Gus's 

language has the staccato rush of a child's recollection, and the short. ironic sentences Thomas 

King uses so effectively. This is a scene replete with other feelings and issues that float over the 

young boy's head: the glances Ma and Thomas exchange are full of an anger and sadness that 

young Gus cannot work out. 

Gus's mother ("a rabid hater of dams") h a  already taken the young Gus to the bnnd-new Dalles dam on the 
Deschutes River to observe the steelhead run batter itself against the diverted spillway water because the fish çould 
not access the poorly-designed fish lacider. "So they fought till the blristing water broke them, then dtifted brick 
down the river they'd climbed-unable to spriwn, unable to return to sea. There was an island nor far downstream 
covered with taIl cottonwoods: the trees were black with vultures too stuffed with mouldering steelhead to tly" ( 134). 
Fish remain great and often thw'uted figures in this novel: their dignity and starnina, as well as their cargo of 
attri buted mythology and story give them an drnost paranormal quality. 

It must be stressed that Thomas is just one of a variety of river-sages in a novel packed with more of hem than 
almost any other book 1 consider. Duncan's portrayal avoids the pitfall of romanticism Lopez iit times faHs prey to. 
Carol A, Stabile observes one result of such an omission: 'The recuperation of spiritual beliefs and myths from 
historically remote Native American cultures consequently operates at a suspicious distance from the environmentai 
issues besetting Native Americans at this historical moment" (63). Stabile cites the high incidence of toxic waste 
dumping on reservations (which are often exempt from Environmental Protection Agency regulations) as one 
exiunple. 

l9 But as 1 note in chapter four the East London dwellers are described as a kind of displaced indigenous group. 
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Thomas walks over with his five fifty-pound chinook: '"These are the last"' he says ( 136). 

He argues that the likes of the two drunken fellow tribesmen stabbing and wounding fish below 

are to blame for the dam. 

Ma's face twisted. "Corne on, Thomas. I'd get shitfaced too if some three- 
faced white bureaucrat bmke treaty an' sunk my fishin' n'burial grounds ferever!" 

Thomas shook his head. "This is not forever. Dams break. Rivers never do, 
Two salmon c m  spawn a thousand. The salmon are an old and patient people." 
( 136) 

"So it has always been." intones Thomas. Equally. "the old ways are never killed, never lost. 

They are only forgotren. sornetimes" ( 1  37). To forget is to accrue bad luck. Punishment is 

handed down by the Spirit Father, and always has been during times of cultural amnesia. Thomas 

allies his belief with the river and holds faith it will never disappear." He recounts a Nass River 

story that tells of an earlier transgression by one section of the tribe, the young men of the Wolf 

Clan. They behave badly, failing to recite prayen over their catch, killing only for the sake of 

kiiling, and torturing the fish (i.e. they behave like whites). Eventually the area is scorched by a 

terrible fire and many are killed. 'Then it was the river of fire. Now it is the white man's dam. 

These are the Spirit Father's weapons. Always it is the sarne: it is the greedy, the cruel. the 

ungrateful that bring down suffering upon the people" ( 139). Gus reflects on this, surmising that 

"the ancient burial ground, like the converts, had to undergo baptism" (140). 

Duncan, and Gus, use Thomas's story and memory as an ûllegory to illuminate the present; 

the old Fisher's conduct is an exürnple with which Gus compares his past work (now regarded as 

"a contest-Gus versus Coastal S trearns") that lacks nobility, dismissed for its lack of generosity 

and vision (140). But this occurs in a chapter called 'The River Writes" and the river, Thomas and 

memory offer solutions: keep moving forwards, and keep close to the waters. The emphasis on 

responsibility and contint<i', is shared by Lopez, Flanagan and Abbey, Moore and Sanders. It is 

an understanding made somewhat popular by the mainstream advocacy (appropriation for political 

ends?) and coverage of environmental issues during the 1970s and 1980s. This time. share your 

catch. Gus is "appalled" his fishing may have caused ham on various levels; he now resolves to 

follow the river road and meet his neighbours (140). 

By doing so Duncan (via Thomas) upsets the expectations of elegy Ma and the reader rnay carry. A similu 
reversal happened to BIaine Hrirden when he went to interview rnembers of the Wanapum uibe whose land was 
swallowed by a dam that is now their closest neighbour; the reservation nestles at its base. It remVned "'home"' as 
he used what remained, rather than solely larnenting what was lost (245). 

Longfellow notes rhat the etegiac is the most common form used to represent faflen rivers. The fallen river has 
passed tfirough a transition from Eliade's definition of a "sacred" site, an "absolute reality" to a profane state of 
fallenness (21). The reservoir becomes "infinite" and "homogenous;" "no point of reference is possible.. . . no 
orientation can bc established" beneath the uni fom surface of the reservoir. Sanders' encounter with drowned 
rnemory in his essay "After the Flood" is the clearest exampIe if this transition. But the shift (or fall) is documented 
by Elizabeth Woody and Gloria Bird in the Dalles and Celilo-bsised fiction in First Fish, First People: Salnron Tales 
of The North Pacijic Rim Eds. Judith Roche and Meg McHutchison. 
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The remainder of The River Why invoives Gus in a deepening connection to people and 

place, the sum total of the river cornmunity, both human and wild, complete with Venator's 

"Natural G o d  above it." After visiting shops and homes Gus redises his isolated cabin is also 

part of a hiimnn network, and that the corpse he rescued from the river was, in a sense, his self 

lifted beyond the limits of obsession. With "de-fished" eyes he sees and values the people and 

place clearly, and spruces up his cabin with gifts from his neighbours: "solitude, 1 found, was no 

guarantee of anything.. .. 1 was free. I was alone. It was hell. The confusion, the misery. the 

stupidity.. . . It came from nobody but me" ( 147, 148). A different level of memory and function 

is introduced as Gus leams of the local neighbourhood. Duncan sets up another subset of cycles 

and recirculations between river and community. 

Gus recognises the value of communication with others. He then allows himself to feel the 

need for an intimate cornpanion. and (fortuitously) rnakes the first meeting with the wornan of his 

dreams. Eddy. Eddy is an exceptional person: she has a beautiful fishing technique (and is also 

attractive). What is more, that technique is remarkable and rare, evidence, for the fishing-raised 

Gus, that reveals "a way of looking at things-not just at fishing but at the whole world-and it's 

a way of looking that's how I've been trying to look too" (265). Her angling prowess helps Gus 

acknowledge "that I was in the presence of a fishing genius exceeding my own" ( 154). Gus ogles 

at Eddy for a long, heart-stirring time, feigning research, and then lumbers into the open, 

appearing a tongue-tied oaf who is only saved by his own sense of shame at surprising her, and 

his intricate knowledge of Izaak Walton's The Cornpleut Angler, from which (after fording the 

river. tearing through bush and up a tree in embarrassment), he proceeds to quote: '"Some waters 

being drank cause rnadness, some drunkenness, some laughter to death .... "' ( 160). Their meeting 

is shattering for Gus: a cavalcade of delight and despair. It is no surprise that he is heartsick 

afterwards. fearing he will never see this living vision, Eddy, again. 

Sitting by the river the next day he spies an ungainly fly-fisher who hooks his own ear. 

The arriva1 of Titus Gerrard on the scene is well timed; he is Gus's primary guide in the currents 

and consolations of philosophy. Tweed-wearing, pipe-smoking and eloquently eccentric, Titus's 

meanderings take Gus closer to the heart of things. Along with Bill Bob, Thomas Bigeater, Eddy 

and the Tamanawis River itself, Titus is one of Gus's most important teachers. They ail refer back 

to the river as a source of understanding and allegorical affiliation and insight. Seeing the upset lad 

Titus inquires: "'Tnist me, Gus. You look like a dam about to burst. What happened"' ( 167)? So 

Gus does; some hours later, unburdened and be-bourboned, the two head for Portland and Titus's 

l i brary . 

'' As for the former, they are a Iivcly and motley bunch, drawn in such a way as to capture the political and social 
diversity of the Oregon Coast: a steak-eating farming family with six kids (the mother is Emma, the dad Emie, the 
youngsters Kemie, Bernie, Darlene, Charlene, Marlene and Emie II) and the oiher equally caricatured rural Oregonian 
neighbour Satyavati, her husband Steve, an ex-surfer, hippie master-candlemaker keen on k;irmic peace and their 
(mucous, pesticide-free) young sons Raxna and Arjuna 
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Titus believes humanity's "immediate goal" is "Divinity" ( 173). He proceeds to his 

bookshelves: "There, he paused, as a good fisherman pauses to read water before his first cast." 

Hooking a stack of books, he turns: "'Well, Gus. Are you ready to fish'" (176). Thus begins a 

joumey into the first route to enlightenment. the wisdom of others (the second pond, Titus 

believes, being within): Attar, Rumi, Jesus. Buddha, Lao Tm: a creel of sayings laces the chapter 

(and the novel), and d l  flow from the metaphor of the Divine Fisher seizing the hem and mind of 

the seeker. Titus makes his position clear: "I'm not sane, Gus. 1 believe in the rivers of living 

water; 1 believe our souk swirn in that water; 1 believe Jesus and Buddha and Krishna are the 

saviour in that wnter: I believe in the garden World and its Queen. 1 love the 01' Whopper [God]" 

(178). Titus ensures Gus cakes the right çhannrl in his journey; very quickly in thsir conversation 

he locks ont0 a world Gus knows and uses the power of association to suggest the paranormal. 

Allegory thrives again. Metonymy continues its vital role in Tlie River Why, freighting rives with 

the work of human faith, ensuring Gus's path will remain a riverine one: 

'Fishermen should be the easiest of men CO convince to commence the search for 
the soul, becausefilring is nothing but the prirsuit of the elusive. Fish invisible to 
hymen like me are visible to anglers like you by a hundred subtle signs. How cm 
you be so sagacious and patient in seeking fish, and so hasty a hick as to write off 
your soul because you can't see it'?' 

Again his question hit me where 1 lived: I pictured rivers-Decrmber rivers, mist- 
shrouded and cold-and thigh deep in the long glides stood fishermen who'd arrived 
before dawn.. . . There they stood in the first gray light . . . silent, patient, casting 
and casting again, retrieving nothing yet never questioning the possibility of bright 
steelhead hidden beneath the green slicks; numb-fingered, empty-bellied, aching- 
backed they stood, hatted or hooded like rabbis or monks, gmmbling but vigilant. 
willing to pay hard penance for the mere chance of a sudden, subtle strike. What 
was a fisherman but an untransmuted seeker? And how much longer must be the 
wait, how much greater the skiii, how much more infinite the patience and intense 
the vigilance in the search for the gift men cal1 die soiil? 'Titus,' 1 said, 'I've been 
walking around for years with my metaphysical dry tly stuck in my ex!'  

He laughed. 'Let's get it out and go fishing!' ( 179) 

Duncan suggests a spiritual ecology and an ecology of the spirit: al1 things are linked within and 

without. The religious quality of Gus's search has been suggested early in the novel, through his 

parents' lack of spiritual belief, and Gus's own nttempts to trace the Iogic and meaning of 

Christianity in his journal titled the "God-Book." Through adjectivai gravitas and allusion to 

rabbis, monks and penance, Titus and Gus ensure the Tamanawis is, increasingly, a current of 

spirit and water. an element that crosses worlds and ways of being: it is no longer '"stuff'" in 

Illich's terminology: it is not fallen, it has been resurrected. By the time Gus finishes recording his 

joumey the river will be a canier of drearns and the way to the soul. the transfomative element 

that, if followed, will redise and release vision. 

When Duncan links penance and the elusive, startling fish-strike, fishing has become 

payer, the river a sacred site. Appropriately, the next river Gus sees is one that has been 

destroyed because too few people recognised its sanctity. The U. S. Grant ("U.S.G.") is a 



"suburbanized creek" that afforded young Gus much pleasure (187). Now the suburb has 

sprawled3' and Sisisicu ("little, but strong," the creek's first name) is damaged (187). Gus's 

ecological vision is clear, and it is a personal vision, based on the experience of lost oasis of 

wildemess in the city. The Sisisicu is now poisoned; it has lost its essential power to sustain life: 

The corpse was a big, unwieldy thing-impossible to move and too big to bury . . . 
it's still lying there in the suburbs of Portland-gallons and gallons of slithering 
liquid camion. A creek stiff .... 

... 'creek' isn't accurate anymore, but there isn't a word yet for what creeks 
become once they die .... 

Even in the l es t  frothy rapids the creek fomed at the mouth, dull yellow-brown 
bubbles coating everything they touched with a rabid scum. I put my hand in-and 
gloved it with a tepid. oily film that smelled like a hot Street. 

Whoever made the laws protecting these backyards from intmders made no laws 
to protect Sisisicu from poison, filth and sewer. They weren't my laws. ( 187-8) 

As in Lopez's "Drought." the creek is anthropomorphised into an entity with which the reader cm 

identify. Gus's search for the source follows underground pipes, gutters and pavement until it 

concludes at a bank building; there the water mns off the bel1 tower and gathers with other tnckles 

to form the creek." "Here was the uttermost source of the waters that had been Sisisicu: rin 

imitation Liberty Bell on top of a mock Independence Hail" ( 190). The source is a sham. a copy; it 

is without sou1 or redernption and emblematic of the emptiness of many urban monuments. a lack 

that Duncan (and Illich) perceive as hannful to the human spirit. Duncan's additional comments on 

the ecological impact of human endeavour" integrate Gus's will with the natural world, and 

demonstrate the consequences of utopian ideology. The inclination towards responsibility grows 

in Gus as he sees the tmth of Hans Jonas's observation: "mere subsistence will push the limits of 

global tolerance long before utopia can show its face" (Jonas 189). Gus's reltction is double- 

edged: he catches the creek's last trout from a pocket of clean water, freeing it into the Willamette 

River. He ensures its survival, but in his own mind he h a  "killed" the creek because it is now 

without obvious life ( 186). 

Book Three concludes with Gus freeing the fish ("feeling I'd never done a better 

morning's fishing") and facing the future alone: "here before me were the swirling greens and 

'' "These suburbs, just ri century ago, were a wetland-ri wide interlricing of ponds, creeks, sloughs, bogs and 
meadows providing homes for more mink, rnuskrat, beaver, ducks, deer and herons than you'd find in a11 the 
Willrimette Valley now. But gradudly it hiid been subdivided, draincd, filled, imprisoned in pipes, buried aiive" 
( 186). 

The water in the gutter has faIlen in Gus's estimation becriuse its wildness and purity have been stolen. This is a 
culturatly produced response: not every culture would see a flowing sidewalk s t rem as fdlen. The Penan of 
Sarawak, for instance, would cal1 it a river in its own right (Hood). The aesthetic varies from culture to culture. 
But the commercial md technological drive embedded within most societies' relation to nature means ecosystem loss 
is occurring at such a rate that the mode of elegy is both cornmonplace and (to a mind swept up by and perhaps 
Imenting change) often appropriate. Survivai is never easy. 

And the hollow gesture towards liberty. What, after al1, has been freed, one may ask. 
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grays of a wide, unresting river, and beyond the river a wide and ancient and unknown world that 

1 rnust now enter .... the last trout had no choice. And it, too, was a timid, creek-bred suburbanite" 

( 198). Layers of figurative association in The River Why reinforce the characters' connection with 

the outside world. By contrasting the wild with the "buried naniral vitality of the city, Book 

Three consolidates Duncan's assertion that the wildemess has its own presence: nature has the 

potential to teach those who are willing to learn, and the defiled river teaches us about ourselves. 

(This is a maxim Flanagan, Cornac McCarthy, Iain Sinclair, Kim Stafford and Scott Russell 

Sanders also bear out.) At the end of Book Three, Gus redises he has "no choice" but to leap into 

the unknown rivered world before him (198). [t is a rnove that takes him further into his sou1 and 

the sou1 of the river. 

Casting and Questing: River as Teacher 

Lopez, Flanagan and Duncan emphasize the river as a site of tutelage. This stance has its 

European origins, according to Wyman Herendeen, in the analysis of "two streams of knowledge: 

the one divinity. descending from Moses and the Jordan, and the other philosophy, rising from 

Plato, Aristotle. Cicero and Seneca, and the Greco-Roman Alpheus" (Herendeen "Rhetoric" 1 17). 

Hrrendeen quotes Francis Bacon's Advorlcemenr of Lrnnting: "The knowledge of man is 3s the 

waters. some descending from above. and some springing from beneath; the one infomed by the 

light of nature. the other inspired by divine revelation" (1  17). Duncan's project amounts to the 

fusion of divinity, philosophy and nature. In balancing these three aspects in the characters of 

Titus, Thomas. Bill Bob, Eddy and Gus (not to mention handling a Euro-Asian-Arabic 

philosophical and theological mixture not dissimilar from Kinseth's), Duncan seeks to temper the 

techno-utopian drive Bacon vaunted in ~ e w  ~ t l n n t i s . ~ ~  As Gus's spiritual self develops he attunes 

to the damage humans cm do by attempting the (im)possible. 

Duncan counters Descartes' "infinity of devices" (and any progressivist tendencies in the 

religious realm) with a dose of implicitly honest-to-goodness nature-based transcendentalist and 

romantic neo-paganism (35). Tanya M. Luhrmann "suspect[s] that one of the motivations for a 

spintual involvement in nature is the therapeutic power of that cornplex, rich imagery, and that this 

experience reinforces the cornmitment to environmentai protection" (223). She describes Gus 

well. The retreat or return to nature also alters the range of ethical consideration. A fairly 

independent and self-sufficient existence Iimits the confrontation with the gap between Western 

ethics, the consequences of technology and utopian-thought (Jonas). One can opt out of 

consumerism and attempt to "rnake amends." 

" The leader of this place of bounty ("We have" is his most common utterance), says "' The end of our Foundation 
is the knowledge of Causes, and secret motions of things; and the enlarging of the bounds of Human Empire, to the 
effecting of a11 things possibIe" (7 1). 
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Such an attempt is intellectually based in the Transcendentalism of the late-nineteenth 

century. The River Why records a transition between this intellectual movement, and the syncretic 

"environmental paganism" and increasingly direct and confrontational activism that has marked the 

environmental protests since the late 1970s (some of which are inspired by Edward Abbey's 1975 

novel The Monkeyw-ench Gang [Taylor 991). Gus is alrnost the raw material for the Earth First! 

disciple of the 1980s and 1990s, a kind of watered-down Abbey, a mernber of the radical centre. 

(As indeed Ieremiah Ransom becomes in Duncan's "Not Rocking the Boats." which 1 discuss in 

chapter three.) Bron Taylor's useful definition of environmental paganism offers a portrait of 

some (non-Christian) aspects of Gus's episternology: 

Environmental paganism is an umbrella term for diverse spintualities that, when 
combined with ecological understanding. lead to environmental activism. The 
spiritual tributaries contributing to environmental paganism include those 
traditionally labeled pantheism or animism (including shamanistic beliefs and 
experiences of interspecies communication) and the holistic religions of the Far 
East, which tend to view the world as metaphysically interconnected and sacred .... 

[Wlithout belaboring a point well made elsewhere it is important to the present 
interpretive task to remember that American religious nationalisrn holds a dominant 
conception of American sacred space as expressing a vision of Amenca as a utopian 
space, which provides both a mode1 for and a means to achieve God's purposes on 
eanh. Such a world view is naturally hostile to any competing world view that 
either denies the premise that Amenca constitutes sacred space or locates Amenca's 
sacrality in the landscape itself rather than in the U.S. nation-state. (99) 

Duncan's novel attempts to appease both conservative and conservationist camps and (by 

doing so) to aftïrm both stances. Stepping back from technology-tuming to the "ancient 

world"-offers Gus the chance to develop a spiritual-and Romantic-ethic and appreciate what 

he already has (198). In the pre-Sports Utility Vehicle days of the novel's setting (or indeed its 

composition) Gus can happily muse on the low population of the beautiful river valley. In the 

following passage he justifies his sense of peace and non-violence by defemng, once ügain, to the 

Almighty Fisher: 

1 figured God kept jamming them in there [Portland's "tract-houses and condos 
jamrned dong U.S.G.'s corpse"] because He refused to tum them loose on the 
Tamanawises of the World until they learned a way of living that wouldn't mm 
Tamanawises into U.S.G.'s. It w u  nice to find myself approving of God's 
behavior for a change. (20 1) 

This argument rather collapses in the face of holiday-crowds and rising environmental damage? 

Or does it? Perhaps this stance rejects the teleology of progress and human control by 

surrendering to the Divine. But it is also tme that he rejects violence and environmental activism 

that could cause violence. Although he has al1 the ingredients for activism he chooses self- 

36 This eco-apocalyptic judgment fails to cake account of the commercial pull of cities (it trikes capital to opt out 
and downsize to a riverside cabin) and the possibility their concentration contains some of the environmentai 
damage. That said, city demand felled the trees near Gus's cabin, and drives the resource extraction elsewhere. 
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development as the first objective. Gus's ways of helping and protesting are the stealthy ones of 

the angler. Yet Gus still exercises the power of choice and independence when he refuses to 

participate in technological bingeing: he retreats to his cabin in the first place, and in the second he 

ensures the world does not follow him. This retreat does little to prevent the logging across frorn 

his cabin. But Duncan's account of what the following months do to Gus's sense of belonging in 

the world create and record a kind of eco-aliimsa or green-Buddhist/Chnstian activism. It seems 

this Gus of the 1960s only needs love to help him cross the many rivers homeward. Spirituality 

and ecology lead to novel-writing as well as tree-spiking. Duncan looks on his work as a fom of 

activism and awareness-raising. 

The ideal, Duncan suggests, is found by a river at some remove from the intoxicated "cars and 

burbs" (19 1). But that blissful state is unrealistic for al1 people: the very appeal of his cabin for 

hirn (and the reader) is its difference and distance from the urban nom, its increasingly 

unattainable quality. The ethics and actions of the questers of the 1960s have led to inflated cabin 

prices in the 1990s: soul-fishing is hip! But even in 1974-5 when the action of the book occurs. 

Gus is intent on preserving his idyllic calm: he regards technology and resource use as out of 

control. This is not a techno-utopia, but a back-to-nature choice for one who can afford it. 

Gus deliberately eschews the kind of hectic lifestyle his skills could bring hirn (and tums 

crowds from the river valley) by misleading a major fishing reporter he meets soon after he rerums 

io his cabin to soul-fish. He rejects the prospect of a string of imagined commercial adventures (an 

"infinity of devices" indeed), which start with a boost in incorne, move on to "Cutthroat Gus's 

Riverside Fishing Schools" and spiral into lustful"1 could . . . " visions that pour on for a page, 

and culminate in his own intergdmtic angling program: "1 could spread my name. face, rods and 

nies al1 through the fish-infested heavens, and every resource and river, every hidden treasure and 

tree, every huge fish and alien queen and natural and unnaturd wonder would spread itself before 

me" (214). In other words, this is imperialism with a rod and fly, and trusty Gus will not have a 

bar of it. The nature of his deception-the promotion of dry-angling, narnely the practice of 

fishing in the desert, rather than diminishing fish-stocks on the tivers-is a sublime piece of 

conservationist trickery and pseudo-indigenous farce. 

Gus takes on the persona Antoine Chapeau, ex salon-manager of Palm Springs, and ersatz 

shaman of the "Dry Fishing" method: 

'After a day spent casting hookiess t'lies into mirage creeks among the arid dunes, 
one begins to sense an order of things imperceptible to those whose minds are 
unaffected by extreme heat and dehydration. You see, Dutch [the reporter], fish 
live in water. If one understands water one understands fish. And it is by craving 
water that one cornes to understand it. Hence. to l e m  to fish, go to the desert and 
stay there. When the seizures and hallucinations start, you'll be amazed at what 
yod 11 l em!  ' (2 15) 



Gus's deterrent is backed up by action: he turfs a brash businessman from his cabin (a man 

obsessed with ownership) and begins to settle down to fulfilling word-of-mouth tackle orders. A 

tale of faith and fortitude from Nick, his new assistant, inspires 'The Trek," a sojoum upriver to 

the source of the Tamanawis; "cold deeps had warmed and shallowed and Gus is deterrnined to 

"catch" the insights flitting within. In the Iast third of the novei Duncan develops his most detailed 

and explicit representation of the river as teacher. When Gus begins his joumey towards "the dark 

water inside me" he does so by the river (239). 

Although Gus acknowledges the sacred nature of the river, his (unplanned) joumey to its source (a 

correlative search for his own soul), is initially contrived becsuse he clemnnrls and expects 

enlightenment and a kind of authenticity: "The source of the Tamanüwis. No banks or mock 

Liberty Bells this time" (237). He sets out to fish his "inner waters" and does so on an impulse 

that could be called ecological because of its emphasis on interrelation and natural symbolism. Al1 

Gus's key inspirations "had been given as gifts-like min, like rivers-unlooked for. unasked for: 

I had to follow the signs I was given, as rivers follow valleys .... water's ways, meandering and 

free flowing, had always been rny love" (235). This intention opens the series of associative 

meanderings that lead him to the source of the river. The narrative continues to whirl in its 

inclusion of transpersonal stories. 

The walk is contemplative. marked by the nature-inspired neo-pagan or green-Christian 

sense that "an oldrst, greutest. longest-lost Friend had come to walk the road. unseen beside me" 

(235). The other constant in Gus's walk is "the changing speech of the Tamanawis" (734). Its 

connective power across space and symbol inspires a sequence of associations for Gus: the scarlet 

of the autumn leaves and salmon's flank, the blood-red cedar wood and his own red hand: "1 could 

almost see the blood, streaming like groundwater under the pale earth of my flesh" (237). Gus, 

the walking river, walks on besides another. He is acutely aware of the power and fragility of the 

forest he has entered, the cedars that might vanish ("Three-hundred years to grow, three minutes to 

be felled" [238]), and the Native American villages of the region that have disappeared. Native 

Amencan initiation quesü are described, lending another 'authentic' dimension to Gus's joumey, 

fostering a sense of association. and even affiliation in him, one who rneans no h m  (240). 1s 

this the Grey Owl School of sharnanism crossed with early scouting ritual? 1s Gus a reincamation 

of imposter Archibald Belaney (the Englishman who posed as a native. 'Grey Owl,' in Canada, 

and was incidentally crucial in preventing the extinction of the beaver), topped up with a dash of 

Iron John neo-mythology and dilute "muscular" Christianity (Phillips 597)? In a sense his quest 

helps to dives? him of the stereotypical quest, to come to his own meaningful realisation that 

ennobles without appropriation. Gus sees many animals on his joumey, and they allow him 

nearby. They reinforce his sense that this is a world inhabited by creatures with a history beyond 



human ken. An owl joins his evening firelight just as a nven follows his journey home: 

intimations of guardian spirit-animals? The suggestion is made by Duncan (as he recounts the tale 

of a Tillamook Indian initiation quest), but Gus is too humorous and hungry to wait for visions: "1 

was two hundred years late and the wrong color" (245). He spots a group of ravens "trying to 

look portentous and mythical but coming off kind of scruffy-headed and up to no good  (242). 

Mythical innuendo is denated in order to set up a more genuine and culturally specific revelation. 

He finally arrives at the source of the river, a small "old. clean and untiring" spring in a 

grove "like a vast lodge," the light filtered by trees "as if through stained glass" (243). The 

religious echoes are obvious to him, but his pragmatism wins out: "1 wasn't sure I'd know a spirit- 

helper if one bit me on the nose" but he knows hr is rssrntially a fishrrman. "1 had hiddrn 

laminations and substrats and sinkholes of fisherman in me I hadn't even begun to tap." What is 

more, "[ilt's a damned tough business sitting around trying to force yourself to force God to 

forcefeed you a revelation or vision or spiritual assistant or something." His understanding of the 

Tillarnook saying "the source is everywhere" leads not to a desired spiritual insight. but to a very 

important ecological one (laced with Gus's usual offhand practical humour): 

the red Tamanawis wzis the entire Tamanawis, and the source of t h  river was 
min, groundwater, dew, snowmelt. fog, mist, animal piss. no-name trickles. 
podunk swamps, hidden springs, and the source of dl these sources was the 
clouds, and the source of clouds was the sea, so the river running past my cûbin 
literally did have its source 'everywhere.' at l e s t  every where that water has ever 
visited-which includes al1 the Space and Time in the world .... (746-7) 

Though Gus considers his spiritual enlightenment complete (he is happy to settle for this rational 

insight), anyone familiar wi th theology and the hydrologie cycle could sumise the Divine is at 

hand (Tuan). Duncan segues into a retelling of an Asian Indian myth, continuing the braiding of 

tributary stories that redefine and highlight Gus's development. He trudges home, beyond physical 

Iimits. Exhaustion creates a synaesthesia of perception, his senses fusing with the raven's above, 

the use of simile suggesting a kind of riverine consciousness: "You just wash down the road like a 

dead leaf washing down a river" becomes "You wash down this path like water winding down a 

river" (250). The unity is understood as an ontological and ecological entity. Duncan affirms the 

range of "agreements" (Maracle 162; Lopez, River Notes 121) that make a river. and (with 

Flanagan) the pan-lingual nature of such connection: "the infinity of facets [the river] welds into 

one ... is not accessible to our inspection or understanding; not at the mind's disposal, nor at the 

tongue's" but Duncan argues the raven allowed "you" to see the river in its "pure, primordial" 

state, to see its immanence before words (25 1). 

Language gets the short straw. Abram would argue that Gus's fatigue was such that his 

linguistic perceptual "membrane" dissolved and he fiew into the eye of the raven (Abram 256). 

Still, Gus finds a quiet peace and eases off fishing. Instead, he practises seeing. When 

Eddy-"the hook, line and sinker of my drearnsm-visits Gus's cabin we are prepared for a simple 

denouement: the new Eden, a beautiful couple, and a wild river. 
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Surely Gus's raven-inspired vision and his river-wise lover are enough? But Duncan lands 

God's hook in Gus before the book is out, supplanting any restraint in his faith. By "playing the 

chinook" at Eddy's suggestion, allowing (for once in thousands of catches) to let a great fish lead 

him. Gus opens to a sense of the spintual grace of the river and its watershed dwellers. His light 

fishing line will break if he tries to control the fifty-pound salmon that is wending its way upriver 

to spawn. So he follows it al1 night. obeying the "regal pace" of the chinook (273). He sees "the 

red groundwater flowing under the pale skin" and the associations of divine fishing alight in his 

mind (27 1). Duncan lends the passage a centred tone through his steady descriptions: the jagged 

discornfort of Gus's previous trip is gone from the language and form of the scene. Sentences are 

longer and the tone is more consistent than his earlier trek. 

An owl appears, "swimrning breaststroke through the air" and the river is everywhere 

again; the love Gus feels with Eddy and the river "overflowed" any emptiness: "love coiild sustain 

the frailest of lines" (374). The passage records a fusion of Zen notions. Romanticism and 

angling, along with (i sense of the trust innate in the natural world and its rhythms that dissolve the 

fishing certainties Gus has adhered to: 

It had always been my way to approach the river like a wanded magician out to 
work deception. But this night, thanks to Eddy. thanks to love. 1 came as a blind 
man led by seeing-eye salrnon-and it showed me a world 1 believed was 
destroyed, a world where a man could still walk unfeared among the animals and 
birds he calls 'wild.' (275) 

Gus goes as Far as calling the "hunter I qurirry paradigm" a "betrayal" because it breaks the tmst the 

animals show Gus on this night. He feels he is "returning to some forgotten. ancient home. The 

river shimmered and glowed and shattered the moon, flowing from east to West like the horizontal 

bar of a cross; the line, too. shone pale in the light, reaching vertically from sky to water" (275). 

Gus walks this crucifix-like space, linking stars and water together, joining heaven and earth. Gus 

is "ovenvhelmed" by this and by the trust the chinook shares; the tïsh begins to appear exemplary: 

the river and its inhabitants are now superb teachers, not quarry alone. "She swam fearlessly, 

though she swam towards her death" (275,276). When the time comes to free the fish, she lets 

Gus touch her: he enters the river. and submerges himself to get close enough to free the hook. 

This is the great redernptive act of the book; it is the first time Gus has been beholden to the life of 

the fish and the river, staying with that life, barely disrupting it. By sharing her journey he comes 

to another place in the exterior and interior riverscape (Lopez, "Landscape and Narrative"). As he 

walks along the River Road the cruciform appears ügain: the road runs "east to West like the 

horizontal bar of a cross.. .. a raven called" (277). He feels "a sharp pain in rny heart, like a hook 

being set" and sees a line "like a beam of watery light" from his head to the heavens: 

1 felt the hand, resting like sunlight on my head. And 1 knew that the line of light 
led not to a realm but to a Being, and that the light and the hook were his, and that 
they were made of love alone. My hem was pierced. 1 began to weep. 1 felt the 
Ancient One drawing me toward him, coaxing me out of this autumn landscape, 
beckoning me on toward undying joy. 



. . . . from this point in my soul, there was no escape. and nowhere to go. (278) 

The river is one manifestation of die divine, and Gus findly understands this, ecologically and 

spiritually. The ecological "web Lopez (and Kinseth) addressed extends to the theological. The 

reference to a crucifix and a male deity implies a green-Christianity, but Duncan does not declare 

his stance; to do so would banish the syncretic religious concoction he has been shaping through 

the book. But to have the ultimate "hook" associated with etemd life. a male deity and a crucifix is 

very suggestive of the Christian base of his ecological recirculation between self, spirit and river. 

Duncan opens Book Five with his usud multi-cultural feast of inspirational writing, 

proving that the Divine takes on many forms and narnes. Meister Eckhart: "whatever he does, 

who is caught by this hook, love does it, and love alone" (279). With this passage (which the 

book has been leading to al1 dong) and the hook in Gus's heart, the man is redeemed, taken back 

into God's light, restored by kinship with the natural world. 

An eco-redemption places Gus and Eddy back by a wild river that is almost Edenic. bar the fact 

that the trout are still caught; killing continues, because "it is sacrifice- sweet bleeding 

sacrifice-that sustains you" (282). Wait! Where is the crucifix now? The syllogism is once 

again a tight one: it must be when the loving pair are fishers to the bone and spirit. This will not 

satisfy al1 readers, but those against fish-killing have had many reasons to stop before the finai 

chapter. Nor will many be pleased to read of "the trash fish of the hurnan race" but a hierarchy 

appeals to the disceming tïshemen, even one who fishes with love; doing so bumps one up the 

hierarchy: "river-armed and ocean-handed, He tends His lines with infinite patience, gracious to 

those who love him, a mirage to those who don't" (280). Are we entering a neo-Mormon 

piscatorid cuit? Are David James Duncan and Lance Kinseth its head disciples? "It al1 rides on 

how you look at things. And how you look at things depends on how His line leads to your look" 

(290). The Tamanawis has proved an exacting teacher. It offers redemption through its very 

existence, but this is a nigh-invisible path. The blind will remain trash; the river does not care. 

But open to the light and the creel bulges with the saved; the caught are the ones who mind. Once 

redeemed, a little sacrifice is par for the course-the course of the rivered-Christian. For the hook 

has the mesure of the globe in its curve, and many have been told to take the bait. Thus the cabin 

stands. Dare you follow the river? 

Bare your soul and enter the sweeping current: the line, Duncan suggests, is always there. 

We just need to open Our eyes and let the hook set. Then it is just as he says: there are no choices. 

He has you, and you will see no other, Ied on the teleology of revelation to still, deep waters 

upriver. 



In the next section we tum to a river guide whose very mernory is constituted by the recirculating 

flow of Tasmania's Franklin River. In Death of A River Gliide Aljaz Cosini gains his 

enlightenment through the process of remembrance and death: stories outlive the body, and 

reproduce themselves in and through the flesh of others. Recirculation continues: Aijaz's river is 

filled with the past: memory saturates the river and the stories spiral "ever outwards" (326). The 

transcendent impulse that has run through Lopez and Duncan continues in the revisioned Franklin. 

Tasmania's river of memory that asks its own questions and bean its own stories. 



Death of A River Guide: Memories, drowning. 

Stories. storîes, stories. A world and a land and even a river full of 
the damn slippery things. 

Aljaz Cosini, River Guide (94). 

D e d i  ofA  River Guide (1994) is a nverine narrative. There are several linked levels of event in 

Richard Flanagan's first novel. The most linear and conternporary strand of story occurs on 

Tumania's Franklin River. Our river guide. Aljaz Cosini. was contracted to lead a püny on a 

twelve-day raft trip. Aljaz recalls this joumey up until day five: on that day he is wedged 

undenvater. We meet hirn in this fatal position as the book opens. The entire book is a 

concentration of memory, story and vision. a braided river of events that are funneled through the 

mind of the drowning man. Aijaz. pinioned by "this tide of the past," must bear witness to visions 

of his own life and the Iives of his ancestors (264). Their stories have made hirn who he is: they 

have led him to the river where so many elements combine. Aljaz calls himself "a fui1 stop at the 

end of the river" (284). He has a sense of inevitability about the way things have worked out." 

His life and death are the culmination of a whole sequence of stories and agonies: the "memory of 

loss" that haunted his Australian Aboriginal. Slovenian immigrant. and British convict forebears. 

is realised as he dies (258). Ranagan is concerned with the mn-off we cal1 memory, its relation 

with oral tradition and the way these Ruid expressions travel through the land and lives of his 

imagined world.'"here are many kinds of rivers in his book, many levels of tïguration. allegory 

and symbol. There are visions of joy, family and community, a network of memories that find a 

home in the fusion of thousands of rivulets: Southwest Tasmania's Franklin River. 

Flanagan champions the river, chronicling its wiid fecund diversity, the human abuses it 

has endured and the way the river escaped "damnation" only to be compromised or composed 

through contemporary constructions of 'Nature,' by eco-tourism that cornmodifies and 

monumentalises a force Fianagan can only begin to describe. As in Kinseth, words are not 

enough. And as with Abbey, King or Duncan, the Franklin River endures and continues while the 

'nation' is castigated. Words rnay not be enough, but they will have to do. They have their own 

memory-enriched power. 

Pinioned under the water (which is troped as a conduit for memories and the river), the 

guide Aljaz's "vague thoughts are spreading out like the jetsam that washes past my wet tlesh" 

( 1 10). At the watershed's focal point (a large waterfall), Aljaz is "humiliated by memory" (79). 

" A life which has not always been happy, but always eventful: "Maybe 1 was always drowning" (13). 

One chxacter, Reg Ho, "confessed that the greatest attribute a person on the West coast [of Tasmania] could have 
was to bullshit even more than the bloke next to him" (198). 



He has cause tu be "none too happy" with what "this river is showing me" (8 1). This river is a 

tough teacher, because mernories of pain are harsh. "And I am not pleased about that, about the 

way the river is shoving my mind and heart about, pushing my body, forcing open parts that 1 

thought closed forever" (79). The Franklin is a river of truths that have remained silent until the 

moments of death, moments Aljaz spends absorbing tributaries of memory, on a b'capricious river 

of visions" ( 169). 

That Aljaz cm, in the seconds of his dying, see these visions across centuries, is testament 

to his complete surrender to "the deep oneiric power of deformation . . . that rich viscous 

imagination which will from time to time bestow the great gift of divine slowness upon our briefest 

gliince" (Bachelard, 'The Hand Drearns" 104). In many ways Flmagan's novel is a semarkable 

expression of the reverie and interiority which, Bachelard argues. runs through Our waking, 

sleeping and dreaming lives. its course sweeping us into out- source-fed destiny. Flanagan's river 

is a place of "stories, a world where pst .  present and future seemed to collide and exist together" 

(230). The novel uses its form and the river to move toward a story-honed clarity. a level of 

intuition Bachelard would delight in: 'The eye itself, pure vision, grows weary of solids. Its great 

wish is to dream deformation. If when we look upon the world we could do so with al1 the 

freedom of our dreams, then everything would be fîuid in an intuition ihat was truly dive" 

(Bachelard "The Hand Dreams" 103-4). Deatlz of A River Guide is a compendium of viscous 

visions. 

Flanagan's Franklin River is, above all, a river of story and memory. These processes con 

encompass and emulate the fecund variety of the riverine environment; Flanagan suggests we 

cmnot conceptualise the scale of the watershed unless we drench it (and ourseives) in the stories it 

holds. It then enters another productive realm, for in Death of A River Guide the stories and 

visions refuse to be contained by chronology or reason: we leap across centuries. we hear drunken 

marsupials regale Aljaz with stories, and we watch the moments of his dying telescope beyond 

death and time in a process of saturation in memory and water? Aljaz's Franklin is an anti-Lethe, 

an Aussie Mnemosyne riffled with the nin-off of a dozen lives. These lives coalesce in the 

turbulent, associative and generous dis-integration that is Aijaz's remembrance, and his death." 

'' This telescoping of an instant is evident in Ambrose Bierce's story "An Incident at OwI Creek Bridge" in which a 
soldiet's memory telescopes through the instant of his hanging (an event we l e m  about at the end of the story). 

''O His death is indeed a transfomative process, one foreshadowed by a nightmare he used to have: "Sometimes in 
my sleep 1 see a terribie flower of death: its stamen Stone, its petals water foam variegated with blood, one m m  
disappearing into the foam, another, a different man, arising from the foam. And that different man is me" (274). 
This passage heads a scene where the rrither unfavourably drawn punter Derek is killed in a waterfall accident while 
portriging gear. 
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Flanagan's novel is significant for other (related) reasons: its passionate regional focus (the 

book revels in Tasmania's distinctive, flora. fauna and vernacular; Fîanagan suggests these 

ecologies and networks are threatened by global capitalism); its wry take on eco-tourism and the 

healing power of the 'Nature' quest; and its insistence on the shaping power of memory upon the 

generations (and the nation) downstream, in the past-shaped future. 

Sydney or the bush: the manufacture of wilderness 

In the late 1980s Tasmania became a focal point for political change. In May 1989 the Green Party 

won five of thirty-five seats in the Tasmanian Parliament and signed an Accord with the Labor 

Party; Greenhbor gained control over the former Liberal govemment. The Tasmanian Greens 

had rallied round a number of issues: in the 1970s they had fought to prevent Tasmania's Lake 

Pedder from being engulfed by a reservoir. They failed and the dam was built. But the 1980s told 

a different story, Iargely because of the hard work of the 1970s: massive struggles to Save the 

Franklin River in Southwest Tasmania culminated in its protection and the eventual election of a 

series of Green politicians. They were heady tirnes and world attention focused on Green activisrn 

downunder. As the rumblings of political chance continued into 1990. Flanagan wrote that 

"realism ... is often inadequate in its description of reality." Tasmania is "magical" and it was 

changing (Pybus and Flanagan 210). Some of that magic resided in the bush and in stories: it 

seems right then, that Death of A River Giride reveres magic, story and wilderness. 

Flanagan (like Duncan and Lopez) often posits wilderness as a space beyond definition or 

conceptual reduction.'" Out there on the river and in amongst the dense rainforest the essentials of 

life are rather nasty. The city-based clients (called "punters" by the guides) who have signed on 

for the rafting trip want the land to be kind. healing and simply majestic, but Aljaz and his fellow 

guides know there is nothing simple about the wild: it is downright scary, but scary for Aljaz in a 

useful way: "Upon the ditch he can meet his feus, name them - Nasty Notch, the great Ravine, 

the Churn, Thunderush, the Cauldron, the Pig Trough - and having met them, bid goodbye to 

them all. Without the trip his thoughts are beyond his control, and wander towards a divide he can 

never see, the presence of which chills him to the bone" (26). Aljaz fean an interior wilderness. 

Here is Aljaz speaking with the lucidity of his near-death vision, taking stock as he sets out 

on his joumey towards the river-mouth, towards death: 

1 watch as this Aijaz slowly Iooks up froni the river at the bush that forms around 
its banks and 1 watch hirn smile. 1 know what he is thinking at this precise 
moment: he is happy to be back at last upon the river, back upon the lousy leech- 
ridden ditch. Around him, the myrtles and sassafras and native laurels and 
leatherwoods mass in walls of seemingly irnpene~able rainforest, and in front of 

'" Cassandra Pybus defined the stance in 1990: "Continued opposition to hydro-electric development in the south- 
West is about the flooding of natural rivers and vaileys, irrespective of scenic or recreationd worth .... Put simply, 
Tasmanian Green activists defend the wilderness because it is there, because it has survived relatively undisturbed for 
rnillennia and because they beIieve it has a ngnt to exist without destructive human intervention" (63-4). 
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him flows the tea-coloured water of the river, daily bronzing and gilding the river 
rock a IittIe further. 

1 know he is smiiing at the punters, who, despite their protestations to the 
contrary, despite their assertions that this is the rnost beautiful country, are already 
feeling a growing unease with this weird alien environment that seems so alike yet 
so dissimilar to the wildemess calendars that adom their lounge-rooms and their 
offices. It smells strongly of an acrid, fecund earth, and its temperate humidity 
weighs upon them like a straitjacket of the senses. Wherever they turn there is no 
escape: always more rainforest, and more of it irreducible to a carnera shot. No 
plasterboard walls or coffee tables are to be found to act as borders, to reduce this 
land to its rightful role of decoration. Not that they don? try, and almost always at 
the start of a trip there is at least one customer who shoots off a roll or two of film 
in nervous excitement. But for Aljaz, this place that they feel to be rnoving behind 
them. causing them to sometimes cive an anxious look over their shoulder. for 
Al@ this place is home. (20-21) 

This is a serious analytical and politicised passage, but it has its wry humour too. not the l es t  

Flanaglin's poaching of the comment by the Tasrnanian Premier (the anti-Green Robin Gray wbo 

was deposed in l989), during protests against a proposcd dam; Gray said the Franklin River was 

"a ditch, leech-riddrn, unattractive to the majority of people"' (Pybus and Flanagan 63). 

Flanagan's description begins in the tangle of rainforest: at various points in the novel this 

abundance is contrasted with the manufactured order of the city. This "fecund" watershed literally 

overflows and blossoms beyond any bounddes we care to construct. It is a place where drath 

seerns to lack the finality of loss in the human world. In the bush, succession creates "mass" 

rather than grief: the river simply continues onwards. 

The river is a site of continrtiry; events unfold and produce more of everything. Such 

plenitude is important to Aljaz, who begins his river trip canying a heavy load of unresolved grief 

over the death of his young daughter Jemma (an event which forced his separation from Jemma's 

mother Couta Ho) and his father's death. Marked by a sense of guilt and failure, Aljaz enjoys the 

supreme indifference of the rivers and the rainforest: "They have no more opinion of him than of a 

fallen stick or an entire river. He feels naked, without need, without desire" (19). Their majestic 

disdain absolves him of responsibility to the present or his past. Once he surrenders to the river 

and its visions, those desires, evoked through story, become a glue between people and place. 

His visions grant him this awareness; they also grant him the uneasy tmth of hindsight. He looks 

back on his river-rat work as an exercise in cynicism and love-love for the river he is at "home" 

in. and a disillusionment with his ability as a guide and the sensitivity of the punters. 

With his experience at "reading" the current while rafting, Aljaz is confident on a physical 

level. He has established a connection with the river. He knows its "language" (297). Yet he 

ignores that language and sends the party into Deception Gorge after heavy rain. This decision 

will indirectly lead to a punter's death, and his own. Ranagan implies a loss of hurnility; the 

inability to treat the river with care is not only a lapse in judgement: it is a lapse in morality. For 

the rest of his trip he is consistently guilty about his failure to heed the forces of nature that control 

him. "Aljaz wonders was one day camped on the bank enough respect? It was his fault. It was 



he who had faiailed to . . . read the swirls in the river properly," the river's warnings: eddies. boils 

and mid-stream pockets. "They had al1 tried to warn Aljaz and he, who knew their language, had 

ignored them" (297). 

The punters see the guides as authorities ("it fnghtened Aijaz, this blind belief, like it always 

frightened him" [32]). Aljaz lives up to this role even when he feels othenvise: he lifts great 

barrels of gear without a grimace, despite being out of shape and in pain; he fraudulently misnames 

rrees using words gleaned from his last visit to the garden centre; he wears carabiners simply to 

look important, and he offers plenty of fdsz sincerity to keep clients happy. Evrn his ad iioc meal 

of corned beef stew takes on a supposedly Brazilian origin: silverside is transformed into "Ekala" 

and fear into bravado (24. 33. 22, 19). "It is al1 part of the joke" (22). 

This "joke" is the guides' unspoken distance from the city-punters and perhaps from parts 

of life itself; there is a degree of self-protection and care in this "act" that is "ai once a denial and a 

celebration." The guides affect light-hearted persona and encourage a little self-initiative on the 

part of the punters; they hope (often, of course, in vain) their clients are not perpetually useless 

(37). Over pre-trip beers the two guides compare theory: 

Jokes are what separate them from us and ail their shit about being in harmony with 
the wilderness. Jokes destroyed ail their systems for understanding, for knowing 
this land. and made it once more strange and unknowable. irreducible to human 
ideas. Jokes, Aijaz further thought, are al1 we have to dissolve the lies that come 
between us and the earth we walk upon. 'They're dl jokes.' said the Cockroach. 
'every fucking nver I've ever fucking rafted.' 

They drank another two beers in silence. But the Cockroach knew what Aljüz 
faiied to see about himseiE that for Aljaz the joke wasn't funny any more. The art 
of being a good nver guide was looking after your customers while remaining 
indifferent to them. Sometimes, though loath to admit it, the Cockroach even 
ended up liking sorne of his punters. But Aljaz seemed to hate them, and that made 
the Cockroach uneasy. Most of al1 he seemed to hate himself. (130) 

The city-punters are taken in by the joke. They need to be: the wilderness scares them even as it 

reassures Aijaz; the indifferent nver weakens rational forces and evokes the unknown: this is not 

the soothing aesthetic of Lopez or Duncan. The Franklin heals at a terrible price. 

Flanagan's commentary on image- (and identity-) disruption is telling. A credo against the 

social manipulation of nature, it challenges conceptual limitation; this is one way to a sense of 

home, beyond "decoration." Yet Aljaz is disillusioned by his expenence as a guide; he encounters 

groups who fail to comprehend the magnitude of the river, who do not want their sense of security 

to disiniegrate.'" The Franklin will make its own path: humans simply submit to its demands 

" Previous trips are not so bad: "sometimes it was w m ,  with the river running high, though not too high, with 
big rapids not too big, the custorners decent, and the nights long and full of tdk" (107). Aljaz has sirnply Iost his 
faith the further he runs from his past: "Everyone knew how rnuch I disiiked raft guiding.. . . 1 didn't say that I had 
once loved it" (98). 
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When Aljaz retums to the Franklin after a long and despairing absence, he faces a time of 

reckoning with his ps t .  He is angry and feels empty and useless. Unease clouds his view of the 

current group; it determines his attitude from the stiur of the trip, and in a sense allies him with the 

river and against the people he is guiding. The nver is feearssome. It takes time to handle and to 

know; only Aljaz has the expenence. He is open to the nver, happy to be swallowed by it in every 

sense. Late in the book he steers the raft through a violent rapid, losing control of the steering and 

dmost flipping the crew. Ecstatic, he expenences something of "the old excitement" for the river 

and the process of guiding: 

the feeling of being one with the rapid's power and the gorge's passion. the feeling 
of being and living .... Aljaz's body feels as if it has exploded into the gorge. He 
feels every slap of water and bead of rain as a caress, feels the w m t h  blowing 
down frorn the rainforest on the back of his neck and the cold rising from the nver 
as a massage of the senses, sees every detail of the gorge as if it has ail come into 
focus from a previous blur, sees every hue of every colour, sees every droplet of 
the mist rising from the waterfall. distinguishes every sound of the rapid and the 
boat. He feels as if he is the rainforest and the river and the rapid. It is as though 
time has stopped and he has been given infinitjj with which to explore and know 
every aspect, every detail of this wondrous moment. The punters do not move .... 
In the face of their terror he feels the remnants of his excitement ebb away. (299- 
300) 

Flanagan takes care to speli out the detail of this epiphany. to extend the reader's knowlrdge into 

the surrounding environment, tnicing the ilowering of Aljaz's perception. The langurige is 

fulsome; the description moves outwards from the immediacy of the water's "caress" to the 

enveloping sound of the rapid, placing his consciousness at the centre of a rippling circle of 

awareness. 'There are circles within circles" as Flanagan points out (Interview). For a "moment" 

Aljaz is lifted from his state of gloorn. But Flanagan quickly deflates such euphoria; the river may 

have taken Aljaz to a peak of perceptual ecstasy, but it has led the crew in an opposite direction. 

They have seen one paddler die in the river; they simply wish to escape Deception Gorge alive. 

Flanagan uses the exprrience of the guide and the terror of the punters to present readers with two 

ways of knowing a place. The "punters" are innocent of the stories of the river and its subtle ches 

for management. Aljaz, on the other hand, has a detailed knowledge of the river. 

In his regard for the ecological and cultural networks of the watershed, Aljaz demonstrates 

the long-range view Jonas identifies as a viral component of the imperative of responsibility. The 

visions that are forced upon Aljaz demand he shift his focus: this is a story about the consequences 

of human action on the emotional and ecological landscapes of its characters, be they humans, 
rivers or forests." It is an ecological novel in the sense that these aspects of the environment are 

not seen as discrete; the actions in one realm consistently impact upon the others. Any enforced 

attempt at division is soon checked by the stories that remind Aljaz and others of the 

* Young Aljaz "takes a cenain pride in how littk he knows about" his forebears (96). The rivery visions 
ultirnately demand a different pride-in rernembrance. 
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interconnectedness of al1 things. The river is a combination of agreements, as Lopez (using Native 

Amencan beiief) notes. The stories Flanagan braids explore the basis and need for such 

agreement. The "outside world" holds nothing but feu  and loss for Aljaz; his take on ci ty life is 

dour and discouraging. 1s this because he is simply sick of a place that he feels he has failed in. or 

is this passage more of a clue to his own limitations? 

[Tlhey only saw what they knew and they knew none of it, and recognised little, 
and most of that was the world they carried within their crab-backed rafts - their 
tents and dry camp clothes and coffee pots and routines and rules for ordering the 
crowding chaos that loomed over them and threatened them and which Aljaz feels 
as a caress. They felt consumed by the river, felt that they had allowed it to chew 
them up in its early gorges and were now being dipested in its endlessly winding 
entrails that cut back and forth in crazed meanderings through vast unpeopled 
rnountain ranges. And it frightened them, these people from far away cities whose 
only measure was man; it terrified them, this world in which the only measure was 
things that man had not made, the rocks and the mountains and the rain and the sun 
and the trees and the earth. The river brought them al1 these feelings, and of a night 
it brought worse: the most terrible blackness, the most abrupt and ceaseless noises 
of rushing water .... a further encircling world in which it wüs possible to be lost 
and never found and never heard. (80- 1)  

These passages deliberately construct a wild river that has a supra-linguistic dimension about it. a 

scale beyond rational urban comprehension. The river expresses these qualities through its sheer 

force, but Flanagan's representation also cautions against reductive thinking as a cause of 

disrespect and a step towards exploitation, because it works against the humility that Jonas 

believes is so important in developing an imperative of responsibility (Jonas 22). Sullied by the 

mind, the river will quickly become sullied hy the wallet, a thing to use rrither than a presence to 

marvel at and respect, to care for at the very least. The "joke" Aljaz plays is one means of leading 

people to a sense of the elemental force of the river: it eases (and masks) the transition from mere 
Hz0 (Ivan Illich's "stuff"), to the "irreducible" (20). Flanagan is in favour of what Donald 

Wonter maps as a transition "from nature domination to nature accommodation" (Worster. Rivers 

of Empire 332). In any case, events conspire to instil awe in the paddlers. The rainfall increases: 

it is the Franklin's turn to dominate. By positioning Aljaz's story in a retrospective current of 

memory we see it has always k e n  so. 

As the waters rise, the river is represented as a violent and uncontrollable force. The 

punters are "temfed" of the wild gorge that has "digested" them. They are not given a chance to 

adjust. to leam to love the river as Aljaz has done, nor to open to another reality. The river quickly 

becomes too scary to 'open' to: ihere is simply fear and trembling. Aijaz, compelled to hide his 

fear, lives out a lie. The rising floodwaters ensure the river swells into "a huge m y  on the 

And the rafting party are like refugees, seeking to avoid its power, seeking to avoid 
its wrath and its moments of terrible violence; and their momentum, like that of 
refugees, is inexorably linked to the martial movement of the river. They look 



down at their next footstep, trying to reonent this cracking, roaring world with their 
own human scale. back to something they c m  comprehend and control. (297) 

Times are changing on the rivers: younger guides do not understand Aljaz's cynical 

distance and indifference, and punters are increasingly intent upon union with the land, despite 

their other feelings of fear ( 129). When Hanagan caricatures a New Age stance he provides 

funher commentary on his belief in stories (rather than nose-flutes or ambitions to bond with 

Nature). The trio of hippies Aljaz encounters during the trip "had no news. only multiple opinions 

on the state of mother earth, the fundamental evil and destructive nature of al1 humanity, and the 

great and total beauty of the river" (35). They are seen as wanting, not only because they are rude 

and very poorly equipped. but because they have no stories (36). Ironically Aljaz later meets his 

own death through saving one of the hippies; his party has already lost one punter. Derek, to the 

Churn, and Aljar cannot bear responsibility for another life lost, so he leaps in. 

Flanagan presents an aiternative to the ersatz animism of the three hippies; it is a view of 

the world that begins wary of the technological drive, but remains grounded in the detail and 

community of the present: "maybe it was tirne to walk off the road and head back into the bush 

whence we came" to cease Our "constant flight from our pasts, our families, and Our places of 

birth" (225). Thus he continues into a world of vision memory; it is the process of rernernbrance 

and story that takes him. in the tribal fashion, back home." 

When the battle to prevent a dam on the Franklin was won by the conservationists, numerous 

points dong the river were renamed.15 Aljaz resents this: i t  confirms him as out of tune with the 

new ageism of the times, and, more importantly, disrupts his sense of the storied past. Aljaz (like 

Australian historian Paul Carter), suggests naming is a powerful process: "a collection of named 

sites that could be reduced to a coIlection of photographs .... splitting the whole into little bits with 

Note here the "tribal" qualities of the book as defined in a differenl, Native North American, context by Paula 
Gunn Allen: shared speakers, a range of collaborative voices, and an emphasis on the communal and sustaining 
qualities of famiIy and memory. Michael Jackson points out thrit these qualities and tribal bonds are very much 
alive and integnl in the West. No one group hm a monopoIy on knowledge (Kari). The consequences of such a 
view are too common in a present that reminds us of the power of silencing iactics. The emphasis Duncan, Lopez 
and Fianagan place on balance in imagery, locale, story and narrative point to an influence from tribal traditions, as 
well as engagement with the West's productive interplays. 

In the western mind, shadows highlight the foreground. In contrat, in the tribal view the mutual 
relationships among shadows and light in al1 their vûrying degrees of intensity creaie a living web 
of definition and depth, and significance arises from their interplay. Traditional and contemporary 
tribaI arts and crafts testify powerfully to the importance of balance mong  al1 the elements in 
tribal perception, aesthetics md social systems (Allen 244). 

" For a Green perspective on the battle see Cohen or Fianagan and Pybus. 



silly names" (752). But here we reach a clue as to Aljaz's dislike of the "hippie names": "most of 

al1 he hated that while they had done something [to block the dam], he had done nothing" (252). 

He could not help but remember how he had explored other rivers of the west, then 
watched them drown without helping them. He watched the Murchison River 
drown and he watched the Mackintosh River drown and he watched the Piernan 
River drown. He drove dl the long way from Hobart al1 by himself to watch the 
rivers begin to disappear on the first day the new hydro dams began to fiIl. 
Watched them begin to fil1 and their grzat gorges disappear and die and he cried and 
he drove al1 the long way back to Hobart and he did nothing. His was a memory of 
defeat only, and the most he felt capable of was bearing witness .... 1 will 
rernember, he thought .... But to what end? (252) 

To what end does Aljaz remember? As Flanagan reveals. stories are the means and the end of 

Aljaz's remembrance, and they are both braided in the novel. Bearing witness is a powerful 

process, especially for a person who can enter the minds of ancestors and their "slippery" world of 

stories. Dogged by hindsight, Aljaz has plenty of opportunities for regret. Yet his witnessing is 

not lost; it lives on in his story which is a kind of meta-witnessing. When the dam goes up it 
offends the mutable, fluid sense of belonging so dear to Aljaz because a dam blocks so many 

unique and tangible processes of interaction. Much of Denth ofA River Guide reckons with a 

"memory of loss" that has seeped into the comrnunity and almost vanished. Flanagan suggests 

these mernories hold a key to healing, even if the dams remain as tokens of an earlier tirne of 

dangerous enthusiasms. 

In Flanagan's view Tasrnania was, for a time, isolated from such a progressive ideal. His 

mapping and representation of the Franklin watershed in 1946 as Aljaz's father Harry enters it to 

log Huon pine is loving, detailed and exuberant. The mainland was the place taken over by 

utopian thinking: "the mainland where people were said to be happy and believed that tomorrow 

would be even better than today" (90). Like Duncan and Lopez, an older way of seeing the world 

has vanished: the work that Aijaz's father does unravels the stories and rivers of the past, but 

creates new ones, because it carries a whiff of profit chased by further clear-cutting. OId pinen 

they met when Harry took young Aljaz out tell of the change. The gang 

talked about how they were the last pining gang on the rivers; talked of how it was 
ai1 changing, of how not only the river people but the rivers themselves were 
doomed, to be damrned forever under vast new hydro-electric schemes and already 
there was bush work to be h d  cutting exploration tracks for the Hydro-electric 
Commission's surveyon and geologists and hydrologists. (93) 

Observing the function of memory in Death of A River Guide, one can trace the ways this interior 

process interacts with the rivenne world that daims and awakens Aljaz. 

Memory, family, nation, river 



Memory and rnemory 

Not to know. Not to remember. With this one hope: 
That beyond the River Lethe, there is memory, healed. 

(Czeslaw Milosz, "Notes" 337) 

Both [Peter Conrad and Richard Flanagan] have advanced variations on the 
idea that Tasmania is Australia's psychological sink - a repository for d l  the 
displaced insecunties and cankering guilts that lurk behind the veneer of 
uneasy Sydney (etcetera) worldliness. (74) 

Peter Hay 

The authors considered in this thesis value intercietion between river and people; the essays. fiction 

and poetry attend to people in the riverscape and their responses to rivers. An ecological impulse 

is evident in the work of F'ianagan. Lopez and Duncan in particuiar. Their characters are framed as 

facets of a wider world shaped and re-shaped by human intervention; this intervention has wider 

consequences on the river and therefore the cultural memory of the watershed community. and 

these authors spell them out. Lopez. Duncan. McCarthy, Sinclair and King place this intervention 

in a wider world of ecological connection and historical event. balancing the hurnan and non- 

human worlds. Deurh of A River Guide creates-and traces varied responses to-an exceptionally 

figurative and story-soaked river (as dl rivers with a history of human encounter are); Ranagan 

loads the current with human elements, as do al1 of the writers in this thesis. Stories are what the 

waters carry, because we humans need more than water to rnake sense of the world: "We can't get 

Far without history, without stories" observes Geoff Park (1 ) .  Flanagan, historian, screenwriter, 

extrerne kayaker and river-guide (who almost drowned on the Franklin) is perfectly qualified to 

take us on a journey into Tasmania's pst. It is, in several ways, every colony's p s t .  

Denth o f A  River Guide uses the Franklin River as a catchpool for yarns. In an interview 

Flanagan says "it was full of these stories. The aim of the book was to capture the intention of 

landscape and people, not just the Franklin. Not that 1 want to belittle the Franklin in any way." 

Nor does he; Fianagan has used the river as a force for revelation and stories. its catchment a site 

and source of micro-history. 

Flanagan deliberately structured his novel in a circular f ~ r m . ' ~  His narrative evokes the 

image of renewal and dispersal conjured by ripples in the water. Our point of reaction and 

46 "My original title was Circle and 1 w u  interested in the idea of etemal return. The Aborigines have always been 
preoccupied with circIes. And there are circles within circles. I always wanted the novel to be structured in a circular 
way" (Book Guide interview). His emphasis on the cycles of politics, story, memory and nation are primed in a 
river setting, particuiarly the Franklin, which becarne the site of national attention when protests against the planned 
d m s  were in fuIl swing and eventually dictated the outcome of federal elections. 



immersion begins with the pinioned body of Aljaz Cosini; from there it radiates or recirculates, 

simultaneously outward and back in time. iMemory facilitates the transpiration of story. Sections 

of the novel attend to the lives of Aljaz's ancestors at the period of brutal white-Aboriginal contact. 

Aljaz's visions allow him to see events from his farnily's past; accordingly the nmt ive  follows 

hirn across space and time tracing hundreds of tributaries. 

"A river cm grant you visions in an act at once generous and despicable, but even a river 

like the Franklin in full flood cannot explain everything" (River Guide 68). Partnered with the 

River as both oracle and memory-fount. Aljaz Cosini is about to leam d l  he (n)ever wanted to 

know about Tasmania and his family's place there. At the cusp of death (he is nearer to death than 

most people; he simply manages to telescope several lifetimes of vision into (i few minutes of 

drowning), he opens himself to visions of a shared past previously dammed by settlrr amnesia: 

"In the detail of a piece of rushing water Aljaz reads the changing visage of the entire river, hean 

the terrible sou1 history of his country, and he is frightened" ( 152). For if the ripples radiüte out 

from Aljaz, they also double back into his mind in an etemal return of stories seepinp from the 

rarth, from family and from visions. He, like the waterfail. has become a conduit or focus. Once 

again. as in Lopez or Duncan. the Franklin is a teaching river, sharing the attributes of revelütion 

and wisdom with the Tamanawis or Big Blackfoot Rivers in Duncan and Norman Maclean's A 

River Rtrns Througli Maclean and Duncan tap into personal and familial rnemory; Flanagan 

follows their lead, but he takes this one step further by attempting to reveal national rnemory, and 

the consequences of denial. 

Troping the river as a Stream of national history and character is an ancient tradition. 3s 

Wyman Herendeen observes: 'The river is coextensive with history, unfolding as history itself 

does, and sharing the cultural consciousness of each successive age. It is not only the present, but 

also the past and the future" (Herendeen, Myth 5). But Lopez and Duncan are not 3s insistent as 

Flanagan in representing their rivers as bearers of deeper psychic history: this quality is integral to 

Death of A River Giiide-it is the book. Flanagan's Franklin is a river of stories, of history, of 

personal and local truths. It carries a lot of psychic "jetsam" ( 1  10). Without a history of devotion, 

nor the acknowledgment of a world of indigenous myth (as in King, or Gita Mehta's 1993 

sequrnce A River Siltrn), the invisible worlds of the Franklin lack a shared social foundation in 

present-day Tasmania. The collective understanding of the river and the land is irnpoverished by 

gniesome deeds of the ps t ,  which were swiftly erased from the everyday web of stories and 

yarns. So Aljaz Cosini must begin with his family until the stones and visions granted by the River 

lead him back to the forgotten acts that continue to scar the present. 

Maclean's novel is an important work in the river-literriture of the 1970s. Elegiac, nostalgie and draped in 
reminiscence, his novella has attracted a wide range of critical attention, much of it spawned after the film was 
adapted for the screen by William Kittredge and Annick Smith (two fine Western writen in their own right). 1 do 
not have space to consider it in depth here. (See Gordon E. Sleuthaug's 'The Buned Stream: Stochastic Narration in 
A River Runs Throtigh ft." English Studies in Canada 56 (Sept 1997): 3 15-29. Sleuthaug's is one of the best 
works on litenture and the New Physics 1 have read.) 
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So Denth of A River Guide is an act of salvage and perhaps of salvation, staking the future 

in respect for the past. In doing this Flanagan contributes to a (variably effective) process of 

reckoning, revision and reconciliation in settler societies, an acknowledgment of past unjust 

treatment of indigenous people and places on the prut of government and society in Australia, 

Canada, New Zealand and the U.S.A. (for example). Of Tasmania. Flanagan speaks of "a great 

silence down here," over convict and Aboriginal history (Interview). In 1990 Flanagan 

characterized the state of Tasmanian-ness as it used to be, a state that his novel and the events of 

the 1980s challenged: '7'0 be Tasmanian was to be silent .... to be guilty .... to be marginal .... to 

be dispossessed" (Pybus and Flanagan 205-6). 

1 have caiied silence and memory enabiing, rnriching forces: they c m  eÿsily work in 

entirely negative and debilitating ways. but they are healing forces in the work 1 consider. These 

works confront variants of post-colonial pain and use memory to move towards a dynamic 

rquilibrium. 

The Tasmanian poet Peter Hay (in River Guide Hanagan acknowledges his help) has written of the 

task ahead of Tasmania in the vital work of identity construction (particularly in the wake of the 28 

April 1996 Port Arthur shooting massacre). Such place-making (or meaning-placement), Hay 

argues. needs to be "unencumbered" by ideologies and courageous enough to look past the 

immediate horror that has coalesced around Port Arthur. for that immediacy could erode the traces 

of the past which offer clues and soiace in the search for meaning (Hay 68). 'Tasmania." Hay 

argues, "has never corne to tenns with its past" (69). He continues: 

That past has the status of a dark family secret - quite literdly a dark farniiy secret - 
the half-brother bogeyman boarded up out of sight in the attic. He/it is the shame 
of our bastard birth as a prison for the unwanted dregs of the British slums and our 
subsequent legacy of depravity hard upon vileness, bnitality fast upon atrocity. 
he/it is the rampant institutionalised sodomist rape, its echoes clearly audible in the 
hysteria that surrounds Tasmania's current debate about the legai status of sodomy. 
He/it is th<: unbearable legacy of brutal dispossession and the near-complete 
genocide of those whose land this was. Helit is the weight of a guilt that could not 
be borne. (69) 

Hay argues that this forgetting-the pattern of "[c]omplete, utter denial"-warped history and thus 

identity. An 1879 pamphlet observes "'there seems literally no past"' while recent constructions 

tend towards misplaced "'triumphalism'" (70). Amnesia and absence pass through the 

generations. Lethe has its own shadowing hydrologic cycle in the watershed of collective 

becoming : 

None of these constitutes an authentic accommodation to the past. None involves a 
mature identity-construction, an unconvived assimilation of the comparativeiy 
cornfortable present to the seriously comprornised past .... Al1 are attempts to 



avoid confronting the unbearably real, to evade acceptance of the share of guilt that 
necessarily attaches to living off an abundant harvest that was sown in atrocity. (At 
the same time we rnust deal responsibly with that guilt so that it does not 
overwhelm us, does not prevent Our acting as responsible and morally infomed 
citizens in a world where the skills of morally infomed citizenship are coming 
under gathenng stress.) (Hay 70) 

Hay requires a degree of honesty and confrontation few nations accede to. But Barry 

Lopez, who visited Port Arthur with Hay in March 1996. later told Richard F'lanagan "that 

Tasmania was the custodian of an important truth, one of which, in due course, the wider world 

would have need" (67). Flanagan was a little wary; vague hints of new ageism put him on edge. 

But Hay concludes by stressing some aspects of Tasmanian cornmunity that the world could learn 

from: 

1 am convinced Barry Lopez was right. In the confusion of meanings refracted 
through and by Port Arthur, there is an elusive tmth which Tasmanians hold in 
trust for the world. It is to do with authentic living within thoughtfully constructed 
structures of community. It is to do with the establishment of respectful. other- 
regiirding relationships within the wider cornmunity of biological life. It is to do 
with the organic maintenance of the past's shaping presence into the future. That. 1 
think. is what Barry Lopez meant. 

But wknt did he mean? I don't know, and the quest for it will be my life's holy 
.rail. 1 aimost cenainly won't find it. My children might. Or their children. To D 

them 1 would offer a solitary piece of advice. Start at Port Arthur. (76) 

It is important that the three qualities Hay identifies-cornmunity, ecology and memory-are 

evident in Death ofA River Guide. But what have these qualities to do with rivers'? A great deal. 

when an author equates them with memory itself, ris Iain Sinclair, Cornac McCarthy or Fïanagan 

do. Few of the writers in this thesis let the river stand alone. The rivers are not represented as 

sel f-reflexive enti ties: the y are evocative, inscrutable, and they seem to demand a human response, 

namely the ascription of meaning and story. Rivers are places where things happen to people and 

things are remembered. That remembrance is politicised because it is so integrai to a cornrnunity's 

sense of itself. Rivers are the fint places settled in a new land and remain prime sites of human 

and non-human interaction. where, in the case of Aljaz's "punters." the city meets the bush. and 

where our visionary guide faces memory and death (20). The Franklin is a catalyst for these 

encounters; certainties are washed away as the waters rise. Only memory and story remain. 

Harry [Aljaz's dad] took the farnily on drives: story joumeys, driveabouts really, 
that tapped into the remembered land: 'The stories went on and on. Harry's was a 
landscape comprehensible not in terms of beauty but in the subterranean meaning of 
his stories." (91) 



This "vision business" (which at times unfolds around his dad's old, ornate and almost nave-like 

barbecue, where various rnarsupials tell stories!) worries Aljaz from the start, and with reason 

(1 1). For Aljaz has the entire history of his home-island to take on board. Not the "Gothic 

horrorland" stereotype Cockroach and Aljaz feed to the punters (132): rather. he must confront "a 

most terrible silence.. . . that takes its form and its energy from a lie. The lie that the blackfellas had 

died out. That the ex-convicts had left the island for gold rushes in other countries. That only 

pure free white settler stock remaineci" (259). This task takes him back into his life and the lives of 

his Aboriginal and convict ancestors. 

Duting the river trip Aljaz sees a former carnpsite now altered by rainforest encroachment. 

and he understands "his mernory of the river was being destroyed by the natural world of the river 

itself' (84). His efforts at stasis and evasion hinge on his refusal to change, or to confront the 

tragedy of his daughter's death. His relationship with Couta has dissolved under grief and the 

possibility love could endure: "this love so temfied Aljaz" that he ran ta the mainland, away from 

home (266). Thirteen years later family and the Franklin itself prompt Aljaz's sodden 

confrontation with memory. 

Hanagan suggests we are al1 "refugees" from Our past, bound to any memories we try to 

flee (297).'" As the river rises, Aljaz's visions become more intense, conjuring up images of his 

g k f  over the loss of his daughter, and the grief of his Aboriginal ancestors at the desecration of 

their land. stories and bodies. For the river of visions that claims Aljaz is represented as nothing 

less than history itself; this is history as an act of memory. Aljaz's visions bear out the fact that 

history cannot be cootrolled; events unfold and take on a life of their own. Aijaz's efforts at 

controlling the Stream of memory are futile: "Madonna Santa! Why do 1 feel this? Why do 1 feel as 

i f  1 am being destroyed by history? As if the past is some snake venom that is paralysing me limb 

by limb, organ by organ, slowly tearing my mind apart piece by piece .... a11 this past welling 

up.. ." (264). 

Beyond the river, Aljaz's world is driven by sub-conscious grieE Aljaz ran from the past (a 

childhood marked by racist bullying and "a series of farewells" [go]), and the repressed memory 

of his daughter's death-a process of "leaving myself' which ended up "condemning me to 

thirteen years of a waking sleep ... I did not grieve. 1 could not" (90, 262, 263). It seems he really 

'' The fleeing fosten the passion for an imagined future, a utopia. But it is hollow, based on the "lie that everyonc 
in life has a chance of winning if they try hard enough" (95). FIanagan rejects this progressive positivism, which 
amounts to rejecting the ethos that drove colonial enterprise. He implies that it devours the facts of history and the 
resources of the future, a double-edged psychic and ecologicai debt at the hem of "the injustice of [the children's] 
destiny" (95). The refusai to face the p s t  and to provide for the future is dangerous. If there is a utopia it resides in 
the massive indifference of the bush, a place beyond conceptual reductionisrn. The Divine is not a place of 
veneration or succour; instead, Fianagan constructs a kind of heaven of story and family where both things sustain 
each other and flourish happily in eternity. According to the book's conclusion, the Divine might be nothing 
rnore-or less-than a magnificent everlasting Barbecue. Perhaps this is the modem Aussie version of Heaven? In 
any case, the deity is not a Christian one; there is attention paid to ecologicai cycles and universal processes, which 
may or may not embody the numinous; it al1 depends on how you look at the writer, on what you see there in the 
river. 



only awakens when he is drowning, having water and memory forced into hirn. At the river he 

initially finds a landscape too vast to contain him. But Flanagan represents the river as a truth- 

seeking force, one that strips falsehood and evasion away, one that proffers "a moment of 

tmth-which, after dl ,  resides never in facts, but only in stories" (Flanagan, One Hand ii). This 

is a healing river, but its cure is very uncompromising. It is a river that prompts a kind of 

eschatological individuation: potential is realized on the brink of death (Burleson). The 

trcmsformation in Deatli of A River Guide is not rhetorically akin to the shamanic watershed quests 

of River N o m :  nor is the novel as celebratory as The River Why's focus on persona1 and familial 

rnemory that pays less attention to the scde of national psychic wounds. Tasmania has a 

superficial advantage here: its size engenders rrgional distinctiveness, and its psychologisal 

character has been subject to focused assessment: how much difference cm there be across the 

island's small flanks, over 170 years? A great deal, Flanagan suggests. But a river holds stories 

that manage to capture the life of one family as a kind of representative Ur-merno.. the collective 

experience of Tasmania distilled into one torrent. 

Wedged in the river. Aljaz finally becomes what he has always been: a part of the swirl of time. 

story and circumstance. the "full stop"(284). Aljaz becomes the channel through which his 

deepest history is realized: this is a history of people, so Flanagan has made it a micro-history of 

Tasmania; the story continues. as the river does. 

That other way of seeing remains beneath the water that kills Aljaz even as it bequeaths him 

his life and the lives of his ancestors: great-grandfather Ned Quade, convict and cmnibal, and his 

abandoned wife Eliza; his d d  Hamy and his Slovenian mother Sonja; his half-Aboriginal great- 

grandmother Ellie, and her mother Black Pearl, who in 1828 was raped by a sealer. This violation 

is recalled near the book's close, and is a scar ihat explains the fear Aljaz has of confronting his 

past and present. Black Pearl's autochthonous memory filters and transpires through generations, 

through the familial and national cycle of memory. She 

knows she will never forget the fear and humiliation of this moment, knows that 
she will nrver forget. nor will her children, nor the children they beget nor their 
children [i.e. Aljaz], even long after they have forgotten from where their terrible 
fear cornes, long after they cease to understand why they are afraid. (3 14) 

The rape is part of the flow of dmost "etemai," "crazy, crazy visions" that seem to outmanoeuvre 

death, slipping past such obstacles like a raft." 

"As if there is only one story and it could be writ on a pinherid and within it every story of every man. Perhops 1 
have always held these visions within me. ... Perhaps my micd was never a blank date upon which my solitruy 
experience was to write its own small story, unriware that it was part of so rnany other stories. Perhaps that is why 
these visions are not solely of me but of a whole world that Ieads to where I am. And beyond. To where wwe are al1 
going" (320-1). 
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The pre-trip bar scene where Cockroach sees AUaz's hatred of the rafters traces the extent of 

Aljaz's anger. It is partly an anger borne of a "memory of loss" that encompasses his own iife 

and. through visions and memory, the lives of his ancestors (258). "1 wonder whether the 

memory of loss was carried with those who had originally peopled this land .... Or was it 

something the convicts and blackfeilas shared, that divided them yet rnight one day bring them al1 

together" (258)? This last question is one of the novel's most speculative and important. It returns 

to an earlier question that flashes through Aljaz's mind: "What if nobody knew where they came 

from or where they were going'? For the first time in many years he sensed that what was wrong 

with him might not be entirely his own fault, or capable of solution by him alone" (224). Flanagan 

suggests a collective confrontation of loss and pain can heal. It is not an easy process. nor does it 

offer easy solutions. But the river-always certain of its origins and destination-allows for the 

beginning of remembrance. a healing process that dissolves the ego, and returns Aljm to his wider 

farnily and the parts of himself he thought lost. The imperative of responsibility encompasses the 

citre of the world. Flanagan stresses the care of those stories that explain your place in the flow of 

events is equaily important. 
a 

When Aljaz dies he finally accepts the web of people and chance that has led him to the river. One 

of his visions featured Harry on the Gordon and Franklin Rivers. Fevered. he is being rowed 

down to a doctor in Strahan; he imagines he is being rowrd through the stars. Days before Harry 

rowed up the Franklin "focused on nothing, seeing everything" (45). As he dies, Aljaz repeats his 

father's journey; he leaves his body and floats, "A fleck, a piece of tlyshit at the centre of this vlist 

emptiness. Moving. A soul. My soul?" (322). The language dispenses with Duncan's 

romanticisrn and Lopez's mysticism, but Aljaz's visions are still splendid. He travels "a tunnel of 

grace" and sees Australia's life flash before his eyes: "1 am floating down the river. But it is no 

river 1 recognise" (324). 

The novel's final scene depicts Aljaz waking in the boat that bore his father to safety. The 

harbour throngs with the ancestral farnily, gathered round Hany's great barbecue eating seafood 

and fresh baked bread, beers in hand. This is, for some, a kind of Aussie Paradise. Even Black 

Pearl is there, playing with young Jernma: Aljaz has made it home at last. Like The River Why, 

Death of A River Guide closes with its protagonist buoyed up by a current of love and story, 

gliding on the implacable force of the past. 



The impulse that runs through Lopez, Duncan and Fïanagan is an escapist, neo-transcendent one. 

Each wnter turns the process of river reflection into a route for an idyllic escape, one that h a  been 

compromised by its own stereotypical construction of the pastoral and the pst. Denth ofA River 

Guide is the most compelling example of the way a wnter confronts and attempts to evade the 

pastoral fantasy. Transcending dishonesty involves grounded observation. Digression and 

belligerence are qualities of Tasmanian idiom: they serve Flanagan well in blowing apart any 

townie notions of the natural sublime. The idyll has barely survived the 1980s and 1990s as a 

viable intellectual trope, castigated as emblematic of the irnperialist hunger for 'virgin' land and a 

consequent dispossession through violence. Speaking of the early modems Yeats, Graves, 

Stevens, Eliot, and Kenneth Grahame's Wind in the \Villocvs. Bmce Michelson identifies the 

pastoral or the transcendent river as a site for "a yearning which touched them dl, one way or 

another: to escape from modemity and bourgeois life and cities and noise and glib 

agnosticism-and find a way home, if only for a moment now and then, to something like ü 

simple and wordless Arcadian repose" (69). 

The challenge for the writer is rinding a postmodern Arcadia that will satisfy the strong 

urge for Arcadia and yet avoid appearing falsely mystical, too "mesmerizering" as Huck Finn put it 

(378). Hokey or sentimental options are not enough: people want more: this may be the problem. 

John Seelye's identification of a colonial white male "geophantasy" that tropes the river as avenue 

to exotic elsewheres (as practised by Kinseth or occasionally Lopez) is less acceptable than it was 

(89). The "stream of consciousness"sO casts a long shadow on the conternporary river-wnter. as 

does the Golden Age. Many of the contemporary writers in this thesis confront the forces that 

damage the Arcadia of yore. A shift in register may seek a ("simple and wordless"?) still pool of 

repose, or it may brace the mind for another assault on the familiar of capitalism and progress. 

Railing against Abbey's "crackpot machine" is the tlipside to the semh for home. The modem 

lifestyle enables the search for the idyll: "if on a big American river one can drift away, one is 

never too far away from the world as known" (Michelson 72). Hop in the S W  and let the gas 

and guilt start flowing with the latent words. Protest serves to fence off a riparian enclave (on both 

banks) that will protect the fragile Arcadia. Striving for balance draws on rnemory to shape elegy 

and idyll, the bound components of the process of river reflection. Anger and repose are also 

direct ways of speaking to a posse of urban readers who cany the yeaming for Pandise deep in 

their smog-c hoked hearts. 

Utopia, that elusive no where, traces "a consoiation for today cast in the fom of tomorrow 

but borrowed for us from our own personal past" (Rabkin 10). But many of the delightful places 

in these books are drawn from the storehouse of memory: the river cabins, solitary moments of 

n i e  Oxford English Dictionary attributes A. Bain with the use of the term in his 1855 work Senses of the 
Intellect: 'The concurrence of sensations on one cornmon strearn of consciousness, in the same cerebral highway" 
(359). The concurrence of sensation is a network of tributaries. It too suives for "quasi-equilibrium" as a water 
network does and as Flanagan believes Tasmania shouid on a psychic Ievel. 
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communion w ith birds and rivers, Celilo Falls or heavenly barbecues have already occurred. The 

works seek to reconstitute a (sometimes personal) vision of history rather than map out an ideal 

future. A utopia is no place, and therefore a little outside this time-"intellectually" a future 

prospect, but one "emotionally" steeped in a memory of innocence: "part of their appeal is 

atavistic, a reversion to a vision of an earlier humankind in "closer and happier relation to necessity 

and nature and self' (Rabkin 1.4). This "closer and happier relation" is the goal of much of the 

work (essayistic and fictional) considered thus far. Closeness is identified with a sense of home 

(prefenbly a peaceful river cabin), an 'elsewhere' close to Nature that appeals to those hmied by 

the incessant confluence of cars and cities 

The essays and the three works of ficrion reüd thus h r  make the river home. E x h  work 

somehow manages to retum to a state of belonging. however fragile or incomplete. though 

Stafford wonders if such a place is ever real. Flanagan answers i t  is not (at least not in this life 

above water and remembrance, this life before death). In the next chapter 1 consider a range of 

novels that search for home. The site of the 'fallen' river maites the journey to home imperative. 

Arcadia is under threat: in these fictional riverscapes the millennial cal1 is a cry of lamentation and 

resistance. Can memory recover any remnants or is Arcadia gone forever? And where. after al1 

this human searching, is the river? 



Between Memory and Forgetfulness: Some Fictions of the Fallen River 

Introduction 

'FaIlen river' texts criticise the cultural rnythology of progress, the "utopian drive" and the "quest 

to control the future" (Jonas 2 1; Bowers 169). They argue that unceasing faith in human control 

and technology squanders the lives of the unbom. The books in the next two chapters are 

politicised fictions that challenge the cultural faith in progress. The 'fallen' nver finds its 

unspoiled referent in the 'pure' river that is unsullied by pollution and unimpeded by what-in 

1958, Jawaharlid Nehru (initially a pro-dam leader) termed '"the disease of giganticisrnfl'-in the 

fom of giant dams (McCully 20). A fallen river has. in some (human) measure been 

"hurniliat[ed]" by our interference, as have the stories mapped into the Jûû 000 km' of land (an 

area equivaient to the size of Califomiü) beneath the world's reservoirs (McPhee 193: McCulIy 7). 

The dams do not so much shame the river as shame the humans who anthropomorphise the waters 

in the first place. A sense of mord wrong is prompted or compounded by the ecological problems 

caused by the dam. Anne Zwinger knows that when the reservoir arrives "[tlhe original ecosystem 

no longer exists" ( 1  16). Birds, insects and fish die, water salinates and displaced survivors 

struggle to relocate their world and mernories. As Donald Worster observes of the U.S. West. 

ecological collapse brought moral responses: "a sense of irreparable loss began to settle about the 

water empire by the late twentieth century, a remembrance of things past" (Rivers ofEnzpire 324). 

The fiction I read in the next two chapters traces this sense of loss in several disparate 

locales united by dumged nvers. Another nver (of liquid capital) and sheer human need erodes 

cultural memory. Yet somehow, the rivers manage to hold a near-mythic allure, even in these fast 

and selectively fastidious times. This fiction is anti-utopian. It confronts the reaiity of our 

embeddedness in what might be termed the post-colonial, post-modern river response. Nostaigia 

and anxiety haunt that troubling, unstable prefix. There is no easy idyll in the works I read in 

chapter three-The Sorind of One Hand Clapping (Richard Flanagan's second novel, published (in 

1997) to much acclaim in Australia), Green Grass, Running Wuter ( 1993) by Thomas King, David 

James Duncan's River Teeth: Stories and Writings ( 1995) and Robin Cody 's Ricochet River 

(1992). As these writers develop, their work grapples with the failure of contemporary visions of 

progress. Rivers are dying, overcrowding and pollution are endemic and increasing. Watersheds 



are in cnsis. The state of the contemporary rivers demonstrates that the old imperative of proçress 

destroys water- and life-ways-yet the writers are embedded in that way of functioning. 

None of this is recent news. Joseph Meeker made a key point in his classic 1974 work 

The Comedy of Srrrvival: Shidies in Literary Ecology: "A cnsis of consciousness occurs when 

there is a widespread recognition that many important models of reality inherited from the human 

past are inadequate, irrelevant, or destructive when applied to present circumstances" (7).' The 

authors refigure the dystopian mode to challenge these inherited models. 

Though Cornac McCarthy's Suîtree ( 1979) and Iain Sinclair's Downn'ver ( 199 1) posit no 

obvious answers to the "crisis of consciousness" (nor the "burden of dreams," as the documrntary 

on ihe great river-filrnmaker Werner Herzog puts it), ail the 'failen' fictions rise a river to speak 

back to the humans at the water's edge. In their dammed or foetid state. these rivers chastise the 

ways of man. the ways of nations and the greed of ages. 

The writers in this thesis often work on a project of recovery that tries to restore water to 

the status of a powerful evocative element. Each book fights its own way back to an 'authentic* 

riverine power, the essential river Sanders sought out in his essays. This river might be present in 

some remnant of wildness. Each writer is convinced the (post) colonial river is a fallen one, 

scarred or dammed by the "carceral network" of colonisation (Foucault 248). The reservoir 

drowns rnemories: i t  disciplines and erases place and community through the drowning of names. 

The riven and the First Nations are punished by text-wielding interlopes and rising waters. 

Marq de Villiers suggests anti-dam criticism has blossorned in the 1st  twenty years. In the 1950s 

and 1960s dams were al1 the rage. Why, he asks, have they suddenly become (to use Arundhati 

Roy's term) so "uncool"? For one thing. large dams (those 15 metres or higher) are often seen as 

markers of al1 that is wrong with our "inherited models" of relating to the world and to rivers. In 

the last half of the twentieth century, dams have altered global riverscapes more profoundly than 

any other force in the 1 s t  five thousand. And what models they are-giant wedges straddling in 

the world's river valleys, seeking out every last viable site, drowning forests and villages, the grey 

bulwarks of modemity grate at the contemporary western sensibility (no rnatter how much that 

sensibility loves regular water, Californian oranges and automobiles. al1 things dams help 

produce). These sensibilities are growing: many dams have not worked as they should, nor made 

' In fact, anti-dam rhetoric is almost as old as the U. S. 'nature writing' tradition. Regrirding Thoreau's 1849 work 
A Wrek on the Concord and Mrrrimack Rivers, John E. Maxwell notes that "by Thoreau's time, enterprise had 
already drtmiiged the river environment enough to make fishing more a mems for prissing the time han for 
subsistence. He notes that srlmon. shad. and alewives fomerlylived in abundance in the Concord until dams. 
canals, and factories stopped the fish migrations up the river (29). As a consequence, Thoreau's 'fishing' self- 
consciously champions the victims of 'the Corporation with its dam' (3 1)" (Maxwell 32). (Maxwell quotes the 
1985 Library of Americrt edition of A Week.) The majority of the writers I consider champion victims of the 
modern Corporation's dam. They have stilled the rivers of the world in their thousands since World War Two. But 
it was d m s  that helped the Allies win that Wu. Nothing is simple, or without consequence. 



much economic sense. They have not always delivered their promised glory. A new vision is 

emerging; its vigour and moral intent is caught by Donald Worster: 

A river, to be sure, is a means to economic production, but before that it is an entity 
unto itself, with its own processes, dynamics. and values. In a sense it is a sacred 
being, something we have not created, and therefore worthy of our respect and 
understanding. To use a river without violating its intrinsic quÿlities will require 
much of us. It will require Our learning to think like a river. Our trying to become a 
river-adaptive people. (Rivers of Empire 33 1) 

If the previous chapter looked at river-adaptation in action (tracing a movement from "nature 

domination to nature accommodation"[Rivers of Empire 332]), the next two chapters 

confront-and cannot escape-the violated river, the leached site of a once "religious geography ." 
that remains a "cosmoiogem" of rnduring power (Lincoln 23). 

Ivan Illich suggests the trope of the polluted river as both 'fallen' and unfavourable is a recent 
phenomenon in the Western world. In his 1985 work H20 and the Waters of Forgerfidness: 

Ref7rctions on the Historici~ of ' S t ~ f f ,  Illich argues that the modem city wüs and is "built around 

bathrooms and garages. riccommodating the circulation of tap water and of trnffic" (66). The 
modem city rises water. it does not revere it. It is utilitarian "H20" rather than a rnythic element. 

Instrumental utilitarianism informs the western role of the contemporary river: 

Water throughout history has been perceived as the stuff which radiated purity. 
Hz0 is the new stuff, on whose purification hurnan survival now depends. H z 0  
and water have become opposites: H 2 0  is a social creation of modern times, a 
resource that is scarce and that calls for technical management. It is an observed 
tluid that has lost the ability to mirror the water of dreams. The city child has no 
oppominities to come in touch with living water. Water can no more be observed; 
it can only be imagined, by reflecting on an occasional drop or a humble puddle. 
(75-6) 

Illich sets up a dualism here. between the empowering, inspirational waters of Mnemosyne's pools 

and strearns (she, that Titan who birthed the nine muses), and an arnnesiac substance leached of 

power and inspirational force. Mnemosyne's "wellspring of remembnnce" had a strong effect on 

associations between water and fertility: "Being placed among the Titans, a cosmic element-water 

that washes-becarne the source of remembrance. the wellspring of culture. and acquired the 

features of a woman" (32). But that was to change: even the waters of Lethe lose power when te-rt 

is introduced into Ancient Greece. Illich (generalising) argues that "Ruid rnemory" was replaced 

by the "fixed storehouse" of the rote-leamt written word. Like David Abrams' description of the 



silencing of the "more-than-human" world, this transition is represented as a kind of ~al l . '  

Amnesia triurnphs over memory (and thus woman, myth, nature and humility). ''The voice of the 

muses" is, in early Greece, subjected to "desiccating and freezing," just as "Rome's glory was the 

ostentatious domestication of Mnemosyne both through the codification of public memories in 

Roman law and through the piping of city water" (34, 371.) 

Before 1 quote Illich's account of this 'fall' into text it  is worth bearing Abram in mind 

here and linking both commentators' sense of the lapsarian with the strearns that n i n - o r  are 

darnrned-through the novels this section reads. Though the novels are from very different 

Various indigenous scholars and commentators on orality point out similrir States in the present. In New Zealand, 
for example, Ngahuia Te Awekotuku observes thstt many Maori have developed a powerful conncction with objects 
of cultural significrince precisely because they Iack a metaphoric trrinsfer of signification that silences their innrite 
power: "The rclationship that Maori enjoy and cultivate with taonga tukrr iho [treasures of the ancestors] is of major 
importance. A c w e d  house mly  does ernbody a revered ancestor; a great canoe actudly personifics a concept, a 
vision. that motivatcs the people" (96-7). 

Kiowa author N. Scott Momaday affims the literal power of lringuage, ri literalncss the storyteller tries to crcattl: 
"It is in the nature of the oral tradition thrit languagz is undcrstood to be a vital rind powedul thing in itself. creritivc 
in the deepcst scnsc" (xx). 

Words arc therefore redolcnt with interconnections with other words, and with the world ris scen, envisioned and 
imaginrd in creative thought. Language is ri kcy to miiintaining personal and communal harmony with riil of 
crerition. This in turn affects the way erich story is told, adjusted ris it is for each circumstancc, each story dcscribing 
its own origins. Kenncth Lincoln discusscs Native American respect For language: "Oral tribal poetry remriins for 
the most pin orgünic, for tribal poets sce themselves as essentially keepers of the sacrcd word bundle .... The peoplc 
are born into and die out of a Ianguagc that gives them being" (43). 

The lïxcd static f o m  of the printed page has a Car more sclcc~ive impact; the writcr hris fcwer senses to appeal to. 
if words are thouglit of ris products, thcir impact is limitcd becausc thcy have alreridy been dctined and restnined. 
Louis Owens makes this point (with vital implications for self-determination): "With written literacy, Iringurige 
becornes descriptive/historic and begins to lose its unique power as creator of rerility" (9). Herc Owens provides 
Abrrtrns with ri model, a tcmplrite of dudism that Illich hris used as wcll. The langulige of Eden has been takcn. 

1 should note thrit Illich uses Walter Ong's Orality and Literucy: The Technologizing of the Word ( 1982) as a 
rcsource herc. Thc empowcred status of ordity hris only increrised in scale in thc l u t  few decades, ri move concurrent 
with the rcification of somc aspects of indigenous culture from white quarters. This is not to sriy oral transmission 
is iess than various tribal peoples note, but 1 am suggesting this 'lost' world, this first Ianguage, is (like wildness) a 
site of intense nostalgia in a tirne of linguistic homogcncity, desiccation and extinction. White authors rire seeking 
pagan or pre-textual examples and trends to bolster ri parched sense of authenticity. Riverdance holds special 
choreographic rippcal as a staged version of 'authentic' resistançc to those invadcrs who would control the Irish 
Salmon of Knowledgc and thus livelihood and water. In that struggle white-skinned viewers can find ri shed of 
redemption or ri sense of being hard-done by bcfore driving home in the SUV; ri culture of btame begets blrirne. 
Now I am gencralising, but I want to stress the appeal of nostalgia in this mitiennial time of change and loss. It 
saturates the essayists' work: one of the differences in the 'fallen' river texts is that nostatgia is not as powerful ri 

psychological recourse because the worst h;is happened. The broken river is simpIy confronted and worked with as ri 
still-potcnt source of insight, and commentary. But biodiversity and cultural diversity enrich the creative world. 
Presentation and cross-cultural engagement is vital. 

On linguistic and biotic decline, see Alfred B. Crosby rind Frances Karttunen, "Biodiversity and Linguistic 
Diversity: Expansion and Contnction." Migratiori, Preservatiun and Change. Eds. Jeffrey Kaplan and Mark 
Shackleton, and Maarika Toivonen. Helsinki: U Helsinki P, 1999. 7- 17. Michael h u s .  "Linguistics and 
Biology: Threatened Linguistic and Biological Diversity Cornpared. CLS 32: Papers From rhe Parasession on 
Theory and data in Lingrristics. Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society, 1996.69-75. On linguistic decline, 
Bringhurst observes that only 30 of the 300 languages of North America are spoken by children today: "A Ianguage 
is a lire form, like a species of plant or animal. Once extinct, it is gone forever. And as erich one dies, the 
intellecturil gene pool of the human species shrinks. The big, discontinuous brain to which we al1 very modestly 
contribute, and on which we al1 depend, ioses a part of itseIf that it cannot rebuild" (1 1). 

Schama extends this point in Landscape and Memory (he draws on fllich), while Lindsey Davies tracks her Roman 
P.I. Marcus Didius Falco through Rome's aqueducts in her novei Three Han& in the Fountain (London: Century, 
1 997). 
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geographic sites, they reject the amnesiac quaiities of Western influence, and see the silenced river 

as ri denial of memory, story and vitalit~? The river-writer has reason to compound a sense of loss 

into the textual interstices of the essay. Such a sense of loss drives much of the fiction ahead. 

However, the first wornan of oral tradition is forgotten when the oral transmission 
of epics ceases. The classical poet of Greece no longer h a  need of recolIections 
from a 'beyond.' His sources are frozen into texts. He follows the lines of a 
written text; the epic river that feeds its own source is remembered no more. Not 
one Greek city has preserved an riltar dedicated to Mnernosyne. Her narne becomes 
a technical term for "memory" now imagined as a page; the stuff of memory tums 
from water into a shard. Witten language, which has fixed words on clay tablets. 
acquires more authonty than the re-evocation of fluid. living speech .... 

Before epic tradition was recorded, before custom could be fixed in written law. 
thought and memory were entwined in every staternent; the speaker had no way to 
imagine the distinction between thought and speech. Voice could not be stocked, it 
left no dregs or grounds. Solemn composition had to fit the rhyrne of the 
hexameter, stressed by the beat of the lyre strings. Consciousness. lacking the 
metaphor of the alphabet had to be imagined as a Stream full of treasures. Each 
utterance was like a piece of driftwood the speaker fished frorn a river, something 
cast off in the beyond that had just then washed up ont0 the beaches of the mind. 
(32-3) 

This disruption of composition and utterance supposedly deprives the speaker of a fount of 

possibility. (Bardic tradition often ranked practitionen according to their facility with exacting 

feats of memory. as the Welsh eistrdfodd and Maori ivharr rvononya or house of learning still do.) 

Sorne of the fallen river work I read (notably King and Sinclair) evokes the oral tradition through 

narrative play. Text. Illich argues, fails to nourish itself. Writing is a reservoir. text a son of dam. 

Words become tools, utilities, "stuff' and the oral tales evaporate, along with the deeper capacity 

to re-rnember the word/world. 

Illich imagines some Edenic speech that invested utterance with a power we could not 

splice into disassociated 'thought.' The search for the first language-the language of 

rivers?-taps into deep atavistic urges? Many of the writers considered thus far desire a 

verbalised, lost home, a now- (and maybe always) drowned version of a "closer and happier 

[verbal/ontological] relation to necessity, nature and self," a connection with lost innocence and 

' Illich picks up on a tendency Kenneth C. Davis mentions: "Why do we tend to forget'? There's no big surprise: 
Arnericrins, as de TocquevilIe long ago recopnized, are a future-oriented people with a short historical memory. And 
the accepted, widely taught versions of history are written by the victors, presented in schools as smitized costume 
pageantry. This is especially true when the victory is as total as thrit of America's forefathers over the Americrin 
Indians, who were newly 'cleansed' from an entire continent ..." (1). illich is speaking of a culturdly specific source 
of amnesiri. (Davis' article is printed under the subheading "Amnesiri".) Joseph Meeker argues this uagic view of 
history-as-Fa11 compounds environmental problems by queliing foresight. 

' Robert Claiborne calls river narnes "the seemingly ineradicable traces of lost Ianguriges" (39). Rivers are so 
fundamental they become the first physical and Iinguistic sites for human place names. 



lost wholeness (Rabkin 4). The Garden and the river have been blocked; the four rivers mnning 

out of Eden have dried. 

Confronting a river, the writer confronts a symbol of that elementai "fluid rnemory" that 

textual practice apparently silences. It is no wonder the river writing process often becomes 

elegiac. But the writers in this thesis balance lamentation: they seek a recovery of the word's 

power by regarding the river as a "stream of treasures." In doing so they counter a trend that has 

washed water clean of elemental rnemory. 

For Illich, water in the West becomes cleansing "H2W in the later eighteenth-century: stench 

suddenly becomes socially offensive, an olfactory marker of moral and cultural disease: "for the 

first time in history, the utopia of' the odorless city ûppears" (48). The city was cleaned. 

watenvorks perfected. and bacteria banished. "Development, right into the late twentieth century 

has remained üssociated with water and soap.. .. the increasing monopoly of Cartesian 

dimensionality over the sensual perception of space weakened or extinguished the sense of aura" 

(60, 6 1). People, things and places had their aura (both fragrant and mythic) scrubbed away. 

Arnnesia results. A process of engineering and treatment through two centuries renders place and 

sense into tools for utility rather thün sites of worship. "In the imagination of the twentieth- 

century, water lost its mystical power to communicate by touch its deep-seated purity and its 

mystical power to wash off spiritual blemish" (75).6 

The essayists seek to mythologise water by re-membering the river and the concept of 

hamonious connection with the watershed. The same applies to the novelists' angry lamentations 

at the fdlen river. Holism implicitly and explicitly challenges the "utopian drive" of a future- 

onented society without extracting the prime impulse for improvement, for more, that feeds it. 

The writers at the fallen river rely on rnernory to enrich their protest literature. They resist 

ecologically consumptive amnesia. Such a stance, while politically antagonistic, has its roots in 

specific cultural bases; for most at the sullied river the Fa11 haunts in various guises, as does the 

awareness of its presence. 

The writers in the next two chapters confront the practical impossibility of utopia. But their bleak 

sites also demonstrate the emotional need for such longing: 

It might seem reasonable to suppose that the fable of social improvement is out of 
fashion. Yet the lasting interest of al1 utopian writing lies not so much in its 

- 

l ï l i ~ h  does not consider the water at Lourdes, which may simply be a mythic site through constant usage. 
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capacity to engineer a new type of hurnanity as in its aptitude in dramatising the 
central human dilemma of having bath an imagination and a wiil that fails to 
support it. It is perhaps because we do not believe in utopias that we need utopian 
iiterature; it has, after d l ,  a deeper purpose than social efficiency-it cm restore ü 

sense of being human. (Baker-Smith 4) 

The rivers are dark teachers, but they do instruct protagonist and reader alike. Memory 

archives the trajectory of a river's decline and suggests a possible way out of the polluted Stream. 

But that passage is uncertain. 

Wnters at the fallen river tap into the longing for utopia by evoking a here-and-now so 

harsh that any elsewhere or 'no place' becomes appeding. Ecological collapse c m  engender a 

M i n g  despair. Somehow, life-affirming moments win out in the fiction, but only against the 

natural presence of entropy and death. The writers tend to situate human development in an 

interdependent ecological setting, if only to stress the symbolic weight of the river: "everything is 

connected to everything else" (Commoner 33). 

Seeing things new, seeing new things,. expanding the notion of community so that 
it becomes situated within the ecological community - these are some ways in 
which environmental wnting can reperceive the farniliar in the interest of deepening 
the sense of place .... [Sluch devices displace in order to replace .... they depend 
heavily on metaphor, myth, and even fantasy to put readers in touch with place. 
(Bue11 266) 

works use rivers as memory channels, reinforcing their role as dwelling places for 1 

Our cultural baggage and very survival. The texts demonstrate the allure of rivcrs as psychic sinks 

and societal and personal mirrors, forces that compel the retrîeval of latent memory in the struggle 

against entropy and stagnation. The fallen river fictions crave a spirit that resis ts progressivist 

amnesia: they are enamoured of that longing but redise it is usually wirealised. The writers 

generally regard a real world present or a recent past: the texts 1 read are not necessarily dystopian 

or utopian. but in the (almost) here-and-now? 

' 1 want to stress that ri dammed river is not necessarily an "emrisculated" (Zwinger 1 15) or fallen one. Most of rny 
Iife (and this thcsis) has been sustained through hydro-electricity; the dam has done a lot of people good. It has silso 
done some people h m .  Those siffected are usurtlly well riway from the cities the dams power. 

A very polluted river may be 1i fallen one in my eyes. or the eyes of an ecologist. But when that river hris been 
worshipped for thousands of years, its spiritual, storied and evocntive power may be such to apparcntly çancel out 
blemishes. The rnost celebrated crise in point is the great Ganges River thrit runs from the Hirnalayas to disperse its 
(pro foundl y polluted) torrents and tric kles in Bangladesh. 

When I visited the Ganges River, many locals and pilgrims told me its watcr was very pure. It seems this river 
runs above any physical impediment. The same is not true of the Narmada River. This holiest of india's rives 
faces massive change as a series of 3 200 dams are plûnned dong its length. Therc is no way the river as it is 
known (and the tribal peoples on its banks) can endure this. (See William F. Fisher. ed. Toward Susrainuble 
Developmenr? Struggling over fndia'r Narmada River. (Columbia University seminar series. Armonk. N.Y.: M.E. 
Sharpc, 1995) for a series of articles on this project.) Also of note is the film Namada: a vulley rises (Dir. Ali 
Kmimi. Toronto: Peripheral Visions, 1994). In the summer of 1999 many at the N m a d a  protested the lifting of a 
Supreme Court ban on construction, 

The literary and cul tunl nuances of the Indian river are beyond the scope of this thesis. But sorne sense of the 
issues involved are detriiled in Karmala Markmdaya's The Cofer Dam. (One of  the first major anti-dam works in 
post-colonial literature, the novel is full of symbolism and the polarities of the harsh British dam engineer and the 
local 'tribals' of South India.) Further attention is paid to the Nmada  by McCully and by Gitri Mehta in her story 



Andrew Ross defines utopian thought as a criticism of the "deficiencies of the present," 

and dystopianisrn as the challenge to the perceived "deficiencies in the future" (143). Thus most 

of the previously discussed works in this thesis appear as utopian social criticism. But ecological 

collapse warps past and future. In the case of fallen river texts the utopia seems unlikely and the 

past does not redeem; the works trace "perceived inadequacies in social and political systems" of 

the past and present (Booker 20). The specific failen rivers quash any easy hope that these 

systems will change: the Golden Age has been drowned by a reservoir: a "golden goose" is al1 that 

remains (King 127). Booker observes that postmodemist works resist binary classification, 

tending towards Foucault's sense of a '" heterotopia'" that embraces several possible worlds ( 144). 

i\Iany of these nvers are "reai" and the works respond to treatment of those sites; this 

lessens dystopian defamiliarisation, but heightens an allied scepticism over the certainty of 

progress. Even resistance, cynicism or scepticism is questioned. Will they be effective'? "If 

dystopian fiction is centrally infonned by a skepticism toward utopian ideals, one might say that 

postmodemist dystopian fiction is informed by the same skepticism, but also an additional doubt 

that such skepticism can be truly effective" (Booker 141). Hope. in these contemporary works, 

does not spring etemal. There is only flux, uncertriinty and ontoiogical change that may (or may 

not) be For the better. Escape from death or pain is due to luck; chance and fate are paramount 

powers (see the Coyote in  King's work). Gritty survival and human cunning sustain the 

protagonists, but faith, like the river, has been polluted or biocked by the interventions of the 

(post)modern world. That resistance (or distance) rebounds against the modernist certainties of 

progress, which stand tall as concrete dams and re-engineering projects. But each writer recalls 

time before the dam: mernory is a source of resistance and renewal. 

Despite the damage, many of the works posit faIIen rivers as currents of memory and 

story. Paying homage to the powers of rivered rernembrance, the writers draw on older cultural 

patterns which, like the rivers, fiow into the next millennium. Bruce Lincoln's analysis of the 

Indo-European stories of rivered passage in to the Othenvorld of the dead ends by affirming the 

kinds of remembrance each of the books perfonns. The Otherworld is present. even after the 

waters of Lethe wash over, "for those mernories constantly flow back and become a source of the 

deepest wisdom and most profound inspiration" (3 1). Lincoln highlights the "central interface" of 

sequence A River Sutra ( 1993). Mehta braids nmtive voices through recollection and sequentiaI narrative to site 
the river as a place of repose, illumination and story. Entire books have been written about the mythologies of 
single Indian rivers. Once again these areas exceeds the scope of my thesis. 1 onIy needed to stand by the Mother 
Ganga and watch how the men and women entered that sacred water to know 1 wrts out of my depth. 

None of this mentions the Nile, Arnazon or Yangtze, for example. See Simon Winchester on the Yangtze, (the 
Three Gorges Dam is attracting a lot of attention and concern: the World Bank withdrew funding for environmental 
and engineering reasons). Redmond O'Hrinlonls Congo Jo~rntey (1997) is a wonderful, troubling and poignant 
account of the arert which Joseph Conrad mythologised in Hean of Darkness and Florence Nightingaie's accounts of 
her trip on the Nile, Lettersfrorn Egypt: A Journey on the Nile, 1849-1850 (London: Barnes & Jenkins, 1987) is a 
classic. 



humans at the (manifold) river and the "recirculation" of eneqies and memories that occurs there. 

Lincoln continues to point out that such a movement sustains, indeed constitutes us: 

[Tlhe memories of the departed are not without value for those who are yet living. 
The accumulated memories of the dead comprise the totality of human history. 
Preserved and appreciated, they are the source of true wisdom, the wisdorn that is 
based on the full sweep of human expenence rather than just the idiosyncratic 
events of one hurnan life. In the last analysis, the present depends upon the past. 
the living upon the dead, and this world upon the other. Those who die do not just 
pass on. but continue to contribute to the sustenance of this world. as the world of 
the living draws strength, rneaning and wisdom from the world of the dead. much 
as one draws water from a spring. 

Lincoln's point retums me to my own: rivers remain a source of transpiring memory and story, 

just as the world of the living l e m s  from the departed and will bestow memory to the future. The 

unbom are also lrft the dams we build, markers of the ways we have read the past and the river. 

That way of seeing things comes under scnitiny in the next two chapters in particular and this 

dissertation in general. 

Scepticism is a key component of revisionist praxis. The writers ahead engage in 

textualised revision. divining ways to sustain the fragile process of "recirculation" amongst story. 

community and river. Provisionality is built into their (into d l )  ways of seeing. When a river clin 

be stopped, nothing is certain. The same applies when memory runs frer. 



Chapter Three 

Darnming Memory: Concrete and the Mindful River 

Slow rivers to healing: The Sound of One Hand Chpping 

Richard Flanagan's second novel, The Sound of One Hand Clnpping ( L 997), represents the 

collapse of a dam as a healing event. Both Fianagan and Thomas King sketch the dams as 

negative forces: they are seen as unnecessary and disruptive. The dams in each novel are troped as 

markers to an attitude-a bulwark of ideas-that damage both the land and the people. Flanagan 

and King concur with David Young (who cornments on New Zealand's Whanganui River): 'The 

violence done to the people is also done to the land" (185). Those who build the dams are 

represented as Rawed. their actions the work of a populace inured to the pain they cause the eanh 

and each other. Flaniigan's novel maps the psyche of a labourer at the dam. a man under 

enormous emotional pressure in a tirne of racial prejudice. The dam in the novel is a cipher the 

chÿracters retum to: its sheer wall and still reservoir act as reminders of al1 they retain of the past. 

Mernory is a key force in this novel, as it is in Deorli of A River Guide. Flanagan uses his 

characters' memories and experiences as one means of tracing the forces that constitute modem- 

day Australia in general, and contemporary Tasmania in particular. The conduit these forces run 

through is the protagonist Sonja Buloh. In 1989 (after an absence of over two decades) she 

returns to her childhood home. This is a joumey into memories of the life she shared with her 

father in a series of hydro-electricity dam sites during the 19505 and 1960s. This confrontation 

with painful memories ends by affirming the processes of healing and the continuities of life and 

rivers. The encounter with personal memory fiags an investigation into a region's past. Memory 

functions as a political tool, hauling inequities among race, gender and nation into the harsh 

antipodean light. Flanagan (and King, Duncan and Cody to a degree) take nationalism to task as a 

disruptive force. Much baggage is aired. Revisionist desire is dependent upon a sense of moral 

progress sven as it derides forms of imperial prescription. "Postcolcnialism internalizes an 

evolutionary model: it envisions a passing through progressive stages of unfreedom to freedom 

and of blindness to enlightenment" (Bennett 197). Flanagan's novels implicitly support this 

"passing through" which Donna Bennett envisions. They use memory as a motive force for the 

movemen t to awareness. 

Remembrance, so integral to the deaih of Aljaz Cosini, fuels the joumey Sonja Buloh 

makes to Tasmania in One Hand. The distant Sydney life that blocked memones of pain gives 

way against the "mystery" of her heart (18). "She was a stranger to her put" (16). The narrative 



shapes the irruption of memory in the present. The dam cracks, and the release of pent-up forces 

heals. (Repression and dams corne off badly in Flanagan's schema.) 

In the 1950s Slovenians Maria and Bojan Buloh travel to Tasmania with their baby 

daughter Sonja. They have hopes of a new life after the horrors of World War Two and Nazi 

occupation. Given what they have endured, repression is a survival mechanism. But the 

memories continue to linger and do damage: Maria suicides in 1954. Now, "[llife had revealed 

itself to Bojan Buloh as the tnumph of evil .... a joumey downwards to what he now believed to be 

a true hell" (406). Suttree and Bojan share that dark pit. Sonja lives with her father in a 

succession of mean foster homes and labour camps filled with other immigrant workers, foming 

dams in the forested gorges of West Tasmania. Later they move to Hobart. to shacks and 

sleepouts, which are al1 the "reffos" can afford, and, more precisely, ail the "wogs" rire offered. 

This racism is endemic and Flanagan suggests it bmtalises people: Sonja is regularly beaten by her 

drunken father through her teens. His logic dissolves until he cannot rescue it from the h u e  of 

numbness he has become: " I  hit her so she rvill knorv Itow ban it is and horv bad I crrn ....." (278). 

Drink is an amnesiac, but so is bigtry. Bojan is not given to expressions of feeling. Emotion has 

made no difference in the face of loss: "he believed tean were to the living what flowers were to 

the dead: proof only of the futility of feeling" (149). The novel's optimism resides in the eventual 

rejection of this position: despair is replaced by fragile hope. This movement can appear forced at 

times, because Flanagan insists on the redeeming power of revision. Father and daughter still 

move towards some reconciliation with the past, and therefore with each other. The process is a 

confrontation with rnemory. 

As in Drath ofA River Guide rnemory and rivers are allied: the rivers Bojan helps to dam 

were once dive. Their imprisonment behind concrete is part of what Flanagan calls "the terrible 

revolution" of hydroelectric development (2 1). In his approach. dams are emblems of 

irresponsibility, sprung from a nghteous boosterism that puts profit and assirnilationist nationalisrn 

before al1 kinds of diversity. The novel casts the desire for power as a form of shonky and 

deluded nation building. 

Progress is measured in the stilled waters of the reservoir; progress is a false promise 

because it does not look back to the past, it curtails full functionality in the present and future. 

McCarthy. Sinclair, King and Flanagan regard the "utopian-drive" (Jonas) as a form of amnesia. 

The drive is a great flaw figured in concrete and "the electricity transmission towea, strutting 

across this forlom land like giant, muscle-bound warriors" (FIanagan. One Hund 22). They ail 

affirm stories which give power back to people and rivers 'silenced' by progress (McCully). 

Flanagan's narrative makes room for such nuggets of revisionist opinion in the context of 

dialogue, imagery and pointed authorial comment. Flanagan identifies mythologies of progress to 

blame; he cnticises a form of power that normalises place, race and memory under the aegis of 

nationaiism and development. 



Bodies of water: Memory and lorgetting, Wilderness and domination 

Flanagan has directed The Sound of One Hand Clapping for the screen. (His screenplay was the 

basis for the novel, which was completed while awaiting film-funding). Not surprisingly there are 

elements of the cinematic in the novel's structure: the 85 chapters are almost scenes: each one 

averages just five pages in length. Each one focuses on a distinct time: the contemporary narrative 

of 1989- 1990 (the time of reckoning), which is interleaved with memones from 1954 (the date 

Sonja's mother Maria vanishes from the hydro-camp), until 1967 (the date Sonja leaves for 

Sydney). This dual narrative propels the novsl towards a series of revelations, highlighting the 

focus on memory and healing that marks Flanagan's work. 

Flanagan's prose has a gravitas and precision befitting the burden of pain Sonja and Bojan 

share. In Deoth o f A  River Guide, the distortion of memory damages individuals and therefore 

communities; Flanagan extends this connection to the ways land and rivers suffrr when memory 

is. in Illich's term. "desiccated". Recalling the past is the focus of The Sorrnd of One H m d  

Clcipping. The novel's ecological focus is as insistent as River Guide: the land is still the basis for 

the characters' existence, and the damage inflicted upon the non-humrin world scars the people 

who condone or do such work. 

Chapter Four makes explicit the relation between psyche, memory and land (and a possible 

engagement with the work of Paul Carter). The colonial surveyors 

came with their barefooted convict track cutters and they gave the land sirange new 
names and by their naming and their describing they anoounced the coming of a 
terrible revolution. Where their indian-inked rnaps cut the new country into neüt 
counties with quaint reassuring English names such as Cumberland and Bothwell. 
the surveyors' successors, the hydro-electricity engineers. made their straight lines 
reality in the form of the wires dong which the new energy, electricity-the new 
god-hummed its song of promise, its seductive hise prophrcies that Tasrnania 
would one day be Australia's Ruhr Valley. The island busily, almost hysterically 
tried to bury its memory of a recent. often hideous past in a future of heavy 
industry, of gigantic fumaces and enormous machines that were to be powered by 
the huge resources of water energy that the place possessed in abundance, and for a 
time the island was falsely praised as a virgin land without history. (2 1)  

The prose is measured and even, the language incisive and sweeping: these are the 

pronouncements of the revisionist historian, woven into the fictional narrative. Tasrnania is 

besmirched by the naming and engineering of the settlers, "falsely praised" and troped as a tabula 

rasa. In both novels Flanagan's fictional intent is the release of the penned rnernory of his 

homeland. The brutal iniths of the put, like the rivers, are confined. Truth and wholeness are 

allied with wild rivers and unscmed, respected land.8 Fianagan suggests our desires are marked 

"is is a stance borne of the profound revisions of Australia's past carried out through various media across the 
country. This is evident in work by writers such as Paul Carter (The Road to Botany Bay, Travelling in a Neiv 
Countr),), Robert Hughes (The Fatal Shore), C m e l  Bird (The Stoierr Generation), Peter Hay, Thomas Keneally, 
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upon the land. The ways rivers are used points to the human attitude to that place and the future. 

Dam builders and novelists reveal attitudes through the ways that they use a river. Land and river 

are employed as ways into the psyche that in tum shapes the land. The two-way traffic between 

inner and outer worlds allows green polemics a place within character development: his anger is 

real and present becmse the dams are. This description above precedes an account of a temporary 

fusion between the State's officiai amnesia and "those unfortunate enough to labour at" the dams. 

The denial of history by Tasmania encourages the labourers "to leave their own individual pasts 

behind." There is a tendency to homogenise past beliefs into a solely progressive vision. 

Flanagan's work has always opposed hyperactive amnesia. Darnage to land and people is linked: 

"the destruction of the environment is also a proçrss of social destruction" (Pybus und Flanügan 

169). 

Flanagan continues his metaphorical investigation into progressive zeal: then, as now, 

rconomic growth and free market productivity are seen as new panaceas. But they leave people 

and places ruined. 

By such alchemy the du11 fear of the past was transformed into electric power. the 
coveted -Id of the new age, and at the bottom of the alchernists* false distilling ÜII 
that remruned were the pestilential by-products of that magical process for which 
nobody cared: the cracked natural world and broken human lives, both dregs easily 
discounted when their insignificant cost was tallied against the growing treiisure of 
the burgeoning hydro-electricity grid, and no-one counted the growing cost and no- 
one thought that tomorrow might be worse than today. least of al1 on that day so 
long ago when Sonja's parents had steamed into the port of Hobart with their 
sixteen-month old daughter, at what they thought was the end of their long Right 
from Europe. (22) 

Great portents of failure are suggested because of what has been wrought on the island. This 

long, didaciic sentence is making a clear point: the family enters a place of forgetting. The 

wronging of memory blocks the heaiing the Bulohs need; the racisrn they encounter stems hope 

funher. As an adult revisiting West Tasmania, Sonja affirms the mantra that has kept hrr safe in 

"sly" Sydney ("You are not your past.. . . You are your dreams" [23]) because the clearcut forests 

short stories by Archie Weller, work by Oodgeroo Noonuccal, Mudrooroo, Ruby Langford (Don't Tuke Your Love 
To Town), and Robbie Walker, as well as plays by Jack Davis, Kevin Gilbert, Bob Maza, Eva Johnson and others. 
Also of note in shaping a revisionist ethos are Vijay Mishra and Bob Hodge, The Dark Side ofthe Drenni: 
A usrraliari Lirerature arid the PostcoIoniul Mind ( 1 990). Adam S hoemaker, Black Wurds. White Page: A boriginul 
Literarrrre 1929-1988 (1989) and Stephen Muecke, Textrial Spaces. Australia hris latched on to the post-colonid 
issues Flanagan grapples with; part of the success of his second nove! is the way it accords with critical and cultural 
(but not governmental-John Howard's conservative govemnient has refused to apologise for past injustices) trends 
over the reckoning with the nation's past. 

David Bunn, discussing colonial South African poet Thomas Pnngle notes that the displacements and desires of 
colonialism ensure the colonid "poet requires two cognitive maps to help order the colonial prospect. The first is 
cdled up by memory.. . . The second is a sort of negotiated compromise, a transitional landscape thac uses a 
particular form of ideological containment" (139). The key point is that Lopez, Flanagan and Duncan, King, Moore 
and Sanders, for example, now know the former ideological containment is inappropriate in the post-colonial site if 
it is to ever become postcolonial. Hence the appeal of rivers runningfree: dams, as the containing forces of the 
dregs of the modernist desire to control, are ideoIogical and physicai containers par excellence, ready and waiting to 
accommodate al1 revisonist scorn. Mernory no longer calls up pleitsmt prospects. Flanagan's reckoning with the 
past is geared towarcis a fairer future for people and watershed. 
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demonstnte how she has been scarred by denial. The retum to the place of trapped memory 

changes her: the place works on her mind in ways she cannot fathom. "Sonja was in flight, not 

away from who she was but back toward it" (14 1). Body, rnemory and ecology fuse again as 

Flanagan describes the remnants: 

Beyond this dead land of towers and sheep Sonja drove, into the highlands. only 
recently cleared by the woodchippers, leaving the land as if after a war: a shock as 
far as the eye could see of churned up mud and ash, punctuated here and there by a 
massive charred stump, still srnouldering weeks after the burn-off of the waste 
rainforest that could not be made into tissue paper for Japan. Pans of me are dead, 
Sonja thought. looking at the wastelands around her. She drove on. (23) 

Right on cue Sonja sees the top of a dam. the "vast" reservoir and the Forest beyond: 

That land did not welcorne her or care for her, any more than it had cltred for hrr 
parents who had corne to live here so long before. And yet this land had shaped 
her. shaped them all. 

And they it. (24) 

Flanagan's one-line paragraphs are there to make a point. As the chaptcr concludes he presents ri 

credo that affirms history, genes and the intangible force of human ernotion: the former "shapes" 

but the latter "the great irrational-the great hriman forces-the destructive power of evil. the 

redeerning power of love," are the ones that "determine" people. "But dl this lay before Sonja like 

the waters held back by the dam: immense, mysterious, waiting" (25). 

The fourth chapter has established a series of connections among people. place and 

memory: the rest of the novel draws out the integrity of his position. and it does so by beginning 

with the most obvious proof of Flünagan's single-line paragraph: the dam. 

This dam is now "aged" and corroded, just as Bojan is; blackened with moss, it appexs like the 

rock of the gorge. But it remains impressive in scale. Once again Flanagan depicts the dam as 

representative of a way of thinking."ut in Tasmania the land seems to be reclairning the 

structure: 

Y As large (and even giant) dams gained popularity they spread from North Amencri and Russia. their bulk 
sprouting in California and Washington before k i n g  American opposition in the 1960s ntrd 1970s. By then the 
religion of "the ncw god" elcctricity moved rihead of consultants and massive engineering fims who built-and 
build-in Indio, South Arnerica, Africa and elsewhere, fuelled by M F  Funds and packages of economic overhriul. 
Dams are part of the economy-building ethos that is often pushed as a component of aid and loan packages. Now, 
Amndhati Roy notes, dams are "undemocntic." Ecological and other opposition to the dam indusuy merins the 
industry "in the first world (worth more thiin f 12 billion year) is in trouble and out of work. So it's exported to the 
third world, dong with their other waste like old weapons, supennnuated aircraft carriers and banned pesticides" 
(Roy). Dams are markers of a prirticular ideology in the present, a faith in progress that nunures the need for 
consumption while squandering resources of the future. Dams can help communities in some ways, but they can 
also disrupt and dmûge hem. Both Arundhati Roy and Flanagan argue that when the destruction of cultural 
uniqueness and biodiversity becomes viable, things are rnoving too fast. The dams have spread from Arnerica and 
leave their mark, just as free market economics has transformed the ways the world does business, accumulating and 
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The mossed and slimed dam seemed to her a relic frorn another age-an historical 
oddity as curious and as inexplicable as a Mayan temple in a Mexican jungle-part 
of a dream that sought to transfomi the end of the world into a place just like al1 
others. and faiIed .... 

There gathered in the pungent darnp air about her the sense of imprisoned souls 
that cluster in the shadowed bases of such vast wet edifices. and that pressing 
dankness heightened within her a feeling of premonition. (26) 

The plaque bolted into the dam commemontes those who built the dam and "helped hamess nature 

for the bettement of mankind" (271, though the rest of the novel describes the immigrant labourers 

as receiving precious little thanks or respect from Australians on site. Sonja stands at the clammy 

base of the dam. its calcite stalactites "like tears" on its surface. Here Flanagan pushes the 

association between the river and metaphor, inner and outer worlds. A painful memory prompts 

Sonja to embrace the curve of çoncrete. Struck by the force of her fliishback. her 'organic' release 

of memory begins at a place the oqanic world is reclaiming; she observes the dam's "desire to 

render everything around it as industrial-even nature itself. But she could see that the aging dam 

was decaying back into the natural world, rather than, as its makers had intended. the other way 

around" (27). His analogy is clear: Sonja's own intention is dissolving and a kind of inevitable 

teleology is unfolding. Binding his protagonists to events in the watershed of time and place 

allows Flanagan to present ecological and personal restoration as naturai givens. 

The dam still has "the power not simply ro make electricity but to surnmon visions of 

another time. a distant time of tnumphant belief and total confidence." Sonja, feeling this, 

imagines the dam collapsing, then redises the tmth of the intuition: "that what is made by people 

c m  break" (28). Flanagan hints at the fragility and interdependence of human effort in the face of 

nature and Sonja's own 'breakthrough' to acceptance and natural expression; Flanagan presses his 

point: to heal the sou1 one must hrai the river. These early chapters form the basis for later scenes 

and Flanagan's belief in the intertwined destinies of people and land. 

From the "ashes" of the put  springs the "forest" of memory (29). The Solind of One 

Hnnd Clapping makes use of recunent imagery to stress an ecosystem of ideas and their impact on 

the land.'' The relations are flagged by the repetition of images, of a senes of colours. a porcelain 

jugpting the bulk of debt and dependence. Giant dams become structures nations pin their hopes on if the national 
image appears to warrant thern. China's Three Gorges Dam is the latest exarnple of this rash assertion of 
independencc: as foreign backing evaporated construction was taken over by local companies. The Unitcd States. 
Soviet Union, India and China have excelled in matching concrete dams to nationd pride. But the critastrophic 
floods of 1998 and 1999 in the Yangtze valley and Bangladesh demonstrate the dangers of short-term plans and 
enormous population pressures: watershed damage affects rivers and cornmunities. Flanagan argues (through Sonjai 
rhat something similar occurred in Tasmania in the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  as "the new god" moved across the island, changing it 
forever by ingratiating the m a  into the homogeneity of the market's dominion over rivers, a practiçc repeated the 
worId over. Chinese forestry experts recently visited New Zealûnd to learn about replanting techniques that can 
aIleviate flood damage, after conceding "massive deforestation" caused extra watershed and tlood dmage (The 
Dominion Wellington, N Z .  August 24 1998'6). The Worldwatch Institute has reieased a report thnt highlights the 
role deforestation played in damage in the Yangtze River watershed, in Bangladesh, Honduras and Nicaragua (The 
Dominion 30 Nov 1998, 5). 



shard, a pair of red shoes, a river, dam or the colour of a length of wood or the dense air of 

rainstorm. (The novel's beginning as a filmscript does tend to linger, occasionally overstressing 

the visual and symbolic language of the image.) Standing there at the dam Sonja allows herself to 

remernber. even though it is sorne time before this process will offer the "reassurance" she desires 

(28). The first rush of memory replays her mother's voice: '"to have a future you must forget the 

past'" (3 1). For the traumatised Buloh family, this is a credo that life gnaws away lit as the self 

looks to exist beyond sheer survival. Like the dam (which is slowly being taken over by the gorge 

that surrounds it),  Flanagan represents memory as a force with its own organic drive. pushing 

tmth before it into the light. Some shreds of the mythic rernain in the water: the river is a kind of 

tmth. It is a tmth that rehtes the arbitrary promise of a better world, a promise tmrnpeted by the 

politician at Bojan's naturalisation ceremony, a ceremony of jingoism and shabby pride." 

Flanagan prefers the more subtle cycles of binh, love and death, and the enduring presence 

of the rainforest that would cover the temponry dwellings oCTullah where Bojan now works (the 

srnall hydro-town is a "sour swamp" in decline [5 11). The forest is a potent symbol: i t  was the 

forest in which Maria died which now faces its own clearcut death. The dam of blocked trust and 

trapped memory are just two of the images that echo within the book. By choosing to Focus on the 

dam 1 acknowledge one facet of the story that represents the triumphant utopian-drive both 

Flanagan and Hans Jonas wish to challenge. Asceticism and wildemess are the alternative 

aesthetic, û kind of ecological atonement and revenge that attempts to undo from within the ravages 

inflicted without. The sea-change of consciousness rnay be enough to begin the decommissioning 

of dams. Flanagan plants a redemptive and healing seed in the minds of the readrr, a motif of 

confrontation, confession and absolution consistent with the Christian ethos latent in the West. 

Flanagan challenges the short-term desire for profit by tracing its effect on Sonja and 

Bojan: the novel records an ecology of memory and story. tracing how these and the land shape 

the past and present for both characters. An 'ecology of memory and story' functions in the sense 

that The Surmi of One Hrind Clupping argues we inhabit and are inhabited by our pasts: the stories 

we dwell in are a part of the interpreted landscape. Tasmania's landscape has been altered by 

individuals on the ground, but it is the concerted effect of ideology that bas detemined whether the 

rivers run free or follow the whim of "the new god" rlectricity. FIanagan suggests the individual 

labourer is not to blame for the silenced river (Bojan loves the wild rivers he dams.") Instead. the 

'O The rcviewcr on New Zeriland's National Radio begged to differ, suggesting the novel wris overly repetitious to 
the point of distraction. (Good Morning New Zealand. RNZ. Wellington. 28/10/98). 

" Peter Hay played the politician in Fianagan's film version of the story, reiterating the kind of arrogance and 
rricism he derides in his article on Port Arthur (see the section on Death of A River Guide). The film's 
cinernatogmphy stresses the sheer scale of the dam and its calcified face, splicing in archival construction footrige. 

" "She [Sonja] asked him how he felt about al1 the rivers being dammed, whether he thought i t  good or bad, and hc 
grew g m l o u s .  

'Of course it's bad,' he said, 'lt's fucken wrong. I tell you, 1 used to waIk up the banks of that Murchison 
River and the Mackintosh River and the Pieman River, up that bloody rainforest and 1 love it up there. Al1 fuckcn 
day and then sometimes even the night and the next day. I'd just make myseIf a nest like a fucken bird 1 would 
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dam is evidence of what he calls "Tasmanian rnadness-the bastard issue of a century and a half of 

despair cleaving to ever more outrageous fantasies" ( 1  37). Flanagan outlines his brief here: to 

document the cause and consequence of this unique condition. and thus what it means to be 

Tasmanim. It often entails being at the mercy of larger forces and fads, of aping the airs of others 

and denying the past (as Aljaz Cosini's great-great grandfather did) or building projects with 

dubious economic or environmental merit, to manufacture a cultural pride rather than nounsh it 

creatively. Fianagan does not cease to deride the decisions of the past (and present), to condemn 

environmental collapse and human greed in forthright terms. He charts the individual response to 

the powerful forces of prejudice against race or river. His minor characters seem split between 

sketches of memory-wrücked immigrants and largeiy mcist, amnesiac locals. Yet the hunger to 

remembrr can create bitter wars each immigrant has experienced. 

A Polish labourer makes the link between dams. psychic dysfunction, racisrn and false hope 

explicit, just before Maria Buloh's body is found in 1954. The workers are being trucked to the 

dam site through the snow-scudded moming. Bojan is very womed over Maria's whereabouts. 

Fianagan uses the dialogue of these Europeans on the eve of their naturalisation ceremony to 

critique the kind of rhetoric in the ceremony on the one hand, and describe the burden of mernories 

of horror on the other: two extremes of hope and despair, both damaging and full of consequence. 

One labourer goes too far; his is a tmth that speaks to the other polarity, amnesiac neo-colonialism: 

'They say the tallest hardwood trees in the world are not far from here,' said the 
bearded Pole over the truck's roar. 

Bojan, attempting to regain his cornposure, looked up and forced out ri laugh. 
'Lucky for the Aussies we drown them al1 with the big dam.' 

'What the bloody hell they want al1 this bloody electricity for anyway?' asked the 
Albanian. 

Bojan waved dramatically at the bush. 'For al1 their bloody industry . of course, 
you wog fool.' ... 

make this nest beautiful it wris bloody beautiful branches of rnyrtle lined with sofi dead-man km fronds. 1 would 
catch trout and cook them for tea and for breakfast when 1 woke so beautiful I sleep . . . '" (58). Bojan's Australian 
(he does not sully his mother tongue with swearïng, preferring to do so in Italian when younger) is a far cry from 
the reverential visionary prose of Lopez's River Notes, but the same feelings are there: the love for the place, i ts  
heriling power. Bojan even sees "a fucken Tassie tiger" and wonders if he hrts simply been hitting the schnapps and 
lexia too hard the night before, given the creatures are meant to be extinct. In his disclaimer on the copyright page 
Flanagan reveals "1 did see a Tasmanian tiger at the age of six in Hellyer Gorge, but it made no conversation with 
me." 



'They [the Pole says] think if they get the elechicity then the industry will come, 
and then they will be like Europe, then they will have factories instead of forests, 
battlefields instead of potato fields, nvers that run with blood instead of water.' ... 

The Pole was bitter. So were most of them. But they did not want to hear it. ... 
But the bearded Pole continued. He spoke not so much to them as to himself, 

because he knew none wanted even to begin to think that they were al1 complicit in 
what they had left. 'Europe is a cancer,' said the bearded Pole finally. 'It spreads 
death everywhere.' (393-4) 

Memory and land twine. We humans are heirs and progenitors of a planet scarred with dammed 

rivers, poisoned rivers. gashed atmospheres and teeming poverty. Every Fear we have is branded 

ont0 the earth. Every need we nourish has its consequence. This broken place of pain is 

Flanagan's Gaia: here everything felt is seen in the land in time, and al1 the land offers enters into 

the mind. The landscape is transformed by human intervention: forests, fields and rivers lose their 

restorative presence. Flanagan's Tasmania, scarred by desire and denial, speaks back to these men 

in its remnant wooded majesty just as its broken sturnps and ashes speak to Sonja thirty-five years 

later. Pans of her are dead; parts of her homeland have died; memory can heal or poison. 

Bojan's furied ossification of character stresses Flanagan's alliance across people. labour. 

rnemory and land. After his wife Maria suicides in the forest. Bojan ovenvorks. numbed, yet 

rnarvelling 'kt what he could hold within himself and not break. so rnuch drink and so much more, 

as if he were transforming into the very dam he daily toiled upon. With this realisation he came 

close to weeping, because he recognised it as the shadow thrown by the huge shapeless things that 

had changed him" (65). Thirty five years later he reflects on "the giant wave" of emotion that can 

still "swamp" him, "this watery wall of memory which prickled his tlesh nightly" (106). In 19.54 

his only response is to keep on working.'" 

The rest of the novel focuses on the demeaning effect of assimilation and repression, Sonja's 1990 

visit and resettlement and a retum through memory that helps father and daughter. Sonja feels 

l3 At this time a film crew come on behalf of the Hydro-Commission to record the dam's construction, a 
"monumental, half-completed, hdf-destroyed" site. The editors check the rushes, seeing shots of Bojan srnashing 
rock "like a demon" and instailing intake filters that seem to '"imprison"' him, and are awed by his frenzied work 
(69). The image of eiiclosure returns ten pages later for Sonja as an adult, and in reference co the row of beer glasses 
in the pub which claim her father over the decrides. The imagery in the novel is resonant and occasionally the echocs 
are very insistent. The toy teapot Sonja breaks after her mother dies is of the s m e  design as the blouse she buys 
and wears to leave Hobart. 

The d m  site is described in tenns that reduce or scon  human efforts to change the river: the steam shovels 
"gnawed like rodents into the rocks," the roads appear "as if slash-rnarked by a mugger's knife," the worken as 
"ants" or "puppies" beneath the edifice (68). The chief editor is delighted; he feels Tasmmia hris at 1 s t  arrived on 
the world scene ("'Tt could be some vast Soviet hydro scfieme in Siberia or the Urals. Could be the Hoover dam"' 
[67]), whereas Fianagan suggests it has merely succumbed to its hornogenous compting desire for more of 
everything except the p s t .  



guilty and unworthy. For Bojan the self-hatred is fed by his wife's suicide and the racism he 

encounters in ~ustralia." He demands they speak "Australian" at home, not Slovenian. He buys 

an encyclopaedia set, which Sonja reads through without really learning anything. After a 

promising relationship and near-rnarriage with another woman (which Sonja unthinkingly rejects), 

"Bojan forsook Jean's love and resumed his interrupted affair with the bottle" (235). 

The beatings begin and both are soon caught up in a cycle of violence and acquiescence that 

they cease to control; to confront it is to face an apparently greater pain. They are controlled "by 

greater things which grasped them.. . . nothing they did seemed to add up to anything and their 

agony only returned each morning, stronger, worse, more unapproachable" (3 15). Their 

behaviour compounds their isolation; Ranagan's reinforces his assertion that their violence stems 

from a contemporary climate of racism. This causal link suggests Tasrnania bred a self-hatred in 

him. (Bojan's childhood is not figured as a source of problems, though the War is. But Tasmania 

does not help them heal and it does not welcome.) For Bojan's story the only environment that 

affects him is Tasmania; recollection is discouraged. Dams pile upon dams. pain upon earlier war 

and conf l i~t . '~  

Though the bulk of the flashback scenes in the novel move away from the rivers where Bojan 

worked in the 1950s' the image of the dam remains potent, and Flanagan continues to track how a 

place works its way into the bones. Sonja retums to Tasmania to find her father working in Tullah 
on a new hydro-project: the men. without women. entertainment or cornfort. are lonely (and wary 

of admitting this.I6) The land itself is "aching" and these men know this only too well ( 174). 

Bojan-this man who has seen rivers froth pink with human blood during the war-refuses to 

trust. What he has seen belies any easy faith: like McCarthy, Flanagan does not believe in easy 

'' Desperate to makc a new life for his daughter he endures AusuaIian cuisine ("ait the white cursing the infernal. 
comic backwardness of Australiitns rind al1 the awful things they mistook for food"-in this case baked bcans on 
toast, with salad [20 11). 

'' Murray Bail identifies Flanagan's position in his own novel Eucalyptus: "Every country has its own landscape 
which deposits itseIf in Iayers on the consciousness of its citizens, thereby cancelling the exclusive daims made by 
al1 other national landscapes" (qtd. in Park, "After the Fever" 1 1). 

l6 There is a strong btalism that accrues in the work site, a combination of stubborn defiance and resignation that 
dissolves individual will in the face of other forces of progress. "In the end what mattered was only that there 
seerned no escape, nothing really but death or grog. . . . A sense that they were as doomed as the trees that they 
felled for the geologists' tracks, as the rocks they blristed to gravel, as the rivers they were labouring to drown, rind 
al1 this tended only to make them feel that the rivers and rocks and trees like them had had it coming for a long time 
and deserved to be destroyed ( 181). Les A, Murray observes rhat the land's "vast indifference can drive us to frenzies 
of desecration and revenge" and he speaks of Austraiia's "different laws" that resist the easy importation of ideology 
upon the land. Flanagan's argument that the land eventually reclaims its own balance supports this, even if 
continued resource-extraction fails to. 



options. Bojan has reached rock bottom by the time Sonja joumeys al1 the way to Tullah to tell 

him of her pregnancy. He has borne too much without the words for expression; Fianagan argues 

that racism warps character and confidence. By the time Sonja decideç to stay and hce  her past,'7 

Bojan wants to vanish, to discard self and care. He "wished he could dissolve in the dt-iving rain 

and wash away into the rivers they would soon fuck up forever. Fuck the rivers, thought Bojan" 

(248). Flanagan links self-hatred with the destmction of the rivers; the work is demeaning because 

the individual is compromised. prostrate before the whims of global market consumerism, intent 

on drowning the forests. Flanagan implies the constant stress has reduced Bojan's capacity for 

humility and respect; he does not care at this moment; he forgets how much he has loved the rivers 

(and the daughter) hc has  hrlped to stem. 

Truth and the river will out. Sonja is waiting for answers after joumeying for hours and 

years. From this point of stubbom anger comes a series of revelations: that her matemal 

grandfather was killed by the SS (this she knew) and that he was killed in front of her mother, her 

aunt and grandrnother. The SS raped twelve-year-old Maria Buloh. Sonja's mother. Bojan is 

fiercely proud of the tact she never told him this (but the whole village knew nevertheless). 

Silencing memory cm be a form of dignity. But it is a tactic that has not served Bojan or Sonja 

well. Bojan's outburst of anger and sadness terrifies Sonja, and begins a process of personal 

upheaval. The dam weakens and the figurative alliance between psyche and locus grows, until the 

land is made to speak as insistently as finseth's river, until the application of green ideology is as 

insistent as the eartier desire to clear the land bare. Wilderness is not lefi alone to remain 

uninterpreted, solely 'other' and beyond language; Flanagan ensures i t  is taken into his fold of 

story and imagery. His associative links are clear in subsequent scenes ris inner barricades 

crumble. 

Bojan imagines himseif as "an old tree at the rdge of a new hydro lake . . . full of canker 

and parasitic insects, its base rotted almost out by the rising waters, its crown no longer luxuriant 

but only heavy" (34 1). His work and life have brought him down, stripped him of hope and made 

confrontation with the past inevitable. As the emotional force of the story peaks, so do the waters 

in the reservoir. Bojan resolves to travel to Sonja's side for atonement, for reconciliation and for 

renewal. During the long and rain-lashed drive he doubts if any of these things are possible: he 

has become as heedless and beholden to other forces as a flooding river. As he wanted. his self is 

becoming jetsam. "Beyond seeing, the rain scnibbed the mountains and forests and filled the 

rivers. Moving things that did not want to be moved but whose destiny it was to be reshaped and 

reformed" (343). Flanagan has been building up to this scene ever since Sonja hugged the 

l7 When she returns to Tasmaniri she expects M e .  But her memory forces her CO remain and con front what she hrts 
hidden, what her father has hidden. At the airport (enlarged to accommodate jumbo jets that fail to arrive) Sonja t e k  
her family friend Helvi "'The tmth is rarely worth knowing. . . It hurts. Lies are easier" and prepares to escape 
forever ( 1  39). But that memory mests her transit and sends her racing back through the departure lounge "the 
cyclonic swirl of people arriving and departing, miving and departing, everyone now a reffo, fleeing the nameless, 
the unspeakable .... Sonja was in flight, not away from who she was but back toward it" (141). 



blackened and fallible dam in chapter four. Sixty-five chapters later the landscape has becorne the 

topography of the heart. Everything that happens to Bojan in the next life-wrenching hour affirms 

this with a power and awe befitting such change. 

He finds himself tuming towards Butler's Gorge ("the one place he had vowed never to 

retum") as the rain cornes down in torrents (343). When he sees the towering dam it is spillinj 

water, breaching at last the cycle of "exploited restraint" that is its modus operandi and the status of 

the oppressed worker. "This dam, which he had with his sweat helped raise so many years ago, 

whose concrete felt entwined with his very flesh, whose form with his sou1 had set like rock-this 

dam was rnemt to hold everything within. But there it was. water failing with a fury, and he 

thought he had never seen anything so extraordinary in his Me" (3453. Bojan finds the key for an 

unexpected persona1 release as the dam bursts. Individual and site are one. He takes a pee and 

then tries to run for the car, and finds "he had turned into concrete. But behind him a huge wild 

river was pressing and he was breaking, so slowly and inexorably breaking, and what he had held 

back for so many years was no longer able to be contained" (345-6). As the first lumps of 

concrete thud onto the gorge Bojan trmsforms: "[hle who had been Stone and water bursting into 

dust and vapour" (346). The scale of natural events represents the intensity of psychological 

transformation. Nature triumphs: revenge is at hand. Older balances are restored in minutes as the 

d a m  cracks. Ed Abbey's hith in the power of the river's graceful longevity-and its punfying 
power-is realised downunder. Bojan's decrepit car tean up the hill, "an old trout ungracefully 

leaping back towards the dam" (347). The road switches back to reach higher ground and he has 

to lace the dam. Flanagan creates a number of climactic moments in the novel, which are the result 

of the accretion of events. explosions of water. mernory and feeling.'" The wild river is a healing 

force: its release augments the status of wildemess as a curative site and allows a stunning 

transpersonal shift: 

At îïrst-though only very briefly-he thought the road was heading straighi into a 
cliff. And then he realised that the cliff was advancing on him, quicker than he was 
advancing toward it, and he saw that the cliff was a huge wall of water into which 
he was driving, and he knew the utter strangeness of that moment was as 
inexpressible as its horror was complete. 

And Bojan Buloh, feeling that this was his fate, unavoidable and predestined, 
no longer wished to flee from the shadow of his fear, but rather to complete his 
journey into its vast mysterious heart. (348) 

'"ere rue severai key moments: firstly, Maria's departure from the hut in 1954, and the terrible revelation of her 
body 79 chapters later (itself foreshadowed and resonant with preceding images of lace, snow, edelweiss [an image of 
note in Death of A River Guide tooj and burgundy colours) and Sonja's understanding of the event (and some 
possible causes), in 1990; thirdly, the first time Sonja is beaten by Bojan, and the chapter in which she lerives 
Tasmania, a trajectory subsumed under Bojan's immersion in alcohol; al1 of these impulses toward revelation and 
disciosure pivot around memory. The dam provides a physicat context and metaphoric correlative for the formation 
and dissolution of mernory, feeling and self-identity. Its structure is associated with negativity. I had hoped the film 
would feature this scene, but sadly (for Flanagan too, 1 imagine) it did not, the film budget being Iess than titanic. 



"Strangely resigned" to his death, accepting it as a fair return for his "wretched" self, he drives on 

towards the unshackled river. At the moment he expects death he is redeerned, saved by a few feet 

of altitude; the water rushes below and Bojan understands grace, "an angel granted a second life. 

Behind and below him sounds, strangely gentle and beautiful, of rock and valley washing away in 

water, of concrete tossed as light as water foam." Somehow the sight of that running river, free at 

last, allows him to see, with "measureless lucidity" (349). He dives through the storm. "Bojan 

Buloh was  pushing on, pushing back ... at and through al1 the apparitions of horrors that beset him 

that night" the terrible mernories of loss and sadness, facing thern with courage and humility (35 1) .  

He moves (surprisingly quickly) from the "nightmarish hallucination" of the decades since Maria's 

suicide, with Sonjü's hclp, to the realisation that new l i k  is continuing with the child she carries 

inside her womb (368). 

The imagery of eco-fantasy 

As an extemai that we approach and avoid, 'the natural' has also been constructeci 
as a source of meaning and tnith: something to be valued, cherished .... Consider ,  
in short, the presumption that what is natural is really real and even normal, that the 
structure of nature has existential and moral significance.. . . 
These positions [holistic deep ecology and human-centred resource management1 
rest upon an appeal to nature either as an ethical mode1 or as a pliable tield of 
human action. 

(Bennett and Chaloupka ix. xi). 

Writers in this thesis with an ecological (and thus'' pro-wild river) bent find redemptive power in 

the image of a broken dam; the collapse satisfies the penchant for continuity many of these river- 

writers favour. It reminds al1 of the reach and power of the natural world and serves to place 

human endeavour in a geo- and ecological perspective. To imagine the rebirth of a river is one 

way of transcending the grief and anger dams evoke for Sanders, Abbey, King or McKay (for 

example). In Flanagan's case the collapse of the dam at Butlers Gorge is an eco-fantasy, an 

imaginative triumph for the freed forces of nature. Flanagan invents a moment of imaginative 

l9 1 would argue the writers 1 consider largely adopt an ecological stance nther than an environmental one. This 
distinction dnws on Andrew Dobson's work on more radical green politics. What he calIs his "rough and ready" 
definition is as follows: "environmentalism argues for a managerid approach to environmentai problems, secure in 
the belief that they can be solved without fundamental changes in present values or patterns of production or 
consumption, whiIe ecologism holds that a sustainable and fulfilling existence presupposes radical changes in our 
relationship with the non-human natunl world, and in Our mode of social and political life. The Queen of England 
does not suddenly become a political ecologist by having her fleet of limousines converted to Iead-free petrol" ( 1). 
Dobson's distinction is blurred in most mainstrem media. 



redemption and release for Bojan and the river, irrespective of' the realities of the dams in the area. 

Stories hold sway here, not concrete." One may see the collapse of the dam as ironic, for the 

Gordon River country remains dammed in numerous places. The Clark Dam on Butler's Gorge 

still stems the Denvent River; the town of TuIlah is near the Mackintosh Dam; the Mackintosh and 
Murchison Rivers are in tum tributaries of the dammed Pieman. But Flanagan is more concemed 

with the ways stones c m  reform consciousness and reveal the tmths of interconnection that dams 

obscure: namely that life continues, free rivers inspire and damming them reflect; an outdated 

ideology. This paradigm is damaging to watersheds and to individuals. because it silences a 

natural process of emotional and fluvial relation and sustenance. He has cherished this image of 

collapsr becausr i t  allows a full explosion of üwarencss, cven rnlightcnrnrnt, For Bojün. This 

assertion of Lopez's '"network of agreements"' and the river's "dynamic equilibrium" iue key to 

creative defiance and vital to rnany river-writers (River Notes L2 1; Huser 20 1).  

As the story closes, Hanagan rerninds the reader that life retums to the river valley. and to the 

Buloh family. By giving birth at the end of the novel Sonja places her faith in the continuity of 

new life. Working with juxtaposition. the birth of her child is given figurative meaning. The final 

contraction is a release and joumey; the dam breaks and life and the river continue. Fianagan's 

insistent subject rhyrne links this moment with the "old trout" of a car in which Bojan outran the 

flood. "She was at that moment possessed of the foolish fancy that her womb was some giant 

rainbow trout retuming home in huge skipping leaps upriver, each leap traversing yet another 

previously impossible fall, and each fa11 another person ... another place . . . another time, now al1 

only water and stone to be traversed" (405-6). 

The shedding of self (returning thematically to Lopez's dissolution of ego or Duncan's 

portrait of the hooked Gus Orviston) is the book's most faith-filled scene. Scepticism fades and a 

touch of modemist hope enters; the continuity of human and fluvial life afirms the work of 

remembrance and healing. Doubt cmrnbles with the dam and the binh. This journey back in time 

dissolves inner barriers as Sonja's defences crumble and she confronts her future. Persona1 

agonies becorne politicd. They are swept into the tide of history they help construct, and are 

reclaimed, refomed and retold in "this new lifetime" (4 18). Everything is connected. Time folds 

" Flanagrin would not be satisfied by Hydro AustraIia's supposed c m  for the landscape: their promotional materiai 
notes (with regard to the King power development of the Iate 1980s) that "[glreat care was taken to reduce the impact 
of the power scheme on the environment. Revegetation programmes involved the planting of about 25 000 trees 
and the reduction of over 100 hectares around construction sites" ("Pieman River"). He would not be satist'ied about 
the return of some scrubby trees after two years: the river is dammed and with it the lifeblood of the watershed. 

Flanrigan eiabomtes in his short preface on the copyright page; the book only shxes the names of certain areas: 
"for those of you who know otherwise forgive me the occasional liberties 1 have taken with the geography of my 
home and the history of my people in the hope of writing something that might possibly be of entertainment and 
interest to you, and which might hopefully illuminate some moment of truth-which, after dl .  resides never in facts 
but only in stories" (ii). 
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and spirals around moments as discrete and interdependent as droplets of water. The river flows 

and new life emerges on the gorge walls. This is the place Sonja (who is "now circling tirne," 

415) takes her daughter: where it all began and (recirculating) will continue: the trees have renimed 

and the river, like rnemory, again runs free. 

Flanagan's nven are accorded the status of spurned heroes resurrected to take their rightful piace 

in the watershed and the mind. Smashing the dam restores standing and voice to the river. 

Flanagan restores (and restones) the river's rights. Atonement is made and his resolution offers 

real hope. Perhaps it is only in the fictional realm. Will eco-atonement, redemption and 

restoration remain on the page? Fianagan suggests a national catharsis must occur before the rivers 

run free and the nation is healed into honesty. Ugly barriers to truth and memory should be 

dismantled and a confrontation with the repressed will then somehow hed land and psyche. 

Flmagan's revisionist Death of A River Guide confronts regional and national wounds that 

fester through denial. Continuing bis analysis of Tasmanian racisms, the shift to the immigrant 

experience excoriates prejudice against other cultures and against wildemess. The racism has 

seeped ricross generations, leaving neo-colonial dregs. This psychic transfer, embedded in 

language, the vision of history and story and the human impact on a bioregion is a "cancer" thüt 

shapes the way the world is seen, storied and known. 



1 now turn to a novel-Green Grass, Riinning Water-that tropes the recent past as a dystopia for 

the First Nations of Canada and Native Arnericans of the United States. The changes wrought by 

the language and mythology of (neo-) imperiaiisrn on their lands and cultures has rapidly 

defamiliürised tradition and memory. Yet that tradition is the basis for the novel's fom and 

perspective. Centred on the Native world (he is part-Cherokee), King's book is distanced from 

the White, mainstream centre (while being caught up in it): "dystopian fictions provide fresh 

perspectives on problematic social and political practices that might othenvise be taken for granted 

or considered natural and inevitable" (Booker 19). Green Grass, Riinning Wmer questions, upsets 

and revisions the "natural and inevitable," which in many countries is the White nom. Rücism 

affects rivers and tribal practices, altering geographic and cultural space. Stereotypes end dams 

empt across King's depiction of Turtle Island. a landmass marked by recent borders that cut across 

traditional territories and White cultural mores (that cut across cultures). King's route to re- 

education uses humour; the blade goes in when you laugh. 

The politics of dams and rivers affect every aspect of the watenhed; the fictional river is a 

political site. The next section continues to examine the politics of multiple claims to the river. 

Coyote's claim is just one of them. 



Dam Native? 
Thomas King: humour, vengeance and the power of ideas 

Herb Manuel's story "Transformers" opens with mention of a certain Coyote who appears to have 
done a lot of work across the continent. Manuel is from the NIha7kipmx Nation of the Fraser 

River. The Coyote's affinity with the Fraser is, in Thomas King's work, extended to other 

waterways. There are many rivers Coyote has "done." Here is Herb Manuel's retelling: 

During the tirne that Coyote was transforming he brought the salmon up from the 
Coast and then he veered off and went north up the Fraser River and up the 
Thompson River-and he went through the Shushwaps and then he went across 
the border ruid brought the salmon up the Columbia River. He done that river al1 
the way up to the Rockies. He led the fish over there as far as they c m  
godifferent species of fishes, as he went along. And he transformed different 
places as he went by. (Hanna and Henry 78) 

Language may have falien into static, Mnemosyne-Ieeching text; rivers may have been dammed, 

and dystopias reaiised. But King reminds us that with Coyote afoot (apipüw'?), things will keep on 

transforming. Tragedy is not the only mode of existence or response. Memory and flow have not 

been entirely siemmed. Time and the rivers create an unbroken whole: King's work unshacklrs 

both from mythologies embedded in the language and rivers of the land. 

"It's the idea of a dam that's dangerous." 
Eli Stands Alone, Green Grass, Ritnning Wmer. 

I am told by many of you that I rnust forgive and so I shall 
after an Indian woman puts her shoulder to the Grand Coulre Dam 
and topples it. 1 am toid by many of you that 1 must forgive 
and so 1 shall after the flood waters burst each successive dam 
downriver from the Grand Coulee. I am told by many of you 
that 1 must forgive and so t shall after the floodwaters find 
their way to the mouth of the Columbia River as it enters the Pacific 
and causes al1 of it to nse . . . 

Sherman Alexie, from "The Powwow at the End of the World" 

1 wish to extend rny thanks to Jane Rick and Margery Fee for their heIp with information about the many tributaries 
of King's work. 

" The New Zealand Hip-Hop goup Dam Native have been 3 consistent presence in forming creative South Paçific 
and Maori focused responses (towards politics, mcism and the questionable process of trerity-honouring) through 
contemporary forms of popular music. Their rhyming beats deliver insightful revisions of times p s t  and present in 
accessible fonns. King does the same thing with his fiction: humour and irony is favoured over didactic bhme 
done. 



Thomas King's fiction grapples with the possibilities and consequences of cultural memory, 

nationalism and rhetoric. "1 think of myself as a dead serious writer. Cornedy is simply my 

s trategy" ("Interview ," 1 994,6) ." His second novel. the npparrntiy humorous Green Grass, 

Rlinning Wnter ( 1  993), is olso an exercise in cultural resistance, arch-cynicism and reworked 

rage. Great waves of anger rumble beneath the surface of this book. trashing the received histories 

of Native America and racisrn at individual and institutional levels. King and Flanagan challenge 

received notions of history; they support multiple stories that Iurk beneath a homogenising 

nationalism. Marginalised peoples' stories are iiccorded the power to re-interpret the cultural codes 

and frames of reference and, in King's work, to reconstitute them entirely: "1 wanted to drag that 

[Native creation] myth through Christianity, through Western litenture, through Western history 

and see what I came up with, sort of push it through that grinder. if you will. as Native culture's 

been pushed through that son of Nonh American grinder" (King, "Gzowski" 70- 1). His novel is 

a reformûtive force; it questions and ridicules cherished dominant theories and institutions w ith the 

help of a sneaky coyote who collaborates with four wise elders to "fix up the world" (466:. In 

doing so they present an alternative to the stories thlit have shaped and guided Western socirty (and 

implicitly warped and misled non-Western ones). King engages in  the re-education of his readers 

by tracing the impact of Christian mythology. "technological colonialism" (Cohen) and utopian 

thinking on Native AmericandFirst Nations and the land. In the first instance King suggests these 

paradigms instil a sense of superiority that allows racism and stereotyping to occur in Notive-White 

contact. 

Retellings that rnock the archetypes of White power are, for Frantz Fanon. a form of 

revenge: ''The violence with which the supremacy of white values is affirmed and the 

aggressiveness which has permeated the victory of these values over the ways of life and of 

thought of the native means that, in revenge, the native laughs in mockery when Western values 

are mentioned in front of him" (33). King reminds us that his own parodic, mocking vengeance 

prioritizes Native lifeways. King induces Our "active participation in the work" just as various 

other Native Amencan authors do (Manley 13 1). '"Sit down and listen."' says King's narrator. 

1s he speaking to Coyote? To us? Has the white reader been trying to fix up the world. and 

succeeding only in making a mess (253)? '"Airight,' I says, 'pay attention"' (107). These 

" King's work disrupts inherited ways of seeing: the current tools and lenses are not working-they have done great 
harm. He does not shy from telling the reader of this damage, but, unlike the often strident Flanagan, he uses 
humour as a way in. His strategy reworks what Meeker suggested in pnctical. titerary ways: "Productive and stable 
ecosystems are those which minimize destructive aggression, encourage maximum diversity, and seek to estabIish 
equilibrium among their participants - which is essentially what happens in l i t erq  comedy. Biological evolution 
itself shows al1 the flexibility of comic drama, and Iittle of the monolithic passion peculiar to uagedy" (Meeker 27). 
Meeker's figure of comedy, the Harlequin, is a strong European version of the Coyote or wise traveller. 
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imperatives are directed towards Coyote, but the reader cannot avoid attending forever. The reader 

is part of this story of pursuit, escape and Native survival. 

The pattern of cultural domination is then rnapped onto the land in the forrn of a dam. In 

both cases the waywardly intentioned Coyote helps with dernolition and with laughter-, story- and 

world-formation. Yes, Green Grass, R~rnning Wnter is another dam-busting novel. Flanagan. 

King, Abbey and Sinclair revel in their creative dismantling of very unwelcome impositions. They 

fight back with stories, which are, for Flanagan and King, the locus of tmth (One H~znd ii. Green 

Grass 432). 'Tnith' is a localised vision or notion, culnirally specific and worthy of attention. It 

is one of many ways of knowing; unfortunately the fact that each community tends to regard their 

own way of knowing and local area as the centre of the universe is a cause of dispute. Stones are 

big enough to accommodate several universes and truths at once though. If truths are stories. then 

they are malleable, fallible and varied. King wants to ensure no one story dominates; when the 

desire for control outstrips the integrity of another's story we are likely to sre trouble. But in 

King's schema the integrity of a story is fragile (or at les t  sneaky) and liable to evolve its own 

life. 

Amidst the interconnected lives and events in the novel, the character Eli Stands Alone is of 

particular relevance because he lives by a large dam and is instrumental in placing legal injunctions 

ngainst it." By following Eli through the novel, 1 outline King's imperative: he opposes dams that 

alter cultural practices, destroy ecosystems and deliver false promises. Eli's story is a protest 

against the misplaced techno-utopian drive. It highlights the political stance of King's fiction. 

placing the watershed story in a cultural. environmental and political context to challenge the 

There are dozens of scenes in the book that attend to chriracters in the prcscnt (a few days beforc the rinnual Sun 
Dance on the Blrickfoot Reservc near Blossom, Alberta) ris they go about their lives. This is a prcscnt punctuatcd by 
personal mernories that record the range of the rricism each character h x  faced; and this highiights the maintenancc of 
cuhral  distinctiveness. These flrishbacks to personal memory record the racisrn that persists in the present. The 
scenes show, by example, what Flanagan spells out more overtly in The Sotind of One Hund Clupping. I f  
Flanagan's Polish woodsman describes Europeans as spreading destruction like ri "cancer," then King's chmctcrs 
face the forms that destructiveness tûkes: linguistic assault (detailed in the numerous episodes of cross-cultural non- 
communication and the language of film, litemture and religion); bureaucrritic disdain (e.g., Alberta's family 
experience with Customs impounding and ruining their sacred Sun Dance outfits) and tùrther institutional racism in 
al1 its guises, those mentioned and others, from the rhetoric of hospital, police, m y  and prison management to the 
construction of the Lone Ranger as a white man. Contemporary or childhood events are seen as rnere dilutions of 
eiulier imprisonments and ideologicd domination through religion and force of m s .  

King records the search for self-identity and belonging in their present Iimned by that slippery and fairly 
unhelpful (because given and stereotyped by others) term "Indian." King's work chdlenges rnisrepresentation: "[In 
Green Grass, Rrrnning Warer] I wanted to emphasise that the range of 'Indian' is not as narrow as many people try to 
make it" ("Interview," 2). King also records mythological memory and its abiding influence on the present, a 
memory mediated by the four wise elders who set out from institutional confinement (as they have done for decades) 
to restore balance and tell reriders the Christian story is not the first one, but is the result o fa  very old culturril 
collision. The collaboration was often dangerous or unexpected because the Coyote was up to his silly tricks (King 
suggests the Coyote caused The Flood and w u  the maculate donor for the Immaculate Conception [456]). Kenneth 
Lincoln's commentary is apt: "In like manner [to Tricksters], the EngIish word 'silly' traces ri double lineage back to 
oId English 'saelig,' meaning holy and foolish" (50). The Coyote is the holy fool of this novel; in his paws 
nothing is safe, no matter how strong it appears or how much concrete it contains. 



reader's mental ecology. The watenhed, King argues, is an ecological and cultural site. Eli's role 

in the novel thus tums the river into a political entity. 

After a career teaching English Literature in Toronto, Professor Eli Stands Alone finally 

decides to corne home. back to the reserve and to the cabin where he was bom." This decision is 

fuelled by the imminent plans to build a large dam by his mother's cabin (which is directly in the 

path of a proposed spillway) (121). Intimations of various floods appear throughout the novel. 

We are first introduced to Eli as he looks out from his back porch, at the water that flows by. It is 

over a decade since he moved back home, and that water is no natural river. The idyllic cabin 

scene so carehilly sketched by David James Duncan dissolves here; "they" have altered the water 

leveis of the spillway in an intirnidating gesnire. In the nexr paragraph we see why this is no 

ordinary porch view (and why Eli has retumed home): "He took his cup of coffer out on the porch 

and sat down in the easy chair and looked back to the West. Four hundred yards behind the cabin. 

he could see the dam, an immense porcelain wall, white and glistening in the late moming light" 

( 1  18). King has a low opinion of the dam (which is a set piece in the novel and is likened to a 

toilet bowl from the start). Near the end of the novel, the dam is srnashed by three cars floating in 

its reservoir (grandly named Parliament Lake): a Nissan. a Pinto and a Kmann-Ghia, phrases 

which echo the names of three ships Columbus captained. the Nina, the Pinfrr and the Strntn Mfrrirr 

(Flick 4). The cars are îloating in this giant semi-toilet towards the novel's conclusion. King sets 

up the dam as a crucial artifact of the reductive and ruinously extractive process of colorzisation. 

with Columbus's ships as nothing more than floating ordure, the Parliament (Lake) a water closet. 

Colonisation homogenises and digests cultural difference; its iissimilationist residue lingers 

in the dialogue betwern characten in this novel (not to mention in the poor plumbing at the Dead 

Dog Cafe). Language is used to reveal discommunication. Dialogue between White and Indian 

becomes 7 exercise in talking past each other, voicing a pair of concurrent  monologue^.'^ 
Relations between Eli and the dam engineer Clifford Sifton are a good example (though almost al1 

the whites are bard of hexing)? Eli is on his porch when we meet him. Clifford is wading the 

Stream for his regular moming meeting with Eli. which he regards as "a high point" in his day. 

'" Eli's nrime rvokes Elijah Harper's, the First Nation member of the Manitoba legislriture who sriid "No!'' to the 
Meech Lake Accord. (Flick 6). Harper prevcnted the ratification of the Accord, just as Eii's stance prevents the 
operation of the dam. Long rind Chiste argue the Accord "largely ignored Aboriginal peoples while focussing on 
bringing Quebec into the constitutional fold. The Accord presentcd Canada as a partnership between the English rind 
the French, ignoring the role played by Aboriginal peoples" (227). 

?5 See Joan Metge and Patricia Kinloch, Talking Past Each Other: Problerns of Cross-Cultural Cornmwiicarion. 
Wellington, N Z :  Victoria UP, 1978. 

" Deafness is pdcularly apt in the case of Clifford's real-life narnesakc (1861-1969). who was a (Deaf) lawyer 
and politician who stnunchly pmmoted the white settlement of the western prairies, and w u  Superintendent of Indian 
Affairs under Premier Wilfrid Laurier (Flick 6). Sifton was opposed to the immigration of city-dwellers and others 
supposedly unfit for farm work. He thereby altered the potentid demognphics of the colony: "he instructed his 
agents to discounge the immigration of Italians, BIacks, lews, Orientais and urban English men who would not, he 
believed, succeed as fmer s "  ("Sir CIifford Sifton"). 
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But Eli simply knows Sifton will dnnk his coffee and read a legal statement without really 

acknowledging Eh's concems (442). Sifton asks about fishing fist. Eli replies: 

'Should be good. Be better if your dam wasn't there.' 
'Not my dam, Eli. And you know 
'So you say.' 

Sifton sat on the railing and squinted at the sun. 'That's the beauty of dams. 
They don't have personalities and they don't have politics. They store water, and 
they create electricity. That's it.' 
'So how come so many of them are built on Indian land?'2s 
'Only so many places you c m  build a dam.' 
'Provincial report recommended three possible sites.' 
'Geography. That's what decides where dams get built.' 
'This site wasn't one of them.' 
Sifton rolled his lips around the cup. 'Other factors have to be considered too.' 
'None of the recommended sites were on Indian land' 
Sifton swirled the coffee in the cup until it sloshed over the rim. '1 just build them. 
Eli. 1 just build them.' ( 1 19-30) 

Sifton's argument (like the coffee. like the dam) is unstable. His apparently neutral stance does 

not wüsh with Eli. who sees all too clearly the cultural. economic and political consequences of the 

dam. In a few lines of dialogue King spells out the key issues behind many indigenous peoples' 

protests against dams: tribal sovereignty over territory , ecosystem collapse, govemment 

callousness and a blind and deaf faith in the technical prowess of engineering that silences political 

opposition. and mistreüts those evicted. The message from authority remains identical to the one 

uttered by Clifford Sifton later in the scene: "'We know Our business"' (120). In other words: 

back off. this is a dernocrücy: leave us to mn it and "just" keep quiet. "In a dernocracy. only 

people who can afford it get a tum" (365). The dam builders run water p s t  the porch until i t  laps 

at the cabin; they turn on an enormous floodlight at night (a glearning spheroid which resembles 

the bad "Imperid" forces' Death Star in the sci-fi film Star Wnrs) and they continue to fight Eli in 

court. "And in a rather perverse way, Eli had come to enjoy the srnall pleasures of resistance, 

knowing that each tirne Duplessis opened the gates a little too much or turned on the light a little 

too late, it was because he was there" (287). 

When this scene closes, King builds the next two scenes around the issue of the dam's 

construction and environmental history, as well as its impact on Eli's community. Eli's 

reminiscence that follows notes the cabin was hand-built by Eli's mother, who did the logging and 

" Indeed the dam is bcing built by "Duplessis Associates International" who have hired another Blackfoot. Charlie 
Looking Bear, to q u e  their case. "Duplessis had hired him right out of Irtw schooi. Stand Atone v. Duplessis was 
his first case. It wris his onIy crise. He didn't mrike the decisions, of  course. Those were made by big-shot 
corponte lawyers in Toronto or London or Zurich. He was just the front, and he knew it. . . . They hired him 
because he was Blackfoot and Eli was Blackfoot and the combination played well in the newspapers" (126). The 
finn's name alludes to "former autocratie Union Nationale premier of Quebec Maurice Duplessis. known as 'Le 
Chef,' (the Chiet') who began hydroelectnc deveIopment projects" (Ridineton, "Names" 3). Charlie's ethical stance 
is constantly under fire from his erstwhile girlfriend Alberta. 

28 See the next subsection for a very brief sketch of the weight of this vital and infrequently asked question. 



setting of the timber. When his mother died over ten years before, his sister Noma tells him he 

might like to see the cabin "before it was flooded or tom down or whatever they did to things like 

that that were in the way of progress ....' You were bom there before you went off and became 

white"' (122). Eli races home for the first time in decades. He rneets Clifford minutes later; 

Sifton's deafness is marked: "'Don't know 1 want anyone tearing this house down.' 'Construction 

starts in a month.. . . Nothing personal"' ( 123). Back then, Sifton felt dams were apersonal; ten 

years on they are apolitical as well, &spite the mounting evidence to the contrary that Eli offers. 

The next scene shifts to the present. Now the deafness is govemmental too. As attorney 

for the dam builders, Charlie Looking Bear uses evasive lanpage; like Eli, Albrna does not accept 

it. When Charlie tries to justify or play down the Ioss of Parliameiit Lake property drstined for the 

tribe ("'The government made some changes"') Alberta replies 

'That's a new way to describe greed. You know that the tribe isn't going to make 
any money off the entire deal.' 

'Then some of us should, don't you think?' 
'God, Charlie.'. . . 
The dam was there dl right. Anyone who wanted to could drive alon; the river 

to the small recreation area and have lunch in the shadow of the dam. Or you could 
walk dong the shadow of the lakeshore and enjoy the panorama of water and sky.  
Or you could drive dong the top and look down the spillway into the concrete 
channels that were clogged with spongy moss and plants. 

The dam was rhare. It just wasn't working. The lakr was there. But no one 
could use it. ( 126-7) 

The dam is a shadowy white elephant or. as one Blackfoot puts it at a meeting, a golden goose: 

"that's about al1 Indians ever got from the government, a goose" (127). The tribal council spurns 

the Duplessis suggestion that they will make money off the dam; the province is losing money day 

by day, the Company writes costs off their taxes, and the river backs up more and more. "'1 donTt 

cal1 the shots"' Charlie says, and he does not make the decisions. But partial compliciry is still 

complicity. King has offered a crash course in the folly of badly planned dam projects; many of 

the more dubious parties are not damaged as seriously as displaced First Nations. 

The irony, Charlie mused, was that once Duplessis started construction on the dam, 
nothing stopped it. Environmental concems were cast aside. Questions about 
possible fault lines that run under the dam were dismissed, Native land claims that 
had been in the courts for over fifty years were shelved. 'Once you start something 
like this,' Duplessis's chief engineer had told an inquiry board. 'you can't stop. 
Too damn dangerous.' ( 128) 

To stop is to throw a spanner in the cogs of the techno-utopian juggemaut. Such a precedent is 

unwelcome to those who stand to gain the most from a project. Well, Eli ensures things are 

stopped, even if the dam had to be built. 

Eli's resistance is tied to his growing sense of reconnection with home, and a sense of 

cultural pride. When he first took his partner Karen to the Sun Dance as a young man he drove 

away and "never looked back" (232). But "[i]n the end he had become what he had aiways been. 



Indian .... Eli could no longer remember what he had in mind when he moved into the cabin, could 

remember only the emotion he felt when Sifton told him that they were going to tear the cabin 

down" (289-90). As he tells Sifton, "[ilt's the idea of a dam that's dangerous," because (amongst 

other things) it presupposes an attitude of fail-safe control(286). King unpacks arrogance and 

cenainty by challenging stereotypes. whether they are cinematic, literary, historical or, in the case 

of the dam, related to the ecology of home, and the cross-cultural limits of ownenhip and desire. 

Throughout King's work. White appetites and desires are showcased as missing the point. The 

novel queries what people actually need; things do not satisfy in and of themselves. The Blossom 

television-dealer Bill Bursurn believes otherwise; he adores gadgets and progress is seen as the 

solution to al1 problems.'%e represents a kind of person-and a state of mind-which sees the 

dam in purely glorious ternis. a thing of gain For dl. But in an interconnected world of 

overlapping cultures and ecosystems. when gain occurs at the expense of natural resources. 

somrthing is alwriys ~ o s t . ~ '  (Gaia theory and the wisdom of indigenous cultures are hshioniible 

'' Bill Bursum is a character whose desire for propcrty is tied to ownership rather than ri sense of sustained 
bclonging ovcr genercitions; for Bursum the sense of home is as transportablt. as a land deed. "Power and 
conuol-thc essence of effective advcnising-werc. Bursum had decided ycxs beforc, outside the range of the Indirin 
imagination" so i t  is not surprising that Bursum and Eli tdk prist each othcr with plenty of room to sprirc (141). 
Their conversation, once again. is ri record of white insistcnce in the facc of Native resistance: 

'Wouldn't be hard to move the cabin,' Bursum had told Eli. 'Probably get the govemment to 
movc it to higher ground for free.' 

'Cabin's just fine right here.' 
'Might cven be able to get a lot on the lake in cxchange. What do you think of that?' 
'Like the place right where it is.' 
'Can't stay there forever.' 
'As long ris the grass is green and the waters run.' (295) 

Bursum thinks Eli's phrase "didn't mcan anything. It was ri metaphor. Eli knew that. Evcry Indian on the reserve 
knew that. Trcaties were hardly sacred documents. Thcy were contracts, rind no one signed a contract for etemity" 
(296). King sets up Bursum ris the represcntative propeny-obsessed white who fails to kcep his word and regards the 
srinctity of treaties as soluble and unimportant. This is not the view of recent court decisions and is certainly not the 
view Eli subscribes to. 

Bill Bursum's narne recrills the A m y  scout William Frederick Cody, buffalo trappcr supplying meat to workrrs 
building the Union Pacifiç railway on the Great Plains. He was made famous by the author 'Ned Buntline' (Edward 
Zane Carroll Judson) who "popularized him as Buffalo Bill, ri living legend of the West. Buntline eventually made 
Cody the hero of more than 1,700 novels." Cody toured the Eastern US. for eleven yerus as an entertainer, re- 
enacting (at times with fellow scout James 'WiId Bill' Hickock) scenes from his real and fictional battles with 
militant Native American groups. (Of note: Cody's father-active in anti-slavery politics-was killed in a 
politically-motivated attack when Cody was eleven yem old.) (Waldman 73). 

'O For B m y  Commoner the "First Law of Ecology" is that "everything is connected to everything else ... . an 
ecosystem consists of multiple interconnected parts which act on one another" (33). And as part of thrit ecosystern 
rind entire1y dependent upon it, the human inhabitants of the writershed stake their destiny on the flow of water. 
King introduces humans into the equation; he reminds the reader of the ceremonial aitirince with the non-human, a 
relationship that underpins the totaiity of human life. Hwley's question instantly reminds the reader of a menta1 rind 
spiritual ecology interdependent with the ecosystems that give it life. 



accessories, but the fashion has rarely entered policy: King is clear on the similarities between the 

oppressive policies of the past and the present.) 

An interconnected balance is suggested when Eli arrives at the Sun Dance site to wish his 

nephew Lionel a happy birthday. He walks round the camp with Lionel's dad Harley; in the 

course of their conversation King proves again that dams are objects that have social and political 

consequences. You cannot, he suggests, see them as isolated objects without effect on people's 

lives, and you cannot (as Clifford Sifton does), regard dams as apersonal and apolitical entities 

which do not affect the watershed and the people of the watershed. 

'What about you, Eli?' said Harley. 'You still living out at your rnother's place'?' 
'Thüt's right.' 
'Must have one great view of that dam.' 
'If you like that kind of thing.' 

'Emmett over at Brocket figures that the dam is killing the river.' 
'Not doing it any good.' 
'He was on the radio the other day. Said if the river doesn't flood like it does every 
yex,  the cottonwoods will die.' 
'Hadn't heard that.' 
'That's what he said. When the river fioods, it brings the cottonwoods . . . you 
know . . .' 
'Nutrients?' 
'That's it. No floods. No nutrients. No cottonwoods.' 
'Emmett ought to know.' 
'And if the cottonwoods die, where are we going to get the Sun Dance tree'? You 
see what i mean?' 
'Emmett write his member of Parliament?' 
Harley turned his face away from the wind and began to laugh. 'What do y011 

think'? You figure the dam's going to make us al1 millionaires?' 
Eli looked at Harley and shook his head. 'Maybe we should give the Cree in 
Quebec a c d . '  
'Yeah,' raid Harley. 'Thot's what 1 figure, too.' (4 14-5) 

This is classic King applied to one of the key politicai issues of the novel. Grntly, with plenty of 

space and no jargon (even the word "nutrients" is introduced with room to settle) he has sketched a 

cultural ecology of great resonance that detaiis the effects of the dam on the trees and then, after a 

short pause. drives home the crucial association between people, ceremony and place. The will of 

the govemment is laughed off: in this apparently throwaway gesture King compacts generations of 

broken promises, a sense of betrayal and defiance. The mention of the Cree gives further 

resonance to his statement, as 1 now discuss. Nothing is what it seems: there is nlways so much 

more going on. 

Rivers do not heed international boundaries. "Much of the world has entered a zero-surn game in 

which increasing the water available to one user means taking some away from another" (Postel 

5 1 ). At least 2 14 rivers Fiow through two or more nations. Sandra Postel predicts major wars 
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could be fought next century over water, though some reject this notion. Meanwhile the battles 

continue in Canada: the subheading to a 1997 film on the James Bay, Québec, plan, Poiver, put it 

plainly: "One River. Two Nations." 

Great Whale River, Post-de-la-Baleine, Kuujjuaraapikk, Whaprnagoostui" 

"Everything about hydro-electricity is political." 

Matthew Mukash. Chief of Whaprnagoostui  orve ver)^' 

"It's renewabie, it doesn't cost anything, it's just water." 

Ex-Liberal Premier of Quebec Robert Bourassa 
(Riclhg the Great I.Vlicrle). 

Knowing something of the politics of dams and indigenous peoples as a reüder of Green Grïrss, 

Running Woter elucidates King's politicai stance, particularly as it relates to Canada. a nation that 

'"diverts more water than any other country in the world"' (Cohen 38)." This power generation 

displaces various tribal groups. 

Many Cree and Inuit people have opposed the controversial James Bay hydro-electricity 

development projects in Nonh Eastern Québec. They have done so through various media. 

rnaking effective and highly publicised protests against the 45-60 billion doilru development that is 

"causing the most draconian effects on rivers since the Columbia was dammed" (Palmer. Lvelines 

" I use work by Barri Cohen for this subheading. "Thex are the English. French. Inuktitut and Cree namas 
respectively, rcfemng to 'great whale' or. ris in French, to 'whaling station'. The latter two names designate a place 
of nornadic occupation, 3 history and culture of hunting before the arrivai and ensuing imperid English and French 
contests" that rnxk the place threatened by the James Bay Hydroelectric project. One river; four cultures. The 
names and traditions "hover uneasily" over the river because they designate ri site close to thc transformation of the 
pnst and known, ri river on the edge of silence, and indigenous lifeways fxing inundation (Cohen 34). 

" Two creative examples bem out Mukash's point: Polanski's famous film Cltinotown. that records Jack 
Nicholson's P.I. roamings through the Los Angeles basin, and Lriuren Belfer's 1999 noveI City oflight.  ri 
critically-acclaimed account of the wheeling and deding surrounding Boston's use of political and hydro - power 
during the turn of the nineteenth-century. 

" Palmer discusses some of the threatened rivers in the U.S.A. then continues: "For sheer scale and magnitude of 
destruction, however, nothing matches the new hydroelectric ambitions in Canada" (76). He then goes on to discuss 
the dam plans for the Stikine River in B.C., Ontario's Moose River Basin and Manitoba's $6 billion Canawopa 
Dam on the Nelson River. The plans to log B.C.'s Slocrin Valley will affect water quality and fish spawning 
habitat at Slocan Lake. Non-violent protests at the Iogging resulted in various arrests in Iuly 1997 (British 
Culurnbiu Environmental Report 8:3 (FaII 1997): 4-8.) 



77)? Phase One of the project drowned an area "larger than Connecticut" and may have 

contributed to the deaths of over 10,000 caribou that attempted to cross the altered watenvays of 

the Caniapiscau River in 1984 (Palmer 78). The protests are especially important in the context of 

the displacement threatened in Green Grass, Rltnning Water: they remind the world thnt there is a 

social and ecologicai environment beyond the cold hard fact of the dams. As Cohen observes 

Above all, the apparatus of James Bay has thus far brought into tenuous being 
those who had been thoroughly marginal: real people. villages, comrni~nities. burial 
grounds, hunting and trapping lines and scores of living forms that have not yet 
been fuliy categorized by officiai scien~e. '~ 1 write 'tenuous' because the 
displacement of dl of these things, organic and inorganic, is consistently courted 
by hydro-development and its proponents. Displacement. profound reorganizntion 
and. quite possibl y, erasure. (40) 

King's novel reiterates the holistic view offered by traditions poorly served by media soundbites 

and stereotypes. If, as Cohen argues, "the Cree and Inuit have countered multiple effects of 

disempowerment with historical. ethical and practical claims about the hidden entwinement of 

nature. culture and power" (J9), then King reminds his readers of these relations throughout 

G r w l  Grms, Rrtnning k m - .  Power is enmeshed in the institutions thrit claim to house the elders 

(be they "Christian niles," prisons or psychiatric-care hospitals), the sales industry that grabs 

Lionel's tirne, or the legal industry which CO-opts Charlie's culture for profitable ends." Above 

Y If James Bay II is complered, 15 ûûû Cree and Inuit will be displaced. wildlife will be desuoyed. and an m a  near 
the size of France will be submerged. Robert Bourassa, former Liberal Premier of Québec, wris a strong proponcnt 
of the dams. describing natural tesources as "'rilmost illirnitable"' (qtd. in Cohcn 36). Barri Cohen cites his 1985 
book Power Frcm The Norrh at the head of hcr article on the issue: "Quibec is a vast hydroelcctric plant in the bud. 
and every driy, millions of potential kilowatt hours tlow downhill and out to seri. What a wriste!" (32). Cohcn 
quotcs from Boursissa's 1973 book Jmws BCQ: the rivers, Iakes and forests rind "the wholt: history of Quibec must 
bc rewritten. Our r~ncestors' courage and will must live again in the twentieth crntury. Québec must occupy its 
territory; it must conqucr Jamçs Bay. We havc dcçidcd the timc hris come" (Bourassa 10; qtd. in Cohen 39). In the 
Jocurncntriry film on the James Bay project, Power, Bounssa said he ki t  like a "conqueror" in undertaking the Hydro 
scheme and controlling the North (Isacsson). In an eslier documentriry he said the La Grandc Hydro project "wu a 
matter of conquering Northern Québec, economically speaking" (Riding). The need for profit (despite then NY 
Governor Cuomo's early opposition to the scheme) lies in the extent of Hydro-Québec's debt which, at the end of 
1994, stood rit $US 26.25 billion. Part of this was accrued through involvement with the massive (and in 1995 still 
unfinished) Itaipu Dam in BrriziVParaguay waiershed; its inflation-adjusted cost ovemin stands at 480% (McCulIy 
280). 

Cree Chief Matthew Coon-Corne has made good use of television and his phrase "Bourassa's drearn is our 
nightmare" has been reported widely (Cohen 4 1-2; Power). 

One of the more frimous Cree and Inuit protcsts occurred on Euth Day (23 April) 1990, when Coon-Corne rind 
Inuit Sappa Fleming joined their people in publicly protesting in New York City. The activists paddled down the 
Hudson River from their tenitory to remind those in the NE United States that plans for hydropower for New York. 
Maine and Vermont would devastate their culturd base. Robbie Dick, former chief of Whcipmagoostui put it to the 
New Yorkers, "'when you turn on your switch, you're killing us"' (Cohen 43). 

Here Cohen draws upon the information in a report by the Makvik Corporation, "Full environmental review 
delays hydro project", Makvik News 20 (Fall 199 1 ): 5-7. 

Not one of these institutions fdly defines the characters; this is one of King's points. The four elders "may still 
be women. They're dressed up as men" (King, "lnterview" 4). Similarly, Lionel can choose how he lives his life, 
but his Aunt Nonna wiIl surely let him know how she feels about that choice! White power is everywhere: King 
reminds his readers how the "cancer" of colonization has spread, and how it  endures, but becausc he never uses a term 
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all, power is present in the water that had flowed through the river on Blackfoot territory (before it 

got stalled and stagnant in Parliament [Lake]), a fictional river that finds its source in a series of 

events that unfolded as King wrote his novel. 

By making Blossorn. the Sun Dance and the dam important to his story King anchors his fictional 

world in conternporary Blackfoot struggles over self-determination. These issues are bound up in 

water rights. Thomas King has said he uses the narnes of historicai and literary figures because 

"they blur the line between reality and fiction and between what we think of as history and just 

gossip-between Indian and non-Indian. 1 love doing that-putting the reader on the skids. 

Especially if I can get them to go dong with it" (King, "Interview" 5). The reader will skid al1 

over the novel: there are very few names that do not gesture between gossip and history, slyly 

introducing the extent of injustice faced by indigenous peoples in North America. Take King's 

decision to name the dam behind Eli's the "Grand Baleen." This evokes the Great Whale River 

system currently under threat in Québec: the 'mouth' of the whale would be stopped by the Grande 

Baleine Dam. But there are other rivrrs King has in mind too, ones closer to the Blackfoot 

territory Eli stands on. 

The fact of the Oldrnan Dam and fictional revenge 

A provincial Alberta context grounds King's work in local history and contemporary politics, 

while taking a vengeful trip via imagination. After the journey the reader is far more aware of how 

the past shapes the present, as well as knowing something of the river's contribution to a "Native" 

state of awareness that sees "[tlhe world as an organic fIow" (King, Chnllenges 1 16). 

When Milton Born With A Tooth tïred two rounds in the air to warn a 36-man armed 

tactical Royal Canadian Mounted Police squad off Peigan Nation tenitory he declared dual claims 

to the river, and two conceptual worldviews of the river. He was ai the proposrd spillway to the 

Oldman River Dam protesting its operation (the Peigan Nation initiated a water nghts claim in 

1986). Born With A Tooth and other "Lonefighter" activists had dug a channel to divert the 

Oldrnan River from the dam intake, thereby safeguarding the health of the fisheries and 

cottonwood trees in the region. 'The Oldman River, its wildlife, cottonwood forests and 

traditional sites are the foundation of the Peigan culture. The Dam and its predicted destruction of 

as sirnply uncornpromising as Flanrigan's, he leaves room for his chruacters to adapt and define their own realities. 
Working on the reader through humour and association, King's method differs frorn Flanagan's; he wants the pain to 
slip in after the laughter: "You have to be funny enough to get them laughing so they redIy don't feel how hard you 
hit them" (King, "Interview" 6). King suggess that one must get beyond didacticism or solely "preaching" 
cornplaint: "you have to get beyond that and figure out clever ways to say that" (King, Contemporaty 112). 
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the OIdman River are regarded as cultural genocide" (Lonefighter, "Milton"). "At the outset, 

Milton was denied bail four times in 1990 while awaiting his first trial," which (the Alberta Civil 

Liberties Association observed), '"defies beliet" ("Oldman Inquiry Sought"). Even counsel for 

the Prosecution did not oppose bail. During the first bail application the presiding judge was 

suddenly replaced by a judge with ties to the Conservative Party. Milton's "first conviction was 

overturned by the Alberta Court of Appeal. The presiding judge was rebuked by the Judicial 

Council of Canada for his handling of the case" (Helmer). He won this first appeal. in which 

Alberta's Chief Justice stipulated half the prospective jurors be First Nation people. This 

stipulation was overtumed. The one Native who was on the jury was upset at the verdict: the jury 

was told to retire again until ii unanimous drcision w u  rrached (Lonefighter. "Alberta"). These 

delays and questionable tactics (which were challenged throughout Canada by civil rights. legal 

and many other associations and individuais) are compounded by aspects of the dam's 

con~tmction..'~ 

Tirn Palmer records that in 1979 the Alberta Environment Court found that 

'a dam on the Oldman River is not required now or in the foreseeabie future.. . the 
Oldman River site would be the worst possible location frorn environmental and 
social perspectives.' Three Rivers Dam would benefit about 150 farmers at a 
taxpayer cost of several million dollars each.. . . 

In 1988 the province faced the requirernent that the reservoir be licensed for a 
specified use, but lacked plans and cost estimates for imgation hcilities. Alberta 
thereby licensed its dam for the ludicrous purpose of evaporating water. (Palmer 
60) 

In March 1990 the Supreme Court of Canada quashed the federal licence required by the 

dam and ordered an Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP). Instead. the dam 

builders stepped up work on the dam. Lüter "the federal government didn't even hold the province 

to [1992] EARP recommendotions on the make-up of a public advisory cornmitter. instead 

allowing the builder-the Alberta Govemment-to set up  the cornmittee. None of the EARP 

recommendations has been implemented. the first of which was to make the Dam inoperable. 

tuming the Oldman River free" (Pachal). The river itself later becarne contarninated with mercury. 

and the downstream ecosystem was destroyed, an event that damaged some of the practices of 

Peigan Nation ("Strait Facts"). However, the fight to Save the Oldman River received national 

attention and raised demand for accountable planning and responsible development. Part of 

King's mandate is to spread this demand, to keep people Iistening and remembering. 

" Tim Palmer records the work of opponents of the dam. who uncovered a 1960s plan to cap a vas< network of 
Eastern Rockies waterways for export to the U.S.A. The massive North American Water And Power Alliance plan 
cornes in for criticism in Reisner and Palmer. Though a 1982 plan for export was supposedly stopped, the dam sites 
remained under review, and water export from Canada may weil increase. 
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Indigenous Peoples and rivers 

The events surrounding the construction of the Oldman Dam are salutary. They serve as reminders 

of the long history of dam-building on pockets of tribal land throughout the Americas. Asia, Africa 

and equivalent sites-pockets of tnditional tribal temtory or agriculture-worldwide. The 

remnants of free-flowing U. S. rivers ("only 2 percent of the country's 5.1 million kilometers of 

rivers and streams remain free flowing and undeveloped") are al1 too often damaged by reservoirs 

or dams (Abrimovitz 6 1). Indigenous peoples of the world have had to bear a disproportionate 

amount of displacernerit and ècooomic and social disadviuitage due to dams. 

Depending on one's attitude to the dam. the concrete may f o m  a wall of pride. or of 

national shame. For those who are Young, it is simply there: "[pjower becomes faceless and 

impersonal. so much so that many are unaware it exists" (Wonter. Rivers 52). For those who 

knew the land before the flood. people like Sanders, and many of the river-communities of 

indigenous people. i t  is a different story. Speaking to Blaine Harden. Matt Grunlose (born 

December 17, 190 1 ). of the Colville Indian band says "Since the flood, everything is Süfeway" 

(Harden 1 00). 

Severd recent histories and accounts site large dam projects within a wider tïeld of politics. 

profit and wastr." Now. after the era of giant dams and public works in the West and elsewhere. 

there is a time of elegy . prompted by growing awareness of the ecological and social costs of large 

dams: resistance gathers like silt in the bottom of the reservoir. But the dams continue to rise 

around the world as growing nations demand the power and resources the West has flaunted and 

squandered. 

In 1905 "a crew of Apaches not twenty years removed from Geronimo's band" hewed the 

Salt River canyon to help build what would be the tallest rock masonry dam in the world, the 280- 

foot Roosevelt (Outwater 10 1). Increasingiy the arguments in favour of retaining customary 

fishing nghts emphasise the awareness of ecological balance and scarcity inherent in many of the 

(now more widely re-established) indigenous fishing practices. Phi1 Fontaine (then Grand Chief 

of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs), spoke in support of Milton Born With A Tooth. In 

protecting "'Mother Earth,"' he said. the activist was making economic and environmental sense: 

"'The longer those in positions of power continue to prioritise economic interests over 

environmental impacts. the closer we move toward global destruction"' ("Oldman Inquiry"). That 

destruction is evident in freshwater ecosystems (Abramovitz). 

3 9 ~ e ,  for exmple,  Harden. Reisner, Worster, White, McCool, Hunn, McHutchison and Roche, Outwater and 
PaImer on the Northwest and Western U.S.A., and Goldsmith and Hildyard, McCully, de Villiers and Roy on the 
litany of global wreckage and displacement dams have caused. Each book provides stark exarnples of the wriys 
cycles between river, memory and story rupture when the reservoir fills. 
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Ecosystems-and thus Iifeways-have been under attack; King reminds us of this by 

linking cottonwood trees and the Sun Dance, Eli's fish catch and the dam. The dams have to go 

somewhere too. Eli's question to Sifton about the need to build on Indian land interrogates power 

and neo-colonialism. or, more accurately, what Barri Cohen calls "technological colonialism." 

There are numerous instances of displacement in North America. displacement echoed in 

Eli's words. The Columbia is not the only example (though it is perhaps the most discussed). A 

few others include the Three Affiliated Tribes (Mandans, Hidatsas and Arikris) of North Dakota, 

who had their land taken in 1948 for the Ganison Dam: most of their productive land was 

inundated, eighty percent of the population were displaced, and compensation refused (McCully 

7 1: Reisner 186-9 l)." 

Canada has a disappointing record on dam and First Nations issues.40 In British 

Columbia, the provincial govemment gave Alcan Aluminium water, land and sub-surface rights 

gratis for the 1954 Kemano project, while displacing First Narions froni the Nechako River." 

The River was made to tlow backwards (towards the project) in a manifestation of the kind of 

human arrogance that was pan of the post-World War Two mentality (lambasted by Flanagan and 

others). '"The ones who are going to pay for this whole agreement are the taxpayers. the tïsh, and 

the First Nations' people.' said Reg Mueller, past vice-tribal chief of the Camer Sekani Tribal 

Council, who said the agreement sets the stage for Kemnno 3" (Wagg 9)? 

39 Colonel Lewis Pick wris. riccording to Marc Reisner, "the architect of the tribes' inundation," si brutal man who 
desuoyed a cultuml base and flooded the productive river-valley of the Fort Berthold rcservation and its cottonwoods 
(187). He seizcd riIl control of the project, even heading ncgotiations, 3 roIe he seems espccially unsuited t'or. He 
Iater revoked al1 derils struck in the months bcfore (Reisner 189). Hc is, of course, imrnortrilised as the assistant to 
Clifford Sifton in King's novcl. King's dam becomes the archetypa1 coloniril structure; its eventual destruction 
releriscs ri vrile of tears from the vrilleys of the continent. 

Richard Bocking notes "Across Canada, the first victims of massive water projects havc: dmost dwriys bcen 
aboriginal people: the ingenika people whose land disappesired under Williston Lake bchind the Bennett; the Cree, 
Dene and Mitis people who depcnded on the productivity of the Athabasca deItii; the Cree of Northern Manitoba 
whose tlshery wris dcstroyed; the Cree of nonhern Québec whose way of life disrippcared beneath the waves of the 
James Bay project: the Cheslatta people displaced by Alcan's Kemano scheme. Al1 are people whose lives and 
traditions revolved ruound the rhythms of a river; they are, as federai water policy adviser Frank Quinn hris shown, 
'pruticularly vulnerable to artificial changes in water distribution and quality ... their fives have been disnipted 
severeiy by govemment-approved corporate-resources development"' ( 123). 

' Boyce Richardson's efforts to determine the basis of this deal have been met by corporate silence from Alcan. 
Richardson observes that "Alcan produced a major sanitizing and public relations effort in the early '80s when they 
declared their intention to complete the diversion of the Bulkeley-Nechako watershed in British Columbia. Their 
first proposal would have dried up the river entirely-a staggering example of corponte arrogance. To propagate the 
scherne, Alcrin moved some 30 public relations professionals into the region and they went to work to obscure 
information, divide and confuse opposition, and generally flumrnox public opinion. Nevertheiess, they were forced 
by an angry public to modente this original scheme. So the company went to coun to argue that the 1950s 
handover of the watershed gave the company unfettered power to do what it liked with the rivers. The B.C. 
govemment emerged from the coun with a 'compromise' agreement that basically gives Alcan what it 
wants-unless it can again be halted by public opposition" (14). 

Dana Wagg mentions "Alcan is using water above and beyond what it needs for aluminium production to produce 
hydro electric power for sale" (9). If the appropriate amount of water was k i n g  used. jobs would not be Iost and 
sdmon health would be improved. Upwards of 78% of the river flow is k ing  diverted, desuoying salmonid habitat; 



Cohen explains one consequence of the "ebullience" which allows profit to ovenide long- 

term social and ecologicd survivd: 

Native villagers dong the Nechako were relocated, their lands flooded. There were 
no negotintions with the govemment. no promises. One must be accorded the 
status of a subject with rights and claims to enter into such a discourse. It would be 
nearly four decades before such recognition was even countenanced by the current 
BC government. (38) 

The pattern of displacement and injustice experienced by indigenous North Amcricans 

extends throughout the continent. and around the world." In 1994 Dan Beard, extommissioner 

of the Bureau of Reclamation declared that the giant dam era in the U.S. was over. He 

recommended planners avoid the Columbia and Mississippi style of water engineering: they were 

costly and damaging (Abramovitz 63). But the builders have gone elsewhere. looking to 

developing nations for their custom. bankrolled by 'aid' loans or packages that end up roping the 

nation into a programme of repayments and reforms. The reforms are an ideological and financial 

burden as great as the environmental and social ones created by the dam (Roy, McCully, 

Goldsmith). What follows is a bief. iternised list of some of the problems dam projects have 

caused bumans. in no particular order. except that 1 do open with the group who woke me up to 

the power of rivets, stories. rnernory and politics: 

Whanganui River Maori have been fighting for legal control over their river and 
îïshing rights for over 120 years, the longest water-rights case in New Zealand. 
Thrir elders continue to die while waiting for the Government to learn and change. 
to implement planning decisions that offer the river to the future. In June 1999 the 
Waitangi Tribunal found in favour of the tnbes' longstanding daim to the bed of 
the river and its headwaters. 

"In India, according to govemment estimates, 40 per cent of a11 those who have 
been displaced by dams are ndivnsis, who represent less than 6 per cent of the totd 
population" (McCulIy 70). Throughout 1999 nurnerous odivnri of India's 
Narmada Valley fasted close to death in protest over the 3200 proposed dams that 
would bnce the country's holiest of rnany holy rivers. In June Anindhati Roy 
anacked the government and others; at the very least 33 million people have been 

bioiogists advocate for a 36% usage, enough to powcr the srnelier. Instead, major upriver Fraser River salmon 
stocks are under threrit: "To prop up the duminium industry un both sides of the Canada/U.S. border, taxpayers are 
trading wild salmon runs for aluminium smelting jobs." (10). These are the sort of pay-offs and compromises large 
dams demand: the dam marks the land with the human sense of primacy. The Carrier-Sekani Tribal Council's cd1 
for a brin on al1 sockeye salrnon fishing by al1 groups in the low-running season of July 1999 is one (contested) 
means of trying to rase the human pressure (CBC News, 28 July 1999). As Roy, McCully and Reisner (or White, 
Harden, Palmer, Goldsmith, etcetera) point out, that primacy is another hierrtrchy the richer nations and clrisses can 
afford and the poor must endure. 

Much of this materid h a  been collected by the International Rivers Network. a US.-based watchdog group 
established by Mark Dubois and others in the wake of the efforts to srive the Stanislaus River in California (Dubois 
had-after rnany attempts at working through legitimate channels-decided on a major publicity stunt; he risked his 
life by chaining himself in a secret spot thrit would have been inundated by the d m  reservoir [Palmer 46-91). The 
important book The Social and Environniental Effects of Large Danu by Edward Goldsmith and Nicholas Hildyard 
spurred action; the cases feature in Patrick McCullyls book Silenced Rivers: The Politics and Ecology of large 
Dams. 70-73. Many more feature in the electronic archives of the International Rivers Network (www.irn.org). 
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displaced by dams in India. She calls the decision to displace thousands of people 
for the sake of cities a form of "fascist maths." 

In Vietnam and the Philippines indigenous people are the ones displaced by major 
projects (McCully 70). As McCully observes, the homes the people have managed 
to retain are on fertile riparian land, and are a "last refuge" after many many decades 
of harsh colonialism. 

When Thailand stopped hydroelectric projects after protests from its people, and 
declared its virtuous environmentai stance, it merely shunted the need for power 
north towards Laos and Burma (Myanmar) where opposition may not be as 
tolerated. Of the world's 37 proposed large dams McCully lists, 16 are planned for 
Cambodia, Laos or the Laosmai border, and six for Vietnam. Al1 are for power 
generation (McCully 332-3). They are likely to exacerbate conflict between tribal 
Karen and Thai forces, destabilise cultural and environmental ecosystems, and 
increase poverty." 

Decades of conflict between indigenous Buddhist Chakma people and Muslim 
Bengali settlers in Chittagong, south-east Bangladesh stem from the forced 
resettlement of 100 000 Chakma due to the U.S. funded Kaptai Dam built in 1962. 

Indigenous people have had their livelihood ruined by the dam in the Ami Sen 
region as the once enormous and varieci fishery was killed off. 

In Brazil numerous tribes have been flooded out of their homeplaces; McCully 
mentions the Waimin-Atroari tribe, which numbered 6 000 in 1905. only 374 in 
1985, and then had 107 people flooded by the Balbina Dam. a project that mny 
expand to divert the Alalau River on which they now depend even more. 

57 000 Gwembe Tonga people were evacuated from their river valley home (5 10 
000 hectares were subsequently fiooded by the massive Kariba reservoir) to sandy 
infertile temtory; those that resisted were shot at by (then British controlled 
Nonhem Rhodesian) police. 

2 1 000 Mazatec Indians were displaced by Mexico's Miguel Aleman dam in the latr 
1950s; those who resisted had their homes burnt by darn workers. 

"Before reservoirs were filled in the Soviet Union, evictees were often t'orced to 
take part in the buming and destruction of their own houses. orchards and churches 
and the exhumations of relatives' coffins" (McCully 72). The Russian people 
suffered greatly during Stalin's Gulag purges; there are terrible stories of darn 
breaches being filled with labourers' bodies and equipment. 

In 1993 a Guatemalan Human Rights activist said 'The Chixoy dam was built w ith 
the blood of the inhabitants of Rio Negro." 378 Maya Achi Indians were murdered 
because they resisted relocation. McCully details the "most awful human rights 
atrocity associated with darn evictions" which occurred in the context of brutal 
counter-insurgency measures, despite the Rio Negro area being free of 'gueriila' 
activi ty" (75). 

*L The downrum in the Asian economy may slow the rate of development for a time, but recession tends to 
encourage the case for public worh and independence, a process that got the Hoover Dam erected. The Bureau of 
Reclamation in the U.S. buiIt 36 dams in its first thirty years of existence, and 228 in the next thirty; "the federal 
engineers were enthralled by dams" (Reisner 48 1). 
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On the Tigris River, the nisu Dam project in Southeast Turkey is set to drown one 
of the oldest human towns. Hansankeyf; its funding is particularly contentious. 
given the English Government Department of Trade and Industry may consider 
funding the project, despite the World Bank's grave engineering and environmental 
c~ncerns.'~ 

In 1994 the World Bank examined 192 of its dam projects to see if resettlement to other lands after 

displacement achieved the Bank's own '"fundamental goal."' narnely that "'incornes for al1 
households rose after resettlement,"' 

They found one? 

Water rights remain a crucial global issue in relations between indigrnous tribal groups-and 

Iarger povernments. Of the Western U.S A.. Daniel McCool writes: "In short. to bring justice to 

al1 concemed the govemment must provide water or somehow compensate those who have been 

injured by lack of water. This retums us to a previous point; the solution will be expensive. It 

will require more than just pork barre1 water policies. And it will test our cornmitment to justice" 

(255) .  

Back in Blossom 

Indigenous spirituality is compromised by injustice, but as Harley and Eli walk arnongst the Sun 

Dance tepees and tents. King shows the reader that local faith and tradition continue. Green 

-- 

" English Trade Minister Bmin Wilson wrote to The Gmrdiurz ~ k i n g  "One final question which genuinely puzzles 
me and which 1 risk outside the context of Ilisu. Why do environmental groups maintriin such Privlovirin hostility to 
hydro-electrk schcmes? Does it count for nothing that this is the one totally renewable resourçe which contributes 
serious rimounts of energy throughout the world, while rit the same time bringing eiectricity to rcrnotc xeas (not 
Ieast of this country) decades before it would otherwisc have been richieved'? There are many wonderful dams in the 
world which British engineering excellence has helped to crerite and which have transformed the lives of poor people. 
1 trust we will never be cowed into a position where we wrish our hmds of 3ny such scheme; not becriuse it is bad 
for the people but simply because it has become the focus for a noisy, if distant. cmpaign." 

Wilson's letter drew this rcsponse from Edward Goldsmith: "Brian Wilson refuses to publish the hcts on the 
Ilisu dam - the excuse being commercial confidentiality. If it is the law that the interests of any Ixge Company has 
precedence over social, ecological and moral imperatives, then the law must be changed. 

The hostility of environmental groups to big dams, especially in tropical and sub-tropical areas, is based on 
comprehensive research. The study which I co-authored, The Social and Environnienral Effects of h r g e  Dam, 
documents how tens of millions of people have k e n  forced off their lands and how they either end up as crisual 
labourers or as refugees. This alone makes nonsense of Mr. Wilson's contention that dams provide ri means of 
fighting poverty." 

46 McCully argues chat even that project (Thailand's Khao Laem Dam) failed to meet the "fundamental goal" 
because it did not risses income of indigenous Karen evicted (82). As de Villiers points out, the World Bank has 
shied away from carte blanche Cunding of giant dams in recent years: they are doing their mathematics and realising 
the projects have not had the benefits or cost savings intended (142-4). 
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Grass, Riinning Water does not rely on the process of highly spiritualised awakening and return 

embedded in Silko's 1979 ~ e r e m o n ~ , ~ ~  nor the oven rage that informs her following novel, 

AImonnc of the Dend ( 1993). Rather, his humour forges a middle ground between these points: in 

other words, it incorporates both spirit and rage. King evokes something of Fint Nations liie and 

its interface with the White world at the margin (as, for example, Louise Erdrich does in her 

quartet of novels Trncks ( 1988), The Beet Qrieen (1986), Love Medicine (1984) and The Bingo 

Palace (1993)). In each case the different authors challenge the Iimited stereotype of what an 

"Indian" is. Stereotypes have led to the dam being placed on the Blackfoot Reserve because 

authorities assumed or fostered a lack of indigenous political agency; prejudice created the Reserve 

in the tïrst place. The assurnption of a lack of politicai clout and facility with contemporary media 

is dismissed by Eli and Harley (as surely as the work of Cree who protest the James Bay hydro- 

electricity developments challenges such prejudice). The depressing thing is ihat such articulate 

reason can remain ignored. But King keeps things moving; despnir alone does not foster much 

good. The scrne closes with Eli and Harley shiuing a droll joke; they watch as more of the tribe 

gather and arrive for the Sun Dance. The story is remade and retold again: cycles continue. "ln a 

while, the dancers would return to the centre lodge and the families would go back to their tepees 

and tents. And in the morning, when the Sun came out of the east, it would begin again" (429). 

King launches a cheeky rhetorical salvo (a complex balance between the political, the 

enraged and the humorous) against people who would think othenvise. He demonstrates that the 

bulwarks of concrete and arrogance are not protected from the whims of his Coyote. There are 

other orders and pt-iorities coteminous with the world of profit. It is a prerogative of the artist to 

rernind others of this. Like Flanagan, King uses his fictionallfactional world as a weapon and 

corrective. His use of humour prevents the novel from becoming a polemic, yet he continuaily 

grounds that humour in the world of (often) negntive historical and cultural experience." In 

doing so he creates an emotional balance. I am not suggesting King sanitises the very real crises 

and flaws present in Native-White relations: he scrutinises and iternises them through various eras 

and manifestations. One remarkable thing is the sheer amount of political commentary and 

information he packs into an outwardly 'comic' novel. Green Grass, R~inning Wciter traces the 

roots of the colonizing experience and their contemporary offshoots. That such a novel is so well 

received critically and in terms of readership suggests a shift in public taste and consciousness, a 

change evident in al1 the work considered in this thesis. But, as the facts show, things are not 

improving fast enough for indigenous peoples faced with dams. So much damage has been done 

since 1970. 

'' (As King demonstrates via the White character George Morningstru, such tropes have been CO-opted in the twenty 
years since that important noveI. Mysticism is a lot harder and more demanding to experience than fake.) 

'' He unmasks that power, by lifting amnesia and breaking domination through parody, through Fanon's vengeful 
hilarity. 
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Things really begin to flow as Coyote approaches the dam. "'Perhaps it's a Coyote dam,' says 

Coyote" (449). This is a sufficient waming to the reader: this dam may be the work of the Coyote 

that trots through the novel, for there are good and bad things in the world. King's Coyote usuûlly 

has to find this out through plenty of trial and error: is it possible that most of the misguided water 

engineering in North Amenca is the work of ~oyo t e? '~  King has woven the mythology of the 

Earth Diver creation story into his novel. dong with four of the powerful figures of Native North 

American mythology, each of whom [ive on in the guise of the four elden that fix up part of the 

worid. 

The mythic women who weave their way through the novel bring strategies and stories of 

resistance with them. The N d v e  symbolic world is nurtured in the novel by First Woman (based 

on Atse esdzaa, Navajo shaper of the fifth world of human dwelling), Changing Woman (Diné 

goddess, Asdzaa nadieehe). Thought Woman (Laguna deity Ts'its'tsi'nako) and Old Womm 

(heiper and adviser in Dunne-za tradition) (Ridington 3-4). The women are traditional chüracters 

in different Native oral traditions and relate to stories of Eanh Diver, as each of them descends-or 

falls-from the sky to the earth. "In the beginning the entire worid is covered with water. The 

earth diver ... dives to the bottom of the water and brings up a srnaIl bit of soi1 that the creator 

transforms into land" (Gill and Sullivan 78)?' 

The presence of mythic figures in the novel in the guise of "the old Indians" ensures prior 

alternatives to the "Christian rules" cxist ( 160). They consolidûte the enduring traditions of the 

First Nations. These traditions, and the many srnaIl details of King's chariicters' lives. serve to 

erode the "discourse" of symbolic domination. In many ways the novel can be seen to pit the older 

49 1 say this bccausr Marc Reisner's assessrnent of federal dam projects sounds rather like the way Coyote would 
operate: "What fedenl water development has amounted to, in the end, is a uniqucly productive, creative vandalism" 
(485). Coyote's work may have beçn responsible for the first transformation of the riverscapes of the continent. 
changes perfected by whites through those incfiïcicnt behemoths, the Bureau of Reclamation and the Amy Corps of 
Engineers. The Coyote's intentions arc usually c m  ris good intentions gone awry, and s h e  does not express any 
liking for the dam in King's novel. Coyote's role is allied with the work of rebalrince and recovery embedded in the 
Earth Diver. The Old ones of his novel are primordial. For Gerald Vizenor evcn the White world is beholden to 
collaborate in the process of rebiilancc and called "to dive with mixedblood survivors into the unknown, into the 
Iegal morass of treaties and bureaucntic evils, and to swim deep down and around through federal exclaves and 
colonial econornic enterprises in search of a few honest words upon which to build a new urban turtle island" ( x v i -  
xvii). King's novel takes the white reader through the exclaves and monss of history, which EIizabeth Woody 
terms "another form of story" (Roche and McHutchison 85). 

The four mythicd women aIso resemble the traditional Blackfoot and Blood Matoki society, a femde medicine 
society that danced at Sun Dances and had their own special tipi. In the night, their six male attendants are sent 
home "and the women played and joked al1 night long. Some dressed like men and acted out male parts. . . " Like 
the Cherokee cornpass directions chat head each of the four parts in the novel, the Matoki trrivelled clockwise towards 
the sun in the east to perform thersipeutic rïtuals at the Sun Dance (Gill and Sullivan 184-185). The women are 
grounded in tradition and there wield their own symbolic and tactiIe power in response (and opposition) to the 
dominant symbolic order, which anived and disturbed their story. Joy Hwjo composes some of the finest 
contemporary versions of the Earth Diver story . See The Woman Who Fell From The S b  (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1994) and hear its wonderful accompanying cassette. 
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forces of Native tradition against the imposition of a later symbolic order: the (techno)colonial and 

nationaiist project. It retells the history of North Arnenca, p s t  and present. Except here the 

relationship between Native and White foms  of telling is more "interfusional," as the stories of the 

White world are reworked and ridiculed; they are treated in a similar fashion to the early White 

response to Native stories (King, "Godzilla" I 1 ). 

"'Hrnmmmm,' says Coyote. 'Al1 this water image- must mean something"' (39 1). Each 

of the four powerful women engage with river or ocean as they go about their lives, bringing 

mythology into the present as a living stotied and real force. First Woman dives into the Water 

World (39); Changing Woman enjoys swimming with Moby Jane the whale after escaping from 

Noah's Ark and "Christian rules" (160); Thought Woman bathes in a "tricky Rivei' thar giggles 

like a Coyote and floats her OR the edge of the Earth, and Old Woman Falls into the water too. 

There she encounters Jesus, who takes credit for her storm-soothing miracle. White appropriation 

and Native reiiction, evasion and resistance link the variations on the Earth Diver story as the 

women transform into their contemporary forms üfter being maniicled and taken to prison in 

~ l o r i d .  The phrase "in the beginning there was nothing, just the watrr" is said by the nmator. 

by the elders and even by Dr Joe Hovaugh (who runs the psychiatric hospital that temporarily 

houses the four elders in this century, as opposed to Fort Marion in the nineteenth). Hovaugh is, 

in his own right, something of an astrologer prophet in the Western tradition (he predicts an event 

of great impon at Parliament Lake). '"It's al1 the sarne story,"' the narrator tells his Coyote 

companion (163). The story flows like a river through the novel. To erect a dam-the very idea, 

as Eli says-is tüntamount to silencing (humiliating) a sequence of stories that flow through (and 

inform) conternporüry events in the book. The culture at the river side is rtlso humiliated. That 

flow of water and stories must continue: just as the floods nourish the trees, so the cycles of story 

and tradition nourish any human network. 

Water thus appears al1 over the place in the novel. It pools around the three cars that end 

up at the dam. The cars Boat off from their respective parking lots and are seen bobbing through 

Parliament Lake by Sifton, his colleague Lewis Pick, Dr. Hovaugh and Babo Jones, the 

unassuming and wise cleaner of the hospital. Joe Hovaugh (pnise be) has been navigating 

through a "sea of maps" like a latter-day Columbus. charting probabilities and categories (Me a 

latter-day Northrop Frye [Flick 5 ] ) ,  arriving at the conclusions the Coyote has fashioned out of 

sneaky dancing and misfired good intentions (430). When Joe Hovaugh arrives at the Lake with 

Babo, Bill Bursum is setting up his Iakeside deckchair on his undeveloped lot. The three (very 

different) interpreten of messages from the Native, Euro-astrological and video-communications 

universes are present to bear witness to the dissolution of that strange power which glories in 

stopping the rivers that have flowed for millennia. When the three cars bob past. Bill 'TV' 

5' They are imprisoned in Fort Marion, ris were Geronimo and other key leaders. John Wayne's given forenme was 
Marion; the name haunts the noveI ris do Wayne's films and his leather jacket. 



Bursurn is flabbergasted. Hovaugh is very upset to see his expensive car soaking along. and Babo 

repeats the phrase she used when she spotted the Coyote earlier: "'Isn't that just the trick"' (447). 

She is not worried about her Pinto. 

Clifford Sifton. however, is at his wit's end: '"Did I ever tell you 1 could have had that 

project in Quebec?"' he asks Lewis. 

On this wry note the scenery shifts to Eli's ciawn-lit cabin. The dam. "cold and ponderous, 

clinging to the geometry of the land" is at his back. Suddenly (as ever), the four elders appear. 

Their work is almost over? But they have not reckoned on their Coyote companion's latest effort 

ai changing things; Coyote has been doing "a M e "  dancing and singing, just enough to cause a 

terrific earthquake centred under the dam. Coyote giggles as the world gets "'bent"' again: this 

means more work for the wise elders, and a swift death for Eh: "he felt the wind explode at his 

back. and he heard the sound of thunder rolling down the valley" (430). When the concrete of the 

Grand Baleen Dam buckies and cracks an old order-the flow of water-reappears. As the earth 

heaves. Lionel (back at the Sun Dance site) feels "as if he were on the ocean" (453). Coyote may 

have bent things. but the dam was far too rigid in the first place. The trernor lifts the water into a 

peak "like a rnountain" and then smashes the cars into the dam. "And the dam gave wüy. and the 

water and the cars tumbled over the edge of the world" (454). The neo-Columbian voyage is over. 

Hovaugh affirms his predictions. Bursum runs helpless across the muddy reservoir bed. and King 

restores the balance: "Below, in the valley, the water rolled on as it had for etemity" (455). 

The four Indians look at the guilty Coyote: "'The last time you fooled around like this,' 

said Robinson Crusoe, 'the world got very wet"' (456). 

At the dam site a month later Lionel and his sister Latisha (and her three kids) gather with 

Noma. Latisha makes a simple point: the dam was never needed: nor was it wanted. Charlie and 

Alberta amive; the dam is due for dernolition and Charlie has lost his job. Alberta is pregnant (no 

one, Save Coyote, is quite sure how that hnppened). As the "river com[es] back to life" the 

chancters converge again. ready to rebuild the cabin and move on with their iives. just like the 

running water. When larger cycles are acknowledged and the only certainties are change and flux. 

scepticism dissolves. Scepticism is sometimes fed by modemist plans, but there are already paw 

prints in the wet concrete. Cultunl memory grounds itself in labour. tradition and inter- 

generational CO-operation. By such fragile skeins do we weave the world. The dystopia has been 

washed away. Things begin again: not in some mythic 'no place,' but in the homeplace of return. 

" They have cured Lionel of his desire to be John Wayne by letting him Wear what King irnplies is Wayne's 
jacket! (The jacket shrinks around him and is eventuaIIy returned to George Morningstar; it appears to have 
belonged to Custer, who was nicknamed "Son of the Momingstd [Flick 21). The old ones have "fixed up" that 
Western film to give it an appropriately victarious end for the triumphant Native Americans. 
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Water laps around the narrator and the muddy Coyote at the novel's end. Like every end in 

the book, this is simply another (hydrologic and narrative) cycle. tuming into its own re- 

ernergence and recollection: the "recirculation" between reader, politics, story and place continues. 

Green Grass, R~cnriirig Wnter ends as it began, with the prospect of more stories ahead. The 

Oldman Dam may still stand, but its presence is provisional, challenged by story, time and the 

curtailed-still-roanng-river. 

"Norma stuck her stick in the earth. 'We'll start here,' she said. 'So we cm see the sun in 

the morning"' (464). 
0 

In her story "Kettle Falls on the Columbia, Circa 1937," Gloria Bird takes the reader into the 

imagined life of her grandmother as she joins in the annual harvest of salmon. before the Grand 

Coulee Dam backwaters tlooded the place of much gathering. The pirce ends with this sentence 

that wraps to the story's beginning, where the Coyote freed the Salmon from a trap: "in the story 

as it is now told, Coyote will retum to tex  apÿrt the dams that block the passage of salmon. This 

time, it is the dams that are the monsters he will siay. Coyote will come back and rescue us again 

as he did in the old days. 1 wish he would hurry up and come" (Roche and McHutchison 55). 



River Teetlr: Form, memory and the river 

In this section. short-term river 'management' solutions clash with personal epiphanies that 

glimpse larger patterns. The individual's experience does not square with the way a (transnational) 

corporation operates on the (often tram-national) river. David James Duncan tr-kes the rhetonc of 

varied political groups and dissects it, using memory as a touchstone and referent. River Teeth 

honours riverine vÿnety and response in its mixture of register and fom. 

Although the rivers considered in this chapter are somrhow 'faIlen,' sullied through thrir 

association with rapacious human desire and the limits of short-term thought. the currents continue 

to attract attention; they rernain reflective sites, places of remembrance for Fianagan, McCxthy, 

King and Sinclair. 'McCarthy's' river is "afreight with the past" [JI, 'Sinclair's* "a ribbon of 

mernory" (Lights 178). while King and Flanagan regard the dammed river as an assault on 

personal and cultural memory and therefore a desecration of the present and future. In the preface 

to River Teeth. his 1995 collection of "stories and writings," David James Duncan offers ü 

rnetaphor thüt guides his handling of memory. genre and form. He coins the term "river tooth" for 

a hm which records mernories that have remained over tirnr: part-memoir. part-essay. these non- 

fiction pieces represent rnduring moments. In Duncan's figurative vision, nvers represent eternül 

process and change: 

[Olur present-tense human experience, our lives in the inescapable present, are like 
living trees. Our rnemory of experience, Our individual pasts. are like trees fallen 
into a river. The current in that river is the passing of time. And a story-a good. 
shared story-is a transfusion of nutrients h m  the old river log into the etemal 
now of Iife. (3) 

Duncan's concem is with the tlashes. the whorls, knots or "teeth" of memory that remain after 

time has eroded full memory of an event. The nuggets of "not quite narrative" deserve elucidation: 

"what moves us about many objects is not what remains but what has vanished" (5). Why do 

some things stick in the mind? What is it about a lingering image that sheds light on the present 

and the past? Eyes shift downstream, tracking al1 kinds of departures, losses and (fragile) 

continuities. Memory nourishes the present, and sometimes the chunks that remain simply baffle. 

These "river teeth" are a kind of memoir. a snapshot without any necessary start or finish. 

Thrre are fragments that tend to reinforce what Duncan first realised at ten years of age, narnely 

that there exists, for him, "a conscious connection between the rnystenes of the inner life and those 

of the outer world" (Duncan "Bird-Watching" 62). The mimetic connection between inner and 

outer worlds is hndamental to the nature- and river-wnting traditions (or writing in general). 

When someone stops to examine the qualities of this connection (for example Lopez, Eiseley, 

Stafford, Annie Dillard or Kathleen Dean Moore), the results trace cultural ways of responding to 



Our surroundings in differently applicable ways. The work 1 read has this relation at its hem; it is 

its hem. Each looks at a different river in a different way, but each perspective is hooked by the 

current, drawn further and further inho the waterway. 

In his 1999 essay "Bird-Watching As a Blmd Sport" Duncan details glimpses of 

attunement and habitation in the avian world. Self-observing, he traces moments which suggest a 

numinous, loving quality in his contact with bird life and a preoccupation with foms of atonement 

over the ways hurnans have destroyed so many of these beautiful creatures. Duncan's "river teeth" 

also suggest a beyond; by developing a segment of narrative they evoke the wider Stream of tirne. 

If water is time, then a river provokes nostalgia and anticipation. Duncan looks fonvard to his 

present froni the upstream p u r  even as he revels in the recollection of events: memory is tluid and 

it runs everywhere. Just as his recent essay attends to the latent possibilities of vision, and the 

"teeth" dwell in the realm of recollection. the "sense" of sight inherent in his memory is reworked 

and offered to the reader with one of several questions: "How to see more? How to see more 

cleiul y?" ("Bird-Wiitching" 66). 

River Teerli's "writings" record moments that remain lodged in memory." Within this 

deliberate variety (Duncan obviously relishes the chance to leap away from the confines of a single 

storyline, though The River Wh? does not lack for digressions and tributaries), there are three 

pieces ("Nonhwest Passage," "Don't Rock the Boats" and "First Native") that draw on CVirv's 

focus on rivers, reflection and the complex interaction between river politics and story. 

The first piece i attend to details how the non-human readjusts Duncan's view of rivers and 

in tum contributes to a persona1 affinity for that realm. "Northwest Passage" is one of Duncan's 

non-fictional "writings." 1 take the form to be a variant on the personal essay, one that assumes 

readerly acceptance of the reliability of the narram-the reflective and colloquial Duncan. The 

personal "knots" of mernoir influence the reading of the fiction, dissolving and questioning the 

(non-) fictional stability of the "1." But within the essayistic "writings" every impression is given 

of authentic and honest recollection. "Nonhwest Passage" is interesting in this regard: i t  resonates 

with The River Why by recording an ecologically-embedded moment of awareness. The 

narrator's epiphany prompts some loss of innocence and the budding of wisdom and awe 

regarding the 'natural' world; often the stories and memoir-sketches recount the ways human 

presence is bound into and constructs that world. "Northwest Passage" foregrounds the joumey 

made by salmon, not humans, and it is ro salmon that Duncan owes his thanks, for they are at the 

hem of the experience of "redemption" gained by loving the natural world. It seems odd that 

loving the look of a fish excuses one from killing it, but we are just one part of the food chain. 

The piece recounts an ûftemoon's fishing Duncan (who at sixteen, is Iike Gus Orviston, Ioving 

a These instances include the evolution of a prejudice ("Another Brutd Indian Attack); a reassessment of worth in 
the natural world ("Yellowjacket"); a poignant memoir of a talented musician's life and untimely death ("My One 
Conversation With Colin Wallcott"); or fraternd life and basebal1 (''The Mickey Mantle Koan") not to mention the 
diverse (perhaps I mean variably successfuI) fictions that feature in the collection. 



angling, not school) shares with his acquaintance ~ered.'" The work is a variant on the coming-of- 

age taie. herc with an ecological focus. The attention given to the wider ecology and ways of 

seeing marks the narrator from Nick in Hemingway's "Big Two-Hearted River" where pollution 

troubles are absent (though issues of masculinity are not), but this too is a story where the 

protagonist chances upon feelings that surprise the young man into a mature response. 

The teenaged Duncan feels affinity for the growing alternative counter-culture of the late 

1960s. Long-haired and chilled-out. the young "hippie" spends many hours gazing at a photo in 

his sheepskin and tapestry lined room: a Nationnl Geogrnphic picture of the confluence of the 

Ganges and Jamuna Rivers. tlieir banks lined with the ramshackle huts of the risliis. holy men 

who are medirating and fisring by that sacred site ( 5 2 ) .  Duncan describes how. afrrr weeks. he 

"was still in a kind of love with the contluence-dwelling holy men and still unable to say why" 

(52) .  He joins Jered to fish, with his mind on loRy things. 

They go to a local riverine confluence. This brings the story home for many readers. 

ensuring some affinity with Nonhwest coasters and stressing the recirculation through pu t  

memory. present text and future watershed. Duncan knows the joumey holds fiirther meaning 

because his favourite photo represents a different relation with rivers than he has with the local 

Columbia: his longing latches on to a spiritualised topography. By the same token the Jarnuna's 

deforested banks differ little from his neighbourhood: the local contluence (in Camas. 

Washington) is graced by the Crown Zellerbach paper mill. He hopes to transcend this 

desecrating objec t: 

I knew, before going, that this confluence would be a place 1 would hate. I'd lived 
within the sight and smell of the Crown Z mill. directly across the Columbia, al1 my 
life. My plan for the day. though-having read of the ancient rishis-was to see 
whether it rnight be possible to love what 1 also hate. (53) 

He has good reason to hate the place: the paper mill has destroyed the river's habitat and 

surrounds. Duncan's description of the area below the mill is thorough: the scene is rendered 

meaningful because of its filth. It revels (without McCarthy 's gothic intensity or Sinclair's barbed 

satire) in the substance of decay and toxic overload. The river is made to offer insight because 

Duncan bothers to note it and be disgusted; his response gives pause for thought; he uses this 

ruined river to make his argument. (Iain Sinclair mines the detritus of the city to similar effect in 

Dorvnriver. He too has a kind of grotty epiphany beside a fou1 spillway.) The layered density of 

human pollution, its mass and telltale variety, speaks to us about our awareness of the ecosystem 

and Our habits. 

55 The LWO fnends have chmged in the 1 s t  two years (or rather, Duncan prides himself on how much he hm 
changed and Jered on how Iittie): "1 w u  trying to piece together some sort of crrizy-quilt 
bhûkti/Wish&uddhistichdlplaying mysticism to Iive by; Jered was your basic working-class, Consciousness 
One, Huntin'-n'-Fishin' type guy" (53). So while Duncan takes (in retrospect an overblown and rather vain) "pride" 
in his liberal values, he presumes his fnend will not be too outraged by the state of the river (52). 
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Duncan. beside the Columbia-"an organic machine, a virtual river"-knows the telling 

power of pollution al1 too well (White. Orgcrnic 109). His description of the riverbank documents 

the waste with the care of a biologist in the field. For the teenaged Duncan. the field has already 

been transformed by hurnan industry; huge drearns of productivity and choice have placed rail 

cracks and mi11 buildings by the river. This is the 'landscape' he knows. the everyday sshaped 

world that has begun to degrade itself through mighty ambition. His species are the dregs we 

leave behind at the confluence: 

The riverbank there was interesting: it was made of hard-packed clay; bare rock: 
spilled oil; logging cable; shards of every kind and color of pop. beer and booze 
bottles: flood-crushed car and appliance parts: slabs of broken concrete with rebar 
sticking out of hem; driftwood: drift Styrofoam; drift tires and reject mil1 
parts-huge reject mil1 parts. 

We found a msted sprocket the size of a merry-go round and sat on it. 
Our legs tït perfectly between the teeth. 
We had corne. 1 felt in my very center, to a joining of everything that created. 

sustained and warped us. The question was: was it a viable home'? Was it still 
somehow holy'? Or was 1, with my Bedouin bedro~m and stolen Orientai photos. 
right to long only for escape? (54) 

What are the qualities that rnake a 'home'? How do pioneering, colonising ideals inform the 

Western notion of retreat? 1s the river cabin just one more use of arable land and rare large trees'? 

Even as a teen Duncan was an angler with a mission. He shares this search for mots in other 

cultures or sites with Kinseth, or early Lopez. The hunger for knowledge and belonging is 

insistent in the essayists: Duncan allies himself with them as he slips into his own persona1 essay 

style. The above passage. its litany of litter slipping into the phenornenology of dwelling, is 

typical of the juxtapositions Duncan enjoys setting up, those seemingly polarised entities. human 

and non-human. driftwood and drift-Styrofoam. which are bound by the great river. AI1 we know 

is that his gut response marks the river as more than "interesting." 

The Columbia is a great river; Duncan admits it has a "Gangian majesty" even as "[tlhe mil1 

rumbled beside us like an insatiable stomach" (54). The river's scale makes it "awesome" if not 

holy: there needs to be a different kind of respect practised: Duncan imagines some pre-colonial 

divinity. The salrnon become the other world that layers the visible one; they embody the spiritual 

realm just as accounts of Shiva hone the focus of a riparian rishi. But Duncan notes that such 

spirituality is Iess prevalent in the U.S. neo-imperial industrial riverscape. Imagination dissolves 

in the face of gross pollution and Darwin. The Ganges may be filthier than the Columbia, but it is 

still revered for its spiritual power. Reverence is what the young Duncan wants from the River, 

and he is not hopeful. A binary fixes in his mind: the present is a fallen age and the Columbia 

cannot bear the hopes and toxicity of the American dream any more. What is the source for a 

modem spirituality? The river disappoints us (as Richard White notes [60]) in its ecological 

responsiveness and fragility, somehow degrading our desire in its revelation of human abuse and 
honest response to damage. The River begins collapsing, it reveals the pollution. and the 



ecosystem reacts to such treatment;. The river responds to Our industrial desires. humiliating them 

as it in tum is demeaned. Duncan renews his description by facin; the sullied river: 

But when i tumed, as I had known 1 must, to the third watenvay, things 
irnrnediately began to break d o m .  1 knew, from studying rnaps, that a creek 
narned Lacarnas-a genuine linle nver-entered the Crown Zellerbach mil1 on the 
opposite side from us. 1 knew this creek headed north into the mountains north of 
Camas, and that it'd had its own run of saimon once. But the mill-used fluid that 
shot from the flume just downstream from our sprocket bore no resemblance to 
water. It looked like hot pancake batter gushing forth in a quantity so vast that part 
of me found it laughable .... But it was a steaming, poisonous, killing joke that shot 
ricross the Washougal's drought-shriveled mouth in a yellow-gray scythe, curved 
downstream and coated the Columbia's north shore with what looked like dead 
human skin for miles. And maybe a rishi could have pondered it and still felt 
equanirnity. Al1 1 could feel though, just as I'd feared. was fury and impotence and 
sic kness. (55)  

The word "scythe" is used four times to describe the mil1 outflow; it "shot" towards the river. 

"killing" and "toxic," likened, gruesomely, to dead human skin (56, 57). This touch of 

anthropomorphism makes the case seems hopeless. But the reader is as surprised as the lads to 

see salmon leaping through the surface of the watedpage. This is a syntax that tlourishes in clean 

rivers. Its endurance alleviates the humans' feeling of despair. These salmon rnake i t  to the clearer 

water. after encountering the "twist" in the age-old cycle of retum: the polluted swath. Bright coho 

transfix the humans. They jurnp clear of the "scythe," into clem water upstream: "those salmon 

leaps were language" (56). They speak to the pair in a way the "dead" run-off and abandoned mil1 

parts cannot; they adapt and live, despite everything, in order to return home and die. They 

continue their own journey. In an era of dam-building, that continuity means a great deal to the 

river-watcher." But is this nothing more than a sop to the guilt of the viewer'? The anger shifts to 

wonder and admiration. but it is a tainted pleüsure. 

Duncan presumes Jered is unmoved by the sight of the leaping salmon. but he is mistaken: 

the coho's stamina amazes Jered. Jered therefore ini tiates the focus on the story of retum and 

homing "that we two sons of the same troubled waters needed to sit still and hear" (56). The fish 

continue the journey so rnany cultures have laced with narrative; seeing them circumvent the 

"toxic" bamer is inspiring and shaming for the pair. As Duncan notes, the fish "have no choice: 

their great speed and long joumeys, like ours, create an illusion of freedom, but to live as a race 

they must fi nally become as much a part of the river as its water and its stones" (57). He attributes 

a "cold, primordial rage ... and ... joy" to the fïsh. Once more figurative language is used to 

emphasise the power of the salmon. and the folly of man. The story concludes with a moment of 

55 The salmon gesture to a nostalgie past when Nature reigned supreme, and the use of the pollution as a 
counterpoint suggests Drina Philips's insight: "today's [natural] syrnboIs are not so readily exploited for propaganda: 
they rire dystopian, rather than utopian" (22 1). Philips is right, but if the mil1 were to clean up its effluent it would 
surely be termed ri redemptive act, a potential public-relations victory. But as it stands, the 'fallen' dystopian river 
reminds us of what is lost. 



affinity and identification that crowns Duncan's use of identification and metaphor: Jered "was 

raging and exalting with the coho as if they were o w  people" an empathy that c m  transform one's 

view of the human assumption of control over the environment. or exonerate it in a wave of 

rhetoric. 

"Northwest Passage." like other celebrations of natural endurance by Lopez, Sanders or 

Flanagan. for example. hails continuity, an important quality of a healthy riverine ecosystem. Thar 

system will nourish cycles of return and renewal, be they anadromous or hydrologie. The coho 

and the river combine to inspire a "frai1 hope" in this human whose society does much to diminish 

ecological optimism (57). Duncan sees the river and its human pollution as a "confounding of the 

vast, the pure and the insane" (57). His combination of the spiritual and the chernical seeks 

redemption in the face of decline. Much of the literature of fallen rivers suggests too much damage 

has been done for redemption to be possible: Duncan argues-in his use of juxtaposition. 

reflection, joy and despair-that i t  may be possible, at a price. 

In many ways "Nonhwest Passage" bears out Richard White's views of the Columbia. 

'The river has not gone. it is our hopes for it that have vanished," he argues. "We have not killed 

the river; we have disappointed ourselves" (The Orgortic Machine 60). The river, a site of hope in 

the late 1960s (surely its "rnajesty" would survive human interference'?) is weighed down with 

hurnan expectations. The teens look to the river for something beyond themselves. some Iürger 

forces. and the river offers something back. But that image rings a little hlse: 2 or 2 000 salmon 

are minimal and the old mns are gone. The catastrophic decline in fish affects the entire 

watershed. Now such declines are the nom, our own complicity gathers force with the currents 

of nostalgia. But Duncan's action. his story. does rnake a difference. The big difference in this 

memoir (set in the 1960s) is that a fragile hope remains, glimmenng. There is a chance for 

restoration there. Whether that is still the case is tenuous. The statistics are not promising. 

The author of Wntec A Natitrai History, Alice Outwater. notes the Columbia River 

irrigation project was 96.7% publicly-funded until 1980. The mentality that drives the total re- 

engineering or subordination of landscape takes the notions of productivity and control to extremes 

with the help of advanced technology. That technology in turn demands a technologised 

landscape, a vista of production and maximised investment of site, space and income: 

As a good landscape was one that lay plowed, planted, and stocked, so a good 
river was one that was dammed. channeled and leveed. From an engineering 
standpoint, dams were wonderfully multipurpose construction projects, useful for 
hydroelectric power, flood control, and water supply as well as irrigation. Every 
canyon was a hole that was waiting to be filled, and water that ran to the sea 
without being used was considered wasted. (103) 

Thomas King makes a sirnilar point (as does Richard White) regarding the danger of the iden of a 

dam; that idea presupposes a desire for power and a presumption of control that takes usage of the 

watershed and its diversity for granted. For White, desire and dams are linked: 'The BPA 

[Bonneville Power Administration] existed not just to supply electricity but to stimulate a demand 
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for it. There could never be enough dams" (White 96). This thinking is unpopular now, at least in 

the BPA's old sites: "Big dams are obsolete. They're uncool. They're undemocratic" (Roy). The 

past. tracked through the watershed in the forrn of a sinuous current and the silent witness of trees, 

is rare: those remnants that remain have sometimes been protected after protest.j6 

Eugene S. Hunn has called the giant dams on the Columbia "great sculptures glorifying 

progress" which also destroy the lives of saIrnon and block the cultural and economic frameworks 

of Native Arnericans in the region (292). 

In 1905 the full U.S. Supreme Court heard the first Pacific Northwest U.S. case over 

treaties and fishing right~. '~ AS the century closes indigenous peoples continue to fight to regain 

j' Thc Stein River valley in British Columbia is one such example. But that protection is still rarc; the Stein is the 
Iast unlogged tributary of the Fraser River over 5 000 hectares. At the edge of the vdley stretçh bald hills, cleared of 
trces. Respect for the mach of progress is slightly countered by calls for preservation of the biologic;i! heritage of 
thc prist, 

j' The Yakima had won an 1887 case in the Washington Supreme Court rcgwding access ta the Celilo Falls. o 
dccision sullied eighty yerus Iriter by the Daiies Dam; the dam srtddens young Gus and Ma Orviston, Eddy and 
Thomas Bigeater in The River Wh?. 

The [1855] trcatics reservcd for the Columbia River Indians the continuing right to fish rit usual 
and riccustomed sites. Howcvcr, that guarantee melins nothing if there rire no fish to bt. caught. 
The Dalles Drim. campleted in 1957, buried Celilo Falls under sixty feet of water and struck ri 
knock-out blow to the Columbia River Indians' subsistençc economy. Though thc Yrikima Tribc 
receivcd S 15 million in compensation (approximritcly $3.270 per rnember), no amount of money 
could compensate for the loss of this great fishcry (Sçhuster 1975: 294). Rellinder reports that 
uncmployment on the Yakimri Reservation increased 45 pcrccnt as a direct rcsutt of thc dam ( 1962: 
12). Priest Rapids Drim, completcd in 1962, buried anothcr key Indian fishcry ris well ris the most 
sricred points of contact Iinking the Wanapam people to their prist. (Hunn 292) 

Richard White says che Dalles Dam "ris the federal rigencies privately ridmitted, clearly violated trcaty promises." He 
also quotes Amy Corps of Engineers' Brigadier General Chorpening, who said the dam was a conservation mcasurc: 
"the 'continuation of commercial fishing iibovc the Bonneville Dam endangers the entire rcsource.' Elirninating 
Indian tÏshing 'through construction of thc Dalles Dam, accordingly, would be a continuing direct and outstanding 
contribution toward conservation of the fishery resources in the Columbia River Basin'" (100- LOI). White 
documents the effons at restoring the salmon lishery: it too is a bleak story. "The catches on the Columbia are une 
rneasure of the dedine. From 1880 to 1930 the catch was 33.9 million pounds ri y c x .  From 193 1 to 1948 it 
declincd to 23.5 million pounds ri year. From 1949 to 1973 the yearly average felI to IO.!) million pounds. In 1993 
the catch wris 1 .J million pounds. This decline has taken place despite intensive management. If rinything. there 
have been too many managers" (97). Hritchery ssilmon tend to be weaker physicaIIy and genetically than the wild 
salrnon that modify to their particulru aquatic bioregion; they also spread disease to the wild salmon (Abramovitz 62; 
Harden 226; Outwater 1 13-3; Palmer 34; White 103). The tish that return to the Columbia have to sumount thc 
Bonneville, Dalles, John Day and McNary Dams. "Next corne the Priest Rapids Dam, the Beverly Drim. and the 
Rock Island Dam, for the Columbia is no longer river but a series of slackwater lakes" (Outwater 110). The 
reservoirs are low in oxygen and their thermodynamics are inimical to salmon health. The few smoit that do make 
it into the second year of life have to return via the dangerous structures their parents ascended: "In !ow-flow yerirs, 
thcy may have to go through ris many as seven or eight dams before they reach the ocean, and as mriny as 95 percent 
of the smolts will be macented en route" (Outwater 1 11). 

In high flow years fish suffer from the supersaturation of nitrogen-laced reservoir spill, dying from "the fish 
equivdent of a massive attack of the bends" their eyes bleeding and internat organs often expioding; in 1970, as Gus 
was fishing his Tamanawis, 70 percent of the Columbia's trout and salmon young died in this manner (Outwater 
1 12). "Back-to-back dams of the lower Snake and lower Columbia incorporate fish Iadders for upstrearn migration, 
but the retum rates of salmon continue to plummet, and the dams are the reason for 95 to 98 percent of the human- 
caused deaths of these species. The runs continue to decline into the 1990s, and the worst seems yet to corne" 
(Palmer, Lifelines 34). "Sorting out the decline of salmon inevitably lends to a pedantic recitation of the four H's: 
habitat, hatcheries, hydropower, and harvest. The relative sin committed by each H is inversely proportional to how 
much moriey you happen to mrike off the H in question" (Harden 225). 



control of traditional fishing grounds in the face of dams, pollution and fish extinction. Although 

the 1905 case ruled largely in favour of the Native clairnants, Hunn points out that the "ruling left 

open the possibility that States might nevertheless have the right to regulate Indian fishing in certain 

circumstances; this last issue is still very much the focus of contention today" (285). 

This litany of disturbing statistics and histories only compounds the irony of Duncan's celebratory 

work: even before the toll of pollution, some kind of redemption is sought. and as the last 

remnants of wild water roll on, rivers are feted for their capacity to offer spiritual awakening. But 

this exaltation is constantly qualified by the obvious damage faced by the river. The flow between 

Mnemosyne, the fluvial storehouse of memory, and amnesia, the gift of the future-seekers of 

today is a constant in these pieces. Awareness encounters the consequence of shortsightedness. 

while hope faces the living dystopia of the present. Reality intervenes bef'ore fabulous visions take 

over. Behind every glorious step Gus Orviston takes in The River Why, playing the chinook on 

its upriver quest, is the awareness that such fish are now almost extinct in that area and worldwide. 

But the celebratory pieces confirm the redernptive power of wild rivers because thcy maintain that 

the current (and the focus it c m  bring to humans) provides a sense of gieater things than the 

shortsighted desire for money or control. "First Native" records such a holistic belief by tracing a 

baptismal moment: the young Duncan's first experience of fl y-fishing. 

The piece honours the spirituality of fly-fishing (a quality which seems to be eithedor in its 

provenance: either one wmes lyrical over the sport or art, or it remains a damp mystery).5" 

Duncan centres his recollections on the metaphor of being caught by the divine; this is a haven of 

revelation in his otherwise troubled sense of the rivers that are under threat. This image. so central 

to The River Wb. is given a key place in Duncan's own persona1 life. The practice of fishing, its 

demanding patience, allows the fisher to develop "the true artist" within (157). It becomes an 

elegy to his father who passed on the craft, and to the Deschutes River that runs through the piece 

and to which Duncan makes his unknowing "offering," a fly "drafted" and pierced upon a hook 

(1 60, 1 59).59 The "blazing blue river played us," both tïsh and fisher: 

[Tlhe river converts your meager offering into an unseen power that enters your 
whole body through your hands .... 

- ppp-- 

One of the worst effects of dams-the destruction of salmon-therefore damages the Iife of numerous 
communities in the watershed, both human and non-human. 1 have mentioned that Woody, Bird, Armstrong, 
Kayano and others (in Roche and McHutchison eds. First Fish, First People: Safnion Tales uf the North Pacific 
Rini) know this. 

Though Mark Browning's 1998 book Harinted By Waters: Fly-Fishing in North Arnerican Literarure also traces 
the conversion of its riuthor to angling. 

54 The fly is pierced right through; it then attempts to take off above the water: this gallantry moves Duncan: "1 
have trieci, however awkwrirdly, to pray for every creature 1 have knowingly killed since" (159). 
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By the time you hold the native in your hands it is you who has been caught, 
you who shines, and feels like silver; you who came, long ago, from water; you 
who suddenly can't live without this beautiful river. (161) 

The metonymic quality to the writing brings to mind the figurative W I N :  there is mention of an 

"alchrmy" of fishing, the hooked heart, of "drafting" the fly ("my little winged Christian" [ 1601) 

into service. The pieces vindicate and reaffirrn the message of reverence and chance that function 

through that book and each memoir has its own small teleology and homily that maintains a 

rusticated virtue. The river runs through this spiritual epiphany; it provides a basis for the invisible 

in its own intangible reflective power. Its motility evokes the uncontained. Fluidity offers ri 

combination of aliuring beauty and danger, providence and power." The river has many fonns. 

It seems appropriate for Duncan to offer this reverential momoir of genuine conversion 

before the slightly irreverent touches of his next story, "Not Rocking the Boats." But that 

rollicking tale seeks the continuity of faith in the midst of contemporary river life. the hard knots of 

love for place that remliin. It celebrates elemrnts of natural and human behaviour that remain 

salutary in a corporate agr. 

"Not Rocking the Boats," Or, how to talk about the recreational fishing war 

without getting too serious. 

While it is a cornrnonplacr for fictions of the 'fallen river' to rernain elegiac (after dl. my trrm 

permits little else) it is refreshing to see Duncan tackling the complex issues of recreational river 

angling and conservation in a humorous way. His story "Not Rocking the Boats" displays his 

penchant for extremes in character, but it also functions on a macro-level to reaffirrn his 

cornmitment to the politics of appeasement rather than ecotage, a kind of nverine affection that 

blrnds Christian humanism with the moral rights of rivers. His essay on bird watching reveais the 

origoing tension in his work between his love of the world and Our dependence on it, a dependence 

that now results in a parasitic relationship. The story combines genre-analysis with eco-terrorism, 

and cautious capitaiism with conservation, seeking an elusive balance through the medium of river 

and character. 

Ieremiah Ransom is a wild-river evangelist. The central character in our narrator's story , 

Ransom is six-and-a-half feet tdl, "240 flabless pounds," with long red hair and a short fiery 

* Duncan makes explicit a gendering of place thrit few of the writers 1 note here consider. He seems to bear out 
Bachelard's assertion chat rivers are feminine in heir symbolic range. 1 have mentioned Lydia Wever's supposition 
that where wornen moved towards honing and publicising vriried ferninist consciousnesses (including environmental 
issues too) from the 1960s and 1970s on, men-white men-tended to leap into the issues of ecology and 
environment. These are two excessive generalisations, but the latter is somewhat borne out by the demographics of 
the writers I consider in this thesis: they are overwhelmingly white male writers. But Janet Lembke, Kathleen Dean 
Moore, the women writing in Firsr Fisir, First Peoples and Daphne Marlatt, not to mention the work edi ted by 
Kolly Morris, rebalances this imbalzince, suggesting h a t  rivers have drawn men and women and coaxed words, songs 
and dance from them for longer than anyone can recall. 
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temper (178, 163). (The narrator is a "writer." Where does fiction end and 'river-tooth' begin?) 

His "now defunct hero" is Edward Abbey; Jeremiah follows his example in beer-fuelled driving, 

fulminating against dams, and fearless debate with the fury of his biblical narnesake. John A. 

Murray's description of Abbey as a brash heir to the Puritans is just right for Ransorn: "He is aiso, 

like them. a utopian separatist. a dissenter, and an exceptionalist, and his rnost frequently used 

rhetorical tool is one these early [Puritan] figures fashioned for him: the jererniad" (305). Jeremiah 

is the founder and (supposedly only member) of the "Columbia River Dam Dismantlement Fund." 

He opposes anglers who recycle endless banal fishing tips (on unrecyclable paper), and is 

downright "militant" at the mention of any anglers who not only offer boring tips. but spring the 

lid on thoss rare tranquil rivers that lire the haunts of the dreply obsessed and dedicated. Jeremiah 

flips at the sight of a narned angling tour chugging through their pools after a magazine feature 

spilled the beans and emptied their creels: 

By mas-marketing and technologizing what was once a secretive craft practisrd in 
beautiful secret places. Jererniah feels they've convened the solitary strearnside 
epiphany into 'a fur and feather fashion show with fish clientele.' and changed the 
rivers themselves into 'a buncha wet bowlin' alleys.' In doing sol they have made 
one large red-headed snemy. ( 165) 

The lines are drawn. the hooks barbed. Duncan sketches the binary of traditionalist versus techno- 

capita~ist.~' But Ieremiah modifies some of his ranting views in favour of actually spending time 

with some professional anglers and their clients, rather than simply throwing large rocks at thrir 

boats: it is a yam about alternatives to (even eco-conscious) violence and gradua1 weakening of 

stereotype~.~' Ransom is the centre around which Duncan weaves his yarn. He moves from 

boys' adventures to boyish ones. with grown men being enamoured of the waters still. a muscular 

green-Chnstianity peeking through in the collection (notably "First Native"). 

Jeremiah grew up near rivers; the easygoing narrator suspects they became "surrogate 

mothers" for him: "1 believe it's perfectly possible for a lonely man. or a IoneIy boy to make a 

surrogate mother. of a river. 1 think Jeremiah ended up with a dozen or more beautiful mothers, 

6' New Zedand's Victoria University Tramping Club has a similx cornpetition which pits 'Old Codgcrs' wearinç 
only wool, silk or Cotton and carrying no synthetic equiprnent, rigainst the most Gore-Tex and Eco-Fleece-wearing 
group, in  a race to the destination for the evening. 

"' Speaking of rocks. Duncan's epigraph for this story is (as always) highly sugges&ive. prornpting analogies and 
metonymies with U.S. foreign policy (is i t  as bullish and bloody-minded ris Jererniah's rock-slinging?) The 
epignph is wonh noting simply for its nigh-unbelievable elevation of denial: 

There are afso enoicgh rocks ort earth to kif1 
the world's population several tintes mer. 
-Lieutenant General Daniel Graham, former director, 

United States Defense Intelligence 

Though Duncan does not mention USDI again, the enorrnity of the staternent seeps into the story. Jeremiah 
Ransom could be seen as taking it to hem in his early Neanderthal-style activism: throw the rock and let gravity and 
granite do the rest. 
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al1 of whom he lovrd with a fierce, blood-simple, familial love. 1 beiieve this is why, seeing the 

same mothen today, he spends so much time seeing red" (167). The metonymic quality of the 

writing brings io mind the figurative Why: there is mention of an "alchemy" of fishing, the hooked 

hean, of "drafting" the fly into service and a sense Ransom could be an angrier, grown-up Gus. 

Though there are serious issues addressed in the story, the tone remains ~i~hthearted.~' In fact 

Duncan appears to have stripped down his prose, perhaps a response to the heated feelings 

involved in the politics and economics of sport fishing. 

Jeremiah takes the narrator and their friend John a-fishing on the Deschutes River. The 

canyon description is hyper-real (a state fuelled by the beer consurned on the crazed joumey there: 

our narrritor is seeing double). The language deflates descriptive rhetoric, wryly Iraving the scenr 

unfinished on the page (dechring it "indescribable") and then, alrnost inverting Abbey's laconic 

rnoves, proceeding to attempt description, with a clear awareness of the limitations of language and 

his offhand manner: "The canyon wall was twelve hundred feet ta11 and complicated. The latter 

day light was doing reddish rhings to the rimrock.. . . The river was luminous ..." ( 173, 174). 

The trout are "abusively hungry" and the three men start a comy square dance to avoid tiingling 

their lines. only to have their fun spoiled by a series of boats, namely "Jim Burnett's Flyfishing 

Extravaganza" ( 175). 

Duncan pulls hard on the reins and the party ends. Sentences contract dong with 

Jeremiiih's eyes. When Bumett visits the trio's campfire that night Ransom rants his side of the 

argument, shaping a gargantuan and ghastly vision of commercially over-exploited rivers. cloned 

and altered fish species and remaining clean rivers privatised and reserved for the rich only. (Talk 

to many First Nations around the world and they would remind you this exclusion already occurs.) 

A combination of conspiracy theories is condensed; Duncan raises things to the level of Farce: 

corporate raiding, ghstly pollution, transnational greed and biotechnology and river control, both 

economic and ecological ("1 c m  srnell the day cornin' when there'll be two kinds of water 

left-million-dollar-dues fishin' clubs and open sewers. And the word river will be changed to 

rvater-coiirse" [180]), the growth of DuPont and the Wise Use movement (a neo-conservative, 

green-backlash organization) and a dystopian commercialization of everyrhing. Jeremiah's vision 

of Burnett's Company is akin to Gus Orviston's imagined angling empire, updated for the 1990s: a 

catch, clone and release policy taken to extravagant extremes. 

Burnett's rejoinder is simple: corne and see my business, talk to these supposedly rich 

clients, and see what 1 do for rivers. Through this Jeremiah recognises sornething of Bumett's 

lobbying influence on behalf of anglers: "'He stops dams!' Jeremiah kept repeating. 'Dams!' This 

a Duncan packs in a lot of information on the genre of "how-to" angling literature, taking a dig at Bunyan. Izaak 
Walton, Ezra Pound and Annie DiIIard's "unballasted" Pilgrim At Tinker Creek, a book obviously too metriphorical 
for this down-home narrator (an unusual position for Duncan, the eco-Christian, neo-Francis of Assisi character, 
who has taken Lynn White's suggestion of Francis as a "patron saint for ecalogists" to hem [3 11). 



obviously came as a shock to a man who believed the only way to stop an adversary was to punch 

it" (185). Burnett, in tum, eases off publicising the unknown fragile streams and rivers, and 

Duncan leads us to a happy resolution, a compromise that lacks the sinister uncertainty of Lopez's 

"A Conversation" (Field Notes) and gently resolves the quandary of recreational engagement with 

the environment on a micro-Ievel. Abbey is reconstituted into a milder 1990s version in a possible 

rebuke of the recourse to violence: there are some levels of sacrifice Duncan does not wish to stoop 

to. Killing fisd? tt hns to be done, it seems. But humans? Stop rocking the boat. Compromise 

is one ünswer but as recent work suggests, it is too simple and cannot appease him: "one of the 

terrors of being human. and one of the joys. is that for d l  Our limitations and confusions we have 

been given power. The l i k  that terrifies me and the life ihat 1 adore are one lif'" ("Bird-Watching" 

69). Duncan's river, steeping the mind in tirne, leads him onwards to the apprehension and 

comprehension of the past and the ocean ahead. 

Ricochet River and the ecologically chastised 

The contention that marks Native Amencan fishing rights today is partly explored in Robin Cody's 

1992 novel Ricuchrt River. The book unfolds quite near the scarred Columbia and records a 

riparian passage into adulthood. Cody's novel has numerous affinities with The River PVhv and 

Duncan's other accounts of riverine maturation. Wade and Loma are two local senior high 

students in Calamas, Oregon: they have itchy feet and ambition but fear being contained by the 

prejudices of their small logging town. Calamas is a place represented in terms of stagnation and 

stasis: the people are trapped. backed-up into narrowness 1 ike the reservoir by the town ( 155.20 1. 

193). This is more evident on Jesse's amval: a Kbmnth, independent and irreverent. Jesse shakes 

up and reveals a nasty core of racism that flares throughout the novel. This is a didactic book. 

relentless in its portraya1 of the acquisition of mild-mannered liberalism in the face of redneck 

ignorance, replete with anecdotal openings to each chapter which are reinforced by what follows. 

The town is a reservoir: Jesse, Loma and Wade are trapped salmon. The book records J growing 

reverence for storirs and other ways of knowing, the transformation from thinking something 

weak because it is "just a story" to living that story out with pride and honour. It suggests the 

ways one sees rivers and other people is culturally detemined: this is Wade's lesson. The novel 

charts how Wade's attitude to race and place alters through lesse's presence. 

Displaced from his traditional lands by the Grand Coulee Dam that killed the chinook, 

Jesse is about to receive his compensation from the governrnent. He is a gifted athlete and 

raconteur whose style of learning and interacting grates against a dominant system now fraying at 

the edges. Against that boring s t a t ~ s  quo, Jesse is a rough diamond: "he had a way of carrying 

himself, or just being there-him and his eerie grin-as if he beionged (7). Wade. the narrator of 

the novel, cornes to see Jesse for who he is, rather than continuing to pander to a stereotype that 



lingers in the town. However, Jesse is represented as the archetypal Indian attuned to the land, the 

one who grieves as the salmon crash against the dam near town, the one who has trouble fitting his 

stones into the printed page. "He could think loops and curly-Q's, but he had trouble thinking in a 

straight line" (28). A kinder stereotype emerges then, one leavened with detail. He remains. like 

the Native American Michael in Siittree, something of a noble enigrna to the white chmcters. 

Jesse is a person who has to bear the consequences of recent and badly handled 

displacement due to dams: for centuries his anceston fished at Celilo Falls and the Dalles. Like 

Gus Orviston, Wade recalls the falls and the spear-fishing. But now that way of life is reduced to 

a mere "'historical marker"' (36). Money does little to ease the gutting of a communal way of Me: 

he says his farher was killed by the dam as much as age. and it silences the work and life of elder 

Lawrence White ~ i s h ?  Jesse helps Wade understand there were "people-before-dams," opening 

his mind beyond colonial referents (36). When the pair visit the innards of the locd dam Jesse is 

"spooked and doubts the faith in engineering that opened the west to whites: '"What's holding it 

up?"' he asks. The bold arrogance of boosterism is a feature of Calamas. a gung-ho clearcut 

regime now sanitised and hidden by slick corporate public relations. 

Later the two visit a small spillway dam that blocks a creek; nurnerous salmon bash agliinst 

the walls as the fish ladders fail. Jesse resorts to dashing into the water to lift the fish over the lip 

of the dam, but they die in his hands; he weeps and weeps, heartbroken at this denial of continuity 

and Me. The chapter is headed with a srna11 anecdote that records the teacher's displeasure at 

Jesse's style of work and her rejection of his innovative essay writing. The analogy is crude. but 

Cody has made his point: the white system, embodied in dams. teachers or assimilationkt mores, 

blocks and stunts the natural 80w of life. When Jesse dynamites this dam he fui fils one kind of 

hope but fails to redise he has killed all the salmon redds (the grave1 beds for the spawning fish 

and their eggs) that had survived funher downstream. So dams are considered evil and restrictive. 

but also as things that must be lived with and worked round. Wade manages his compromises 

better than Jesse does; part of the novel records how this is not simply a matter of hte or luck but 

of privilege, politics and power. 

Jesse is shunned by the town and eventually dies trying to prove he can take them on, 

while Wade lives to float the Columbia River with Loma and both redise that Jesse had taken them 

dl on, if only they would care to admit it. "The river was so beautiful and sad and quiet," muses 

Wade (65). By the end of the novel Wade has lived his life a little more like that local current. 

lesse's loss has slipped the two young lovers into a reflective space where desire is generated in 

the hem and borne out on a depleted river. These experiences help the two young adults mm to 

the river and the West once more (via k i r  d r e m  float trip) in a move that is liberating for them as 

much as it is unintentionally "Western" in its sunset-doused, dead-Native denouement. The 

Klarnath's death becomes a lesson for the surviving white man and a reminder of the kind of 

Wride too has his own love of the rivers: he and Loma share a river rafting fantasy that sees thern drifting away 
from Calamas into the wider worId. 



damage stereotypes can do. This earnest account shares one point with Green Grass, Rioruzing 

Wnter: you cmnot block the spirit of a people or a river and not expect repercussions and npples 

further out in the strearn of tirne. Sited as a memoir, the novel speaks to rivers of memory. 

Ricochet River remains as one further example of the symbolic and figurative power of the 'failen' 

river. Even when a river is damaged it can still carry meaning for those who attend to (and are 

carried by) it. 

The next chapter considers fallen rivers that continue to carry symbolic weight. Cornac 

McCarthy's Siittree (1979) taps into the dark reach of a polluted urban river that displays 

everything th: nparian metropolis discards and denies. Scepticism over 'progress' and utopian 

vision peaks in this book and Iüin Sinclair's Downriver ( 1  99 L). Both books recount city rivers 

neglected by Knoxville, Tennessee and London, England respectively. Both texts trope the river 

as a source of rnemory and story. There is no certainty anything will endure the privations of life, 

least of al1 the protagonists. Yet somehow, the dark river. "afreight with the past" (McCmhy a), 
and polluted by humans (beyond Our capacity to see through the filth), births a rich and evocative 

world of its own. giving voice to a latent dualistic urge for "reniiniscences md prescient reveries" 

(Bachelard, Wlter md Drearns 89).  



Chapter Four 

Rivers of Oblivion, Rivers of Memory 

Suttree: McCarthyYs fallen, enduring river 

1 open my eyes and gaze down 
At the dark water. (3 1)  

James Wright. 'To Fiood Stage Again." 
Shall CVr Guther At the River 

Fresh water is [lie rrue rnythicul rvater. ( 152) 

Gaston Bachelard, CVater and Drearns 

The color of this life is water. (4 15) 
Suttree 

Travelling with Cormac McCarthy to 1950s Knoxville. Tennessee, the setting for his 1979 novel 

Siittree. involves a joumey into "[hlot sumrner nights dong the river and dninkrnnrss and tales of 

violence" (264).' But Suttrer is also a novel of dark seasons upon the earth and mind. where 

foetid. claggy banks seize with cold. The novel ranks as a detïnitive portrait of the unconscious 

power and symbolic range of the contemporary decayed urban waterway. Suttree and Downrivrr 

are portraits of the confluence of economics, urban spnwl, people and waterways, bound with 

rivers and inward currents of ernotion, memory and death. Like Sinclair, Marlatt or Sanders, 

Cormac McCarthy reconstmcts a lost nparian community. One of McCanhy's and Sinclair's 

shxed achievements lies in the reconstmction of a world of vanished river dwellers and the 

resuscitation of a befouled and now-transgressive Mnernosyne. 

A Knoxville resident told me the city riverbank of today is attractively landscaped. devoid 

of shacks, huis or the dwellings of the poor. London's Docklands and Knoxville's riverside have 

been revamped: older communities have vanished. They have been swept aside by the highway, 

yet the Tennessee River continues its sluggish meander, the Thames its browny purl. But 

continuity is never certain. Somewhere, there will always be a polluted urban river, uacked with 

the spoils of human living. Both McCarthy and Sinclair map what Simon Peml has (working on 

My thanks to Tamas Dobozy and the nnonymous CTBC librarian on sumrner Irite-shift; both recommended 
Suttree. 
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Sinclair) termed "a cartography of absence." Each author proposes a "universe defined, not 

statically, but as a dynamic totality of events" (Peml323). Whether there is any balance or 

fairness in this universe is another matter. 

Alec Wilkinson. writing of the Hudson River, notes that it may be home to 186 species of 

fish, but it remains "fragile" (86). One of his most striking passages honours a bizarre and fecund 

wastae relevant to the anti-pastorals S~inree and Downriver. Rivers may cany a lot of 

metaphorical freight: they also carry a lot of actual jiink: 

Sunlight penetrates approximately ten feet of the river and gives occasionally as 
much as six inches' visibility, but deeper than that there is none. Fish swim in the 
dark. Police Department divers working in the river often close their eyes and use 
their hands to locate objects, or hope to bump into them, because it gives them a 
headache to try and focus in the gloom. On the bottom of the river are wrecks, as 
well as every possible kind of trash, as well as rocks and mud and silt and sludge. 
as well as tools and steel girders that have fallen off bridges under construction. At 
Newburgh, parts of the bottom of the river are paved to a depth of about a foot with 
beer bottles. On the bottom of portions of part of the river that passes the city are 
lengths of unspooled movie film, and no one knows why. Occasionally. Police 
Department divers get tangled up in it. Sometimes they swim into phone booths. 
(50) 

Wilkinson ends this passage on a slightly surrealistic note, as if this polluted river is another 

dimension, still full of Bachelard's sense of the oneiric power to transform everyday perception.' 

Film spools may also lurk in the Thames (Sinclair's planned film project is never realised by hirn), 

w hile this layering of unexplained objects and strange con fabulations of sign and sym bol resonates 

throughout in Sirttree's "subtle subject rhyme" (Bell 80). Details and emotions accrete and 

disperse in unpredictable ways. Eddies of sensation are compounded by the protagonist's 

"ellipticnl meditations and dreams" that seem ai once borne (and reclaimed) by the dark waters of 

the River, that node of recirculating life, memory and decay (Bell 79). These rneditations also 

occur in Dotvnriver, but it is to Srittree that i turn tïrst. 

There is no reason a river should necessarily attract fond thoughts. McCarthy's grimy city 

riverscape, home of the protagonist Cornelius Suttree, seeps into the bones, and flings traces of 

the human world back at the viewer. The "heavy old river with wrinkled face" is lined with shacks 

and crumbling shanties, a panorama of trash. discarded possessions and watchful people (8). This 

The most recent case of rinti-river rhetoric (or rather, jeremiad against the overly fond attribution of "respect" on 
to the River [28]) cucs to the hem of American symbolism. Ben Metcriif rails against the Mississippi River and al1 
it stands for, a set of ornery and pusillrinimous attitudes that have driven his batch of Southern cousins to excess and 
transgression. The River is powerful but over-roted: ''The Mississippi is in reality a thin creek issuing from a 
nondescript pond in Minnesota and would likely trickle away to nothing before it reached St. Louis if on the wriy it 
did not loot every proper river in sight. Even availed of the extra water, the Mississippi is so wastetiil with the 
stuff, and so fickle with its bearings, that only the constant attentions of the Amy Corps of Engineers enable it to 
reach the Gulf at all. Unaided, it would pour off into the Louisiana swampland known as Atchafayala and form ri 

fetid inland sea. Should it therefore surprise us that the Mississippi's pupils have developed a habit for public 
assistance unrivaled even by that to be found in our decaying coastal cities ..." (30). 
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is Knoxville at the river during the first half of the 1950s, and it is a marginalised place.%e 

expressway that cuts through the McAnally Flats area at the novel's end sweeps a world of 

dwellings and stones before it, a new torrent which removes the poor from shabby apartments and 

precarious riverside dwellings that are at least homes of a sort." That purge is just the beginning of 

a programme of riverscape alteration that has transformed the industrial and shantytown sites of the 

last four decades: today the Knoxville riverbank is clear of makeshift huts and, like London's 

Docklands, cleared of a community of dwellers. Suttree records a near-vanished world of Western 

riverside life, a life of independent, bare survival chosen by Cornelius Suttree in preference to his 

farnily's wealth. 

Few of the other river folk he sees c m  be said to choose their hard lives. Suttree ventures 

"among the mass of twisted shapes discarded here by the river," the people tossed out by the city 

(4). Suttree has decided to live in a run-down houseboat, perhaps hoping the river will eddy away 

his owr! memories of failure and loss. But this river, dammed by the Tennessee Valley Authority 

and regarded fony years ago as "arguably one of the filthiest streams in North America." does not 

permit ümnesia or redemption (Longley 8 1).j Rather, full of "gray clots of nameless wüste." the 

River offen up everything the city exiles and "disremernber[s]," becoming one of the novel's most 

compelling forces-"grating dong like bonedust, afreight with the pst. dreams dispersed in the 

water someway, nothing ever lost" (7, 128,4). 

McCanhy opens the novel by walking us through the city's grime. his vision prowling into dank 

corners of spxe ("where lightwire shadows make a gothic harp of cellar doors") and suilied. rver- 

fallen time ("Oid stotte wizlls unpirimbed by wrcitlters, lodged in tlzeir striae fossil bones, linlestone 

scurcibs riicked in tlzefloor oj'this once inliznd sen.") There is no Eden to reclaim here, but a rank 

depth that has its own power, its own lirney emblems of death. Even the past is frozen, the dead 

mere "camon" ennobled by nothing, and remembered by the river alone (3). His opening pages of 

italicised script suggest an 'elsewhere' animated by the vivid density of his description. 

"The dark waters of rhe locus infernus run deep in American literriture: connecting Ovid to carly gothic fiction and 
to writcrs 3s various as Melville, Chopin and London, they also provide ri counterpoint to the vision of Edenic 
America, which ironically rcmains accessible oniy to the elect" (Wurst and Raguet-Bouvart, "Introduction" 16). 
Srcstree must rank as one of the most thorough-going counterpoints of recent decades. 

These changes clear the shanties that were called "Hoovervilles" in an ironic volte face as the public works frenzy 
declined in the later 1930s into entrenched, lingenng urban poveny; the President was immortalised in other ways. 

Marc Reisner, tracing the rise of large scale arrogance and misrnanagement in American river engineering, notes 
"[tlhe creation of the Tennessee VaHey Authority marked the first time a major river system was 'viewed whole,' 
even if the nrttural river virtually disappeared as a result" (135). John Lewis Longley Jr. recalls the very muddy state 
of the river, which dams reduce to a series of interconnected backwaters where "the water ebbs or flows onIy as the 
river level changes. Because of this, flotsam and jetsam that backs up out of the main sueam may strty around for 
days or even years" (8 1). Human manipulation of the waterways fully reveals earlier patterns of waste disposai- 
McCarthy's father worked ris a lawyer for the TVA (Bell xii). 
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Hue at the creek mocttlz the fields nin on to the river, the rnrid deltaeci and baring 
out of its rich alluvial harbored bones and dread rouste. a ivrack of cratewood and 
condoms and fruitrinds. Old tins m d  jars and niined ho~isehold artifart.. t h t  rem 
from the fecnl mire of the flats like landmarks in the trnckless vales of dementid 
praecox. A world beyond al1 fiintosy, rnalevolent and tactile md dissociate, the 
bZoivn lightbrilbs like sliom polyps semitranslucent and skitllcolored bobbirzg 
blindly doivn and spectral qves of oil and now and agnin the benched and stinking 
forms of foetal hiimans bloated Zike yomg birds mooneyed and bhiish or stnle 
gray .... The neap nind along the [river] shore lies ribbed nnd slick like the 
cnverno~rsjlitch of sonie brast hrigely foiindered.. .. Riiderfonns scirvive. (4 ,  5 ) .  

The prologue showcases the grim opulence of McCarthy's prose. as he scours the riverbank. 

slipping between ghastly water and reeking earth, documenting Suttree's fluid transitions between 

darkening inner and outer ~ o r l d s . ~  The ghastly riverscape, full of the waste and failure of human 

life is a direct affront to the (comparatively) easy transcendence of The River Why. This is not 

Gus Orviston's scenic Tamawanis or Lopez's clear river valley. McCarthy takes a journey and 

reaches the end of "the inexorable rnarch of tirne that took al1 civilizations tiom Edenic innocence to 

imperial self-immolation" but he does not p a s  through Eden (Schaina 367). Even Suttree's 

pastoral adventures are clouded by memones of an unhappy childhood in û stritely river-facing 

mansion, and his retreat into the wildemess brings malnutrition and dislocation, not harmony and 

redemption as it did for Gus Orviston. 

McCarthyts Tennessee River reveals the ascendancy of the urban quest for cleanliness 

traced by Ivan Illich; the tlipside to this urge is simple: the waste has to go to sornewhere that 

becomes forgotten. In 1950s Knoxville this place is the river, shunned by the town that shames 

itself with a fou1 and revealing channel. The river dominates the novel's first pages as McCarthy 

describes its cargo sourced in the city above, a parasitic site: that "carmid of shapes upreared on the 

river plain that has drkd up the sap of the earth for miles around" (3-4). The river oozing quietly 

below the city offers an "omnipresent" dimension to the reader's sensr of place, augmenting the 

sense of the fixed, concrete city with an unfathomed elsewhere below, a current that is Suttree's 

conscious and subconscious mental topography, tapped by local witch and healer Mother She 

(Longley 8 l).' Suttree lives beside the river McCarthy calls a "world within a world," a space 

both beyond and within (4): 'The facticity of the river is for him the symbolic equivalent of the 

world of the spirit" (Young, 77). With the river-both mirror and void-as a symbolic focus. the 

sense of untapped inchoate depth contributes to Sutîree's powerful "eidetic language" (Bell 73). 

" John Lewis Longley Jr. notes there are various vital metaphors in the novel, particulariy the Tennessee River: 
'The river represents the f o m  of the novel: flowing from day to day, but not always at the same speed, and not 
aiwriys with the s m e  debris in it. Under the surface are uncharted swiris and eddies; [sic] dark and dangerous, which 
are matched by the deep uncharted caves that underlie Knoxville" (8 1). 

' Further downstream, the detritus of the city eases past the ramshackle old mansions of the ptanters and farmers, 
dwellings in Suttree's riristocratic heritage. Although the scene begins to take on the trappings of the idyll, human 
behaviour and memory soon alter this fragile pastoral (Longley 82, McCrirthy 1 19). 



Vereen M. Bell calls the river's function "pointedly overdetermined-it embodies ihat which calls 

everything into question" (74). 

The world of the spirit, death and the unknown drifts into the first pages of the novel; with 

the river sloughing through each world, we l e m  quickly of the braided nature of these realms. 

Spiritual concems are not simply hoiy and exalted: the river gathers everything into itself. We read 

of a floating foetus, and then a suicide. Suttree is a fisher of memories (and clammy carp or 

bewhiskered, chemical-laden catfish). We are introduced to him between these death scenes, as he 

lies "athwart" his fishing skiff, being "sifted and spun" with the rest of the river's gritherings. 

sandwiched always within a whirl of dark events, floundering at times towards the twilight that 

may be dawn or dusk (7). 

The fisher motif infoms The River Why (as I noted), the due-trolling narrative of 

Doivnriver, not to mention the snagged stories of River Notes and Death of A River Giridr. "What 

family has no mariner in its tree'? No fool, no felon. No fisherman" (McCarthy 128). These are 

nvers of mernot-y and the bait, catch and discarded innards are al1 honest relics of the variable past. 

Suttree's journey is gruelling and unhappy; such a record is necessary if any sense of redemption 

or struggle is to ring true in his world. Even if McCarthy's novels "resist the imposition of 

theses.. .. abstraction or clüssification," his attitude to many of his characters is "benign" (Bell xiii, 

83). McCarthy wheels us in towards a sense of connection and even sympathy for his lonesome 

creation. Suttree drifts, hauling in his trotlines that extend hundreds of feet downriver; he pulls up 

torpid fish that never seem to struggle in their dying (and on one occasion are dead on the lines 

[194]), selling them for a few pieces of silver each day. When we first meet hirn he 1011s in the 

skiff, sunbathing, in a sultry early moming. McCarthy's description leaps beyond the purely 

factual and evident to include that "symbolic equivûlent" of the spiritual world (Young 771: 

He could hear the river talking softly beneath him. Heavy old river with wrinkled 
face. Beneath the sliding water cannons and carriages, trunnions seized and rusting 
in the mud, keelboats rotted to the consistency of mucilage. Fabled sturgeons with 
their horny pentagonal bodies, the cupreous and dacebright carp and catfish with 
their pale and sprueless underbellies, a thick rnuck shot with broken glass, with 
bones and rusted tins and bits of crockery reticulate wiih mudblack crazings. (8). 

McCarthy's language consistently ernbeds itself in the baroque, as seen in this river bottom 

archaeology, the description of the "rnuck" of habitation and loss. The language ensures the river 

is both archaic and revolting, a prima1 dark soup that never runs clear. The luxuriant style works 

in dynamic concert with Suttree's grim worid.' Suttree floats: T h e  river water curled from the 

bowplanks with a viscid quality and lay behind the skiff in a wake like plowed mire" (9). This 

sentence leads us inio a joumey past the industrial riverbanks. "past warehouses of galvanized and 

corrugated tin set in flats grouped from the brick colored exth  where the rhornboid and volute 

"orne criticise this style. (See Winchell 307). 



shapes of limesione jutted al1 bnndled with mud like great bones washed out" (9). The industrial 

setting is ugly and heartless. "a terrestrial hell" in many ways, placed upon jagged likenesses of the 

dead (compare this and the polluted, syrnbolically-charged urban riverscape of Duncan and 

Sinclair) (144). McCarthy's descriptions of bony building sites pan to the ghastly dredging of a 

suicide from the river, a man who leapt from the bridge near Suttree's houseboat days before. now 

trolled up to the remnant world: "The face seemed soft and bloated and wore a grappling hook in 

the side of it and a crazed grin. They raised him so. gambreled up by the bones of his cheek" (9). 

No other novel 1 attend to in this chapter can boast as gruesomc a current (or at least one as 

gruesomely described The Tennessee is descnbed as a lallen river full of pollution and decay, yet 

a few miles downsirem are the green f m s  and bright cornfields of another world, glimpses of 

one of Suttree's discarded lives.' 

As the novel proceeds, we are introduced to the wide range of characters that live near 

Cornelius Suttree. We are curious as to his past, and need only wait for the river to cake us to 

answers." We know Suttree was bom into a rich family. but chose to disown his father and his 

values. One Sunday he visits relatives in the green pastures beyond the concrete reach of the city. 

He floats "ps t  scenes of plenitude from picturebooks suddenly pasted over the waste he was a 

farniliar of. the river like a giant trematode curling down out of the city, welling hrnvy and septic 

past these fine homes on the north shore" ( 1 19).' ' The city continues to show its wares in the 

The river is siçk, but it keeps on going. The old maddened man who livcs near the river (and 0 t h  shrieks 
sermons and profanitics at Suttrce as he walks to his boat) knows the rivcr ris ri krirsorne place: "Intidel. Back for 
the tïshing rire ye? God himsclf dont look too close at what lies on that riverbottom. Fit enough for the likes of 
you" (412). The rccovery of the suicide victim recrills the work of the Thames boatmen such as Gaffer Hexham 
(who earned a living pulling corpscs from the river) in Otir Mii tud Friend: "Whrit he had in tow, lunged itseIf at 
him somctimes in rin awful manner when the boat was checkcd. and sometimes scemed to try to wrench itseif riway. 
though for the most part i t  followed submissively. A neophytc might have fancicd that the ripples prissing over it 
wcre dreadfully like friint changes of expression on a sightless face; but Gaffer was no neophyte and had no fancies" 
(Dickens 47). 

The wxchouses contrast with the human bustle ruound the river shantics and their (Iargety) African-American 
populace. Suttree's presence amongst this community is unusual for the Soutn of the 1950s. Thc river, "Cloaca 
Maxima," supports Suttree's life and houseborit, the tioating shelter where much of his reflection occurs. The 
riverboat is the place where he takes stock between his often dringerous or desperate excursions into the city above 
(13). 

'O Hints of past events appear like the oily roils from the river's deeps: scencs from Suttree's griol term where he 
met many of his later acqusiintances. including the dauntless Gene Hmogatc; others of daily life on the river and 
nights blasted by the most potent of homernade whisky; i\ visit from his Uncle John who Suttree's father also 
despised as he despised Suttree's mother for her lowly rank, and gencral scenes of drinking and the sponttineous and 
fragile community of the reveller. The tables in Ab Jones's bar are pravestones salvaged from the cerneteries 
çovered by rising reservoirs, "whole families evicted from their graves downriver by the damming of the waters. 
Hegirais to high ground.. ." (1  13). Later a former friend's name in discovered beneath their beer, graves washed out 
by dams and floods the dams were meant to ease. Thus does McCarthy weave fact into his tale: it is a remarkable 
urban reconstruction. 

" Walking through this half-fruniliar pastoral world he strolls past a river baptism and sits with two elderly 
believers (one a convert of twenty-four hours). The older man begins a disquisition on baptismal procedure: to be 
completeiy saved nothing butfidl immersion will do: "It wont trike it if you dont get total nursin. That old 
sprinklin business won't get it, buddy boy." "Sprinklers, said the lay preacher in disgust. I'd rather to just go on 
and be infidel as that" ( 122). Suttree has no f eu  of that label. He sees two baptisms and admires the breasts of the 
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water of the river which appem "like a serpentine trench poured with some duIl slag Save where 

the wind engrailed its face and it shirnrnered lightly in the sun" ( 1  20). Trematode and serpent, the 

river cames associations with evil and decay, with things hidden and chronicaily debilitating or 

insistently crippling. This last is an accurate description of how memory functions in Suttree's 

life: he is felled by pain from the past and his broken efforts at reconciliation or love, and he is 

often consumed by a chronic bittemess that stunts his chances for self-renewal. Shunning the 

work ethic and surrendering to his pain. Suttree is an early Zen-like figure, at times more 

reminiscent of the flow-seekers of subsequent decades. But happiness is as easy to hold as water. 

His pain and his past demand his acquiescence, and they burden him. His Sunday visit continues. 

He arrives at his aunr and uncle's "plantnfe" sunny cottage and leafs through a photo album 

"which seemed to breathe a reek of the vault, tuming up one by one these dead faces" (just as the 

river does): his relatives stare out at him, limining the connections he b u  shunned ( 125, 139). As 

if affiming this pattern of eschewal. his visit is packed with refusals of food, hospitality or 

transport. The river, it seems. gathers disconnections and evidence of pain, rather than uniting the 

community in a concem for the environment, nourishment or family. Still, Suttree's generosity to 

the homeless people hr knows. and to his friends, is strong. 

In choosing to live alone by the river. Terri Witek sees Suttree as continuing a pattern 

evident in McCarthy's books: "[ajs homes which are also modes of transport. houseboats act out 

literally the impermanence of community life which is McCarthy 's continual subtext" ( L 37). 

Suttree's brief, sad prison visit from his wife, the visit to his Aunt and Unclr's and the disastrous 

trip to his young son's funeral, concur with Witek's assertion that certain communal ties are 

shunned, and those ihat remain quickly disintegrate under the pressures of violence, poverty or 

law. Each of these familial episodes-which pivot around a female relative-bear out Witek's 

argument: "One of the reasons men so early and guiltily leave home in McCarthy's books is 

because of these women's power, derived from a pain so great that it becomes too much for the 

men who are implicated in their grief' (139).IL 

wet-shirted tcenagcd girl during the t'irst, dismissing the giossolalia of the second ris evidence of grcater trouble: this 
man collapses into the writer, thrashing mightily-and then hc stills: "The prericher wris blessing the subsiding roi1 
with one hand and with the other was groping about in the water" (124). He leaves the faithful; he wiIl not "get to 
that river" ris they desire: "Suttree knew the river well already and he turned his brick to these malingerers and went 
on" ( f 24-5). His doubt and his tonnent are too grerit to be sûlved by esisy answers. 

" Witek observes that grief or death seem to bc the only options for McCarthy's female characters. The two main 
intimate relritionships Suttree forms with women founder during the course of the novel: Wrinda Reese. the teen he 
strikes up an ilIicit riffair with is killed, and Joyce, a former "hustler" tires of earning for both of them. Increrisingly 
mgry about Suttree's fdure to commit, she suffers a breakdown. Suttree sirnply turns away and leaves her on the 
road; the relationship had become untenûble and bitter, not surprising for a man who calls hirnself one of "the 
congenitdly disaffected" ( 128). 

In choosing to live on the river, Suttree moors himself in transience. His moments of reflection in his 
houseboat offer up glimpses of the supposed dangers of stability. As the novel proceeds, Suttree's community of 
friends is shattered by police brutality, irnprisonmcnt, alcohoi and death; the final summer is characterized as "A 
season of epidemic violence and death" (4 16). Yet despite Witek's argument in favour of instability, there are bonds 
of connection and solicitude in his transient life. But as the novel closes Suttree has seen many of the Iinks break. 
He chooses to move on, evading the "slavorous" minions of loss that have clairned his passing world. To "fly [hem" 
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One of the constants in the novel (other than the Tennessee River) is the city bridge above it: the 

descriptions of the river bridge dens are 'constants' in that they remain for longer than a season, 

and the depamire of the bridge dwellers is noted. One side of the bridge has barely sheltered an 

aged, ventriloquial man (that Suttree helps) who longs for death; his eventual demise helps spur 

Suttree on to a useful sense of dignity. At the other bank. beneath the high vaulting abutrnents. 

arrives Gene Harrogate, a bony teen possessed of an "animal cognizance with incipient goodwill" 

(42). Harrogate's crazed plans for rnonrymaking and his fecklrss trust in schemes lead him into 

some of the book's most (blackly) comic scenes." 

Suttree met Harrogate in prison, "this half daft adolescent" having been imprisoned for 

committing an indecency upon a crop of melons (2 14). In jail the truth of the crime is quickly 

revealed and the "mooniight melonmounter7* eams a bewildered combination of respect and scom. 

Stealing watermelons eh? said Suttree. 
Harrogate grinned uneasily. They tried to get me for beast, beast . . . 
Bestiality? 
Yeah. But my lawyer toid rm a watermelon wasnt no beast. He was a smart son 
of ri bitch. 
Oh boy. said Suttree. (49) 

Suttree will have much cause to repeat that last droll, confounded phrase. because Harrogate 

travels to Knoxville upon his release from jail. He sets up camp beneath the bridge: his early 

efforts at home-rnaking are endearing and cunning. His batty riparian opportunism begins with a 

ring of red construction lamps linked to his grotto via a web of re-routed and live crackling electric 

cables (which rire used to fry unsuspecting pigeons for food). Later. Harrogate fashions a crazed 

vesse1 from two joined car hoods and floats, "an eerie rattling apparition stroking through the fog" 

becomes the book's mantra and conclusion, for citics-in McCmhy's gnostic rhetoric-do nothing but concentrate 
sadness and incquality. (See Daugherty in particular: "For them [the Gnostics] evi1 was simply everything thrit is, 
with the exception of the bits of spint ernprisoned here [on earth, in human wiilpowcr]" (124). The novel's 
important serni-theological didogue reveals Suttree as a man of great eloquence and implacable gnostic pragmatism: 
"1 spoke with bitterncss about rny life and 1 said that 1 would take my own part against the slander of oblivion and 
the monstrous facelessness of it and that 1 would stand a Stone in the very void where dl would read my name. Of 
that vanity I recant all" (413). Suttree departs the city. "Bchind him the city lay smoking, the sad purlieus of the 
dead immured with the bones of friends and forebem" (471). It began as a site of the dead and buried rind it 
continues so. From one perspective his dcparture is wanton and irresponsible; but such a stance disregards the grime 
he chose to leave (as many travellers do) rind the fact his community was about to be decimated by the highway. He 
denies the prospect of a dystopia and makes his proiest by setting out into his own reclaimed life: for rnuch of the 
novel this has never been a likely prospect. From a Buddhist stance, perhaps, his choice is simply the acceptance of 
evil and pain: 'Oh the joy to know there is no such thing as happiness!' 

l3 For example, Harrogate's abduction of an errant pig, his subterranean quest for the wall to the city bank vault (he 
explodes a sewage main and almost dies a-reeking beneath the streets), his bat-poisoning exploits, his weird attempt 
to build a raft for this, and his labour intensive phone box scam, whereby he eams a few dollars a day pauolling 286 
payphones and easing out some coins, wdking the streets with weighty pockets. He swims through the terrestial 
phone booths as divers do in the Hudson, tnpped in his own oneiric and scheming drift. 
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though one unlikely to stir the same dread as Charon could muster (210). 'The city's bridges al1 

betrolled now what with old ventnloquists and young melonfanciers" (144). Harrogate paddles 

his twin-keeled metd boat, poisoning dozens of bats after a rabies-bounty is offered (for dead bats 

in the street) by the hospital. (He fails to earn the cash he envisioned, but gets a free meal and a 

dollar and a quater.) Harrogate punts his tin-pot craft, "trusting some unpublicized principle of 

buoyancy in existence to keep him safe" (Bell 86). The teen's story is "an episodic parody of 

imagination striking back against reality" (Bell 85). Harrogate's fanciful stubborness ensures the 

book does not slew into despondence: the teen's daffy optimism counters the oppressive cycle of 

"constantly eluded doorn" he inhabits (26 1). His scheming and longing remains groounded in the 

prospect of the here-and-now rathar than an elsewhtre or utopia. 

Harrogate is just one of the ternporary city river-dwellers who are hounded by winter. 

police and poverty. There is "the rubber baron" Maggeson who, "like some latterday Charon" 

scours the river for floating condoms, hooking them "into a pail of soapy water" for eventual 

male (108, 106). There are many families who fish and eke out a living near the water, and there 

is Michael. an "Indian" fisher with "3 patchwork boat" (225). Michael is a little more fully realized 

than some of the river folk; as a fisher of great skill and (that rare thing for Suttree) almost a friend, 

his presence is notable. 

Michael üppears in the summer of 1952, iilrnost halfway through the book. and gains 

attention by landing an 87-pound catfish. a vast beast that evokes another age and world (as do the 

turtles he catches). Al1 sorts of things stir beneath the waters. An ücquaintance begins as Michael 

shows his especially pungent bait to Suttree. Michael is cast as someone with a poise rare in the 

novel: his hair is blueblack like Superman's ('They cal1 me Tonto or Wahoo or Chief. But my 

name is Michael," he tells Suttree [225]), he climbs the bluff to his hermetic cave "like a goat," and 

he pactises lost fishing ans (22 1). He has a settled air Suttree will never attain; there is an rlement 

of quiet need (and simple quiet) that begins to surface in Suttree the one evening he shares with 

Michael." 

Michael invites Suttree up to his cave for a meal of turtle stew. Suttree watches Michael 

butchering the tunle: after it  is beheaded the turtle tums md walks towards the river, a ghastly 

automaton. This detail reinforces the sense that the river is still host to prima1 and primeval forces. 

''The Indian raised the turtle and swung it before him like a censer" (234). The shell removed, the 

"wet gray foetal mass" will be stewed for several hours (233). The unusual conflation of Christian 

Orthodoxy and rhetoric used to describe the reeking mudflats in the Prologue gives the evening a 

sense of portent, othemess and unnamed mystery. When Suttree retums for the meal the scene is 

pleasant and the nverscape is described in ternis of landscape convention: still, "innocent" and 

d m ,  gesturing towards a "forbidden" wildemess: 

II In this sense Michael almost becomes the enigmatic Tutoring Noble Savage figure. EIusive, grounded and 
circumspect, this chancter-type echoes, diluted, in Michael and in River Notes and Cody's Ricochet River. 
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The city lay quiet in the evening Sun and innocent. Far downstream the river 
narrowed with distance where the pieced fields lay pale and hazy and the water 
placid much like those misty landscnpes in which Audubon posed his birds. He sat 
in a tattered lawnchair and watched the traffic on the bridge below. There was no 
sound save for a bird that conjured up forbidden jungles with its medley of whoops 
and croaks. Suttree saw it put forth from the bluff and flutter in midair and go 
back. He leaned his head back. A mayfly, delicate and pale green. drifted past. 
Lost ephemera. wandered surely from some upland pastoral. The chat carne from 
its bower on the bluffside and fiuttered and snatched the mayfly and renirned. 
After a while it sang again. (238) 

This self-consciously calm and almost celebratory mood is unusual, as is the convivial "succulent 

and rich" meal the men share (240). Michael gives Suttree a bone talisman of unknown origin and 

sits quietly, "decorous.. . . solemn and unaccountable and bizarre" (240). Suttree does not know 

what to make of this river-washed man (who predicts Suttree will not fish rnuch longer); he l ems  

precious little in the sole evening they share. Michael disappears from the book until the dead of 

winter when, half-frozen to death, he taps quietly at the hotel room as Suttree sleeps; he is not 

heard and creeps away into the night. Suttree's neglect in this instance suggests how distant 

Suttree is from the nigged, raw focus he seeks. 

McCarthy's Tennessee is a river that fails to "disremember," a pent watercourse burdened 

with the hopes of people who recollect dead lives. There are few examples of strong untroubled 

community in the novel (though Suttree's circle of friends is made closer and weaker by 

adversity): the river, a grim remnant of its former self, rolls past those who remain after the battles 

of will and love. Even the Reese family, flooded miles downstream in their houseboat, fail to 

offer any easy exarnple of cohesion. (They later provide Suttree with pearlfishing work which 

pays in illicit and broken love.) They are just another product of the spring freshet, adrift, 

"spooling past unpawled with a muted seething freighting seaward her silt and her chattels and her 

dead" (306). Nothing remains stable; change tends to be for the worst, and human ascendancy 

and desire is constantly comprornised by the darkness of hearts and minds, the perpetual and 

"ultimate night" (362). 

Wanda (the Reese family's teenaged child) and Suttree begin a relationship that, at first, 

casts a glow on his perception of the river. "He was stmck by the fideiity of this earth he inhabited 

and he bore it sudden love" (354). "Drifting downriver in the iovely dusk, the river chattering in 

rips.. ." (352 ). The "upland pastoral" that he glimpsed near Michael's cave-Bell ternis it a 

"prelapsarian idyll" ( 1 1 1)- eases his eyes and kindles dangerous desires. It cannot last. A storm 

causes a landslide that kills Wanda as she sleeps. Suttree departs the tragedy (as from al1 the 

women in his life) like a swirling piece of flotsarn: "He left downriver in the dark, the oars aboard, 
tuming slowly in the current, jostiing over the shoals. The cottonwoods went by like bones.. . . 
He sat in the skiff and held his hands in his lap with the dark blood crusted on the uptumed palms" 

(363). Almost Christ-like, his near-stigrnata point to a more sinister passion. 



Suttree retums to his houseboat, now tilted and near sunk from neglect. The auturnn nights close 

in and the homeless are threatened by the police as much as the cold. The old boxcar dweller has 

vanished; Suttree asks if police were involved. The ventnloquist suggests "[ijt might have been 

riny of em. 1 reckon 1'11 be next. You ain't safe" (363). Brutal authorities haunt the book; 

figurative associations build between them and the forces of death and decay. Later the old railway 

man is seen in the asylum: Suttree has gone (feeling futile) to honour a connection with his 

mentally il1 Aunt Alice, and is shocked to see him in a place he regards as restrictive as jail. Suttree 

knows it is tirne to light out for new territory, catching the crest of the advancing expressway. 

The 1950s setting defamiliarises the present and creates a remembered fallenness, a state at 

odds with what Bell so rightly calls "the advance of the Jaycee vision of hurnan purpose" ( 1 10). 

Such an eager progressive vision may have satisfied Suttrre's father. but the son rejected it 

outright. He opposed that progressivism until he did hirnself physical harm. But he has little 

choice in the mattrr. A man like Suttree, "for whom ontological anxiety is a recumng crisis." will 

never rest easily (Bell 89). Suttree's inclinations are formed in opposition to the "utopian drive" 

(Jonas 22) and yet his eventual triumph over death places faith in energies, even "astroecologies" 

that depend on death and continuity. Ecologies of memory and form revolve around the whorl of 

rnetaphysics recirculating between decay and survival. 

The new river that breaches buildings and lives at the novel's end sweeps d l  before it. Like Kim 

Stafford's 1-5. this road will carry a diumal ebb and flow of silvered traffic and begin the removai 

of the river people. This is the "season of epidemic death and violence" that will change 

evrrything (416). The loss that marks Suttree the most (though family, lovers, friends and 

acquaintances drift out of his life without trace) is that of Ab Jones, a friend and bartender of giant 

stature and dignity. Ab receives the beginnings of a fatal beating from the poiice with Suttree 

nearby. Suttree, told by Jones to leave, steak a police car and, in a scene of determination and 

helpless anger, sends it careening into the river, its headlights whirling underwater." "For a while 

l5 Frank Shelton suggests that Suttree is inspired to greatrr purpose and direction by Jones's "strength and gnce 
contrived out of absolute nothingness" in the face of the advancing m e d  police (McCarthy 440; Shelton 80). It is 
possible too thrit he witnesses the death of his old Iife as the car sinks beneath the water, and then he resolves to 
move on. 

The maudlin feelings inspired by the dark or polluted body of wrtter find echoes and continuities with Dickens 
(and with rnony reflective myths). Dickens's depiction of young Lizzie Hexham is initially a case in point: "And, ris 

the geat  block river with its dreary shores was soon lost to her view in the gloom, so, she stood on the river's brink 
unable to see into the vast blank rnisery of a life suspected, and fallen away from by good and bad, but knowing that 
it lay there dim before her, stretching away to the grerit ocean, Derith" (Dickens 11 5). 

One characteristic of the fallen river Suttree looks on (and indeed this is true of the storicd Thames Sinciair 
observes) is its capacity to inspire thoughts of death and decay rather than life, holism, Nature and affirmation, Yet 
affirmation is what Suttree gleans from somewhere within himse1f as he departs before the chrorned rot sets in and 
the redevelopment levels one form of ciifference and community. 
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he could see the dark hump of it in the river and then it slowly subsided and was gone. He 

squatted on the damp gras  and looked out'' (442). 

Suttree leaves his houseboat for fear of being arrested, cutting his trotlines after a final nin  

in his skiff. The spring sees him still lying in a grotty hotel room, succurnbing to typhoid and the 

lasi rites, if not death itself. Feverish hallucinations spiral the prose into a current of images, 

rpipbany and dream. This is not the first time McCarthy's prose breaks forma1 barriers and flows 

everywhere: his prima1 healing session with local wise woman-witch Mother She uncovers 

childhood recollections of death in the family, prompts hirn to seeing "a salt river that ran two 

ways" and patterns and "orders he had never seen before" (428,430). At the end of his session he 

heads back to the river. lying in his houseboüt, prophesying and whirling, returning to a stata 

before everything existed, a void, one with the river of unrealised beginnings: "He Iüy in his bed 

half waking.. . . A barge passed on the river. He lay with his feet together and his arms at his 

sides like a dead king on an altar. He rocked in the swrlls. floating like the first germ of life adrift 

on the eanh's cooling seas, formless macule of plasma trapped in a vcpor drop and al1 creation yet 

to corne" (430). There is no Avalon he wili float to, no easy escape from his mired river life. This 

knowledge in fact spurs him on. His ontological condition is critical. But it is also empowering: 

he gleans insight from an otherworld, acting as a bearer of visceral knowledge that enriches the 

community. Suttree is close to the world of the dead and their constitutive memories, which Bruce 

Lincoln scans. Suttree is also taken by the mythic residues that have remained. despite the 

Tennessee's dams and Illich's sense that water has lost its evocative aura. McCanhy retums 

Mnemosyne to the present; like Mother She, she has become a figure of terrible power rather than 

simplistic grace alone. 

Suttree prepares for his final departure from the McAnally Flats neighbourhood, which is 

already altering before his eyes. Out of hospital ("You had a close d l , "  said the priest. "All my 

life I did" replies Suttree [461]), he retums to the river for a last farewell, finding a rotten corpse in 

his houseboat bed. perhaps a relic of the life he has already left behind in his kverish insights. 

"Nothing ever stops rnoving," not Suttree, nor "the waste clogged river" (46 1,467). "Suttree 

went back and crossed the river and sat on a Stone and watched the water pass for a long time" 

(467). River reflection accretes and forms other kinds of momenturn. 

Suttree's river is a source of travail and of life, rnuted, dormant or abnorrnal as it is. As he 

watches the water he may have occasion to recall two fevered statements: "1 know al1 souk are one 

and al1 souls lonely" as well as the notion that "m]e knew another McAnally good to last a 

thousand years. There'd be no new roads there" (459,463). Both offer that edgy mix of security 

and dienation Suttree seeks, one prompted by gazing at those waters that he can never hold, but 

which are a constant in the story, rolling turgid. seaward, seemingly without clear beginning or 

end. As in Sinclair's Downriver, the protagonist seems to head off the known map. If "the color 

of this life is water," then Suttree is about to set off for a clcar strearn (4 15). Hitching out, he 



accepts the drink of water offered at the road side, and the ride that will take him to new nvers, as 

he looks on-sly to the forces at his back, and the flow ahead. 

Sicttree posits no easy answers to curbing the tide of progress. An idyll might ensure there is no 

police violence, poverty or people tuming to walk the icy road alone and cold. 1 have discussed 

dystopia as a space that allows desire and longing functionality within the frame of sceptical 

inquiry. Vereen Bell identifies something of this energy (a will to survive if a not will to power) 

that lurks in Suttree's character: 

[Elxistence not only precedes but precludes essence. But if essence has been 
precluded. the hurnan dream of it has not, so the pressure of meaningfulness 
remains even where meaning will not separate out. This may be why the charücters 
themselves seem so human and so other-than-human rit the same time, both vividly 
of thrir small worlds and strangely otherworldly also. as if life beyond thought 
were itself only and yet our elusive dream of it as well. (9) 

Bell identifies the hsed and disparate energies of the novel. The uroborus consumes itself without 

dispersing; cycles that form us continue to evoive and decline beyond Our reach. Stafford's dark 

river camp and Flanagan's indifferent wildness percolate in the dark space Suttree encountered in 

fever and insight. "a cold dimension without time without space and where al1 was motion" (452). 

There is energy here. but not that of jingoism or the booster. Light penetrates the water for a few 

feet, while Suttree's trotlines run out for hundreds. The river's dual nature-retlective surface and 

pervious depth-seems cqually unfathomablr. yet within the touch of tïngers trailed over a skiff. 

Suttree is unable to know the sou1 of his stillbom twin, yet the "cold dimension" somehow 

sustains continuity: "what the dark river will compt and carry away is always already being 

restored" (Bell 7 4 ,  
Redemption is too easy and simple a solution, too slight a transformation to enact before 

this dark force. these dark waters. Suttree has never wanted exoneration. Yet confronting our 

minute place in the scheme of things, though an awful prospect (perhaps with Didion's turbines 

whirring quietly in the void) is dso authenticating and honest. The defarniliarised world is right at 

hand, even as it dissolves into ungraspable particulars. Rivers and perceptual states breach known 

boundaries and one simply "goes on" (Hugo, Making Certain It Goes On 446; Bell xiii). When 

Suttree flies beyond the reach of death, we applaud that small light in the firmament, its reflection 

rippling and changing on the surface of a midnight river. 

The final section of this chapter tums to the "Sweet Tharnes" troped by Spenser, Eliot and so many 
others and finds it less than sweet after enduring the "Jaycee vision of human purpose" that Bell 

defines. This storied "ribbon of memory" unravels through the layered reflexivities of Iain 
Sinclair's "modemist rnagpie" narrator (Peml3 12). Gazing at self, text, city and river crowded 
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with ghosts of other stories. memories of other communities glimmer between chrome towers and 

terraced houses. Downriver's setting, the palpably near "future memory" of cash-whipped 

London, pays homage to Fritz Lang's Metropoiis, textual and celluloid noir forms and Dickens's 

dust-heaps. i t  details how the progressive excess Suttree avoided has worked its way over the 

past, almost as a reservoir drowns rnemory. The change has given loss a home, but Sinclair 

glimpses the past in the dimmed waters of the Thames. Dorvnrivrr is a mu1 tiply digressive record 

of what he has (not) seen. 



Fig. 2. River Thames. Junr  1999. Photograph by Michelle Wilson. 



"A liquid matrix." Downriver, urban loss and the storied Thames 

Fiction plots to undermine itself, to subvert the shape of the plan as it's first 
revealed. It aspires to the trance of false mernory. sets up hypnotic rhythm. 
changes of pace and temperature to lull the only audience that matters into an 
uneürned sense of security: the audience of one - the writer. To delete or deny the 
original sustaining impulse is to escape history. It's the thing we al1 aim for. to 
divorce text from its dim scribe and to set it free. 

Iain Sinclair, "Future Memory" 

Alongside real. troubled, neurotic and divided Britain there has corne to exist a 
parallel Leisure'n'Lifestyle Britain. suffused with dl the lip-glossed hyper-reality 
of the American soaps. (103) 

Philip Norman, "Fantuy Island pic? Britain in the Eighties" 

We've lost it. the way Turner knew the Tharnes was everything.. .. 
The river rnoves through time, obsessively painted and sketched. shifts of light 
captured, so that it retains its special stûtus as a ribbon of memory. ( 178) 

Iain Sinclair Lights Oltt For nie Territory 

In Doivnriver, (Or, The Vrssrls of\Vrath): A hkrrcrtivr in Trvelvc! Tcrlrs ( 199 1 ) Iain Sinclair 

protests the demise of established Thames riverside comrnunities. He argues Thatcherite policy 

and the rampant capitalist speculation of the 1980s damaged the river's psychic and physical aura: 

The late eighties were evil days for the disenfranchised nverside communities of 
London.. . . 

Things had never k e n  so bad. The Thatcherite era was energy without soul. 
To act was to become. Londoners suddenly had no past. except that which could 
be pastiched; we wallowed in the worst of ourselves. The river, the spine of my 
project, was a brochure of al1 the development notions 1 rnost mistmsted. Districts. 
sunk for decades in complacent sornnambulism, were razed overnight.. . . The 
indigenous population-the underclass-were temporary trespassers on a 
soundstage built from quotations. (xiii-xiv) 

The Thames, at once ailing and beguiling, is both a source of story and "future memory"-its 

reflective capacity is embedded in the reach of time. In this "grimoire of river and railway" the 

Thames looks forwards and backwards, an urban and storied river with ancient associations (408, 

446). Such flexibility is as much a function of the narrator-one "Iain Sinclair"-as it is the 

storied Thames (63, 158). Sinclair uses the river as a sinkhole for his own musing, a mirror of his 

present state and a faint tracery of former comrnunities. Simon Peml astutely notes that "Sinclair's 
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cartography of absence is always tentative, borrowing from the energy of conspiracy theory whilst 

constantly aware that his findings threaten to divulge as much about his state of mind as they do 

about the state of the country" (3 1 1 ) . 1 6  

Sinclair is explicit about the river's grim allure in his Introduction to the Amencan edition: 

What drew me was the Thames, the agitations of light on the oily water, and al1 
those dead voices screaming their auditions. The William Burroughs method has 
much to recommend it: '1 just walk around, and the stories walk through me.' 1 
wanted to unwind congeries of narrative in the form of a novel: to travel backwards 
down a changed and changing river. (xiii) 

Remove Doivnriver's compelling riparian noir dust jacket and one sees the letters "IS" embossed 

in bronze on the hardcover. The book reads like the real-time suppositions of a private eye and the 

journal of one given over-lost-to the pursuit of the image. Gazing into the dirty water. vague 

outlines appear to look back. Sinclair is haunted by a future that has not occurred. and the past that 

has. He is intent on countering "the current obsession with colonizing the past as the only place 

where access is free" (66). Twined in the irrevocable passage of time and memory, beholden to 

"the duty of keeping a true record" (but true to what'? [299]), the Thamrs reworks (and is worked 

on by) one who has chosen to give himself over to its foetid secrets, stories that saturate without 

quite being seized. shaping the Thames as a retlective site. a mirror of assemblages. "We need to 

know more than there is to tell" (333). History. memory and the river bind Sinclair's compulsions 

and tales. In this section I attend to the Thames as a source of Sinclair's stories and a repository of 

hauntings, mernories. narrative variation and allusion. 

'" Evcn since Sinclair's latc- 1980s focus on the Thrimes, the river's rcology has been improved rind many pcoplc 
arc turning to thc rivcr courtesy of the recently complcted 290-kiiometre Tharnes Prith. The river now boasts at Icast 
1 15 spccies of tish, srilmon are returning and commercial fishing hris begun again. Acknowledging the wctlrind 
history of the river (which two miliennia ago wris one kiIometre widc rit high tide. 300 metres rit low tide), reeds arc 
now being plantcd on inner city banks ("Deep River"). 

The Thamcs basin rirchrieology is rich and varied. From circa 1300-650 BCE fine swords wcre made rind gifted to 
the rivcr as a sign of prestige and obeisance to the river gods. Recently a Tudor rubbish dump was exçavated at the 
riverside; it contained an intact banano, scotching thcones the fruit was tirst brought to Britain in the eightcenth 
century (Radio 4 News, BBC London 15 June 1999). 

In the sixtcenth century John Harnmond described the St. Pancras Witch, whose power wris rittributed to her early 
work as ri magick surfer: "A Most Certain, Strainge, rind tru Discovery of ri Witch. Being triken by somc of the 
Parliament Forces as she was standing on ri small planck board rind sayling i t  over the River of Pancruse" (Museum 
of London). The coid snap of the seventeenth century made the Thames freeze over during winter. Resulting winter 
fairs were vcry populrir; ail manncr of stalls would spring up to serve the city: slices of roast ox, throwing rit a cock, 
ninepins, piays, bear baiting, fox hunting and skitties were just some of the things one could do ("Climrite Story" 
Radio 4. London. 22 June 1999). The nineteenth century saw an unprecedented rise in river traffic ris the slave and 
imperial traders came in to dock and prison hulks sailed out, In 1858 the river reeked so badly with al1 its sewage 
content chat the House of Commons was forced to close for a timc. 

This could be contrristed with J.M W. Turner's experience of the Thames in 1805: "By Turner's time the view 
tiom Richmond Hill was more overlaid with literary and artistic euiogy than dmost any other place in the world" 
(Hill 53). Sinclair's lamentations thercfore have old roots. John Thomson's widely read 1727 poem "Summer" 
spoke of a "boundless Irindskip," and David Hill argues Turner sought to capture that sense of reach: "By his choice 
of medium, line and wash, Turner was expunging the contingent detriil which çhmcterizes redity in order to creatc ri 
Irindscape of the imagination rather than of fact. The remarkrible thing about Turner's Isleworth is that it existed 
with equal vividness in boh  realrns at once" (124). 1 echo Hill by suggesting the remarkable thing about Sinclair's 
Thunes-scripe is that it too is equally vivid in both realms. 



As we approach the millennium, utopias gain a fashionable allure, at least in some 
technophile circles, by which humanity 's basic goodness and cultural creativity will 
be borne out over petty material squabbles and local differences in the 
dematerialisation of communication. Their apparent opposite, dystopias, are 
perhaps more fashionable still. and in much wider circles. The air is full of rumors 
and announcements of various terminations .... ( 13) 

Susan Buck-Morss, Julian Strillabrass and Leonida Donskis, 
Grorind Control: tecl~nology cind titopia. 

As every increase in technology entails a corresponding increase in anxiety about 
the loss of the natural, so too does every such increase in speed transform the 
perceptual apparatus so as to overcornpensate for such loss. The ontological takes 
refuge in the phantasmic. (92) 

Allen Weiss , Unrznt~rrul Horizorts: Pw-acio-r and Conrr~dicrion Ni  

L~rnrlscnpe Arcliitrcntre. 

A beguiling combination of ghost-story, hard-boiled detective narrative, and chronicle of the 

transformation of the East London riverscape, DorvnBver picks up where Suttrre leaves ofE the 

slrithering hounds have amved. The novel faces (and cannot evade. rxcept through imagined 

victories) the onslüught of highways. "recolonizing" developers (who share a flourishing gnostic 

hith in progress and share broking) and their money (132). That zeal sweeps another community 

aside (just as Suttree's friends were displaced), lraving "a plantation of sorrow" ( 136). As in 

Knoxville's Mc Anally Flats, the London Doc kside dwellers are already the dispossessed: mugin- 

dwellers. there is no place for thern in the now-yuppified landscape of the Docklands. Sinclair 

chronicles a vanished world. "Quest-hungry,"(and aware of others on "mock-grail quests" to feed 

their bibliographic or other habits [Perill3 1 I I )  he stalks the nverbanks, marginal places in the 

process of becoming speculative sites: in the 1980s, water is declared "sexy" (373, 82). 

This section attends to Sinclair's narrative and his archaeology of the derelict buildings and 

lives shaped by the Thames. The novel foms an ecology of memory appropriate for this navigator 

of psycho-geographies. 

A loose definition of the psycho-geographic gives ches to the abundant tangents, loose 

ends and blossoming hypertexts of place Sinclair walks through. Each fixed point or object 

segues into the next; the site is full of referential clue-~acing.'~ As Kevin Jackson notes, this 

rnethod allows the normal to take on resonance; everything we do leaves a mark: 

'' His work features the trilogy Lud Heat (1975) and Suicide Bridge (1979) (poems) which 'closes' with his first 
novel White Chappell, Scurlet Tracings, and the record of story-snooping journeys in Lights Out For the Territory: 
Nine Ercursions in the Secret History of London. Sinclair has made the contemporary landscape into a repository of 
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Psychogeography, you will have gathered, is an attempt to read a location in terms 
of its associlitions. As practised by Sinclair. it's a business of seeking out, hiter 
afin, the hints buried in place-narnes, or unwritten historical repetitions (Civil War 
Levellers to Tom Jones squatters), or the traces left by those writers or painters or 
crirninals who have passed this way. In Sinclair's books, these eccentric 
investigations are libenlly spiced with harsh observations about media chancers 
and halfwits, glum prognostications about the venality and shallowness of our 
mercantile culture, and plenty of lively, self-mocking knockabout. 

The associative qualities of Sinclair's work nourish his penchant for symbolism and piace- 

enrichment. River-writers invest place with extra meaning: decay does not detract from 

psychogeographic potential. The wild. shom of human markings, does not speak as clearly to one 

who has honed his sight through three decades of London perambulation. Energies are passed 

through other places. Loss accretes. The city has too many layes to its stories. Dorvnriver 

amasses meaning, infusing the normal and tuming again and again to the river that has run 

constant through the changing land. That fluid cipher holdr, al1 the stories. 

In his Introduction Sinclair traces the book's genesis: a contract for six short stories. a brief 

ihat ovefflowed its reach and began to grow. The result is a carefully stmctured novel composed 

as "twelve fate tales" (333). in which "Sinclair" is dogged by previous texts, their locales. authors 

and current chancters. The braiding of Sinclair'sl"Sinc1air's" obsessions is shredded by the 

passage of time and Thatcher. His book opposes the progressive ethos that destroys this familiür 

riverscape. During the free-market explosion of the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  Sinclair argues that some writers 

"were forced to give strength to al1 that was worst in the culture by the very act of noticing ir. A 

compulsive haunter of magins. 1 wanted to offer rny trust to that which was least known: the 

random convulsions of the river" (xiv). 

The twelve taies segue into each other as the flowing joumey of Sinclair and the river links 

disparate events and perceptual States. His characters (and famous figures from history) trail 

Sinclair as he wiilks the riverbanks. The clues he seeks are offered by his own creations, who take 

on lives of their own, leaving "Sinclair" pursuing [hem through East London, piiying homage to 

other texts and histories as he goes." He tries to make a film and trace lost ghosts, haunted by the 

wrongs done beside the Thames-slavery, deportation, maritime disaster and al1 manner of old 

ches rind story-trricings. (His chancters have eerie half-lives: Joblard and Todd Sileen spi11 over from Wltire 
Chuppell into Dobonriver rind on into Radon's Daughter's [1994].) More recent work records the remriins of East 
London Jewish life and history. He has collaborated with Rachel Lichtenstein in unveiling the life rind work of 
David Rodinsky (Roclinsky 's Room. London: Cranta. 1999; Rodinsky 's Whitechapel. London: Artangel, 1999. 
The films gathered in Walking Roditisky and his re-tracing of Rodinsky's walks in Dark iunthorns: RodinsAy 's A- 
2. London. 1999). Rodinsky lived in Princelet Street, Spitalfields, above the synrigope, for some decades until the 
1960s. Kabbdist, linguist and reclusive scholar, Rodinsky haunis Downriver and Lichtenstein's projects. 

'' The character Dr. .Adam Tenbrücke has a moment of sensory overload that "Sinclair" seems to experience as a 
normal state: ''He was drowning in physical detail: the chips of blue-painted ceramic tile, the sharp knuckles knocked 
from coffee mugs, the wounded bricks. He fe1t their history, feft the w m  hands of their owners, felt the energy of 
their decay. It was al1 pouring into him" (5 1). 



and new poverty. This is a post-imperiai novel that cannot escape from its own past: prefixes are 

redundant and older stories infiltrate the present. 

Sifting the stories, his work amounts to what Seymour Chatman has calied "fallible 

filtration" (149). Sinclair's narrative trickery (which, in self-mockery, his sculptor friend S. L. 

Joblard calls "dreary post-modernist fraud [4 121) colludes in baffling any easy definitions: 

Joblard himself takes over narrating the final "tale."1g Sinclair plays with the slippage filtration 

offers, warping the world between narrator, character and temporal stability. Chatman argues that 

narrators cannot "pierce the discourse membrane to experience the story world directly; they can 

experience it only vicariously, through the words of others ... . The narrator cannot percrive or 

conccive things iii that world: he can only tell or show what happened thrre, since for him the 

story world is already 'past' and 'elsewhere'" (144. 146). But when one of the story membranes 

is the allusive meniscus of the Thames, such 'elsewheres' are close by. The elsewhere keeps on 

washing through Sinclair, taking him by surprise. seizing intention and dashing it  into the current: 

I was drowning in the psychopathology of obsession: the harder I drove myself in 
composing this account, taking down the voices (the intrusions from "elsewhere"). 
the more exposed those around me becarne to repeated and meaningless mischiefs. 
My lacerated ego puffed and swelled to a critical state; I began to believe that, by 
some magical trope. unwittingly enacted, I h d  rnovrd nliead of the events I w s  
clescribing. Or even, and this is hardest to swallow, by committing these fictions to 
paper, I had rnsured they would occur. (272) 

Everything happened, and everything is made up: "the language of Sinclair's novel's is 

hyperactively inventive" (Perril 332). Sinclair (both of him) is a rare-book deale? and novelist. 

He sets out to wnte a film script on Tilbury docks and the life and disappearance of David 

Rodinsky, who lived above the Princelet Street synagogue." The project quickly veers into an 

exploration of many things: the Kabbalistic qualities of riverbank architecture; the life of dancer 

and time-traveller Edith Cadiz: "[tlhe beached detritus of the Imperia1 Drearn" (the twelve postcards 

19 Sinclair's self-mockery (and his "spirit of consciously deriding fantasy" [Perd 3341) is ri constant through his 
work. Responding to my discovery of a copy of Downriver in Oregon he obscrved: "I'm delighted that my books 
rire being lost and recovered for Oregon bookpits. Just the sort of alterlife I'd wish on them." 

" Sinclair has a refined and gruesome taste in m e  books. Besides a penchant for Conrad and mvel (without 
crirtography: "Anything with a map costs too much money" [15]) he peruses an entomology text titlcd The Lurrse 
which recommcnds rearing said creature "by means of lice boxes rittached to the skin, in a garter beneath the sock") 
and a text on tropicaI diseases: "The gross excitements of the Freak Show are enclosed within the discretion of the 
ethnologist's cabinet. (Verdict? hesistible!)" ( 16). 

" The Whitechapel m a  çontained 80 synagogues in the nineteenth century; now there are seven and a huge new 
mosque stands in Whitechapel Road; the areri has rilways had waves of immigrants: Huguenots in the eighteenth 
century, Irish the next, Jews in the earIy twentieth, and refugees and exiles from the civil war in Bangladesh in the 
1970s. Fascists led by Oswald Mosley panded through the area in the 1930s (French 285). 

WaIking Princelet Street today, you will see very little obvious sign of Jewish life. Newer waves of immigrants 
have shaped each area. The tailors are different and in June fresh Alphonso mangoes cm be bought, nther than the 
knafa pastries of old. The Street signs are in English and Bengaii, the demographics changed anew. Walking the 
area after reading Sincfair, one is struck by how carefully he has looked, how much he has recrerited, seeking signs of 
the past (the merest glimmer) and Ieavening tkem with significance. 



that evoke it and are reproduced between the "tales" 1151); Jack the Ripper; the BBC; the 

contemporary art-, bibliophile- and pretentious filmscript-scene: Thatcherite policy and newspeak: 

advertising; architecture; disease; the entire urban landscape and milieu, and the poetry of Nicholas 

Moore. 

In other words, the project goes deep into the Tharnes' river community and the layered 

histories that invade Sinclair's consciousness. He combs riverbanks for stories and storehouses, 

alert to the past in every possible manifestation; he is another fisher of memory and spirit, joining 

Gus Orviston, Cornelius Suttree, Aljaz Cosini, Sonja Buloh, Norman Maclean, and others, 

writers touched by the river's capacity to prompt and embody memory. "Sinclair's" compulsions 

are vocational and supernaturai-he draws strength from what Weiss ternis the ~'phant3smic"- 

but such categories continually break down beneath events in the book, even as his impulses and 

rhetoric compel him to constant pastiche, allusion and irony. Italicised sentences offer grim 

portents with a knowing intensity. Such cyclic veering and variation of voice is appropriate for an 

author who seems to be swept away and saved at various moments by his story. 

Sinclair (like McCarthy or Flanagan) attributes qualities of remembrance to water. The 

river's evasive evocations form a refîective site. Sinclair attends to the human stories that unfold 

dong the river. Its eddiçs and transgressions are mirrored in the narrative. which delights in 

plucking 'historical' moments and reinventing them, just as they hijack any attempts üt oven 

narratorial control. "tain Sinclair" is far too open to the stories that walk through him to ignore 

invisible forces or tangents that are snapped up for material. But in Downriver the tale snaps back 
7 7 and consumes the teller. -- 

The composition of fiction is an exercise in future rnemory; the atternpt to formulate 
an accurate description of events that have not yet occurred but which haunt the 
novelist like a troublesome dream. The right to lie. distort, transpose. edit is what 
distinguishes fiction from document .... 

" In its attention to the grimmer potential of river life, the dmk depths of urbrin decny, worked (ris in S~ittrer)  into 
plenitude by the waters, Dorvnriver gesturcs towsirds that Thames-based clrissic, Charles Dickens's Our Mictital 
Frierid. wherein "everything so vaunted the spoiling intluences of water - discoloured copper, rotten wood, honey- 
cornbed stone, green dan k deposit - that the after-conscquences of being crushed, suc ked under, and drrrwn down, 
looked as ugly to the imagination as the main event" (Dickens 219-220). 

Avrom Fleishman notes, (of Dickens, and this is apt of Sinclair) that "[wle are led, by a graduai adjustment of 
our responses to the river, to regard it as not only the setting in which the suffering life of man is Iived, but also as 
the image of that life itself - it is both wealth and nibbish, both beauty and decrry, both life and death. Our Mirtlrul 
Friend thus passes beyond its powertiil reflection of the topography of modem civilisation to a vision of the eternal 
course of human life" (Fieishman 126-7). 

The most consistent example of haunting and the Iapping of river memory (apart from Sinclair's inversion of 
Escape From Alcatraz, evoking The Prisoner, Jerome's Three Men In A Boat and ohers during his fraught coracle- 
trip to the Isle of Sheppey) are his nightrnarish visions/recoilections (temporal and forma1 lines are constantly 
blurred) of the wreck of the Princess Alice. 

The Alice was a small steamer (220 feet by 20 feet) that was used as a popular commuting vesse1 dong the 
Thames. On Tuesday 3 September 1878 (JO Anderson records) the ship was packed to the gunwhales: there were 
900 passengers aboard when the boat was struck (Sinclair reports) by the Bywell's drunken skipper. Very few of the 
passengers could swim, and the tonnes of sewage in the river exited near the scene of the wreck. SincIair releases 
glimpses of the wreck, moments of horror that puncture the narrative: rows of bodies lined up at the docks. Several 
scenes involve the fictional tracking of a drunken sailor at the scene of the crash. 



Fiction plots to undermine itself, to subvert the shape of the plan as it is Tirsi 
revealed. ("Future Memory") 

Sinclair (whoever he is) adopts the patois of the hard-boiled detective as part of his (constantly 

ironic) "duty of keeping a true record" (299)." "Our motives were, as always, opaque and 

spiritually unsound" ( 18). Immersed in history. he is a latter-day riverman. dredging the Thames 

for extinguished stories. Amidst his trawlings he slips into the language of the private eye ("[tlhe 

trail was cold") and continues, led on again by the Thames (85)." "And always, beyond the 

pain-the river, black, costive. drawing me on, flaunting the posthumous brilliance of its history" 

?-' Sinclair is one of London's most farned dealers in works of noir pulp tic tion. 

'' There üre various otlicr examples of the P.I. patois tucked in between the detailed analysis of psycho- 
geop~iphies, literriry tracings and wriyward chixrictcrs: "Now I bcgrin to understand the nature of the trrip" ( 149). "A 
few wceks Iater 1 was back. It wasn't going ta be e s y  to shake free of this place. I needed to invcstigate without 
the frenzicd rush ofhunting for negotiable books" (18). "It was rime to visit the hospital, to trace the infected 
fantasy to its source" (71). His narrative follows a teleology of revelation (ri publisher's representativt: reports on 
the favourable reception of Sinclair's White Chappe11 and says the boss "'has the hunch you could work on 
something lowlife, London, topogrciphical-b;isicrilly. dowrriver"' (382). The future mcmory of events gets woven 
into their tlctionril rcprescntation; thc manuscript is proffered within the certainty (hah!) of its own published 
represcntatian: "1 dragged the spurned and tcittercd rewrite from my pocket and shoved it across the table. Pençilled 
cornments spcared the margins: a messianic tutorial. 'Who is "I"?' wris the first controversy. An existential 
dilcmma that stoppcd the presenr writer in his trsicks. On that single incisive challenge the whole schrncrir hrings.") 
"Sinclair" rcmrtins scepticril of any certain ties. l e s t  of al1 thosc contriincd in "the knockabout book-dcding 
picaresque" known as Doivnriver (383). "I (1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I. 1, 1, 1) have been round out," he observes, Iabelling 
each of his "twelvc fate taies" (384). The "paddler in narrative shallows" has been swarnpcd by his tluid rissociations 
with the Thames (270). 

An earlier serics of scenes had "Sinclair" houndcd by an obscssed Jack the Ripper fan who prot'fcrs ri rnrinuscript 
written in Sinclair's hand. and then a copy of his previous novel White Chuppell, Scurler Trucirigs which concerils 
erirth from the victirns' graves. 

The "stygian river" leads out and returns into its own retellings (56). Sinclair's journey past the grave of "Prince 
Lee Boo" is an example of his use of history. Sinclair walks through the under-river Rotherhithe tunnel and 
emerges in anothcr place. "The tunnel covertly opens a vein between twa distinct systcms, two descriptions of 
rime" (55). In the surred, neu-medieval zone he enters, Sinclair opens to strange ways of seeing, convinced he has 
died. Passing Prince Lee Boo's grave, the nmator sees the sheet of stone become a "two-way minor" which runs 
subtitles of the tale as the buried man mouths the words (56). Lee Boo is buried near the river, "condernned 
endlessly to repeat the authorized version of what his short life has becorne" (56). A chier s son. the "Prince" was 
"imported into Rotherhithe as exotic ballast," where he made dutiful studies of Western astronomy, "was paradcd at 
balloon-launches, prize-fights, and 'dl-ticket' amputations" and died six months later. "It only required his rapid 
dcmise to convert him into a theatrical 'smash': an operetta with dances and sentimental speeches, r\ pantomime. 
The tlyers can be examined to this day at the Picture Research Library" (57). Such blatant assertion of 'frict' is taken 
with a grain of salt; crin Sinclair be telling the truth'? But rnuch of his novel describes the way this slippery term 
has been abused, manipulated and discredited in the 1980s and 1990s by Thatcherite government policy. Downriver 
recalls how that manipulation works out on the waterfront. As it happens (and if that matters, and it does and does 
not) Lee Boo did visit London and he was celebrated crudely and posthumously (Howard 59). Saint Mary's Church. 
Rotherhithe, houses his romb chest, erected 1784: "Plain with good inscription, erected by the Honourrible East 
India Company in memory of a prince of the PeIew Islands, whose father had treated the crew of the shipwrecked 
East Indiamen Antelope with great humanity in 1873. Lee Boo returned with the captain to Rotherhithe. only to die 
of smallpox" (Williamson 257). 
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The Thames (as Conrad's Heart of Darloiess reminds us) was a point of depamire for slave 

ships, pison hulks, and m i e s  and a port of arriva1 for plunder, trade and the (post)colonised. It 

is a peopled river-most rivers are. Dorvnriver feeds off the accrued interdependence between 

people, story and place. "His" Thames gestures to an elsewhere already lost within the rnotile 

narrative. History is transmuted, re-used, placed in inverted commas: the hulks that took convicts 

to Australia are resurrected by his Thatcher-figure for tourists and then reused (in Sinclair's story) 

as jails for late 1990s vagrants, cholera easing the difficulties of incarcerating so rnany locals swept 

away by new money. "Vagrants were driven in (by the container-load) from their cardboard 

camps. They should no longer give the lie to the Widow's rhetoric of achievement .... The hulks 

were the flagship of ii new social order" (367). Specuiation thus continues on the banks: 

"[wlharves developed into concept dormitories. Rancid docks were reclNmed and rechristened" 

and a different story unravels on the water (56). 

Sinclair dialogues (polylogues?) with the Thames. Few others in this thesis sustain the 

same intensity of communication. nor do they becorne quite so artfully consumed by their chosen, 

current subjects. "If imagination is primary then anything we can imagine must lie in wait to 

arnbush us" (333). The river threatens to spread and swallow its surrounds as it used to 2000 

years ago. As the novel roils and nlls to its conclusion Sinclair is prepared to let the ugly human 

mürkers drown. to "[glive it  al1 back to the waters" (386). The river keeps rolling despite the 

Thatcherite upheaval on its banks. 

Thatcher and the riparian makeover 

Thatcher's policies were driven by conviction rather than insight and sustained 
against both cornrnon sense and the conclusion of rational debate .... In using the 
power of the state negatively - to resurrect as much unbndled capitalisrn as a 

Sinclair makes similar fun of the "Qantas Aboriginal Cricket Tour" which arrives to comrnemorate the t i n t  
Australian cricket team to tour England: "[tlhe 1868 'darkies' drew a large crowd in London" (89). The capmin of 
the team, "King Cole" dies two weeks &ter the match; 120 yem later a group gathers at Victoria Park Crmetery for 
a dedication. City councillor Meic Triscombe has m n g e d  for the planting of a straggly eucalyptus uee; (the 
gardeners bet on its dernise; we wonder if ex-municipal gardener Sinclair lems on the spade). The planting offers 
Sinclair the chance to reflect on the lingering qualities of colonialisrn. Triscombe blares ("with al1 the pulling 
power of a flatulent concrete poet") through a litany of injustices: "But because he was saying it, that truth was lost. 
He merely phcipated in the crimes; and by naming thcm-without heart-directed anger-he softened their edges, 
genenlized them into impotent rhetoric" (94). The event has become "a display" and shady indifference, authenticity 
as a sound-bite. So the Thames leads out into the wide world, a world which makes its return up the sidling waters 
and over from 'The City. Sinclair quotes Hunter S. Thompson: "Civilization ends at the waterline" (354). 
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decade of power in an elective dictatorship could encompass - Thatcherism morally 
impoverished and desensitized a nation. ( 124) 

Eric J. Evans, Thatcher and Thatcherism 

Wade in. traveller, and stick fast. Try to imagine. as you go under, Claudius 
bringing his legions over from the Kent shore. This is where it happened. This 
was the place. 

Look on these new men: Princes of Ruin, Lords of Squalor. ( 17-8) 

Iain Sinclair, Downriver 

[A river] has a meditating role. So does the story that gives it voice. (127) 

Michel de Certeau, "Spatial Stories" 

Sinclair and McCarthy reconstruct densely detailed social and ecological riverscapes that are under 

siege. They are urban rivers. Assailing them both are the speculative forces of capitalism. 

'Sinclair's' Thames is part of the human changes unfolding on its bmks, changes linked with the 

speculative frenzies of the 1980s (and now the late 1990s), a "recolonizing" process that creates "a 

plantation of sorrows" akin to Suttree's "terrestrial hell" ( 136; McCarthy 1 4 ) .  As Sinclair skulks 

by the water. gleaning images for his perpetually incomplete film project, he witnesses an urban 

transformation. Sinclair works with everything that appears. Fact dissolves into the river: the 

river offers more back? 

Undeveloped bombsites were protected by razor-wire, trick paint that took the skin 
from your hands. chained wolves [Siirtree's hounds have rnoved on]. The old 
trenches and bunkers were transformed by spectral floodlights into a pageant of 
future aesthetics: pecked and raked by overhead cameras. The jake-fanciers, blues 
boys, and ciderheads had gone under: burrowing into the earth they renounced the 
light. (166) 

'6 Sinclair's narrative is a river itself: he longs for "a magical getout. The one chat lets the nnrntor melt from the 
narration" (408). "1 have to get out from under the burden of a nmt ive  which concludes my request to be reierised 
from the burden of a narrative. Which includes .... Even this letter is part of it; the mess, the horror" (3 1 1). Given 
that one of Sinclair's "mentors" is Joseph Conrad, the final words in the sentence are likely to be carefully çhosen 
(56). The peg-legged old seadog Todd Sileen is one of Sinclair's most enjoyable charcicters, and dso an obsessive 
Conrad collecter. Of him, Sinclair writes "[tloo close an association with water has always worked on the 
physiology of the darker strain of fictional hero" (37). Sinclair has great fun creating allusive moments, from 
Jerome K. Jerome's Three Men in A Boat to Peter Ackroyd's work. The river is a seedbed and harvest ground; its 
abundrince is cause for celebntion and a certain wry overload, not to mention disdain over the way literature c m  lay 
daim to a place. "Literary associations stick like dogdirt to the turbulent mouldings of our boots, as we plod 
through 'Eliot's' East Coker, 'J. C. Powys's' Montacute" (332-3). 1 am as likely now to refer to "Sinclair's" 
Thames, though attribution can kcome fluid. Each wciter remakes the river in their own way. 
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The encroaching profiteers are raiders egged on by the "Widow," Sinclair's evocative caricature of 

Margaret Thatcher: "This whole book is a sleep of revenge.. .. She is the wont of us" (4 1 l ) .17  In 

his Introduction he explains the rationale and focus of his political attack: the policies and practices 

of the time were inimicai to cultural rnemory, thus making his own exercise in "future 

memot-y"-Doivnriver itself-even more necessary. Philip Noman called the 1980s a time of 

"sybaritic myopia" (103). Sinclair wants to challenge a similar limitation of vision and memory: 

The Thatcherite e n  was energy without soul. To act was to become. Londoners 
suddenly had no past. except that which could be pastiched; we wallowed in the 
worst of ourselves. The river, the spine of my project, was a brochure of al1 the 
development notions 1 most mistmsted.. . . The indigenous population-the 
underclass-were ternporary trespassers on a soundstage built from quotations.. . . 

London tottered on a cusp of vanity, building and stomping, crushing memory 
under the heel. (xiv) 

Sinclair paints the recolonising raiders in an unfavourable light because they represent an assault 

on "indigenous" lifeways and relics. "Remembcr. The museum of memory" (373). The rchoes of 

imperialisrn are traced throughout the novel: Lee Boo, King Cole, the twelve mysterious postcards 

of nineteenth-century African colonial scenes: al1 ihese fragments resonate in a riversite that is re- 

ordered by new money, chrome and (very prolonged) lunches." 

Imperialism. in its Roman and English forms, frames the riverscape. Sinclair traces d l  

these layers. His "renegade" (289) and storied Thames, "that self-renewing avenue of escape" 

(273) epitomises memory: taken for granted, fouled and then pitched as sexy ("the shift in focus 

that would make the Thames itself an assenive template from which the new London would be 

built" [106]), the river continues to offer its stories up to the clairvoyant narrator. 

In highlighting the past Sinclair politicises the waters. The Thames is a democratic being; it 

will not silence the ghosts and images it cames or prompts in the envisioned walker. When he 

argues "the landscape is destroyed, but the dream of it is everywhere" he retums to the remnants of 

folk memory and signs of a pasi waiting for the attuned transmitter of dreams, the shaman-narrator 

of the anti-pastoral. Graveyard, life-giver, storehouse, indeed process nicide visible. the river 

continues on: 

1 was standing once more on the banks of the river. Deleting the dead versions 
only cleared the track ahead-on! Throw off the rattiing tin cans. the barnacled 

'f Sinclair's visual sense is acute and unsparing: witness again the spectre of the Baroness, primed to deliver 
compassion to dear friends like Reagan and Pinochet: 'Then the Widow herself clattered on sriwn-off stilts into a hail 
of exploding tlashbulbs. She was padded like a Dallas Cowboy; smoke-blue, she çhicken-danced towards a nest of 
microphones. Her head was unnaturally tilted (as if it had been wrongly assernbIed cifter a motorway pile-up), but 
her hair was obedient. A swi ft, over-rehemed smile pteceded the ankle-stamping homily " (277). 

" His vicious parody, the account of a debauched and ostentatious luncheon (compfete with "the Sh'aaki Twins" 
[270]) is a case in point (Ch. 8 ii and v), as are the "four months of heroic eriting" that fonn the basis of his 
meetings to secure a filming contract to record some "erased history," namely his abandoned film script set on the 
vanishing Tilbury dockside area (376). 
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anchors. The river is tirne: breathless, cyclic, unstoppable. It offers immersion, 
blindness. a poultice of dark clay to seal our eyes forever from the fear and agony 
of life. Events, and the voices of events. slurp and slap, whisper their liquid lies: 
false histories in mud and sediment; passions reduced to silt. (33 1) 

As Sinclair's credo (or one of them!), this pangraph hails the continuity of the 'pure' river novel. 

Though the Thames may have fallen from its earlier salmon-filled glory (and risen from its 

nineteen th-century reek) it still sustains stones and mernories through long association. This river 

offers talismans of a human püst, a haunting transpiration of voices, rather than any deep solacr. 

Its continuity and purpose (a quality Scott Russell Sanders admires) is a reminder of the series of 

changes going on beside it, though Sinclair takes no comfort from them.19 

Instead, he returns to the spot where the large passenger wherry Princess Alice sank in 

1873 (see footnote 22). At the site. memory and water form a touchstone. He tries to mollify his 

"obsession" by staring into the leaden waters" and wishing for a resurrection of the boat and al1 

aboard who drowned (33 1). Even if this proves impossible, he still derives sustenance from the 

anti-pastoral. the littered littoral. In an age of chrome and cash, genuine rubbish and aged junk 
have an ironic referential power. The river is not simply what it appears to be; it is what has 

happened in and near it. 

A river's capacity to absorb metaphor is not diminished by toxic mn-off. That run-off 

accumulates as one more memory-token, changing, as Herendeen put it. the vemacular of the river 

("Rhetoric"). For Sinclair and others rivers are stories, for "srories cary out a labor that 

constantly transfoms places into spaces or spaces into places" (de Certeau 1 18)? Sinclair's 

reconstructions rxercise a kind of grotty nostalgia. The loss of a rather run-down but very 

'Y Dorvnriver and S~tttrer delight in repelling the sublime and trrishing landscapc and pastoral convention. Their 
grimy rrivirlgs rnuddy the aesthetic bais of the utopian and progressivist vision. 

Sinclair's Thames combines aspects of Michel de Certeriu's definition of spacc ("intersections of mobile 
elements") and "place" ("an instant configuration of positions" [1171). A river is unstable on one level, but this 
very flux marks ri variable boundary, a decisivc transformation in element, perception and ricccss; place is space, and 
sprice dissolves into tluid space, the intermediate, indeterminate and ineluctable power of watcr. Stepping into the 
river both breaches and affirms ri braiding of liminal spaces: body, water, erirth and air. As a 'place* a river detines 
and transforms its own spatiality through interaction and submission to rainfall, erosion, transpiration. industry, 
dams and so on: "ri movement always seems to condition the production of space and to associate it with ri history" 
(de Certeau 1 18). Something of a river's rippeal lies in the fact this movement is sometimes indistinguishably 
ecological and human and non-human. It reminds the observer that history is composed of intersections and 
configurations of people, place, story and event. 

Sinclair is well positioned to comment on the history washed downriver. The boundaries between past and 
present or text and reality are so fragile that he has trouble separating hirnself from the fiow of words and images he 
has gathered, that have gathered him. But his continued attention ensures Sinclair uses story as a means of 
continuity , tapping into the surface of things to trace dark recesses. Crossing the rivers of time and recollection, 
this history-pirate, hijacked by his own images, makes use of the border and frontier as door and bridge: "Within the 
frontiers, the alien is already there. an exoûcism or sabbath of the rnemory, a disquieting familiarity. It is ris though 
delimitation itself were the bridge that opens the inside to its other" (de Certeau 129). Sinclair's "sabbath of the 
memory" is not a time for rest, but for concentration and renewal. In it, brkf speculation can quîckIy segue into 
full-blown epoch-analysis. 
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idiosyncratic riverscape evokes as much anger in him as Gus Orviston's response to a clear-cut 

forest. The nortveau riche have displaced the locals. the old-ways have been di~uted.~' 

One place (and thus moment, space and story) of insight on Sinclair's trail (near Royal 

Pavilion Gardens) is a "no man's land" that remains "Edenic" because it has not fallen foul of the 

cleansing and recolonising process. (though it is foul and revealing for al1 that). Sinclair's 

meditation on this "last run of wild ground" brings something akin to de Certeau's urban attention 

to bear on the Thames. a theory augmented with black magic, alchemy and junk anal ysis. Sinclair 

joumeys to note the stories braced about him; "The river is what makes passage possible" (de 

Certeau 128). 

The description is wonh quoting at length; it details how he operates and engages with the 

remnants of history by the river. A spot untouched by the present takes on the sanctity of wildness 

because much of the present transports the grime into policy rather than leaving it on the water's 

edge: the fast and tïlthy rich have overtaken filth. But in this spot the grime and its stones live on 

just as they do in Sitttree. Once more, Sinclair tums the sceniclironic moment into a political one, 

where cartography, Thatcher, rnemory (the Princess Alice wreck) and the river create a crucial and 

characteristic layering. The junk was anathema to Duncan ("Northwest Passage"), but for Sinclair 

that detntus tells stories wonh hearing, stories from a vanishing world: 

[Tlhere is always a territory beyond the gardens (there /las to be). A wildemess that 
makes the tentative notion of a garden possible. Beyond music (gossip. easy 
assignations. French kisses. sticky fingers. cigar smoke, sweet muscat) is a 
concrete balcony, a tïerce ramp aimed at the suck of the river: an unshaven wall of 
threat, sprayed with curses, among which I notice the delicate invocation "Acker." 
The tide is teasing the mg away from under the usual catalogue of broken bottles. 
pieces of chain. grievous bodily weapons that failed their audition, lukewarm 
moton escaping the net of insurance investigators. Yellow river-sick plasters the 
hubcaps. This is where you will find (should you so desire) whatever is spat out 
when al1 the meat has been picked from the bone. A last run of wild ground which 
heavy plant instruments are obscurely, but inevitably, eliminating. A brief no 
mm's land. An Edenic flash in an atrocity album. A truce between the mental 
gardens and the Creekmouth Sewage Works. 1 can go no further. 

1 sit on a stone block in a sheltered hollow. and look frorn my rnap (Landranger 
177) to the river, and back agûin: the sun dance, the golden float of midge-bright 

" Lisa Jardine has questioned Sinclair's wistful prising open of place and story in his recent work with Rachel 
Lichtenstein focusing on David Rodinsky: 

Sinclair ... has ri track record of nostalgicaily reconstnicting 'worlds we have lost' out of the 
detntus of city life. The hallmark of these is a fuily fomed, knowing authorial identity, which 
guides the unsuspecting reader. His own voice imposes an order on the fragments, steers the 
Iandscape into meaning, tells the reader what to think and feel. For Sinclair, Rodinsky is just 
one more empty box to fil1 with regret for a largely unrecoverable British past. For Sinclair, 
Lichtenstein, too, is just one more stop on an autobiographical walk around Whitechripel. 

Jardine has a point, but by the same token rnuch knowledge has emerged in ri cross-cultural context; in Dorvnriver 
learning is ri shared and organic endeavour of inquiry and revelation. Jardine's concern may be that Rodinsky is not 
alive to give assent to such a cross-cultural endeavour; her point mises profound questions about the ways and means 
of honouring the mernories, stories and people of the past. Is there m ethics of fiction? Such a code is likely to be 
culturally and tempordly specific. 
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particles. The love soup. Teasingly, the light reveals itself. The tainted water is 
marked on the pale blue that represents the Tharnes with a heavy cross of ink. 
(There could be no mistake.) The death place, between Gallions Reach and 
Barking Reach, is named Tripcock Ness, or Margaret. The chi11 of that baptism 
inflicts, as if by ordinance, its own shock waves of min. Margaret mines the 
channel, exacts her toll, visits the drowned; a succubus, she drinks their [enor, 
licks the weed from their mouths, irradiates hem with her glory. Punitive strokes 
of benevolence flay them to the last wafer of skin. A curtain of nuclear winter 
hangs across the river-a second banier-a thin line of artificial snow; a mantle of 
ash through which al1 tniffic must pas .  

Sitting by the river-"that molten crucible of light"4inclair lets his "anger die in the 

distance" (332). The rich vein of compting evidence that spreads out by the Thames honours the 

uncompromising urban scrutinies of Kathy Acker; there are no easy answen here either. This is 

one "dead version" Sinclair archives: its deletion is imminent beneath the "'big bang"' of late- 

Eightirs development and "the pervasive workings of the Thatcher revolution" (Diarnond 79)." 

The murky waters offer little respite: dead versions müy be deleteci, but they make way for more 

refinrd (though mannered. self-conscious and somehow shaming) reconstructions of what has 

already vanished on the riverside. Time and the presence of stories are "breathless, cyclic, 

unstoppable." So Sinclair keeps pacing, "touched by the perambulations of other ghosts." gazing 

at the emptied aftermath. 

With the greying and giassing of his riverscape cornes the dissolution of story: character 

and place are sterilised sites. The "Widow" is the arbiter of such revolutions in place, a process of 

transformation begun on her body. She is crowned with a wig, pumped with extract of monkey- 

testes. eiich moming making 

her choice from ii cabinet of warrior's teeth. toying between the chew-'em-up-and- 
spit-out-the pips version and the infiniteiy alarming smile-them-to-deüth set the 
boffins never quite managed to synchronize with her eye language. The Widow 
was a praise-fed avatar of the robot Maria from Metrupolis; she looked like herselL 
but too much so. ... Not a breath of criticism, nor a whisper of forbidden narnes: 
al1 was analgesic 'balance,' the cancellation of energy. (238) 

'' Sinclair's observation of riverside transformation is extended in his book Lights Our For The Territory (which 
includes a brillimt essay on a trip to leffrey Archer's Thameside house). That collection of essays is an account of 
the making of Downriver as much as the udmaking of The City. The book rccounts his "walks" w hich "tended, d i  
too often, and like one of my less disciplined paragraphs, to take over with an agenda of their own" dong the 
"mosaic of city and river" ( 170, 180). Of course the non-capitalist urban river faces great stress today. 

This urban shift is borne out by statistics regarding the rate of property development, particularly in the late 
1980s. "Remarkably, more than 70% of total taice-up in the period 198488 has comprised new rather than second- 
hand floor space" (Diarnond 87). Old buildings and vacant lots are qliickly gobbled up: "Unused land, whicti was 
surplus to current operationid use had existed as docklands, railway goods yards, redundant markets etc., for many 
years previously" notes Diamond (85). Sinclair, chronicler of the supposedly 'unused' would query the 'redundancy ' 
of these spaces. They may have been 'unused' but they were often inhabited. However, the Docklands 
redevelopment remains applauded in most histories and guidebooks. Recent provisions for East End resident Iocals, 
rather than Yuppie imports transferred from other business headquarters (job-shifting rather than job creation), aim to 
prevent polarisation between low-income local families, and cornfortable financiers who commute to work. 



The Widow has, in this fiction, reigned for twenty-two years, "a one-party state and a one-woman 

party" (238). The setting projects the dystopia a few years into the future, while the caricature 

defamiliarises and satirises at once." Keen for a new public focal point, the leader decides to 

build a vast riverside monument to her deceased "Consort." 

She was married to the nation now, divorce was out of the question .... The 
structure must be commissioned: Dead meat, a consort could still be pressed into 
service. Wint  are p u  wniting for? Put a cal1 through on the blue line to the 
Sha'aki Twins. A state commission must be set up immediately. Yes. NOW! Of 
course. this morning. No planning permission is required. Flatten Greenwich if 
you have to. Next time they'll think before they vote. (240- 1 )  

The extended steering committee luncheon is a display of jargon, envy and moneyed 

disdain. The Saatchi twins, regents of 1980s advertising (and massive art collectors), are 

lampooned. Sinclair's representation of Thatcherism as "the mindless worship of our silver- 

skinned abbess of pain" provides a case study in the "sybaritic myopia" of the 1980s (Norman 

299). Few in the luncheon party can see beyond the nouvelle cuisine, cocaine and bubbly, let 

alone their egos. The novel seems composed of satirical caricature, grounded by the detailed 

knowledge of the deleted Dockland's riverscape. Thus Sinclair tums to the river as a source of 

airnosr incorruptible memory, despite the changes around it: "[tlhe vigour of the past ambushed 

him at every tum in the river. It w u  alive, unexorcized. And not hiring out for exploitation" 

(362). 

Sinclair's xcount of the Widow's speech that inaugurates the revamped prison hulks 

gathers landscape, rnemory and Thatcherite ideology. As the dystopia pathers power. the old 

convict ships are put to use iigain: Britain "successfully made a reservation of her own history" 

(366). Drawing on Thatcher's use of the plural pronoun (akin to her use of the singular that 

"express[rs] not a sense of persona1 responsibility, but of personal nile" [Webster 1041). Sinclair 

diagnoses an arnnesia that strips diversity from the land and culture: "History has been conquered. 

Rejoice! . . . . The future is what We believe it to be" (366).'"~0wnriver records the impact extreme 

The succession of rcsignritions frarn Thatcher's cabinet was a rcaction to her failure to fufly infom ministers of 
"'what we are going to do"' (Webster 143). Webster argues thrit "her own convictions took precedence over any nced 
to riccornrnodrite other views, or even to listen to them" (143). Even the conservative Mail on Sttntiay "took i t  for 
gmnted [after the resignation of Chancellor of the Exchequer Nigel Lawsonj that Cabinet government had been 
suspended for a decride and thrit Mrs Thatcher had inaugurated ri period of 'one-woman rule"' (Webster 144). As Eric 
J. Evans notes, "[tlhe aiready prevrilent reputation was strengthened of a prime minister who traded on the strength of 
conviction leadership yet who couId not tolerate equally strong opinion in others" ( 1  10). Evans, Young and Webster 
are clearly anti-Thatcher. 

3.1 On Thatcher's dernise, ousted From leadership in 1990, Eric J. Evans notes "The Grratdian. never ri friend CO 

Thatcher, published a one-word reader's letter which recalled, with savage irony, the lady's response to success in the 
Falkland Islands war almost a decade earlier. The tetter read: 'Rejoice!"' (1 14). Sinclair probably satirises a speech 
Thatcher made in 1982. The Guardian's Hugo Young recalls her speech thus: "When South Georgia was recaptured 
on 25 April, in the first encounter with the enemy, she strode regally into Downing Street and instructed the nation: 
'Rejoice, just rejoice!' Addressing the Scottish Conservative Party on 14 May, she noted: 'When you've spent half 
your political life deding with humdrurn issues like the environment, it's exciting to have ri real crisis on your 
hands.' The struggle, she said, was between good and evil" (273). The Secretary of State for Scotland later told a 
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Thatcherite ideology has on the social and physicai riverscape. The effect is almost as startling and 

permanent as that other icon of ideology, the giant dam. 

Sinclair and The Widow cross paths, for their starnping ground is riparian. Thatcher and 

Our wandering narrator appear at the Consort's memorial, dong with one of Sinclair's friends, the 

visionary hennit sculptor Imar 0 ' ~ a ~ a n . ' ~  In a climatic moment. the sculpter's creation, a vast 

animate wicker man, a resurrected piece of Pagan ritual, strides towards the ugly memorial 

commissioned by the Widow. Driven by arcane energies that link snails and psychic pathways 

with the Kabbala, the creature smashes helicopters from the sky, causing a huge fire in which the 

mernorial and the Widow perish. 

Sinclair follows King and Flanagan in imagining a kind of vengeÿncr thai redeems the pain 

inflicted by the govemment, whose ideologies are symbolised in vast ugly monuments (such as 

dams or memorial architecture). Each author denves deep and vicarious pleasure from their acts of 

"creative vandalism" (Reisner 485). Imagination triumphs. The revenge occurs in the field of 

fiction, but it leads to a sharing of ideas that ma! gain purchase in tne rninds of the reader. In any 

case, there is a grand celebratory air to the processes of demolition: the scenes of collapse are 

cathartic. The book continues on, but Sinclair enjoys a meüsure of creative power. The 

dissolution of the ugly, obscene, and unjust harks back to the golden age of the past. This impulse 

has old roots: the search for acts of redemption that deliver the natural world from its man-made 

wounds is here transmuted onto the page. This was a tactic familiar to Thoreau: "He [Thoreau] 

friend the speech rcrninded him of the Nuremberg Rally. Thatcher does not mention this pan of her May speech in 
hcr mcmoirs (22 1 ). But she does belicve the phrase 'Rejoice!' was triken out of context: "1 meant thcy should 
rejoicc in the bloodless capture of South Georgia, not in the wru itself' (209). (The real strugglt: is movingly 
portrayed in Michacl Foreman's picture book The Tirt-Pot Foreign Generul und The Ofd Iron Wornan: Thatcher tells 
us she takes great pride in the sobriquet of 'Iron Lady' [Thatcher 1841). Young argues that the "Falklands War was ri 
seniinal event in the life of the Thatcher Administration. "Its triumphiint end, effricing any tribulations on the 
domestic scene. was what guarantced the Canservatives' political triumph at the ncxt clection, and on into the 
measureless future" (279). (Young's book was cornpleted two y e m  before Thatcher left Parliament.) Thatchcr 
hcrself wrote "1 never confused the leader page of The Guardim with vox popitli" (56 1 ). 

35 O'Hagrtn and "Sinclair" share some journcys. The first is an inversion of Escape From Akurrat: ri journey by 
home-made "carrach or coracle to the Isle of Dogs, rechristened by Sinclair as the Isle of Doges because of the 
intricrite and aftlliated m s  of transnational and Catholic capital that have scooped up the region's property; "[tlhe 
island had aiways been shunned or exploi ted for its dark potential" (292). 

The sculptor reveals his handiwork; the coracle evokes the incredulity reserved for craft akin to Gene Harrogate's 
twin-prowed tinpot vessel. "Vessel? The thing was a mess of warped ribs: the carcass of a shrep. picked dry by 
crows.... The currrich is a blunt egg, turning on itself, reluctant to face the responsibility of norninating a direction 
of travel, e a p r  to drift'' (Dmvnriver 294). Jerome K .  Jerome is explicitly revisited here and in the return tnp from 
the island, though both accounts jack the levity and leisure of the earlier novel. There is serious investigaiive work 
to do on the Isle. The trio seem to uncover some kind of Voodoo sect with an Anti-Pope and ri cabal of men with 
the intention of taking over the world, the new face of n dark religion (perhaps the sepulchral centre of monetarist 
ideology), occluded by a conference to which Stephen Hawking has been invited. As Sinclair sneaks through the 
complex (a Bond-like and littoral litentus). he hem the Professor's reprocessed voice reverbente through the 
corridors in something of a mantra for the entire novel. "'Imag mag mag inary Ume is sss real ti ti tirne'" (3 12). 
Stranded on the island, pursued by slathering hounds, the irio run for it. 

Davy Locke, fellow paddler, surmises the power of the river-time-imagination cycle as a wûyward fractal: "'a 
confirmation of Hawking's absence of bounduies, a liquid matrix .... What if the inevitable return of our natunl 
cynicism and disbelief h a  let slip Conrad's Hean of Darkness, renegades from Dickens's prison hulks. or any other 
composite monsters-including those from this fiction you are supposed to be writing? If imagination is primary. 
then anything we c m  imagine must lie in wait to ambush us"' (323). 



understood that paradise is always already paradise lost, and that it can only be regained in spirit, 

or more precisely in writing, and not in any worldly site" (Weiss, Parada.. 88). Sinclair wields 

some power to change things with his story. 

Sinclair positions himself as a gritty neo-Colrrmbo figure, sniffing out the "tme record" and 

knowing it may never exist beneath the autocratic record or "andgesic 'balance"' favoured by The 

Widow. His record of how things were (personally and communally) is a transpersonal 

composite. "Sinclair" (like the non-urban River Guide Aljaz Cosini) becomes a conduit for layered 

memory. Like water, this motile (and malleable) elementd memory is Sinclair's point of 

reference, his own locus of truth as much as the Widow's. In the glue of her steely domination 

Sinclair is compelled to rerurn CO the river's hisrory to give his own provisiond version of events. 

"Sight offers a geography of surfaces .... The possibility of illusion is always present" (Rodaway 

117). 

There is much in the novel to attend to; 1 want to return to the river-the '"liquid matrix"' 

that connects disparate elements of story and narrative-and watch Sinclair's escape from the "Isle 

of ~ o g e s . " ' ~  

Mernory Dredging: "the river is the agent of transformation" 

Sinclair is still trapped on the Isle, mired in the offhand schtick of the bumt-out private 

investigator: 

An ugly tide licked at the slipway, leaving gifts: pressed cans, detergent bottles, 
ends of rope. It was hungry to run us down to Tilbury, and whatever lay in wait. 
1 no longer wanted to burden it. I was happy to sit on the wall. watching these 
reflex spasms-the cough of mud-as 1 brooded on other rivers. better days. (355) 

A form of escape is at hand: the wayward boat Reitrzion ("no more than a tub of baby-blue 

fiberglass, a tray with a cabin"), skippered by "our self-inflicted Ahab." one Jon Kay (357, 355). 

A navigator-nionque' who is a driven relic from the 1960s, complete with "ECT-toasted synapses" 

and a fearsome capacity for hallucinogens. Kay's "ego had been broken into powder and snorted" 

(356). 

Sinclair and Joblard embark with Kay: the skipper is so far gone he is simply told to head 

for the sea: '"You can't miss it. A big green thing"' (358). The scene provides insight into motive; 

once again the event is tipe for allusive comment: "We were drawn together now in what 

Conrad's Marlow refers to, arnbiguously, as 'the fellowship of the craft.' The worst was surely 

36 Before this breakout a diversionary tale records Sinclair's interview with Peter Riley about the undervalued poet 
Nicholas Moore, "1 would cranscribe some sort of record and include it, as a testament, m o n g  my twelve fate tales. 
There should be a bridge of Iight, however hallucinatory (and self-willed), to span the guilty river" (333). So 
Sinclair lights out for Cambridge and the interview, returning to see Moore's plain house and moving "towards the 
idea of the river" (350). The 'real* river appears in the following chapter as we return CO the lsle of Doges. 



over. We were Three Men in a Boat" (362). Sinclair's meditation on that early river fiction 

reappraises any optimism he may feel: 

It struck me we had embarked on a contrary statement of Jerome's Tharnes 
journey. Our motives were not dissimilar. It was flawed, therefore. Impure. 
Vulnerable. Upstream for comedy, Downstrearn for .... whatever it was we were 
involved with. We had wantonly chosen the wrong direction. We would never 
pull gently, at our own pace, back towards the river's source: the spuning puddle 
in a Cotswold field. We sought dispersal, loss of identity .... We were fleeing in 
desperation, in  pieces, letting the water devils out of their sack. (362) 

The haunted river, stewed in Sinclair's brain, boils over to engulf the man who embellished it. 

Even the novel's moments of frenzied (rillusivej action are ironic and retlexive. Sinclair's faiied 

film runs beside the scene; he is out of shot recording events, pulling the director into the frarne 

with references and precedents in hand. The director points back into the past to the rows of 

cameras and pages bobbing in the river. Things become like water: hard to handle. 

Sinclair believes Jerome 's Three Men in a Boat is a creature of his own making but not his 

intention, which was a more fact-laden, serious work, The Story ofthe Thatnrs. His thoughts on 

Jerome offer important insights into his own expenence of the river: Jerome ciinnot hold a story in 

place: "as always, the fiction achieved an independent existence that overwhelmed him. tearing the 

pubiisher's advance treatment to shreds. The feeble (premature heritagist) pageant collapsed. The 

vigour of the past ambushed him at every turn in the river. It was alive, unexorcized. And not 

hiring out for exploitation" (362). Of course that lingering ghost called history ambushes Sinclair 

too; both authors have to accede to the stories they are chasing. Sinclair does so explicitly: his 

investigaiive work is always in progress. The story, teller and the readrr are ambushed by the 

histories recirculating in the flux of this written river. 

The Thames becomes an insistent, blighted Mnemosyne, while a Widow's Lrthe slops at 

the barricades. "We dri fted back and fonh, cradled between rnernory and forgetfulness" (364). 

Downriver is bom of such a space, because Sinclair seeks clues to the images that do remain to 

haunt him, even if those clues are often beyond reach. He still makes it indisputably clear that 

history has no? been conquered. The Widow is overcome by the associative power of the storied 

water, the Thames that Sinclair paces-and is "outpaced" by (367). One thing he gleans Rom 

Jerome's jolly tale is the river's propensity for offering and retracting its own stories, that revel in 

passage and ironic, reflexive observation. Sinclair remains aware of Eliot's transposed 

Mississippi but he knows the river is uncompromising-a story in its own right, always open to 

further dry salvage. 

Kay is at the helm as the Rerinion lurches through the tidal soup. As they careen about the 

water Sinclair looks down to a scripted current, another language as beguiling, vital and evocative 

as memory itself. "The river outpaced my fear of it: a tightening roll of mad calligraphy, scribbled 

wavelets, erasures, periods of goid" (367). Though polluted, the river's literary and cultural 

freight is so powerful that Sinclair manages to trope the Thames as a wayward child of 



Mnernosyne's pools and currents. Where nlkh ascnbed purity to the inspiring waters, Sinclair 

offers homage in the form of a story and flow that survives the City's moral desiccation and its 

imperid dregs. Dystopian literature protests the present system; Sinclair challenges a 

Britannia-Lite that sweeps othemess aside or showcases it in scopic glee. Sinclair re-members 

and resists this force by corralling latent voices into his recollective narrative current: "1 wanted 

corpses to rise out of the river, shrieking in accusation. I wanted the past to resolve itself, and the 

present to become habitable" (378-9). He reinstates a grimed and near-dead Mnemosyne and 

allows his digressive, allusive text to open to the suggestive processing-based power of orality. 

He does this through the perceptual and phenomenologicnl foundation of his work's liquid roots. 

The Thames. much abusecl by liumün waste and chemiçal effluent, is somewhat FiIlen. but 

its many representations are proof that ecological damage is temporarily forgotten by rnemory and 

imagination. These creative cultural forces are offered as bulwarks against the arrogant and 

selective mnesia of Thatcherism. Even in that age the river holds its own, while Sinclair derives 

satishction from the intractability of any redemption: he enters the fallen state and still finds 

precious mementos amidst the evidence of darker forces. 'History' remains as transient and 

rlusive as ever in the book, but the novel functions to reaffirrn its "unexorcized" force: the story 

lads  one on like history. (un)ravelling in the mind that depends on the past and becornes it. "But 

nothing is lost forever. It slips further out, abdicates the strident exhibitionism of the present 

tense: lurks like a stray dog, somewhere beyond the circle of firelight.. .. The museum of 

memory" (373). 

The museum of memory is dredged in the following pages as Sinclair's associations lead 

from Jerome K. Jerome to the restored prison hulks of yore, to be hijacked by the memory of the 

Princess Alice boating disaster, an event that has haunted Sinclair throughout the book. The Alicr 

disaster is recaptured or embellished (we cannot easily tell which) through a nnge of intertextual 

digressions (matches of official and "real" records). These are supplemented by a ghastly and 

unflinching account of the horrors of the day (and the pillaged and violated corpses of the night) 

and lines of bodies on the docks. As Sinclair watches, he sees the death throes of the Empire 

("this repeated concussion"), finding some redemption in the exercise of memory, of bewing 

witness by the water (372). Back in the dissolving present. the Rertnion ploughs ahead towards 

the other side of the River. 

Sinclair's joumey through die dregs of Hean of Darkness is, on the physical level. "ominously 

easy" (374). The Retinion crew arrive at Tilbury in one piece after a journey rich in allusive 

current: "Only the names survive; riding the tide of history like indestructible plasticT' (372). 
Crawling the docks they encounter a film crew shooting the script Sinclair had abandoned some 





that is drawn by his malfunctioning pocket television. The surreal scene continues as Sinclair 

lenps overboard-to find the water is merely thigh-deep. "The elements were al1 assembled for a 

minor apocalypse. They posed, daring some fool to try and describe them" (398). 

In the midst of this allusive and ironic conflagration between text, cinema, history and 

river, Sinclair's heroic effort at subtemige. espionage and picaresque resistance seems to wash 

beneath the waves. Resistance is not futile, but nor is it easy. The novel resists a strict teleology 

of improvement and solution: Our narrator does not 'grow' in the conventional pop-psychology 

sense. These relentless, boyish adventures demand he gaze everywhere at once. By the end of the 

novel his obsessions have rnelted his ego. He is swallowed by the river of rnirroring text. Not for 

Sinciair the triinscendent spiritual liwakening of Lopez or Kinserh; the quany has escüped. leaving 

us with stories of its passing. Thrse metamorphose into the objecrs of desire, tuming on those 

who would seek to track them down. Memory arnbushes the present: it rises out of the River. 

"Sinclair"-river-pirate and (hi)story-raider-is stuck at the estuary, gÿzing into the turgid 

water, eyeing his self and his fiction." The Thames becomes source, niirror and receptacle. for at 

the close of his eleventh "fate tale." he is about to test the reach of his story and narrative guises by 

following a story that seems to have vanished (as he is about to?) with the tide. He watches a 

horse swim through the river. its foamed wake vanishing like his own sense ofcontrol. The tale 

has raced away. "'You go downstream with impunity only once. If you get safely past Blythe 

Sands you're in a different story"' (25).  
a 

It appears we ore in a different story by the time we enter the final "fate tale." Our narrator is now 

loblard. last seen marching away from the stranded soaked Sinclair; he is tired of the "nonsense" 

Sinclair has written about him. which has reduced him to "the failure of another man's inspiration" 

(404). So he has taken over. 

Joblard now lives in the rooms above the synagogue that had mesmerized Sinclair. 

Sinclair has sent him a letter: "How long can I stave off the onset of stone craziness by writing 

about it?" he notes (407). Sinclair wants "a magical getout. The one that lets the narrator melt 

from the narration" (408). His stories have begun to backwash into his life: "'1' is the man in 

possession, but he is also possessed, untouchable. '1' is irnmortal" (4 1 1). Their coracle- 

companion Davy Locke did not return from the Isle of Doges; his severed tongue was posted to 

"Sinclair*' who kindly fonvards it to Joblard. The last straw, "Sinclair" writes, was his typewriter: 

it "ha decided to go ape. It's had enough. It's sick of al1 the muck and filth i f s  been forced to 

process. I didii't get my story done in time. My rental with fate was revoked (408). Repairs 

39 Blythe Sands is notonous for its history of strandings and pirates. In the late eighteenth century the imperial 
trride had swoilen freight and shipping to such an extent that many vessels "moored in the river for months blocking 
the passage of other vesseIs and providing a source of pIunder for pilferers and river pirates" (Al Naib 1). Docking 
capacity was often exceeded almost threefold. 
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fail. Sinclair fiings the heavy machine out of the window, then, guilty, sneaks out later to perform 

a proper riparian buriaL40 He offers Joblard an ultimatum: "Either you (S. L. Joblard) become 

'1,' or the story ends here" (4 12). Joblard's subsequent musings read like the report of a 

spyrnaster, controller of Sinclair. the "logonhoeic tour guide" (388). If Joblard adopts the rnask. 

Sinclair niight just be able to swim to shore. 

Joblard agrees to Sinclair's request to travel to Sheppey, assuming "the protection of the 

narrator's role" so "Sinclair" can escape from his all-consuming fiction. "Can we make our escape 

while the witnesses (the readers) weigh the plausibility of some tricksy conclusion?" asks the 

exhausted narrator (408). The two meet up again. 

Sinclair's condition is testament to the negative consequences of ego-dissolution. This is 

no picturesque river-regeneration (as in The River WIiy): nor does there appear to be any radical 

and wayward means of puttin; things 'right' as King's Coyote did. To Joblard, Sinclair has had 

it: he looks like "a fire-bombed soh  .... Has he walked here'? Or have they fished him out of the 

river'? . . . . He wants me to kill him" (4 17,418). Even if Joblard narrates this final tale, with 

"Sinclair" mute and carnera-toting beçide him, the journey they make is a homage to the backwash 

of memory. Furthemore, the description of urban squalor has a (typical) fmciful air. Nostalgia 

limns the continuing anti-pastoral that Sinclair employs. Kabbalistic sites. old churches and 

strange alignments of building and symbol. are pitted against horrible visions of subterranean 

vivisection labs. drab vistas of terraced housing and the grey bulk of refineries. The two track a 

small church Sinclair has researched. There. Joblard looks at the graves of his birth parents for the 

tïrst time. and experiences a release, as opposed to Sinclair's distant cynicisrn." The graves now 

become "mirrors of transfomstion" as stone and river link in death and remembrance, a continuity 

celebrated in the divergent retellings of the novel, its oniity on the page. The nmt ive  is 

performative: wayward, tangential and digressive, it is open to the past and the nuance of the 

telling, and skewed in performance by the conditions of the water. the light and the mind. Thrir 

walk tracks much of the novel in microcosm. retuming to see the (thriving) eucalyptus above King 

Cole's grave, and tracing myth again as it twines round the present. anchored by place and the 

river. 

We are primed for a riverside showdown (perhaps wondering if "Sinclair" will perish), but 

what we actually pet is a game of cricket! Joblard simply watches as Sinclair pads across the tidal 

flats. Sitting at the estuary, Joblard cornes to a grim conclusion: he (Joblard) has entered the trap. 

Now he narrates, he is possessed: characters can "refuse" and "abandon" their narrator, but he is 

beholden to another flow. Sinclair walks on. At the last he joins the cricket team, a compilation of 

'O "1 buried it rit low tide, with a vision of Southend (that fault-cloned Miami) away across the water, rising From its 
suchipeIago of unttestted sewape. A bone-white jewel in a bisto sea7* (4 10). 

'' "As always, the church commissioners had appointed a Harvard Business School jock to neuiralize a site that 
could, however remotely, be connected to folk mernories of rituai and mystery" (424). 



al1 the river's ghosts that have haunted him, from Pocahontas to King Cole, Edith Cadiz and 

others. "Our script is in tumaround. If 1 do not resist i will be written out" (440). But the river is 

still there; Sinclair walks to the estuary, that ecotone or place of interaction and change. and begins 

to bowl the ball. He enters the water that has gifted and taken so much from him and others. 

Dusk falls and Joblard fades. He watches the players as they retum, with their first narrritor, back 

to the water. "The tide has caught them" (442). 

Playing cricket before an idyllic sunset appears to be a blissful resoiution. Sinclair has 

achieved his "magical getout" by becorning part of the fictional team he has createdmeen 

trailingheen trailed by. But by leaving Joblard stranded as observer (and later receiver) of the text. 

Sinclair ensures "recircuiation" continues in ün endless loop of textual production and dispersal. ü 

gentle cyclic wash at the indeterminate border between ocean and river, reader and story. 

The sunset bathes the scene in a yellowed glow that J.M.W. Turner. or David Rodinsky 

might have valued (Hill 124; Sinclair, Wnlking Roclinsky). As the game unfolds, the scene and 

Sinclair vanish, the only sign of their presence a manuscript left in the hand of the new narrator 

and the en-rivered reader. The Tharnes continues; the transpinng story remains in its envelope. 

hidden in the flux of its own braided continuities of memory. 

This tidal riverine novel closes with Sinclair's "grimoire" being delivered to Joblard's 

vacant house. As the tide continues its inexorable dance at the mouth of the Thames, stories and 

images recur in waves: memory laps against the composite force of the present. merging river. 

place. people and story. 

Though Downriver is archly nware of its own makings in a way Srittree chooses not to be. the two 

novels share important attributes. These include a stubbom faith in the depth and resonance of the 

past and memory, openness to rivers as bearers of that past and a recognition that the past can 

continues to alter lives. The current is not certain or transcendent, but it continues to give itself to 

those caught up in its passage. 

What lesson can we draw from the 'pure' and 'fallen' river fiction read thus far? One lesson is that 

we are, as readers, expected to l e m  frorn these works because they locate thernselves in 

recognisable worlds that are under threat, worlds ihat gather and grapple with ways of 

(un)knowing a river through attention, recollection and vision. 

The books in chapter two interrogated (to various degrees) the concept of 'hope,' dong 

with notions of progress, human primacy, and personal and communal integration. This process 

of inquiry criticiscd the home or culture without memory and located an imperative of 

responsibility in the characters' capacity to consider their past actions and the needs of the future. 
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The practice of connection with the past and with 'wildness' brought challenges and gifts. But the 

real challenge, it seems to me, is the maintenance of a connection with the river-and thus the 

community-under stress. the 'failen' river that reveals the effects of human development and 

forces confrontation with the consequences of the progressive utopian impulse. 

Placed between a looming wave (concrete dam or highway) of amnesiac progress (King, 

McCarthy, Sinclair) and the hard-won but also tentative optimism of renewal (Flanagan, One 

Hand: Duncan "First Native") the writers tend to find temporary compromise through living 

mindfully in the present, honouring the forces at their back as well as the unseen route ahead. 

Those who look carefully know disappearance (of species, Ianguage or comrnunity) will continue. 

The present moment might (whrn matchrd with memory) offer some creative possibiiitirs that 

begin by reforming self and extending that supposedly positive outcome to the next jeneration. 

Flnnagan suggests. River writing in the late twentieth-century faces loss and change; these two 

variable constants are often matched with remernbrance. adaptation and protest. The association 

with rnemory implies that recovery is a form of salvage which may offer salvation or redernption. 

But these notions are dispelled. We must live with the world: nostalgia, false holism. authenticity. 

panaceas-these are anachronistic options in the fiction because they no longer serve the rivers or 

communities of the present. The writers face the task of salvage and recovery. 

The river writing have analysed this far concurs with Meeker in arguing that the "inherited 

concepts" of world-rnaking and cornprehension have failed. In this time of dissolution and 

contested reformation on cultural and ecological levels, no one answer is sufficient. The writers 

attempt to shmg off the desire for a single answer; such certainty tends to create the concrete 

structures the authors oppose. Rather, the river suggests (through its purposeful accretion and 

dissolution) a way forward, a kind of culturally charged release of artifact. symbol or rnemory. 

But fxed with dispersal at the level of epistemology and ecology, any recourse to certainty must 

be adapted to the flux of the present. The river seems to elide certainties. So the Fiction writers 

keep witnessing, staying with a process of provisional caretaking and responsibility that embeds 

its knowing in a cycle of recirculation. Sinclair's estuarine "getout," Coyote's dance and Suttree's 

journey off the map iinply a malleable belief in the prospect of chance and an unknown future, 

some form of compromised continuity. Life continues. But it has always demanded 

deformations, dissolution, and fluidity. As with the essayists, the question "how to grasp a 

river?" is met not with definitive answers but with an uncertain openness that manages to sustain 

creative flow. These visions celebrate forms of creative becoming and carry their ends just as we 

carry our lives before the river. 

The next chapter reads riverine poetry with an eye (and breath) on the ways the (fluviaVtextual) line 

catches the reader, drawing us into an extended rhythm and pace of phrase that augments 
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perceptual and forma1 boundaries. recirculating images and memories as they unfold on the page. 

Creative celebration spnngs from the memories bestowed by those now dead. We are each called 

to cross the river. Such knowing energises the wnting 1 consider. The poetry is attentive to 

beginnings and continuities and as it reaches the ocean it shifts again. The resistance to the Lethe- 

washed erasure of diverse, creative communities and ecologies that is central to the essays and 

fiction does continue in the poetry. which politicises itself through attention to the ecological and 

conceptual bases of our knowing. Its form and content navigate a process of dissolution and 

revision prompted by river reflection: there are ongoing cycles, but there are also ruptures and 

discontinuities. Elegy, loss and a rnournfulness coalesce in the poems, only to be tempered by a 

delight in the wash of proprioceptive apprehension. the full reach of the here-and-now. 



Chapter Five 

River Poetry: Memory, form and image 

The term 'river poetry' refers to poems with a strong riverine focus. Its riverine context may in 

turn influence its form.' Every river is different (and often seen differently across cultures), and 

each of the poets 1 read here sees different things in the waters. There are some comrnon themes 

ahead: attentive reflection on the (communal or personal) past; the rneasured assessrnent of 

ecological decline. and the combination of mortality (the human river-watcher) encountering the 

seeming irnrnortality of the river's flow. To stand at the river is to border (and transgress) another 

world that is indisputably part of-indeed constitutive of-the human one. The Nonh American 

poets 1 consider in this chapter (Canadians Tim Bowling, Daphne Mariait, Don McKay and Liz 

Zetlin, and U.S. poets Gary Snyder, Jim Hamson and Richard Hugo), dwell in the connections 

that bind us to the water (and thus the concems over ecological darnage). They confront an 

elemental substance. Water draws them in and then acts as a mirror. turning the poets back to their 

ever-emergent past. Like Per Bak's sense of the watershed. the long poem (as demonstrated by 

Marlatt, Hamson, McKay and Zetlin) develops its own memory. lmagery compounds to set up 

networks of resonance. These poems concern themselves with the nature of perception and the 

perception of kinds of nature. but they also treat the watershed as a reflective site, a place where 

limits (and borders) are encountered and breached through lines of text and memory. As the 

salmon's first destination, the Pacific Ocean is central; the fish s w m  at the Canadim/U.S. 

border, forming new stories and political tales there too.' 

' See Herendeen, Front LandFcape ro Literuture: The River and the Myth of Geography (1 987). and Frederic 
Colwell, Rivemien: A Ronrantic Iconography o f  the River and the Source (1989). for readings of river poems in 
Antiquity, the Renaissance and Rornantic periods. 

' In August 1997 tempers h e d  as British Columbian fishers accused Alaskans of violation of the 1985 Pricific 
Salmon Treaty. "Over 60% of Sockeye taken in Southeast Alaska are Canadian origin Sockeye .... between 1984 
and 1995 Alaskan Coho interceptions increased from 350,000 to 1.4 million" (Armstrong 187, 189). Chris 
Gudgeon observes in his thoughtful and irreverent book Consider the Fish: "While tlsh in this country arc generdly 
considered finders-keepers comrnon property, our salmon are gnnted a kind of honomry Canadian citizenship the 
moment they leave British Columbia waters. To the minds of fisherman, poiiticians, the DFO and even the general 
public, these fish are the sole property of Canada, or at least, the Canadian multinational conglomerates who control 
the fishery. That's al1 weIl and good, until the sockeye stiirt the long trip back to their native waters, and they 're 
ambushed by undiplornatic Alaskan fishermen" (79-80). 



Any knowledge of a place immediately increases one's sense of complexity: there are no easy 

generalisations to make, few solutions to problems that arise from the intra-human and inter- 

species encounter. The poems in this chapter initiate and celebrate diverse perceptual modes that 

are open and inquiring. Such qualities are useful in problem-solving. 

Reading poetry by Tim Bowling and Daphne Marlatt in this first section. I appreciate 

having shared (for a short time) the same Fraser River watershed as their work in Loiv Wntrr 

Slick ( 1995) and Sreveston ( 1974): it helps to know how rain and river work on wood here. how 

politics and rivulets combine. The two poeis take very different approaches to poetic fom. but 

both acknowledge the Fraser as a storied watenvay, a current of memory. Marlatt, Bowling and 

others in this thesis demonstrate the ways a reflective river site is swiftly poliricised. The portics 

and politics of ecoiogical collapse and cultural fragmentation are entwined. Linking "[tlhe juncture 

of narrative and symbol. the temporal and the atemporal realms. the representation of water 

typically provides a locus where the rnetaphorîcal and the concrete dimensions of expenencr meet" 

(Wurst and Raguet-Bouvart 17). 

My introduction briefiy sketches some issues regarding First Nations and salrnon: thrse 

issues inform and underlie my perspective on this Fraser valley watershed. 

Introduction 

Before becoming a conscious sight, every landscape is an oneinc experience. (4) 

Gaston BacheIard, W m r  and Dreams 

There are many ways to meet a river. One of the most powerful is through the stories it has 

inspired. Margo Kane and the Full Circle First Nations Performance Group debuted their work 

The River-Home in Vancouver during March 1999. Full Circle's combination of physical 

theatre, dance and drama grows out of their wish "to explore culturally resonant forms of 

storytelling" (The River-Home, Programme). In the programme notes, Kane outlines the 

(meta)physical basis of the work: 

For me, The River is a metaphor for the ongoing, ever-flowing existence of First 
People's traditions - their survival is dependent upon their relationship with the 
rivers, the land and dl of creation.. . . 

This is a long River, with many tributaries, depths and currents. This 
performance ricknowledges and honours al1 of those who have offered their 
assistance in the joumey dong the River. We hope the images and symbolic 
physical work serve to remind each of us that we are part of that River of life, thüt 
cycle of birth, and death and ultimately, transformation. 



The River-Horne celebrates "that great River of life," repeating this phrase at key moments. In 

this case, that River is the Fraser, one of the world's last great salmon-bearing watenvays: 1,370 

kilomemes in length, it drains a 96 000 square-mile area almost as large as England, Scotland and 

Wales combined, canying the same annual water volume as the Nile river four times its length 

("Quirks"). It is right to return to the process of transformation. Herb Manuel spoke of the work 

tnnsformers did in the Northeast Pacific Rim area.' Kane and Full Circle bring that energy of 

process into the present and onto the stage as they embody and honour the River that sustains 

them. The Fraser nourished their ancestors for thousands of years. In a sense we al1 descend 

from rivers. because we zll depend upon thêm for the life and watrr they bring. Tiie River-Horrir 

acknowledges those links and reworks them in the present. 

The Fraser is a river of competing memories and is therefore a political site. In the 

performance the actors gather on the rectangular stage (surrounded by two parallel banks of 

wooden bleacher seating for the audience). At one end of this stage are assembled driftwood logs 

and plants; the wall is a backdrop for projected images of running water, images that extend the 

length of the stage tloor. On to this river of light rnove the actors. swathed in lengths of cloth. 

their bodies gyrcting in the sinuous movement of the salmon, the undulations of water, or the 

poised dipping movements of the net-wielding fishers. their long-poled nets swooping, dipping 

and lifting in cyclic waves. Then the encounter between fish and human begins: nets are cast again 

and again. Music, chmting and drumming weave through this dynamic movement as the in ter- 

species struggle moves before the audience on the banks. People whirl across the image of 

flowing water; then the rapids and movement slow, dialogue enters, and the scene whirls into 

darkness, before beginning again with the cycle of fish, fisher and (above and below all) the 

River. 

The poster for The River-Horne located the play in a river of mernory. The emphasis on 

remembrance and renewal points to an involvement with cycles larger than self, yet incorporated 

within our own human and rivered process of return and "recirculation." The play's "poetic," 

"expressionistic, largely non-textual n,urativeW and choreography gesture to larger patterns 

(Review). The performance enacts and specifies an ontological movement John Livingston 

observes: "Self-as-c ~rnrnunity and self-as-biosphere are extensions in degree, not changes in kind 

( 182). Full Circle demonstrates the richly textured relationship (indeed a kind of kinship through 

water, blood and story) with place that many of the river essayists desire. Here. First Nations 

have worked out that home over millennia. The movement in degree begins for those in the 

audience open to such a shift in degrees of perception. This mental shift puts humans amid the 

recirculating world of rivers. This world is the sustaining destination of the poetry 1 read in this 

1 say Northeast because in the pIay and in the poems 1 read in the first part of this chapter, ocem becomes centre, 
rather than Washington , DC. 



chapter. 1 have come across and selected poetry published in the last thirty years that spoke to me 

of the spiralling connections amongst river, writer, reader and memory. This work changes 

register like the personal essay, follows vision and digression across a narrative sequence as a 

novel might. drawing the reader into new fractals of awareness through the interplay of breath. line 

and image. Together, these composite forces transpire to create textual watersheds that saturate the 

mind. 

The poets' focus on riverine ecological and cultural fragility stresses the concem with loss and 

potential. Elegy is a very strong component of this poetry, a kind of eco-moral larnent that attends 

to persona1 loss at the level of personal and watershed memory. Difference and variation are 

compromised. The biodiversity of the Pacific Rirn (or of a teaspoon of soil. for thar marrer) is 

highly cornplex. Its fragility is a component of this complexity. Writer and teacher Jeannette C. 

Armstronj (from the Okanagan First Nation) understands this duality in a very tactile wiiy. for her 

river home is scarred by dams across the recently imposed international border: ''The Pacific Coast 

is a lace work of streams, rivers and lakes tlowing into the inlets, fiords and deltas dong the ocean 

front of the mainland .... We still pray for the retum of the salmon, even while the loss to our 

people creates the deepest possible grief' ( 18 1, 182). That grief is a consequence of a mindset that 

altered the Columbia River through dams. Thc dams ruptured a cycle that was almost endless in 

human time: very few salmon retum to their temtory. The Okanagan First Nation feels the effects 

of this break: a river recognises no borders and, like the salmon. must move. Dams submerge 

cultural practices. On the Columbia's lower reaches, Richard White observes "[wlhen dip-nettins 

sites disappeiired. sites that concentrated human rnemories as much as lish, sites that united 

lineages and families in labour. sites that were valued and ancient possessions, also vanished 

beneath the water" (Organic Machine, 100). Bocking notes that it was oniy a question of logistics 

and timing (rather than enlightened planning) that prevented a similar fate for the Fraser River. 

There are other ways fonvard that take communities into account. Armstrong closes her essay by 

cdling for collaboration between smail-boat fishers and traders, First Nations. academics, and the 

sixty thousand school children rebuilding salmon habitat in BC and across the border. 

... we must forge something new, a new course chosen for the right reasons. A 
course insunng the preservation of the precious gifts of life to each of us and out- 
generations to come as true caretûkers of these lands. For the salmon-our spirit 
relatives, messengers of the future-are swirnming the unclean tides heralding Our 
passing, and in their ebb speak of the duty entrusted to each of us bom in this time 
of grave omens. (192) 



Angry fish = angry people 

iMany North American writers (especially those with a West Coast affinity) draw inspiration and 

sustenance from salmon and their "amazing steel thread of willingness" to survive (Maracle 164). 

That survival is never easy. For river-watchers the evidence of declining ecosystem health is clear. 

River water and its invertebrate and vertebrate dependents are barometers of the health of the entire 

watershed. Grief over ecosystem decay is compounded by urban encroachment. Lee Maracle 

transforms anger into creative resistance. In her essay "When Love Winds Itself Around Desire," 

hlmcle allies her voicr with the fish passing through her Coast Saiish temtory; die narrative 

adopts a fish's singular point of view to assert a tmth-we are al1 related. With the 1999 Sockeye 

salmon season entirely closed, the essay locates itself within an interspecies crisis. The Fraser, the 

world's largest remaining Sockeye river. is running high in 1999; the high water and climatic 

conditions conspire with overfishing to threaten the salrnon's retum. Maracle quotes a Federül 

report: "' Des pite al1 the srildies conducted bv the fedeml yovemrnent, the joumq of the scilnm 

conrinrirs !O be a nysrep"' ( 163). Maracle's aquatic messenger criticises us humans with our 

indulgent sense of pnmacy: 'These people who cal1 our love a mystery stretch their insolence 

beyond imagination" (166). Her association with the fish brings her closer to the sensate web of 

connection that we al1 depend on, and it invests that connection with emotional energy. According 

to Maracle's messenger. we are not any good at seeing things as they are or rnay be: "l'm 

genuinely puzzled about whether or not their eyes work. 1 wonder if they even look at the rivers 

inundating the coastline, each one unique. different from the last" (169). We humans have limited 

perceptual skills. Writers in this thesis suggest those we da have are squandered. 

Maracle extends her focus to the kinship of fish. This allows her to question the notion of 

human primacy: 

We have agreements between us and the sea. between us and the children of the sea 
and between us and the humans. We uphold these agreements. We seek freedom 
within the limits established by these agreements. The humans we have agreements 
with know who we are and we recognize them. We are not anyone's "fishing 
stock." We have no agreement with the new humans. There is a way to make this 
agreement - a spiritual way. The original humans know how to do this. but first 
they must corne together with the new humans, make an agreement between 
themselves, then make one with us. (162) 

Maracle recalls Lopez's notion of agreement in a way that acknowledges First Nations traditions 

and First Nations anger. But she also suggests a way fonvard that begins in cross-cultural 

dialogue. Communication between cultures, communities and riparian sites helps to ground and 

extend the poems I read. They attend to the political and physical world. 



A river's uniqueness is never easily inscribed or conscripted. The poets 1 read here know their 

own limits and the limits of the language. Using line length and sequence they extend the formal 

and evocative reach of their work. The sequence's narrative flow and connection honours the 

stories (with varied communal and familial, finned. winged and legged characters) that each writer 

uses to build up a sense of the river for the reader. 

Honouring mernory enriches Our own encounter with the watershed that surrounds us. In 

the Fraser Basin, as everywhere. those encounters depend on other cultures and species. This 

poetry hones appreciation of what Lopez called the "web of life" ("Symposium"), and what King 

referred to as "organic flow" (Clrnlleiiges 1 16). The poems detail levels of "clarity" in essayist 

Moore's compound sense of the word-the apprehension of both precision and process. 

And they [Spuzzum people] welcomed hirn [Simon Fraser], and they had a little 
dog. The Indians had fish broiled by their carnpfire in the spring. It was in 
springtime and they had this camp fire. They were broiling their fish and they 
offered Simon Fraser the fish. He didn't like the fish. He kept pointing at the dog, 
this littie dog. The Indians couldn't understand why he kept pointing at this little 
dog. He wanted the dog. Anyways. they gave him the dog - and whiit do you 
think he did with the dog? He killed the dog and ate it. That's what he had for 
supper, but the Indians didn't like that very much. (124) 

Annie York. "Simon Fraser," Our Tellinys 

In the 1990s declining 'fish-stocks' reveal the extent of over-fishing through this crntury. As 

legislation struggles to keep up with court rulings, the dynamics of race and resource use on the 

Fraser become increasingly cornplex. 

Simon Fraser paddled the Fraser River in 1808, and was accorded respect, as he was seen 

as the "son of the Sun" (Hanna and Henry 126). At Spuzzum he was wamed about the dangerous 

rapids ahead and was offered food. He could not have foreseen the ways colonial progress 

scoured its way through the Fraser Valley. The first wave of this change may have been invisible. 

but it was brutal: smallpox preceded white settlement by decades, affecting many of the highly 

structured First Nations communities dong this heavily populated life- and salmon-bearing 

stream? White narratives thus record a profoundly changed culturd riverscape. 

' "Only in the present century have Northwest Native American popuhtions begun to recover From the onslaught 
of exotic infectious diseases which began with the srndtpox epidemic of the f 770s" (Boyd 36). On the topic of 
disese-transmission in B.C., see (amongst many others) the articles (and endnotes) by Cole Harris, Robert Boyd. 
Robert Brînghurst (10); Robert Galois. "Measles, 1847-1850: The First Modern Epidemic In British Columbia." BC 
Studies 109 (Spine 1996): 3 1-43. 



Then in 1858 came the gold rush. 'This, for [then Governor James] Douglas, was not a 

gold rush. It was an invasion" (Hutchison 4). It was a cultural invasion for ihe First Nations of 

the Fraser Basin, who endured the influx of thousands of miners and the accoutrements of a 

commercial economy that shunned their complex ceremonid, trading and environmental codes. 

Cole Harris points out the changes one literary traveller would have seen on his travels: "Rupert 

Brooke was travelling through a profound settlement discontinuity, measured not, as it would have 

been in Europe. by decaying cities, wasted fields. and overgrown orchards. but by the 

abündonment of countless seasonal settlement sites. the unnaming and renaming of the land. and 

the belief of some that their worid was coming to an end and of others that it was opening towards 

a prosperous future" (6 i 9). 

Today the White economy has blasted and riven its way into the First Nations of the Fraser 

River and the River itself. But negativity does not go far on the road to understanding. What 1 

want to note is the powerful. almost prophetic farewell the Spuzzum Chief Pilak offered Fraser. ft 

was sung by a wornan of the tribe and is shxed by Annie York: 

We'II meet you again when the lelives are tuming red and yellow. Whrn our chirf 
asks us to pray. we'll pray for you when the sun rises - and when the sun rises, 
we'll bow our heads towards it and we'll pray for you: and when our Chief takes 
his pipe and smokes his pipe, the smoke will drift down the river to follow you. 
and our prayers will descend with you and will accompany you; and when dl the 
trees sway dong the beach, the green leaves and the green boughs and al1 the 
emerald greens will sway around you and the silvery circle - the eddy, the pool - 
and you'll be safe when you go through this channel. And when we're in the 
woods. in the forest, we'll aiways pray for you, and our prayers will always 
remain with you, and al1 the tnbes from Spuzzurn will always pray for you to 
retum, and one day your tlag will fly over us. (Hanna and Henry 126-7) 

My own introduction to the Fraser River involved two journeys, each led by people who know the 

canyon in exemplary ways that begin with the stories the land holds. The joumeys were on two 
tri bal territones, S t6: Io and Nlhqkpdmx. 

Sonny McHalsie is perhaps unaware of the effect he had on me one Sunday aftemoon. 1 

had been at a conference devoted to the St6:lo Nation (The People of the River), its history and 

current concems and potentials. A respected holder of St6:lo stones, Sonny took some conference 

participants on a tour of the area. 1 was led to place after place, Sonny's van tracking down rough 

roads or into small clearings and river-sites, where rocks and land formations told of a series of 

transformations (some courtesy of the tricky Weasel, whose sly antics match those of the Raven's 

or Coyote's elsewhere in the watershed). Sonny told the conference participants stories and 

recalled past events; the land was layered with another world of forces and creative energies. This 

way of viewing the river is one of the oldest in the valley. It tums geology into a series of epics 

that help to form kinship structures and maintain continuities of human and non-human life. 



Sonny proved the land of this area is deeply storied. The poetry 1 discuss in this section is just a 

recent layer, from one White cultural base: there has always been (and, 1 hope, always will be) 

more than one story or one way of seeing. 

Cole Harris, Geography Professor at UBC, has spent decades researching the human 

geography of the Fraser Valley and its river. Harris's work in this area is both rigorous and 

elegant. It is gathered most recently in his 1997 book rite Resettlernent ofBritish Colrrnrbia. a 

volume that attends to the layering of cultures on place and the signs these cultures make. 1 was 

able (with classrnates from Our Geography course) to spend two days exploring the area that has 
composed the Nlha7kpimx temtory for thousands of years. 

Cole's car wound irs way east through evening drizzle, up the Fraser River valley from 

Vancouver to Lytton (~l'kémtsinj), a small interior town at the confluence of the Fraser and 

Thompson rivers. This juncture of two waters, the green-blue glacial feed of the Thompson. and 

the Fraser's brown cargo of life-giving silt, was an auspicious place to ground Our studies of the 

workings of colonialism in B.C. Simon Fraser had observed pathways above the river made by 

centuries of First Nations: "'1 have been for long penods in the Rocky Mountains. but have never 

seen anything like this country. It is so wild 1 cannot find words to descnbe it at times. We had to 

pass where no human being should venture; yet in those places there is a regular pathway 

impressed. or raiher indented on the very rocks by frequent travelling.' . . . Lytton claims to be the 

oldest permanently settled place in North America" (MacLennan 254). 

Cole was in his element in that dry and stunning valley: the information hr shared 

illuminated the landscape. In one instance, we walked by a large area of boulders (bared through 

years of placer mining), an orchard and a ranch land area. These parcels of land. the orchard and 

ranch owned by white families. the rocky area for some years mined and worked by a Chinese 

immigrant, abut a thin slice of land that runs dong a tiny Stream, a wedge dlocated-or left-for 
the Nlha7kipmx. between placer mine and ranch. The trees still stand in this slice of land that 

holds precious little to sustain human life: no salmon, no game, no edible roots and few plants. 

This place spoke volumes about the global process and consequences of colonialism; my classrnate 

Mike Thoms observed the long carriages of woodchips pulling towards Vancouver as emblematic 

of those economic forces: there must have been at least forty open boxcars packed with tree chips. 

This Nlha7kipmx word is reprinted in Hanna and Henry (193). It strikes me that I need to do more than pint the 
[ndigenous name and leave it at that. It is not enough. It is a gesture to another world that deserves a better 
representation than I can offer here and now. In any case First Nations are doing their orvn telling: see Hanna, 
Carlson and Roche and McHutchison for a glimpse of the history of three B. C. River First Nations, the 
Nlha7kipmx, St6:lo and (in Armsuong's and Maracle's essays) Okanagan and Coastal Salish respectively. Writer 
Edward Bulwer Lytton was colonial secretary at the time of the 1858 gold rush. He was an enthusiiistic champion of 
the 'Water Cure' that was popular in the nineteenth century. This hydrothempy involved wrapping the patient in 
damp blankets and creating a kind of sweating to the body isWbraced and invigorated by the element" (Lytton 27). "1 
wish you one of the most blessed friendships ever made-the familiar intimacy with water. Not Undine in her 
virgin exisitence more sportive and bewitching, not Undine in her wedded state more tender and faithful, than the 
element of which she is the type .... Round the healing spring still Iiterally dwell the jocund nymphs in whom the 
Greek poetry personified Mirth and Exàe" (48). 



Native Iife has been hemmed in and denied a spiritual, physical and economic base in British 

Columbia (as elsewhere), even as the First Nations continue to survive with the most tenacious 

patience. Tenacious patience comes, perhaps, from enduring much loss, but it d so  comes through 

genealogy, down through hundreds of bloodlines, tributaries of affiliation with a place that offers a 

basis-sometimes the only one left-from which to press for rights, redress and re-vision. 

Above the Stein River mouth, as it pours into the Fraser, were minute traces of failed croppirig 

from last century, efforts at settlement and conversion that seemed precarious, as if ovenvhelrned 

by the land. Bean crops had failed; old beams spoke of abandoned dwellings. An old church 

foundation suggested effort and failure. So many echoes here, above the water. By the river 

mouth was a ring of stones used in ceremonies today. We chose not to go down. 

At a small clearing above the Fraser is a Nlhqkfipmx cemetery, its contours hombly rent by the 

transformations wrought by railway construction. One site of repose has been spared: a tiny plot 

of trees and dangerously skewed headstones. The cemetery lurched by the rail tracks, appearing 

ready to rise and jump into the river. I could not approach it. 

In lune of 1999 Canadian National Rail blasted a sacred rock from above the rail lines. 

Perched on a plateau 4 000 feet above the tracks, it seemed likely to fall. Their efforts to contact 

local First Nations met with no luck; the blasting proceeded. When Sonny McHalsie spoke on the 

radio about this, he rnentioned the devastation caused by rail construction eighty years ago: "now 

it's happening again." This rock. representative of the index finger of the ancestors, waving in 

careful observation at the people below, is gone. "Al1 up and down the valley, there are always 

different stories. Different communities have close relationships to some of the local resources 

because they usually have a story.. .." A visible component of those stories has gone with that 

rock. 

1 still cannot think of any words that would ease a passage to the headstones or past the 

fence. The white pickets reproach; 1 do not hold the rights or have the guidance to enter those 

stones that ring past and future. Some things must be left for those who came first and know the 

place best. The srnall cemetery is no gift, but a reminder of what has been taken. There arc: good 

things happening on the River and deep in the bush, but adapted Native fishing technologies and 

youth training schemes do not make The Vancouver Siin's front page the way headlines like 

"Natives to defy ban on fishing" do ( 12 July 1999). The answers are not easy. But maybe, just 



maybe, they will begin with shifts in ways of seeing6 There has probably never been the sarne 

degree of will and inrent for healing as there is now; this is just as well. 

In the meantime the poets in the pages ahead trace ways of (re)negotiating time and culture 

through the old rivers that have watched us d l .  For this section of the thesis 1 select poets who, 

through their love of different linguistic and geographic watenvays, hone the capacity to re-vision 

their relationships with rivers and the lands and cultures that surround it. Dystopia and utopia are 

not the focus as much as the fùllness and potential latent in the line. in the herehear-and-now. 

Their poems. their elegiac sequences make no pretensions or offer no solutions regarding loss or 

limitation. They simply lay thernselves open before the nvers and their stories. and let the 

concurrent dialogues bzgin. 

In the first part of this chapter 1 read with Bowling, Marlatt and Hugo through their fluvial 

textscapes. The work is arranged in roughly reverse chronological order, offering a reading back 

through time, laying out elements of Hugo's and Marlatt's waming as they are now manifest in 

Bowling's confrontation with the Pacific salmon crisis. The reading enacis a kind of provisional 

archaeology of the degrees of urgency that have built throughout the iate twentieth century. a sense 

of slow-motion crisis that impels and requires Leopold's "durable scale of values" (267). Even the 

poetry c m  contribute to this search. raking the silty bank for fragments of hope. ways to go on. 

The textual palimpsests gathered at the delta present the reader with other possibilities. creative 

responses to loss. We are left at the edge of the natural world. its textual relics in Our hands. Even 

a they create, these poets know there are contingent and consistent endings unfolding with their 

words. The "loss of knowns" Hugo warned of is realised in Bowling's meditations on a series of 

human and anadromous endings: this stance is reaffirmed by Marlatt's understanding of the ways 

progress erodes Steveston's communal coherence and vitality. As with the writers in the previous 

chapters, these poets struggle with an advancing tide of change that they cannot stop. Change is 

part of life: look around while you can. 

At the delta, between ocean and river, the backwash of tidal currents, Bowling, Marlatt and 

Hugo tum their verse around the charged encounter between net and language. They note a 

movement that trmscends linearity in its connection with ocemic and terrestrial ecosystems. 

tracing the movement of the salmon between the sali and fresh water worlds. Salmon draw 

communities to the t-iven as they have done for thousands of years. 

Or they begin with collaborative cross-culturril riparian dialogues as in the restontion project begun between the 
Musqueam First Nation, the Vancouver Parks Board and Parks Department at the Musqueam and Cutthroat Creeks 
just dong from Vancouver's Pacific Spirit Regional Park. Working witb a spade to construct a filtration wetland to 
protect the creeks (and thereby the last remaining wild coho salrnon in Vancouver, which are in Musqueam Creek) 
was one way for me to begin to know the local watershed. It was a cross-cultural exercise that put fsh first. The 
ways ahead are manifold and operate on severai levels at once. 
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Tim Bowling: mortality and poetry at the Delta 

Tim Bowling's book Low Wnter Sfack ( 1995) records the cultural and biological components of a 

fishing community in poetic form. Bowling's poerns ground themselves in the stories passed 

from generation to generation on the communal and familial level. As in the essays, his poems 

rmphrisise the interconnected nature of labour. community, history and memory. And like the 

fiction. hz shapes a textual web of river, story and people. Bowling's emphasis on the 

interdependence of river and human gives his work an implicit (and often explicit) ecological 

focus. His stories are placed at Ladner. near the Fraser River delta. This is an ecotone (where 

ecosystems meet) of change and confrontation between ocean and river, fish and tïsher. Bowling 

confronts the end of a way of fishing and living brought on by depletion while he looks to his own 

mortal existence. 

Mortality and memory coülesce by the river. For Bowling and others. mernory is a 

perennial component of the river's symbolic range. The Fraser River, and Bowling's labour as 

fisherrnan and member of the fishing community, becorne the basis for his experience. Tracing 

"the Far bank of my own body," he endows his work (both piscatorial and poetic) with tluid, 

strong physicality ("Smokehouse" 58). Using the river as a base Ieads him into the realm of story. 

Bowling prefers clear narrative exposition and the juxtaposition of analogy and metaphor. rather 

than Snyder's swift aphorkms and coiled insights, Marlatt's Ruid engagement with images, or 

Hugo's heartfelt persona1 castings and guttings. Bowling's rvork with the Fraser River gives his 

collection coherence. If Keats looked to his own heart as a "hombook," Bowling augments that 

source with "the river that grants me mercy." This river is part of "the book my heart / has bound 

with sinews of tide and wind," a book of words and work ("Tidebook/Fishbook 57). He 

cornmernorates. in words. that labour which dies with the body or the day, leaving no trace 

beyond the flesh of those who remain; this sinew is always (and "never") "enough" (68). 

Retuming to David Young's point, "story is part of the sinew that binds people back to the 

landscape" (1 80). Bowling returns to these connections again and again. He rnust, then. retum to 

mernory. 
To pay homage to the fishing crews that have gone before and the salmon that sustain thern 

al1 becomes a principal archival task. The documentation of work and image, two things so 

fleeting and so constitutive of our inner and outer worlds, is one of Bowling's key achievements. 

It reinforces the corporeaiity of the river and any British Columbian's intimate dependence on it, 

while honouring the potential of open form poetics. Ecology begins with your body and your 

stories. Depending on who listens by the flowing water, those stories may continue. 



Interplay between modes of engaging with water and mernory is central to the poetry (as it 

is the essays). Bowling uses the word as a way into the land. His opening poem invites us into 

the textual/actual watershed, then slips the moonng rope: "From here you're on your own" 

("Ladner" 12). The poems never shy from facing mortality. We end. The river does not. 

Lorv Water Slack is divided into three sections; each has a distinct yet connected thematic focus. 

The first part traces the earlier colonial history of the Fraser River. including the Hell's Gate 

landslide of 1913 (which was caused by faulty railway construction protocois-it blocked millions 

of salmon from retuming upstrearn), and the unjust internment of Japanese-Canadians in 1947. 

Section two attends to the non-human world: it is a piscatonal tracery of mernory and work on 

those links remaining between the anadromous and land-bom creatures of the watershed. In part 

three he makes a return to early personal mernories as history and place enfold self. 

Part One's poem. "Sockeye Salmon" is both elegy and protest, a riparian account of the 

combination of river ecology and human feeling. The continuity between outer and inner currents 

remains strong in the poem and the book as a whole. This applies to the other poets 1 consider; 

Bowling follows the potential of open form. The salmon's retum to the river of binh becomes a 

dramatic act. allied in Bowling's narrative with Elizabethan theatre. Bowling's use of symbol and 

metaphor stresses interdependence between Our histories and those of the watershed we inhabit. 

The salmon are given the characteristics of knights. then fools ("They moved from the 

medieval to the Elizabethan 1 in a few short weeks"). His use of adjective begins in the "pewter" 

flanks of the fish, "silver" and "subtle red" (33). Associations stress the mortality of tkh and 

hurnan, the basic fact of dying that links different species. "And the eyes never stop believing in 

the holy purpose of the tlesh; they know their dying is divine." Bowling's use of assonance and 

active verbs suggests a "lust" undimmed by the diffused energies of the human world: "you can't 

kill their naked century with the hollow I ringing of a human time." Bowling sees salmon as 

emblematic of a iarger cycle we have failed to respect. Our own sense of chronology belittles the 

salmon's (and the river's) continuity. 

The volta takes us into a riverscape of decline and decay. The shift honours the joumey 

itself, as the salmon move from healthy silver to what Bowling's second book ierms a "dying 

scarlet." (Kathleen Dean Moore traces the life-passage of salmon and human in her Rivenvalking 

essay "The Salish River." Bowling (and Sanden, McCanhy or Hanison, for example) match her 

focus on mordity.') The salmon are now "in scarlet hose.. .. no one understands their ancient 

irony." Their purpose (in the face of exhaustion or dams) marks the living passage of the river. 

' Associations between grief and riven gather in the fmt three Iines of "Taking Tea to My Father" (as they do in 
River Noies, Moore's essays, or in Harrison, Zetlin McKay and Abbey): "One fliishlight-bem in d l  the darkness 
flowing 1 frorn river and sky, one long bone in the earth, 1 the path of one tear cried in some endIess grief' (28). As 
the narrator waiks through rain and past the river, a welter of images eddy and disperse at the Iighted net shed. The 
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Bowling sees the salrnon's stamina as a part of a process that envelops-or is-Iife. The 

processes of time, succession or extinction have "no pity," they simply are ("Desire" 72). This is 

not Duncan's benevolent God, tracked by a neo-Walton gone Green, but a majestic nrutrality born 

of compiexity. Bowling admires the siilmon's indifference and starnina: "Already their tears are 

growing into a brilliant future, down beneath the gravel," as loss is transmuted into the spawn that 

nestles in the gravel redds. 

They are singing the strength 
back to earth, and the belief. The Sun has murder on 
its hands, and so do we. But the Iakes are full of Song. 
The rivers open like a great hall, the ocean is a castle 
we clin't Storm. (33) 

The salmon offer Bowling a lesson in living well, making one's actions "tell" in the stream of time: 

holding nothing back, they are fearless in their intent, an inverse river of will pushing against the 

current. The cycle of retum, those glimpses of natural abundance confronting monal eneqy 

remain a focus of his second section. The work of the watcher and the worker runs together. 

"Dog Salmon," for example. describes "the rainbow of flesti" that marks the river with ii 

blood-touched steel each autumn, their jaws powerful. the tïshing crew rebutting with 

a silent determination not to n p  our hands iipart 

familiar light douscs night's visions, and the boy returns to his rightful place of limitation and riwe bencrith the vast 
sky, bcside the great river. But hc docs not forget the dim blackcned reaches, the night he looks to ris an ridult. Likc 
Hamson. Bowling sees the river ris a continuity that marks his own sense of mortality. Departures of al1 kinds 
haunt the poet as he gazes into the darkening river: "1 am / one step kom the black graves flowing 1 by" ("Crinoc 
Pass," 5 1). Tt is as if the Frriscr's fragile continuity prompts Bowling to seek out what endures after loved species 
(human or fish) and rccrilled places have gone. 

Gaston Bachelard has writtcn (in his usual remarknble manner) of the ways water attrricts thoughts of rnortality. 
He writes: 

"No doubt the image of tears will corne to mind ri thousrind times to expIriin the sadness of waters. But this 
parallel is insufficient; 1 wmt to conclude by suessing the underlying rcasons for marking thc substance of writcr 
with the sign of its particular form of misfortune. 

Death is in it. Up untif now. 1 have for the most part mentioned images concerning the journey into death. 
Writer carries things far away, water passes like the driys. But another reverie takes hold of us to trach us the loss of 
our being in total dissolution. Eaçh of the elements has its own type of dissolution, earth into dust. fire into 
smoke. Water dissolves more completely. It helps us to die completely .... 

The first to be dissolved is a landscripe in the rain; lines and forms melt away. But litile by Iittle the whole 
world is brought together again in its water. A single matter has taken over everything. 'Everything is dissolved"' 
( Warer and Dreants 9 1-2). 

Bruce Lincoln's scnse of the passage of beings and elements meshes nicely with Illich's assessrnent of the powcr 
of water, an assessment that talks explicitly back to Bachelard's. mie properties of wrtter resist boundary and fixed 
classification. The genres 1 examine test thcir own limits. 

Thinking of Bruce Lincoln's comments on the water-passage and wisdom of the dead brinzs to mind LaVerne 
Adams's story "The Second River" which tropes a B.C. waterway as a distant hraling place the dying prepare to 
cross. To pair this tale of growth and pain in First Nations communities against River Notes not only marks the 
way Lopez elides grim realities (in thar erirly volume), it faces the ways those cross-cultural distances func tion in 
contemporary tife. Adams' young protagonist faces hcr mother's derith and her own cancer while observing the 
erosion of biological ruid cultural variation. "'1 know you think she's by a river,' you Say, speaking of your mother 
who is deiirious and dying in the hospital. 'She's by a river and doesn't know how to cross it. She talks about it in 
our native language; she knows she's dying. But the doctors don't understand that when it's tirne, you have to let a 
person die. They keep looking for new veins to put their needles in"' (23). 



when we pick them frorn the net. 
Frorn late October on, the rainbow 
fades to ugly storm; they grow black as the pilings of ruined 
canneries. drive fonvard like pounded railroad spikes. (34) 

History enters the landscape with a swift series of allusions that link this cycle back into the forces 

that constitue British Columbia and bind communities beside the Fraser. But the continuity is not 

taken for granted: Bowling is more aware than most of the pressures upon the tïshery, as well as 

the way a single life, salmon or non-salmon, can be extinguished so rapidly. The dog salmon, he 

reminds us, will go to their deaths fighting as hard as we humans can. The image of their brute 

tenacity contributes to an unfolding network of mernories that populates the book's second section. 

The first section, then. sketches some of the biological and human history; the second 

locates the larger cycles of cornmunity and nature in Bowling's own personal memories of family. 

The Fraser River becornes a site of communal and personal focus. rnemory the means by which 

that focus is given substance: "These words step out of a high dark. / and there's fury in their 

swimming" ("Smokehouse" 58). 

Family, memory and work: a rivered trinity 

"Second Home" recalls fishing trips (in a boat now destroyed by fire) as times of l i  ternl and 

figurative transport. across both the caesura of remembrance and the fulsome weight of the 

present. (T)here "the tide washes you back on the shoals of your age" (29). The very delta has 

become a recollective remembering site, a personal ecotone between fresh and salt water, present 

and rernembered time. "those deep black waters / where everything is past" ("After Proust" 27). 

"All" time may be forgotten, but those who note its flotsam are inclined to remernbrance. 

When Bowling "looks back" to the past (or out dong the old boat's bow in the present) memory 

has shaped not "pillars / of salt" but "small hives of sugar" ("Second Home" 29). The process of 

remembrancr brings its own sweetness; the gift of time bears us dong, before crystallising into the 

repository of memory. That instant of transition (represented as an extended gap on the page, and 

a distinct ebb and Row in the poem), is still "enough" to sustain the "freshet of vision, freshet of 1 

memory." The names and recollections take on their own substance, vessels that continue to 

navigate the sloughs of rnemory. 

Bowling's collection reinforces the interdependence between people, river and story through the 

matrix of work. Work. in tum, 'recirculates' back into the network of community: for example, 

jack spring salmon are gathered for a neighbour ("We always take them home." 1361). Bowling 

repeats this short phrase, its laconic focus suggestive of Richard Hugo's riparian mappings. Hugo 

and Bowling share a sense of loss and fragile recovery, an understanding of the emotionai 



resonance of riven. This connection is evident in the short-paced sentences of "Steelhead, 

Spawning" (37): 

What we drearned of when Young, but never found, 
cornes in with the tide tonight. What we loved, 
but lacked the will to pursue, moves swiftly 
in the mouth. Beautiful ghost. blushing 
in the gills, the saltmarsh sighs to see 
your rare body beacon the night. What have 
we done to yesterday? The river flexes its 
1 s t  wild muscle. strong and sure. Casts 
its bright hook in our sleep, and pulls. 
While we rise to the unbreathable element 
of loss again. 

Time and the river: these are old partners in the minds of people across cultures: " t h e  is but the 

strearn 1 go a-fishing in" (Thoreau, Wnklen 98). For Bowling the river is a source of redemption. 

The Fraser becornes the Fisher King. receiving and withdrawing us from hmiliar spaces and 

certainties. The retum of the salmon suggests another ancient continuity. Bowling's question 

begins in the mriudlin (and also potentially endless) trope of ecological lament and self-tlagellation, 

but quickly "flexes" to retum power and potency to the river. Bowling uses the river to reckon 

with those human needs that stir creative and destructive urges. 

In "Sturgeon" Bowling forms an alliance between river, memory and wider history or loss. The 

first of the four poems in the sequence outlines the prejudice ("We believe them ancien[. 

prehistoric .... we believe them al ien. mystenous"). S tanza two records a process of explication 

and revelation. 

Much is read into the gaze of the sturgeon. not to mention our own rivered bodies. Here is 

the flesh that becomes the watershed for the heart's work. Bowling's use of figurative language 

allies the human body with the river. then turns back to the sturgeon's "Thick, drugged world. / 

that hue  of silt," wherein "we fear their exotic ugliness / for in it shines / the commonplace beauty 

of loss." Bowling shifts quickly to the world of history and memory on the river, linking gut fenrs 

with his father ' s catch-an 800-pound sturgeon. 

Part II of "Sturgeon" recalls the near-rnythical catch. Bowling retums to the world of 

personal memory, "the years 1 have lived. rnassing again 1 in their dark shallows"(6 1). Traces of 

the collective mythology of the sturgeon and its sheer awesome size ("the century in a nylon 

coffin"), linger in his dad's description: "'Winched on the wharf . . . it looked like a beam of 

moonlight"' (40). As the fish (trailed beside the boat) died, Bowling tells us "the years left a dark 

swath / in the dark waters." The prehistoric, mysterious tone endures in the language. That 
dignity and awe is one form the river offers up. Bowling uses this great creature as a counterpoint 



to the third section, an account of species loss and decline that is used to pinion the lament of the 

failen river into the poem: 

Most often now, they're Young, 
three pounds or four, 
just past being a delicacy 
on the tongues of the nch: imagine a child's living eyes 
in the face of a dead man, 
imagine history condensed to seconds 
hung like lizards in the drifting air. 

Bowling argues on behaif of those who wish to halt extinction while still wrestling with his 

passionate involvement in Ming  and the river that motivates him here. The two are not mutually 

exclusive (the Fishennan's Union backed the 1999 Sockeye salmon season closure: n one-year 

career does not feed a family). Bowling's dual stance merely hones his sense of Iarger cycles that 

are sornetimes ignored and demand attention. How far ahead can we look'? As Iie looks, h r  asks 

two questions that retum us to the poem's fint stanza: "are we / an exotic ugliness they have corne 

/ to fear'? Cm O u r  gaze reflect / a loss beyond our own?" These questions about the limitation of 

human vision point to the founh stanza, where a reckoning of sons occurs. 

In the fecund ecotone (the meeting place between different ecosysterns, a border zone) of 

the estuary, Bowling knows that rivers do not conclude: actions have repercussions as the next 

cycle continues. Memories can outlive their carrier and sustain those who p a s  them on. As the 

poem ends, he brings the symbol of the sturgeon into the humcm moment he drscribes: it is. as 

always. an ecologicd moment. But it is also a metaphysical one; the river is a leaping off place for 

the spirit. Very few of Bowling's insights depend on humans alone: the river and its fish are 

usually the bais  for feeling States; memory archives fragile continuities. As the poem concludes, 

father and son recall the "tower of bone" and its shadow, marker of both rnortality and wonder. 

The dark waters still run, and they purify: 

And we stare into the river 
one man 
waiting for the black 
to lift from the earth, 
brushing, with a single thought. 
the soot from our trailing selves. (4 1) 

Some of the lines that speak most strongly of Bowling's rivered fusion of work, place, self and 

story are from "Oolichan." This poem evokes late dusk, consciously allying it with the delicate, 

fluid suata of darkness perfected by Goya or da Vinci (or early Van Gogh). As the narrator picks 

up a bucket of the prized fish oil at the volta, the light has tumed towards morning. No 

explmations are needed for the sense of abundance and gratitude he feels as he looks at the light 



hitting that dark liquid. Once again human memory and fish gather at the river. Indeed as the 

poem closes, they seem to becorne one: 

It is enough to take from hand to hand 
the quiet energy the river conducts 
and pass it down, like silt, through 
the warm, red estuary of every living touch. (42) 

Bowling's attention to the ontological and communal meaning of work is a poetic reconfiguration 

of the point made by environmental historian Richard White: human labour is shaped by (and 

continues to shape) the rivers we border. Work, White argues, is a suitable bais  for historical 

inquiry, a means of tallying and tracing the ways humans interiict with place (White, "'Are You"'). 

Such engaging labour binds the body with the body's fuel. Stillness becomes loss: "1 am one step 

from the black graves flowing by" (5 1). Constancy reiterates in Bowling's work. because it 

records this cycle of action and reaction, labour, sustenance and survival. It records continuities of 

labour across grnerations and (re) builds the images and mernories uf "local culture" thüt Wendel1 

Berry says "begin[s] in work and love" ("People, Land and Cornmunity," Stciridirig By Words 

79)."0rv Warer Slick weds its focus to the work of the estuarine body that has sustained him 

and, in the blueblack dusk, that delta is what the poet-the body-has always been. Energy, life. 

blood and water continue the key "spiral movement" of recirculation between tlesh, language, 

rnernory and community (Murphy, "Endless"). The ripples move outwards from the (fluid) centre 

and return again. 

The brute, uncompromising question of survival is never far from the minds of those who work 

the Fraser River salmon t u s :  "We know the tides / could make a pauper out of any floating king" 

(57). The 1 990s prove this line a truism. In "Poker" Bowling casts previous fisherrnen as players 

in an uncertain garne: there are no guarantees in life. especially now the fisher "deal[s] in barren 

years" (47). Everything is compromised if gifts have been plundered, ovefished to the point of 

collapse. 

Many working in the area of Pacific fisheries weather the cnsis caused by decades of sustained 

overfishing. Teny Glavin and Richard White, Charles Menzies, Richard Bocking, and the First 

"erry's essay concludes thus: "People at work in cornmunities three generations old would know that their bodies 
renewed, tirne and again, the movements of other bodies, living and dead, known and loved, remembered and Ioved, 
in the same shops, houses, [rivers*?], and fieIds. That, of course, is a description of a kind of community dance. 
And such ri dance is perhaps the best way we have to describe harmony" (79). In this sense, al1 the wnters 1 consider 
are re(working) definitions of community and its function as they imagine their own kind of communril, river-bound 
continuities. 



Nations-focused collections edited by Carlson. Hanna and Henry, and Roche and McHutchison 

acknowledge the long cross-cultural/cross-border histories of salmon, ecology and culture in the 

nonhern Pacific. Things are grim now. The way Terry Glavin sees it, the salmon's return to the 

Fraser is compromised because global profit margins do not allow for the healthiest anadromous 

cycles and patterns. These pattems are a primary focus for Bowling. He reaches towards the full 

comprehension that Glavin says is needed: 

What this al1 cornes down to is survival and the fact that there are still ancient cycles 
at work out there. There are forces that shape the way we live. and we flourish or 
we die by how well we understand them, or at least by how well we recognize they 
exist, or by how well we try to make some coherent sense of thern, and by how 
well we adapt to those things we may never redly understand dl that well. Much 
has been made of the miracle of Pacific salmon, the way they a ise  from grave1 
beds in glacier-fed Stream splashing down from the Rockies, the way they tumble 
downstream to the sea and swim so far they come within sight of the mountains of 
Kamchatka. and the way they tïnd the route back home. somehow. But this is not 
about miracles. This is about survival. 

If there is a miracle in this, it is that üfter everything we have done to thrm. they 
come home to us at dl. (65) 

In "Poker" Bowling mines the archives of his father's working life to share a remarkable 

story of a lost abundance. Glavin, like Bowling, observes these same losses. particularly in the 

counterpoint to the "barren years" of the present:1° 

when 
the lut spring weighed the same, no one 
spoke for fear the river hid a secret hand 
below its flowing surface, and would show it 
in another guise less kind to human wiles. (47) 

The stanz a break indicates a temporal, ecological and even moral shift. Th e four "ace 

mid- 1990s.' "Poker" uses the image of a catch of four 52-pound red spring salrnon as a 

ls" hi s father 

dealt have long gone: "We have nothing up Our sleeves" and precious little in the river: "we 

perceive a slower doom," that of gradua1 and crippling decline that affects the lives of families and 

communities. This brings to mind David Suzuki's rxplanation of environmental collapse as a 

Y Loss haunts the present. Longfellow points out the elegiac qualities of damaged-river reflection; it compounds 
"the contradictions of innocence and tragedy" (100). In many cases an (ocçasionally innocent, or rit lerist naïve) hope 
for intinite resources causes tragic loss; the early sense things were endless confronts the cçological realities of Ioss. 
Lamentation For what has gone is as old as love and death. One only needs to read the commentiuy 1 mention above 
to see loss-dong with resistance and adaptation-is an integral component of this place çalled British Columbia. 

These B.C. and Pacific Rim writers refute Bruce Hutchison's rissertion that the Fraser, "unlike other great 
rivers," has "produced no songs, no myths, not even a special type of riverman" (4). It al1 depends on where you 
look and how you listen. Fifty years on from Hutchison's clrissic history of the Fraser River, many other voices 
have emerged in print. 

'O The 1999 Sockeye salmon season h a  been closed because of high waters, low numbers and n dip in the 
spawning cycle. This will have a "profound effect on First Nations dong the Fraser; half of B.C.'s First Nation 
population lives dong the river. Many depend on salmon as their main protein source during winter (as they have 
for millennia), says Ernie Crey of the Sto:lo Nation (CBC Radio News. Vancouver, CBC. 7 August 1999). 



"slow-motion" disaster ("Bugs 'R Us"). Bowling faces this drawn-out ending: "History calls, / 

the future folds. There's linle left to read, / a paradise to weep," here on "this small planet we've 

overlooked" ("Poker" 47, "Young Eagle on a Piling" 50). Amidst that loss, Bowling glimpses 

"the tmth Our petty lives / had drifted from" (52). 

Marlatt and Bowling join Glavin and Bocking in arguing that the rise in transnational 

corporations damages the human sense of awe and care-just as impending povrrty takes people 

and stories from the river in search of other deals. Bowling sees what Abbey calls the serpent of 

paradise in ernpty rivers. But this jeremiad against loss fades in the section's final poem which 

seeks to "Praise / the running out, and the low water slack" (52). Bowling is always captivated by 

what the Fraser offers in the present, despite the odds. 

Making amends 

The river gives and takes away. How. as humans, cm we give back to the river from within a 

culture that seems only to take from the waters that sustain us'? Sustenance and extinction bind and 

clash throughout the book. Section three finds one fom of gift or retum in poems that keep alert 

to Glavin's "things we may never really understand" (61). Praise and rnemory braid the poems of 

this final section. The poems are focused on the future as much as the past: this emphasis lends 

them the weight of prophecy, a portent Bowling employs in "A Postcard from British Columbia to 

Newfoundlünd" and "On the Disappearance of Two Million Sockeye Salmon." Both of thrse 

poems face a finality (the loss of salmon, livelihood and community) that is almost inevitable; 

human control and conservation have weakened before the momenturn of human desire and 

population. The poems argue for their own matenality in a dmaged world. Perhaps then, as 

things faIl apart, words and memones are al1 we have to offer the remnants. "Postcard" works its 

way to this conclusion through signs and foresight of decay: smokehouses become "coffins," the 

eagles and "fevereb' bears go hungry, and the sea and river become borderless cadavers; even the 

graves of humans are "poisoned." Things reach a millennial frenzy in the first stanza as the 

message of possible collapse transrnits across the continent. The dead are 

so far from us 
they might as well be dying on a different coast 
where the only blood that spawns is human 
and the mystery is never how 
we swim our way to death, but why 
Our swimming hastens it. (69) 

The grim voice of prophecy rings out, inflated, grand and knowing: "it won't be long / before the 

vanished schools retum / to feed upon Our melting dreams." The poem closes with a bold 

resolution: 

Corne, and if we're doomed 
by the justice of the coldest stars 
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we alone rnust be the constellation 
of our final hours. (70) 

This sense of determination carries and faces the findity of death. The poem acts as a gesture of 

farewell and confrontation. In the face of such enormous loss there is little one can do, but 

Bowling argues that this small mount counts; by bringing his perception of the riverscape to bear 

on the troubled present he tums other faces to the water. Bowling is haunted by a vanishing past 

and a still splendid present. Updated for the cuituraiiy cautious 1990s (a First Nations persona is 

not adopted; he begins with his stories), Low Wnter Skick recognises the age-old cycles of decline. 

famine and destruction that are as much a part of the Fraser as its anadromous bounty. 

As in Lopez's River Notes. the blue heron is a figure of utmost punty and grace, its poise 

and practice a taunt to graceless beings. The heron's "frail" body bears al1 the scars out- greed has 

dispatched. Its innocence before loss complements the Little Match Girl in an age of animal rights: 

Now a blue heron settles on the grass-tombed weighs 
of an abandoned boatworks 
and carefully counts each breath 
that leaves its frai1 body. 
There aren't enough. 
There can never be 
enough. (68) 

Ways to go on: honouring work and memory 

Bowling has worked out a vision of the watershed that, like the water, funnels to forrn a river of 

focused accretion, a torrent of observation and recollection. By tuming to personal memory in part 

three. he acknowledges the ways both place and history shape him. "Aprons" opens Part m. As 

Bowling's homage to the work his parents did to enable his own survival, the poem describes his 

mother sweating over preserves and canning, the salmon's blood marking "new borders to our 

world." This is a poem of departures taken, and of foundations laid down through the hard work 

of family-building. So Bowling's joumeying sensibility rneshes with his knowledge of the delta. 

His river of worked memory and family continuity is "the country I was bom to leave" (53). 

Bowling knows-fax- better than 1-that a life with the river is poised on a series of fluid edges and 

variables; even his father "had no control over the / bordes nature drew upon his life, our lives." 

Instead the salmon becomes "the gasping cartognpher" that maps the limits of what is possible 

each year. As a part-time fisherman in his own right, Bowling recognises the Fraser as provider 

("our winter survival") and killer. "Skullcaps" recounts the aftemath of a death at sea; it 

concludes with father and son: "We took / our shared blood home, and my father steered" (54). 

Each moment becornes important because everything could change after the next joumey beyond 

the nvermouth. He shares blood with his family and mernories with the delta. 



Many of Bowling's poems web mortality, memory and hope into a vision of overlapping 

cycles: the retum of salmon, the shape of a life, the flow of the River. The river mediates and 

enables his journey, but ultimately we al1 share the passage of 

high water, low water, backup 
and mn-off, the heavy, bone-spined history 
that every human eye is bom to read and never 
understand. ("TidebookfFishbook" 57). 

We are ail cast adrift at some point: 'The dark blade of the current will sweep below us all" ("Gaff- 

Hooks" 56).' ' 
Bowling's locus for the joumey through life brcomes the reader's trmporary home. The 

Fraser is a vast metaphor that flows past the sleeping electric pockets of Vancouver, of Chilliwack. 

of Tl'kémstin (Lytton), carrying thousands of memories and years, its inexorable movement 

sustaining the "roaming fathom" of Bowling's insight (55). 

Mortality weaves its certain path through the remüinder of section three. "Gumboots" 

considers the "last joumey" thrit we al1 must Face, though the next poem asserts. "death is too busy 

dying to be a perfect symbol" ("Gaff-Hooks, 56). (Any reader of his book must wonder at this 

comment, going as it does against one of his main thematic obsessions.) His penchant for the 

explanatory narrative directs his poems towards their own individual teleology of revelation. The 

Fraser is a river that speaks to human concerns through the occupancy and imagination of the late- 

arriving biprdals, feeding our tendency towards "symbol-making" (Wilson 58). 

Bowling ensures this river (like al1 of the others in this thesis). cames its own metaphysical 

and symbolic freight. His focus follows the water that runs seawards without cessation. His life 

(in the scheme of things) is the briefest freshet. The salmon are dying; he is dying; the river, 

somehow, continues. However. Bowling faces the prospect of a Fraser without its scarlrt hordes 

and finds it an impoverished site. In "Gaff-Hooks" the salmon make an unwilled sacrifice; their 

netted deaths are still insistent: something of their drive remains as Bowling hauls the flexing 

bodies up, asking (twice) as he kills, "Why extend your touch if not to love" (56)? Here is a 

suggestive repetition, the laconic question steeped in romantic longing (seen in sorne of Richard 

Hugo's work). Like a river hitting a dam wall. the salrnon do not slow as they confront their 

death. Bowling finds this persistence discomforting and alluring. The image helps him confront 

death as a fact of Life. Acceptance binds him more closely to the rivered site of his understanding, 

and thus to the life of the moment, the energy of work and insight. Reflection ('recirculation') 

between selves, river and world-reinforces his participation in that riverscape's cycles of birth. 

" I think here of Jim Jmusch's film Dead Man, which concludes with the dying Johnny Depp pushed seciwards at 
the rivemouth, away fom Makah territory, Riding a Makah dearh canoe, he spends his last moments on this earth 
gazing into the sky, waves of sait and sweet water lapping at his floating vessel. the 1 s t  shot of his face suggesting 
revelation and release as the river disperses into the source-feeding ocean. The canoe, that vessel of so many ancient 
voyages (for so many cultures), wiIl finaIly take him to the space where water and land meet; the horizon is cIerived 
at last. 



retum and departure. Such cycles are imminent in "every monal voyage" as lives unfold, stark 

against the backdrop of running water (64). 

"Desire" clarifies the association between fish, humans and rnortality: "Even in summer / 

we know the salmon is its own hoary grave, staring 1 hard at eternity through the tiny black 

wreaths / of its singular vision" (72). The poem concludes with the association between death and 

the salrnon, the death we bring to the world simply to survive and the death we bring for more 

bmtal reasons. Bowling finds the path to tmth by confronting death: "we must accept our bodies 

are their own deep graves" (72). In this confrontation he allies hirnself with a long poetic and 

visionary tradition. Despite its basis in the trials of contemporary West Coast fishing Bowling's 

vision can be transcendent: 

Here, 
to want the naked stars, 
we must look through, and through again, 
the blackness that our living spreads upon the earth.. . 

It is in those retlective spaces, where time and awareness pur1 through memory and the river. that 

Bowling emerges on the page to me. [n his pauses he keeps mornentum by stay ing with memory. 

work and the river. acknowledging death as part of that current of life. And hope remains: 

"Sornething rises in us, despite the world. 1 This is not silence" ("Sunset: Ladnrr Harbour" 73). 

"These words step out of a high dark, 1 and there's fury in their swimming" ("Srnokrhouse" 58 ) .  

The work of Fishing binds Bowling to life, place and sustenance; the work of poetry anchors this 

net-work of process in the minds of others. On the page he finds some way of forever engaging in 

und compietirzg his own "lunge" for meaning. But that lunge is a pandox: only through anful 

effort can Bowling surrender; only when he is most alive cm he write clearly of death. Perhaps 

his is another fonn of Zen Buddhism's mu-shin or 'no-mindedness' honoured by lim Harrison 

and Gary Snyder, a state of pure consciousness that is unconscious of itself. 

"Desire" closes by accepting our scale: we are nothing in the eyes of the world. The 

darkness we look through (and spread) is our own cloaked vanity or pride. To join with the 

animais and earth while alive, we need to face the fact we bleed and decay with hem in death; to 

join in the river, we must acknowledge its health sustains so rnuch. This is the stark and holistic 

comfort Bowiing scoops from the water. For him (as for Lopez's narrator in "The  end"), the 

river is a source of tranquillity, for it encourages a powemil sense of belonging. Even when 

departing the river, Bowling knows the waters are dive within him. As he heads east past Hope, 

" "1 am more interested in this: kom above, to a hawk, the bend must appear ody natural and 1 for the moment 
inseparably a part, Iike salmon or a flower. I cannot say well enough how this single perception has dismantled my 
loneliness" (Lopez, River Notes 90). 



up the Fraser Valley, he redises memory and the river will continue to provide for him in distant 

sites. After al1 the 'epitaph-reading' (and strengthened by his cycle of awe and acceptance), he is 

still rvith the river-or perhaps it remains with him. Letting go, he understands that 

Something tender has 
corne home to die and always will. This 
is the distance the salmon journey. 
This is the distance our dying knows. (62) 

I want to close my discussion of LUW W f e r  Skick, not with the book's Final poem." but with 

''F~ll Fishing" because it contains the elernents of symbolic association that work most powerfully 

in Bowling's poetry. Anguished, awestruck, ultimately conclusive and transcendent (he li kes to 

end with a grounded epiphany, one locked into homeplace, work and feeling) his second-longest 

single poem in the collection tries to encornpass everything the river and its work mean to him. 

Delivered in the urgent language of recollection and action (stanzas one, two and four begin 

"At first," "And then" and "Now" respectively) the poem falls into twilight. foilowing the sunset 

that opens it, gesturing towards a "greater cycle" of death and rebirth "than the one our nets 

destroy year after year" (74). The very mist becomes "rnilt" as Bowling travels an etemal, all- 

encompassing river. He is still tied to the cycles of fish and Sun; this connection is evident in the 

second stanza when the darkness gathers: "And then we lost both banks. Suddenly, Our voices 1 

had no bodies." He enters a zone of drift: "We hover like spirits between the worlds" (75). His 
language is steeped in the gothic: blood, darkness, shadow, the grave, "our bones", "a coho's 

final gasp", "the soaking marble of our tomb", "the slick stigmata of angered gill"; "we are figures 

in a nightmare that spins / without pause towards the blindest fathoms / of the open sea"; "a longer 

doom," al1 these words appear in the poem, gaffing the fact of death and using it for effect, hauling 

it in to provoke ernpathy from the reader. Recirculation is stressed as a desired result. 

These are not poems of Huck Finn-ish digression and humour. Nor is this Fraser a river 

of tempting seductive naiads, of any simple straightforward 'beauty.' It is a riverscape that blreds 

death into the conventions of landscape, mottling the view with a rose-hue of gashed gill rime, and 

near-extinction." The October fog brings on thoughts of death that the salmon-kill simply 

l3 An evocative poem. "Winter" takes the stillness of the season's end into the open space of the book's closure: 
"Let your voice weigh anchor. / Please. 1 What can it possibly matter to you:' 1 Love is a rough crossing. 1 Wc're al1 
growing older" (79). Bowling's rhetorid question invites and challenges. It matters a great deal: we are al1 
growing older and must speak while we cm. The water is restorative and enabling. Our h e m  must not be startled 
"beforc that calmer sea is glimpsed." There, between river and ocean, the journey continues. 

'' Bruce Hutchison's classic goes as far as describing it as "unfriendly," (3), "ugly and sublime" (5) and "not ta be 
trusted," (9)-a term any mfter might agree with-not to mention a "prodigal waste of energy" (3). This latter 
phrase echoes the booster sentiments (reverbenting then in Tasmania and New Zeaiand as well) behind the 1950s 
plans to d m  the Fraser, rnost of Yukon's rivers and a number from the northern Rockies, piping them and their 
power CO a supposedly deserving (or at least paying) California. This North American Water and Power Alliance 
was stopped, then; it would have done as much damage ris al1 North Arnerican water-diversions combined (de Villiers 
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reinforces. The fish become glirnmers of movement, casting "shadows more powerful than 

memory" their broken bodies ''jagged pieces of the current" (75). Each component, human and 

non-human, is bent on survival within "a greater cycle" of commerce and demand that neither 

species can control or condone. The "nightmare" that pulls him under leads-in its own small 

way-to the decline of salmon stocks. In any case, the salmon has been curtailed, its journey 

ended before time; this is what troubles Bowling. Complicity (1s this guilt warranted? He does 

not own a fishing conglomerate: but he knows many have done h m  on a small scale) surfaces in 

the poems, reinforcing the tensions among belonging, vocation and conservation: not for him the 

ensy answers of Duncan's "sweet sacrifice" (Wly  298). In 1990s British Columbia that sacrifice 

has, "without pause," taksn irs toll beyond any mcasure of reason or longevity." It Iéads instzad 

to a kind of haunted reaction: who crin afford to let a full net go? And who cm pause in the rnidst 

of hauling and look beyond this month's rent to a decade or deathbed hence'? Bowling dors so, 

via memory, seeing a greater cycle and the cracks it bears. (So many have in this summer of 

1999.) Then tirne and survival implode in image: 

behind us 
the slow, irregular heÿrtbeat 
of the salmon's fractured cycle bumps dully 
on our wooden deck, and echoes, until we can't be certain 
the awkward rhythm isn't ours. the black pulse also in 
our tlesh, counting out a longer doom, but just as sure, 
as we drag the battered scotchman like a small dead sun 
out of the murk, then idle up the hidden drift. 
longing always for the born horizon, 
the saltless, clearblue graves of coming home. (75-6) 

Salmon and human exist within a context that provides meaning: they share a destination in 

their frenzied journey to places (homes) of final (and perhaps purifying?) rest. But the conclusion 

offers another form of reckoning, not a simple redemption. The sun has died; the oniy site of 

repose is the "born horizon" Bowling has been watching from the water. Maybe. in the siillness 

of the low water slack, this is enough: the river is running, the sdrnon have provided for another 

season. And yet. ... These two words haunt Bowling. Death and mortality seep into his porms as 

289). Now the Iritest Crinadian controversy is over the bulk export of fresh water. Once the licence is given for 
bulk exports it can become an unlimited practice, according to Environment Minister David Anderson, who cites the 
fact only 10% of the Colorado rnakcs it to the seri becriuse of irrigation daims ("As It Happens." CBC Radio. 
Toronto. 4 Aug 1999). Marq de Villiers: "At millennium's end, we find the Mexicrtns hunkering down, hoping for 
mare water: the Crinridians hunkering down, determined on no less water; and the Arnericrins in the middle. The 
Americans retriin their trademark of reckless use . . . and creative energy," but "if conservationism can make everyone 
ri dollar, conservationism has ri future" (29 1). 

'' "'There's a lot of sirnilarities between poets and fishermen,'" Bowling told Chris Gudgeon. "'In both jobs. you 
need to develop an awareness of your environment, particularly a sensitivity to cycles and patterns. But you dso 
have to be flexible, to deal with situations as they arise; fish and poems are unpredictable at the best of times.'" 
Bowling sees the plans to buy and irade fish licences as a way to make investors or corporations (rather than small- 
boat fishermen) rich: a few seine boats grilbbing al1 the quota is "'not a very good way to create employment and 
that's not very damn good For people or communities"' (87, 88). 



they do Hugo's and Marlatt's. Dead fishermen, ecological and communal loss, transitions and 

depmres:  these indeterminate finalities f rme  Bowling's reflection. His understanding (like that 

of Sinclair. McCarthy, Flanagan, Moore, Abbey or Sanders) is open and therefore marked by the 

losses accumulating in the present. Paradise is not attained, it is wept for. Elegy iaments whiie 

eulogy can also celebrate. Hooked by past and present, Bowling works out a duality of response 

neither time nor he cm resolve. Some might cal1 this process of mortal apprehension (ernbedded 

in limitation and concern) the human condition. But only a tew generations have faced quite as 

many losses in human and "more-than-human" realms (Livingston 53: Abram). In late twentieth- 

century river writing, that condition h;is becorne eiegiac and wistful. Worster's "sense of 

irreparable loss" saturates; thrre is no simple wüy to shmg i t  off (Empire 324). Along with the 

uncertainty of the salmon's retum and the certainty of his own departure. the Fraser River offers a 

path home to rnemory. if nowhere else. Balanced between the currents and cycles that create 

B.C.. Bowling hauls up the net of local words on a journey we al1 share. 



Fig. 3 Fishing Boats at Steveston, Aprii 1988. 

After using the Blue Horizon which hr described as a beauriful boat ( i t  was built by Canadian- 
Iapanrse boatbuildrrs in 1949, then ownrd by klinani Miramoto for 37 years), Ioel Martineau 
bought the Anzrn. On this Spring day in 1988 he was giving the boat a run. 

Photograph by Jan Kelly. 



'Yhe past it has passed through" 

Memory, community and continuity in Daphne Marlatt's Steveston 

"dazzlingly undeciphered" (86) 

Daphne Marlatt, Steveston 

1 think of Steveston as actually a movement around. based on 
return. A cycle of poems, i t  moves around & keeps retuming to the 
central interface of human Iives with the river.. . . (3 16-7) 

Daphne Marlatt. "Long as in Time? Steveston" 

Strveston ( 1974, revised 1984) is a poem-cycle that revels in the embeddedness of memory in the 

Fraser River's delta. James Agee's words head the book: "'seeking to perceive i t  as it stands.. .'" 
Marlatt establishes a desire for authenticity and clear vision: the book attrrnpts the unadomrd view 

and then segues to Robert Minden's evocative photography of fishing boats. people. Me. These 

are poems of work, memory and cornmunity: they emerge from that basis and reinain with it. 

They are also poems of seeing, of an observer. perhaps even an intruder, but they record and 

honour (through different sources) a working and cultural tradition in a way that Bowling does. 

Change and continuity are positive and also erosive: even as Mürlatt celebrates the strength of 

affiliation and labour, the fishery and cultural variety are threatened. The past is present, but it 

rushes ahead of us. 

Form and the river 

The saimon's movement is reflected in the supple fluid strength of the poem's language: her lines 

possess the power and direction of the school of salmon that returns to spüwn, as well as the 

precision of a single fish moving through the water. Fred Wah cails one of Marlatt's poems "a 

paradigm of attentiveness" (16). The phrase applies well to Sfeveston. Open form poetics inform 

the sequence, seizing intemal and external worlds, as Chris Hall observes: 

The phenomenologically given environment becomes the given language. The 
perceptual immediacy of the language reflects, in every sense, the imrnediacy of the 
S teveston environment, the direct apprehension achieved b y and through Marlatt's 
sense perceptions. The phenornenologically achieved structures become the chosen 



method of poetic working ... . The language enacts perception, and attains formal 
validity by virtue of its movement, its formal becorning into poem-as-process-as- 
object. The poem enacts its own meaning. ( 147) 

When title and fonn meet, we find the river. Steveston ensures we understand the means and the 

process of perception as cumulative phenornena. The sequence is full of the method of its seeing. 

For instance, Marlatt's poem "Pour, pour" reaches for the fluidity of water-no easy feat 

given the limits of that meniscus we cal1 'English.' Marlatt overcomes this problem by slipping 

through the borders of syntax, using enjambement and the Iine-break to cultivate a sense of 

linguistic continuity: "The world 1 live in. give & take, that penneable membrane 1 & my world 

are (one), oprrant in language" ("Marlati, "Long as in Time?" 3 16). The formal "flow" of the river 

is mirrored in the poem's own "dissolving of boundaries"-a litenry trope common to river 

writing (Bullock and Newton, 74). In Steveston, this flow breaks the writing past the strictures of 

line-length, pouring the language into the mind of the reader. Bullock and Newton's point is 

relevant to the essayist and poet: "Just as a river forms a dialrctic between watery currents and 

retaining bank, wildemess comprehension serves as a dialectic between tlowing cxperience and 

poetic discourse" (78). Marlatt's poem integrates fluvial cornprehension with the receptive work 

of cross-cultural and estuanne understanding. Her sense of space integrates community. 

Fonally, the poem performs a reciprocal task in giving itself back to its community and 

watershed of origin. This circle of giving (important in Harrison and Snyder). has an ecological 

and textual source, as Marlatt observes: 

creation goes on being created as writing enacts it. But because we have got to 
where we have out of our common history, each of us writes in the teeth of a 
likelihood of closed tirne. an end of 'our' own making, yes, but also an end beyond 
our individual volition & creation. Thrit likelihood surfaced in the Doem not 
because the poem is a complete, if closed, system, but becüuse it op& to the 
Future, keeps pace with the river .... that river never stopped and never stops 
coming tho our lives propose that time c! des.. .. 

1 think of Steveston as actually a movement around. based on retum. A cycle of 
poems, it moves around & keeps retuming to the central interface of human lives 
with the river ... ("Long as in Tirne" 3 16-7) 

This is a vital point. Al1 the writen 1 read share this "central interface" through various formal 

variations. Marlatt suggests the structure of temporal epistemology is too human-centred; it places 

its limits at the edge of a human (or political) life span, rather than the demanding almost-etemities 

of the river "that never stops coming." Amongst other things, Steveston reorients river-time, 

ranking it above chron~logy.'~ Her poem crosses the bookended frarning of human primacy by 

l6 English Poet Laureate Andrew Motion is (as w3s former Laureate Ted Hughes) a keen fisherman. (Hughes' book 
River is a celebratory and meditative collection that draws on his B.C. ruid English nver experiences. [Vancouver 
Sun, 24 July 1999. C 11). After standing at the river for a "few minutes, the universe begins to expand and settle .... 
everything is the river now." Motion's association with rivers and memory encloses phases of his life and pivots 
around the rnemory of his dead mother, At the Dee River in Scotland he watches "the water making and unmaking 
itself, with the line going ahead and back, with the ripples and the little waves opening and closing, giving their 
glimpse of what 1 half-see. half-imagine. [This is) that mood when she is stili alive. When the air around me is 
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"keeping pace with the river." To engage with Marlatt's vision by reading drops us into that flow. 

The poem's formal, replicative propnoceptions draw us further into her cycle of retum. We 

readers become like the water. trampiring through the estuary and tides of her sequence. 

The Fraser River mouth is the site of Mtirlatt's didectic between the human and natural 

world. She describes her sentences as "fonvard-streaming," their "associations spilling over line 

breaks .... one sentence spills into the next and a river spills into the sea" (94). She is there 

marshallhg "the flow of the poem." its "drift" as she watches "the ongoing and nameless" (94. 

95). Rather than feeling paralysed by the uncontrolled, or meditating on her own end. Marlatt 

takes up the challenge of letting her perception and language Stream, open. 'The generative 

impulse of her long-iine usage is with a series of rhythrnical washes, sweeps and hils, which may 

flow either with or against the line ending, with or against a possible enjambement and associated 

variants of syntax and emphasis" (Hall 147). Marlatt watches her rddied syntax as she takes the 

plunge towards explication. 

"Pour, pour" ( 17- 18) is the Fraser River's poem as much as it is Marlatt's. The Fraser 

provides the basis for her reflection-for in river-writing, the tluid c m  become a foundation-and 

the River sustains the four-legged. winged, gilled and bipedal creatures that haunt its shores. The 

haunting operates in several spaces. "Pour, pour" tracks alluvial and cultural tides and trends 

across time: Hong Wo, an old fisherrnan. is tucked away in his "haunt." a shack that used to be a 

store and now houses "the tag ends 1 of his rnind." 

The poem slips from river to Hong Wo. and back. Here the Fraser is source and re- 

source. its fecund cycles traced and realised in Marlatt's wide-angled cind precise attention. 

Though the poem (and Marlatt's consciously deployed. apprehensive comprehension) enters Hong 

Wo's store like an errant and conscious eddy, she returns to the river that 

swells & 
moves, this way or that, but always to cast up findly in the muck.. . . time, this 
downstream its own downpour. 

The river is an animating force: in "Pour, Pour" it binds and composes itself and the town and 

watenhed around it. Its continuity is a constant, hauling in traces of a shifting cultural context. 

full of soft swish and shimmer; when the mind is intent but easy, when words form out of nowhere. AIdercones and 
midges and nettle flowers flipping onto the water, gfittering shock rings. The hem, ripening with cxcitement, 
enuanced, beiieving the whole of its past has corne within reach, and is catchable.,.. I turn back to the river. 
crouching forward, and the dazzle began streaming towards me again. This time it wasn't snowflakes, it was faces, 
the miniature faces of the dead, some undulating within the white air... some in the water. 1 cast into them again. 
and again nothing." Suddenly, a salmon cornes level with him. "it leapt clean out of the water, shoulder high ... 
My hem lifting; 1 had it fixed in me there ... free and sepmte from everything else in the wodd. yet belonging to me 
and me alone .... The burnished silver back.., the warrior head. 1 was a child again, staring into the hard yellow eye. 
I was as old ;is my frither dreaming in the shade. Then that long second ended, and the fish w u  beyond me, slapping 
down through the surface, chrirging on, towards the mountains and the Stoney headwatets." Motion's cyclic, 
resonant memoir is a kind of elegy; it honours the persistence of memory through the stream of time affirrned by 
Duncan, FIanagrin, Stafford, Moore and many many others through history, culture and place. Mcmory saturates; 
rnernory looks back; memory reflects. Illich's dual world of waters with receptive and reflective power lives on. 



Marlatt puts it best when. in her Afterword to the 1984 edition of Steveston, she observes that "the 

poem, like the river, is constantly seeking to arrive in the now, bringing al1 of the past it has 

passed through with it" (94). 

This past of the poem and river is under erosive pressure frorn the Lethe-wash of cultural 

change and amnesiac global capitalism. Global capital seeks short-terni profit. though its liquid 

reach is apparently unending. As Bowling knows, this river of time is beginning to bear the marks 

of the humans who live for the short-term. who cultivate overfishing nther than long memory. 

The salmon return to the river-they "re-enter time" and "their source.. . to die." Their retum to 

memory at a tactile and physical level reinforces the sense of biological and fluvial motility that hiis 

worked its way into the coiist for millennia. The human preszncr at the river is minute when 

viewed across the reach of time. But miving at the landscape speaks to the pace of change: by 

  pour"'^ founh and final stanza the "wires and the roar of Richmond skyline (money)" envelops 

the physical river and the mind of the old fisherman Hong Wo. His memory has poured aheiid 

into itself and into a world that consumes and forgets it. Time, "closing in on this life now," 

moves with the surety of Mariatt's descriptive flow. across the man's home. There is some 

reassurance that her acuity can, at moments, outpace the force of change she records, so that we 

may bear witness to a wash tank, a "galvanised tloor," scattered cards and a pile of "good luck 

chips." The fisher sits, "invisible gardian of old receipts." The detaii is gleaned almost huniedly : 
these are 1 s t  glimpses as the viewer is swept on. 

Like 'Sinclair's' Thames or 'McCarthy7s' Tennessee. 'Marlatt's' Fraser (which her 

gathered imagery forms into an eiusive, uncontainable force) is a river of memory. precisely 

because it is a river of human community. The signs of that community are everywhere. And 

salmon rernember their homes too. They are the ones that have drawn the humans to the water. 

Communities on the river of the poem 

Marlatt's version of this fragile (2nd "generative,"" ongoing Steveston emerged as a result of her 

work in oral history for The University of British Columbia and BC Archives. That job took her 

to the community of the delta, and face-to-face with the issei and niîsei (first- and second- 

generation Japanese-Canadians) and Finns who fished there. This history project becomes "aurai" 

(Chew 62) as Marlatt wntes it into being in tandem with her long poem that will be heard by the 

inner ear as much as seen or spoken on the page." 

" 'What mriy zippear to be frapented ruid unrelated is stmctured by the mediation of the genentive propenies of the 
language itself' (Hall 156). 

lg Steveston Recollected. "heid up for ri while by lack of funds" was published in 1975, the year after Steveston 
(Chew 70). 



Those affected by the river are marked by its harvest: the sairnon have drawn communities 

to the Fraser River for many thousands of years (Bocking 186, Carlson. Hanna and Henry). 

Language and place, river and salrnon become "the mesh we are netted in," "the place itself. mapt 

out, a web" (70.79). Fish remain a resource wonh fighting for, and people still fight for them at 

every level. Elaborate trade and kinship networks evolve around salrnon in the First Nations of the 

Fraser  asi in.'^ And Japanese-Canadian communities were slowly growing over the last century. 

Despite a racist fish licence policy (skilfully summarised by Rinataro Hayashi in Steiwston 

Recollected) the communities had begun to gather assets (in appalling conditions) only to have 

them stripped away during World War Two." The issei and nissei notions of brlonging were 

violatzd by internment; that double-displacement is tracrd by Marlatt ("the young woman from m i r  

tliere") in more detail in Stevestoiz Recollected (53). Shirley Chew argues Marlatt uses her long 

poem to f i I l  in the gaps the "official" aura1 history leaves out. But even here the sense of anger, "ri 

residue of pain." is subtly drawn (59). Perhaps these feelings are as influential as the river. a low 

noise in the roi1 of consciousness: "[a]lways there is this long shadow. thür underlies the Street and 

twins it" (43). Chew finds Steveston Recollected "les revealing than might be expecred." 

because those interviewed "were generally unwilling, whether from policy or habit. to voice their 

reactions to hostile treatment and hardship.. . . It is this silence which Marlatt sets out to interpret 

and fil1 so that. without ceasing to be Japanese-Canadian history, Stevcston ( 1974). the long 

poem. becomes also her story" (Chew 63)." This is one form of Marlatt's interpretive work. but 

it also functions as a self-interrogation of hrr own inner boundaries and emotional ecotones. The 

shadow shr sees would be h m e d  by full explication. Perceiving it  as it stands ailows the work to 

accrue its own dimensionality. Pain is not something to be trifled with. 

Chris Hall believes "the knowledge which haunts the poem is that the majority of Japanese 

inhabitants are essentially in exile, their immigrancy effectively violated by wartime internrnent" 

and the periods of hardship and terrible housing they endured (Hall 156). Japanese Canadians 

IY These links endure in celebratory and complex ways. For one that is simply cornplex. take a rccent news item 
about the reported dispute between C h c m  band members who are drcdging ri portion of riverbed uscd ris spawning 
grounds by returning Stuart srilmon. The Musqueam Nation downstrerim are unhappy. as are grave1 companies, but 
the Cherim Irind, like most First Nations Reserves, is insufticient to maintain a minimal standard of subsistence. 
(The Euriy Edition. CBC Radio One. Vancouver. 21 April 1999). New fishing methods are tried out and are 
usehl alternatives, but transnational corporations are not interested in fish wheeis. 

'"ow the Fraser delta faces further speculative greed as private property dealers buy up areas of fertile agricultunl 
land. "In Delta, at the mouth of the Fraser, only 35 per cent of the land is owned by the people who farm it. 
Private speculators have driven land prices far above agricultuml values because they rire confident that sooner or later 
ri change in political climate will enable thern to reap enormous profits by rezoning it to urban uses" (Bocking 195). 
This point was also made in the 1960s: "The plight of the € m e r  in the Fmser Valley is due largely to ihe lack of 
respect for agricultural land as a valuable renewable resource. The bona fide farmer knows the land is ri trust from 
one generation to another" (Parker 167). 

" As she does in her novei O b m n ,  Joy Kogawa is eloquent in her account of the power of silence: 'We're ri very 
small group in numbers. And so the policy of dispersing hpanese-Canadians across the country, even after the 
defeat of Iapan, worked beyond the wildest drearns of politicims. And forty yeûrs later, most of the people of rny 
generation are still hiding in the woodwork and not wanting to speak. As Aunt Emily says in Obasan, our tongues 
were cut off. It tdces a while for the nerves to grow b a c k  (Justice 10). 



were uprooted from their homes and their families were often divided. Unlike Japanese- 

Arnericans, their homes and assets were seized, and they were barred from the West Coast until 1 

April 1949. A Price-Waterhouse study estimated over SCDN443 million lost in eamings alone 

during 194 1-9 (Justice 5). Japanese-Canadians are "disinherited" (Steveston 76) by racisrn and 

double-exile from a place of work and belonging, either in Canada or Japan. "The Japanese have 

been beached like caught fish, and to retum homeward and io love is essentially a movement out to 

sea" (Hall 155). 

The fluvial operates in cultunl and rivenne ecologies. consistent with Marlatt's focus on 

"the treatment of race, class and gender in historical and ecological context" (Relke 30). "Pour, 

pour" and "imperid Cannery" are haunted and fleshed out by their Japanese subjects who hover 

like the reflection of stilts on the water. Marlatt's contact with the physical and cultural nverscape 

stresses her outside statu yet offers details of immersion in the place. Just as a river is fleeting 

and embedded, so Marlatt's point of view manages to balance between the categories of objective 

and subjective "locatable, critical knowledges." "intersubjective knowledge-the kind of 

knowledge that incorporates positionality," as she moves dong borders between gender. race and 

species (Haraway 19 1 ; Relke 38). 'There's a subhuman, sub / marine aura to things" that 

reinforces the lirninal presence (23). The Fraser becomes one of the "inroads to a hem that 

changes" (28) and like that heart it gives in retum, that long line "deep enough to in-spire a world. 

that is, giving back out what 1 took in." Marlatt continues: "Steveston was a world very different 

from the one I usually inhabit, so 1 stood curiously to it. [The poem] opens to the future. keeps 

pace with the river" (Marlatt, "Long as in Time?" 3 15). 

Marlatt integrates history in her poem. often through the voices of eldcrly lapanese- 

Canadians. The poem springs out of the oral history of others and refomulates interviews from 

Marlatt's own research and impressions of the town. She takes us back into communal and 

cultural memory in her poems. "Imagine: a town" (1  3) forces us to imagine the worst ("the bodies 

of men and fish corpse piled on top of each other"), and to honour the ways memory ("He said") 

preserves history even as tides wash it away: "do you see the shadow of charred stilts / on cool 

water?" 

There is a collection of images here. a bound collation of fragments, "the place itself, mapt 

out, a web" (79). The narrative line running through this poem is almost protected by the shift in 

line and focus. But the very strategy of a shifting, oblique touch is part of the poem's purpose, to 

treat the memory and srory it imparts with a great deal of care and respect, for the story concems 

death and ~agedy  as the "shack full of card-playing men bums to the river. The river here is 

"uncdled for, unending: II where chance lurks / fishlike." Chance. like the river, is unpredictable, 

beyond us and yet wedded to our bones. It is present in the sudden river eddy or the swerving trot 

of the Coyote. 

1s the town "running I (smoothly?" asks Marlatt, with a macabre sense of managerial 

assessment. She then sets the record straight: it is "a town running before a fire / canneries 



buming." "Imagine: a town" asks the reader to bear witness to the pain that has marked this place, 

the squalor forced upon those Othered. Doing this on a physical level limns the tracings of 

psychological pain in the sequence. To fil1 in these traces and explicate them entirely (as Chew 

suggests Marlatt could have), appears contrary to her open. "unending" poetics/process of 

perception. Filling in the silences blocks an avenue of possibility and escape for reader and author 

and suggests an "exhaustiveness" that Marlatt might find restrictive and troubling (Rose 101). To 

sriggest everything is preferable to telling everything. She is deding with other (living) people's 

pal n. 

The language constantly pours over the edges of its own caesurae and line-breaks. reeling 

(with the smooth flow of the racing spool and the ragged chaos of coilapse) across a net of images: 

from oil to river to blood to "marshland silt no gaveyard can exist in but water swills, / endlessly 

out of itself to the mouth." The instability at the delta confers fecund movernent and continuity as 

"unending" renewal leads back into itself. Things are changing. For this very reason it fails to 

offer a solid place of repose for the dead. iMarlatt tracks their voices as Bowling or Iain Sinclair 

do. 

Chance endures; this great sly fish of destiny "flicks his tail & swims thru." 

The remarkable rvocation of interior and exterior space realised in Steveston demonstrates ways 

Marlattts poem hreczks conventions of landscape in its transgressive, cross-dimensional and arche- 

temporal imûginings (Holden)." Marlatt slips bryond the static frame. For example, a space of 

Stevesron shuns the framing conventions of landscape for an open form that holds and surrenders enough space for 
the speakers and readers to enter. Her work is marked by its provisionality, not an arrogant certainty that 
circumscribes. When Marlatt scribes the circle, its circumference is an illuminated meniscus, sunlit water, which 
invites and opens, rather than closing out. The estuary does not hold; ticies are uncontained. 

Becriuse "landscapes are one of the most pervasive, taken-for-granted texts about social organizatiun," Marlatt's 
open form work is subversive: Sreveston re-visions the way place is encountered and "read" and thereby challenges 
some of the key social codes of the perceptual apparatus inherited from landscape tradition (Duncan and Duncan 125). 
Stevesmn emphnsises that riny atternpt at textualising riverscape is inherently unstable; this is me of al1 the poetry 
in this chapter. If "[tlhe metaphor of landscape as text works to establish an riuthoritative reading, and to maintriin 
that authority whenever emotion threatens to erupt and mark the author as ri feeling subject" as Gillian Rose argues, 
then the work Mariait and others do honour feeling, knowing it will wash over the subject at any time (Rose 101). 
To honour the river is to honour an emotional, inner world; Marlatt's respect extends to the Japanese-Canadians that 
inspire her; she rillows them their silence. "(Slpace looks biick: space is dynamic and active: containing, defining, 
separating and naming many points of capture for power and meaning" (Pile and Thrift, 46). The motility of the 
river is not easily scoped. 

" Steveston "collages perspectives of Steveston, relates iü history, and plays iü  narratives against the subtent of 
the Kwakiutl Winter Ceremonid. . . . the structures . . . argue against lineat causation, to propose some network of 
operative force" (Davey t 86). Marlatt told George Bowering she was very interested in "Kwakiutl cosrnology ... the 
notion of the sea as being a river running north into a big hole, where it dives down, thatt's the end of the world" 
("Given This Body" 49). 



possibility emerges when the poem "Imperia1 Cannery , 19 1 3" opens: "Standing inside the door 

(the river. . .)" now bracketed and suggestive, ellipsed into possibility, is the River: 

the Fraser, mouth of the Fraser here where it 
debouches. into marsh. delta, swirling around & past those 
pilings of the cannery wharf they are standing on.. . . ( 15) 

This river is one site of unconditional giving: it does not demand repayment and has been tahn 

advantage of: "the Fraser gives of itself, incessantly, rich (so the dream goes). . . . a flowing and 

ever eroding running river.. ." ( 16). Even as the water and its bounty rie the young woman to the 

"iron chink," "she is in her element," her rivered body of salty blood bound to Empire and 

economics. There are life histories borne by the River here. The poem ranges across sixty y e m  

as time rolls on, "uncalled for, unending." One form of time ends with the woman's deüth, but 

river tirne continues. The river's continuity anchors her to the doorframe, the eyes' desire shaping 

her to the horizon of her "dreams." Dreams which, like the Fraser, breach the dykes of waiting. of 

labour. of debt to the cannery; they reveal the al1 too solid absences in her life of work. 

If the Fraser is one source of uncornplaining (and thus abused?) bounty. then the unnamed 

womün's body is another. The work of feeding her family and feeding the [ron Chink is likely to 

consume her. The corporeality of her body and the river's changes are strong. The cold grey of 

the cannery, of the fish: the bright ribbon she dreams of: imagination becomes the means by which 

she breaches "her threshold of work" (16). The river is one lifeline out of the doorway, binding 

the images as her body continues to hold and form her other cycles and perforrn her labours." Yet 

the poemTs closure on the dead rhythms of the machine and the bladed certainties of social customs 

(a trio of further labours) reminds us this is no poem of easy emancipation. 

The constancy of labour and oppression is evident. Diana Rrlke notes that the River is a 

site of oppression for this unnamed woman worker; the small space of snatched daydream is her 

only refuge. Even that, Relke argues, is conditioned by stereotype: the ribbon becomes a thing of 

allure which is not able to release the woman h m  a machinery of work, mamage and service. 

Snatches of image and memory suggest a past and a way of knowing that past; paying attention is 

important, but the poern's form allows a degree of interpretive space. 

"Intelligence (as if by radio)" (69-70) flags that attentiveness. Communal signs and stories 

mn-on from any attempts at containment by the pasts that have created them nrui the future they are 

endlessly becoming, troping the poetics of transmission through the shifting delta: 

Light temporary (occasional cloud &, 
she's rnoving West, as always, with our spin away from, knots of, 
black chunks of history (old cannery pilings, old sheds rotting their 
legs into the rapid run of water westward, to the sun's going,.. . . 

?3 This is mrichinery notched with the even markers "for mariage, for binh, for death;" these cogged certainties 
exist on the teeth of the "Iron Chink," that machine into which the canner feeds her energy but not her dreams. 



Night, I'm wanting to catch you this time 
(the moon's unwinding burial blanket, time, stands in its warp 
temporarily only, light - 

Legs of sheds, sturnps, amputated limbs 
(tom knots nets are shadows only. Where's the body of this being 
we run against? & feel, this net we're caught in, fish, light on 
full, suddenly blinded in its extent: (69) 

AH things are entities here. Attention to the substantive atmospheres of light and dark. water and 

time give Steveston a grounded quality The poem's physicality dlows the reader to glimpse the 

massed bodies, the form of "absences in the language," or the dusk and the river as word and 

world gather (Ricou 2 1 4 .  There is possibility in these spaces. Marlatt sees the mercurial elements 

of life, river and story through(out) the poem, always aware of her proprioceptive lens. 

Interconnection functions at the level of image and story; it dso works through the poem as an 

energy that binds the reader to a place-in-text. The poetry understands the ways we perceive and 

use the elements without culling their elusive qualities. Here, language highlights them for the 

visitor to the page/place, collaborating with the invisible nature of her perceptual knowing: radio 

waves, light waves and waves of darkness becorne elemental, perceived subjects: 

This black and white we only half perceive is caught by a wave - 
photography moon operates on a full night, quiet. most of the boats 
out. Wave reading shed, telegraphy of pilings in the river's 
intimate creek of hulls shatter - a dog barking somewhere, the sudden 
chuckle of sea, someone scratching his head, turns in with the 1 s t  
bilge into creeping water, splaçh. This continues . . . (70) 

This awareness is intelligence too, intelligence as if by river: fluid, dl-encompassing and capable 

of shifts of focus, the elision of borders. Then, as if repairing a net, Marlatt needles a node of 

grim racism. Human pain is lifted from 19 1 1 and placed right into the poem's (uncertain) focus on 

imminent absence: "a ghostly clutter of Indian tenement / Iapanese cannery shacks" their numbers 

replicated on boat hulls "and when 'a boat is found bottom up, its number is taken & the 

inhabitants of the shack are notifïed.'"" Then we slip fluidly into the haunted, echoing present 

that fills up with the 'if' of imagination. The poem becomes an inquiry towards compassion: 

& if there is still, 
further dong, under the grave1 of cannery parking lot, a picket 
fence. a woman's wailing al1 night long, for what? for what retum 
the present doesn't ride upon? It's not linear: 

the stainless 
steel lines going down in the Gulf echo other trollings, catch 
in the mesh of a net we refuse to see, the accretion of al1 Our 

---- - .- 

'' This quotation, from the Gamet Weston's article "S teveston-by-the-Fraser" (British Coktmbia Magazine. Au~ust 
19 1 1) suggests a callousness. The article goes on to catalogue the multiracial Steveston as a filthy cultural 
phantasmagoria, where diversity is coded as a disease. Non-whites are troped to appear eerie and depraved rrrther than 
simply different people who happen to be denied the economic and political rights enjoyed by most of the sirticle's 
male readers. 



actions, how they interact, how they interkead (intelligence), 
receive the reading ai sea, a vanishing marsh, a dying river, 
the mesh we are netted in, makes of us. 

Marlatt sees language as a net (as Ken Hulme does"). Language is a light that can blind, a 

darkness that can occlude and an element we swirn in like tirne, memory or air. We are hooked "at 

the mouth, where river mns under, in to the immanence of things" (79). In the acrobaties of line. 

the eddying caesura and enjambement, Marlatt imitates the muscularity of water. The Fraser and 

the line are forces to be reckoned with. Both river and word are "a way in, to return, in time. the / 

stream" ("Life Cycle" 7 1-2). This line "is not linear." Things "interact." for no river is an island. 

Srrvrston's shoner line length (when compued with iLIarlatt's previous book Rings, for instance), 

prompts more "forward-streaming" syntax. This reminds the reader that the "environin;" the 

salmon undergo on the joumey home to death is one humans make through language, as we move 

through spoken, printed and genetic remnants of the past. The poem closes with a (re)circulative 

vision: 

It rings us 
where we are (tum & tum about), however the depth its cool 
waters glide (over us), crase. with vast space elide the code 
we've managed to forget: this urge to retum, & retuming, thresh. 
in those shallows. death, leaving what slips by. the spore, 
the spawn, the mark that cames on . . . like a germ, like violence 
in the flesh, 

as if, hooknosed, holding to the shape they burn in, 
salmon don't re-enter time (in four years the river) .... 

as if the earth were dead 
& we within it ah, eating ash. drinking the lead fire of our own 
consumption, "Here's to us!" 

As if, "outside," a white tire doesn 't 
ring us. earth flicker its own circuits we, transparent. burn within. 

The last line of the poem is remarkable: great stratospheric rivers crack with light. a fire that 

depends on darkness to define its reach. We might, she suggests. see that reach if we leamt from 

the river. Streams of language and consciousness require degrees of silence and unknowing, 

other~ise they become indistinct. The grim triumph of the conclusion lashes back at earlier blind 

optimism: "Here's to us" becomes a farewell toast to the planet and al1 on it: nuclear fires, 

incessant "consumption" and mernories of wars, joumeys and tosses mapped over the earth's 

"circuits." The endings have blossomed into light and fire. 

Keri Hulme, as 1 note in the introduction, said to me: "if you make lots of gaps as in a net [you create a spacej 
for [readers] to fall into ..." 



How can memory endure when the non-human communities are being ravaged? What will the 

bais  for fishing communities and others be in the Fraser watenhed when the trees have vanished 

dong with the salmon? "[L]ogging sediment in upper Fraser strearns has been found to decrease 

the survival of salmon fry by 30 per cent.. .. More than half the trees cut in British Columbia have 

been taken since 1977" (Bocking 84, 85). Attention to present details is one way for memory to 

continue its transpiration: Marlatt's poem is an archive in its own right. Her sense of flexible 

fragility, reinforced through mn-on lines, doubts and (intertextual) variation, means Steveston is a 

"a mark that cames on" (72). But twenty-six years after its composition many are not sure the 

salmon will. 

Deltaed encounters 

When Marlatt says fishenan Hong Wo's "vision is accretion" she describes her own process of 

seeing, with at least one proviso: her wnting style suggests she does not (or cannot) freeze images 

as a photograph does. Embecided in language, the images alter and change with each glimpse. 

Her seeing is in process. Fred Wah contextualizes this motility in the work of Charles Olson. 

Olson's essay "Proprioception" lays out some fundamentals of a new discourse-"Today: 

rnovement at any cost" (18 l), and his dictum "to bring the land into the eye's view" ( 1  83) are 

relevant here. Homeostatic awareness is embedded in the process of writing and seeing; reading 

Marlatt, we are conscious of her provisional consciousness: 'this is what 1 am doing/seeingT she 

suggests, as our own reading augments the narrative. Closure is not honest to her own expenence 

of the deIta. 

S he strives for a writing which will accurately reflect the condition of the writer at 
the moment of the writing. This is called 'propnoceptive' writing and Marlatt is 
one of its most distinguished practitioners .... The pt-imary sense of Marlatt's 
writing is that the reader is in the process of the making of it. (Wah 15) 

Her process of "generative" attention ("seeking to arrive in the now" [94]) acknowledges 

this ecotone of culture, memory and double (salt/fresh) water, where the only certainty is change 

(Hall 156). "In other words, it is d l  connected at this delta, silted up, layer upon interconnected 

layer, suggesting a rnultiplicity of positions from which to imagine" (Relke 34). Tirne and the 

river taper and nin past those Ieft watching. The viewer is bound to be marked by the water and its 

current, marked in very different ways as (ex-)fisherman or woman, wnter and reader: "The body 

can feel the rhythm and the intelligence behind it, the line as it breathes.. .. she explores and plays 

in the landscape that the tums of syntax make, and this movement across the page, across voices, 

parallels the traversing across the history and imagination of that place at the mouth of the Fraser 

River, at that place on the tongue of the wnter" (Wah 19). Marlatt told George Bowering 
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My notion re prose & poetry is that I'm confused. I have a feeling that both of 
them have nothing to do with the w q  they look on the page, but with the way the 
language is moving. A particular kind of attention to language. Sirnply, that 
standard prose is written as if language was transparent. You're not seeing it. 
Poetry is written with the awareness that it's not transparent, that it is in fact a 
medium & that you are operating in it thanks to it. Its like the difference between 
being land animals & [fishl-we don? usually experience air, you know. We 
breathe in & we breathe out without being aware that we're breathing in any 
medium at all. That it is Our medium. Once we get into the water, which is a 
foreign element to us, we're very aware of the difficulty of moving thm that 
element. That's like poetry. You are aware that you're moving in an element, in a 
medium, & that there is a constant resistance to your moving fonvard. And that, in 
fact, rny  moving fonvard you make is thanks to that element that you're moving i n .  
So that language . . . wntes the story as much as you do. ("Given This Body" 6 1-2) 

This comment is vital to a Full appreciation of the way Steveston fiows and functions as a poem. 

Marlatt "eddies too," caught in her own accretion of images within the larger delta of the poem, 

suddenly swayed by her own particular en-visioning. The eye, fervent in its mn-on. ramps dong 

caesurae; moving with the run-off, it breaches the line break as the reader is slipped into the next 

stanza. "I've heard it offered that a period is simply the shonhand for the dots of an ellipsis. That 

a story never does end, only can pause" (Doig 202). The form of the entire poem rein forces the 

sequential tendency of rnuch river writing (just as "Pour, pour" eases into ellipses, reminding the 

reader of a continuity sustained-and challenged-by the space between pieces). Shirley Chew 

suggests the gaps and variations in the poem. its "restless play of genres," represent change: "the 

precarious nature of this Steveston evinces itself in the poem's discontinuities of form and the 

mixedness of its textual fabric" (64). The poem's own resonances develop an ecology of textual 

memory and image that honours the interdependencies at the river-mouth. 

This Steveston is precarious. Its fragile cultural and ecological network permeates-indeed 

is4teveston. Minden's photograph of wom kanji on a hut door (the characters read "Children 

keep out" [19]) is one record of a fragile way of 1ife.16 The photograph faces "Pour, pour." It 

reinforces Marlatt's sense thai some lapanese-Canadians are "haunted" by a racist past and 

rapacious present; the cÿlligraphy lends credence to the poem's sense of delicacy (20). An alliance 

between "chance" (and the patterned chaos of systems theory), salmon, time and the delta shapes 

flow and change as a way of life that the fishing community, like the fish, must obey. Lives and 

l ivelihood surge through those waters, and their arriva1 is increasingl y needed and increasingl y 

threatened. Thus does the reflective site, the delta, become temporalised and politicised on a 

human scale. "History in these poems becomes both personai and contemporary; the 'political' 

" The first edition of the book placed the photos in the first half with their titles and dates listed at the end of the 
photos. The poem was separate, in the second hdf of the book. The 1984 edition of fieveston places the 
photographs throughout the pwm at stntegic points. with the subjectltitle and date immediately below the picture. 
This decision makes a substantid impact on the way I read both text and image in the course of the now biended 
sequence. The Long Poem AnthoIogy ornits the photographs altogether (probably an apt decision given format 
restrictions) and (unlike the previous two editions) uses a distinctly bold font for each small subsection's title. 



implications of the facts Marlatt discovers reach into both her life and the readers" (Davey 195). 

They do so because they reach through the river, which in the place 1 write, the Lower Mainland of 

B. C., affects us all. The prospect of ecological breakdown looms iike the imminent spring melt. 

'<the place itself, mapt out, a web" 

The poem "Moon" faces Minden's striking photograph of rotting cannery buildings perched above 

water seeping up, wetting 
island dirt. [t's river, rank odour of river mud banks, the 
strait, the sea. . . . 

It's stagnant ditch water, drainage. gathering scum, Lulu Island. 
dyked off from the sea. (2 1 ) 

Lulu Island became one hub of "this rnoon-crazed industry, this town" as i t  blossomed into a 

carnival-place for thousands. racing into its own oblivion on a red-fleshed wave, "freshet, & the 

salmon c huming black waters, l darker depths" (22). 

"Moon" surges easily between crowds of humans and fish, leaping the temporal "ditch," 

from the bustle of the early 1900s into the "stagnant" times of the overfished delta beset by "this 

corporate growth that monopolizes I the sun, moon & tide, fish-run" (22). The ghastliness of the 

"Now" the poem pivots on shifts the reader from fecund revelry to a "drained" community 

depleted in a list of negatives: "It 1 sucks them dry.. . . drained / by the ditches of their unsatisfied 

lives" (22). This staging is a harsh judgrnent on the forces of capitalism and the locals from one 

who looks "In from the Outside" yet strives towards "synthesis" (22; Relke 29). She condemns 

corporations yet seems to decry the locals too. 

How to balance these two judgments? Perhaps the poems themselves will do so: "Seeking 

to gather up the xattered threads of the past and the present, they run through layers of time, levels 

of ineaning, into their own conclusion" (93). The poems run on regardless; they are not dammed 

by large corporations where progress is insidious and inevitable, "like a disease, like time" (64). 

Marlatt's observations of dissatisfied people do not condemn them; she (like Glavin, Bowling and 

Bocking) points the finger at the larger companies and processes that have "drained" thousands of 

communities since 1973, "cut down to one day a week: their technology too great for / the crop to 

bear" (53). What she sees in Steveston is a no-win situation: male underernployment or, for 



women, drudgery-"meaning, don? get theoreticai now. the cannery.. .. how the plant packs their 

lives, chopping 1 off the hours, contains them" (25). She concludes: "To be given up, gone, in a 

great bleeding jet, into that other (working) world" (25). 

Here is a direct confrontation with the faulty tools of capitalism that, from an ecologicai 

viewpoint, destroy the resource base of business and custom without an eye to the future 

generation of cornrnunities (or profit. oddly enough). "Bleeding" affects people and place; capital 

amputates as well as accretes. But with Marlatt, a crass finality like a 'conclusion.' a cessation, is 

passed over in favour of "the slap slap" of water and time: "(it flows)" (26). The recirculative 

energy between poet, place. memory and reader sustains her river. Enamoured of process, 

Steveston is "a movement around, based on retum" (Mürlutt, "Long as in Time" 3 17). How could 

a conclusion occur in such a river-focused poem; the river is a site of continuity and transformation 

even "[a]t the mouth, where river nins under, in, to the immanence of things" (79)." 
Here. the stem tide of the surveyor's grid dissolves. On land the people "know the 

extinction 1 of open marsh by concrete" (75) and face the dwindling salmon with dread. But in that 

murky silty water "[tlhere are no territories" (79). Marlatt dispenses with the mundane and rnters 

the rhythms of the fish and the river: 

It rings us 
where we are (mm & tum about), however the depth its cool 
waters glide (over us), erase, with vast space elide the code 
we've managed to forget: this urge to retum, & retuming, thresh, 
in those shallows, death, ieaving what slips by, the spore, 
the spawn, the mark that cames on.. . (72) 

The line and the river sustain and continue, each central to and limning the poern, just as death 

haunts the delta in every departure a boat makes from the wharves, every word we speak. That is 

simply "How it goes" (28). Many are "haunted" (29). Marlatt captures the agonised reflection of 

one bereft (lines surging in grief, recollection and horror "May day May day May day," and 

capturing something of that temble regret-"A pain, a pain rising & no one . . ." [29]). Perhaps 

the lack of response is part of a "settlement mentality" that ignores the power of the unsettled 

waters, 

that settles down a Street that doesn't go straight thru, pacing the river's 
winding edge, that sez oblivious, good soi1 here we'll put our roots down. 
And the river mns away with hem, flood, storm, al1 manner of lost 

" Diana Relke makes a key point: "In the 1970s. West Coast postmodemist writen were fond of quoting a 
particular Heraclitean aphorism which for them expressed the transfomative conflict of opposites that infomied both 
natural process and the processes of Ianguage: 'You cannot step twice into the same iver.' Anyone who's returned 
to Mariatt's Fraser as often as 1 have over the twenty y e m  since its first appearance can hardly deny this truth. But 
more to the point, there is indeed something in the aphonsm that suggests conflict-perhaps it's the emphasis on 
the negative. Heraclitus had second thoughts, however. He was apparently aware ihat his dynamic resists a strict 
application of the law of contradiction, for he mended the aphorism to read, 'We step and we do not step into the 
same river; we are and we are not' (frag. 8 1). The shift is a subtle one but it is nevertheIess radical, for it throws the 
whole dynarnic into a kind of reverse field: synthesis emerges while conflict recedes" (46-7). 
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belonging gone, anchorless on out to sea.. . . 

The edge, the edge. (4 1) 

After the disturbing passage through "distress," it is a relief to reach the measured compact 

assonance of the next poem, "Sea i i e k  etc." This assemblage of images and senses leads us to the 

estuary. the boats poised on the edge of ocean and danger, just as so much of Steveston perches 

on the edge of cultural and ecological shift, 

ready , 
day after day copper painted & caulked & overhauled, now they 
wait, feeling that suck in green and oily shallows, feeling 
aftemoon leaf so close at hand, & laie (derisive, cluck of a 
gull domestic, finally) they wait, for headway out to the open 
seasl the open season, current, Storm: & fish. (33) 

The focus is on the mouth of the river; it suggests that which has gone before in the cycle of poems 

and the watershed: river and open ocean combine here to create a tone of expectation and potential, 

seas and seasons ready to tum. 

Prepared by the previous portent of readiness, anything could happen in the narrative. 

Chance remains a key cornponent. But "Sen Trek etc" is also a portrait of abeyance and 

containment, that complex etcetera of dependence and patience. To witness a retum to the delta iit 

"Low Tide: A beached vessel," therefore does not disappoint (34). This strmding (of the vessel of 

language. control and authority) is a natural consequence of the cycle Marlatt traces through the 

delta; it also points to a stymied energy in the trio of boys who "violate" "their secret catch," 

vandalising the boat as it lies "bleached. like some dying fish.. . . There's a curious backwater 

stillness / to their work," a stubbom intent ("tied with the tide.") They, boyishly, ignore calls to 

leave the boat alone. The energies of stom find expression in the incipient/prepubescent 

violence-or rough play-of the boys: "in acting out their erotic fantasies vis-a-vis the gillnetter, 

these boys make it possible to survive their oppressive containment at the lowest mng of the male 

hierarchy" (Relke 41). The boys are also "tied to the tide" rather than to an adult idea of what they 

should be doing. Their work is dependent upon larger urges, aibeit destructive ones. Their prima1 

"intent" is a thing beyond and within hem that time and restrictive mores will bnng forth. Their 

coded pre-teenage behaviour is not exonerated (the entire poern suggests ways of opening that leap 

such codes), it determines their engagement with the watershed. The position of Minden's 

photograph (it follows the poem) implicates the three canny-looking boys there in a way they 

rnight rather enjoy. 

Both the poem and photographs encounter "the rift of language, race, & sex," a central 

concem for Marlatt (38). The river mediates and complicates this rift, this "edge," that Japanese- 

Canadians live on. (T)here, the river and history are ailied. Marlatt sees the poem as a series of 
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interconnections ("my image for it was a network ["Long as in Time" 3 171) which "gather up the 

scattered threads of past and present" (93). The Fraser carries that history and flows through 

temporal space, it "wavers and wanders, collecting 1 islands of lives, leaves them stranded or 

suddenly, after some years visible as, 1 time passing" (43). Time, like hurnan effort and the work 

of the body, demands the keenest of eyes. 

In keeping with the sense of balance and range in the entire poem, Marlatt recognises the 

endorance, the labour that binds human and fish, river and community in the continuing gnt of the 

local people. The demands of labour tire the body. Feelings of anger faIl into the hauling of nets. 

the nising of masts, the filleting of flesh. It is work, not anger, that occupies the lives of those 

Marlatt encouniers, "nothing more than hard work, over & over?' (52). Her approach to history 

begins (as in Bowling) with work and uses labour to explicate a series of relations with the river. 

As mentioned, this approach is suggested some years later by environmentai historian Richard 

White ("Are You"). It is one Marlatt observes in the emly 1970s as steady fishing work dwindles 

for Anglo-Canadian, Finn, First Nation and Japanese-Canaaian fishing crews, their "lives / 

inextricably tied with the tide" and its run of gleaming salmon (64). Children and adults grew up 

with that bond, but the labour depends on the fish. 

Connection through work is a form of return that Marlatt (like Bowling) evokes in her 

concluding poem "Steveston, B.C.," which is a summation of the poerns that have gone before. 

When read in context and sequence "Steveston, B.C." and Steveston itself becomes a kind of 

inscnpted, autotelic map to the poern's own "ps t  it has passed through." The fish "circling back 

in 1 to their source" are a Stream of "the ongoing and nameless." drawing the named humans to 

livelihood, death and a fragile renewül: Marlatt has said "the river & the sea & death" coalsece 

("Given this Body" 48). That renewal and retum is threatençd. Marlatt resists the human 

interruption in the River's flowing cycle by asserting "We obscure it with what we pour on these 

waters, fuel, paint, fill," even as the River submerges time, human and eternal, in its pouring, a 

movement replicated in the assonance of her penultimate stanza." 

a sea men sink their lives into, continue, dazzlingly undeciphered, 
unread days, dazed with the simple continuance of water pour, of wind of small 
stores tuming their annual credit ledgers, debit, silent as winter falls, falls, 
pours. . . . 

This is the story of a town, these are the people, whose 
history locates inside of a dream, in site of (in situ) down by the riverbank a 
torrent pouring past its sloughs & back channels, boat basins tirne repeats 

Time becornes the river, the river becomes rnemory, whirling into itself and outwards, capturing 

and releasing breath as the lines unfold and the reader inhales, exhales, riding the current of line 

and word. 

" This sense of ounage is amplifieci by the addition of a single letter in the anthologised version of the poem: "how 
it pours, this river, right over the rock drtmn at Cannery Channel" (Marlatt 1979, 122). 



Visiting Finn Slough in the early 1990s. Terry Glavin observed "red paint Japanese characters, 

barely discemible, believed locaily to have once wamed children to keep out" (26). The knnji, 

possibly the characters featured in "Pour, Pour" have almost vanished, and according to Glavin, 

just twenty years after Marlan's poem, a way of life had vanished with hem: by the late 1980s 

"old-Steveston was al1 but gone, and what remained survived as a backdrop to what was becoming 

more of a Steveston-theme mal1 than anything else" (36). 

Marlatt's account of Finn fisher Inez Huovinen is a celebration and delight, the language revelling 

in the movement of the s p h g  freshet. the rolling of human, boat and river. This a harmony that 

overcomes the adversity Marlatt has detailed for the various river people. Inez is on her boat, 

talking, laughing; moving with poise "She runs in the / throat of time, voicing the very swifts & 

shallows of that river, 1 urging, in the dash of it, enough to keep up, to live on" (65). Here is a 

balance of ski11 and subsistence ('To take / no more than the requisite" [66]) Marlatt enjoys. a 

vigorous resistance in the face of inflation and other adversities, including that mercurial. 

chdlenging Fraser River. The River keeps on returning to the viewer and reader: it seems such a 

certain process, but, "lovely & periious" it is really full of chance and doubt (86). Recirculation of 

fish and fresh water blends with silt and salt as [nez rides the waves, revelling in what is right 

there with it in the moment: 

Somehow they survive, this people, these fish, 
survive the refuse bottorn, filthy water. their choked lives, 
in a singular dance of survival, each from each. At the 
narrows, in the pressure of waves so checked & held by 
"deep sea frontage" it's the river's push against her, play of 
elements her life cornes rolling on. Hair flying, in gumboots, 
on deck with rubber apron ("it's no dance dress"), she'll take 
al1 that river gives, willing only to stand her ground (rolling, 
with it, right under her feet, her life, rolling, out from under, 
right on out to sea . . . (65) 

Yes, in 1974 Marlatt affirms things will continue as boat, fish and hurnan will, somehow, 

at this coast where the canoe, the boat and the vesse1 of story has cut the water for so long. The 
page, place of last recourse in these times of loss, does not specify whether it is human or fish that 

make the last joumey: 

sometime creatures of motive 
that swirn, AGAINST the source, but always continuing to retum, always 



these lovely & perilous bodies drifting in spawn, swarm on out to sea. (86). 



"On their way to open ocean": Richard Hugo's land- and riverscapes 

In this section 1 trace rivered joumeys made by a writer who finds solace in water as he moves 

towards a sense of home. 1 re-examine Richard Hugo as a "landscape poet" as one means of 

working towards his equally important (though less analysed) role as a shaper of riverscapes. I 
argue for the enduring potency of rivers and communities in Hugo's career, from the opening 

poem 'Trout" in his 196 1 debut A Rlin of Jacks to the final (eponyrnous) poem in his 1984 

Collected Poems, Mrzking Certoirr It Goes on? Hugo was. for many years, a Seattle-based poet. 

His words floated nonh as the salmon do. They rnerge with Marlatt's and Bowling's at the 

estuaries al1 three poets are bound to. The three gather their attention on what is lost and 

vanishing. Like the essayists. they dance at the interplay between what remains and what is 

remembered, between flow and delta, river and ocem. The process of riparian reflection follows 

and suggests the ways human habit and perception transpire through-and erode-the cultural. 

ecologicai and rernembered watershed. 

As 1 note in the previous chapter, Ivan Illich writes of the waters of the past and present in 

an effort to find 

the fluid that drenches the inner and outer spaces of the imagination. More tangible 
than space, it is even more elusive for two reasons: first because this water has a 
nearly unlimited ability to cûny metaphors, and second, because water, even more 
subtly than space, always possesses two sides .... what it seems to reveal and 
betray hides the stuff that lies beneath. (24-5) 

Illich traces the cultural perceptions of water from myth-laden element to a utility for the cleaning 

of the body and city, mere "H20." He regards this shift in terms of decline. corruption and 

impoverishment: "the twentieth century has transmogrified water into a fhid with which archetypal 

waters cannot be rnixed" (7). Though his lament ovrr sheer utility is balanced by typhoid 

statistics. Illich's concem rernains: Hz0 "is now an observed fluid that has lost the ability to mirror 

the water of dreams. The city child has no opportunity to corne in touch with living water. Water 

can no more be observed; it cm only be imagined, by reflecting on an occasional drop or a humble 

puddle" (76). 

Illich's meditation on the fallen waterscape has bearing on a poet who, as a young child, 

encountered water and imagination together, gazing into a smdl puddle of rainwater in a backyard 

tree stump. This sturnp and its tiny pond were to provide Hugo with his first experiences of the 

"two sides" of water: 'The surface glowed like obsidian and emeralds. When 1 leaned over the 

edge of the stump and looked straight down 1 saw my face and behind it the sky, the white clouds 

29 Al1 page references for poems are from the 1984 Collected Poems. 
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moving north" ("Small Waters and Tiny Worlds" 163).j0 Hugo confronts the two sides of 

revehtion and memory in "The Towns We Know and Leave Behind, The Rivers We Carry with 

Us" (343). This poem speaks back to early pieces such as "Hideout" and "Duwamish Head with 

the shacks of derelict men, and the latter's repetition, "River, 1 have loved, loved badly on your 

bank" (39,66). "The Towns . . . The Rivers . . ." pairs sky and river as collaborative images (and 

image-banks) which order the river town: ("A town needs a river to forgive the town"). This late 

poem links lames Wright and Hugo, men who "had to stay drunk / to welcome the river," and 

evokes the right level of authentic grimy loss. Its concluding stanza clarifies one of Hugo's 

prevnlent metaphors: the river as time, memory and the past. The anxieties of naming are 

dispensrd with rven as the impulse-the obsession-is recorded: 

Whatever the narne of the river, 
we both had two women to love, 
One to love us enough we left behind 
a town that abuses the day. 
The other to love the river we brought with us. 
the shack we lived in, 
the birds, the towns that return to us for names 
and we give them narnes knowing the river 
murders them away. (345) 

The river defeats the obsession to name; the town itself seems threatened. The brute force of the 

waters and Hugo's response to this river places it somewhere between Illich's discussion of Lethe 

as prompter of forgetfulness, and Mnemosyne's restorative riches. It holds two sides at once, just 

as apprehension and recollection braid in rnany of Hugo's poems. 

Like the saimon that moves downstream only to retum (an enduring motif in his work), Hugo's 

various journeys conclude, finally, with a hard-earned sense of belonging. In 1969 Richard 

Howard described Hugo's work as moving "outward from a centre and inward towards it" (279). 

The ripples return to their point of orîgin, echoing beginnings in new ways. Hugo's rivers stay 

with him; eventually they guide his poetry to the source of acceptance he desired for so long. 

'O There are various instances where Hugo's image of the reflecting waters rneets the sky, such as, "Nearly al1 the 
waters colour like the sky" ("Introduction to the Hoh" 59); "the bent face bobbing in the wake / was counted in 
another cIoud gone north"(Hideout" 65); "love being the only man casting into / a lake turned silver by sky" ("Letter 
to Haislip from Hot Springs" 304); "fishermen believed skies 1 full of wiiling women" ("Pishkun Reservoir" 443). 
"The uue eye of the earth is water" says Bachelard (Water and Dreams 3 1). These statements offer further dues to 
Hugo's envisioned memory, a seeing that cannot dispense with the rwo sides of water, nar the past and present, 
fused in a meniscus of potential. 



Hugo actually enables a shift from land- to river-scape in his work: these two sites receive 

different thematic attentions." His first book, after d l ,  begins in the rivers of Washington State, a 

great many of which originate in a Canadian province a few degrees nonh, just over a border held 

fast on maps and ignored (at some cost) by the currents (which plough into dams). As I noted, his 

Collected Pocrns begin and end with nvers. Where is the land that commentators rave about? 

Maybe thnt is a detour. "1 am sure I saw a river there. I always am" ("Keokuk" 267). 

Various critics (notably Dave Smith and Frederick Garber) have written of Hugo's rivers. 

In this section I analyse a few of his many river poems and trace the shift from attention to 

memories of need to realisations of plenty. He moves from memories of absence to the deltas of 

contentment. First, I chiirt his use of the gnmy landscape, before moving on to mention the 

continuing peds of postmodern river refiection. I then turn to a handful of his poems, which 

rnight act as a small hook into his oertvre. 

Disparate visions? Landscape theory, and the fallen Hugo landscape 

Before it is even a repose for the senses, landscape is the work of the mind. Its 
scenery is built up as much from strata of mernory as from layers of rock. 

Simon Schama. Lnndscupr cmd Mernon, (6-7) 

Jonathan Holden calls Hugo "America's most accomplished poet of landscape" ("Landscape 

Poems" 169). Hugo's terrain can consume the critic. Geographical metaphors. which proliferate 

throughout the criticism, become markers of critical journeys. This is not surprising, given that 

the critics attend to a self-confessed "landscape poet." who admitted "1 really am addicted to place" 

("Dialogue" 139; "Gains" 2961.'~ Hugo argues that "[qluest for a self is fundamental to poetry," 

'' Regarding rivers, 1 rccall Hugo's "Assumption" thrtt his "uiggering" or inspiring places "always" contriin a body 
of water (Triggzring 25). Rivers run through his work: the paradigm of departure, exploration and difficult retum is 
acknowledged as the shaping force of Hugo's first three volumes (Holden, Landscapes 9 1). Gerstenberger sees the 
salmon's river-run as "suggestive of the pattern of ... most of Hugo's books" (12). Allen suggests rivers carry 
Hugo through the early phases of his poetic and persona1 growth, from the isolation of the first book, and a graduai 
return to community in the second, Death of the Kapowsin Tavern (Allen 56). His later work in Skye and his final 
poems resonate with his acknowiedgment of the purposeful currents that draw him to a deeper sense of where and 
who he loves, and therefore of who he is ("Remernbering Graham" 227). The rivers run in the first collection and 
continue throughout his work. HoIden sees the motif of the salmon's run to sea and bsrck. to the source of birth and 
memory, ris a narrative ernbedded in "Ballad of the Upper Bumping" and A Rrin ofjacks as a whole (23.3 1). 
Furthemore, the narrative of departure, adventure and retum plays out over the first three books, the two Seattle- 
based volumes being followed by the record of Hugo's 1963 visit to M y ,  the scene of his wartime air service 
(Lanhcapes 9 1 ). 

lust a few of Hugo's other river poems include severai from his first book, and "Where Jennie Used to S wim" 
( 167), "Where Mission Creek Runs Hard For loy" (log), "Crinan Canal" ( 199) and 'The Sandbanks" (368). GIee is 
a special component of mriny of the Skye poems, which show how intense and content Hugo's imagined, stoned 
seeing has become. 

32 Throughout his interviews, prose and poetry Hugo draws connections between place and self. He tells William 
Kittredge he thinks "of the world as a kind of hunting ground for poems and that 1 can find them lying around here 



and Thomas Gardner believes "landscape and place" are the tools for Hugo's quest: rivers are too. 

(Hugo, "Stray" 33; "An Interview" 139). Examining his riverscapes, 1 begin to trace the ways 

Hugo's vision articulates itself through place, memory, and image. His vision is the Claude Glass 

through which we see Washington, Italy (in his third book, Good Luck in Crncked Italim), 

Montana and the Isle of Skye, the setting for his eighth and final book, The Right Madness on 

Skye ( 1 9 8 0 ) . ~ ~  

The creation of the unmediatsd visw, the unmediaid form of rrpresentation is an cnduring dream 

in Western culture. The prima1 language and primal landscape are objects of unattainable desire for 

Hugo in his work of "horning" and "reclamation" (Matthews xxi, Holden. "Landscape"). Yet one 

of Hugo's key challenges to the distanced objectivity of landscûpe convention is his recognition 

that such reclamation, and the primal connection that is its object, is an impossible goal. Doreen 

Massey observes that "the place called home was never an unmediated experience" ( 163). Hugo's 

inner longings and outer landscape are too vast for anything but acceptance of distance as an 

enabling force. His radical transfomations of space and absence into humanised sites of loss (like 

Sinclair, Hugo maps absence) give his textual landscapes a nostalgie intimacy and also qualify 

them: there is no home to feel pain for.'" 

and there. Hopetùlly alwriys inside myself ultimately" ( 1  39). His addiction to place has hx i  a profound impact on 
critical work done on his poetry. 

We ure Culled Hmnn,  by Michael Allen, carcfully maps what he calls Hugo's "geogrriphy of feeling." (56). 
Donna Gcrstenberger's short 1983 monograph works effectively through Hugo's "world of impermanencc," his 
"frontier longing" (5 ) ,  while the third and most recent, Jonathan Holden's hriakcapes of rt~c Selfl eponymously 
ricknowledges an emotional terrain. The critical tendency is to enter Hugo's temtory as a visitor. In William 
Bevis's assessment, we confront "Hugo's vzist outer spaces [which] are usually in tension with a dcnsc inner space 
and a dense poetics" (158). Bcvis is one of the first critics to site Hugo within the long swcep of settlemcnt and 
dispossession that are held as motifs of the West: "His own sense of abandonment dovctailed with the region's 
history of disrister: the crushing of the Indians, the fur trade boom and bust (1 825-45), the rnining boom and bust 
(1860-1900), the homestead boom and bust (1909-19; 66 percent faitecl), the oil and iumber booms and busts (to the 
present), the water boom and bust (in full swing now)" (146). 

In "Overlooking Yak" Hugo would rissert "Out West, survival is enough" ("Overlooking Yale" 349). Bevis's 
long comment is important: it brings historical context and First Pcople-White relations into focus. With Bevis, 
and Don Scheese's 1985 article, Hugo's cntical terrain reaches a new range after the focused foundationril works by 
Frederick Garber, Allen and Holden; when these issues gather more fully wound his poems, our readings are the 
richer for it. 

U The Hugo volumes are A Rtrn of Jacks (196 1 ) ;  Dearlr of the Kapawsin Tavern (1965); Good Luck in Cracked 
Itulian ( 1969); The Lady in Kicking Horse Reservoir ( 1973); What Thou Luvest Well Rentuitts Aniericarr ( 1975); 
31 Letters and 13 Dreams (1977); White Cenier (l980), and The Right Madness on Skye (1980). Hugo w u  bom in 
1923; he died of leukemia in 1982. 

E. V Walter notes that the word nostalgia "derives from the Greek words meaning a painful return home" (25). 
The O-rftord English Dictiomry cites an extract from John Banks, recorded during his travels with Captain James 
Cook on board the Endeavoiir: 'The greatest part of thern were now pretty far gone witb the longing for home which 
the Physicians have gone so far as to esteem a disease under the name of Nostalgia" (15: 535). The knowledge of 
losses upends the remembered world and prioritises it at once. Sanders faced the reservoir: it is no wonder Hugo 
often did the same, gazing into the floods of absence. 
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Hugo's poems (like some river-essays) are grounded not in a memory of home, but in the 

memory of the need for home. Hugo imagines the abandoned lodging in " 16 14 Boren" being 

called "'place,"' '"house"' or "'edifice,"' never 'home' (40). "The House on 15th S. W." of his 

childhood. where "Cruelty and rain could be expected. / Any season" holds no fond memories in 

his early work (~24) .~ '  Hugo's long seruch for (in Scott Russell Sanders' term), "a place of 

refuge," resonates with those  who are seeking connection (3 1)? 

The riverscape is central to his sense of connection. Both physicd and imagined. the river 

grounds him in change: this rnovement was the foi1 for his early poems of cornplaint. Later, the 

river functions to reflect an openness that honours the contentment he found in love. life and 

writing. 

In 1964, after forty years in Seattle. Hugo moved to Montana, a place where sky, not West Coast 

delta, absorbed the scope of his longing. He spoke of the almost "direct relationship between the 

place, the kind of vision 1 have. and the way I write" surmising that Montana provoked "more 

panoramic language" ("Gains Made" 298, 299)."Poems" he wrote. "could stün on the edge of 

things, on the border between the home and the void" ("SrnaIl Waters" 169). 

Hugo's credo "Staiements of Faith" sources sorne of the nostrilgia that hriunts his writing (and that of many 
poets and nature writers) in the changes we impose on the land: "One problem for modern poets is the wholcsale 
change in what we see-the tearing down of buildings, the developmcnt of new housing, thc scceieratcd rate OC loss 
of all things that can serve as visual checkpoints and sources of stability .... With the accumulated losses of 
knowns, the imagination is faced with the problem of preserving the world through internalization, thcn keeping 
that world rigidly fixed long enough to create the unknown in the poem. (Rilke spoke of this.) Todciy, memory 
must become thought's aily" (The Triggering Town 73). 

Memory is the countcrpoint to prcsent loss. siting feeling in the fluid medirition between past and present. 
Hugo's "mental mripping" moves through timc while giving an apparent priority to rnovement through space 
(Gould and White 52). Tongue in cheek, he rccounts the potentials and pitfalls of the American relationship with 
place: "Of course. one nice thing about Ameriça is that you're always losing. They're dways teruing down 
something you love and putting something uglier in its place. So 1 don't think we'll run out of losses" ("Gardner" 
1 45). 

Some of the many poems that attend to place, the nuances of physicd mapping and Hugo's ideri of "north" (a 
provocative one for British Columbians, I feei, and one worthy of explication), rue "The AnacortesSydney [sic] 
Run" (74) one of his best in this area; "Montrina Ranch. Abandoned" (204); "History of the Sketch" (228); "Places 
and Ways to Live" (234); "After A Train Trip, One Town Rernains" (234); "Scene" (327); 'North' and rnapping re- 
occur in "Scene" (327); "La Push" (7); "Duwamish No. 2" (61); "For A Northern Woman" (92); "A Night With 
Cindy at Heitman's" (193); "A Map of the Peninsula" (24); Norihwest Retrospective: Mark Tobey" (47); "A Mrip of 
Montana in Italy" (165); ' T o p o p p h i c d  Map" (268); "A Map of Skye" (380) and "Distances" (434). for example. 

xi See Hugo's "Small Waters and Tiny Worlds" The R e d  West Marginal Way (62-80) for an analysis of his 
eventual poetic homecoming. In early poems it is only the run-down places, like "The Only Bar in Dixon" that are 
marked with the name "Home. Home. I knew it entering. / Green cheap plaster and the stores / across the Street 
toward the river/ failed" (212). 

The need to reconnect with an imagined pais< means Hugo maps memory for its registen of hope and Ionging. In 
his postrnoâern and postcolonial textual landscapes Hugo departs from the position of viewer as divine wielder of the 
"sovereign eye" and confident silencer of the memories and communities on the margin (Cosgrove, "Prospect" 48). 
William W. Bevis is right to suggest that "Hugo did not write of things other than power, he wrote of the absence 
of powef' (15 1). 
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Focused on the tainted landscape of loss, and eschewing beauty, he makes the "brief look 

at something most people ignore" his opportunity for composition ('The Writer's Situation" 222). 
Hugo is likely to invest the scene with psychological meaning rather than physical detail a l~ne . ' ~  

Hugo's "Northwest is not so much a place as a condition" (Allen 58). In 1971 Hugo explained 

that condition. predicated on absent power and failing community. to Susan Zwinger. He is 

refemng to Montana. but the cycles of failure endemic to a market-dnven economy rneans there are 

rnany sites of abandoned hope in the landscape of contemporary production: 

Montana] is ionely, and this is a good place for me as a poet. 1 write from this 
standpoint. That is to Say, 1 write about unpeopled worlds. Very seldom does a 
person in my poems have a relationship with anybody else, and if he does it is 
usually a dead person. Decaying shacks, abandoned ranches, desolation, endless 
spaces, plains. mountains, ghost towns: it's ready made for my sensibilities ... . I 
often wnte about things that are ignored, or that 1 think are ignored. I like that 
feeling of assurance that I'm able to emotionally possess something. (258-9). 

This i s not the "sublime" landscape of nineteenth-century representations.'"he awe is there, and 

so is a kind of urban awfulness. a warm fondness for failure. Hugo's poetics clearly favour what 

Jonathan Holden has so rightly called a kind of "seedy nurninosity," rather than sublime grandeur 

("Instant Wordsworth" 122) .'9 

Hugo's landscapes (and they rire his, but his gift is to make them seem to belong to many) may 

continue to appear for Izim because they are constantly disappearing for others. Given that these 

" In his classic 1964 work The Machine in the Garden, Leo M m  argues that "the physical attributes of the land are 
less important than its metaphoric powers. What finally matters most is its function as a landscapc-an imqe  in 
the mind that represents aesthetic, moral, political, and even religious values" (120). For the observant Hugo, 
composition is, initially, a speculative (and problematic) process: "It is narcissistic, vain, egotisticrii, unrealistic, 
selfish, and hateful to assume emotional ownership of a town or a word. It is also essential" ('Triggering Town" 
14). 

58 His comments almost precisely inven the characteristics Barbara Novak ascribes to the copious work of exirly 
Western American priinters: "For the vast expansive prairies, the immense extensions of space, the awesome 
mountains, the forbidding and majestic scde that chmcterized the varied landscape West could only then, as now, bc 
ciilled 'sublime."' ( 149). 

Hugo's onIy novel, the scopophilic (this term is defined by Peter Brooks as the "erotic investment of the male 
gaze" [122]) and place-fond mystery Death and the Good Life notes some of these qualities. Full of road trips 
through Montana oust as Hugo's former student James Welch records car travels through the same vastness in The 
Indicm Laivyer [New York: Viking, 19901, for example), the book looks hard at the small towns: "When you see 
Dixon you feel as if, had you lived there a11 your life, you'd be either more intcresting, or dnnk more than you do" 
(15). Hugo's landscapes are not sublime, even if he wishes to make them so. In one scene the protagonist, soft- 
hewted homicide detective Al Barnes, Iooks at Washington's great mountain: "1 winked at Rainier ris we crawIed past 
and totd it to hang in there. It said it would and stop winking at me, you dumb bastard, I'm a mountain" (56). 

39 Hugo reverses societal noms. He tells Zwinger that in his poems, "Failures retain their identity, and successes 
lose theirs" (259). 



Iandscapes are intimate with industrial tracings-that built human structures receive as much 

attention as the 'natural' world-it seems appropriate to look on Hugo's worlds as places, rather 

than 'Iandscapes' in the highly conventional received sense.'' It may be that America's greatest 

landscape poet is the poet of a kind of anti-iandscape, a dereliction that is the net result of the 

erosion of sensitivity to place.'" The landscape becomes an outlet for anger and dislocation: "No 

room you find to live in will be home.. .. Stay homeless, 1 doorned to hound those human 

meanings we forget" ('The End of Krim's Pad" 192). These are the echoes Tim Bowling picks up 

at the delta across from the U.S./Canadian border. Seattle's Duwamish Slough and Ladner seem 

to draw both men to reflect on what has passed, and that which remains, for a time, to haunt the 

w atc her. '' 

As a poet of the industrial or fallen landscape. the anti-'landscape' of decay and feeling, Hugo's 

terrain is endlessly productive and endlessly unstable. In this sense Hugo attends to landscape as 

an "intertext," reading his vision againsr the received conventions, wedding his fallen (but still 

enduring) world to the notion of the sublime, thereby readjusting the reader's vision. "1 don? 

A place. in Eugcne Walter's tem. "is a mauix of energies. penerating representotions and causing changes in 
awarcness" ( 1  1). Walter argues that "[wIc nced to recollect the unity of a place as a location of cxpcrience and mauix 
of energies" (2 12). Hugo's careful rissumptions spring from ihc sense of history, story and "gossip" He is attuned to 
cvcry triggering localc: "You know the mind, how it  cornes on the scene agriin / and rnakes tiny histories of things" 
("Letter to Matthews from Barton Street Rats" 28 1). The loss of knowns can reduce the range of tiny histories, the 
layers of gossip. while at the same time increasing a sense of history at the persona1 and communri1 level. The echo 
of lost things calls forth tiny histories. Don Scheese: "[bly pointing out to us what we have ignorcd, Hugo alerts 
us to the rripid erosion of place so endemic to a region now beset by boomtown economics" (53). Hugo's 
attribution of story to place lerids him to the unusual position of sketching working fandscapes, and thercfore of 
trricing the failurcs aftcr the boom. In some cases the towns he sces "failed from the beginning," Ieaving the 
architecture of loss, a vital component of the post-colonial site. ("Why I Think OF Dumar Sadly" 229). In this 
attention to urban loss his close affinities with Iain Sinclair's psychogeographies are rnarked. 

'" Holden argues that Hugo's poem "West Marginal Way" "suggcst[s] that the genius of landscape with respect to 
space-as 'place'-is best rendered through its history, through the accumulation of civilized action and gossip that 
hris alrcady given every person and thing its identity, its name." This kind of definition, with its layering of the 
terms space, place and landscape could be criticised by cultural geographers because it conflates too many disparate 
terms. But Hugo's seeing is very precise, and it acknowledges vision and imagination as creative, braided processes 
(Holden, "Landscape Poems" 17 1 ). 

" Hugo tells Gardner that "the Philipsburg poem was actually the culmination of a kind of writing. It was the 
poem 1 hrid been trying to write for twenty ye m.... 1 had been in Philipsburg only three hours the day before, and 
chat was the only time I'd been there" (150). In his essriy "The Triggering Town" Hugo argues that for the poet, 
"[ylour hometown often provides so many knowns ... that the imagination cannot free itself to seek the unknowns" 
(12). Yet the knowns are the bais  for the tnggering-effect. 

Raymond Williams argues that a "working country is hardly ever a Iandscape. The very ideri of Irindscape 
implies separation and observation" ( 120). Hugo observes, but he does not remain separate. His topistic empathies 
ensure intirnate, and very rapid, engagement with place and landscape on an imaginative lever. Passing through he 
is freed from repetitions, ruid thus from the possibility of knowing too many details. Passing through, he need never 
risk the dwelling he so desires; glimpsing the ignored, he sees the touches of human warmih chat make things 
bearable. "Degrees of Gray" ends with the possibility of continuation ('The car you bought here still runs") and 
thus of restiess escape (2 17). 
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know how many [landscapes a person can own] but I would say this: I've never run out of them" 

(Hugo, Gardner 15 1 ) 

Hugo's terrain, then, is an unstable, previously inhabited one where haunting is common, 

decay the nom: 'The world discards the world" ("Pishkun" 174).43 ~ u g o ,  McCarthy and Iain 

Sinclair share a penchant for "seedy numinosity" (Holden. "Landscape" 122). The Native 

American communities Hugo notes sharne hirn and the (post)colonial, (post)rnodem landscape is 

troubled by the past it has not come to terms with (and therefore the present it cannot fully inhabit). 

This site is realistically blighted; as in Slrttree, these are "cold pastorals," in which "the land does 

not redeem" (Garber, "Mountain" 75; Bevis 15 1). Hugo's vision demands recourse to honesty 

raiher thÿn sublimity. Dystopia iurks in aileyways and by "diny rivers" and utopia unimagined 

(Hugo, "From the Rain Forest Down" 60; "Last Words to James Wright" 364). 

At times in his early work, al1 Hugo says he needs is a means of escape, and a woman to 

gaze at. But ultimately he knows such desires are not rnough to make certairz things go on. There 

needs to be connection with home and comrnunity that focuses beyond scopic or rnaterial 

possession. "What endures is what we have neglected," yes, but once endurance is 

acknowledged, it needs to be sustained ("Ghosts in Gamet" 207). Consciousness of place and 

community bnngs new responsibilities: "We spend our lives remembering what we love I to be 

certain who we are" ("Remembering Graham" 227). 

Hugo's sense of place is bound up with his sensitivity to memory. This memory is liable 

to overfiow in conjunction with apprehension. When Hugo says "a11 memory dissolves in gaze" 

he suggests not only the erasure sight can bring, but its capacity to restore the viewer to his or hrr  

past. Memory becomes fluid, an encompassing force that Hugo has trouble tearing himself away 

from in his early riparian poems. 
Holden is inclined to regard the "replay of [personal] h m "  as a limiting feature in the early 

work; Hugo's recourse to his own pain becomes a forced larnent that ties him down and prevents 

" Richard Howard notes Hugo's penchant for the bleak: "An habitua1 prospector of cemeteries. the poet stalks 
knowingly around 'The Graves At Mukilteo' where 'markers spi11 and the mayor regrets 1 the dead can bc this 
derclict.' [36] This is a faIIen country, not a nobIe savagery, having passed, as American landscapes are said to do, 
from primitivism to decadence without the interval of civilization; its residues are generally recorded in a painter's 
imagery" (Atone With Arnerica, 279). Hugo's fascination for graves did not ribate. "Two Grrives in a Day" (52); 
"Houses Lie, Believe the Lying Sea" (89); b'Graves nt Coupeville" (101); "lndian Graves At jocko" (179); "Ghosts 
At Gamet" (207); "Graves in Queens" (263); "With Ripley at the Grave of Albert Parenteau" (329); "Graves in Uig" 
(384); and "St. John's Chapei" (399) ail testify to Hugo's fascination with these markers of past history and 
community. Don Gayton's observation that the "ultimate, find meeting of nature and culture is the urban cemeter)." 
suggests Hugo's attention to the margins and interfaces between the natural world and variables of hurnan connection 
(154). Hugo tries to draw history into the present, particularly in his final book. Moreover, they bear witness to 
his own sense of the layerings and erasures of a postcolonial landscapc. Many of the poems focus on the burial sites 
of Native Arnerican or early Skye communities, as exemplq  examples of the settler's paucity of memory: "Dead 
are buried here because the dead 1 will aiways be obscure, wind / the one thing whites will aiways give a chance" 
( 180); "With water, with number 1 of graves we feel the urge to be finite" (400). Hugo's obsession with mcmory 
leads hirn, in Iater years, not towards a narrow introspection, but to wider and wider meditations on the scope of 
community and feeiing through tirne: 'The notion of mins and wounds seems to have sornething in common. The 
min is a kind of wound of memory" (Cooke and WoolIen 308). 



growth. Affirrning Hugo's last book in his lifetime, The Right Madness on Skye ( 1980). Holden 

acknowledges "a much longer, overall poetic narrative" that records "the story of Hugo's 

psychological and artistic moulting-from jack salmon to sad Raymond to 'real' man to holy fool" 

( h d s c a p e s  oj-the Self 163, 180). If Hugo left some of the old pain and redundant stances 

behind. there were certain elemenü that remained. To quote the title of the poem Hugo dedicated 

to Jemes Wright suggests the focus of my next section: "The Towns We Know and Leave 

Behind, The Rivers We Carry with Us" (343). 1 have deferred long enough. Wright titled his 1968 

volume Slzall We Gathrr At 77ze River. There was no question. There remains none. 

Seeking stories, casting for words: from landscape to riverscape 

Pitched against the needs of a booming populace and a growing sense of preservation-oriented 

rhetoric, the future of river-health remains bound by disparate (and polarised) imperatives. In 

Frorn Londscape tu Literatrire: The River and the Myth oj'Geogrnphy ( 1986). Wyman Herendeen 

argues the river has corne to reflect the inner state of the writer, rather than standing in as a national 

symbol. From Antiquity to the seventeenth-century, writers and readers could be more certain of 

what a nver symbolised and represented: the nver served various purposes, civil, political and, 

national. As Schama notes. the Nile and the Tiber spoke to and represented national power; the 

Thames was the highway for the Virgin Queen. From the seventeenth century, however. 

Herendeen argues the river became the locus for personal and introspective subjectivities, as if 

reflection spelt the death knell for nationalism on the nver: 

For the twentieth century the river is a vaguer entity-symbolically and 
naturally-than it had been, and perhaps this is because nature for us is so 
thoroughly disguised or hidden. We seldom see unfettered rivers; they are subdued 
by hydroelectric plants, paved over with roads. or made unapproachable by 
embankments. Their force is still there, if unseen, and their power is still 
something to be contended with, as Florentines and Londoners know only too 
well. However, we are now so unsure of Our own and nature's potenrial, and so 
doubtful of our ability to redeem the fallen world through our intellect. that the 
river's symbolic significance is perforce unclear. (6) 

1 have been arguing that the 'fallen' river has been diverted into use as a fora of national hem- 

searching (in Abbey, Sanden, Duncan, Flanagan and Sinclair especially). Flanagan tropes the 

unfettered river as a site of healing, and Sinclair sees the past in his ailing "ribbon of memory" 

which is both national and personal (Lights Out 178). But every writer is haunted by-and 

uses-the "unclear" possibilities of nver reflection. 

For the writers 1 discuss, the river is a reflective site, a current of memory and story: this 

remains tme for Hugo. His nverscapes are peopled sites; they speak to the tailings of the 

Amencan Drearn: 'What endures is what we have neglected" ("Ghosts at Gamet" 207). Profit- 



seeking and jingoism are leaching forces. His ngtionalism is not celebratory ("Beware certain 

words: Enemy, Liberty, Freedom. / Believe those sounds and you're airning a bomb" ["On 

Hearing a New Escalation" 7581); his optimisrn is uncertain to say the least: "In a hundred years 

there will be two kinds of people; those working for the International Grand Conglomerate. and 

those starving" (Hugo, Denth and the Good Life 65). His sense of loss (personal and even 

architecturai because his vision resonates with the abandoned world) is diffused through his 

watersheds. Redemption is not his goal: rather, the river's surface becomes a place where he can 

see and seek reflection, casting for remernbrances, because no matter what, "things keep breaking 

in" ("Letter to Sister Madeleine from Iowa City" 277). 

Hugo's riparian metaphors (ha is a fisherman first) are spelled out: the river is a site of 

personal degradation and pain in early poems, but emerges in his later work as a symbol of the 

capacity for the natural world, love and community to endure, to "go on." He uses the uncertainty 

of the present as a basis for reflection; the river's (and the future's) very opacity provokes oneiric 

association in the early work. Hugo's poetry functions as a register of the communal turn river 

symbolism is taking in the latter decades of the century, a tum prompted by a growing awareness 

of environmental damage and "silenced" nvers (McCully). The river is there. not to be used and 

abused. but leamt from. As with River Notes or The River Why, Hugo knows "Riverbeds are 

where we run to lerirn" ("For Jennifer, 6,  on the Teton" 260). 

One of Hugo's legacies is his poetic record of the reflective, nostalgie power of water in a 

time of increasing industrialisation and urban sprawl." We crin imagine him today. watching, 

waiting and writing beside the neglected. enduring rivers of our tirne. 

The river serpent swollen with proud silt 
Pushed down his gullet by Our fires and our machines, 
But the willow branches . . . 
Delicately flourish on the banks - 
1 have hung my harp there . . . 

James K. Baxter, "He Waiata mo   ana"" 

As noted, this reflection is contiguous with the massive and often bndly planned displacement of hundreds of 
thousands of people from their wacershed homes in Asia, South America and Africa (McCully 322-335). The search 
for home dong the riverbank tdces on urgent meaning every driy. 



1 fish al1 waters 
devoted and hum old songs when 1 fish alone 

Richard Hugo, "Laingaig" 

'Kite hamania popoia te tangota, e kore e mafi te ika. ' 
'If a man yawns whilst fishing, he will be unsuccessful.' 

Maori whakatauki or proverb? 

Frederick Colwell argues that the riverscape informs much Romantic poetry: "From its source to 

the waiting sea, the rivencape provides the fertile matrix where myth, the mother of al1 inquiry, is 

spontaneously generated" (105). In Kinseth and Duncan we see that mythology is dive and well. 

Hugo's mythos. however. invokes the human topography of lack. Eyeing the Seattle and 

Montana areas in the 1960s and 1 WOs, he saw a form of dereliction spawned from Mure and 

departed human opportunity. "No one liked Our product and the factory closed" (''The Lady in 

Kicking Horse Reservoir" 202). Frederick Garber observes that "nothing in any of his world is 

without reference to the human" ("Fat Man" 235). This remains tnie for ail of his poetry. His 
poems render absence as one more form of the ubiquity of loss. 

More than any other poet i read for this chapter, Hugo looked to these dark waters of loss. 

As with his friend and contemporary river-watcher lames Wright (and like Tim Bowling who 

would look to other North Pacific horizons three decades later), Hugo's rivers are places of 

refiection and perilous refuge. Hugo retums to the river when everything around him gestures 

towards a stalled, unnaturai negativity, when he becomes mute-alien to migration and adaptation: 

"When the world hum. 1 corne back alone / dong the river" ("Duwamish No. 2" 6 1). 

Hugo not only introduces human presence in the landscape; his poems consistently record 

human thought and emotion as both a product of and backdrop to place. In this site, other 

gestures and attempü at connection are clarified: 

Where land is Rat, words are far apart. 
Each word is seen, coming from far off, 
a cairn Storm, alrnost familiar, across 
the plain. The word floats by. dive. ("In Stafford Country" 92) 

" The Maori words of this title (literally "A Song for Tana") speak to the connections and afinities Bmter made 
with the Maori of the Whanganui River in his Iater years (Baxter 492). Though that River does not feature in much 
of Buter's poetry, the awareness he fostercd between Pakeha (white) and Maori communities lives on in his work 
and many have learnt from it. Like Hugo, Baxter was touched by anger over the lingering injustices of colonial 
practice. Many of New Zealand's river poems are Maori waiara (songs); these songs rue often unpublished. Mmy 
of the great Pakeha river poems have yet to be written. 

Richard Taylor, Te Ika A Maui. (London: Wertheim and Macintosh. 1855. 132) 
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The word fioats by-the "bubble trails of nervous fish"-and Hugo's eye sees it, he does not 

freeze it in its passing ("Cornwall, Tounng" 196). Instead. he practices a kind of creative "CPR." 

CPR is the policy of "Catch, Photograph. and Release," promoted by the Bass Anglers 

Sportsman Society as a means of conservation (have your fish, let someone else catch it too, and 

still be eligible for competitions). Dana Phillips argues the method is one further example of our 

distance from the naturd world (209). 1 daresay Hugo would reject this style of fishing. 1 cannot 

imagine the same passionate exuberance over a Polaroid snapshot that he shares for his 'catch' in 

"Phoning from Sweathouse Creek where the creel of fish is both sensually and aesthetically 

exciting. 

River retlection. river reading, demands a careful eye. Even living in Montana, or later on 

the Isle of Skye, Hugo tends to scan landscape as an angler does. On dry land his eye moves like 

an angler's on the bank; he follows rivers and roads, "chasing a way to write" ("Triggering Town" 

II). When his vision is clear the task of creating is carried out, whaiever the risk. In "Laingaig" 

he tells us, 

I fish al1 waters 
devoted.. . . 

Co cast 
hard for that word, then wait a long time to set. 
Now the reeling in, the fight, the black trout lovely 
on heather, the dead singer in songs 
we recover, and hum when alone, and hum wrong. (403) 

"Laingaig" is a commentary on the process of writing, place and the self. As a visitor to Skye, to a 

past he does not know well yet feols affinities with, Hugo is acutely aware of his provisional 

vision in this poem. It goes on to affirm this fusion in its affiliation across the architecture of 

sound and speech, recalled songs, self-individuation. and writing. It situates that vision and 

mernory in the context of place and time, both of which (the poem reveds) are liable to change. 

The waters are alive as an element and word. 

"Laingaig" refers to homecoming and difference, to place, language, and rivers-those 

waters that have followed Hugo through his work. That element, and the act of fishing for trout 

and words sustains his sense of home in this later poem. This very process of creating becomes 

his home. It seerns fitting that a mm so taken by joumeying, an inveterate observer of many 

currents, should fïnd his footing in free-flow. This late poem celebrates a hard-earned self- 

acceptance; but even in his early work the river remains as a source of inspiration and 

responsiveness. 

The fisher is Hugo's most mysiical poetic figure, but it is also an everyday figure in 
everyday spaces. Dave Smith, in the only article devoted to Hugo's fishers. rightly observes that 

many of his poems cast "fishing as a spiritual exploration" which in turn points to "the continua1 

effort to create a past where none exists" ( 169). "Plunking the Skagit" describes, then, the search 



for roots and images as much as the steelhead run. This Skagit River (as the poem before it, "Bad 

Vision at the Skagit" attests to), is a McCarthy-like riverscape, cornplete with a "State Asylum." 

"Shacks of migrants on the diked bank," and "man ultimately poor" beside "stunted" crops and 

dreams. Yet at this river Hugo is captivated by larger cycles. His list of depressing sites, paced 

through line-break and syntax as substantiai and sprawling, is passed over, as if the river has 

control whether Hugo likes it or not. "1 should see injustice, not slow water and the beating birds / 

that never move a foot against the sun" (63). The river seems to rise above human tragedies. At 

this River our endeavours are placed within a "large dispersal- / too long for a lem" 

("Snoqualmie" 22). Death is in that range of seeing; Bowling and Hugo watch death working 

through muted epiphanies at the river. The two Skagit poems represent qudities of inquiry evident 

throughout his work (and in Moore, Lopez, Duncan and Sinclair, for example). The "bad vision" 

is supplanted by the image of birds, poised in flight, that "believe I the men are evergreens" (64). 

"Plunking the Skagit" begins with patience: 

It's mystery, not wind, the men 
endure. Steelhead draw them here 
where tons of winter drive above 
them nonh and tires stan the day 
dong the bar. A hundred feet of nylon 
settles on the river 
and the waiting begins. (63) 

"The wait" for a pst, for community and for love is conducted through words. words "that float 

by, dive." His poems about fish take on the taut rhythms of hunting and the heat of desire. This 

desire finds some fulfilment in the continued movement: "Above 1 the guess and mffle, in the 

wind- / steelhead to the spawning ground" (64). The line break here leaves the reader floating 

for an instant. before cutting to an insubstantial "ruffle" of hurnan activity. The line then points us. 

dashing, towards the river below and the fishes' ancient cycle. After the detailed focus on hurnan 

beings in each poem, the rivers retum to fil1 the conclusion. 

Hugo's poems will often lift towards the end, shifting the focus from human particulars 

and up, oscillating and recirculating out to the movement of water and the distant promise of the 

horizon. A river's resistance to reclamation moves Hugo; he is drawn to the estuary, where the 

sea accepts the river, and to human structures that attempt to control it. These structures recur in 

his poems as sites of held time and bounded memory. Marlatt will look to the rotting pilings of a 

cannery and find a story there; Hugo will do the same, and know too that decay is an ongoing 

process. 

Hugo's rivers are often fallen ones. The "seedy numinosity" is still numinous, afrer all. 

Hugo does not need much i!lumination; he will travel for miles sustained by the scent of memory. 

'The Lady In Kicking Horse Reservoir" speaks of the endurance of memory. The speaker, jilted 



in love, observes his ex-lover in the stagnant water; she is aimost a drowned Mnemosyne, 

enduring the poet's vengeful spite. The bmtdly honest invocation opens the poem:" 

Not rny hands but green across you now. 
Green tons hold you down, and ten bass curve 
teasing in your hair. Summer slime 
will pile deep on your breast. Four months of ice 
will keep you firm. 1 hope each spring 
to find you tangled in those pads 
pulled not quite loose, by the spillway pour, 
stars in dead reflection off your teeth. 

Lie there Iily still. The spillway's closed (201). 

The rnonosyllables, packed with long voweis, the assonance and the use of "tons," "deep" and 

"hold give the stanza a sense of bulk, restriction and decay. Aliteration lends certainty and mass 

to the phrasing. The poem manages to be intimate ("lover"), eulogising ("we still love"), and cruel 

at once; the macabre description of starlight on teeth. the decomposing body and waving limbs are 

ghastly celebrations of triumph and loss. But because Hugo does not stop at this tender brutality, 

but goes on to expose his own weakness and the motivation for his anger, there is a degree of 

honesty that offers a shred of potential. Things do not end at the closed dam. After the familiar 

Hugo sites of Indian despair, failed love, industrial failure and broken crops, the river retums to 

life, for a time: there is a release. The f ind stanza begins: 

The spillway's open and you spill out 
into weather, lover down the bright canal 
and mother, imgating crops 
dead Indians forgot to plant. (202) 

This unleashed bounty is compromised, as dammed rivers always are: the crops are dead. like their 

first planters. The land, Bevis reminds us, wiil not redeem. But there is an elernent of hope. The 

sentences veer between failure and loss and lengthen through the prospect of refiection. This 

trapped Mnemosyne becomes mother and lover as Hugo lets go of the past to head West to the 

Pacific he knows as a home for memories, if not a home for self. Again and again some hope is 

kindled from the wreckage: the possibilities of love, the possibilities of rivers-Hugo's mature 

work opens to both these chances. "Wife, children. friend- I I want you al1 dong the way" 

("Carloway Broch" 409). 

To go forward. tum and look back. Discards-like rivers-have their own stories. i n  the 

present the only certainty is the prospect of change. Rivers are stopped; torrents of waste 

continue. Arnidst this, Hugo seeks out the waters that flow. These are the currents that Iift him 

" For a comment on this honesty see Adrienne Rich, 'Cqatid:  Rape, WY and Masculine Consciousneis" 
Arnerican Poetry Review 2.3 (1973): 11. For autobiographical details, and a Fuller interpretation of the poem see 
Richard Hugo, "On Hills Going East" (Interview with Donna Gerstenberger, in Myers, ed, A Trout in the Milk, 
207-22 1 ). 
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beyond failure to the prospect of horizon. No wonder he appeais to the past as the heyday of the 

strip mal1 clears his world. In early work he looked to that elemental meeting place where water or 

earth appear to touch sky. "Home is where / the dirty river dies" ("From the Rain Forest Down" 

60). 

In the following section, I will trace the architecture and motility of Hugo's riparian 

consciousness, which is a Stream of sound, imagery and feeling. To enter the water is to [ose 

one's footing, to give up certainties to the current. This motif captures much of Hugo's poetic 

quest. Al1 that is solid, in rnany of his poems, is endlessly borne away from him by time, by loss. 

and by the past. In retuming to rivers at the end of his life Hugo went back to a source that had 

nourished and haunted him from its start. 

"My vision started at this river mouth": Hugo's Rivers 

The eye itself. pure vision. grows weary of solids. Its great wish is to dream 
deformation. If when we look upon the world we could do so with al1 the freedom 
of our dreams, then everything would be fluid in an intuition thüt was truly alive.. .. 
the deep oneiric power of deformation .... that rich viscous imagination which will 
from time to time bestow the great gift of divine slowness upon Our briefest glance. 

Water is. in other words, a universal glue. ( 103-4) 

Gaston Bachelard, "The Hand Dreams." 

To read a river demands a shift from the basis of Hugo's already mobile landscapes to fluidities of 

voice and reception. The primacy of sceing ("A universe is fusing in our eyes") is amalgamated 

into a balance of hearing, seeing and casting ("Northwest Retrospective: Mark Tobey" 47). Hugo 

addresses the river in several poems; to face such a mutable audience brings another echo to his 

phrasing. That elemental force runs on beyond the poem; facing the river, Hugo confronts loss 

and time. His tiparian stance enforces the sense of life passing by: 'The run-off, lives or water, 

leaves us mute" ("Where Mission Creek Runs Hard For Joy" 168). The prospect of absence never 

silences Hugo. Making something out of nothing is part of his artisiiy. His capacity to use 

reflection (nther more than perception) as the basis for his river poems dnws the reader into his 

oneiric waters. Here, the need to frame (through metaphor and description) meets its uitimate 

challenge in the riven that mock and provoke containment. Hugo's fluid frames find their source 

in his early rivers, rivers that never leave him: "My vision started at this river mouth" ("Duwamish 

Head" 67). 

In his first book A Run of Jacks ( 1  96 l), Hugo's line mirnics the salmon that leave and 

retum to the river of their birth: its "syntax is the lineament of snare and stmggle" (Garber, 



"Margin" 229). In the early poems daydreams became the means of escape from self: "Somehow, 

along those lonely marshy banks 1 dreamed, 1 could exercise the suspended cynicism to write a 

poem.. .. I got closer to myself. One thing is clear: along the Duwamish 1 made no distinction 

between the odd things I created . . . and those things endemic to the scene." ('The Real West 

Marginal Way" 1 1). The process of deformation begins. These early poems are packed with the 

fiuid integration of "odd things" on the margin of the industrial river. Shacks of the mad and the 

murdered become focal points for narrative plunges into recollections of extremes. 'The girl 

upstream was diced by scaling knives.. .. 1 am on your bank / blinded and dive" ("Duwamish 

Head" 65,67), or strange and tempting potentials: 

A leaf falls easily. The river 
has an ease. Southless birds 
decline to sing. If bad glass 
space or bone are States of change, 
there is still the large dispersal- 
too long for a lens and too thin 
even for an eastern gaze. ("Snoqualmie" 2 1-22) 

Hugo's early riverscapes are not positive spaces: while gestunng to how he could be living, they 

remind him of how stuck on the bank, how "blinded" he has become. Frederick Gÿrber's early 

article notes that the river "cames fish, fiotsam, and several possibilities of a kind of relationship 

which is as rich in its limitations as in its depth" ("Margin" 229). But they provide him with a 

glimmer of possibility by which to weigh cloying self-pity for what it really is, that "replay of 

ham" and "a kind of madness" ("Again Kapowsin" 23 1 ; 'The Real West Marginal Way" 17). 

The three sections in "Duwamish Head" record human pollution at the river, setting up a dialectic 

between "once" and "now," vitality and stagnation, as the speaker moves from being a fisher of 

bullheads ("My vision started on this river mouth") to being "stuck here (bullhead) in the mud" 

(65. 67). Nostalgia drives the process between past and stagnant present; self-pity and wistfulness 

prevent change, and regret stymies acceptance. The small sequence tries to work towards 

"thinking like a river" as Donald Worster put it, in order to love more fully in the present. After dl ,  

as Hugo says in the poem's central volta, "Rivers jump their beds and don't look back / regretting 

they have lost such lovely rides" (66). Retrospection places a record of the p s t  before us. But it 

cuts al1 ways: Hugo sees the riverscape the Fraser could become if care is not taken: 

With salmon gone and industry rnoved in 
birds don? bite the water. Once this river 
brought a cascade color to the sea. 
Now the clouds are cod, crossing on the prowl 
beneath the dredge that heaps a hundred tons 
of cmd on barges for the dumping ground. (65) 



Nostaigia blossoms here; but things keep rnoving. Hugo's oeuvre is an extended attempt to think 

Iike a river: that is his sequential drift across decades of writing, moving towards that "ease" with 

self and world a nver has (22). The healing process Flanagan and Harrison (not to mention Moore 

and Duncan) ally with the water is latent in Hugo's early work. But in 1965 at "Duwarnish Head" 

the pollution continues: "Jacks don? run. Mills go on polluting / and the river hot with sewage 

steams" (66). The place loses part of its life: fish vanish. taking the birds, and the river becomes 
fallen H20, "stuff" for the transport of barges, a vanished dreamscape: "Where cod and boys had 

war. a boit plant roars" (67). Worlds are vanishing before his eyes; it seems they are lost forever. 

The narrator converses with the river. arguing against its age and presence, but he acknowledges 

"Sight can be poiluted / like a river." Hugo's work documents the struggle to get clean. to restore 

a way of seeing that will cleanse in itself, just as the river might when that seeing is restored. A 

river's symbolic properties are beholden radier than innate: the way the Ganges is regarded cm 

teach this. Before this leming cornes cynicism and anger. Snide, Hugo lashes back at the river's 

show of indifference to his pain: 

What are you, river? 
Only water. taking any bed you find. 
AH you have is current. doubled back 
on in-iide. screaming out on out. 
I am on your bank, blinded and alive.. . . 

My fins are hands. The river, once 
so verbal drifts with such indifference 
by me I am forced to shout my narne: 
backing up on in-tide. screaming out on out- 
river. I have loved. loved badly on your bank. (67) 

The nver abandons the one who abandons it. Hugo will not find such a lack of ghosts any where 

else: the whole poem is haunted by them, the immigrants who have departed the river shanties. the 

woman he imagines knowing who is murdered, the playgrounds and fish who do not return. 

Birds fly off and only memory remains. Memory may not entirely suffice, but it is worked with. 

"Duwamish Head" is important because it summarises a key Hugo landscape, and 

therefore a formative state of mind. "To know is to be dien to rivers. /This river helped me play 

an easy role-/ to be alone, to drink, to fail" (68). Hugo's insistent repetitions of line and phrase 

compound the stubborn rhythm and the desire to stay the same before a current that tells him 

otherwise with every eddy. What is done is done. Luckily for the reader, Hugo moves on. 

To move to "The River Now" written almost twenty years later is to cross the range of 

Hugo's growth as person and poet; his writing and interviews bear out the bonds between the two. 

Though his riverscape has bbcollapsed ecologically it offers something back imaginatively. Freed 

from the possibility of utopia, Hugo has to acknowledge just how fa. he has tmly corne. This 

poem brings human stories out of place in the paradox of the distancing retum: 

Hardly a ghost left to talk with. The [Sllavs moved on 



or changed their names to something green. Greeks gave up 
old dishes and slid into repose. Runs of salmon thin 
and thin until a ripple in October might mean carp. 
Huge rnills bang and smoke. Day hangs thick with commerce 
and rny favorite home, always overgrown with roses, 
collapsed like moral advice. Tugs still pound against 
the outtide pour but real, running on some definite fuel. 
1 can't dream anything, not some lovely woman 
murdered in a shack, not saw mills going broke, 
not even wild wine and a landslide though 1 knew both well. 
The blood still begs direction home. This river points 
the way north to blood, the blue stars certain 
in their swing, their fix. 1 pass the backwash where 
the cattails still lean north, familiar grebes pop up, 
the windchill is the same. And it cornes back with the odor 
of the river, some way 1 know the lonely sources 
of despair break down from too much love. No matter 
how this water fragments in the reeds. it rejoins 
the river and the bright bay north receives it dl. 
new salmon on their way to open ocean, 
the easy tub returned. (368-69) 

The syntax and line-breaks are swift here: there is indeed "some definite fuel" Hugo is drawing on 

from within and from his life in general. The lines break in active direction (the words on, against. 

points, up, and rejoins keep an energy circulating): there is a movement at the level of line-it 

follows the river, jumping bank or bed where necessary, rather than stalling with regret. Place has 

decayed but self has rallied, "on the way to open ocean." This decline is not good rcologically, 

but at least there is an elernent of cae  here, a regard that carries over to Hugo's final poems. The 

River is suddenly "now." rather than the "once" of "Duwamish Head." Even though what he sees 

gives cause for despair, there is a renewal and recirculation at play. Even a cornparison between 

the first and final sentences of the poem gives the reader a mesure of his generosity. Fantasy is 

replaced by a sense that the "now" has richness. not lack. When he allies his acceptance of love 

with the smell of the water, something clicks; lonely sources have crumbled, and the process of 

acceptance continues. At last the journey appears right. Hugo (in "Letter to Blessing from 

Missoula") revels in the love and connection in his life: "1 accept maybe for the first time / love and 

I luxuriate in it, a glutton, a trout / who had a hard time tïnding a spawning ground, who swam 

tirne I after tirne the wrong river and turned back discounged / to the sea" (3 15). This persona1 

connection carries Hugo into the renewed wellhead of the present, the now of the current. The 

extent to which it infoms his vision of community as a whole is evident in the last two Hugo 

poems 1 read. 

I'm speaking our time, 
the time I imagine. 



Richard Hugo, "Imagining Delaware" (350) 

Space is not static, nor time spaceless. 

Doreen Massey, Space, Place, and Gender (264)  

This brings us to us, and Our set lines, 
set deep on the bottom 

Richard Hugo, "Making Certain It Goes On" 

"Plans for Altenng A River" (256) and the final poem in his collection. "Making Certain It Goes 

On" (446) speak powerfully to the sense of connection and community the later waters have Ied 

him to. 

"Plans" tropes the voice of the river developer as nmow, brutal ("We got the injunction. 

the workers are back") and without spirit, a speaker without the feelings of warmth and protest 

evinced by the voices of the cornmrtniîy that enter at the poem's end. The voice taken is that of the 

arrogant developer who believed "the water was seitled and at home" when about to be altered. 

Hugo proves this is an impossibility; water keeps moving and the poem charts a shift as the 

community tums to the river again, in favour of its health. 

Here is the developer in stanza one: "We ask for power: a river boils or falls to turn our 

turbines, / The nver approves of our plans to alter the river." His language. clearly the language of 

by-laws and injunctions, veers towards the incredulous in the final stanza, after surmounting a 

range of administrative hurdles (the strike, the concrete drying, the weather): 

What's this wild festival in May 
celebrating the mn-off, display floats under the stars'? 
Children sing through my locked door. 'Old stnnger, 
we're going to alter, alter, to alter the nver.' 
Just when the water was settled and at home. (257) 

The policies of containment, which seem to have guided a lot of Hugo's watchfulness (as opposrd 

to his gaze) are redirected, diverted and channelled through the energy of Song and the gathering of 

light and people. The notion of continuity emerges as a tey motif, sparking recovery and glee. 

These qualities ring through the final poem. "Making Certain It Goes On" begins in 

communal becoming. Though he wntes of a damrned river, the sense of cyclic renewal emerges 

in the very first line ("recimulation" returns): "At last the Big Blackfoot river / has risen high 

enough to again cover the stones." The poem flows into a "tiny history" and begins to spell out 

the fragile nature of the community and the river: "We love to imagine the drought has ended. the 

high water will stay.. ." (447). "Making Certain" works to trace a community beside a dam 

(Maclean's river is not holy any longer). The third stanza shifis the imaginative history into a stark 

realisrn: "Next summer the river will recede" and the fisherrnan "will trade in any chance he has of 

1 getting a strike for some old durable drem.. ." (447). But as the poem unfolds we redise the 

droughts are manufactured; balance needs to be restored. Even though this is a darnmed river. its 
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hedth is improved by a new dam plan: artificial drought is replaced by regular minimum flows. A 

fallen river is not destroyed or destoried, but such story energy is only maintained through 

memory . 

That brings us to us, and our set lines 
set deep on the bonom. We're going al1 out 
for the big ones.. . . 
In this dreamy summer air you and 1 
dreamily plan a statue cornmemorating 
the unknown fisherman. The stone will bear 
no inscription and that deliberate anonymity 
will start enough rumors to keep 
the mil1 operating, big trout nosing the surface, 
the church reforming white frame 
into handsome blue stone, and this community 
going strong another hundred years. (448) 

The "big ones" are as much "nimors" as fish. mmours about the identity of the late tïsherman. 

hints of the range and possibility of everyday endurance. Hugo writes himself into his own death. 

or at least organises a continuity of fabled story for the good of the people. His hopes for 

cornmernoration are modest, his faith in the power of gossip and story tremendous. Easy 

nmtives  unfold and keep on fonning as the poem closes, because even this dammed river does 

not end, and nor do the stones or the life of the town. It is the stories that wiil keep "this 

community / going strong." Here is the potent heart of Hugo's rivers and poetry: people are the 

ones who have changed the rivers, they leave their marks on them and Hugo sees it ail. We are 

lucky he has left his notes to continue in their own right. The fisher who was such a potent figure 

in "Laingaig" extends his line. It sous into water, "this brings us to us" and binds reader, poet 

and place in  a re-circulating bond of mutual watchfulness, joumey and connection. Bowling, 

Marlatt and Hugo are allied in their opposition to a progressive zeal that washes "knowns" into 

oblivion and leaves comrnunities with stilled nets and stilled stories. The poets' opposition to the 

loss of distinct tnbutaries of cultural practice or labour through moral and ecological collape allies 

them with the other writers in this thesis. Decline is figured as evidence of a füilure of care and 

function in social networks, a result of the uneven distribution of power. Labour and attention 

mark the interplay of different kinds of line-inked, geneaiogicd or hooked. Such watchful 

interactivity marks the four long poems 1 read next. 



Four long poems and their rivers of memory 

If the space between the line, stanza or page becomes the fertile nverbed for the language, and 

words Our flowing pathways, then breath, line and attention can determine the pacing of the 

reading experience. Marlatt trains her readers for dwelling in the reach and movement of the line. 

always ready to leap ahead. Her work tests our stamina across word and silence: what mesh c m  

you slip through? The line, as (rather than giilnet) lungnet and springboard, cm alter the shape of 

the journey. 

1 conclude this section on rivered poetry by attending to four long poems: Jim Harrison's 

The Theor-y and Practice of Rivers ( 1985)' Don McKay ' s Long SauIt ( 1 979), Liz Zetlin's Sliid The 

River ( 1995). and Mountains and Rivers Witholit End ( 1996) by Gary ~nyder.' 1 do so because 

these sequences offer different ways of using the line to record (and often enact or represent) a 

process of river-based journeying and remembrance. Marlatt writes Steveston/Steveston as a 

found site and a piacr of findings or excavations. These casts-through the tluid, shifting temtory 

of rnemory-honour history as a series of liquifications. For Marlatt and Hugo, history is troped 

ris the dissolution and formation of al1 communities. a series of arrivals and depanures underscored 

by the river's presence. Salmon exemplify this cyclical accretion of loss and renewal, while 

humans cieave to their journeys, creating communities and histories of their own. Things keep 

flowing. Hugo knew this (as Bowling knows), watching the wakes of departing people and 

business, he was attuned to the worlds that remained: his eye (after so much geographic longing) 

found relief in the movement of water. Home becarne the place he knew well: the flux of the urge 

to articulûtion, rather than a static site of repetitive pain. 

The four poets in this section corne to terms with change as they watch changing rivers. 

lim Harrison sustains the longing and rapture of a male river-watcher, gazing at an element he is 

unabIe to control.' 

Mortdity makes the issue of attachment to rivers and people relevant to al1 readers, as we 

watch those we love pass out of our lives. Harrison describes the work ahead: 

to snidy rivers, including the postcard 

Snyder's compilation, decades in the making, is not strictly a single poem, but it has a sequential cohesivencss 
and reflexive awxeness in content and structure, a recasting of Bell's "subject rhyme" via elristic echoes of 
consciouness and reflection, knowing and unknowing transmuted through very different forms. 

' Niededand's 1950s neo-Freudian "psychogeography" rnakes associations between rivers and fecundity. Rivers 
represcnt the essence of a sensud and nurturing fertility, ri mothernover symbol that recurs in his patients' drearns 
and in birth imagery. The psychosexual mode1 leaves Iittle room for varied conclusions, but it is used ironically by 
McKriy, who makes reference to the river's seductive power. 



waterfalls, is to adopt another life; 
a limited life attaches itself to endless 
movement . . . (24) 

This juxtaposition of mortality and continuity compels Bowling, Fiamgan. Sanders, Moore, 

Duncan and Abbey, for example. The cycle of birth and death is "endless," but our lives end. 

Now humans realize that our behaviour fractures other larger cycles of ecological balance too. 

There is an onus of responsibility. ï w o  of the four long poems in this section face limits: McKay 

uses Long Sniilt to travel a now-dammed river and Harrison laments the untimely death of his 

teenage niece. Though the poems (and the poets) face endings. a sequence can still be "time- 

affirming" (Davey 186) by iis very discursive connzctive meanderings. These long poems also 

honour river Urne: they attest to continuities within the reckoning of mortal limits. 

Like Harrison at the river, Snyder attends to a "demarcation between man's [sic] creativity 

and temporal use of things with nature's creative and relatively atemporal presence" (Murphy, 

"Endless"). Part of the lamentation over a dammed river stems from the writer's recognition that 

such an enduring form of continuity has been subsumed (humiliated WcPhee 1931) by the limits 

of temporal. human-controlled time. to be hoarded and spilled on dernand. If Frank Davey is 

right, then such control may be fatal to the survival of the long poem, a monal paraphrase: "When 

surprises cease, the poem ends. truth ends" (Davey 191). Dams end surprises: they control. and 

that control dernands new forms of creative resistance and defiance. Endings are not necessarily 

final. Long Saiilt honours a dammed river; the poem uses poetry to restore the element of 

surprise, susiaining water and writing through creativity. But it is also an enraged poem. gnashing 

at its own limitations. Its attempt to recreate what has gone is suffused with a sense of its limits. 

Endings are endemic and long lamentation the recourse of those ieft behind, watching, wnting. 

That elegy is another form of continuity; the carcasses of spawned salmon nourish the valley 

fores t. 

Zetlin, Harrison. McKay and Snyder (like Marlatt) relish resonance as mernory, image and 

sound work acmss their poems. Textual assemblages have their own reader-dependent mernories: 

in Zetlin's case they even inspire new assemblies. McKay and Harrison shape elegies for what 

has gone, and with Snyder they appreciate the gifts left by emptiness, the possibilities of renewal 

and insight in each lost moment. 



Jim Harrison's rivers of healing 

One day standing in a river with my flyrod 
1'11 have the courage to admit my life. 

lim Hamson, "Looking Forward to Age" (33) 

Rivers offer a way out of and back into the self; they evoke and console grief. Hamson's long 

poem 'The Theory and Practice of Rivers" ( 1985) undertakes a healing journey through the 

medium of reflection, language and river. It publicises grief and growth. 

In the later "Cabin Poern" Harrison asks 

How can you make a case for yourself 
Before an ocean of trees, or standing 
waist-deep in the river? (Theon, 63) 

"The Theory and Practice of Rivers" gives the world one eloquent answer to his own question. 

He concludes "Cabin Poem" with an offhand grace that is hard to achieve: 

I've decided to make up rny mind 
About nothing, to assume the water mask, 
To finish my Tife disguised as a creek, 
an eddy, joining at night the fuil, 
sweet flow, to absorb the sky, 
to swallow the heat and cold, the moon 
and the stars, to swallow myself 
in ceaseless flow. 

His riverine surrender is complete: this is the arnphibian mind's manifesto. I t  is also that of 

Harrison the Zen-practitioner. Watching this "ceaseless flow" is an exacting task. His confluence 

of theory and practice permits openness to life. 

The affiliation with fish links Lee Maracle ("1 know this river. every eddy" 11651) and 

Harrison: both are willing to enter the reach of the unknown, guided by the river. Both embark on 

a perilous journey, and both, for a time, adopt an aquatic persona, opening their work with the 

fish-eye view. 

Harrison is blind in his left eye. But when he is undenvater, he says his vision becomes 

binocular: his sight functions fully in the trout's world. That's the world we enter as 'The Theory 

and Practice of Rivers" opens. He becomes a deep-river swimmer, his lines supple and startling in 

their imagery: 

The rivers of my life, moving Iooms of light: 
Anchored beneath the log at night 1 c m  see the moon 
Up through the water 
As shattered milk.. . . 

The current 
Lifts me up and out 
h t o  the dark, gathering motion, 



Drifting into an eddy 
with a sideways swirl, 
the sandbar cooler than the air: 
to speak it clearly, how the water goes 
1s how the earth is shaped. (3) 

When Harrison adopts the voice of the trout ("at night 1 can see the rnoon"), he gestures towards 

the end of the sequence where the moon appears to fa11 to earth, enveloping his world of vision. 

Siting himself in the water at the outset signifies aspirations towards oneness with the current, 

wherever that may be. His flexibility is borne out in the variety of settings in his joumey. 

Hamson's river is also an inner current. Though preciseiy aware of his Michigan locale. 

he is not given to the kind of site-specific narning that characterises Steveston or Lolv Wnter Sinck. 

'His' river becomes a11 rivers. embracing the Salt and the Arnazon Rivers through "the mute unity 

of water," Bachelard's "universal glue" ("Theory and Praciice" 8: 'The Hand Dreams" 104). The 

river becomes a vision-site. a seer's-sight. 

The poem's second stanza affinns this unity by condensing the insights of Kinseth's River 

Eternnl: joumeying rnediates the relation between self and river. and metaphor is mobilised in 

service to the water. 

It is not so much that 1 got 
there frorn here, which is everyone's 
story: but the shape 
of the voyage, how it pushed 
outward in every direction 
until it stopped: 
roots of plants and trees, 
certain coral heads, 
photos of splintered lightning, 
blood vessels, 
the shape of creeks and rivers. 

Harrison's collected poems (The Sh~ipe ofthe Joitniqv) demonstrate an abiding concem with the 

poem of process and experience. A sense of the cosmic river is imaged and elaborated in short 

lines that remain activated by a series of verbs balanced around a single anchoring noun in the 

central line. That cessation ("it stopped") suggests funher continuities though: the creek bank 

contains. but that site of resistance diverts energy into other areas, forming a channel formed by 

water. So though the poem records a series of decelerative States, it ultimately affirms othsr 

interconnected (river, blood, roots) continuities. We are in and of the watershed. 

The Theory and Practice of Rivers is dedicated "In Memoriam Gloria Glen Harrison. 1964- 1979." 

In this process of written elegy, Harrison's fingers are "wrapped around the memory of life" 

("Srnall Poem" 73). He attends to an element that is mercurid and transfomative: water and 



sadness are often paired in the poem. The sequence is one way for Harrison to come to terms with 

his own "over-remembered life" and a series of profound losses (73).' "How banal the swan- 

Song / which is a water song" he wntes (4). He ensures the banal does not corne into it. but "the 

mute unity of water" does (8). The understanding of connection carries its own momentum. In 

such cases of healing-which his long poem documents-persona1 "becom[ing]" has a massed 

power. Just "as a creek tums corners / by grace of volume, heft of water, speed by rate of drop, 

even the contour of Stone 1 changing day by day." understanding accretes as his poem records a 

series of heaiing cycles ("Acting" 58). The poem is "a Song for" Gloria and a Song of 

compassion. 

Harrison responds to this death by turning inward and tuming to the river. His stanzas run 

from six lines to over a page, each one detailing nn image or narrative sequence. shifting from 

place to place as he grapples with mortdity.' His confrontation with the external world reinforces 

the engagement with self: "1 stare into the deepest pool of the river / which holds the mystery of a 

cellar to a child" (25). Memory and fascination return: many gaze into the water and are 

captivated, drawn into their past or the world of dream (Bachelard; Illich). Like a river, the poem 

or "story can't hesitate to stop" as recirculation between memory and river continue (12). 

Components of elegy crop up in this process of introspective and extemal travel. Notions 

of the pastoral are reworked (there are descriptions of his own working land). Another 

component. mouming, is both personal (Gloria's funeral is recalled) and more public (despair over 

the cernent-channeled rivers of Los Angeles). These de-sexed (lifeless) L.A. rivers surface at a 

point in the poem where recovery seems impossible. The concrete system simply compounds his 

feelings of disappointment. He desires rnythic cleansing waters and ends up with concrete 
channels of Illich's purely utilirarian H20. L. A. rivers are hard canals, unforgiving and 

unappealing. He finds the women of the area "hard as basalt," scarred beyond regret in "a 
riverless city of redolent / and banal sobs" ( 12). of people with "rock-hard skins" (28). As he says 

in his thirty-eighth ghazal, "A11 Our cities are lewd and slippery" (Joumev, 156). 

The contrast between the river he loves and the manufxtured river he finds in the city is 

stark. The sequence sets up a series of juxtapositions across fallenness and purity. ideals and 

' Hmison cites his accidental blinding at seven years of age (in the left eye) as his Tint major loss. Twelve yevs  
Iater his father and sister ("the two people closest to me") die in ghastly circumstances. Numerous fiiends and 
reiatives die in violent or suicida1 circumstances. ' m e  capstone seems to have k e n  the death of my brother's 
fourteen-year old daughterl' ("Dream as a Metaphor of S U N ~ V ~ ~ "  Jusr Before Dark 3 10). In the sarne essay, Harrison 
outlines a d r e m  that points to the processes of survival and giving that underpin the poem: "My father and sister are 
being driven down the middle of a river in a soundless car by two Native Americans. The four of them are quite 
happy. The driver pulls up to the shore and tells me flat out that 1 was never supposed to be a chief in the first 
place. but a medicine man. 1 interpreted this to rnean that though 1 was a miserable M u r e  at lifc I was doing quite 
well in my art, and if 1 pursued my art strongly enough I could heal myself and might hclp hed others. Soon after 1 
began IO write a long poem called 'The Theory & Prrictice of Rivers"' (3 12). 

' This f o m  is evident in his poems "Locations" (1968)' "In Interimts: Outiyer" (197 1). "Returning to Earth" 
(1977) "Time Suite" and "Sonom Radio" (1996). Numerous departuces from the long poem include his Ghuzals 
(1971). Letters to Yesenin (1973) and a r e t m  to the form in 1998's Geo-Besriary. 



actuai attainment, flaunting its travelled air. The cernent river of Los Angeles follows a description 

of a Navajo family at a Southwest river; the scene is a counierpoint to the world of tarmac. a land 

given over to the dollar. "It is indeed ironic that those whom we crushed could help us survive" 

("Poetry as Survivd," hist  Before Dark 305). His homeplace gives sustenan~e;~ it offers a basis 

For the cycles of healing and grief that he works through (and walks through). gaining solace in a 

larger field of vision and connection. 

Sitting on the bank, the water 
stares back so deeply you c m  hear 
it afterwards when you wish. It is the water 
of dreams, and for the nightwalker 
who cun alrnost w d k  on the water 
it is most of al1 the water of awakening, 
passing with the speed of life 
herself. drifting in circles in an eddy 
joining the current again 
as if the eddy were a few moments sleep. (12) 

The f o m  of the sequence mirnics the tluid speed of the nightwalker, Harrison tracing the skein of 

experience and memory, dropping in to feeling, re-emerging and engaging in excursion. then 

circling back to images from the past. Reading the poem we enter Harrison's constitutive and 

dispersing eddy of language and imagery6 The poets often address cycles of living and dying, 

weaving the re-membering that nets things together. 

The search for the past haunts Harrison's poem. stressing the links between grief and 

memory. As elegy reminds us. endings follow beginnings. Each section in the poem recounts a 

process of joumey and inquiry that moves from anguish to insight (even if cycles of return are 

compromised "because of time," [IJ]). Elements of Bachelard's archetype of the drowned 

Ophelia linger in his mind. The memory of his niece takes many forms. His joumeys and visions 

seek a girl he carved from ice ("she was taken away" [6] ) ;  farnily ("we are moving but 1 can't / 

seem to find my wife and two daughters" [6] ) ;  and. as "fields become unmoving rivers" (14), he 

glimpses a teenager in the water. Later he sees "a girl who went to heaven sixty years early" (2 1 ). 

Each trip takes him further into uncertainty and demands release: "It's hard to leam how to be lost 

after so much training" but he lets go in order to complete the process of healing and 

commemoration ( 16). This is a poem of joumeys and glimpsed memones, a sequence as a 

process of inquiry and doubt: 

How can 1 renew oaths 

Speitking of sustenance, remarkable cooking descriptions are also a feature of his work. ;is we expect from the 
food coIumnist for Exquire magazine. 

Each poet will have his or her own sense of how a current functions. Marlatt and Bowling operate at the estuarine 
reach and face the meeting elements of ocem and river, race and history, whereas McKay's rapids dictate his rampant 
pacing more explicitly: he is more wrapped up in the torrents. 



1 can't quite remember? (17) 

What kind of magic, or rite of fertility, 
to transcend this shit-soaked stew? (25) 

How long can 1 stare at the river? (8) 

His surrender to things in "Cabin Poem" could be one part of his self-acceptance. Harrison's 

rivers are places of recouse (the line break is relevant: "In the water 1 can remember 1 women 1 

didn't know" [18]) as well as a place of euiogised rerniniscence. When the pain seems too great 

the river offers succour and heais again: The River is "as far as 1 can move 1 from the world of 

numbers" (25); it offers "a forgetfulnsss 1 haven't quite emecï' (21). Sometirnes good memory is 

a painful gift; his nver cuts both ways. providing recall and release. Rivers help balance him 

emotionally, spiritiially and physically. They provide one base for the circle to tum, for a retum to 

be made to self and others via the land. 

Though tirne compromises. it also comprises; time renews, if ailowed to settle and gather in the 

mind. Writing poetry helps with focus; doing so. Harrison is "trying to bear down on the 

singularity of images. Movemeni" (Conversations 46). One important passage in his sequence 

follows a series of images. via rivers, dong a narrative of inquiry and uncertain recovery. 

... I couldn't escape the suicida1 house 
until May when I drove 
through the snow to reach the river. 

On the bank by the spring creek 
my shadow seemed to leap 
up to gather me, or it leapt 
up to gather me, not seeming so 
but as a natural fact. Faulkner said 
that the drowned man's shadow had watched 
him from the river al1 the time. 

Drowning in the bourgeois trough, 
a borm-ide or grue1 of money, dmgs 
whisky, hotels, the dream coasts 
ass in the air at the trough, drowning 
in a river of pus, pus of civilization, 
pus of cities, unholy nver of shit, 
of filth, shit of nightmares, shit 
of skewed dreams and swallowed years. 
the river pulls me out, 
draws me elsewhere 
and down to blue water, 
green water 
black water. ( 18-20) 



Here, through a "return upriver in the dark" is the passage through trial. towards some hard-earned 

acceptance. The joumey is comprehensive: through lost pastord larnent (Sanders, Flanagan), the 

jeremiad against the fallen city (Abbey), immersion in fecund "filth" (Sinclair) of "skewed dreams 

and swallowed years" (McCarthy and the drowned man) and into the "blue water / green water" of 

redemption and purity (Duncan). Harrison slips through these difficult phases with apparent ease. 

But the smooth-paced enjambement and vocal qualities of the phrasing and line break provide 

space for the emotional work of heding at the level of image, word and action. He makes a retiim 

to love. words, and mystery. The river helps with this, pulling him out and elsewhere. The 

joumey replenishes and balances: 

1 continue to dream myself back to what 1 lost, and continue to lose and regain, to 
an earth where 1 am a fellow creature and to a landscape 1 cm cal1 home. When I 
return 1 can offer my family, rny writing, my friends. a portion OF the gift I've been 
given by seeking it out, consciously or unconsciously. The mystery is still there. 
("Dream as a Metaphor for Survival" 3 17-8) 

Invocation becomes an act of assertion and humility: "Water gods. moon gods, god fever. / 

Sun gods, fire gods, give this earth diver I more songs before 1 die" (22). Late in the poem 

Harrison speakslwrites (how far apart are these in his work?) of the theory and practice of memory 

and imagination: 

The involuntary image that sweeps 
into the mind, irresistible and without evident 
cause as a dream or thunderstom, 
or rising to the surface from chiIdhood, 
the longest journey taken in a split second 
from there to now. without pause (26). 

This stanza speaks to the form and narrative of his sequence; its eddying, purposeful drive allows 

memories and images to boil up, while tnbutary digression occurs within the ambit of the poem's 

quest. His "obscene Koan" of a poem is "a plane / that takes off and can never land." a river that 

never concludes because time and the river will continue. Harrison's fullest resolution may, in 
Zen fashion. be an illusion, sornething to strive for rather than achieve. He is "trying to become 

alert enough to Iive" (28). The quest for (ir)resoIution leads to a degree of understanding as he 

accepts the river's seaward departure. As the poem closes, with the moon ready to roll upon the 

earth, Harrison has ushered in muitiple ways of being. The re-circling continues as the conclusion 

opens to beginnings. "1 have seen much of the world and am trying to dream myself back to 

w here 1 already am" ("Introduction" xii). 

"Not on but in, / ton: Don MeKay rides and reads the Long Sault 

McKay's Long Sault is both an angry elegy and a wistful remembrance. The poem is 
documentary in ihat it is a record of a personal response to the damming of the Long Sault Rapids 



of the St. Lawrence River. McKay calls the dam project "a big energy and loss, both for myself 

and the comrnunity" (32 1). It remains more introspective and forrnally vaned than the older long 

"documentary" poems Dorothy Livesay described as a Canadian genre.' So it should: McKay 

may imagine Duncan Campbell Scott's Ontario Treaty-scripting canoe joumeys, but tirnes have 

changed partly because of those trips Scott made and the scrip and dams they ultimately formed.' 

The poern's four parts ("So Long," "Reading a Rapids," "Lat Laugh" and "The ghost 

with a harnmer") record personal chronology that veers between prcst and present responses to the 

river. The first part watches the river (and the reservoir) in a growling farewell. Part two binds 

the wild river, river-reading and rafting into a treatise on rnemory as fond reminiscence is lit with 

the rapids' anrrgy: ("Shr gets too intimate too fast" [136]). "Lat  Laugh" reworks river history by 

speaking of the love that gathered at the water over time. The poems of section three extend their 

line and length to accommodate the mus of story, while part four, 'The ghost with a hammrr" 

concludes the sequence in a frenzy of jagged lines and insistent repetition ("LONG SAULT'). The 

rhythm traces a "breakdown" between its lines of even singing and those of rampant rapid- 

replication: 

hey that moonlight flicker those tongues those curls that 

Livesay suggests "the long storytelling poem with a therne may bo the most interesting poeticofly, as well as 
being deepiy representative of Canadian chxacter" (269). Livesay sees the long poem as part "of ri conscious 
tittcmpt to crcate ri dirilectic betwcen the objective facts and the subjective feelings of the poet" (267). In the long 
river-poems the objective currcnts are of equal import as riny "facts." The facticity of thc current stimulrrtes 
rc tlection on the borderland between objective and subjective States. 

' Scott made mmy river journeys in his own right at the turn of thc ceticury ris Trcaty Commissioner and high- 
ranking civil servant in the Crinadian Department of lndian Affairs. In "Rapids rit Night" he writes of the elcgiac 
quaiity of rivcrs, tying these in with the "human heart that sleeps, / Wild with rushing dreams and deep with 
sadness!" A "rising calm" "sways and reconquers and floods riIl the sprices of silence, / One voicc, deep with 
sadness" ( 19). "The Height of Lrind sits with an ear to the rich silence rit Northern Ontario's Pic River (Drag land 
236). "[tlhc grithering of the waters in their sources" (46). Water creates a unity that mocks the splintered human 
life. It crin bring the watcher to a sense of ungraspable wholeness. Scott's poems and scories, Stan Drriglrind 
asserts, "rire passionate projections of the incompleteness of white adaptation to ihis country, of Scott's own 
argument with his immigrant soul" that pivots around "the paradoxical nature of being Euro-Canadian, new and old 
at once" (6, 3 1). It is a priradox al1 of the writers in this thesis still grappie with; irresolvable though it rnight be in 
the next few lifetimes, their works help chart ri way forward through the tluid element of what L see ris the (poste?) 
colonial riverscape. lames B. Waldram notes that "[tlhc process of hydro development in this century, and 
particularly the mrinner in which Indian and Métis people have been removed physically and bureaucraticaliy from 
their water resources, is paralleled by the treaty and scrip processes of the late nineteenth and erirly twentieth 
centuries" (3). Scott was instrumental in impiementing these Treaties and other limiting policies. "The social, 
cultuni and econornic consequences of hydro dam construction ,whiie littie known to the general public, have been 
devastating to the people who happen to be located dong the prime rivers and Idces" (Waldram 3). 

McKay writes back to Scott, and to Chriries Sangster's The Sr. Lawrence and the Saguenay (1856). This long 
poem (1 10 Spenserian stanzas) "echoes forward in the Canadian continuity to the work of Duncan Campbell Scott, 
A.J.M Smith, Al Purdy and others" (Bentley xi). Bentley notes Sangster's later revisions of the poem made the 
poem more "touristic" and "topographical." Writing to W.D. Lighthall in 1888 he noted that in ''the exprinded and 
revised version, the rapids "are . . . written out at length, giving each a character of its own"' (xliv). Sangster ridded 
more "'incidentai meditations"' as well (xliv). Sangster's descriptions of the "nmeless Terror," that "awful Shnpe" 
of the Lachine Rapids quakes before the power of the River (qtd. in Bentley 134). McKay inverts the energy of a 
raging river; the "furious stiilness" of the reservoir and of memory must suffice. There is no certainty in mernory: 
Archibald Lampman's At The Long Sault records the confrontation between iroquois and the voyageur Daulac; its 
bloody scenes are drowned beneath the reservoir as well. Story does not necessady heal or record healing. 



Chute you bastards down the silvery v gotta 
Dig that paddle gotta here cornes another now 
S weep 

c'mon 
c'mon 
c'mon 

("Long Sault Breakdown" 156) 

McKay's poem begins with loss.' "So Long" riffles. yaws and leaps backwards through 

time in farewell and re-collection. Rernembrance is a process that inheres through the 

fragmentation of line and narrative: it confronts the silencing of dynamic water, the "furious 

stillness" of the reservoir that coven his childhood. and tries to fil1 in the stilled gap his river has 

become. The rapids disrupt and echo within the lines that mernorialise them. The abrupt line 

breaks and jagged narrative record the lost language of a unique river; al1 rivers sound different at 

different times. 

Long Srirdt's opening pair of poems detachedly list the great violence done to the land and 

river. their quiet rage simmering beneath the banal Ianguage of designation and town planning. 

The phrasing of the command "see" is smug and timetabled like the new schedule that has risen 

From the drowned river valley. "Ride over the once famous Long Sault Rapids. / Boat leaving 

every 2 hours - 9 AM to 7 PM" (127). Irony smoihers the inundated scene which replicates the 

framing convention and language of landscape but fills it with banal human structures: "parkway, / 

control dam". "lock", "dikes". "Dam." This is the new formation of space (and concrete is the 

new species) in a site marked by the illimitably known and "manmade" damscape. The poem 

admonishes and commands the reader. drawing hard edges with an amdgamation of consonant 

and short-stop lines. Only as the site begins to approach complacency do the lines ease out. The 

energy that drives McKay's sequence sometimes collapses in on its own belatedness; hindsight 

becomes a fragile grimace before the implacable concrete of the dam. Anger implodes and lines 

scatter, reform and move on, honouring the spirit of the remembered water. 

Dread overtdces the second poem, "Dam" ( 127). Its gentled and compact sentences, 

submissive and meek in their pace and expression, hold a profound sadness in the scope of the 

quiet turn of line and eye. The breath across these lines is the contained sighing of grief and 

regret, coiled until the plosive breakdown of the poem's triumphani close. If the page allows 

triumph, then let it run riot, at l e s t  until the darn falls. But the gentle break of line and f o m  here 

suggests a deep wounding of seer and seen: 

Does the poet take on the 'voice' of the river and speak for that which hiis been silenced? If the nver regains its 
voice does the poet become redundant'? This is one part of Bruce Berger's belief regarding Glen Canyon. With the 
dam decommissioned, the Colorado River will again do the speaking "once we get the actual canyon back, litenture 
about it will becorne superfluous" (9). This is a nice thought, and rightly classifies much river-writing about the 
Canyon as elegiac. Berger seeks to "dream apart ri darn" so the simultaneous "blurring of p s t ,  present and future" 
can be restored to a motile Me. This "blurring" is a state rnany river-writers are dnwn to replicrite or honour. To 
experience it is one way to sense "timelessness" as an expression of river- (rather than chronological) time. 
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Into the dam 
the river has been wound 
the way God reckons up the souk of men 
and tots the till. 

Not coiled, curled. 
The new lake does not strain or brim 
behind the dam. 
It sleeps. It nuzzles the muddy shore as a vacuum cleaner 
Purrs across the carpet. 

Spintual [wlreckoning and accounting merge. The subdued river has been absorbed into the body 

of the "lake." a new creature swaddled and swaddling the Earth, allied with the vacuum cleriner 

that keeps on taking. As Amy Boyers says, "We cal1 it a lake, it is in fact a reservoir, one of the 

places where loss makes a home." Loss gathers; threads of memory and imagination compensate, 

but the dam. "placed and solid," confronts such sensibilities (McPhee 193). 

McKay's sequence gathers momentum. "Bedrock" ( 128-9) considers the anger that gathers in 

triipped places. It opens in ambivalent remembrance, not complacency; the second word ("were") 

strikes at the buried elsewhere of memory and river that has become the poem's subject. This is a 

poem of blocked sites and diminished vision "where the Long Sault used to be." Images of 

prisoners. "their sunken eyes in the grey / grey flesh" gazing only at "whitewall whitewall 

whitewdl" compound the desolation. At the lost face of the river "in the slab aslant you can feel / 

the absent turbulence. / An empty gym." The spectre of wasting muscle evokes the worst humans 

cm do to each other. McKay's stanzaic tuns and indentations swing us to other stories and 

scenes that challenge what has gone before. He describes some son of post-apocalyptic aftermath, 

a terrible rending that Ieaves poems without a whole world to live in, as if language and memory 

("used to ben) themselves are violated by the imposition of concrete: 

It is a tale full of its endings. 
There are al1 these poems standing 
like plumbers arnid the mined buildings 
gesturing tool boxes 
at the absence of bathroorns in the air, is this 
some son of a joke? 
And only the Long Sault is laughing: 
Fuck your renaissance, get me a beer. 

The river fights back, but the battle is one-sided. Anger dissipates. "And now," he tells the river. 

"you're nostalgia" (1  30). There it is: one component of my argument through this thesis. rendered 

into a poem. The failen river induces nostalgia. Regret and the past tense gather at the dam's face. 

The present does not redeem. The "tepid and tumici" ex-river has fallen from an '"object of terror 

and delight"' (McKay quotes George Heriot's exploration account), to "a bowl of mushroom 



soup." Nostalgia clings to the dammed river. A change in register soothes ("so 1 nice, really" 

leers an alterego), until we re-tum to the grim tmth; the damming of the river lobotornises the 

watershed, bringing amnesia to the next generation who have never seen river, only reservoir. 

"At the Long Sault Parkway" ( 1  3 1) is a place for dying rivers and abandoned 

grandmothers (who McKay bnngs back onto the scene later). The poem documents the process of 

forgetting and rationalisation that works on those who survive and watch: 

No sutures, no Frankenstein bolts through the neck, only 
the dam at the end of the M e ,  a white wink 
like a distant TV set 
be trays the operation. 

You're better off now, rocking on the porch, you Iap, 
lap, lap at the shores of memory, 
counting to infinity by ones. 

The upheaval of communities in late 1950s Cornwall, Ontario, did occur; the dam drowned 

"a length of shoreline rich in history and tradition" (32 1). The "relocated" Christ Church ("neither 

dead nor alive. 1 haunted by a worldless music now. 1 A sussuration flows through the pews 1 and 

browses past the altar") reminds us of consequences of loss; the doubts loss raises linger in the 

next poem's title ("Will your anchor hold in the storms of life?"). Storms of human making gather 

there. This tale of house-moving ("Here was a rapids in the noose. / Here was a field of fire 

hydrants waiting for a town" [132]) offers further collations of register: from the bewildered 

viewer ("1 can show you the picture") to the anodyne language of boostensn that sends people to 

the higher ground without questioning. Indeed McKay argues the relocated families were 

"shepherd[ed]" by bLrhetoric" as rnuch as vast house-moving trucks. "Inside" the "shell" of 

language, "never asking" or admitting to doubt, the families decamped: 

The river was about to swell. 
It was doing the Charles Atlas course, would be 
the servile giant. 
Its language was unlocked: Power & Prosperity, 

Development & Growth.. . ( 133) 

Doubt swells with the rising concrete and is stripped away to the hills. The extraction of power is 

a sly business. Benefits seem to wash downstream through the spillway. Feeling and resistance 

vanish too, the dam and feeling becorne "cognate / pregnancies / (or carbuncles, as we / couldn't 

have said until we'd seen" (133). 

This poem affinns McKay's sense that the river deserves more than an "angry elegy" 

(McKay, Long Poem Anrhology 32 1). His remembrance creates new possibilities: "1 found other 

planes of the subject, realized that the moves and power of the Long Sault weren't really locked up 

in the dam, began thinking of al1 the rapids I'd experienced and found them moving in surprising 

places and pushing the writing into different forms" (32 1). Memory, and even the reservoir's 

"furious stillness," demand more. The poem honours the energy the reservoir depends on, and 
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uses that energy and memory to break free of the dam. The rapids guide and re-direct the flow of 

composition and live on in it. Following the rushing water leads to part three, "Reading a rapids." 

Taken for a ride 

Those remembered rapids rush into fulsome oratory. Our narrator "stood on a rock and watched 

her / and the roar was wenther / a big soft push" ("Reading a rapids on the Gens de Terre" 135). 

The rapids are as embracing as the wind, offering the space and contact of touch. The speaker is 

watching the river that talks back to him in a sultry manner, coaxing him towards surrender. 

MçKay opens to a srnsuality tliat invites engagement and submission; the river is a beckoning 

beauty. The sensual and insistent nature of the River's energy bursts fonh in words as he begins 

ro "read (or perhaps to listen) to the rapids. They speak in several languages but share the 

promise of sexual and psychological fulfilment ("Don't stand on the verandah boy. / step inside / 

and 1'11 spread my peücock's tail of gurgles and cackles. purls I and groans"); the rapid banter of a 

sales pitch ( T m  the glue that holds it al1 together son," this River says. But of course: "Water is a 

universal glue" [Bachelard, "The Hand Dreams" 1041); and the siren's allure ("Slide down my 

throat boy. I'm a feast 1 of flickering tongues and curls 1 lascivious as Beardsley, sweet as Shirley 

Temple..."). Here. in her resplendent and suggestive polyvocality. is Canada's naiad of the 

1970~~  a motile muse for the new millennium, one who gants visions as she crafts another death 

of a river guide-until she is silenced. As McKay observes, "She gets too intimate too fast" and 

the modem Siren must be contained (136). As the poem closes. his irony peeps out: he knows 

what kind of a game she plays, and just how deeply he's taken in, swallowed up: 

Across the portage the voice pursues us still 
Biting into spirit as the thwart bites into flesh. 
Someday - 1 always add this - 
1'11 go back. 

The dance of rapids intensifies in "Wolflip." The poem uses line breaks, repetition and 

snarling descriptives (the river has teeth and snarls; the wild river has character. "We must be 

swallowed but / we must be swallowed whole." bleeding) to replicate the terror and deiight of the 

ride. "Reading the rapids" has to respond formaily to the changing wild river and its gifts of 

O themess." 

'O The section closes with "The Great Canadian Short Story." Its fernale logger-protagonist (a kind of Weyerhriuser 
Anti-Earth Mother) is voracious and rapacious as she works through the forests of the land in great swaths. At this 
rate the story will close very quickiy on a bare land. Here is Canada's dark muse for the turn of the millennium, 
where primary production exhausts resources and foresight makes a belated entry into the minds of producers. After 
talk of dismament, a srnall step back from niidnight, we pause and see the things we've infiicted on the earth. 



Part three's tapestry is one of farnily joumeys and mernories that wash into pan four's more 

communal record. "Off the road" recalls camping and paddling in "the intricare quietnesses" of the 

river: "Dusk is almost better than a word (142). One of the sequence's great assertions-"The 

pause is full of stones waiting to be told" ("Alongnbout then" 143)-offers reason enough for the 

reach and mission of the poem as a whole; how else could McKay compound enough silences to 

tell of his river? 

Shorter narrative poems dapple the sequence and function as gently extended calligraphies 

of the watershed. taking us "Not on but in, 1 io" the river's history ( 145). The lines' clarity evoke 

what a river stirs as we defer our srriving to the water. As with Snyder and Harrison, the joumey 

towards explication counts for something in itself. Pens Fall into the river (ink is swallowed. 147) 

and the dusk nearly outdoes language; the river of Babel speaks across time ("I'm the glue that 

holds it a11 together, son" [ 1351). One thing we can do is watch and talk and. perhaps, write. 

McKay's other poems recognise that we can sing. 

Songs have bound to rivers for a long time. As indigenous tradition reveals. they are 

often the oldest of stones.' ' So when that dam nses up from the earth like a sheer mountain (or 

the smooth porcelain wall on King's Parliament Lake), McKay just has to sing the blues. the 

"Long Sault Blues" (149). He sings of an 01' man river who plays a golden sax; he sings of a 

bubbling language that dried in its tracks: 

WelI they took me down to the river 
And they showed me a heap of bones 
Yes they took me down to the dried up river 
And they showed me these bald old stones 
Süid that is al1 he ever was goodbye forget him 
You' re better off just living on your own 

This laid-back style still manages to acknowledge communal histories and the pov vers of metaphor. 

The old guy still plays. although McKay is bound to wonder how he survives. They're still there, 

those "Long Sault Rapids in Kapuskasing"- 

We mourn 
here but we never know what for. . . . 
1 can't give you anything but love. 
It isn't moumful and it isn't real unhappy 
but melancholy as blood thinking about itself. (15 1) 

" One fine example of  the confluence of rivers, race and mortrility is the Kem and Hamrnerstein Song "Old Man 
River," immortalised (and increasingly and effectively politicised over time) by Paul Robeson: "Let me go away 
frorn the Mississippi, / Let me go 'way from the white man boss. Show me that Stream called the River Jordan, 1 
That's the old Stream that 1 long to cross.... 1 get weary and sick of tryin' / I'm tired of living and scared of dying, / 
but OId Man River, he just keeps rollin' dong." 1 think too of the rich tradition of the Mississippi River Delta 
Blues, Jim's thoughts of crossing to "de Illinoi side" in Hucklebeny Finn (971, and reggae legend limmy Cliff's 
emancipatory song "Many Rivers To Cross." In Southem slave States "one of the commonest means of escape 
[from slavery] was water," Brown suggests, in his discussion of "rowing songs and rituds of baptism" (104). 



Performative scenes and words saturate this final section as the Rapids' Grandma (brought back 

by memory from the amnesiac rest home of the Parkway) knits currents together (yes. "metafurs" 

abound [155]) and the rapids play saxophone. The river is given different roles: standing on a film 

noir beach scene as a razzled bloke, then tussling with antacid formula and other chemicals 

(nothing heals easily). Word play becomes world play; the river slinks and shimmies everywhere 

until the final poem. where the old fighter leaps on the "resurrection run through" (156) while 

riding a raft-a river-that is history itself: 

Here cornes the Rapids Prince 
Steaming down the river with 

raftsman 
tndian 
coureur de bois corne 

hop on board 

The dance continues. even as the "breakdown" blossoms-or perhaps becciuse the breakdown 

cracked the dam and the beat. pur1 and, chute. Long Sault continues in a way Abbey, King and 

Flanagan would applaud. The sequence 'closes' mid-beat, offering a hand to the reader. cavorting 

free of full-stops and blocks, the "furious stillness" welling up and gathering ancient waters of 

continuance that echo in the chords of memory and word. 

The river is dammed; still, the poems and surprises continue. 

Here, now: Snyder's Mountains and Rivers Without End. 

Mind in the mountains, mind of tumbling water, 
rnind running rivers. 

Gary Snyder. "Raven's Beak River" 

One trend acknowledged in the poetry-in everything-I consider in these pages is the way rivers 

prompt a recirculative offering (of story, or image), almost in retum for their own refiective 

giving. Harrison sees his writing as a process tied to retuming with gifts after a joumeying; 

McKay found more than loss at the banks of a stilled river. Gary Snyder continues this generosity 

in his long-poem Mountains and Rivers Without End, which he descnbes as an offenng." Let us 

begin with his taik of ending: 

" Harrison and Snyder share territories because much of Snyder's volume involves travelling (e.g. "Journeys." 
"Night Highway 99," 'The Elwha River," ''The Market," "Bubbs Creek Haircut" and ''The Mountain Spirit.") 
"Since 1956 I've been working on a long poem I'm calling 'Mountains and Rivers Without End' after a Chinese 
sidewise scroll painting. It threritens to be like its title. Travel, the sense of journey in space that modern people 
have lost ... the rise and fail of rocks and water" ("Statement" 420). Another link is their abiding interest in Zen. 
The two poets meet, in one sense. at the "channelized river" in Los Angeles (Rivers 62). 



People used to Say to me, with a knowing smile, *'Mounrnins and Rivers is endless, 
isn't it?" 1 never thought so. Landscapes are endless in their own degree, but I 
knew my time with this poem would eventually end. The form and the emptiness 
of the Great Basin showed me where to close it; the boldness of my young people, 
who ate unlikely manna in the wildemess, how. This poem, which 1 have corne to 
think of as a sort of sutra-an extended poetic, philosophic, and rnythic narrative of 
the fernale Buddha Tara-is for them. ( 158) 

Snyder's poem does not end: his offering continues to be shared. 

To read a river. begin with a Chinese scroll from the early twelfth century: "Streams and 

Mountains Without End." A six-page reproduction forms the book's frontispiece. We reverse 

Western patterns of reading. fiip pages 'backwards.' and scan left, downstream. The scroll 

unfolds in ink-washed grace, and the riverscape is expansive: t ' on  seems to billow and absorb 

space; the mountains, heavens and waters are sometimes indistinguishable. 'The Chinese 

landscape scroll. by virtue of its unframed and voluted nature. presents the viewer a fluid 

perspective which he [sic] may enter at any moment or point and which offers a surface that is 

'ever new but never discontinuous"' (Holaday, 42).13 Snyder guides us through the viewing: 

Step back and gaze again at the land: 

water ripples every hill. (8) 

Elements merge but detail remains precise: the squat grazing buffalo: the crouched gait of a man 

walking beside a horseback ride; "a boatman in the bow looks lost in thought" (6). The scroll's 

precision is echoed in Snyder's sequence, a collection that spans forty years. His homage to the 

scroll painter Ch'i Shan Wu Chin opens the book: 

Clearing the mind and sliding in 
to that created space, 

a web of waters streaming over rocks. 
air misty but not raining, 

seeing this land from a boat on a lake 
or a broad slow river, 
coasting by. (5) 

l3 Holaday quotes Sister Bernadetta Quinn, "Light From The East: The Cantos and Chinese Art." Greyfriuc Sena 
Ssudirs in Literature, 18 (1977): 58. He notes "the connection between Snyder's poem and the description of 
'Iandscape' (which in Chinese translates literally as 'mountains and water') bring to Iight the emphasis of Snyder's 
poetics-and open-form poetics in generril-on the mimetic relationship between the form of the poem and the 
environment which it seeks to reflect and in which it was written" (43). Hohday also observes the "qudity of 
suspension" that permeûtes the landscape scroll, one which dnws on "the principle of hszr shih. . . 'hollowness and 
solidity"' one of those key Zen concepts that holds polarities in dynamic yin-yang tension (44). 
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Proprioception and perception have high status in Snyder's poetry. Their function is interrogated 

because they form the basis for one's undentanding. His inquines wash back and forth between 

self and river, crossing ecological, temporal and cultural borders, "fine honed thoughts 1 going 

each way" (7 1). Specificity, form and story coalesce around a venerable scroll. This is not 

Steveston, condominiums perched where canneries once stood; nor is it Bowling's equally precise 

pinpointing of remembered experience. Snyder's analysis takes the viewer to a newlold place 

beyond persona1 memory, just as Sinclair's own vesse1 of wrath vanishes off the map of the 

expected and Suttree leaves for a new haven, (t)here "The watching boat has floated off the page" 

(6). When the scroll ends, memory abdicates. The scene becomes documented territory, a 

visualised spxe shared by virwers across time: "In a way the painting is nor fuily realized until 

several centuries of poems have been addrd" (159). He translates these responses and offers 

readers his latest commentary. The scroll becomes a palimpsest of viewers, a sequence in its own 

right, linking responses across time, text, image and culture. Like water, he mediates: "sunken 

nvers corne again / stand by the wall and tell their tale" (9). 

Any collection that spans fony years will be full of variation. This one is striking for the 

consistency of its f o m  and vision. The tone is learned and infonned; references to hallucinogenic 

drugs are pared back as the rigours and blessings of Buddhism are foregrounded. 

The inclusiveness and fragmentariness of Morrntains and Rivers Wirhoiit End c m  
be seen, therefore, as a corollary expression of Snyder's perception of Buddhist 
ontological reality, a reality which gives primacy to al1 concrete data and equality to 
al1 concrete experience. Accordingly, every datum is a metonymy for the whoie, 
and al1 fragments are interrelated. (Holaday 50) 

The poems still retain a rambling feel, the open form fluidity true to the river of change and insight. 

Some bemoan Snyder "for his 'cataloguing of natunl objects, rnundane events and sensory 

impressions,' for 'mernorialking his own most banal thoughts and unimportant anxieties"' 

(Rothberg 36). My own response depends more on my state of mind than on the fortn of the 

poems. The collection is surprisingly anxiety-free; Snyder's practice of the Zen state of nzn-sliiri 

or 'no-mindedness' is conducive to the qualities of open-fom poetry. It encourages the reader to 

settle into the gaps between words, that space of concentration and meditation. 

The Elwha River, 1 explained, is a real river, and different from the river I 
descnbed. Where 1 just walked was real, but I wrote a dream river.. . . (32) 

The collection is a "dream river" that has its own swiftness "sent down from the peaks 1 flanks and 

folds / down arroyos and ditches by highways the water" ("The Black-tailed Hare" 73). But it is 

also an "actual" river because it responds to the world as an interconnective entity. What we cal1 

real and dream reside in this place; Snyder regards 60th states as constituents of the river's 

plenitude. Observing previously contemplated rivers, Snyder ponders time and the transmission 

of belief and insight across Buddhist tradition, the nuances of language and the movement of 

humans and water across cultural and physical territory. We are brief glimrners in the flow of 
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time. Standing on the banks as Harrison and Marlatt do. he accepts the reach of the river and 

provides power and openness to his own watenhed-branded insights. 

A spoken language works 
for about five centuries 
life span of a douglas fir; 
big floods, big fires, every couple hundred years. 
a human life Iasts eighty, 
a generation twenty . 
Hot summers every eight or ten. 
four seasons every year 
twenty-eight days for the moon 
day / night the twenty-four hours 

& a Song might last four minutes, 

a breath is a breath. 
("Old Woodnt's Stinky Housr." 1 19-10) 

The longer poem "An Offenng for Tara" spells out Snyder's professed belief in the gift-giving 

poetry represents. This poern's first and last sections begin with rivers. In Ladakh's bue 

mountains he is fascinated by "the year-round streams in a land of no rain" ( 106). The rivers of 

his poem are troped as Buddhas, they are emanations from the Goddess Tara. who. in her 

compassion, graces the world (and therefore us) with them. When the rivers run. they are still. 

Their moving meditation remains z constant, even in the shifting of continents: 

Senge Chhu, the Indus River. 
Some land from Gondwana, 

Crossed the Tethys Sea 
And fetched up again in Eurasia, 
Ranges warping out - 
Indus, Setlej, rivers even from before 
Sat their seats 
As the mountains rose around them million-yeared. ( 106) 

These riven warp outwards, working patiently with the rnountains (and against them, as fluid 

koan). The poern ranges across space; one river evokes another and things slip into place. 

The great Indus river's running 
just there by the wall. 

(The far shore 
wild salmon spawning 
in the old mine-tailing gravels down the Yuba) (1 10) 

the river 
is al1 of it everywhere 
ail flowing at once, 



al1 one place (9) 
"River in the Vailey" Are Hizndles 

Snyder's offering honours Tara, the one that "lead[s] water." Doing so. it gathers "[tlhe whole 

river. Clear back to each creeklet" ('The Dance" 134). Moving along the path that water forms 

demands attention. Three poems condense Snyder's relationship with water into individual 

portraits: "Canyon Wren," "We Wash Our Bowls in This Water" and "The Flowing." Each 

addresses ecology and spirituality. "1 am aware of the very close correspondence between the 

external and intemal landscape in my long poern" (Snyder. Tuwards 13 1). Oscillating through his 

sustained encounter with a river and its creatures (in 'Canyon Wren." which records a tloat trip) is 

the realisation of a river's capacity to provoke enlightenment and awareness. Each line has its own 

action; verbs accrete but do not crowd each other in the short length. 

The continuity of water as a reactive element in human consciousness is balanced by the 

changes wrought by dams. Snyder's float trip is particularly poignant: it occurred on the 

Stanislaus just before the New Mellones Dam was cornpleted (despite much protest). No mention 

is made of the imminent loss of the canyon, or Mark Dubois' üctivism, but the poem records the 

passing wonder of the wren's song; like the river those notes are "here and gone" (91). We 

continue for a short time, "Afloat" in Our "tiny skin boat" ( 1  32). 

"We Wash Our Bowls in This Water" revels in voices from the past. the intertextual 

engagement with ever-changing rivers across human time. This is in keeping with Snyder's desire 

to offer "a communicative coherence that liberates the reader to go on with it" (Snyder Interview. 

13 1 ). This flow leads happily into a "river being," a verb and noun blend that segues the reader 

into the embodied state of rivemess, what he later calls "'the storm."' He lets his delighted list (a 

kind of fluvial taxonorny), spi11 over: 

upwellings, sideswirls, backswirls 
curl-overs, outripples, eddies, cbops and swells 
wash-overs, shalIows confluence turbulence wash-seam 
wavelets, riffles . . . ( 137) 

The list curies on (with more definition), as the voice of a river guide narnes and describes the 

treacherous forms water takes: a hydraulic, pillow-rock, haystack, keepers. eddies. backflows, 

vertical boils and herringbone waves. And tbat is just one guide, on one river, in one language. 

Zen texts follow (then Dogen's gloss on the same piece). Each reinforces the impossibility and 

appeal of words, uttered by or in praise of the running water. Snyder translates Su Tung-p'o's 

enlightenment poem: 

The Stream with its sounds is a long broad tongue 
The looming mountain is a wide-awake body 
Throughout the night Song &er Song 



How can 1 speak at dawn. 

No questions are asked. Snyder honours tradition through translation, incorporation and 

practice." When he gazes at the river, he recalls those before him who have learnt from those 

streams; "the smallest part represents the whole" (Holaday 46). He sees the history of water as a 

transcendent force because others like Dogen have made offerings, and still more have listened. 

"There is no such thing as a fragment. Al1 are interrelated" (Snyder, Interview 133). 

The third poem. 'The Flowing," represents the river as a female sensual force. She does 

not speak as McKay's Long Sault does. but she gets Snyder off the verandah and grabs hirn hard, 

just where squirming becomes difficult. The poem moves downriver through the Kamo to the 

Columbia. Once again line breaks and stanzas form around a single image or action: 

the lift and plume 
of the wnter curling out and over. 

Salmon arching in the standing spray. (69) 

Now these Falls at Celilo are frozen on the page and silenced by a dam. But they continue in a 

hshion: "the water cycle tumbles round.. . . The Great Mind passes by its own / fine-honed 

thoughts / going each way" (7 1). 

Snyder's humble mind is also fine-honed. capable of looking in two or more directions at 

once, and, as he passes through the river mouth. binhed into the ocean, he enters into ecstasy and 

release, he joins with Harrison and McKay in fantasy "the vast loosing / of al1 that was found, 

sucked, held, / bom, drowned" (72). The river is a great mind, a great mother and lover, a watery 

web that binds time and people in light. Anthony Hunt describes the entire poem as "a threûd that 

binds us to the 'jewelled net of interconnectedness' as we attempt to unravel its very strands" 

( 137). As Snyder lets go of 'The Flowing" to retum to a greater form, some Diamond Sutra 

mapped ont0 the glistening rapids. he offers the reader an image of the sensuality of creative 

energy. One achievement of Moiintains and Rivers Withoiit End is its movement beyond 

stereotype; it offers a cross-cultural reading of riven to the "young people" of the next millennium. 

while following Buddhist practice with care (158). The making of water and of poems is a gift to 

us dl. One bequest to the river reader of the twenty-first century is the challenge to keep the 

curren ts powerful and healthy . 

'' For an insightîùl analysis of Trioist water phiIosophies, see Sarah Allan, The Way of Warer and Sprouts of 
Virtue. Albany : SUNY P, 1997. 
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A constant source: Said The River-Tex t A u  thor 

Liz Zetlin's long poem Said The River (1995) opens with a quotation from Jorge Luis Borges' 

Lnbyrinth: 

Time is the sribstance from wilich I am made. 
T h e  is a river rvhich carries me aiong, 
b~i t  I am the river, if is a tiger that devolîrs nie. 
biit I am the tiger, it is ofire that consumes me, 
biit I am fite fire. 

Snid the River emerged from Zetlin's research into the life and work of Isabella Valancy Crawford. 

the Irish-Canadian writer (active from 1870-until her death in 1887 at age 37) who is best known 

for her long poem "Malcolm's Katie." Crawford's poem was published in 1884 and sold only 50 

of its 1 0  copies (Zetlin "Timeline"). Crawford never lived to see anything like popularity or 

cornfort. Zetlin conjectures Crawford composed a series of controversial "bumt poems" that she 

kept hidden from her mother and acquaintances. Meditations and poems on Crawford's last years. 

the discovery and destruction of the bumt poems. and Crawford's death are interleaved through a 

present-day trip on the Saugeen River. Zetlin concludes the poern by listing its "Main Characien:" 

the Saugeen and Don Riven are two of thern. Entirely without page numbers, employing a range 

of typographie layouts and watercolour washes. this is a poem that gives itself over to the river. 

just as Zetlin's author-photo depicts her staring out at us from beneath a waterfall. 

Two women (Margaret and Susan) raft the Sûugeen River in search of the nineteenth- 

century author who knew the same Stream. The plaque that cornmernorates Crawford is by the 

Saugeen: her name, reflected in the river, is "a ternpting bait" ("Historical plaque"). "An excuse 

for a canoe trip. thought Susan. A chance to draw and fish. And watch Margaret glue hersrlf to 

ünother life" ("Collaborations"). Their collaborative journey mirrors the process of joumeying and 

creating undertaken by Zetlin and her artist friend Janis Hoogstraten (in an exhibit and an early 

version of the poem). 

The book's layout suggests a flow of ideas, memories and suppositions across time, al1 in 

one fluid place. "with language reconstituting self as self reclaims language. But clearly," New 

asserts, "any daim upon self, however mobile the landscape, creates new margins even if (or as) it 

erases old ones" (Laud 202). Erasure and reconstitution of a p s t  self (Crawford as ' r d '  or 

imagined, and Margaret as an (un)willing agent in the erasure of her ernotional boundaries) 

parallels the narrator's own revelatory impulses. The contents are centred on the page and the 

braided narrative crosses dual river wntings and journalling/joumeyingsT "moving over water //. . . 
imagining a book" ("Collaborations"). Margaret "travels on [words] like rivers" ("Layers of 

absence"). Texts braid. These rivers are conduits of memory and story, fragments and 
supposition. (1 think particularly of Marlatt's engagement with Martin Allerdale Grainger's 



Woodsmen of the West [1908] through her re-visioning 1988 novel Ana Historic.) Chunks of 

Crawford's writing are spliced with the imagined voices of her parents; Margaret uses spliced 

reflection to allow the voice of her parents into the present. '&The daughters wanted understanding 

/ but got advice about / how to move through the world of men" ("Advice their fathen gave"). The 

two fathers, distant, cold and frightening, connect both Isabella and Margaret: both women are 

"Imprisoned in Our father's / houses, poems hidden / in kitchen cabinets." Characters are used as 

ways into the mind of Crawford and narrator; al1 the cornponents are reflected in the mirror of the 

river. "How a story changes / from the moment of experience / to the retelling of a memory" 

("Mirrors 2"). Margaret is caught between that transition for much of the poem, buoyed up by old 

text and recollection. 

As the poem (and the rafts, or the archival recovery) proceeds the women's lives are 

challenged by intemal forces: Crawford is affected by hem problems and Margaret by her 

impassioned vision. (Like Iain Sinclair she becornes adept at seeing ghosts, and spots Crawford 

walking p u t  Toronto's CBC building): 

she just has to glance up, the past is there 
enclosed by the present.. . . 

That's how the mind works. In reverse. 
Obsessed by reflections from the past.. . . 

She is losing something. Being eroded away. 
Without knowing how or why, but suspecting 

this force has the strength of watrr and the ability 
to take many forms. ("Mirrors 1") 

This is one project Margaret does not wish to abandon "midstream" (Evidence.. ."). The joumey 

begins, "three women / al1 in the river together," this river of story. "the same Stream as Isabella" 

seen by "many others before them" ("Arrive"). Like Harrison, Snyder, McKay, Bowling and 

Marlatt, Zetlin absorbs the river as a Stream of insight. archive and limitless consciousness: "a11 

that middle," of possibility. The middle is a space for the removal of borders and blockages. 

Zetlin engages with text and form in a way that binds the worlds of reading and paddling, past and 
present. Her emphasis on "middle" and the unstressed line-break opens to the process of written 

(and read) meandenng. 
"River Tenses" encourages textua1 play by opening with a trio of lines that demands 

attention: 

Time changes on the river 
becomes full of should haves 
and would have kens  

Many of the river-watchers I read would concur here. Said The River's formai affiliation with 
Steveston firms up as Zetlin articulates a process of reading that draws us to the "rniddle" estuarine 
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balance between working for meaning and glimpsing insight anew in tandem with the poem. "If" 

and "but" suggest absence and nostalgia (and Crawford's life compels this too), but also allow the 

reader to move in several directions. The long poets put us in the current and untie the net. Past 

and present unfold and enfold. 

When Margaret/Crawford continues "Twice down the Saugeen" (with or through Zetlin), 

we join them on that journey, "Fifty strokes a minute / so fast the water spray freezes / on her 

face." The first trip is matched in pace at the level of the line and syntu. The second trip. on the 

k i n g  page, breaks into the open form poetic of composition. apprehension and sustained release. 

Here small glimpses of detail are framed in split-second images that seem to rush into their own 

silences, as if the rar is periodically subrnerged under water, then lifted above the flow to hear its 

terrestrial rushing: 

water boiling up 

wet pillows of Stone 

flat ledges where the river drops like stairs 

the blue heron that keeps on reappearing around the bend 

The last of Said nie River's four sections augments inquiry and revelation: Margaret and 

Susan track Crawford and segue into thoughts of death by tipping their canoe into "a brown water 

a knife to my heart." Now 'The river's voice" cornes into its own. It binds with Margaret. who 

retums (via a cycle of apologies) to her mother's death bed. The series of questions, accretions of 

guilt and a line of suspense over Crawford's background and death are revealed as a dilute counter 

to Margaret's act of euthanasia, done for her mother (at her behest). Kathleen Dean Moore's 

"temble questions of redemption and regret" are compounded: the two women confront memory 

and these questions at once. Suid The River has been building to a revelation; the river bnngs it 

on: "a daughter. a mother / dl in the same breath 1 al1 in this unbearably / powerful river." 'The 

river's voice" is her mother's dying as much as Margaret's recollection of it, a dual process of 

release and impossible holding as her mother's body changes form. becoming "half light half 

woma~i." 

Lopez speaks of the grief rivers bear. Now Margaret (like Moore) retums to the river as 

recourse and resource. When she emerges from the river's voice (and rights the canoe) Susan is 

"wiping the mud from rny eyes" and suggesting "it's about time you learned to read the water, 

instead of just books" ("Propose"). She may well leam to do both. Said The River is a 

recollective act that composes and combines memory across disparate histories, working the 

"middle" of possibility for ultimate ends. Death teaches those it leaves behind, as does the river. 

At first 1 thought reading the river meant 1 should be its master 
I would match its speed with my cunning.. . . 

That is, until 1 dreamed smeIled 
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swaIIowed the river 

this river that rushed 
first beneath then over then through me.. . . 

because it is the current that is in charge 
and really, dl we c m  do 

is to be aware of its force. ... 

because the success of this maneuver [sic] 
depends on trusting 

your weight 
to the river. 

The cumulative release is compounded by the peeling away of mernories. dual journeys 

and reflections; "because" inspires a torrentid syllogisrn of argument, movement and 

interpretation: in a sense the rapids demand (and remove) the capacity for choice. Refracted voices 

are bound by water. "Connections," as the title suggests, repeats key lines from tmlier in the 

sequence and braids the work's concerns into a whole, scribing the ecology of rnemory and retum 

that has contained and motivüted the teleology of the poem. I want to quote it in full to honour that 

"middle" space of possibility that is "there. growing" in the present. Memory and the river 

recirculate. Borges frames the poem; this piece offers a way out of the labyrinth and on towards 

the delta of the present. The "blumng" of river time which flows al1 time together allows for a 

new way of opening to the put. New worlds appear; doubt seems to collapse. Who knows 

whether the river will offer the transformation Zetlin spells out below; it really depends on how 

your own ear and heart function in the local watershed. For Zetlin that site is constantly in 

process. Even death is outfoxed by the tlux: 

She will tum «.gain onci conie to mert me 

I.V.C. 

the Sun casts their shadow thin across the river 

they stand looking at a suspended line of shoulder 

rare, so they think, yellow irises 

a white trout blumng the line of shoulder 

with little time to choose 

they wonder if there will ever be someone 

who sees them sranding here at the edge of memory 
reaching for those who are missing 

a mother, a river, a self 

leaning into the Nm of iife 

just at the moment of recall 

when the past and present are one 
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When Zetlin closes Snid The River she offers a challenge that reaffirms rivers as an inspirational 

site, even in this fallen time: she cails on us to know "River, a tongue you're just leaming to 

speak." 

I can make you forget what you have leamed 
I am taboo and 1 am sacred. 
1 am the first blood of your mother. 
1 consume al1 sins and remake 
Your fiesh into a littlt: chiid's. 
1 am where you sit down beside 
What memories you have left 
and weep. 

It is the volta into the second penon that stills the river's surface. Your own face is visible. but 

Zetlin asks we leave Narcissus and begin speech and utterance iinew, in the midst of a stream ("dl 

that middle" of memory, story and image) that is everywhere needed. and al1 ways at risk: 

But 1 will be dl right only 
If 1 have a constant source 
You are that source, 
You are the fire that burns. 
You are the tiger that consumes. 
You are the river, 

In the shift to second person I retum to the rivers in my memory, remembered fragments of 

River. The currents have carried me home before 1 even knew where 1 was going, before 1 

understood that was where 1 needed to be. Once understanding begins. the journey never ends. 

I 'conclude' this river poetry chapter with the sense that none of the poems really ends. The 

reader's engagement is a kind of continuity, and in any case the poems themselves affirm links and 

dependencies we owe to people and to rivers. They champion the processes of creativity. inquiry 

and healing in the face of sometimes humiliating, insistent 'progress.' Their engagement with the 

present uses the force of encounter and response to redise a process of articulation that began with 

an individual and a community and moved across al1 the networks that compose these linked 

entities of flesh and water, these two bodies of memory. The immediacy of apprehension offers 

one reason to celebrate, one reason to begin textual and proprioceptive joumeying. But such 

celebration is uncertain and qudified: not everyone reads, not every text will work on its reader in 

the same way. My own position has wavered and shifted in response, particularly when facing a 

barrage of grim facts, grim realities. But ways are found to go on. 



The river may be under threat but this simply spurs the writer on to defiance and 

explication. Many of the writers I have read here search for home. The poets (like Moore, Abbey. 

Kinseth or Sanders, as with Duncan) suggest home might be found in engagement with the flux of 

response and articulation, a worded becoming or fount diat braids the motile process of perception 

through the watershed and the perceptual system itself. The poets have no illusions about their 

capacity to change the world, but know the line gives one way of revisioning and (re)reading life. 

The poets' vision looks to the present as a gift bom(e) out of the past and the instant. constitutive 

of the unseen waq ahead. What we offer to the waters will be felt downstream. We will be 

washed away into silence. When breath and the rivers cease, iines for the passage of elemrntal 

force dry up. Creatures need rivers to nourish lives and we humans also need water ro sustain 

wordrd lines and mernories. Rivers help us give voice to the stories we know and to articulate the 

recirculating processes of the watershed. The river gathers everything and carries it on. 



Epilope: Pools, Rivers, Estuaries 

Transpiration 

Langage, feeling and memory help to compose the cultural watershed. To speak the language of 

rivers is to collaborate in a process of braided revision and rearticulation: the waters are forever 

changing. To think like a river is to abandon d i  cenainties to a provisonal current. while 

surrendering provisionality to the (un)certainty of flow. The river writers that have taken me this 

far see human life as one tributary of a process that constitutes the sustaining watershed. 

Stones travel. Landscapes and languages are carried in the mind: cultures are moved 

across space or water. 1 have gauged the transpiration of rnemory through several kinds of story. 

The texts function in different ways. Yet Duncan, Moore, Bowling and others retum to the river 

as a place of refuge and reflection. a (varying) continuity in a world of change. Each river 1 have 

read of, or been to, is threatened or degraded in some way; yet they still have a fundamental 

importance: rivers continue to attract stories, memones and communities. They continue to 

swallow metaphor and to be CO-opted as a voice of 'truth.' Whose truth, I wonder'? The texts 

revel in provisionality; nothing is certain and the writen admit t h .  I declared at the outset of this 

dissertation that 1 look to these writers for guidance in rny response to an escalating series of 

ecologicai pressures fed by a boorning and very demanding human population. The response 

many of these writers suggest involves fostering a sense of attentive guardianship or care: 

challenging the forces that erode diversity, community and equality. This ethic of care comes, in 

part, from observing rivers and communities in trouble. The imperative of responsibility is one 

means of encouraging a sense of concem without dissuading positive connection. Part of the 

responsibility of receiving life is the likelihood of extending it through the lives of others. 

Tributaries continue to branch. To believe, as 1 do, in the dynamic between river, cornmunity and 

(hi)story encourages a sense of the watershed as one functional interdependent unit that responds 

to human interference or damage. At a time when overwhelrning statistics iue easy to reel off, 

these authors look into the microcosrn of their watershed as a source of inspiration. 

But it is loss that lingers in much of the work by Moore, Abbey, Sanders and Hugo, loss 

that shapes the ways Sonja Buloh, Suttree or Sinclair respond to the world. Eden is at once 

unrecoverable and desired. Memory fdls into the water and remains there for those who dredge 

for it. But some things just manage to endure throughout the work: the careful observer, the 

capacity to adapt and to respond. 1 think these authors leave the millenniurn with a vision tempered 

by hard-edged realism. A combination of elegy and spontaneity remains in the everyday and will 

continue in cycles of recirculation beyond the reach of humankind. While humans do remain on 



the planet, Aldo Leopold's "search for a durable scale of values" will be ongoing. Conditions are 

such that values are under extreme pressure. This river writing transrnits warnings: first, wake up 

to what little remains and envision what might rernain and secondly, act with care and passion if 

you wish to keep rivers healthy for the next generation. Attempt to forge alliances across 

communities, cultures and watersheds. Try to lean how to see or hear a river and to pass such 

observations on. The writers do not hand out solutions: they bestow responsibilities. This is what 

1 take from them: it is a gift and burden that will be carried on. rather than 'concluding.' 

The river wnting read here has affected how 1 see the world; 1 am far more conscious of 

what has gone and how fragile a watershed's remaining networks are. In these closing pages 1 

share some persona1 journal entries that reiid rivers with river reading in mind. At the water's (and 

page's) edge 1 engage in observation and elegy, encounter and variation. This braided Stream of 

response is typical of rny mixed feelings about rivers in the decades ahead-appreciation of the 

present. tempered in several cases, by the concern for the future, a composite of response locked 

into and of our times yet one passed on through many long traditions of mortal lamentation. The 

fragments 1 offer here, different in form and approach from the textual analysis, are one way of 

beginning to hone rny reading and writing of River. These new texts make demands and offer 

riches. Things are washed on to the shore from the deeps. But it is time 1 declared my bias in  

ünother way: by going to the river. 

After a long journey through textual currents of different types (the essayist's longings for 

'home.' the 'pure' battles for protection and epiphany. the sense of fallenness and enduring 

possibility, as well as the poetic ventures into hook. line and gap), I 'close' this reading process by 

engaging with some rivers that have touched me. The rivers 1 have known offer other wnys of 

seeing texts; the texts I have read bring me other ways of seeing rivers. 

Does one really need to go to Sanders' "river-in-itself," or is the text enough? Recirculation 

between river, story and community is an interdependent process. The writers do not present the 

texts as permanent substitutes to direct experience. Rivers were here tïrst. The storied world 

needs the tangible world in order to remember, renew and reimagine itself. But true to the process 

of recirculation and creative transpiration 1 have followed in these pages, that world of 

communication sends me back into the waters. The struggle for meaning continues by the river 

and on the page; both are shifting sites. No word is final. no river droplet independent of current 

or hydrologie cycle. 

If, as Hugo suggests, we carry rivers with us, then one can surmise we also carry 

riverscapes. The water has its own motile c h m :  it feeds our "hankenng" for "home" and 

"clarity," in part by mocking such solid notions (Sanders 59; Abbey 237; Moore 156). The 

essayists 1 read in Chapter One have taught me to look for tropic and topophilic echoes. 1 have 



been lucky enough to make joumeys to Britain, where some of the templates for my homeplace 

(New Zealand) were forged. This first fragment glances over oddly familiar temtory. 

Rivers Chet, Yare and Waveney. Norfolk Broads, East Anglia, England. 

May 1999. River Chet, like that other Chet (Baker), on a day of tall cloud, you range 

sweetly across any kind of melancholy. The Grey Heron's stately ascent stills our 

breath. 1 think of Lopez's wise birds, their poised tutelage and CO-operative qualities. 

Michelle, Allan and 1 hear about the herons from Kenny, who works the boats here. 

He saw one heron last week, tracking a mother duck and her brood of ten tiny 

ducklings. The Heron would approach, s toop and eat a duckling-soft yellow brown 

down and tiny wings in the gullet: the clack of beak on bone. Then it would follow 

dong again, recich down, pierce the next. Al1 ten of them, one by one. 

The tilt of the head. 

The dance of herons. 

The waves lap at the hull of the Khgfisher, a charrning wooden boat buiit in the 1950s. 

We are moored on the River Waveney, one of the many watenvays that wend through 

the area known as the Norfolk Broads. This area of interlinked rivers and srnail Iakes 

(Broads) draws hundreds of tourists like me annually. There are dozens of villages 

and pubs dotted dong the Rivers Waveney, Chet and Yare that we have chugged past 

at four miles per hour. 

Moored ai Hemngfleet Srnock Mill, beside the Somerleyton Marshes, we walk dong 

the river and cut inland dong tiny lanes towards places called Rocklea St. Mary, 

Chedgrave, St. Olave's or Somerleyton, each with their stone churches and round 

church towers. Clumps of wetland or forest smooth into Pasture; ploughed fields ramp 

towards those stone wdls that remain. This green, level productivity takes in the eye; it 

must be something akin to the mode1 white settlers took to New Zealand last century. 

This template cut through the wdls of forest that met the sea-weary traveller. It got the 

land 'working' and cleared obstructions. The visual echoes 1 grew up with replay as I 
walk here. 

a 
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White Crested Shags slip smartly through the wind-ruffled water of the Yare, the water 

wider now, its slow meander past reed and pasture. Our little wooden boat 

"Kingfisher" chugging dong by the even stares of river-watching cows. Algal drifts, 

scents of rot and green willow: fann run-off is destroying water quality. The rivers are 

not clear any longer; the nutrification blocks oxygen and has tumed over 7 5 6  of the 

broads into a kind of "sterile algal soup" (Somerville 129). Farmland, forest clumps, 

long ploughed mnnels of eanh and wild rhubarb and nettle. The mind stills, until a 

drake nies overhead. harrying a female duck trying to evade pursuit. A Swan, its head 

stained orange by ochre leachates brought out by fertilisers, eases aiong, seeming 

nonchalant. The grand cloudscapes are full of birdcails 1 do not recognise. 



Fig. 4 River Chet. Near Loddon. Norfolk, East Anglia. May 1999. 

Photograph by Michelle Wilson. 



In East Anglia, the wetlands, Broads and swarnps are preserved ecosystems. 

somewhat protected. but still vulnerable before real estate and tourism developrnent. 

They are a haven for birdlife. But these wetlands are man-made. Contemporary 

preservation efforts focus on retaining the manufactured state of the Broads, which are 

not lakes as much as Feat sodden peat pits. In the 1 %Os, archaeological evidence 

pointed to the removal of almost one billion cubic feet of peat, between roughly 1070 

and 1270. Nearly 50 pits of varying sizes were dug to provide fuel for the booming 

city of Norwich. 

ksing sea levels in the thineenth century flooded the pits; %y the fifteenth century 

these open-pits had becorne. or were becoming, the water-filled lakes we know today" 

(Dymond 117). Thrse lakes in turn were checked or augmented by dikes and channels 

over subsequent centuries. The "River" Chet is composed by spade, not current: it was 

dug out over the years and is really a huge water-filled ditch. Now these bodies of 

water and wetland are preserved; regenerating reeds are felled to maintain appropriate 

avian habitat: the reeds are used for thatched roofing that is topped off by sedge. "A 

broad, left to nature's siow processes. reverts slowly from an open sheet of water to 

fen a thick mass of reeds and sedge: then to carr woodland in which grows thickets of 

water-ioving trees such as alder and willow; finally to dry woodland. usually of oak" 

(Somerville 127). 
Boats are urged to travel very slowly (to prevent river wash and chronic bank 

erosion caused by speeding merry tounsts). The mud churned from the nverbed 

prevents clear water and destroys the bank: "Parts of the River Bure are widening by 

several yards every year" (Somerville 128). I keep the speed very low, but the rnotor 

mns on diesel and puffs into the air. There are very few joumeys without 

consequence. 

The balance of modem change still tends to erode and destroy, 
rather than enhance, the country's character - a strange 
achievement for a generation which has acquired higher standards of 
living than any of its predecessors .... We desperately need 
strategies and philosophies which will arrest the decline of ordinary, 
average places - expanding villages as well as conservation 
areas ... . It remains CO be seen whether we can rnuster the restraint, 
vision and political will which are needed, first to Save our unique 
and pnceless inheritance, and then sensitiveiy to develop it. 
(Dymond 260) 

The abandoned riverside house has windows of stone-silled diamond leadlights, most 

broken ~ o w  before the curtains of sheeptooth yellow. An empty private granary rises 



like a sheared tree behind the house. The river eases round Strumpshaw Fen, hints of 

ocean tugging at the small hours, at Our dreams. When we moor for the night the 

stillness seems absolute; in the near-darkness of rnidsummer the world is monochrome, 

the water a pewter sky. In the moming a NATO jet will scream overhead, returning to 

the Air Force base. As we cruise, bridges across the Danube are blasted into chunks. 

Protection 

To speak or fight for the river is an oppositional act. The preservation of wildemess has 

traditionally excluded major resource extraction such as clearcut logging. When hundreds 

protested to preserve the Stein River basin in British Columbia, they opposed clearcut logging that 

had rendered the surrounding valleys bald and dusty. Preserved sites support both biodiversity 

and nostalgia: in the late twentieth century, wilderness is remnant. Perhaps, after my reading for 

the river in itself, it is wiser to rernain anchored to the library, rather than bum fuel to get to 

pockets of a former. damaged world. But going to those places allows observation of a different 

nature. Nature may cven observe you. This next fragment talks back to issues of wildness and 

tries to examine the meanings 1 cary to a 'pure' river. 

Stein River. Interior British Columbia, Canada. 

" Hey Micltelle, this place looks just like the ones I itsed to see on those TV 

docrunentaries about bears! " 

"Oh, thanks Charles. " 

The grey cables of the bridge arc above the greened chum of water, cedar and hemlock 

bordering the banks. When we walked into this valley two days ago it was banked 
with black cloud and we wondered what we were doing. Now the weather has settled, 

we've eaten some of the couscous, and my pack is meant to be lighter: no matter. The 

Stein is an amazing river. Many have fought for it and for the bears and the trees here. 

It is the only unlogged watershed iributary of the Fraser River over 5000 hectares. 

When you get to the mountains and look around, the vdleys next to the Stein are 

brown and cfeared. 
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There are petroglyphs in the Stein valley that reveal the oldest human ways of 
knowing the river, one passed on in Nlha7kpimx and Stl'atl'irnx gatherings over the 

rnillennia. This has long been a sacred river. What words cm 1 offer as we enter the 

valley'? When the eariy spring brings groundwater seepage the rock paintings enhance 

"many of the paintings, restoring them to their original brilliance. This, say the elders. 

is the spirits putting on fresh paint" ( ~ i e i n ) . '  

The cottonwood back from the River has a signature twelve feet u p t h e  scored 

clawmarks of the bear. Two days later the grizzly bear visiis Our campsite by the river. 

She had been feeding at the water and wants to go upstream. She knows we are there. 

So she skins the clearing around us. as Joel whispers hoarsely to me and Jan stills 

herself. 1 turn. The bear is 35-feet away, and the trees she walks through are thin. 

Her fur is cinnamon brown, her hump big above the shoulders. When she turns to 

look at us I am agape at her gaze: the brown steady eyes just look right at me. so 

steadily and she walks on, pûst the tent further on where Michelle is packing up. We 

scamper towards the ient, whispering as the bear tums into the bush. I am humbled to 

be alive, to have been seen; 1 am humble because she chose to leave us alone. WouId 

that we humans could do the same. We later meet a group of forestry students who are 

assessing histories of fire through tree-ring analysis; they know the bear as a regular in 

the area. 

By the Stein 1 imagine time as a current that flows through us, that turns and stares 

into our bones, that rnoves on, gathering us up for a moment. We spend days and 

nights with the sound of water, not cars. The river just gives and pives of itself. 
Watching the green chuming current, I am awed by the evidence of continuities read in 

worn rock. To learn and laugh and walk by the river that runs clean and strong; I am 

graced by this water and the bounty it has made. 

At the end of the week we walk out and hitch a lift south. Wr wdk, muddy and 

booted, into glitzy Whistler village, and into a world that seems, according to the 

papers, to have been awash in tears: Diana, Princess of Wales was buried the day 

before. Tears: small rivers gone salty, unconfined streams that have washed the cheeks 

of thousands. 

No river is pure. No river is untouched by human hand or eye. Aioneness is defined by 

othemess. There seems no escape from the human seeing that has sustained me and caused me 

concern, those impulses that preserve, pollute or impound the flowing waters of life. Each chapter 
of this thesis nins into the next, and the rives Flow into the ocean. The web embnces; the web 

' Stein Valley: Fierirage Guide and Map. Voices o f  the Erirth Foundation. PO Box 52028, North Vancouver, BC 
V613T2 Canada. Ruby Dunstan, Former Chef  of the Lytton Indian Band, established the Foundation, which 
integrates "the wisdom handed down through the millennia by indigenous ancestors throughout the wor ld  with other 
non-native ways of knowing for a holistically grounded future. 
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entraps. The Weber River is bound within that. Despite its healthy state, the world around it leads 

me to a sense of dis-eue. Purity is a fiction and a truth; it c m  never escape its human 

constructedness as a metaphor. But ecological collapse has also made purity a measurable goal. 

The hydrologic cycle is a fact; the cycle gathers its own fictions. In this fragment I apply my own 

fictions to an urban river, one bordered by railtncks yet regarded as an estimable restoration site. 

As with the Stein piece. it attends to the ways a river is never cut off from the human world in Our 

eyes. That human intervention continues at some level. 

Weber River, Ogden, Utah, U. S. A. 

Februnry 1999. 1 pick my way across a river of tracks until 1 reach the sound of the 

water. 1 have passed over Weber sandstone. clumps of tussock and the scurfed ice of 

muddy puddles on my trek through the unpeopled area north of Union Station. and still 

not reached the water. 

Ah, the West at last! I'd lit out for the territory beyond rusted boxcars and smashed 

windows. the abandoned river hinterland of a mobile species. 1 recognized the 

standard pale hospital green of the empty point box, and was happy in the language of 

rust and discard, lapped vintages of concrete. Beyond that stubbom shed and the bumt 

ochres of rust and earth there are mountains, snowdusted white and grey against the 

blue sky. 

1 srnell urine at the juncture of platfom and wall. Traces. Veering nonh towards 

the bald willows, passing signs of humans: cindered fireplaces, sooted glass and a pair 

of toddler's woollen tights, brown as track mst, flecked with turquoise. Icemelt patters 

off the blackened warehouse. The humming power lines above me are packed with 

pigeons: they lift with a great 'churr' of wing. It fades and is replaced again by the 

hum of powerlines, and now, the rush of water. One more set of tracks and I'm into 

the trees, those bare limbs intent, waiting. The deer tracks on the snow veer towards 

the water that mns east for a time. Hunkered by its pewtered purpose, 1 look into 

eddies and riffles; I do not dip my hands into the curent. 

We watch and those we love go on; we look to the ineluctable wake of their departure. 

their care and absence wrought into our surging hearts. Endings blur in memory. 1 

think of Jim Harrison's lines as 1 look into the grey rush: "a lirnited life attaches itself to 

the endless / movement." 



Skewed in the bank's chocolate soil, bedecked with faiIen leaves is a Tower rnanual 

typewriter, its 'i' missing and the stnke keys raised in bunched supplication to the 

forces that have cûmed it this far. 1 walk on, grinning. Looking back 1 see the chrome 

glint of the camage retum, the du11 silver of the river. There's more knitwear at my 

feet: magenta, black and red, the wool flecked with the silty gift of high water. A fly 

lands on my lapel. 

L'priver and upriver: An old sofa, a chorus book in the snow and then, the HCI 

Dyce chemical factory. Blück barrels spell out why we tum from the rivers: Acetone. 

Anhydrol Solvent, N-Butyl Acetate 99%. Methanol, Toluene, Solvent Xylene, a barre1 

of Methylane Chloride with "BAD" written on the label. Skirting the perimeter fence I 

sniff the air, furtive. Only the smell of urine, dirty ice and concrete here. 

The pigeons have retumed to the powerlines. 1 mm from the river and walk across 

rnud and tracks as cars roar across the overbridge. My hands are tainted with the run- 

off of images, lifetimes, impossible to hoid. Behind me a locomotive pulls out to 

continue irs joumey. The typewriter has been left. waiting. by the singing river. 



Fig. 5 Found Object. Weber River. February 1999. Photograph by Charles Dawson. 



Lasting purities, lasting stories 

The bus lurches into its long haul, the bars of the windows caked in dust. 1 reposition myself on 

the vinyl seating; Michelle passes me the half-filled bottle of "Bisleri" drinhng water. The 

conductor acknowledges it. not as an overpriced bottle for backpackers, but as a transportable 

record of a visit to the holy Yamuna and Ganges Rivers, a confluence where another (invisible) 

river is said to flow above the waters. He sees us as worshippers of those rivers. The slippage 

between what was expected of US. and what we actually performed, is one of the ironies and gaps 

that make genuinely (post) colonial river policies so elusive. River management must serve so 

many ends. India manages to resoive contradictions by accepting them, and ignore river problems 

by getting on with things. Development is ncing ahead and the nvers must bear much of the 

effluent mn-off. 

The final two fragments track versions of 'exotic' river transformation, where an encounter 

with Othemess demands reflexivity and where. against certain statistical or ecologicai odds, the 

faIIen river can still work wonders with the spirit. 

River Canges. Varanasi, India 

May 1995. In my washed-out picture of the river, the far bank appears devoid of 

human occupation. Beneath a smirking dawn there's just a dark stretch of eanh, a 

black tide rising improbably against a glacier's crenellated tongue. But this is no frozen 

river. 

Early morning. For hours the world here has been stimng in al1 sorts of ways and 

the River never stops moving. The red Sun gathers itself into an imperious yellow, 

shining on the glistened bodies of the devout and us dry backpackers who gaze, 

hesitant, at the holy water. Men and women walk swaying into the water, arms 
upraised in surrender. Others do laundry, or bathe. I look on. 

Later, in a cmmbiing room by the Ganges, not so much a room as a defiant 

collation of antique brick and collapsed rafters, draped in live elecvic wiring, I unroll 

and admire a small poster of Hanuman the Hindu Monkey-God, poised in sly-seeming 

meditation. Then Michelle and 1 walk down to the river that rises out of itself; many 

who gather have spent years focused on gening to this place. Obeisance is given from 

Stone and flesh. The water is laced with chemicals and stiil it is swallowed, for its 

sacredness seems to rnitigate h m .  "Pure water is so highly valorized that nothing. it 

seems, can defile it. It is a substance of good" (Bachelard, Warer and Drenms 141). 



The ghats are crowded with wide-hulled wooden row boats offenng rides, wooden 

hulls bumping old stone steps: "Hel10 boat?'yell the rowers. Later we'll reply with 

crumpled rupee notes, get tacked out into the current across the wide, wide water. 1'11 

watch the man pull on the oars, stop, drift, pull; the roll of oarlocks, his head nodding 

in the direction of the funeral pyres on shore. 1 don't look to the fires. Enough 

watching has been done. 

As the gentleman continues his gazing the sacred water is cupped in palms and is 

lifted to the face in that old, old gesture. The water mediates skin and blade. The razor 

is tapped against a steel bowl, tuming me away from ersatz reflection. The barber tilts 

my jaw to clear the iast swathe of lather from my chin. A iump of quartz is slid across 

the after shave. smoothing. The quartz is wom to a curved bole. a ridge against 

jawbone, clear and hard. The flagstone is also smooth against my cheek: somehow I 

am on my stomach, cheekbone against the cool stone. There's a leg (mine) in the 

hands of the barber and my other limbs are held oy his three friends (who have 

materialised from somewhere). 1 am just watching the water ease by. After some 

wriggling 1 stand and begin the dance of bargaining, finally slipping away. My 

thoughts swiri with the prayers of many, with the effluent of factory and city, with the 

carnivorous turtles recently introduced into the water. 

Up in the bedroom a primate interloper is biting clear through a film canister and 

finishing off a bottle of forty acidophilus capsules: the monkey that has broken into our 

ramshackle room now h a  the heaithiest intestinal flora on the river! The Hanuman 

poster is in the corner, supervising. The monkey is spotted by neighbours. bounding 

for the poised reach of the river where we have been sitting quietly, leaving the Ganges 

to those who can offer the right words of praise to this great, enduring current. As 

cobalt dusk gathers, the water matches the sky's expanse and bears us up. 

What does one have to knotv to enter the water? Does an aura of tradition create another menisciis 

we need to be guided through? Sometimes, the guide is the only person who can ensure that the 

dialogue across elements of earth and water or between cultures is as strong and open as it can be. 

That guide may be textual or a person; in my experience both are instructive and storied. M a t ,  

then. does it mean to live out the stereotype of the white who is healed by joumey into another, 

autochthonous realm? Well, if it is what the River and the Maon of the Whanganui intended for 

me al1 dong (1 later found out the people planned as much for me), what can 1 do but simply let 

go, and flow with the current? 



Te Awa O Whanganui, New Zealand. 

January 1990. Matiu Mareikura stands at the fire, beside Te Awa O Whanganui. the 

Whanganui River; the River flows southwest from the central North Island of New 

Zealand. Matiu's korero, his talk, flows on too. Flows on with others' across time, 

from the reach of Mount Ruapehu, down the River. al1 the way past Putiki, to the 

esniary and on to the great Pacific. 

A dam diverts the headwaters, but does not stop the stories and songs that blossorn 

with nga waka (the canoes) iis, each summer, the tribe gathers to reweave local 

knowledge into the lives of young and old, binding the river and people. This sumrner 

trip is the Tira Hoe Wuh, the joumey by canoe. The tribes have fought for their water 

rights longer than any other people in the country have. "The violence done to the 

people is also done to the land" (Young 185). 

We are gathered, preparing for departurc, the air resonant with Song and prayer. It 

begins in that still dark hour before dawn. Even in mid-summer the air is chill outside 

the old meeting house, the rvhare tuplinu or house of the ancestors. The ancestors, 

present too as carved pillars inside the house. stand ta11 in the rninds of their 

descendants, contemporary Maori who gather to paddle Te Awa O Whanganui. The 

River still carries the mark of those forebears: they live on in the rapids narned after 

them, in the stones and songs that braid with those streams. 

We stand bowed beneath a swirl of rnist and the chant of old karakin or prayer. The 

dawn is called forth, as are blessings for the journey ahead. 
When I rode with you al1 into another older history of the land I cal1 home, you 

shared that strong canoe of your love. You eased me from a dry bndge into the river of 

iife. The songs braid the meeting houses to the river. As we paddled through stories, 

we knew your anceston watched on. 

Each night at the River is bound by the fluid chanting of sacred kurakia. Every 

dawn, every dusk, we are reminded of the responsibiliiy of entering the waters. The 

came 1 ride, Kukuta, sits heavy and stable in the water, rnarked by years beneath the 

river. It was chumed to the surface in a flood. Now, after its long wait, it ides again. 

Throughout the trip water will seep into the hull, trying to retum us to the deep. 

The 80 of us paddle into the upper reaches. The road leaves the riverbank. The 

silence is so profound and the cliffs so embracing, it feels (over the next days), that we 

are in a timeless place. Over two weeks the flotilla of waka surges and weaves like one 

of the black eels moving silently through the brown water. Upriver, in the still, cliff 
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braced Stream, paddling. At each bend 1 find myself "emerging in / The mysterious, 

and more ample, hirther waters" (Avison). 

At Maraekowhai Julie Ranginui tells me of the old methods her ancestors perfected 

for catching the lamprey and other river food. Her way of being in the world reveals 

what oneness with the river and spirit can do. 

o . .  

The rurii (that powerfui night owl) was watching us, even during the day. 

Hikaia Amohia told us to study the River; he told us how he grasped hold of his 

responsibilities lis they were passed on. He always had a joke ready. But he knew 

what the power of the river was; he told us about the taniwha. those giant water 

guardians that watch over the sacred places. They might rescue the drowning, or 

drown the unwary. We heard the stones and we did the right things at each place. Hik 

died in the chi11 winter of 199 1, his ceaseless activity and intent a cal1 to vigilance. 

Many miss his omery and fast mind and wit, the way it ranged over topics as 

does the stony riverbed. His eyes had the glint of water too. 

Grace Taiaroa always asked those short questions of me, the very tough ones: "When 

are you coming back?" She had opened her arms and said "moko" (grandchild). 1 had 

moved to her side. to her beautiful poise, her love that made her shine. She had a black 

scarf and a black skin on in the old style of women elders. and knew about grief. So 

she knew about love and never stinted with it. We spoke at Patiarero, a place renamed 

'Hiruharama.' or lenisalem, in the syncretic wash of belief by the water. In 1994. just 

pior to the Waitangi Tribunal hearings that would, five years later, culminate in a 

repon that confirmed Maori rights to the River, Grace Taiaroa passed on to her tiiprinn. 

her ancestors. She was a woman who Iooked at the River and saw al1 things. When 1 

saw her looking at the water. 1 could see she knew its full length; perhaps she is 

Iooking at the water now. waiting for that fullness to return. 

She waited so long to hear these words that conclude the Waitangi Tribunal's 

findings into the Atihaunui claims to the River. The Tribunal measures govemment 

actions against the Treaty of Waitangi it was a partner to in 1840. The report concludes 

with a powerful acknowledgement of everything these pople have fought and died for 

New Zealand society has changed since 1840. but the Treaty 
principles do not change. The Crown is obliged now to act 
honourably with Atihaunui, who have experienced rniseiy and 
anguish, as well as spiritual and economic loss, at the hands of past 
govemments. The Crown has to atone for past govemment actions. 



1 recomrnend that the Crown give serious consideration to 
sharing equally the ownership of the Whanganui riverbed - that is, 
the watercourse - with Atihaunui.. . . 

Recognition by the Crown as a hiIl and equal partner in the bed 
of the river, and an honounble settlement for the grave1 extraction, 
is a small concession for the Crown to rnake, when balanced against 
100 years of struggle by Atihaunui to defend their heritage and 
rights. (347-8) 

1 remember Matiu Mareikura riding behind us as we left Patiarero. Matiu wished he 

had a handicarn io film us leaping the water: then perhaps we'd see the river was 

simply handing us on firmly towards the ocean. When you reach that rapid you've got 

to act: no more time for musing. When he died in July of 1998, it was a shock; he was 

too young and as a keeper of knowledge he had much to share. But he hüd given so 

much. The river calls a lot up from you. Matiu knew what the river could offer, and 

was masterful in imparting the abundant spirit of the place, and the place of the spiritual 

in the world. 

When 1 saw Niko Tangaroa, his great smile lit up Our faces: "Tira Hoe Waka!" 
he said, as we pressed noses in greeting. That was at Matiu's funeral. The next 

funeral I went to, a few months later, was Niko's. 

Niko Tangaroa could guide wiih few words, and things would happen. He 

went back to the river and it gave him extra strength. The boa& he built still make the 

joumey. The Whanganui is where he came from, and where he retumed to, going 

back to his ancestral homeplace of Otoko, a meeting house on a bluff above the River. 

Two great men who died earlier than they should have; they never stopped 

working for the river and its people. These people, known to me for such a short time, 

are remembered by many others: their aroha, their warmth, vitality and love endure. 

Behind Matiu, the star arced fiery orange, trailing glory. The sky's river blazed. 

The light. The light will not go out. 

Day five, the upper reaches of the River: 1 paddle and see a fern frond fail into the 

smooth deep water. The grace of ihat movement, its release, stays with me. When 1 

tell Julie Rmginui, one of the wisest people 1 know, she says, "And when the fem 

lands, there are npples.. ." All the river opens in her srnile then, and 1 feel those npples 

within. When 1 capsize with Kevin Amohia 1 laugh and laugh in the water, the best 



Iaugh since mum died those years before. As 1 leave the river 1 understand 1 need to let 

my mother go, to release her and myself by facing her death. 

That dam is a wrong, but the water still heals. How long c m  you hold off when the 

water is calling? When you know that's what you really need? Archie Taiaroa stood 

with me high on the bank: we looked at the water below Atene. 'There's a lot of work 

to be done," he said. 

The annuai Tira Hoe Waka honours continuity and reminds the rest of the country that 

there are several ways of knowing water, place and history. As the flotilla worked its 

way towards the estuary, war chants and the thud of paddle against craft boomed 

across the water. Traditional Maori weaponry and traditional baseball caps were 

displayed and swung; old songs fiowed beneath the concrete bridge. Already the new 

stories are recirculating. 
a 

On the soft stone cliffs of the lower river there are a series of holes stretched dong 

several miles like intent punctuation: horizontal and even, these are the holes formed 

over centuries as Maori poled canoes upriver, working with the cliff. 

Now, the holes rest well above the current, each one a stranded absence ttiat 

speaks to what might have been without the dam. 

But they also speak of countless journeys, as the tribes-Pakeha and 

Maori-became a network of histories. As David Young says, these are histones 

woven by water. That water, those histories, will flow with us into the next century. 

And the grievances and possibilities will remain. Like mernories in the stone, these 

stones-the wounds and the joys-offer a space for further progress in the ongoing 

conversations between cultures, between people and river. 

One of the things the Tira Hoe Waka and the people of Te Awa O Whanganui 

have taught me is that no joumey ever tnily concludes, just as no river really ends at the 

sea. The drop of water fails from the paddle, the fem leaf falls into the river. After 

every contact there are ripples. Even now, those Ruid circles are pulsing through me, 

drawing my eyes and my heart, back to the river, the centre where it al1 began. The 

ocean beckons. 

Awa 



Estuaries 

Precisely because the ocean beckons, I intend to 'close' this dissertation at the estuary, the 

inconclusive and inclusive ecotone between (exchanging) versions of the element of water. 

Exchange is a centrai component of the notion of recirculation 1 have followed through my 

reading. This reading is not a solely literary experience. It has led into ethics, history and 

ecology; bibliographie networks are dynarnic systems too. My reading informs rny encounter with 

rivers: I now 'read' a river with an eye to its ecology, an ear to its stories and sounds, and a breath 

tumed towards how those cornponents run on together. My experience of rivers fdds into my 
reading. The textual encounters influence the ways 1 met the Weber, Chet and Stein Rivers; they 

also shape how 1 retum to the Ganges and the Whanganui in memory. 

Reading teaches that any river depends on a network of watershed collaborations that 

extend beyond the human realrn. That suprahuman reach compels and inspires human response. 

The river is capable of entering the human imagination at an intimate, familiar and evocative level, 

but it gestures beyond that arnbit. Gaston Bachelard has called water "a substance full of 

reminiscences and prescient reveries" (Water and Dreams 89). Bachelard's nvers run through 

tirne, composing memory and vision. For him, "dreams are associated with knowledge" (93). 

Reverie is a constitutive act; river reflection sustains the future and flows from the put. Thinking 

like a river involves honouring source and estuary, two places that frame or define - but do not 

contain - an interdependent beginning and an ending that is neither of those borders. Writing like 

a river takes many forms, any form that shares the process of remembnnce and apprehension 

through reflection. Reading a river reads forces that simultaneously run beyond us and create us. 

My reading has extended rny sense of these influences. 

River work occurs on several levels at once. Reading a textual river involves the 

negotiation of a braided strem of rhetoric. Observation and engagement attnct other variants of 

language because a river is a hydrologic, ecologic, political, symbolic and economic force. These 

streams transpire through and shape the community in a constant cycle. Such a (hydrologic or 

mental) cycle encourages connection, not closure and abandonment. Continuity is a central and 

creative aspiration in my reading. Response sustains recirculation; momentum inheres in the 

process of reception. Things (ideas. silt, driftwood and -styrofoam) are passed on; exchange 

sustains a river and a community. Things accrete and move on, so the esniary emerges as an 

expression of encounter and exchange: it is a fertile place. 

The immediacy of encounter on the page, in the narrative or through typographie and 

textual gaps (in Marlatt, Stafford, Moore, or Zetlin, for example) hints at revene and reminiscence 

at the estuarine present, the site where past flows into the unknown hiture. To read a river or to 



read of a river embeds the viewer in a present moment that braids with past and hiture, where time 

is nver time. Writing Steveston, Marlatt became "fascinated" by the estuary there. "1 would sit at 

the edge and watch them [river and ocean] mingling" ("Given this Body" 48). The estuary is 

where the river changes form again and where new possibilities arise. Like any moment, any 

place, the estuary is a site of change constituted by the past, moving into the future, that unknown 

ocean. 

In "Walking" Thoreau tropes the Pacific Ocean as a Lethe Stream that might purge the 

colonist of the worst of the Old World institutionai baggage. Crossing the river is rneant to cleanse. 

But when memory continues to erode in the New World (while the worst of the Old remains), 

things become worrying. 

What form might the River Lethe's estuary take? This River of forgetfulness might refuse 

the estuary and the possibility of remembered and mindful continuity demonstrated by Moore, 

McCanhy or Duncan. It might forego ocean in favour of barrier and dam. But writers such as 

Marlatt, Flanaga or Sinclair resist closure and amnesia. For them, retlection and remembrance is 

a form of momentum; it is forgetting that stagnates. To close by asserting that contemporary river 

wnting trünscends gender and industry through introspection (while being influenced by these). 

that the writing demonstrates forms of cross-border and cross-genre creative transpiration, that it 

depends on memory as a composite force, or that it encounters (and resists resolving) 

contemporary paradox is not quite enough. For me, the works themselves suggest openness and 

continuity. The estuary of Lethe is a site of closure. But the river writing and my own discursive 

method requires a different route. Two poets point me to the estuary where things c m  begin to 

recirculate again. 

Each of the writers I have read makes a joumey. The nver bears them "like a 

consciousness" through the process of utterance (Berry, 'The Rise" Recollected 5). That 

dependent, retlective joumeying reminds them of every component of the ecosystem-and of 

memory-chat carries them. Canadian poet Margaret Avison cdls the experience of reckoning and 

challenge "The Swimmer's Momenty' (47). This is the meeting with "deadly rapids" and the "black 

pit" that leads to "more ample, further waters." For Avison, some people ignore that vortex, 

spinning on "the rim of suction;" others are taken by the nver, claimed forever. When the river 

unfolds again, and carries on (braiding itself into past and present), only "one or two" arrive at the 

venerated site: "(the silver reaches of the esniary)." This is the (framed but interactive) place where 

Avison (like Marlatt) closes her poem, it affirms interconnection by moving out through the "web" 

(Lopez, "Symposium") of "that great river of life" (nie River-Home) and arriving at CO-operative 

concord. "The past it has passed through" determines much of the journey and the way ahead. 

Memory shapes the braiding we cal1 'self' and the river remakes itself through the continuity of its 

(inter)dependent development. 



My joumey began at the Whanganui River; it concludes at the estuary, that ecotone where 

ecosystems dialogue alongside a fleeting human presence. At Putiki, mouth of the Whanganui, the 

River meets the Pacific. Northeast of there, through manifold currents, the Fraser mns into the 

same Ocean. Where river meeis sea, we begin again. 

New Zealand poet Dinah Hawken knows the estuary is a place of change and possibility. 

"The Settlement" (62) enfolds the possibilities of union between a couple into the wider 

possibilities of cross-cultural becoming. 1 conclude my thesis with a poem that opens to the ocean 

ahead and the challenges it brings. 1 want to end with a sense of possibility, not closure, to open 

to the potentials of joumey and anchoring, love and vision that rivers and these writee have given 

me. A sense of gracr, thankfulness and Iearning has miukrd my passage: this sense will ripple 

through the search ahead: 

'1 live she said by the sea 
and the sea refuses no river.' 

Whatever is happening is happening 
At the estuary. 

A pohutukawa arches over the treaty 
As a smctuary arches over communion. 

1 live he said by the river 
And the river refuses no sea. 

A sanctuary arches over the mmiage 
As a pohutukawa arches over communion. 
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